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Preface
This volume contains the working papers of the panels appointed by the Astronomy and Astrophysics
Survey Committee. These papers were advisory to the survey committee and represent the opinions of the
members of each panel in the context of their individual charges. They have not been edited by the survey
committee, nor have they been edited or reviewed by the National Research Council.
The committee's full survey report is contained in a separately published document, The Decade of
Discovery in Astronomy and Astrophysics (National Academy Press, Washington, D.C., 1991), issued
simultaneously with this volume of the panels' working papers.
Selected by the committee, the chairs of the panels in turn helped the committee to select a broad and
representative group of experts to advise in 15 areas of concern. The chairs were responsible, together
with their panel members, for obtaining the views of a wide cross-section of the astronomy and astrophys-
ics community and for preparing a paper on their discussions and findings. A member of the survey
committee served as a vice-chair of each panel. In some cases, the panel chairs selected a core group to
assume primary responsibility for writing the panel's paper; members of such core groups are designated by
an asterisk in the list of panel members that precedes each paper.
The panel chairs presented their papers in oral and written form at the June and July 1990 meetings
of the survey committee and were invited to participate with the committee in the initial attempts to
generate a cohesive set of overall recommendations. The views of the participants were modified by the
discussions that took place between the different advocates and experts. The committee based its final
decisions and recommendations in significant part on the contents of the panel papers and on the discus-
sions with the panel chairs.
Ten panels had charges that reflected specific scientific areas, eight of them based on wavelength
region and two (those of the Planetary Astronomy Panel and Solar Astronomy Panel) on particular
subdisciplines with special needs. The committee asked these ten science panels to identify the most
important scientific goals in their respective areas, to prioritize the new initiatives needed to achieve these
goals, to recommend proposals for technology development, to consider the possibilities for international
collaboration, and to discuss any policy issues relevant to their charge. The Astronomy and Astrophysics
Survey Committee served as an interdisciplinary panel to guarantee that scientific questions that did not fit
conveniently into this organizational structure were handled appropriately on an ad hoc basis.
Four other panels were appointed to explore computing and data processing, policy opportunities, the
benefits of astronomy to the nation, and the status of the profession. The working papers written on the
first three topics were used by the committee as a basis for developing the chapters with corresponding
subject matter (Chapters 5, 7, and 8, respectively) in the survey report. Data from the working paper titled
"Status of the Profession" were used in preparing various chapters and Appendix B of the survey report
and by other panels in preparing their papers. The Science Opportunities Panel, the fifteenth panel
appointed by the committee, prepared a paper that the committee believed should be expanded and
published separately as a popular book accessible to as large an audience as possible. An abbreviated and
adapted version of this panel's paper appears as Chapter 2 of the survey report.
Members of the panels consulted widely with their colleagues to solicit advice and to inform other
members of the astronomical community of the main issues facing the committee. Each panel held an
vii
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open meeting at a session of the American Astronomical Society, and most of the panels held sessions at
other professional gatherings, as well as at astronomical centers at different places in the United States.
Each panel discussed with the relevant federal agency personnel the problems and issues of its particular
area. These interactions with agency personnel provided valuable background to the discussions, although
the panels were careful to preserve the independence and confidentiality of the National Research Council
deliberative process.
The Astronomy and Astrophysics Survey Committee believes that the material in the panel papers is
of general interest and may be of special use to students and research scientists in astronomy and
astrophysics, as well as to university and governmental administrators.
John Bahcall
Chair
Astronomy and Astrophysics Survey Committee
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Since Karl Jansky's first observations in 1932, improvements in technology have increased the sensitivity of
radio telescopes by an average of about two orders of magnitude per decade, improved the angular resolution
of radio images from tens of degrees to better than a thousandth of an arcsecond, and extended the short
wavelength limit of radio astronomy from meter to millimeter and sub-millimeter wavelengths. The radio
telescope is now the instrument of choice for high resolution and high fidelity images of many types of celestial
objects.
During the past decade the unique facilities at the national radio observatories have made possible dramatic
discoveries ranging from fundamental physics and cosmology to the spectacular radar imaging of asteroids. At
the same time, pioneering observations made at millimeter and sub-millimeter wavelengths have provided the
best picture yet of the spiral structure of our Galaxy, and have led to a much better understanding of the
structure, dynamics, and chemistry of star-forming regions. New radio techniques have been developed to
measure distances throughout the Universe. These methods are already leading to reevaluations of the size scale
of the Galaxy and the Universe. Other advances in high resolution imaging, signal processing, and millimeter
and sub-millimeter spectroscopy have opened many other new opportunities for radio astronomy in the 1990's.
Unfortunately, however, the funding for radio astronomy has not been able to keep pace with the growth of the
science.
Over the past ten to fifteen years, important radio telescopes have been closed, and there has been minimal
new capital investment in existing national facilities to upgrade them to the state of the art, or even to
maintain them and replace obsolete instrumentation. Of particular concern are the deteriorating state of
the VLA---the world's premier radio telescope--the inadequate support for the newly developed fields
of millimeter and sub-millimeter radio astronomy, and the decrease in the number and level of research
grants to individual scientists.
As we enter the decade of the 1990's radio astronomy looks forward to the timely completion of the Very
Long Baseline Array (VLBA), the Green Bank Telescope (GBT), the Arecibo upgrading project, the Arizona-
German Sub-Millimeter Telescope (SMT), and the Smithsonian Sub-Millimeter Wavelength Array (SMA).
Additional funds will be needed for operating these new facilities. At the same time, it is important to exploit
the dramatic technical developments of the 1980's and to start now on the design and construction of facilities
that will provide powerful new research opportunities during the decade following the 1990's.
The Radio Astronomy Panel recommends as the highest priority for new instrumentation for radio
astronomy the construction of a Millimeter Wavelength Array (MMA) with a collecting area about 2000
square meters, receivers operating in all atmospheric whzdows in the range of 30 to 350 GH_ angular
resolution better than O.1" at the shortest wavelengths, and versatile high resolution spectroscopic capability.
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The Millimeter Array will make possible the study of a wide variety of objects in the solar system, star
formation and evolution, stellar nucleosynthesis, chemical and physical structure of the interstellar medium in
the Milky Way as well as in distant galaxies, and the structure and evolution of the Universe. The sensitivity,
angular resolution, speed, and image quality of the MMA will each exceed that of any existing millimeter wave
instrument in the world by more than an order of magnitude.
Due to the fact that the MMA will not be complete before late in the decade, it is essential that adequate
support be provided in the interim to the millimeter and sub-millimeter telescopes currently in operation. These
instruments will advance the science and technology in this field during the next decade and train the young
scientists who will use the MMA when it goes into operation.. The existing university-based millimeter
interferometers will play a particularly important role because they have begun and will continue to develop the
scientific and technical program leading to the MMA. They will also provide a vital source of student and
postdoctoral training in millimeter interferometry.
The Radio Astronomy Panel also recommends, in order of priority, the following new moderate scale
instruments:
The construction of a filled aperture Large Millimeter Wavelength Radio Telescope.
The expansion of the VLA to cover the range of resolution intermediate between the current VIA and
the VLBA, and to greatly enhance the imaging power of both the VIA and the VLBA.
The deployment in space of a 25-m class radio telescope, in collaboration with an international group
of partners in Europe, Japan, and the USSR, to operate as a Very Long Baseline Interferometer
(VLBI) element in space.
The Radio Astronomy Panel recognizes the need for a continuing opportunity for initiating new small-scale
projects. Although the Panel fully expects that new ideas will be continually developed over the next decade,
we have identified the following initiatives as being particularly meritorious at this time:
A Large Southern Radio Telescope in Brazil to be constructed and operated by an international
consortium for research in atmospheric sciences, radio, and radar astronomy in the southern skies.
The construction of a small radio telescope especially designed to detect spatial fluctuations in the
cosmic background radiation (CBR) at levels of one part in a million.
The participation in the Soviet and Japanese space VLBI missions planned for the mid 1990's.
The establishment of small research groups at universities to develop advanced instrumentation and
carry out observational programs to search for extraterrestrial intelligence (SETI).
The development of a frequency agile, image-forming radio telescope for solar research.
The construction of a Fast All Sky Telescope to survey the sky for variable radio sources.
The Panel has identified the following areas of technological research which have particularly great potential
to enhance the power of existing and future radio telescopes: a) the continued development of receiver
technology for millimeter and sub-millimeter wavelengths; b) the development of broad bandwidth recording
systems and data links for VLBI; and c) strengthening of efforts toward the protection from radio frequency
interference (RFI) to ground, space, and lunar based radio telescopes, together with the development of effective
techniques to suppress or eliminate the effects of RFI on radio astronomy observations.
The Panel also recognizes the opportunity for the development of major new capabilities that will be possible
beyond the year 2000, and recommends that an orderly program begin during the 1990's directed toward the
development of low frequency radio astronomy techniques on the ground and in space, ultimately leading to the
establishment of a low frequency, high resolution radio astronomy telescope on the moon.
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Introduction
Radio astronomy began just before the second World War and matured in the 1950's, mostly through the
pioneering efforts of scientists with backgrounds in radio science, electrical engineering, or wartime radar. Their
work led to remarkable discoveries in the 1950's and 1960's, including radio galaxies, quasars, pulsars, radio
bursts from the Sun and Jupiter, giant molecular clouds, interstellar masers, and the cosmic microwave
background. The radio observations also led toward much better understanding of a number of other
astrophysical topics, including the nature of planetary atmospheres, surfaces, and spin-orbit resonances, the
physical conditions in star-forming regions, the importance of galactic nuclei, the gas content of circumstellar
shells and interstellar space, and conditions in the most distant parts of the Universe corresponding to epochs
shortly after its creation.
In the 1970's, radio astronomers undertook an ambitious radio telescope construction program to exploit
these new astrophysical areas, as well as the vigorous development of the specialized technologies needed for
such fruitful new techniques as very long baseline interferometry, millimeter wavelength spectroscopy, and fast
data acquisition and signal processing for pulsar and planetary radar studies.
The techniques of radio astronomy have continued to develop rapidly during the 1980's. Specialized
hardware and algorithms have been developed for aperture synthesis imaging, with angular resolution and image
quality unequaled by any other technique, and for making detailed measurements of the weak periodic signals
from pulsars. Lessons learned in long baseline interferometry experiments led to the construction of the
transcontinental Very Long Baseline Array, with antenna elements located from Hawaii to the Caribbean. At
the same time millimeter and sub-millimeter techniques have been developed and exploited in this nearly
unexplored region of the electromagnetic spectrum. But, for more than a decade, NSF funding of ground-based
astronomy has been inadequate to keep pace with the growth of the science. This has serious consequences
which now threaten the health of all of astronomy in the United States. Radio astronomy, which depends on
the NSF for nearly all of its support, is in a particularly critical situation.
The lack of adequate funds for the support of individual scientists, for the operation, maintenance, and
upgrading of existing radio telescopes to the state of the art, and for instrumentation and computing
resources is the most important problem facing radio astronomy.
As we enter the decade of the 1990's, opportunities for new research initiatives will depend on the timely
completion of the VLBA, the GBT, the Arecibo upgrading project, the Arizona-German Sub-Millimeter
Telescope, and the Smithsonian Sub-Millimeter Wavelength Array. Additional funds will be needed for operating
these new instruments. At the same time, it is important to exploit the dramatic technical developments of the
1980's and to start now on the construction of radio astronomy facilities which will provide powerful new research
opportunities during the decade following the 1990's.
Scientific Opportunities
The history of radio astronomy has been characterized by the discovery of a wide range of fundamentally
new phenomena and objects that have revolutionized our understanding of the Universe. Radio galaxies, quasars,
pulsars, molecular masers, and solar radio bursts were serendipitous discoveries resulting from the use of
powerful new technologies. Other new phenomena, such as gravitational lenses, neutron stars, and the
microwave background radiation, were discussed prior to their discovery, but theoretical considerations played
little role in their actual discovery.
Even among the more traditional cosmic bodies, such as stars, planets, and the Sun, radio observations have
opened up a whole new domain of previously unknown phenomena. Planetary radio and radar observations first
revealed the retrograde rotation of Venus and the unexpected rotation of Mercury. Other unexpected solar
system discoveries include the excessive temperature of the Sun's corona, the high surface temperature of Venus
likely the result of a runaway greenhouse effect, the high temperature of the outer planets apparently due to
internal heat sources, the Van Allen Belts around Jupiter, and the spectacular low frequency bursts caused by
violent electromagnetic activity in the atmospheres of Jupiter and the Sun.
For many years the analytic power of radio telescopes suffered from two major limitations: poor angular
resolution and the inability to measure distances. But, during the decade of the 1980's, this situation has
dramatically changed.
Because of the long wavelengths involved, it was thought for a long time that the angular resolution of radio
telescopes must be severely limited compared with that of optical or infrared telescopes. In fact, the reverse is
true; the long wavelength radio waves pass relatively unaffected through the terrestrial atmosphere while optical
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telescopes are limited by "seeing." Also, because the precision needed to build diffraction limited instruments
at radio wavelengths is not as demanding as at optical wavelengths, radio telescopes may have essentially
unlimited resolution. Sophisticated new techniques for anal_ing radio interferometer data effectively eliminate
any effects of image distortion from the atmosphere to give radio images with extraordinary image quality and
angular resolution better than one thousandth of an arcsecond. This is several orders of magnitude better than
available by any other technique on the ground or in space.
Radio distance measurements are now able to reach beyond the local flow to give fundamentally new
determinations of the size of the Galaxy, the Hubble Constant, and the size of the Universe itself. These
techniques, some of which are completely independent of evolutionary effects or the usual hierarchical arguments,
include: the direct trigonometric parallax of pulsars and other galactic objects; statistical parallax measurements
of H20 masers; the time delay of OH emission in late type stars; VLBI measurements of supernovae expansion
velocities; HI and CO spectroscopic redshifts; the Tully-Fisher Relation; VLBI observations of superluminal
component motions; gravitational lensing; and the Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect.
Millimeter and Sub-Millimeter Wavelength Astronomy
Millimeter wave astronomy has opened up new opportunities to study the evolution of stars, galaxies, and
the Universe itself. The chemistry and composition of the interstellar medium, the earliest stages of star
formation, and the internal kinematics of luminous galaxies are uniquely revealed at millimeter wavelengths.
Array-type radio telescopes for millimeter and sub-millimeter wavelengths, built with recently developed
technology and exploiting powerful new imaging techniques, will provide tremendous improvements in sensitivity
and resolution in these spectral bands.
T i _ W
" -r "_ • ° ,- ! _ FIGURE 1 The millimeter wavelength spectrum of the
_ 'd÷j...F) __._ _,_:,t_k_[ji[_:., jt[_.!_._ Orion Molecular Cloud (OMC-1)showing more than one
thousand lines identified with about thirty different molecular
............. species. High resolution images of the chemical and isotopic
_ ......................... distributions map the gradients of temperature and density, as
: _ - - well as the kinematics, and give insight into the process of how
these clouds collapse to form stars. (Photo courtesy of T. G.
i i [ l Phillips, California Institute of Technology)
New stars are continually being born in giant clouds containing millions of solar masses of molecular gas.
Studies of carbon monoxide made at 2.6 mm wavelength have led to the determination of the slze, mass_ _md
location of hundreds of molecular clouds throughout the Galaxy, and have provided the best picture yet of the
spiral structure of the Milky Way. The study of isotope abundances in molecular clouds gives evidence for the
survival of interstellar molecular material in primitive solar system objects, and allows the study of conditions
relevant to the origin of the solar system, and perhaps, life itself. In the most luminous galaxies and quasars,
the molecular gas appears to play a pivotal role in promoting energetic starbursts and possibly fueling active
galactic nuclei.
Millimeter wavelength observations of the gaseous envelopes around very old stars give insight into their
morphology, dynamics, nucleosynthesis and chemical abundance. High resolution millimeter wavelength images
of outflowing envelopes of old giant stars show that they contain shells of gas containing molecules which must
have been produced in a remarkably short time of a few thousand years. Improved sensitivity and resolution at
millimeter and sub-millimeter wavelengths has also led to much better understanding of the structure, dynamics,
and chemistry of star-forming regions, the detection of interstellar polyatomic organic molecules, and to the
unexpected discovery of gaseous outflows from young stars.
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Millimeter and sub-millimeter wavelength observations are particularly critical to our understanding of
galaxies, because these wavelengths penetrate the dust obscuring the galactic cores at other wavelengths and
allow the large-scale gas and dust distributions and their relationship to global star formation to be determined.
Carbon monoxide has now been detected in hundreds of galaxies, and imaged in dozens. The data reveal
galaxies with central disks, rings, bars, strong nuclear concentrations, and prominent spiral arms. Molecular gas
is found to be concentrated primarily in the inner parts of spiral galaxies, especially those that are very luminous
in the infrared. The recent detection of CO in several quasars serves as a prominent indication of the future
potential of extragalactic molecular astronomy.
Meter to Hectometer Wavelength Astronomy
During the past decade several unexpected discoveries have led to a resurgence of interest in radio
astronomy at long wavelengths. Surprisingly, strong meter wavelength recombination lines have been found in
the interstellar medium throughout the galaxy. A prominent meter wavelength continuum source led to the
discovery of the first millisecond pulsar. The variability of Cassiopeia A at meter wavelengths is difficult to
explain within the context of any conventional understanding. Solar radio bursts due to electron streams and
shock waves have been observed and need to be imaged with high angular resolution, particularly in the nearly
unexplored hectometer wavelength band where the radiation originates in the region of solar wind acceleration.
Planetary radio observations at long wavelengths have also resulted in the recognition of a new coherent emission
mechanism, known as cyclotron maser radiation, which provides an elegant explanation for the extraordinarily
bright (up to 1016 K) circularly polarized radiation seen in the Earth's auroral zones, from Jupiter and the other
giant planets, from the Sun, and from a variety of stars. An important challenge for meter wave radio astronomy
during the next decade will be the attempts to detect highly redshifted primordial "pancake" clouds of neutral
hydrogen.
The Sun, Stars, Pulsars, Interstellar Masers, and Extrasolar planets
Millisecond and binary pulsars, formed in the complicated evolution of an interacting pair of stars, have
taught us important lessons about the last stages of stellar evolution in close binary systems. Pulsars will
continue to be extremely productive tools for probing a wide range of phenomena in gravitational physics,
cosmology, astrometry, time-keeping metrology, and nuclear and plasma physics. The upgraded Arecibo antenna
and the Green Bank Telescope, together with sophisticated new signal processing and data acquisition systems,
will provide unprecedented sensitivity and flexibility for pulsar studies of all kinds.
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binary pulsar PSR 1913+ 16 leads to an increasing change in the
o_ orbit compared with a hypothetical system whose orbital period
4 remains constant. The observations agree to better than one
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provide the only experimental evidence for the existence of
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Molecular maser clouds are found surrounding newly formed as well as very old stars. Measurements of
Zeeman splitting of OH and H20 maser lines determine the magnetic field strength which has been important
in understanding the energy balance and kinematics of the molecular clouds. Astrometric VLBI measurements
made with the extraordinary precision of 10 microarcseconds per year have made it possible to track the motions
of HaO masers in the envelopes of young stellar objects, and to determine directly their distances. Extension
of this technique to space VLBI offers the promise of the direct measurement of distances to nearby galaxies
and the recalibration of the distance scale of the Universe.
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The high sensitivity of the Very Large Array and the Arecibo telescope has also made possible the detection
and imaging of radio emission from a variety of stars. Radio emission with a thermal spectrum has been
identified with stellar winds which transfer mass between the components in binary star systems, while non-
thermal emission is associated with a wide range of phenomena including short-lived flares up to a million times
more intense than those seen on the sun. The VLA has identified the locations where high energy electrons are
accelerated and conf'med during solar flares, and has revealed a remarkable correlation between radio brightness
and the magnetic field structure of the chromosphere and corona. The Millimeter Array and the added
resolution of the expanded VLA will be particularly important in imaging the radio emission from stars of every
spectral type and luminosity.
Interest in the existence of planets around other stars and their possible consequences has never been higher.
Astrometric detection of dark stellar companions may be possible with the VLBA. The formation of planetary
systems around individual stars is a fundamental problem that is best studied at millimeter wavelengths where
the dynamics and chemistry of the dust and gas surrounding newly formed stars can be directly observed. The
millimeter and sub-millimeter arrays and the Large Millimeter Telescope will be extremely powerful tools for
probing preplanetary circumstellar disks. In addition, the Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence, SETI, continues
to fascinate the layman as well as scientists. SETI provides a powerful intellectual and technical challenge, and
will be expanded during the 1990's with powerful new instrumentation and techniques that will greatly extend
the horizons of the search.
The Planets, Asteroids, and Comets
With the detection of Pluto, thermal radio emission has now been observed from all of the planets, several
of their satellites, and from a number of asteroids and comets. Millimeter interferometry of ammonia in the
atmosphere of the giant planets and of carbon dioxide in the atmospheres of Venus and Mars offer the possibility
to directly observe the diurnal, latitude, and seasonal variations of atmospheric temperature and molecular
abundance. Variable sulfur dioxide emission has been observed at millimeter wavelengths on Io, probably as
a result of volcanic activity. Millimeter observations of hydrogen cyanide, a cometary parent molecule, provides
direct information on the kinematics in cometary coma as well as on its chemical composition.
Figure 3 Radar images of asteroid 1989 PB made at the
Arecibo Observatory near the time of closest approach of 2.5
million miles. The dumbbell-shaped asteroid is between one
and two kilometers across and rotates with a period of about
four hours. These images have an effective resolution of better
than ten milliarcseeonds. (Photo courtesy of S. Ostro, Caltech
Jet Propulsion Laboratory)
Worldwide VLBI observations have been used to track the two Soviet VEGA balloons to give information
on the circulation of winds in the atmosphere of Venus. Radar observations during the past decade have yielded
the first direct detection of a cometary nucleus, the discovery of large-particle clouds associated with comets
IRAS-Araki-Alcock and Halley, the extremely irregular, non-convex shapes of some near-Earth asteroids, and
the first direct evidence that the rings of Saturn contain centimeter or larger sized particles.
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Radio Galaxies, Quasars, and Cosmology
Radio observations continue to play a key role in understanding galaxies, quasars, and active galactic nuclei
(AGN's), and have changed our understanding of cosmology in a fundamental way. Observations of neutral
hydrogen gas in thousands of galaxies have revealed the existence of structures with dimensions of at least 50-100
Mpc. These results establish important boundary conditions on the evolution of large-scale structures in the
Universe, and have been used for dynamical studies of the mass distribution within galaxies, placing lower limits
on the amount of "dark matter" that they contain. Extragalactic neutral hydrogen and carbon monoxide surveys
will continue to be extremely productive, especially with the upgraded capabilities of the Arecibo telescope, the
VLA, the new Green Bank Telescope, and the proposed new millimeter radio telescopes. The observation of
highly redshifted atomic and molecular gas provides information about conditions in galaxy disks at early epochs.
Together with optical redshift surveys, these data provide an invaluable pool of cosmological information to
investigate the formation, evolution, and large-scale distribution of galaxies, and to address the question of
whether the Universe is open or closed. Gravitationally focused images of distant quasars give us a new
technique for studying the mass distribution in galaxies as well as a new and potentially important method of
determining the size and age of the Universe.
Probably the most important discovery in cosmology in modern times is the radio detection of the cosmic
microwave background radiation. Except for the effect of our motion through the Universe, the background
radiation is found to be remarkably smooth to within a few parts per hundred thousand. This simple
experimental fact provides one of the most stringent constraints on models of the early Universe, and particularly
on the enigmatic process of galaxy formation. Testing the isotropy of the cosmic microwave background at the
one-part-per-million level is now experimentally feasible and needs to be vigorously pursued. This type of
experiment will continue to be one of the observational cornerstones of cosmology.
Long-standing problems still remain in understanding the source of energy in quasars and active galactic
nuclei, and the conversion of energy into the relativistic plasma which generates the observed synchrotron
radiation. VIA observations during the past decade have revealed jets, filaments, and hot spots in both
extragalactic radio sources and in the center of our own Galaxy. These complex structures reflect the wealth
of detail in the radio emitting plasma and the important role played by magnetic fields.
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VLBI observations have concentrated on the small but incredibly energetic cores of quasars and active
galactic nuclei where the relativistic plasma is accelerated and focused into narrow jets which flow with apparent
superluminal motion toward the extended radio lobes located hundreds of thousands of light years away.
Superluminal motion is thought to be due to bulk relativistic motion of the radiating plasma nearly along the line
of sight. An important consequence of the relativistic motion is that the synchrotron radiation is beamed along
the direction of motion, so that the apparent radio luminosity of quasars and active galactic nuclei is very
dependent on the orientation of the beam and in favorable cases may be enhanced by orders of magnitude. It
is not clear how important the effects of relativistic beaming are in other parts of the electromagnetic spectrum,
but the correlation of time variability and the continuity of the spectra suggest that the apparent optical, IR, and
X-ray luminosity of quasars and active galactic nuclei may also be enhanced by this phenomenon. But the
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beaming models are difficult to reconcile in detail with the observations, and attempts to establish unified
geometric models have been only partially successful. The increased resolution, sensitivity, and dynamic range
expected from the expanded VIA, the VLBA, and space VLBI experiments will provide greatly enhanced
capabilities for attacking these problems.
Challenges For Radio Astronomy in the I990's
Many astrophysical puzzles are not yet solved, and almost certainly some presently "known" answers are
wrong. The apparent neutral hydrogen links between the distant quasars and nearby bright galaxies, the apparent
anisotropy and anomalous nature of the counts of strong radio sources, the absence of expected relativistic effects
in the angular size-redshift distribution of quasars, and the apparent quantization of quasar and galaxy redshifts,
are all difficult to understand within the framework of conventional cosmology and astrophysics.
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FIGURE 5 Angular size - redshgt relation =for different
samples of radio galax_esand quasars compared with various
world models. The only simple model consistent with the data
is the static Euclidean model. Friedmann models require that
the evolution of linear size with cosmic epoch just compensate
the geometric effects to reproduce the Euclidean relationship.
(Photo courtesy of V. Kapahi, Tata Institute, Bangalore, India)
By its very nature, basic scientific research addresses questions thai !ie at the boundaries between the known
and unknown. If an answer to a scientific question is predictable with any degree of confidence, the question
is probably not very close to this boundary! For this reason, it is difficult and probably even inappropriate to
speculate on the most important scientific advances during the coming decade, even if the discussion is in rather
general terms and the time scale is the relatively near future.
Too great a reliance on detailed planning may limit truly innovative thinking. We note that many of the
radio astronomy highlights of the 1980's--millisecond pulsars and the detection of gravitational radiation
damping, the extreme isotropy of the cosmic background radiation, the ordered clumpine_s of the distribution
of galaxies, bi-polar outflows from very young stars, gravitational lensing, and the high-dynamic-range mapping
capability of the Very Large Array_were unexpected developments and largely unforeseen before their
discovery. Earlier, radio galaxies, AGN's, quasars, pulsars, radio bursts from the Sun and Jupiter, the high
surface and atmospheric temperatures of the planets, giant molecular clouds, interstellar molecular masers, and
the cosmic background radiation itself were initially discovered as a result of the drive to exploit emerging new
technology. Considerations Of spd_ific Scientific issues had little impact on these major discoveries which now
dominate much of our astrophysical thinking. As a result of these discoveries, radio astronomy has probably
generated more new problems and questions than it has solved old problems, and has shown not only the
inadequacy of our understanding even a few decades ago but, more importantly, the inadequacy of the questions
we were asking. In an experimental discipline like radio astronomy, progress depends on the availability of the
most advanced technology used by talented people with access to the best possible opportunities for training.
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Recommendations for New Facilities
The Radio Astronomy Panel recommends as the highest priority for new construction a Millimeter Wave
Array with sub-arcsecond resolution, comparable to that of the VIA and having good image quality, a
sensitivity adequate to study faint continuum and line emission, and a flexible spectroscopic capability in
all of the millimeter wavelength windows between 30 GHz and 350 GHz. Cost: $115 M.
The Panel also identifies the following moderate sized projects, in order of priority, as being complementary
to the Millimeter Array and important to the continued development of radio astronomy during the decade of
the 1990's.
A Large Millimeter Radio Telescope Working to at Least 230 GHz _ $15M
Expansion of the VLA $33 M
A VLBI Antenna in Space 2 $200M
The Panel recognizes the need for a continuing opportunity to develop small new instruments and programs
in response to newly developed discoveries, techniques, or theoretical ideas. The following small new initiatives
at university facilities and national laboratories have been identified as being particularly important and timely.
A Large Southern Radio Telescope to be Built and Operated in Brazil
in Collaboration With an International Consortium of Partners 3
$ 10M
A Dedicated Cosmic Background Imager $10M
RADIOASTRON and VSOP Space VLBI Missions 4 $ 10M
Establishment of University-Based SETI Research Programs $5M
A Fast All Sky Telescope $10M
A Solar Radio Telescope $0.4 M
The Panel also recognizes the importance of developing long-range plans and instrumentation needed for
new facilities in the beginning of the 21st century, including:
The identification of technological innovations leading to the development of new instrumentation for
radio astronomy, including receiver technology for millimeter and sub-millimeter wavelengths, broad-
band recording systems for VLBI, advanced computing facilities and algorithms for imaging and pulsar
analysis, and the strengthening of efforts to control radio frequency interference.
Radio telescopes in space for observations at sub-millimeter wavelengths
An astrophysical observatory in Antarctica with large millimeter and sub-millimeter radio telescopes
A low frequency radio telescope on the far side of the moon
1 Federal share representing about half of the total cost of project.
Approximate US share of proposed international mission
3 US share of approximately $100 M project
4 Cost of US participation in Soviet and Japanese space VLBI missions
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The Millimeter Array
Large radio telescopes may require a decade to design and construct. In order to ensure the continued
preeminence of American radio astronomy into the next decade, it is important to begin now the work leading
to the next generation of radio telescopes.
The highest priority of the Radio Panel for new instrumentation is for the construction of a Millimeter
Wavelength Array with sensitivity, resolution, image quality, and speed adequate to investigate the wide
range of astrophysical phenomena that are best studied at millimeter wavelengths.
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FIGURE 6 Artists conception of the Millimeter Array showing the antennas in the 250 meter configuration. The road for
the 900 meter configuration is shown as well as the compact configuration in which the antennas are arranged to simulate the
response of a single 70 meter diameter antenna. The 3 km outer road is coincident to the 900 meter road in this inner part
of the array. (Photo courtesy of the National Radio Astronomy Observatory--Associated Universities, Inc.)
Dramatic advances in technology have caused an explosive growth of millimeter and sub-millimeter wave
astronomy. The high spectral resolution provided by heterodyne spectroscopy of molecular clouds provides a
powerful tool for basic molecular physics. Of particular interest is the chemistry of the interstellar medium,
which is readily studied at millimeter wavelengths where the spectroscopy of cosmic molecules rivals in richness
the Fraunhoffer spectrum of the sun and stars. Observations of these fines play an important role in helping to
understand how molecular clouds collapse to form stars, to identify the molecules primarily responsible for cloud
cooling, and to determine the kinematic details of the process from the observed velocity fields. One very
important result will be a great improvement in our understanding of star-forming regions in our own and other
galaxies.
Millimeter astronomy was developed and pursued solely in this country until the early 1980's. Although no
large millimeter wavelength instrument has ever been built by the United States, major facilities are now in
operation in Europe and in Japan. The Millimeter Array will recapture the once dominant position of the
United States in millimeter astronomy and will complement the major U.S. instruments that will be in operation
by the end of the next decade in other wavelength bands.
The MMA will be especially well-suited to simultaneous multi-wavelength spectroscopy with high spectral
resolution and will have a wide range of astrophysical applications, including solar system research, molecular
spectroscopy, studies of protoplanetary systems, star formation, primordial galaxies, and the microwave
background.
In the most distant parts of the Universe, the MMA will image thermal dust emission in galaxies out
to redshifts of ten, yield images of dust emission in active galactic nuclei and quasars with a resolution
about one hundred parsecs, detect carbon monoxide from galaxies out to large redshifls, and image the
Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect from clusters of galaxies to provide an independent determination of the
Hubble constant and the size and age of the Universe.
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For nearby galaxies, the MMA will determine the masses and kinematics of optically obscured galactic
nuclei with a resolution of a few parsecs, and image the distributions of the molecules containing
carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur and their isotopes.
Within the Galaxy, the MMA will observe stars of every spectral type and luminosity class, measure
their photospheric emission and temperature gradients, and determine positions with astrometric
accuracy. Observations with 0.1 arcsecond resolution will permit the identification of regions of star
formation in dark clouds, resolve cloud fragments, protostars, and circumstellar accretion disks as small
as 10 AU, image the density and velocity structure of protostellar and pre-planetary disks, and provide
images of the chemical gradients in protostellar nebulae and circumstellar shells that reflect the
chronology of stellar nucleosynthesis and envelope convection,
Inside the solar system, the MMA will probe the physics of particle acceleration in solar flares; image
the atmospheric winds and the temperature profiles of Venus and Mars; resolve the phosphine emission
in the Great Red Spot on Jupiter, hydrogen cyanide on Titan, and volcanic emission on Io; and obtain
unobscured images of cometary nuclei, asteroids, and the Pluto-Charon system.
The Millimeter Array will be a national facility open to all qualified users, and will provide fast sensitive
high fidelity sub-arcsecond imaging from 30 GHz to 350 GHz, wide-field imaging, sensitive simultaneous
broadband operation, and a comprehensive "single-dish" capability. The proposed array will contain 40
transportable antennas, each 8-m in diameter, and will be reconfigurable to match the angular resolution to a
wide range of astrophysical problems, The angular resolution will be 0.07 Jtmm arcsecond in the largest 3-km
configuration. In its compact configuration, the MMA will have a resolution comparable to that of a 70-m
antenna with a collecting area equal to that of a single 50-m diameter antenna. The rms sensitivity for point
source continuum observations will be better than 1 mJy/(min) _/2,and for spectral line observations at 230 GHz,
1.2 K/(min) lI2 for a 1" beam and 1 km/sec velocity resolution. Design and prototyping work for the MMA is
planned for the period 1991-1994, and construction from 1994-1998.
Medium Scale New Instruments:
Large Millimeter Wave Telescope: The Radio Astronomy Panel recognizes the need for a modern 50-meter
class filled aperture radio telescope capable of operation to at least 230 GHz, located at a good site and available
to scientists independent of their institutional affiliation. The Panel is impressed by the progress being made
in the use of active optics to build a large millimeter radio telescope at relatively low cost. Such an instrument
equipped with focal plane heterodyne and bolometer arrays will offer a huge increase in speed and sensitivity
over currently available instruments and will provide an extremely powerful tool for the study of interstellar
matter and star formation. The Large Millimeter Telescope will allow fast spectroscopic and continuum surveys
of large regions of the sky, and may have application to planetary radar. The LMT will also provide a substantial
enhancement to millimeter VLBI. It is expected that the LMT will cost about $35 M to construct, with about
half of this to be paid by private or state funds.
VLA Expansion: The gap between the VLA and the VLBA may be bridged with a combination of tape recorder
and fiber optic links between the two arrays and by adding new antenna elements. This will increase the
resolution of the VLA at all frequencies; improve the dynamic range, field of view, and extended source
sensitivity of the VLBA; and give a "scaled array" capability over a much wider range of frequencies than is now
available. Of particular importance will be the ability to determine how the Stokes parameters of the radiation
vary with frequency over a wide range of frequency at a fixed angular resolution. The Radio Panel recommends
a phased plan which includes: (a) placing up to four VLBA tape recorders at the VLA ($1 M); (b) constructing
up to four new antennas in New Mexico and Arizona ($21 M); (c) providing fiber optic links from the VLA to
the four new antennas and to the one at Los Alamos, and expanding the VLA correlator from 27 to 33 stations
($11 M). These improvements will provide a greatly enhanced resolution and imaging capability over a wide
range of frequency, and brightness sensitivity with many applications to radio observations of the Sun and planets,
radio emission from stars, novae, protoplanetary nebulae and stellar winds, as well as from star-forming regions,
and for the study of active galactic nuclei and quasars.
Space VLBI: The VLBA will give the highest resolution images of any astronomical instrument, and further
improvement can be obtained only by going into space. Recent experiments using the TDRSS satellite have
demonstrated the feasibility and power of space VLBI. Space VLBI was among the 1982 Astronomy Survey
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Committee recommendations for "moderate new programs," but NASA has been slow to participate in any of
the space VLBI missions planned for the 1990's.
The International VLBI Satellite (IVS) is being discussed by European, Soviet, Japanese, and U.S. radio
astronomers for a possible launch near the end of the decade. IVS will include a 25-meter class antenna working
to wavelengths as short as 3 mm located in high Earth orbit at altitudes between 20,000 and 150,000 km. IVS
will provide an order of magnitude or more improvement in sensitivity and image resolution over the Japanese
and Soviet missions planned for the mid 1990's. It will also be capable of sensitive, single aperture, spectroscopic
observations of molecular oxygen in the 60 GHz band from above the earth's atmosphere, which is opaque at
this frequency. Knowledge of molecular oxygen abundance, which is very uncertain, is important to
understanding the chemical and dynamical evolution of molecular clouds.
IVS is being planned as an international facility which will include the participation of ground-based radio
telescopes throughout the world. The current baseline for the study contains an ESA antenna and a Soviet
service module and Energia launch vehicle. Other variants are possible which include a substantial US
involvement, for example, a U.S. service module and part of the experimental package. The Radio Astronomy
Panel considers space VLBI to be the highest priority project for radio astronomy from space during the 1990's,
and it is important that the US take an active role in the early planning and mission definition studies for an
international VLBI satellite.
Small-Scale Projects
The Panel recognizes the need for a continuing level of support for small-scale programs that can react
to the rapidly changing developments in radio astronomy. We describe below several important areas
which we are able to identify at this time. We do not prioritize these small-scale initiatives because we
fully expect that new meritorious ideas will arise on a time scale less than that of the next decade review,
and that the selection of specific programs should depend on normal agency review and the nature of
funding opportunities as they arise.
Large Southern Radio Telescope: Many important research programs require the highest attainable
instantaneous sensitivity, and thus the largest possible collecting area. All of the biggest radio telescopes in the
world are located in the northern hemisphere. The construction of a large aperture radio telescope in the
southern hemisphere will give a powerful new capability for research in the southern skies, including atmospheric
studies, access to solar system objects invisible from the north, the galactic center region, the Magellanic Clouds
and the southern extragalactic sky. The recent design and construction of Gregorian subreflector systems,
conducted as part of the project for upgrading the Arecibo telescope, show the great potential of modern
applications of spherical antenna technology for achieving very large collecting area.
The proposed LSRT will work at short centimeter wavelengths and will have a collecting area comparable
to that of the upgraded Arecibo telescope, A novel feed arrangement will give a wide declination range covering
most of the southern sky. It is expected that the LSRT will be built and operated in Brazil by an international
consortium, at a total cost of about $100 M and a cost to the United States about $10 M.
Cosmic Background lmager: The cosmic background radiation is perhaps the most important tool of
observational cosmology. On angular scales greater than a few degrees, the background radiation reflects directly
conditions in the early Universe at an age of only one hundred thousand years. On smaller angular scales, it may
be distorted, both spatially and spectrally, by various processes connected with gravitational collapse and the
formation of galaxies and other large-scale structures. Upper limits on the anisotropy are now at a level of a
few parts in a hundred thousand. If anisotropies are not found at a level of a few parts in a million, then our
basic understanding of the early Universe may need to be fundamentally revised.
Recent technological advances in the design of reliable low-noise bolometers and heterodyne receivers
suggest that it is possible to reach the required levels of sensitivity with radio telescope systems especially
designed for this problem. One possible approach is to use an array of about 50 horn antennas to eliminate the
confusing effects of ground and atmospheric radiation. Another option is to use an array of bolometers located
in the focal plane of a millimeter radio telescope. Such instruments will also be powerful tools for accurately
measuring the microwave decrement due to the Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect. When combined with accurate X-ray
data, these measurements will yield an entirely independent determination of the Hubble constant and the size
and age of the Universe.
RADIOASTRON and VSOP: The USSR and Japan are each planning to launch VLBI satellites in the mid
1990's. U.S. scientists have been involved from the start in defining these missions, and many Eastern and
Western European countries, Australia, and Canada are participating in various ways in their implementation.
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In order to exploit the unique opportunities made possible by these foreign space VLBI missions, as well as to
develop the necessary skills and expertise needed to plan for a future U.S. space VLBI mission, the Radio
Astronomy Panel recommends that the large U.S. ground-based radio telescopes be made available as elements
of the Earth-Space interferometer, that VLBA compatible recorders be supplied at Soviet and U.S. ground
stations used to receive data from the space element, that U.S. radio telescopes be equipped to provide local
oscillator and data links to the foreign spacecraft, and that U.S. scientists participate fully in developing and
carrying out the VSOP and RADIOASTRON scientific programs.
The overall level of support for space VLBI in the next decade is expected to be about half a billion dollars,
primarily in Japan and the USSR. Although VLBI techniques were developed in this country, and the only
successful space VLBI experiments so far have been done with an U.S. satellite, there is no planned U.S. space
VLBI mission. Fortunately, U.S. astronomers can fully share in the scientific returns of the Japanese and Soviet
missions with a relatively small financial investment. Since the U.S. will have no involvement in the design,
construction, or launch of any space hardware or in mission management, the Panel suggests that U.S.
participation be handled through conventional grants to the participating scientists rather than administered as
a NASA project.
Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence: The Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI) will be an exciting
intellectual and technical challenge for the next decade. A successful "contact" would be one of the greatest
events in the history of mankind. We are the first generation that could realistically succeed, and there is great
public interest in SETI. The major issue is the appropriate level of resources to devote to SETI and how these
resources should be divided between a large centrally managed program and the more traditional university-
based research efforts. SETI is not part of radio astronomy, but the tools of radio astronomy are used for SETI,
and radio astronomers have pioneered the development of observational SETI programs.
NASA has initiated the Microwave Observing Project which will begin searching in 1992 and last until the
end of the decade. The MOP will expand the volume of parameter space investigated (direction, frequency,
polarization, sensitivity) by many orders of magnitude over what has been done in the past. The search consists
of two complementary strategies: the Sky Survey which will use 34 meter DSN antennas to scan the entire sky
between 1 and 10 GHz, and the Targeted Search using the world's largest radio telescopes to examine about 800
nearby solar-type stars between 1 and 3 GHz. The Microwave Observing Project will be the first truly systematic
SETI exploration of the microwave region of the spectrum and will cost about $100 M over the rest of the
decade.
The Radio Astronomy Panel recommends the establishment of a university-based SETI research program
to develop new ideas and architectures for signal processing algorithms and processors, to develop search
strategies, to implement innovative new hardware, and to establish search programs complementary to the NASA
Microwave Observing Project. The proposed new program would provide a medium for the exchange of new
techniques and hardware and the training of students in advanced signal processing techniques, as well as a
means to pursue a viable observational program. Present levels of support to the scientific community are of
the order of $100 K per year, which is inadequate to sustain a productive effort. The Panel recommends that
university-based SETI research be supported at an annual level of about $500 K which would be adequate to
support one or two independent research groups, each with four or five undergraduate, graduate, and post-
doctoral researchers.
Solar Radio Astronomy: The VIA, Arecibo, and the proposed Millimeter Array are powerful instruments for
solar research, but the existing instruments lack frequency agility. The Panel recommends that consideration be
given to equipping the VLA and Arecibo Telescopes with frequency agile receivers and feeds. Opening up the
full radio spectrum will provide powerful diagnostic information, not only for the sun, but for a wide variety of
stellar, galactic, and extragalactic objects as well. The Panel also endorses the planned extension of the solar-
dedicated, frequency-agile array at the Owens Valley Radio Observatory.
Fast All Sky Radio Telescope: FAST is a proposed array of twenty 3-meter antennas which will monitor most
of the sky at centimeter wavelengths with an rms sensitivity of 10 mJy in one or two days. It will be used to
study time variability in compact active galactic and extragalactic radio sources. FAST will be the only high-
resolution, all-sky monitoring instrument available in any spectral band.
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Continuing Activities and Projects Already Underway
Facility Operation and Maintenance, Upgrading of Telescopes and Instrumentation
NSF support for radio astronomy has been inadequate for the operation, maintenance, and upgrading of
the national and university-operated radio observatories and for the modernization of instrumentation and
computing resources at these facilities. Of particular concern is the deteriorating state of the VIA, the
inadequate support for millimeter and sub-millimeter astronomy, and the need for modern computing facilities.
By far the most powerful and most productive radio telescope in the world is the VLA with its extraordinary
speed, sensitivity, resolution, and image quality. Since there have not been adequate funds for even the most
basic maintenance, the railroad track, power distribution system, antenna structures, and other aspects of the
physical plant are deteriorating. Much of the instrumentation of the VLA uses 15-20 year old technology because
there has not been the refurbishment and upgrading at the level appropriate to a scientific instrument of this size,
sophistication, and productivity.
The operation and maintenance of the VLA needs to be brought to a level appropriate to its broad
scientific impact and great capital b_vestment, and the seriously out of date instrumentation needs to be
replaced with modem low-noise radiometers, fiber optic transmission lines, and a modem broad band
correlator. These upgrades will improve the sensitivity by up to an order of magnitude, improve the
frequency coverage and spectral resohaion, and increase the maximum allowable image size.
As a result of the years of inadequate support, it will now cost about $40 M to incorporate these badly
needed modernizations. This is comparable in cost to the moderate sized ground-based projects being
considered by the Survey Committee. However, spread over eight years, it represents a level of investment
corresponding to two to three percent per year of the replacement cost of the VLA/VLBA. Routing
maintenance and modernization programs of this type and at this level would normally not be included in a
discussion of major new facilities, but the situation has become critical and has risen to a high level of visibility
because of the nearly complete absence of funds for this purpose since the completion of the VLA about a
decade ago.
In many respects the VIA dramatically exceeds its performance at the beginning of the previous decade.
The speed is faster by a factor of two, image size is larger by a factor of four, the maximum dynamic range has
been improved by a factor of 50, the number of spectral line channels has been increased from 8 to 512, and
mosaic images larger than the primary beam of the antenna are now being made. These scientifically important
gains in performance have come as a result of powerful new algorithms but at the cost of greatly increased
computing requirements. As a result, the computing situation for the VIA has been critical for some years, and
many excellent scientific programs are not done because of inadequate computing facilities. The power of the
VLA system, the complexity of modern data reduction algorithms, and the need to annually support more than
six hundred users now overwhelms the available computing capacity at the NRAO and elsewhere. Full
exploitation of the power of the VLA and VLBA will require new hardware and software that can be readily
shared between the arrays and their user sites, the installation of small supercomputers and imaging workstations
at the VLA/VLBA operations center and in university laboratories, and the establishment of effective interfaces
to the large supercomputer centers for the most CPU-intensive data.
The Panel also recognizes the exciting opportunities available during the 1990's for research at millimeter
and sub-millimeter wavelengths made possible by recent developments in technology in this newly opened region
of the radio spectrum, the need to aggressively develop the technology necessary for future instrumentation at
millimeter and sub-millimeter wavelengths, and the need to maintain and expand the pool of skilled millimeter
wavelength scientists. The upgraded Haystack radio telescope and the new Green Bank Telescope will provide
powerful new opportunities at longer millimeter wavelengths, while the Caltech and MPI-Arizona sub-millimeter
telescopes will continue to have unique capabilities, even after the completion of the MMA.
The existing millimeter and sub-millimeter radio telescopes and especially the millimeter wavelength
interferometers need to be extended and enhanced, instrumentation based on the most advanced
technology needs to be developed for these facilities, adequate support given for their operation, and
additional resources made available to make these instruments accessible to a broad group of scientists
independent of their institutional affiliation.
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Projects Already Underway:
At the beginning of the 1990's, five major radio astronomy projects are already underway. The timely
completion of these instruments and provision for adequate funds for their operation will give tremendous
improvements in the angular resolution, sensitivity, and frequency coverage over now existing radio telescopes,
and will ensure the vitality of U.S. radio astronomy during the decade of the 1990's.
Very Long Baseline Array: The VLBA is a major new aperture-synthesis user facility in the form of a 10-
element transcontinental array capable of imaging at the sub-milliarcsecond level. Construction of the VLBA
received the highest priority for major new ground-based instruments in the 1982 Astronomy Survey Committee,
and the project received initial funding in 1984. Annual funding at a much lower level than originally planned
has extended the construction time from four years to nearly a decade. The first several antennas in the array
are complete. Additional elements will be completed at a rate of two to three per year, but may not be fully
utilized due to limited operating funds. The expected completion date for the full array is now 1992, five years
later than originally planned.
Areeibo Upgrade: The Arecibo 1000-foot radio telescope has by far the largest collecting area of any centimeter
wavelength facility in the world. Major improvements now in progress will provide significant enhancement of
nearly all capabilities of the telescope for radio and radar astronomy and for atmospheric research. At present
the spherical aberration of the telescope's primary mirror is corrected by using line feeds with inherently narrow
bandwidths. Ingenious ideas behind a broad-band Gregorian feed system for Arecibo were first discussed a
decade ago. Many details of a practical design were worked out over the next few years, and the concept was
proven with detailed physical-optics computer modelling. A scaled-down "mini-Gregorian" feed system was put
into operation in 1989. Tests have shown that this system efficiently illuminates a 350-foot portion of the Arecibo
reflector and behaves in every way as expected. Funding for the full upgrading project, which will improve the
sensitivity by a factor of 3 to 40 and will be cost-shared between NSF and NASA. Completion is expected in
1993. The enhanced telescope will have continuous frequency coverage between 0.3 and 8 GHz, with
unprecedented instantaneous sensitivity.
Green Bank Telescope: The construction of a large, fully steerable, filled aperture radio telescope has been
endorsed by essentially every review of the needs of U.S. radio astronomy. The 1982 Astronomy Survey
Committee Radio Panel recommended an instrument in the 100-meter class which would work to wavelengths
at least as short as one centimeter as an important priority for the 1980's. Following the collapse of the
Green Bank 300-foot antenna in late 1988, NRAO accelerated its design study for a fully steerable, filled
aperture instrument. The GBT is being designed with a novel "clear aperture" feed support system to reduce
the effect of unwanted signals and active optics to permit use at wavelengths at least as short as 7 mm and
possibly to even shorter wavelengths. A special congressional appropriation made funds available to NSF for
the construction of the GBT, which is expected to be in operation by 1995.
The-Submillimeter Telescope (SMT): The University of Arizona Steward Observatory, and the Max Planck
Institut fur Radioastronomie, FRG, are constructing a 10 meter diameter precision radio telescope to be located
at an altitude of 3180 meters (10,425 ft) on Mt. Graham 75 miles northeast of Tucson. The SMT will use
carbon-fiber-reinforced-plastic to achieve an overall surface accuracy of 15 microns. When completed in 1992,
it will be the largest telescope with good performance at wavelengths as short as 350 microns. Funds for the
construction and operation of the SMT are being provided primarily from the MPIfR and the University of
Arizona.
Sub-Millimeter Wavelength Array: The Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory is building the world's first sub-
millimeter array, which will consist of at least six antennas, each six meters in diameter, operating primarily at
wavelengths between 0.3 and 1.4 mm. The array will image the continuum and spectral-line emission from
protostars, galactic nuclei, and solar system objects with an angular resolution in the range 0.1 to 10 arcseconds.
The rms sensitivity at 0.3 mm wavelength (the shortest and most difficult operating band) for an integration time
of 8 hours, velocity resolution of 1 km/sec, and angular resolution of 1 arcsecond is expected to be about 4 K.
The sensitivity to continuum emission for the same integration time will be about 80 mJy.
Sub-millimeter observations are particularly sensitive to thermal emission from gas and dust, with
temperatures in the range 10 K to 100 K. The powerful combination of high angular and spectral resolution
spectroscopy offers the prospect of detecting and studying the gravitational motions in the gas around forming
stars, the structure and motions of protostellar disks, and molecular outflows. The array will also be unique in
its high-resolution imaging of neutral carbon lines at 0.37 and 0.61 mm wavelength. These lines, which have no
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millimeter wavelength components, can reveal physical conditions extremely close to a hot star where molecular
lines are absent due to photodissociation. Emission from carbon and excited carbon monoxide lines will provide
new tools to probe the spiral structure of galaxies. Sub-millimeter measurements of quasars and AGN's will help
to distinguish radiation mechanisms of radio-quiet and radio-loud objects. Molecular line observations of planets
and satellites will give new understanding of planetary chemistry and weather.
Design and development of the Sub-Millimeter Array has been in progress since 1987. Sites on Mauna Kea
and Mount Graham are being evaluated. The current schedule calls for completion of the array by 1996. Funds
for the construction and operation are coming from the Smithsonian Institution. The array will be available to
all qualified scientists based on peer-reviewed proposals.
Long Range Programs and Technology Developments
Radio astronomy has historically advanced as technology was developed for measurements at shorter
wavelengths, with more resolution, or with higher sensitivity. Our present frontier for new wavelengths is in the
sub-millimeter, moving toward the far infrared. Quantum noise will stop this progression at about ten microns.
Although radio astronomy is well developed at wavelengths longer than one millimeter, we expect significant
advances at all wavelengths in the next decade_
At centimeter and longer wavelengths, the best receivers are either approaching the quantum noise limit
or are so good that other sources of noise in the system will make the increase in sensitivity from further gains
small. Cooled HEMT amplifiers will probably be the dominant type of receiver, and they allow much larger
bandwidths than are commonly used now. Higher performance electronics for backends will make it possible
to use these increased bandwldths to improve the sensitivity for continuum observations.
Even though improvements in individual receivers will not be large, the potential improvement in speed from
multiple receivers in focal plane arrays increases directly with the number of receivers. Inexpensive, small
HEMT amplifiers, possibly integrated in arrays, combined with less expensive backends will make multifeed
systems practical. The first focal plane arrays have used multiple conventional feed horns, and therefore have
a spacing of several beamwidths between beams. This approach is applicable to large area images, but
overlapping beams which fully sample the focal plane also seem possible.
Although receiver technology at millimeter wavelengths approaches the quantum noise limit, there is much
room for improvement. SIS receivers come within a factor of five of the quantum limit, but further development
will be needed to achieve this level of performance over the whole millimeter and sub-millimeter band. Niobium
junctions work well at wavelengths down to at least 1 mm, but higher temperature superconducting material such
as niobium nitride will be better at shorter wavelengths. Better refrigerators are needed to make these receivers
reliable and inexpensive to operate. Bolometers will be the radiometers of choice for single aperture continuum
observations.
The most significant recent advances in antennas are seen in the design of the GBT which will have an
unblocked aperture made possible with the use of modern structural analysis. The unblocked aperture will result
in low ground pickup which will significantly reduce the system temperatures at lower frequencies and low side
lobes which will allow more accurate measurements of the distribution of galactic neutral hydrogen. The GBT
will also have surface panels accurate enough for millimeter wavelengths and remotely controllable adjustments
for the panels. If suitable metrology can be developed for active surface control, operation at 2.6 mm wavelength
will be possible in favorable weather.
Composite materials made of carbon-fiber reinforced plastic have revolutionized the design of sub-millimeter
antennas. Inexpensive ways of fabricating accurate aluminum panels have also been developed, so that at
millimeter wavelengths a cost-performance tradeoff must be made. The use of active surface control may allow
building a very large antenna for millimeter wave operation. For much of the sub-millimeter band, operation
above the earth's atmosphere is necessary--in an airplane, on a balloon, or in space.
Advanced Computing Facilities: The capability of computers continues to rapidly grow and their cost continues
to fall. Evolving standards reduce the difficulty of sharing software, and the growth of networking will allow rapid
access to images, easier exchanges with collaborators, and much more effective remote observing. New types
of software will make searching for images and access to information from remote sites, easier and observatory
operation more automatic. In the 1990's, radio astronomers will depend more than ever on high-performance
computers to realize the full capabilities of their telescopes. This is especially true in planetary radar studies,
pulsar research, and synthesis imaging where computers provide the "adaptive optics" needed to form correct
images in the presence of corrupting effects of the earth's atmosphere. During the past decade, the computing
needs of radio astronomical imaging have grown due to the large data volumes from array telescopes and from
single-dish array feeds when used for spectroscopy. Moreover, the data processing required to extract all of the
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information from arriving signals in the presence of atmospheric and instrumental fluctuations are highly
CPU-intensive, and fast response is essential for many applications.
Progress in radio astronomy will depend as critically on fast, high-data-volume interactive computing as
much as it will on low-noise electronics or advanced antenna design. In order to exploit the full scientific
potential of the country's substantial investment in radio telescopes, and to remain competitive with the modern
computing systems being found increasingly in other countries, it is important to make a wide range of advanced
computing systems available at our national observatories and in our university laboratories.
The computing power that is best suited to analyzing different types of interferometer observations spans
an enormous range. The simplest VLA and VLBA continuum projects can be processed using inexpensive
workstations, but most VLA projects are best handled by machines" with the interactivity and performance
provided by "small supercomputers" or high performance workstations. Some spectroscopy and wide-field
imaging projects still require the largest supercomputers available. No one location, or even type of location
(observatory, university department, or computer center), is appropriate for all VLA, VLBA, and millimeter
interferometer data reduction. The wide bandwidths expected on the national computer network in the 1990's
will make it easier for resources such as software, data bases and computing cycles to be shared between the
arrays and their user community. This will exploit the unique merits of workstations, small supercomputers, and
large supercomputers to use each efficiently for different types of VIA, VLBA, and millimeter interferometer
data processing.
Meter Wavelength Astronomy: Although radio astronomy began at meter wavelengths, the scientific potential
of the long wavelength bands has barely been tapped, largely because of the difficulty in obtaining adequate
resolution and the distortions introduced by the earth's ionosphere. Improved resolution is needed at meter and
decameter wavelengths to study the galactic non-thermal radio emission, the distribution of diffuse ionized gas
in the Galaxy, the galactic halo, the interstellar plasma via the scattering and refraction of extragalactic sources,
pulsar emission, "fossil" radio sources due to long lived synchrotron processes in galactic supernovae, radio
galaxies and quasars, and non-thermal emission from the Sun and the planets.
In spite of these exciting scientific opportunities, for the past two or three decades meter wavelength radio
astronomy has been outside the mainstream of astronomical research. Much more effort has focused on
centimeter and millimeter wavelength research where it is easier to exploit technological advances to obtain good
sensitivity and resolution. For a number of reasons, the situation is now changing. We now have a reasonable
understanding of how to correct for propagation irregularities in the ionosphere, digital VLSI and modern
computers make large array mapping techniques feasible, interference rejection techniques are beginning to be
effective, and transmission of data over many kilometers is now cheaper and more reliable than in the past.
A 4-m wavelength receiving system is being developed for the VLA, and is expected to be in operation in
time for the next sunspot minimum in the mid 1990's. But it is important to also begin now to develop
techniques and prototypes for an array operating at even longer wavelengths, with a collecting area greater than
105 square meters and a resolution better than 10 arcseconds for both continuum and spectral line work. This
can be done with a combination of university and national observatory collaboration, which will foster university
development of techniques and the training of the next generation of telescope builders at the graduate and
postdoctoral level.
In order to better image the wide range of phenomena that are observed at long radio wavelengths,
resolutions need to be improved so that they are comparable with that of the VLA at centimeter wavelengths.
This will mean establishing a program of space radio astrophysics during the next decade leading to the
establishment of a Low Frequency Space Array, a free-flying hectometer wavelength synthesis array for high
resolution imaging operating below the ionospheric cutoff frequency.
Lunar Opportunities: The Panel recognizes that over the next few decades national goals may lead to extensive
exploration and colonization of the lunar surface. This may create exciting opportunities to build radio telescopes
of very large dimensions. From the lunar surface it will be possible to observe at very low frequencies where
the terrestrial ionosphere introduces increasing distortions as well as at very high frequencies where the earth's
atmosphere becomes opaque. The far side of the moon, which is protected from man-made interference, is a
particularly attractive site for low frequency radio astronomy. A particularly important use of the lunar far side
will be as a base for interference-free SETI observations. We note with distress, however, that lunar orbiters
and human activities, including radio astronomy research, on the far side of the moon, could generate their own
RFI from telecommunication and computing devices. International agreements must be adopted in this decade
to protect the far side of the moon for scientific research.
Lunar-based radio astronomy will be very expensive by normal standards, and probably cannot be justified
during the next few decades in comparison with ground-based requirements. But if the country is committed
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tO a major presence on the moon for other reasons, then there will be exciting opportunities to do radio
astronomy, first on the near side and later from the far side, that would otherwise not be possible.
Sub-Millimeter Astronomy from Space: The Large Deployable Reflector, a future space telescope for sub-
millimeter and far infrared wavelengths, is being discussed by NASA which is supporting the development of
reflector and detector technology. In order to successfully complete this innovative and difficult project, NASA
will require access to the most advanced technology in the world. Many of the necessary developments are in
progress in university and other non-NASA national laboratories around the country. The Radio Astronomy
Panel urges NASA to support work in these laboratories both for the benefit of the LDR program and for the
spin-off benefit to ground-based millimeter and sub-millimeter radio astronomy. The Panel also recognizes the
need for the Sub-Millimeter Moderate Mission (SMMM) for an initial high resolution spectroscopic exploration
of the full submillimeter band of star-formatlon regions and distant galaxies as a precursor to LDR.
Radio Astronomy in Antarctica: Due to the high altitude, extreme cold weather, and low water vapor content
of the atmosphere, the Antarctic Plateau may be the best site on Earth for astronomical observations at infrared,
sub-millimeter, and millimeter wavelengths. The Antarctic Sub-millimeter Telescope and Remote Observatory,
(ASTRO), a consortium of AT&T Bell Laboratories, Boston University, and the University of Illinois, is
scheduled to start operating a 1.7 m telescope at the South Pole toward the end of 1992. A larger consortium
has proposed to establish a major Center for Astrophy.sical Research in Antarctica (CARA) which would
ultimately include ASTRO, infrared telescopes; an experiment to measure the Cosmic Background Radiation
anisotropy; and an advanced telescope project to develop detailed plans for a permanent observatory having
several instruments, possibly including a 10-30 m sub-millimeter telescope. Scientific programs will include key
problems in cosmology, star formation, and the physics and chemistry of the interstellar medium.
Signal Processing: Pulsar signals are highly dispersed, rapidly time variable, and strongly modulated in
frequency. In some instances, these effects are a nuisance to be removed, or averaged; in others, they are the
object of investigation. In all cases sophisticated signal processing must be done either in hardware or in
software, or both. Special signal processors based on filter banks and autocorrelators have been developed over
the years to carry out these investigations. There is a continuing need for such devices that operate with faster
sampling rates, with more frequency resolution, and wider bandwidths. Such a processor can also serve the needs
of spectroscopy, particularly dynamic spectroscopy of radio stars, and radar. Interface to a high-speed,
high-volume recording medium is critical for pulsar searching.
At radio frequencies below about 1 GHz, dispersion is best removed by coherent techniques. Pulsar
dispersions often exceed the chirp rates used in radar, so the commercial devices for de-chirping are not
adequate for the pulsar task. Special construction efforts using, for example, VI__I techniques may provide a
solution to this need. Pulsar searching can also be done by real-time signal processing since the data acquisition
and analysis tasks are easily divided between microprocessors in a parallel or pipelined architecture.
VLBI Recording and Data Transfer:. VLBI observations are limited in sensitivity by the capacity of the recording
medium. Since the early 1970's commercial television tape recorders have been used for VLBI, and during the
past decade inexpensive and reliable consumer type video-cassette-recorders (VCR's) have come into widespread
use. The VCR-based system is cheap, flexible, and easily available, but the bandwidth is restricted to a few
megahertz, or about two orders of magnitude less than that of the VLA at present. A broadband VLBI
recording system for geodetic studies based on a commercial instrumentation recorder has been developed by
the Haystack Observatory with NASA support and will be used with modifications for the VLBA. But the VLBA
recording system is expensive and the bandwidth still limited to about 100 MHz. A competitive system has been
developed by the Sony Corporation for use with the Japanese space VLBI mission, but has the same limitations
as the VLBA system.
The bandwidth of the VLBA recording system can be improved by adding additional headstacks to the
existing tape transports, but this will further increase the costs of construction and operation. Ultimately, fiber
optics or satellites will be used to provide real time links, thus obviating the need for cumbersome transport and
handling of tapes, but this must await the commercial installation of national and international broad-band data
links. For the foreseeable future, VLBI will depend on physically transporting the recorded data to the
eorrelator, and it will be important to develop new recording techniques to allow high density, broad bandwidth
recordings that are both reliable and cost effective.
Radio Frequency Interference: Celestial radio signals are extraordinarily weak, often less than one hundredth
of one percent of the internal receiver noise. As a result of the rapid growth in use of the radio spectrum,
particularly from space and airborne transmitters as well as the dramatic increase in receiver sensitivity over the
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past decade, radio astronomy observations are increasingly affected by interference. The protection of radio
astronomy from man-made interference requires thoughtful spectrum management, careful observatory site
selection, continued efforts toward site protection from internal as well as external sources of interference, and
the development of techniques for reducing or eliminating the effects of interference from the received signals.
Optimum sharing of the radio spectrum with other services will require the participation of active radio
astronomers in the regulatory and coordinating bodies such as the National Academy of Science Committee on
Radio Frequencies. Because of the extreme sensitivity of radio astronomy receivers, it is often difficult to
document specific sources of radio frequency interference. Special RFI search and monitoring stations, including
at least one mobile station, should be established for this purpose. It is also important that radio astronomers
use the most advanced technology available in order to best coexist with other users of the radio spectrum.
Social, Political, and Organizational Considerations
International Opportunities
Modern observational astronomy has become so complex that no country can expect to have state-of-the
art instruments covering all parts of the spectrum and satisfying the needs of all types of observational programs.
International collaborations present a wider variety of opportunities to individual scientists, permit the
achievement of scientific objectives which may require a specific geographic location, provide an important forum
for the interchange of ideas among people of different backgrounds and cultures on subjects that transcend
scientific considerations, and may contribute to scientific and educational growth in developing countries.
The Radio Astronomy Panel recognizes the potential opportunities resulting from international
collaborations to develop major new radio telescopes that would not otherwise be feasible. The Panel
encourages, where possible, that observing time on major facilities throughout the world be available on
the basis of competitive proposals without regard to institutional or national affiliation.
Perhaps the most straightforward form of international collaboration, and one involving a minimum of
bureaucratic overhead, is the use of telescopes by visiting scientists from other countries. This not only provides
observing opportunities that are otherwise not possible, but stimulates the exchange of scientific and technical
ideas from which everyone learns and profits. Many research programs involve extensive and repeated observing
sessions, as well as continued contact with colleagues having special technical or scientific expertise. These
programs may be difficult to carry out by means of short observing trips, but will require extended periods of
collaboration.
The VLA and VLBA, the upgraded Arecibo telescope, and the GBT will provide powerful observing
opportunities for American radio astronomers at centimeter wavelengths. However, until the completion of the
MMA, the Japanese and French-German IRAM millimeter wavelength facilities are likely to remain unmatched
in this country. It has been the practice in the United States that observing time on radio telescopes at our
national observatories and other major facilities be awarded without regard to nationality or country of residence,
and the Panel recognizes the important role that this policy has played in maintaining the vitality of U.S. radio
astronomy. It is hoped that the managements of foreign radio observatories will make the same opportunities
available to U.S. radio astronomers, and that adequate funds be provided particularly to young scientists, to
exploit these opportunities.
With the decreasing levels of worldwide tensions, the opportunity for international collaborations in the
construction and operation of unique radio telescopes will become increasingly important. Careful attention will
be needed to balance the opportunities for intellectual interaction and the savings in costs to individual countries
with the bureaucratic and fiscal overhead that is not uncommon to large international projects. In developing
plans for international cooperative projects, it will be important to minimize administrative constraints such as
formulas for the distribution of observing time, for financial expenditures, for siting, or for the allocation of staff
and management positions which are based on national affiliations rather than merit.
Very Long Baseline lnterferometry: Radio astronomy has had a long and fruitful record of international
collaborations such as the worldwide program in VLBI. The international cooperation in VLBI works because
the science requires it. Moreover, since each country spends its money largely in its own country, complex
spending formulae have not been a constraint. A number of major new VLBI facilities have been and are being
built throughout the world as national efforts, but as part of the growing international VLBI network.
As a result of informal arrangements made by the scientists and observatories involved, any individual
anywhere in the world can have simultaneous access to as many as twenty of the world's major radio telescopes
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located in more than a dozen countries, including the USSR and China. This is done by submitting a single,
simple proposal to one of several VLBI consortia, which will arrange for the observing time, the shipping of
magnetic tapes across international boundaries and, often, even for the correlation of the tapes in one of several
processing facilities operated in the United States and Europe. Image construction and analysis is done using
common software which has been developed by a dedicated group of scientists working at a variety of institutions
around the world, who have frequently migrated among the active VLBI observatories and who have freely
exchanged the results of their labors. Logistical and technical coordination is handled primarily by the scientists
involved with a minimum of administration from the managements of the observatories, and none from
government administrators. The system works well, and the scientific results have been spectacular. But, during
the next decade, major international collaborations involving national and commercial agreements will be
established for space VLBI facilities such as Radioastron, VSOP, and IVS.
Most radio telescopes being used for VLBI are located in the northern hemisphere and give poor image
quality for sources at low and southern declinations. A VLBI element located in South America is needed to
complement the northern hemisphere VLBI networks and the VLBA. The optimum location is close to the
equator in the western part of the continent, and several South American radio astronomy groups have expressed
interest in developing a southern hemisphere VLBI facility. It should be possible for them to construct a suitable
antenna from their own resources, but supporting instrumentation will be needed from the United States.
The Large Southern Hemisphere Radio Telescope: Due to the interdisciplinary and worldwide interest in the
construction of a large aperture facility that will meet the requirements of radio and radar astronomy as well as
atmospheric science, the funding and operation of a large southern hemisphere radio telescope is being discussed
by an international group of potential partners. Political and economic factors suggest a novel funding scheme
to tap resources, not normally available to the scientific community, to convert the existing foreign debt of the
host country into development, construction, and operating funds. The advantages to the consortium partners
include a unique scientific instrument available to the worldwide community, together with technology transfer
and debt reduction to the host country. Because of the interest of its scientific community, the geographical
location, and the economic and industrial capacity, Brazil is considered the most appropriate host country for
the LSRT.
Millimeter and Sub-Millimeter Astronomy: The joint Max Planck Institut - University of Arizona German built
sub-millimeter radio telescope to be located on a high mountain site in southern Arizona is expected to produce
one of the most powerful sub-millimeter facilities in the world. A new collaboration between Caltech and the
University of Toronto has been established to develop the expansion of the OVRO millimeter interferometer.
Mauna Kea in Hawaii has two sub-millimeter telescopes: the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope, (JCMT) operated
by the UK, Canada, and the Netherlands, and the Caltech Sub-millimeter Observatory located 150 meters away.
These two telescopes as well as the Smithsonian Sub-Millimeter Array may be used together for high resolution
interferometric observations of star-forming regions and nuclear regions of galaxies as well as other compact sub-
millimeter emission regions.
Balance Between the National Observatories and University Facilities:
Radio astronomy is an experimental science. Traditionally many of the most important discoveries were
made directly as a result of new instrumentation built by skilled and devoted experimentalists. Today, the wide
variety of astrophysical problems being studied by radio techniques requires both the national facilities that can
support a broad spectrum of users as well as smaller innovative research facilities in which technologies of the
future can be developed.
The Panel is concerned about the inadequate Opportunities at university operated facilities for the
development of new instrumentation, increasing pressures on the remaining facilities to operate more and
more in the mode of the large national user facilities, and the decreasing opportunities for the training of
scientists skilled bt instrumentation.
The availability of powerful national research facilities to individual scientists has resulted in the proliferation
of small (one to three people) but viable radio astronomy groups in many university astronomy or physics
departments that do not have their own observing facility. At the national observatories and large university-
operated facilities, the instrumentation is often complex and at the state-of-the-art. The development of new
instrumentation for these telescopes is generally the responsibility of professional engineers with little
understanding of, or even interest in, the end use for astrophysical research. Nevertheless, the interested and
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capable scientist can exploit the tremendous technical resources at the national observatories and individually
contribute significantly to the development of advanced instrumentation and techniques.
At the university observatories, the instruments are often, but not always, smaller, less expensive, generally
more specialized, and have a smaller user base than those at the national centers. In principle, the university
facilities provide a qualitatively different research environment which encourages a more experimental approach
by talented researchers, including graduate students and postdoctoral fellows, who are highly motivated and have
few other duties to divert their attention and effort from research. With less pressure on the efficient use of
observing time, it is possible for an observer to modify a program or equipment in response to early results or
to try something new or different. In the event of failure, the experiment can be repeated as needed. The
environment is also ideal for long-term projects requiring repeatability, specialized equipment or techniques, or
unusual scheduling.
A consequence of the construction of major new research facilities at the national centers has been the
closing of smaller university instruments. Moreover, many of the traditional differences between the national
centers and the larger university-operated observatories are becoming less distinct. As operating funds have
become more restricted, the university groups are driven into alliances with other groups by forming small
consortia, they are encouraged to support visiting observers as a condition to funding, their scheduling procedures
become more formalized, and their operation assumes much of the flavor of large national observatories.
There is also increasing pressure for national radio observatories to expand their traditional role of operating
only expensive, unique instruments and to begin operating smaller observing facilities as well. The operation of
user friendly observing facilities is expensive, and the Panel believes it is not cost effective to provide extensive
user support to small or modest sized facilities. The long-term health of radio astronomy requires proper
balance between large unique facilities at the national centers and the smaller, but often also unique, facilities
where many important discoveries are being made, where innovative new techniques are being developed, and
where the next generation of observers and telescope builders is being trained.
Student Training: Most of the developers of new instruments and telescopes have received their training in
the universities and institutes which operate their own facilities. But, there are now only a few remaining
facilities involved in student training. The Panel is concerned about where the next generation of instrumentalists
will come from--the men and women who will design and develop new facilities needed to maintain the
country's preeminent position in radio astronomy.
The lack of suitable facilities for training technically oriented radio astronomers is exacerbated by a lack
of well-defined career paths for people more interested in building instruments than using them. Moreover, low
salary levels for needed professional technical support at our university and national center facilities have
contributed to the loss of key personnel that will be increasingly felt in future years. As a result, many of the
key positions in radio astronomy in this country are being filled by scientists trained in other countries. It is
important for the future of radio astronomy in this country that universities with plans and ideas for the
development of new telescopes, new techniques, or other new instrumentation be adequately supported, and that
the university observatories and national observatories recognize the contributions of instrumentalists as well as
users in their professional staffing and promotion policies.
Agency Funding and Management Policies:
The rapid growth of radio astronomy in the United States began in the late 1950's with encouragement and
financial support primarily from the Office of Naval Research, the Air Force, and later from the National Science
Foundation. The field enjoyed substantial growth throughout the 1960's and early 1970's, but starting with the
adoption of the Mansfield Amendment in 1968, DoD funding for radio astronomy has greatly diminished and
the NSF has had to assume essentially all of the support for radio astronomy. The growth of radio astronomy
has continued in the 1980's, as measured by construction of new radio telescopes, increased numbers of students
and active radio astronomers, the development of new and more powerful ancillary equipment and techniques,
and research activity in general. But NSF support for radio astronomy has not continued to grow, and in fact
has not even kept up with inflation. In terms of purchasing power, NSF funding of astronomy today is almost
identical to that in 1977. But the demands on those funds are very much greater today than they were in 1977.
Every institution and every individual that depends on the NSF for research support is affected by this. It is a
major problem for all of astronomy.
Today, there are more people doing astronomy than ever before. New instruments have been built and put
into operation, university research groups have increased in numbers and in size, and in numbers of students.
This growth is driven by many factors, including the general population growth, but especially the challenges and
excitement of the field; and it is appropriate that it should grow. How has this increased activity been sustained
at the same time NSF funding has been constant or declining? More than a dozen radio telescopes have been
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closed over the past two decades to make way for new ones; NASA has increased its astronomy grants; and there
has been some increase in state and private support of astronomy. All of these have helped a little, but basically
the constant NSF budget is being spread more thinly over an ever increasing number of people and activities.
Radio astronomy is particularly affected by the inadequate level of NSF support because it is essentially a
ground-based science and thus receives much less NASA support than other fields of astronomy. Moreover, the
mission-oriented nature of NASA support is not a substitute for the NSF supported activities which are based
on peer review without regard for the need to satisfy specific programs, missions, or national goals.
It is of course reasonable to close obsolete or ineffective facilities in favor of new ones. This has been and
will continue to be done, but it is not enough. If ground-based astronomy is to survive and flourish it needs both
a reasonable influx of capital investment in new telescopes and equipment, and an expansion of operating and
grant support at least consistent with the natural growth of the field. There is no reason why ground-based
astronomical research in the United States should shrink as a fraction of the total intellectual and cultural base,
nor should it shrink relative to world science and astronomy in general; but both of these are now happening.
Good science is a highly individualistic effort, and the administrative system should impose a minimum of
management or control beyond that necessary to assure reasonable accountability. The NSF has historically
supported individual scientists based on peer review of proposals and without regard to the need to satisfy
specific programs or missions. The NSF also supports major national facilities such as NRAO, NOAO, and
NAIC, but provides no scientific control or management, leaving this to the Observatory Directors, the managing
consortia, and their advisory committees.
NASA, by contrast, is heavily mission oriented with a tradition of strong program management. This may
be appropriate for major space missions where design, construction, and operation phases may last as long as
twenty years, and where a highly coordinated central management is needed. But, we are concerned that policies
which have been formulated to insure the success of expensive complex space missions are also applied by NASA
to the administration of scientists and science programs which are not directly related to the preparation and
operation of actual space missions.
The current disparity between the NASA and NSF budgets allows NASA to make important contributions
to ground-based astronomy that normally would be in the domain of the NSF. But we note that fundamentally
important areas of ground-based radio astronomy are being funded out of "small change" from other, essentially
unrelated large NASA space missions. This has led to striking anomalies in what gets done and what doesn't
get done and to a possible distortion of priorities.
Due to the large difference between the scale of NASA and NSF funding, the dollars are driving the science
rather than the other way around. Individual scientists are increasingly submitting proposals to use space
facilities or proposals to access space data banks, because that is where the money is. Good science is done, but
this may create the illusion of greater demand on these facilities, and in turn helps to generate even more
financial support for these activities. This may appear to be attractive in the short term, but may have long-term,
adverse implications for the progress of astronomy. It is driving scientists to pursue work related to NASA
missions and NASA money, or related to broader national or agency policies such as the establishment of a space
station, or a return to the moon, rather than where their scientific curiosity directs them. As a result, some
astronomers are being driven away from ground-based astronomy to space astronomy, and this may have
particularly serious consequences for radio astronomy.
The Panel is concerned about the deterioratblg level of support for b2dividual scientists and recommends
a restoration to earlier levels of the traditional NSF research grant support. Particular attention must be
paid to young scientists who are finding it increash_gly difficult to break into the funding system.
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Infrared astronomy is on the threshold of a revolution. The decade of the 1990's presents an unparalleled
opportunity to address fundamental astrophysics issues through observations at infrared wavelengths (1 _m to 1000
gm) made possible by enormous technological and scientific advances during the last decade. The formation of
galaxies, stars and planets, the origin of quasars, and the nature of active galactic nuclei are among the key scientific
issues to be address_b_liese observations.
The major elements of the recommended program are:
THE SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY (SIRTF)
SIRTF is the single most important new astronomy project for the 1990's. A cryogenically cooled space
observatory of 5 years lifetime, SIRTF will complete NASA's Great Observatories program by enabling
observations across the 3 Ixm to 700 tim region with a sensitivity gain of 2 to 4 orders of magnitude over all current
capabilities. SIRTF will redefine the state-of-the-art in infrared exploration of the universe.
THE STRATOSPHERIC OBSERVATORY FOR INFRARED ASTRONOMY (SOFIA) &
THE IR OPTIMIZED 8-M TELESCOPE (IRO)
SOFIA, a 2.5-m telescope system in a modified Boeing 747 aircraft, utilizes the,_rborne environment to
observe free from most of the absorption by telluric water vapor. _.
IRO, a national 8-m telescope fully optimized for infrared observations, exploits the remarkably dry and stable
atmospheric conditions of the summit of Mauna Kea.
Together, SOFIA and IRO span the IR at high angular resolution with more than an order of magnitude increase
in sensitivity compared to current ambient temperature telescopes. SOFIA and IRO will complement SIRTF by
their ability to achieve higher spectral and spatial resolution, by their long lifetime, and by their ability to support
evolving instrumentation.
Other highlights of this report include:
A DETECTOR AND INSTRUMENTATION PROGRAM
A vigorous, broadly based IR array detector development, evaluation and implementation program to exploit
the revolution in IR array technology and recent advances in adaptive optics.
THE SUBMILLIMETER MISSION (SMMM)
An Explorer-class space experiment to obtain an unbiased spectral line survey of the rich 100 I.tm to 700 I.tm
region.
THE 2 p.M ALL SKY SURVEY (2MASS)
An all-sky three-color survey in the 1 gm to 2.5 _tm region, reaching 50,000 times fainter than the existing two
micron sky survey. Key issues in the structure of the local universe and the large scale structure of thc Galaxy will
be addmssed.
A SOUND INFRASTRUCTURE
A strong base of support for laboratory and theoretical astrophysics, for the development of well trained
instrumentalists through airborne and ground-based observational programs and for archival data analysis programs.
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
An active technology program directed towards the further exploitation of the space environment for
far-IR/submm astronomy, and a ground-based imaging interferometry program leading to an optical/infrared VLA in
the next decade.
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II.PERSPECTIVE
Howdostarsandsolarsystemsform?Howdoesmaterialsynthesizedinstellarcoresenrichtheinterstellar
mediumandalterthesubsequentvolutionof starsandplanets?Whydonewstarsformatsuchadramaticratein
somegalaxies?Whatproducestheexoticbehaviorin thenucleusofourGalaxy,andisthisactivityrelatedtothefar
morepowerfulQSOphenomenon?Whatarethesourcesof cosmologicalbackgroundradiations?Howandwhen
didthef'trststarsandgalaxiesintheUniverseform?Fromthesensitiveprobingofthefirstseedsofstructureinthe
Universe,toexploringthenatureoftheprocessesthatshapestarandplanetarysystemformation,observationsi the
IRaddressquestionsthatformthebasisformodemastrophysicalinquiry.
Fourphysicalprinciplesunderscorethecriticalroleplayedbyinfraredobservationsi addressingthesequestions.
IR observations uniquely reveal cool states of matter.
The most common stars are cooler than the Sun, and emit much of their energy in the infrared. The Earth and
other planets, including those around other stars, emit most of their radiant energy in the IR. Star-forming regions
and massive interstellar clouds are cooler still, radiating essentially all their energy in the IR.
IR observations explore the hidden Universe.
Ubiquitous cosmic dust, an efficient absorber of optical and ultraviolet radiation, becomes increasingly
transparent in the IR, where it re-emits the bulk of its absorbed energy. This is dramatically illustrated in the
frontispiece. Our galaxy is transparent at mid-IR wavelengths, while optical radiation from the Galactic Center is
attenuated by a factor of about a thousand billion.
IR observations access a wealth of spectral features.
Spectral features of atoms, ions, and virtually all molecules and solids are located within the IR. These features
probe the conditions in celestial regions as diverse as the shocks in supernova remnants, obscured stars and the nuclei
of galaxies, the atmospheres of planets, the cold interiors of dark clouds, and the circumstellar disks which contain
the raw material of planets. The emitting material in these sources ranges from condensed forms of matter like ices
and silicates to highly ionized gases and from that most abundant of simple molecules, molecular hydrogen, to
highly complex hydrocarbons.
IR observations reach back to the early life of the cosmos.
The expansion of the universe inexorably shifts energy to longer wavelengths. The primeval fireball of high
energy gamma rays produced in the Big Bang now appears as 2.74K blackbody emission that peaks near 1000 lam.
Most of the energy emitted from stars, galaxies, and quasars since the beginning of time now lies in the infrared.
How and when the first objects in the universe formed will ultimately be determined by infrared observations.
These four principles make infrared observations crucial to the solution of the most pressing problems of modem
astrophysics. Technological advances during the 1980's revolutionized our ability to exploit the potential of the
infrared, while the scientific advances of the decade profoundly changed our view of the sky. Major highlights
included:
The successful deployment of crogenically-cooled telescopes in space.
The Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) and Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE) missions, developed as
part of NASA's Explorer program, achieved enormous gains in sensitivity through a million-fold reduction in the
level of background radiation using liquid-helium (LHe) cooled telescopes and instruments which demonstrated the
fundamental technology required for exploiting the environment outside the earth's atmosphere.
The 1983 IRAS sky survey, a joint U.S./Netherlands/United Kingdom project, revealed for the first time the
richness and variety of the IR sky. It laid the foundation for major scientific advances, impacted all fields of
astrophysical research, and made IR observations accessible to the whole astronomical community; about 70% of the
IRAS data users are other than infrared astronomers.
IRAS discovered disks of particles orbiting nearby mature stars. These disks, first discovered by studying the
bright star Vega, appear closely related to the evolution of planetary systems, and may be debris of the planet
accumulation process. IRAS also discovered dust bands in our solar system that appear to be debris of asteroid
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collisions,a likelysourceof thebulkof the zodiacal dust grains. The IRAS observations of hidden clusters of
young stars and protostars in dark clouds throughout the Milky Way provided the first census of the luminous
stellar content in these stellar nurseries, IRAS discovered structured emission from interstellar grains (termed "IR
cirrus") that may be produced in part by large complex hydrocarbon molecules, a major new component of the
interstellar medium.
IRAS found IR-bright galaxies, galaxies emitting more than 99% of their luminosity in the IR, radiating 1000
times or more the energy output of the Milky Way. These galaxies are more numerous than QSO's of the same
luminosity, and may represent an early stage of QSO evolution. Because of their relatively high space density, their
high luminosity, and their apparent link to systems undergoing collisions or mergers, ultra-luminous IR galaxies are
potentially powerful tracers of luminous matter out to the edge of the Universe.
COBE, launched in November 1989, is in the process of transforming our understanding of the early Universe
by collecting data on the infrared, submillimeter and microwave diffuse emission in space. Early in its life, COBE
demonstrated precise agreeement between the observed Cosmic Background Radiation and a 2.74K blackbody. This
result severely constrains models of the early Universe, and rules out a uniform hot intergalactic medium as the
source of the X-ray background. The COBE instruments will be remarkably sensitive probes of the important
processes in the early universe, and may reveal the first seeds of structure in the Universe and evidence of the epoch
of galaxy formation.
A million-fold improvement in the performance
The recent development in the US of
large-format high-performance infrared sensitive
arrays promises to make both cryogenic and
ambient-temperature IR telescopes millions of
times more capable than their predecessors of a
few years ago. Each pixel of a modem IR array
is some 10 to 100 times more sensitive than
previous single detectors. Combined with the
increased format, the gain in "speed" can be 107
to 109, making possible qualitatively new
approaches to instrumentation design and use,
thereby enabling entirely new classes of
scientific investigations. In their infancy these
arrays have already been utilized to image a wide
range of environments, such as probing for stars
forming in the nearest clouds (Figure 1) and
searching the extragalactic sky for very distant
galaxies (c.f. Figure 6). A few years ago,
the 2.2 um image in Figure 1 would have
required mapping with a single detector,
taking many nights to complete; only a few
minutes were required with a camera based on
modem IR array technology.
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Fig. 1. Images of the star formation region NGC2024; 0.7 I.tm
(top) and 2.2 I.tm (bottom), revealing young embedded stars in the
IR. Courtesy of R. Probst, KPNO
Exploration of new phenomena through the flexibility of the airborne astronomy program.
IR observations from an altitude of 41,000 feet and above liberate us from many of the limitations imposed by
atmospheric absorption. For the past 15 years, NASA's Kuiper Airborne Observatory (KAO) has been a showcase
for the wealth of phenomena that can be observed from a mobile stratospheric platform. These include the discovery
of the torus of gas and dust around the Galactic center, the first observation of the water molecule in comets, and the
first direct estimates of the masses of Fe, Co, and Ni in Supernova 1987A in the Large MageIlanic Cloud.
The last decade has resulted in an explosion in the breadth and depth of our investigations of the infrared sky,
driven by the initial exploitation of infrared observations from the space environment and by advances in the
technical maturity of infrared detectors and associated instrumentation. Observational infrared astronomy is now
poised to revolutionize our understanding of the most fundamental questions of modem astronomy.
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III.SCIENCEOPPORTUNITIES
A.THEORIGINOFGALAXIES
Howdidhomogeneouslydistributedmatterintheearlyuniversecondenseintogalaxies?Toaddressthisquestion
empiricallywemustobservethegalaxyformationepoch,thentracethedevelopmentof largescalestructurein the
distributionofgalaxiesasafunctionofredshift.Wemustunderstandhowindividualgalaxiesrelatetotheprocesses
thatexplainthesestructures,andona morelocalscale,wemustfit thedetailsof ourownGalaxyintothis
overview.
How do cosmic backgrounds relate to the large scale structure of the universe?
Results from the COBE mission will provide an initial opportunity to look for evidence of primordial galaxy
formation. The COBE all sky maps from 1 I.tm to 1 cm will be the first step toward a determination of the true
cosmological background radiation. The best windows on the extragalactic universe are at 3 llm to 4 I.tm, between
the scattered and re-radiated components of the zodiacal dust, and at 200 I.tm to 500 I.tm, between the thermal
emission from Galactic dust and the cosmic microwave background. These windows are the most promising in the
entire electromagnetic spectrum for the detection of radiation from primordial galaxy formation. Such radiation can
provide cosmological information even in the absence of observations of individual primordial galaxies.
Extragalactic infrared backgrounds can set important limits on the epoch and nature of galaxy formation as long as
known galaxies at lower redshifts are accurately subtracted. This requires accurate knowledge of all populations
contributing to the backgrounds. These populations will be accounted for by the infrared surveys of the 1990's.
Folding in the deep source counts of near-lR and mid-IR observations, combined with estimates of their
contributions in the far-IR should allow us to tell unambiguously if infrared background radiations arise from the
glow of the universe at the time galaxies first formed.
Infrared sky surveys in the 1990's will be essential to probe the distribution of matter in the nearby universe.
The near infrared is the optimum region to obtain a mass census of galaxies because infrared radiation is both
insensitive to the extinction within galaxies (including our own) and sensitive to the stellar component which
dominates the luminous mass. The "great attractor", for example, is in a direction greatly affected by obscuration
from the Milky Way Galaxy. Any mass concentration there may be detectable only in the infrared. Infrared
observations will be the only way to detect cool, solid objects in galaxy halos. Systematic observations of galaxies
with old stellar populations and the deepest possible searches for faint matter are essential to understand the mass
distribution in large scale structures.
When did galaxies form?
Recent observations in the optical have established that the epoch of initial nucleosynthesis, star formation, and
galaxy formation is at a sufficiently high redshift that the initial formation epoch can only be observed in the
infrared, because the redshift must be greater than 5. Pushing back the limits on this formation epoch, or finding it,
is a major imperative for observational extragalactic astronomy.
A quasar is now known at a redshift of nearly 5. If a significant population of quasars exists much beyond this,
such a population cannot be measured without observations in the near infrared. Although quasars currently
represent the highest redshift objects observed, their relation to primordial galaxy formation is unknown because
their ultimate luminosity sources seem unrelated to stars. Direct evidence, or limits on the existence of galaxies
made of stars, is also an observational requirement before the formation of stars and galaxies in the early universe can
be understood. Determination of a redshift based on the bluest line, Lyman alpha, requires infrared spectroscopy for
redshifts greater than 7, while observations of the old stellar population require measurements at wavelengths of
about (l+z) _tm.
Such observations of old stellar populations in distant galaxies will set limits on the epoch of star formation in
the universe, but direct observation of the first generation of star formation is the ultimate goal. Depending on the
redshift of the formation epoch, near to mid-infrared observations will be required to detect the intrinsic ultraviolet
luminosity from hot, young stars. IR observations have already demonstrated that extensive star formation in local
galaxies is invariably accompanied by dust absorption at UV and optical wavelengths and re-emission in the IR. Is
this the case also at high redshift epochs? Will HST observations of young galaxies at great distances be affected by
dust attenuating the ultraviolet continuum?
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What energy sources power galaxies?
One of the most significant discoveries of the 1980's was that of ultra-luminous IR galaxies, systems in which
some process - perhaps starbursts or accretion by massive black holes - produces enormous infrared luminosities on
a scale previously identified only with quasars. IRAS survey results suggest that this energetic activity correlates
with galaxy interactions or mergers. Such luminous targets can be traced all the way back to the formation epoch
with observations in the 1990's. Comparison of infrared luminosity distributions with those measured from other
surveys, particularly in X-ray or ultraviolet radiation, is essential to account for luminous galaxies and quasars
otherwise overlooked because of obscuration.
What is the distribution of matter in the Milky Way and nearby galaxies?
The evolution of galaxies is marked by a continuing cycle of birth and death of stars. This leads to the evolution
of the elements from nearly pure hydrogen and helium to material with sufficient heavy elements to form earth-like
planets. IR studies out to the distance of the Virgo cluster and beyond will measure elemental and chemical
abundances of many of the heavy elements, both in the reservoir of the interstellar medium and as newly-formed
material ejected from supernovae, novae and red giant stars. The age, composition, and structure for our Galaxy are
crucial benchmarks for understanding other galaxies. Our vantage point is immersed in the obscuring dust of the
Galactic disk, but infrared observations allow us to penetrate the dust in order to study stars and interstellar matter
throughout the Galaxy. IRAS far-IR and COBE near-IR images of the sky toward the Galactic center, together with
a visual view, are displayed as the frontispiece of this report. The COBE and IRAS images show the distribution of
stars and luminous dust clouds, respectively, in this region of sky - extraordinary demonstrations of the power of
infrared observations to reveal the grand design of the Milky Way Galaxy.
B. THE ORIGIN OF PLANETS, PLANETARY SYSTEMS AND STARS
The essential questions concerning star and planet formation, processes which are central to our concept of the
universe in which we live, remain unanswered. Most of the visible matter in the Universe is in the form of stars,
and star formation is central to the formation and evolution of galaxies. Closer to home, the formation of planets
and planetary systems is a prerequisite for the formation of life as we know it. Both of these birth processes occur
deep within dense clouds of dust and gas opaque at visible wavelengths but transparent in the infrared.
How do stars form, and what conditions lead to protostellar collapse?
Star and planet formation begins with a dense molecular cloud core which collapses to form a protostar embedded
in a circumstellar protoplanetary disk. The protostar grows by direct infall of material onto the star and by accretion
from the inner boundary of the disk. The gas and dust remaining in the disk is the raw material from which planets
form.
The rate at which stars form and the resultant distribution of stellar masses must depend on the physical
properties of the molecular cloud; composition, gas density, temperature, velocity field, chemical and ionization
state, and magnetic field. In the 1990's we will image molecular clouds with sufficient sensitivity, spatial resolution
and spectral resolving power to measure the conditions throughout star-forming clouds, to detect the emission from
individual embedded stars, to determine the luminosity function into the substellar range - far below the hydrogen
burning limit of about 0.08M o - and to correlate star formation rates and stellar masses with the cloud properties.
The spatial and spectral resolution availabieat far-infrared and submillimeter wavelengths will enable the detailed
study of numerous infalling cores in nearby molecular clouds, it is believed that the infali halts abruptly at an
accretion shock, which marks the boundary of the protostar or the protostellar disk. By detecting the IR spectral
lines from these dust embedded accretion shocks, and measuring their profiles, the observations will probe the
non-spherically symmetric infall onto the protostellar system and reveal how planet-forming disks are assembled.
The infall phase ceases when an outflow from the protostar impacts the infalling material; reversing its direction
and sweeping it outward. The outflow is frequently collimated, by an as yet unidentified process, into a bipolar or
jet-like flow. In the 1990's, IR imaging and proper motion observations will make it possible to see the jets and
outflows as close as 10 AU from the protostar, thereby probing the agent of collimation. By observing the IR
emission from the shocks produced when the outflow encounters ambient gas or protostellar disks, we will discover
how the outflow evolves, how it inhibits infall, how it affects the disk, and how it interacts with the ambient
molecular clouds.
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How do protostellar and debris disks evolve?
Circumstellar disks are common features of stars of all ages. Theoretical models of the evolution of disks around
protostars envision the growth of the disk by accretion, and the possible development of disk instabilities which
cause material to spiral into the protostar or form a binary system. As the accretion phase ends, the dust in the
(now) protoplanetary disk settles to the midplane, coagulates and forms planetesimals which ultimately may
accumulate into planets. The forming planets sweep up the disk material near their radius and gravitationally interact
with more distant material, producing "gaps" in the disk similar to those seen in the rings of Saturn. Finally, only
planets, moons, asteroids and comets are left, and the occasional collisions of these larger bodies produce the leftover
planetary debris disks observed around older stars, just as similar processes in our own solar system sustain the
zodiacal dust cloud.
The infrared capabilities of the 1990's will allow us to image protostellar and protoplanetary disks around stars
as distant as the Taurus cloud, and to detect gaps which may signal planetary system formation. The orientation of
the disks can be correlated with the cloud core orientation and the magnetic field direction to improve our
understanding of the dynamics of the collapse. Rotation curves can be measured and a composition profile derived
for disks at all evolutionary stages, using resonantly scattered near-IR line emission for the inner disk and longer
wavelength emission for the outer disk. Evidence for dust coagulation as a function of distance from the protostar
will follow from spatially-resolved continuum spectroscopy at mid-ir wavelengths.
The final stage in the evolution of the protoplanetary disk is the planetary debris stage. IRAS found that a large
fraction, certainly more than 20%, of mature main sequence stars near the Sun possess orbiting solid material. Prime
examples are the disks orbiting the stars Vega, Epsilon Eridanus and Beta Pictoris. These disks, which are composed
of particles much larger than typical interstellar grains, remain the best evidence for the occurrence of planetary
systems around other stars. In the next decade, we should be able to detect disks similar to that around Vega around
tens of thousands of stars out to distances of several kpc, to resolve a zodiacal cloud similar to the Sun's for the
nearest stars, and to obtain detailed images of disks - searching for interior voids which may signal the presence of
planets. Determination of the composition of the disk material and the size and frequency of voids as a function of
the age and other characteristics of the central star will provide strong constraints on the processes, mechanisms and
time scales for planet formation.
The study of the origin, evolution, and prevalence of extra-solar planetary systems will be complemented by the
continued investigation of our own Solar System, particularly the region beyond the orbit of Jupiter. The spectral
coverage and sensitivity of the infrared instrumentation of the 1990's will permit the study of all classes of objects in
the outer solar system - not only the outer planets and their large satellites but also comets and the minor satellites,
which may be better samples of the primordial material of the outer solar system. Infrared spectroscopy of the
atmospheric gases and the surface ices of these primitive objects will provide critical information concerning the
composition and physical conditions in our own protostellar nebula.
How prevalent are Low Mass Objects and Brown Dwarfs?
Infrared observations will not only detect the gaps in disks which signal the presence of planets, but also can
provide direct measurements of young giant planets and of brown dwarfs of all ages and masses. These substellar
objects range in mass downward from 0.1 M o to planetary masses of order 0.001 Mo (about the mass of Jupiter).
The number and distribution of such objects with mass smaller than the smallest star is unknown, but their
abundance and properties may answer important questions about the formation of stars and planets, about the
behavior of matter at high pressure, and even about the missing mass in astrophysical systems. Infrared
observations are uniquely capable of detecting thermal emission from not only substellar companions but also
isolated substellar objects, which glow faintly in the infrared as their residual heat of formation diffuses away.
Isolated brown dwarfs can be detected in nearby space, in molecular clouds and stellar clusters, and, possibly, in the
halos of other galaxies.
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IV. TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
The IR spans three orders of magnitude in wavelength from 1 _tm to 1000 _tm. Over this very large span, the
experimental techniques, the properties of the atmosphere, the telescopes, and the detectors all change dramatically.
In the near-IR (1 I.tm to 2.3 I.tm), observations can be made from the ground through three "windows" in
the earth's atmosphere. Telescope and instrument techniques are quite similar to those developed and deployed at
optical wavelengths, except that detectors are hybrid arrays using exotic infrared sensitive detector material like InSb
or HgCdTe bonded to silicon readout devices. The recent revolution in this IR array technology enables a wealth of
new scientific opportunities. At near-IR wavelengths, two near-term opportunties are highlighted in this report; the
revitalization of existing telescopes with state-of-the-art instrumentation, including adaptive optics, and the 2 lam
All-Sky Survey, 2MASS.
Near-IR observations from the ground are limited by airglow background, atmospheric absorption and
atmospheric "seeing". The second generation near-IR instrument under development for the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST), NICMOS, will exploit the absence of airglow emission and atmospheric absorption and seeing to make
high sensitivity diffraction limited imaging and spectroscopic observations in the 1 Ilm to 2 lain range.
In the mid-lR (2.3 l.tm to 30 I.tm) ground-based observations are possible through four windows, but
thermal emission from the atmosphere and from an ambient temperature telescope creates an enormous photon
background against which observations must be made. A cryogenically cooled telescope operating outside the earth's
atmosphere, like IRAS, COBE and SIRTF, is free from the limitations of atmospheric and telescope emission and
atmospheric absorption. The natural mid-IR background in space, which originates from interplanetary and
interstellar dust grains, is at least a million times fainter than that at any groundbased observatory; SIRTF's
sensitivity is limited only by the statistical fluctuations in this natural background. Because SIRTF uses modern IR
array technology, this facility has the power to transform our understanding of the basic questions of astrophysics.
SIRTF is the cornerstone of IR astrophysics for the 1990's and beyond.
There are, however, some significant strengths of ground-based and airborne observations in the mid-lR; these
include ready access to instrumentation, and large collecting area - useful both for light-gathering power for
spectroscopy and for higher (diffraction limited) spatial resolution.
Modern mid-IR astronomy began in the 1960's with the introduction of the LHe cooled Ge bolometer on
ground-based telescopes. Ground-based observations in the 2 I.tm to 30 ktm atmospheric windows have evolved
using adaptations to optical telescopes, progressing to the point that now most major optical telescopes incorporate
some level of IR capability, although use of such facilities is generally compromised by inadequate IR adaptation or
an inferior site for IR observations or, most frequently, a combination of both. In order to minimize the thermal
emission, the telescope configuration and optics must be "optimized" for thermal IR observations, and the site
selected to minimize the atmospheric absorption and emission. The recommended 8-m IRO is a unique IR
optimized telescope on the best IR site known, the summit of Mauna Kea.
There is only a single large U.S. telescope dedicated to IR observations; the 3-m Infrared Telescope Facility
(IRTF) on Mauna Kea, operated as a national fac_ity by NASA's Pl_etary Exploration division. The upgrade of
this facility to exploit the IR potential of Mauna Kea would create major new scientific opportunities for a large
community and should be pursued aggressively and rapidly.
In the far-IR (30 ktm to300 _tm) the earth's atmosphere is essentially opaque. As in the mid-IR, the
residual atmosphere and telescope are strong sources of background emission. SIRTF is an extremely powerful
observatory throughout this wavelength range.
Observations in much of__S Spectral regime and at many of the other infrared wavelengths obscured from the
ground can be made from stratospheric platforms. NASA's airborne astronomy program began in the late 1960's,
highlighted by deployment of a 0.3-m telescope in a Lear jet and the development of the KAO, a 0.9-m telescope in
a C-141, in 1974. The KAO has been very successful for the past 15 years, providing critical observations ranging
from stellar occulations at optical wavelengths to the study of collapsing clouds at 300 Ilm, but is now becoming
scientifically outmoded because it can study only a small fraction of the IRAS sources. The recommended airborne
observatory, SOFIA, which will replace the KAO, is key to the development of airborne infrared astronomy,
providing a powerful and flexible facility for scientific observations in this field, capable of detailed study of all the
iRAS Point Source catalog objects, and permitting development and deployment of state-of-the-art instrumentation.
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Extrinsic germanium photoconductors provide the most advanced detector technology for far-IR wavelengths,
used either as individual detectors or in small arrays. Low temperature bolometer arrays are also under development,
particularly for use beyond 120 _tm, and high frequency heterodyne receivers are becoming available at the longest
wavelengths.
In the submillimeter (300 I.tm to 1000 lam), observations are again possible from the ground through
four windows whose transparency is a strong function of water vapor content; the longer wavelength windows have
higher transparency. Telescope and receiver techniques are often extrapolated from radio wavelengths. Novel
heterodyne components and more precise surface figures for telescopes than are commonly achieved at radio
wavelengths are required. Thermal emission from the atmosphere and telescope, while still by far the dominant
sources of background, are less important for high resolution spectroscopy, and telescope diameter is important for
photon gathering and improved diffraction-limited angular resolution.
Submm observations with the 10m Caltech Submm Observatory (CSO) on Mauna Kea have demonstrated the
viability of astronomical observations in the atmospheric windows at 600 I.tm and 800 lam using extrapolation of
radio techniques. Already the findings of submillimeter water vapor masers and high velocity molecular outflows in
evolved stars have demonstrated the importance of such observatories. Additional submm facilities currently under
development, including the 10-m submm telescope for Mt. Graham, the Submm Array Interferometer under
development by SAO, and the South Pole Submm telescope are expected to establish the basis for future
ground-based developments in the submm wavelength range down to 350 _tm.
Freedom from atmospheric absorption is a strong driver toward airborne or space-based platforms. SOFIA will
provide an excellent platform for exploratory submm observations and instrument development. However, critical
molecules like H20 and 02 cannot be observed from within the earth's atmosphere, even at airborne altitudes,
because of telluric absorption. A small submm explorer, the Submiilimeter Wave Astronomy Satellite (SWAS), is
currently under development and expected to be launched in 1994. This mission, the first dedicated to high spectral
resolution submillimeter observations from space, will study the Galaxy in spectral lines of H20 and 02. The
recommended Submm mission (SMMM) exploits the complete freedom from telluric absorption of the space
enviroment, to provide our first unbiased spectroscopic view of the submm regime, while SIRTF will provide the
most sensitive submm continuum measurements out to 700 lxm.
Antartica offers an intriguing possibility for a ground-based astronomical site with conditions of atmospheric
water vapor content and ambient temperature that are much more favorable to IR observations even than those of
Mauna Kea. A sma!l submm facility, ASTRO, is currently under development to evaluate the submm potential of
the South Pole and a similar scale experiment, SPIREX, is proposed to investigate the potential of the South Pole
for observations around 2.4 I.tm. These small scale projects are ideal for addressing such issues as seeing,
operability, atmospheric conditions and IR background levels, which must be well understood in order to evaluate the
potential of this site for a major IR observatory.
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V.PROJECTRECOMMENDATIONS
Table1summarizestheprojectsrecommendedin thisreport.Theprojectrecommendationsa ddescriptions
followingthistablearepresentedinthesameorderastheyappearinthetable.Currentestimatesoftheproject
developmentcostsareincluded;inthecasesofinternationalparticipation,theU.S.costsareshown.
TABLE1.PROJECTSUMMARY
CATEGORY PROJECT CATEGORY START IMES COST
PRIORITY DEVELOPMENTOPERATION(FY895)
SPACEPROJECTS
SlRTF 1
SOFIA 1
SMMM 2
1
MAJOR
MODERATE
SMALL
LAB/ASTR AUGMENTATION
1993 1999 1.3B
1992 1997 230M
1995 1999 125M
1991 8M
GROUND-BASED PROJECTS
MAJOR
8M IRO 1 1993 1998 80M
MODERATE
DETECTOR/INST DEVELOPMENT 1 1992 1993 50M
SMALL
2MASS 1 1992 1993 5M
A. SPACE PROJECTS
We very strongly recommend that the highest priority for astronomy in the
1990's be the development and operation of the Space Infrared Telescope Facility
(SIRTF), the culmination of NASA's Great Observatories program.
The SIR'IF observatory consists of a i-m class cryogenically cooled telescope mounted on a free-flying
spacecraft in high earth orbit. SIRTF Will be operated as a national facility, with more than 85% of the observing
time during its five year life time available to the community. SIRTF will achieve a one hundred to ten-
thousand-fold improvement in sensitivity over current infrared capabilities. This gain, coupled with the imaging and
spectroscopic power inherent in its large-format infrared detector arrays, will make SIRTF unique for the solution of
key astrophysical problems ranging from the doorstep of the solar system to beyond the horizon of our current
understanding.
SIRTF will be equipped with instruments utilizing modern two dimensional infrared arrays providing wide-field
and diffraction limited imaging and spectroscopic capability over most of the IR spectral regime. SIRTF's cameras
will provide imaging capability from 2 _tm to 200 I.tm and photometry from 2 lam to at least 700 I.tm. SIRTF's
spectrographs will cover the wavelength region 2.5 txm to 120 I_m at low spectral resolution (R= I00), and the 4 I.tm
to 200 I.tm region at higher spectral resolution (R=2000). The sensitivity will be limited over most of this
wavelength range only by the natural backgrounds in space, allowing SIRTF to achieve sensitivity gains of 100 to
10,000 over present capabilities. SIRTF will be launched by a Titan IV-Centaur into a circular orbit at an altitude
of 100,000 km. The five-year lifetime will permit follow on studies with SIRTF itself of the many new scientific
questions which will be posed by SIRTF's own discoveries, while an archival research program will make the
SIRTF data accessible to the scientific community long after its data acquisition phase ends.
SIRTF has been under active study by NASA for more than a decade. The key technologies have been
demonstrated; all that awaits is to build and launch this premier mission of the 1990s. With a development start in
FY 1993, SiRTF can be launched by the year 2000, allowing a significant period of time for coordinated
observations with NASA's other Great Observatories, HST and AXAF.
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SIRTF'sensitivityincrease,combinedwiththe
powerof thedetectorarrays,achievesextraordinary
gainsin capability(Figure2), one-millionfoldor
moreoverthecurrentstateoftheartin theinfrared,
andone-thousandfoldormoreovertheperformance
anticipatedfortheISOmission(plannedfor launch
bytheEuropeanSpaceAgencyin1993).
SlRTF SCIENCEHIGHLIGHTS
SIRTFwill makefundamentalcontributionsto
virtuallyall contemporaryforefrontastrophysical
problems.AsillustratedinFigures3and4,SIRTF
will permitdetectionandidentificationof objectsas
disparateasgalaxiesatredshiftsz>5andbrowndwarfs
in thesolarneighborhood;anddetailedstudyof
problemsasdifferentastherelationshipbetweenhigh
luminosityinfraredgalaxiesandquasars,andthe
natureof planetarysystemdebrisaroundnearbystars.
Theinvestigationswill reshapeourunderstandingof
processesrangingfromgalaxyformationi theearly
universetotheformationof oursolarsystem.
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Fig. 2. Astronomical capability is defined as lifetime *
efficiency • # pixels / (sensitivity) 2. Current capabilities
are def'med by IRTF, KAO and IRAS performance. Predictions
for ISO and SIRTF use published data.
The identification of the epoch of first star formation in galaxies is critical to our understanding of the process of
galaxy formation. Once a very young galaxy reaches an age of tens of millions of years after its first stars are
formed, much of its luminosity is produced by cool red giant stars emitting a broad spectrum peaked at 1.6 lim.
SIRTF can identify this near-infrared peak redshifted to longer wavelengths; for example, SIRTF can detect a young
galaxy of average mass at redshift z=5, seen when the universe was less than 10% of its current age. An object of
high redshift which shows no evidence for the peak is a candidate for identification as a galaxy still forming its first
generation of stars.
In some ultraluminous infrared galaxies, 10oo
bursts of star formation account for nearly all
of the observed luminosity, but others appear 10o
to harbor dust-enshrouded quasars. SIRTF's
imaging surveys will trace the evolution of 10
quasars and ultraluminous infrared objects to
redshifts well in excess of 5. Low resolution _ 1
infrared spectra can identify characteristic
features due to emission from dust and gas (n .1
and determine the redshift, and hence the
luminosity, of the infrared-bright objects. .ol
These studies will determine how both the
absolute and the relative number of starburst .o01
galaxies and dust-enshrouded quasars varies
with epoch and determine how the cosmic .0OOl
evolution of this population compares with .1
that of the optically and radio selected quasars
to which they may be related.
Brown dwarfs more massive than Jupiter
and less massive than the 0.08M o required for
a star to sustain nuclear hydrogen burning are
i
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Fig. 3. The enormous sensitivity of SIRTF is shown by
comparison with the expected brightness of a variety of classes
of extragalactic sources at z=5.
1000
expected to be visible in the infrared as they radiate the heat generated by their gravitational contraction. SIRTF's
sensitivity will be such that objects with 10-30 Jupiter masses and ages less than 107 years can be detected out to
the Taurus cloud. SIRTF can also discover older, less luminous brown dwarfs through deep imaging of nearby star
clusters, unbiased surveys, or through targeted searches for companions of nearby stars.
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ZodiacalcloudsliketheSun'scanbeimagedbySIRTFaroundthenearestolar-typestars,whileplanetarydebris
diskslike thosefoundbyIRAScanbestudiedaroundstarsmoredistanthanlkpc. Forthemoreprominent
systems,SIRTF'simageswill showtheorientation,structuralfeatures,anddetailedmorphologyof thedisks,
includingtheinnerdust-depletedr gionsuggestiveofplanetsorbitingwithinthedisk.Lowresolutionspectraofthe
debris- inbothreflectionandemission- willprovidecriticaldiagnosticsforstudiesofcomposition,replenishment,
andoriginofthematerial.
JustasSIRTFcanstudymaterialinthe
outeregionsofothersolarsystems,it will
extendthestudiesof theouterregionsof
ourownSolarSystem.Theicesandgases
that condensedin thecollapsingsolar
nebulafurtherthan5AUfromtheSun,and
thatarenowlockedin thecometsand
planetarysatellites,carrythechemicalnd
physicalhistoryof the primitivesolar
nebulainthezoneswheretheouterplanets
formed.SIRTFcanobtaindetailedspectra
of thegaseousandsolidmaterialsin this
distantzone;tracingtheprimitivesolar
nebulain this fashionwill permitusto
combineknowledgeof theearlysolar
systemwiththeobservedpropertiesofstars
in formationtounderstandmorefullythe
formationofsolarsystems.
SIRTFwillalsoconductsurveys:Some
ofthesewillbetargetedatspecificscientific
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SIRTF sensitivity to Galactic and Solar System sources.
problems - searches for candidate protogalaxies, for distant Kuiper belt comets in the ecliptic plane, or for embedded
protostars in dark clouds in the Galaxy. Others will be totally unbiased, deep surveys aimed at searching for the as
yet unnamed and unimagined phenomena which will lie within SIRTF's vast new horizon. SIRTF's spectrograph
will be used extensively not only for followup observations of objects discovered in the imaging surveys, but also
for complete infrared spectroscopic surveys of known classes of objects. These surveys and the archive of SIRTF's
targeted observations will represent a legacy for astronomical study long after the end of the SIRTF mission.
We recommend the immediate development of SOFIA, a joint NASA-Federal
Republic of Germany airborne observatory for infrared astronomy.
SOFIA is a 2.5-m teiescolge system mounted in a modified Boeing 747 aircraft. Flying over one hundred 8-hour
missions per year at altitudes of_i,00Ofeet, abSve 99% of the water vapor in the earth's atmosphere, SOFIA will
provide the astronomical community routine observations at most infrared wavelengths inaccessible from the ground.
SOFIA's tenfold increase in collecting area over the KAO will enable study of any of the sources in the IRAS Point
Source Catalog. A great strength of SOFIA is its flexibility: frequent access to the near space environment,
realtime hands-on access and rapid interchange of focal plane instruments, and round-the-world deployment
capability. SOFIA provides an excellent platform for the development of advanced instrumentation and for the
education and training of the nextgeneration of experimentalists.
SOFIA is a joint project, with the Federal Republic of Germany supplying the telescope system, supporting
the operations at roughly the 20% level, and participating in the flight program at a similar level. NASA and the
German Science Ministry (BMFT) have successfully completed preliminary design studies for SOFIA. A
development start for SOFIA in FY1992 would allow observations to begin in 1997.
SOFIA SCIENCE HIGHLIGHTS
SOFIA's capability for diffraction-limited imaging beyond 30 microns and for high resolution spectroscopy over
the entire 1 IJ.rn to 1 mm infrared band will allow studies of the composition, structure, and dynamics of planetary
atmospheres, comets, and interstellar gas and dust; the initial luminosity function of stars embedded in nearby
molecular clouds; the infall and outflow from protostars; and the nature of the luminosity sources in nearby starburst
and AGN galaxies.
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Far infrared observations with the spatial resolution of SOFIA will probe the distribution and nature of the
embedded luminosity source(s) in the nuclei of nearby galaxies. Our own galactic nucleus may provide valuable
clues to the phenomena occuring in galactic nuclei. Far infrared polarimetry and spectroscopy will map the magnetic
field distribution and gas dynamics in the 2-10 pc ring of gas and dust surrounding the center of the Galaxy, possibly
a magnetic accretion disk from which material spirals into the galactic center.
The bulk of the luminosity from protostars
generally emerges in the 30 lam to 300 I.tm band 1000 ' ' '1 ' ' • ' ' '" ' '
. I I l II ] I I Illl
(illustrated in figure 5), so only far infrared Sill QIrOH1
sn i_
observations can measure the bolometric AeerellonShoek_.__Lines / w_'V-_
luminosity. SOFIA has the sensitivity to detect 0.1 _ _" \L o embedded stars at distances as large as 500pc. \
\
SOFIA's far IR spatial resolution enables studies of 10o \
the luminosity function characterizing solar or \v
subsolar mass stars in nearby star forming regions \
like Taurus. Resolved maps of the infrared _ I \
continuum and line emission from individual _> v l \
I \
protostellar sources determine the dust and gas I"' \
density distribution around the protostar and the 10 I \
nature of the protostellar infall and outflow. Far-IR I \:
high spatial and spectral resolution observations of /"_ Iw
protostars in Taurus will measure the accretion / _1
shock spectrum and provide the definite detection of / I I
infall and accretion in low mass protostars. S_ ,_
The high spectral resolution capability of SOFIA .... L i ...... I , , , L,_,
is also necessary for the determination of the 10 100 1000
composition and dynamics of interstellar and solar _., pm
system gas. The ability to detect characteristic Fig. 5. The energy distribution of the possible protostar
molecular lines, such as the high rotational lines of L1551 in the Taurus molecular cloud. The wavelengths of lines
CO and rotational transitions in H 2, is often relevant to the study of accretion shocks are indicated.
limited by a small line to continuum ratio, and so
high resolving power dramatically improves the sensitivity of the line measurement.
Compositional studies range from mapping the elemental abundance variations in ionized and atomic gas in
nearby galaxies, to determining the abundances of the major reservoirs of C, N, and O and the state of oxidation of
the primitive solar nebula during the epoch of star formation through observations of comets. The unique capability
of an airborne observatory to track occultations will allow absorption measurements of, for example, the structure of
the atmosphere of Pluto, one of the few large planetesimals remaining in the solar system. An improved
understanding of the primitive chemical processes of the outer solar system will translate directly into an improved
perception of the processes at work in other solar systems and an understanding of how representative is our own
solar system.
We recommend the Submillimeter Mission (SMMM), an innovative new mission
for the Explorer program.
The Submillimeter Explorer utilizes a 2.5-m ambient temperature telescope with a liquid-helium cooled
complement of instruments designed to obtain complete submillimeter spectra from 100 I.tm to 700 I.tm for a large
number of galactic and extragalactic sources. SMMM will provide our first complete, unbiased spectroscopic view
of the submillimeter portion of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Key elements of the SMMM technology program are well underway, and must be continued in the near term to
be ready for a timely development phase in the mid-1990's. The areas of technology development that require
support now are extending heterodyne receivers to wavelengths as short as 300 I.tm, and development of lightweight
panels that can meet the high surface accuracies required for diffraction limited performance at 100 lam. The SMMM
represents a substantial opportunity for a joint project with the French Space Agency, CNES, and also possibly with
ESA. The SMMM could be pursued either as an Explorer class mission or an expanded moderate mission,
depending on the results of the current Phase A studies, and the extent of the international collaborations that are
finally negotiated by the interested parties.
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SMMMSCIENCEHIGHLIGHTS
SMMM will probe the origins of stars and the chemistry of the interstellar medium, and will obtain a complete
spectral atlas for molecules, atoms and ions in the 100 pm to 700 p.m range in a wide variety of galactic and
extragalactic sources. Complete submillimeter spectra of clouds of gas - ranging from quiescent atomic clouds, to
dense cold clouds, to collapsing clouds, to those clumps containing protostars - will probe the critical chemistry,
dynamics, heating, and cooling processes that occur in the gas and dust before and during gravitational collapse.
Submillimeter spectra of nearby galaxies will provide the basis for global comparative studies of star formation,
interstellar chemistry, and cooling processes.
These spectra will enable studies of chemical and isotopic abundances and hydride molecules for metals to atomic
number of 30 or more, including the cosmologically significant species such as HD and LiH, and be able to examine
their variation with position within the galaxy. SMMM will observe the carbon reservoir Species CO and CI and
the oxygen reservoir molecules H20 and 02 in a wide variety of gas phase environments, and identify dominant
large molecules and small dust grains by observations of vibration-rotation spectra of large linear-chain and
polyacetylene molecules and of vibrational modes of polycyclic-aromatic-hydrocarbon dust grains, thus examing the
link between the lighter molecules observed at millimeter wavelengths and the small dust grains discovered at shorter
infrared wavelengths.
In star formation regions, SMMM will enable thermal balance studies in dense protostellar enviroments and
molecular shock regions where H20 and hydride molecules dominante the cooling process. SMMM will enable
studies of protostellar infall by observations of line absorption against continuum emission from dense cloud cores.
We recommend that the laboratory astrophysics program be substantially
augmented in the 1990's.
Understanding the IR observations of the 1990's will require, as input, fundamental data describing the properties
of atoms, ions, molecules, and dust grains. It is frequently the case that the largest uncertainties in theoretical
models are due to uncertainties in these data, rather than to approximations inherent in the models. These essential
data are provided in some cases by theoretical atomic, molecular, or condensed-matter physics, but predominantly by
laboratory astrophysics. Laboratory astrophysics must be recognized as a special interdisciplinary area which requires
significantly higher levels of support for the 1990s, with funding made available for laboratory start-up programs and
for graduate students and postdoctoral fellows.
Atomic, ionic, and molecular spectral lines in the IR will offer a wealth of information concerning chemical and
isotopic abundances and the physical conditions in the gas, but interpretation of this spectral data will require
substantial progress in atomic and molecular astrophysics. Even for the most simple and fundamental molecule, H 2,
there are great uncertainties regarding the cross sections for collisional excitation of the vibration-rotation levels from
which we observe emission. Collisional cross section data for many isotopic species of stable molecules, as well as
molecular spectroscopic data for highly reactive molecules and ions, are needed. There are currently scant laboratory
data on highly vibrationally-excited states of molecules, radicals, and ions or on the larger organic molecules and
ions which bridge the gap between the molecules observed in the radio and the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon
(PAH) macro-molecules and small grains seen in the near-IR.
Most of the mid- to far-infrared radiation in the universe originates from interstellar dust grains. Both laboratory
and theoretical work is needed on the physical properties of candidate grain materials, in order to interpret absorption,
emission, and polarization measurements. The study of small grains, whose sizes (5 to 30 A) put them in the
transition region between large molecules and bulk grains, is especially important. For example, the optical
properties of PAH clustersl and of hydrogenated amorphous carbon (HAC), require careful laboratory study in order to
permit interpertation of the infrared emission features seen from interstellar dust clouds. Laboratory spectroscopy of
mixed molecular ices of astrophysical interest is another area of high importance to the study of the origin and
evolution of solid matter in interstellar clouds and in the solar system.
B. GROUND-BASED PROJECTS
We recommend the immediate construction of a national infrared-optimized
8-meter diameter telescope on Mauna Kea.
From this remarkably dry and stable site, by the use of modest adaptive optics techniques, IRO will exceed the
sensitivity of a conventional 8-m telescope by more than an order of magnitude and will achieve diffraction
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limitedperformanceof 0.07 arcsec at 2.2 _tm. Within all atmospheric windows from 1 I.tm to 30 lam the telescope
emission will add only minimally to that from the atmosphere itself, producing the most sensitive measurements
from the ground at these wavelengths where sharpest imaging is naturally achieved.
The technical requirements for the IRO are well understood, and can be met by extension of the design for the
NOAO 8-meter telescopes. The telescope must deliver a final image of less than 0.1 arcsec diameter. To minimize
radiation from the telescope itself, the mirrors must be coated with a material of lower emissivity than aluminum,
probably silver. Some adaptive optics capability will be routinely required, but even simple wavefront tilt
compensation will allow imaging at a resolution of 0.1 arcsec. The choice of site is crucial: Mauna Kea is
recognized as the best IR site in the world.
We note also that, as recommended earlier, the NASA IRTF, the dedicated 3-meter infrared telescope located on
Mauna Kea, is the logical location at which to take the earliest advantage of infrared optimization techniques.
IRO SCIENCE HIGHLIGHTS
IRO will provide a level of clarity in imaging never before achieved from the ground, with angular resolution in
the near IR an order of magnitude sharper than typically obtained at optical wavelengths. Infrared images of planets,
satellites, comets and asteroids will reveal the composition and suucture of surface and atmosphere, and can be used
to monitor temperature variations or other changes, for example the volcanic activity on Io.
The IRO will enable detailed imaging and
spectroscopic observations of forming stars in
many nearby star formation regions, such as
Taurus, Ophiuchus, Orion and NGC2264. Studies
of the structure, energetics and composition of
protoplanetary disks around young stars, with a
spatial resolution of 10 AU in the nearest
star-forming regions, will allow detailed
characterizations of the disks and may show
condensations or voids where planets are in the
process of forming.
IRO will measure three dimensional motions
for hundreds of stars within the central parsec of our
Galaxy through a combination of proper motion
and spectroscopic studies to an accuracy of 10
km/sec, and so provide a critical test for the
presence of a black hole. IRO may even be able to
measure directly the velocity of the gas rotating
around such a massive object or to detect emission
from a black hole accretion disk.
Perhaps IRO's greatest contributions will arise
from its abilities to study distant galaxies as they
first form stars in the early Universe. Models
indicate that young galaxies at redshifts exceeding 5
should have 2.2 I.tm magnitudes in the range 22 to
24, and so be readily accessible to IRO; the deepest
2.2 I.tm image currently available (with a 5-sigma
threshold of 21.5 mag) already contain galaxies not
detected at optical wavelengths (figure 6). IRO can
obtain detailed images of such galaxies, and
measure spectra of them and other extremely distant
examples discovered by SIRTF, in order to
determine their morphology, redshift, composition,
and ionization state.
Fig. 6. A deep 2.2 I_m image (lower panel), with a 5 sigma
threshold 21.5 mag, reveals faint red galaxies not detected in
the deep I-band image (upper panel). Courtesy of L. Cowie,
Univ. of Hawaii.
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We recommend a strong program to develop and evaluate IR array detectors
and to deploy the best of these arrays in state-of-the-art instruments for existing
telescopes.
Infrared array technology in the wavelength range from 1 txrn to 30 lam is evolving very rapidly, and substantial
development and evaluation work is needed to exploit this technological revolution. The technology involved has
been largely developed as a result of the high interest in 1 lam to 30 _tm IR arrays by the Department of Defense.
NASA has carefully nurtured detector development activities both for SIRTF and for NICMOS, the infrared
instrument on HST. It is extremely important to continue the testing and understanding of the properties of these
arrays in order to maximize the scientific return from HST and SIRTF.
Currently, high quantum efficiency, low read noise, low dark current arrays are available in formats up to
256x256 in the wavelength range 1 lam to 5 I.tm. Of critical concern in this wavelength range is to extend the
format to 512x512 pixels; an array of this size is at the edge of current technology evolution, and is feasible within
5 years. Arrays of comparable quality for the thermal infrared from 5 I_m to 30 I.tm in formats of 128x128 or even
256x256 pixels are also within reach. Of particular concern for ground-based and airborne observations is the need
for high speed, low-noise readouts for large format arrays working beyond 3 lam, where the thermal photon
background from the atmosphere and ambient temperature telescopes becomes very high.
The heart of any observatory is its complement of instruments. Those that utilize the finest state-of-the-art
detectors maximize the scientific return. Ground-based telescopes can be reborn, increasing observing efficiencies by
orders of magnitude, with the introduction of new array based cameras and spectrometers. We urge the NSF to
assist observatories in procuring and deploying the best of the infrared arrays for new generations
of focal plane instruments. A particularly exciting opportunity enabled by modem IR arrays is the ability to
systematically survey substantial areas of the sly with high sensitivity and efficiency. One particular survey, an
all-sky broadband near IR survey, is highlighted in this report. There are other, more specific, surveys that are also
of high scientific interest; for example deep images of large or unusual galaxies, galactic surveys in the H2 lines
around 2 lain or in the Brackett gamma line of HI at 2.16 I-tin, and very deep multicolor IR surveys for the faintest
extragalactic objects.
Another compelling opportunity for the 1990's is the application of adaptive optics to ground based telescopes to
correct continuously for the effects of atmospheric turbulence. Existing telescopes equipped with adaptive optics can
address new questions while new large telescopes can be utilized to obtain images in the 1 to 5um range with
unprecedented clarity. Adaptive optics has been substantially developed within the defense community and NSF has
taken the lead in providing the astronomical community access to this technology. The complexity and cost of
adaptive optics is much reduced at IR wavelengths because of reduced bandwidth requirements, relaxed reference star
requirements and increased correlations sizes at the longer wavelengths. Even a modest wavefront tilt correction can
provide substantial image size improvements. The IRTF is particularly well suited for early implementation and
utilization Of this technology.
We recommend the immediate initiation of a 2 lam all sky survey (2MASS) to a
level of sensitivity 50,000 times greater than that achieved by the 1969 Two
Micron Sky Survey.
2MASS is a prime example of a modest project with a very large long term payoff. A pair of dedicated one
meter class ground-based telescopes, one for each hemisphere, equipped with modem near-IR array detectors, can
completely survey the sky at three wavelengths between 1 Iam and 2.2 _tm in less than two years, detecting an
estimated 100 million sources. The 2MASS survey will explore the large-scale structure of the local Universe by
mapping the distribution of galaxies to a distance of 100 Mpc over the whole sky. This survey will be relatively
unaffected by dust obscuration in our own and other galaxies and is uniquely sensitive to those classes of stars which
dominate the mass.
The survey will explore large scale stellar structure of the Milky Way Galaxy and address basic stellar evolution
questions by measuring luminous evolved stars throughout the Milky Way, in the Magellanic Clouds, and other
galaxies in the Local Group. 2MASS will dramatically expand our current census of the coolest stars and probe the
young stellar population within dozens of dense molecular clouds. It will provide basic support to a variety of
NASA missions of the 1990's by highlighting new questions and identifying new targets for the major IR missions,
and supporting X-ray surveys through identification of x-ray sources with reddened stars, cool dwarfs, and AGN's.
Studies to define the survey hardware and strategy are currently underway. Data processing and survey product
generation utilize NASA's Infrared Data Analysis Center (IPAC). Project development could begin as soon as 1991.
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C.PERFORMANCEOMPARISON
TogetherSIRTF,SOFIAand IRO providethe
astronomicalcommunitywithextremelypowerful
capabilitiesovertheentireinfraredspectralregime.In
thissection,weattempttoquantifyandcomparethe
performancexpectedfor thesethreefacilities.
Sensitivityestimatesare1sigmain500sec.
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Imaging and Photometry ( Figure 7 )
Over the entire 3 pan to 700 pm range SIR'IF -_ o.I
provides uniquely powerful and sensitive imaging and
photometry capability, orders of magnitude more
sensitive than any other facility, existing or proposed, o.ot
SIRTF, together with the NICMOS instrument on
HST provides superb imaging sensitivity from 1 pm o.ool
to 700 I.tm. The 8-m IRO offers more than an order of
magnitude improvement in point source sensitivity o oool
over the current IRTF capability. SOFIA offers
nearly an order of magnitude improvement over the
KAO, and access to any of the IRAS PSC objects
for detailed study. For studies of emission extended on
a scale large compared to the angular resolution,
SIRTF is some three orders of magnitude more
sensitive than any warm telescope. 1000
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Angular Resolution ( Figure 8 ) a_< I00
SIRTF provides diffraction limited angular
Z
resolution beyond 3 I.tm. Because of their larger IO
diameter telescopes, SOFIA and the 8-m IRO offer
better diffraction limited capability. IRO provides the
to I
highest resolution imaging capability in the near IR
windows of any ground-based optical or IR telescope,
_a o.I
while SOFIA offers the highest available resolution in
the IR bands unaccessible from the ground, z<[
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VI. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This entire report is a testament to the huge rewards that follow directly from the deployment of optimized
telescopes, from their equipment with state-of-the-art instruments, and from their location at sites with superior
environmental properties. The way to the future must pursue those same strategies to ever higher levels of
implementation.
Some long-term implications of this tripartite prescription are not difficult to deduce. On the ground, steps
through modest pilot projects aimed at the eventual construction of IR imaging interferometers consisting of
multiple telescopes; continued development and deployment of larger format array detectors; investigation of the
possible use of Antarctica as an observing site. In space, larger single dishes and Lunar interferometers; longer
lifetime refrigeration of larger format detectors; an orderly progression from low earth orbit, to high earth orbit, the
Moon, and eventually to observatories located beyond the zodiacal cloud -- as distant from the Sun as Jupiter.
TABLE 2. FUTURE TECHNOLOGY RECOMMENDATIONS
PROJECT PRIORITY COST
(FY89$)
SPACE TECHNOLOGY
FAR-IR/SUBMM PROGRAM 1 75M
GROUND-BASED TECHNOLOGY
O/IR INTERFEROMETRY PROGRAM 1 20M
We recommend a moderate scale program of ground based IR interferometry
development and demonstration for the 1990's.
This program would support current technology development activities, build at least one interferometric
imaging array of 3x 2 meter telescopes adequate to undertake imaging interferometry in the near infrared and to
evaluate the practical limits in the thermal infrared out to 20 pro, and establish the technical basis for planning a
Very Large Optical/Infrared Array for the first decade of the 2000's
The next major development in 1 _tm to 30 [am, ground-based astronomy is very likely to be imaging
interferometry. IR imaging interferometry will provide orders of magnitude improved spatial resolution, and
qualitatively new kinds of information from very high angular resolution imaging of forming stars and planetary
systems, starburst galaxies, and active galaxy nuclei. Interferometric imaging will also allow progress on study of
circumstellar environments (YSO's, evolved stars, novae, nebulae) with unprecedented resolution.
The technical basis for optical/IR interferometry is well developed, with such components as delay lines,
correlators, fringe tracking servos, and active optics for rapid tilt and piston correction in use at the Mr. Wilson Mk
III optical astrometric interferometer and the Berkeley Infrared Spatial Interferometer together with several smaller
technology development projects underway in the U.S. The technical objectives of the decade program include
construction, metrology, and control of small and medium aperture telescopes to required tolerances and optimization
of correlation techniques as well as site testing for correlation time, isoplanatic angle, and interferometer specific
parameters. The experience of radio astronomers in aperture synthesis carries directly over to optical/IR, with the
same software in use for both wavelength regimes.
The recommended technology demonstration projects of the 1990's will offer milliarcsec or better imaging
capability with limiting magnitudes for 2-m apertures and existing detector arrays of about 15 mag at 2.2 [un and
5.5 mag at 10 [am. The major ground based facility for the first decade of the 2000's, the Very Large Optical/Infrared
Array, will offer full aperture synthesis imagery of bright and faint sources.
This program should be carded out largely in the university community, where intensive participation by
students will be possible. At least some of the projects should involve several groups with a range of research and
technical interests. The large facility of the 2000's will be a unique national or international resource, and should
offer the access and support expected of a national facility.
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All of the projects proposed for the decade in this panel report hold promise for exceptional scientific returns. To
reach some dreams, however, such as imaging the accretion disk around a black hole, or viewing an earth-like planet
within a few AU of another star, we must obtain a spatial resolution significanOy better than a milliarcsecond for
very faint sources. This cannot be done with _ound-based interferometry in the optical and infrared. The only
location with adequate thermal, mechanical and image stability for such an interferometer is the lunar surface. The
individual telescopes that are part of such an array need not be large, and so the construction of an optical/infrared
interferometer is feasible as an early project when humans return to the Moon. Demonstration of the crucial
technologies for interferometry at these wavelengths is the essential first step which must be undertaken on the
ground during the coming decade if astronomy is to be poised to act quickly when the opportunity arises to construct
a lunar-based interferometer.
We recommend that the NASA program for phased exploitation of the
far-ir/submillimeter wavelength range be vigorously pursued.
The Decade review report of the 1980s included a major 30 I.tm to 1000 I.tm project, the Large Deployable
Reflector (LDR), designed to complement HST, large ground-based telescopes, and SIRTF. LDR was envisaged as
a 10-m class, ambient temperature telescope to be erected in space from the Space Shuttle and operated in low earth
orbit. It is now generally agreed that low earth orbit is undesirable for such a facility, that the technology is not
ready for this mission, and that another approach is required. The mature perspective which led SIRTF to high earth
orbit guides us to suggest that the correct path for submm astronomy in space will evolve via the 0.5m diameter
Small Explorer mission SWAS, already in development, through a 2.5m class Explorer mission (the submillimeter
mission SMMM), to a major project such as a 10-m to 20-m diameter telescope operated in high earth orbit or a
Lunar far IR/submm interferometer.
In order to accomplish this plan, support is needed in the form of a technology development program aimed
initially at bolometers and photoconductor arrays and heterodyne receivers in the far infrared, and at telescope panels
required for the early missions. Large photoconductor detector arrays for the wavelength range 30 I.tm to 200 I.tm are
necessary for both imaging and spectroscopic applications. Sensitive, low temperature arrays of bolometers should
be developed for imaging continuum sources at wavelengths beyond 200 lam. Submm heterodyne receivers are
several orders of magnitude away from theoretical performance limits. High frequency mixers, local oscillators and
ultra-high bandwidth IF frequency components all require further development. Once theoretical noise limits are
reached, receivers should be combined to form focal plane arrays. Large, lightweight panel structures capable of
maintaining diffraction limited performance at wavelengths shorter than 100 _tm are needed.
It is essential that the university community be heavily involved in this technology program, and that the
developments have applications in near term missions. Continued research and development that capitalizes on
developments in industry and university laboratories is critical to making the most of the space environment. In this
context it is important that laboratory devices be incorporated into instruments that can be used on ground-based and
airborne telescopes. Such instruments return valuable science, fill gaps between major missions, and uncover
problems at a phase of development when the cost of fixing problems is modest.
Subsequently the technology program should be directed toward developing increasingly long lived cryogenic
coolers for space, and assembly and control of larger or multiple structures in high earth orbit or on the Moon.
The fundamental performance limitation for any submillimeter space observatory is the size of the diffraction
limited beam. Achieving spatial resolutions comparable to those obtainable at near infrared wavelengths with IRO
would require a large filled aperture or multi-element interferometer with size or spacing exceeding 100 meters. The
only site with the necessary stability for such a telescope is the lunar surface, on which there is no obvious
limitation to the obtainable size. Cost limitations are set primarily by the mass of materials to be transported. The
ultimate potential of submillimeter astronomy from the Moon is so great that technology development in the
coming decade for detectors, relevant cryogenics, and lightweight telescope components is a sound investment to
prepare the technology base for a lunar observatory.
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VII. INFRASTRUCTURE
The1990'swill witnessa tremendousleapforwardin ourknowledgeof theinfraredsky,a skyrichwith
information.Wewillbeabletoconverttheseobservationsi tounderstandingif, andonlyif, astronginfrastructure
is inplaceandwellsupported.
Theoretical Astrophysics
To a considerableextent,interpretationof astronomicalobserationsinvolvescomparisonbetweenthe
observationsandpredictionsof theoreticalmodels--it isin thiswaythatweinfertheconditionspresentinremote
regionsofspaceandrefineourphysicalunderstanding.Theforthcomingexplosioni IRimagingandspectroscopy
will demandgreatersophisticationin thetheoreticalmodels.Theoreticalprogressi requiredona numberof
overlappingfronts:
Improvementsinourunderstandingof thelocal"microphysics"involvedinheating,cooling,ionization,and
chemistryin regionsrangingfromcoolstellaratmospheresto diffuseinterstellarplasmas.It is becoming
increasinglyimportanttodevelopthecapabilitytocomputer alisticemission/absorptionspectra,includingdetailed
non-LTEexcitationof many-leveledspeciesuchasH2andH20,andmoredetailed,butstill approximate,
treatmentsoflargerspeciessuchasPAHs.
Acceleratedworkonthenatureandformation/destructionofinterstellardust,andtheimportanteffectswhichdust
grainsexertontheinterstellarmedium,aswellasimprovedunderstandingof theinteractionof gasandradiation
includingthestructureofphotodissociationfr ts,ionizationfrontsandX-rayheatedregions.
Fluiddynamicmodelingoftheflowswhichoccurin,forexample:MHDshockwaves;"turbulence"inmolecular
clouds;gravitationalcollapseofrotating,magnetizedclumpsinmolecularclouds;accretiondisksaroundprotostars;
outflowsassociatedwithstarformation;andionization-shockfrontsformedwhenneutralcloudsareexposedto
ionizingradiationfromnewly-formedOBstars.
Globalmodelsthatstudytheinterplaybetweenstars,gas,photons,andgravitywhichdeterminesthestructureof
theinterstellarmediuminagalaxy,therateof starformation,theinitialmassfunction,conditionsin starburst,
interactingandmergingas-richgalaxies,AGNs,andQSOs.
It isimperativethatadequatefundingbeprovidedtosupportavigoroustheoreticalprogram.
Training and nurture of experimentalists
There is a grave risk that a program devoid of opportunities for young scientists at various stages of their
careers will ultimately lack the senior people required to carry out major programs as they arise. Challenging
opportunities providing "hands-on" experience are vital. Within infrared astronomy, both ground-based and
airborne/spacebome programs are required; the former can be provided through the support of a broad based
instrument program and the latter through support of SOFIA and the balloon program. SOFIA will support
approximately 40 investigator teams per year, including an on-going instrument development program. Small
university groups will be able to carry out complete investigations on a short time scale at low cost. Balloon-borne
telescopes will be an essential component of the next generation of CMB anisotropy experiments at near-mm
wavelengths. In principle, maps of the CMB anisotropy with AT/T -10 -6 can be made in a single balloon flight.
SOFIA, the ground-based instrument development program, and the balloon program offer excellent test-beds for new
detectors and receivers, and an excellent training ground for young scientists.
Data Analysis and Archiving
The creation of an entire branch devoted to Mission Operations and Data Analysis demonstrates a commitment
within NASA to a data reduction and analysis effort commensurate in scope with that of the project which generates
the data. This level of support should become the standard for all of astronomy.
A strong archival data analysis program allows a large, broadly distributed community to participate in forefront
astronomical research. An excellent model is provided by the Infrared Processing and Analysis Center (IPAC), which
was established to process the data from the IRAS mission, generate and verify the scientific products and to support
the community in the utilization and analysis of the data products. IPAC has been very successful in supporting
broad community participation in the analysis of the rich IRAS data base. The IRAS database will continue to be a
vital resource for the astronomical community. In the future, the COBE, ISO and SIRTF data should be available
for archival interdisciplinary study. Large, extrremely well characterized data bases from selected ground-based
observations, e.g. survey data, should also be considered for inclusion in the archival program.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The 1980s witnessed major advances in detector and computer technology, fabrication and polishing
of large, lightweight optical elements, and telescope design. In combination, these advances will enable
construction during the 1990s of a new generation of large (8-m and 4-m diameter) optical/infrared
telescopes. These telescopes will provide an order of magnitude increase in angular resolution, and up to
a two order of magnitude gain in sensitivity when compared with current generation telescopes, which are
limited by the quality of their optics and by atmospheric turbulence or "seeing". By using actively controlled
optical elements to compensate for seeing, and by improving the figure on all mirror surfaces, it will be
possible to concentrate the light from unresolved astronomical sources into a diffraction-limited core, and
to provide significant gains in image quality for resolved sources. These new generation telescopes must be
seen as the harbingers of optical/infrared facilities which by the latter half of the 1990s promise to provide
yet another order of magnitude increase in angular resolution.
Thus, for the first time, optical/infrared facilities will have the combination of sensitivity and angular
resolution required to observe and analyze
• large samples of galaxies and clusters of galaxies at redshifts z > 1;
• galaxies at the epoch of their formation;
• protoplanetary disks surrounding young, solar-type stars;
and to provide thereby the observational basis for understanding the origin of large-scale structure in the
early universe, of galaxies, and of planetary systems similar to our own.
Because these are problems which capture the imagination of both scientists and citizens who share
an innate curiosity about our origins and place in the universe, it is hardly surprising that astronomers
throughout the world are striving to take advantage of these technological possibilities: our colleagues in
Europe and Japan have already been funded to build large O/IR facilities of modern design. For the first
time, US leadership in ground-based astronomy-a constant of international science since the beginning of the
20th century-is being challenged. If US astronomy is to maintain its vitality and leadership, it is essential
that a new generation of optical/infrared facilities be built during the next decade. We recommend the
following program to maintain US competitiveness in O/IR astronomy during the 1990s, and to position the
US to establish leadership in high angular resolution O/IR astronomy at the beginning of the next decade.
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Large Scale Programs
Priority 1: A coordinated program to combine federal funds ('$185M) with state and private funds to
build and instrument large (8-m class) US ground-based telescopes. The key federal contributions are:
• support for construction of a pair of nationally accessible 8-m telescopes, one each in the northern
and southern hemisphere. The northern hemisphere telescope will be a uniquely powerful instrument,
optimized for performance at infrared wavelengths by providing diffraction-limited images (of angular
size --_ 0.05" at _ > 1.6pm and minimizing the background thermal emission from the telescope. This
unique facility must be built on the best site in the world - Mauna Kea, on the island of Hawaii. Its
twin will provide the US astronomical community with the access to the southern celestial hemisphere
essential in the era of the NASA Great Observatories, and can be optimized for performance at optical
wavelengths.
• support for developing and building the advanced auxiliary instruments required for the new generation
of large telescopes - including the recommended pair of national 8-m telescopes, and other US telescopes
of comparable aperture which are under construction or in advanced planning stages.
• support to develop and deploy wavefront sensors and adaptive mirrors capable of providing diffraction-
limited imaging at near-infrared wavelengths for the new generation of large telescopes.
Medium Scale Programs
Priority 1: A coordinated program to develop high angular resolution O/IR astronomy which includes
federal investment ($50M) in order to:
• extend the wavelength range (from infrared to optical wavelengths) for full adaptive correction of
atmospheric distortion above large telescopes;
• support engineering efforts to design an ultra-large (D > 30-m), adaptively-corrected single-aperture
telescope;
• support university-based efforts to build and operate pilot interferometers;
• support a university-based effort to develop a sensitive O/IR interferometer array by mld-decade;
• support engineering studies leading to the design of a large, national O/IR array capable of imaging
celestial objects with at least ten times the angular resolution of 8-m class telescopes and at comparable
or greater sensitivity.
Priority 2: A program to construct at least four, new-generation _-m class telescopes.
These telescopes will provide the basic tools necessary to carry out a wide variety of large-scale
surveys, innovative observational programs, and basic research aimed at deeper understanding of known
astrophysical phenomena. It is highly desirable that these telescopes be constructed by indivldual universities
and university consortia. The most immediate community need is for two new generation 4-m class telescopes
(one in each hemisphere) to support and complement the Great Observatories. Construction of four new-
generation telescopes will require a combination of federal ($30M), state and private funds.
Small Scale Programs
Priority 1: A program to carry out near-infrared and optical all-sky surveys with digital arrays (SLIM)
These surveys will produce complete, unbiased infrared and optical maps of both celestial hemispheres,
and will thus provide an essential database for planning space-based missions and major observing programs
on large, ground-based telescopes.
Priority 2: A program to develop a National Astrometric Facility ($5M)
The NAF will provide the ability to obtain ultra-precise (better than 0.001") positions of celestial
objects both within and outside the solar system.
infrastructure Support
Priority 1: A program to fund the development, purchase and distribution of large format optical and
infrared detectors ($40M)
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The ready availability of advanced panoramic detectors is absolutely essential to the development of
sensitive instruments for the new generation of large telescopes, and thus to achieving the full power and
potential of these major facilities.
Priority 2: A program to fund the fabrication and polishing of large mirrors, specialized optics, and the
development o/mirror coating techniques ($25M).
The availability of large (_> 4 m diameter) accurately polished lightweight mirrors, correcting optics,
and mirror coatings underlies our ability to build new generation telescopes, and the auxiliary instruments
required to enable their most efficient use.
OPTICAL/INFRARED ASTRONOMY IN THE 1990S
Research Environment
The advances in detector and computer technology of the 1970s and 1980s, combined with our ability to
observe the universe throughout the electromagnetic spectrum by using powerful space- and ground-based
telescopes, have revealed new phenomena (e.g. evidence of gravitational lenses; x-ray emission from clusters
of galaxies and globular clusters; gamma-ray bursters; infrared luminous starburst galaxies; energetic winds
emanating from obscured protostars), and heretofore unknown structures (e.g. the tapestry-like structure
of the universe as revealed by 3-dimensional maps of galaxies; concentrations of unseen matter which locally
alter the expansion of the universe; collimated jets of plasma driven by young stars; infrared luminous
protoplanetary and perhaps post-planet building disks) and have forced astronomers to view the cosmos
from new perspectives. The drive to understand these phenomena, and to place them in the context of
current paradigms if possible (or to create new ones if necessary), motivates the development of ever more
powerful experimental techniques.
The 1990s promise to be one of the most exciting decades in the history of astronomy. During the
next ten years, NASA will launch the Gamma-Ray Observatory (GRO), the Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics
Facility (AXAF), and the Space Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF). Together with the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) launched in April, 1990 these "Great Observatories" will provide revolutionary tools for
exploring the universe at wavelengths throughout the electromagnetic spectrum.
As astronomy enters this new era, ground-based optical/infrared facilities will play a central role.
Large ground-based telescopes are required to provide the sensitivity needed for spectroscopic analysis of
phenomena discovered with the Great Observatories. Extensive observations with moderate-size and smaller
survey telescopes are essential to (1) selecting targets for the Great Observatories; and (2) providing the
context for understanding objects and phenomena discovered at other wavelengths (identification of gamma-
and x-ray sources, for example).
Ground-based optical/infrared telescopes also promise to be powerful engines of discovery in their
own right. Dramatic advances in detector technology, telescope design, and computer controlled optical
elements during the 1980s, provide the technical basis (see below) for constructing a new generation of
large ground-based optical/infrared telescopes and auxiliary instruments capable of providing 10 times the
angular resolution and up to 100 times the sensitivity of currently available ground-based telescopes.
These same technological advances, combined with the results of innovative experiments carried out
in the US and in Europe, promise that by the beginning of the next century, it will be possible to build
interferometric arrays - the optical/infrared analogs to the cm-wavelength Very Large Array (VLA) and
the proposed millimeter array (MMA). Such optical/infrared arrays will provide images with an angular
resolution 500 times better than the finest images taken on the ground in 1980 and 10 times the quality of
the images expected from HST.
Science Opportunities
The anticipated gains in angular resolutionand sensitivityfrom new generation large telescopes
and interferometcrsprovide immense opportunitiesfor new scientificdiscoveriesand for achieving deep
understanding ofphenomena which lackready explanationwithincurrentparadigms. Outlining the "science
opportunities"provided by deviceswhich willprovide order ofmagnitude improvements in two parameters
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of "discovery space" -angular resolution and sensitivity- is a challenging exercise, depending as it must on
extrapolating from the frontiers of knowledge reached only a few years ago. We have chosen to meet that
challenge by illustrating the potential of these new tools for enabling major advances in understanding three
areas - the origin of structure in the universe, the origin and evolution of galaxies, and the origin of stars
and planetary systems.
The Origin of Structure in the Universe
Prior to 1980, observational cosmology could be defined as the search for two numbers: Ho and qo,
the expansion rate of the universe and its rate of change. Even though exact values for these two numbers
have remained elusive, cosmology in the 1980s came to include the formation and evolution of large scale
structures in the universe, and the origin and distribution of massive aggregates of galaxies and matter
which (locally) distort the uniform expansion of the universe (the Hubble flow).
Advanced detectors enabled the determination of redshifts (recession velocities expressed in units of
the speed of light) for large samples of relatively nearby galaxies and, in combination with extant imaging
surveys provided the first three-dimensional (distance from earth, in addition to the projected location on
the celestial sphere) maps of the distribution of galaxies in local universe. The result was both startling and
unexpected: galaxies are not distributed randomly in space, but appear to lie along thin, web-like structures
separated by great voids. Over what scales do these web-like structures persist? At present we don't know
- because despite ten years of concerted effort we have been able to provide a 3-dimensional map covering
only 0.01 percent of the potentially observable universe.
The !980s also witnessed the development of new techniques to measure the relative distances to
galaxies - for example the relations between velocity dispersion or rotation velocity and a galaxy's integrated
luminosity or size. Plots of galaxy recession velocity (obtained from spectroscopic measurement of doppler
velocity) against the distances derived from the these new indicators, revealed local changes in the expansion
rate of nearby galaxies which astronomers attribute to a massive aggregate known as the "Great Attractor."
Whether the UGreat Attractor" is unique, or representative of a large number of such aggregates is unknown,
because at present we have accurate relative distances to fewer than 1000 galaxies. Accurate measurements
of distortions in the Hubble expansion rate are needed to determine the gravity field and match it to the
galaxY `distribution - to test for the existence of "dark" (unseen) matter in the universe, and if found, to
measure its quantity and location, __i ::
During the 1990s, the construction of new generation 4-m and 8-m class telescopes will enable great
strides in understanding the structure and distribution of matter within the universe. Three fundamental
goals for observational cosmology in the 1990s are:
• to map the 3-dimensional distribution of "nearby" galaxies to redshifts z N0.1. This program will require
measurements of redshifts for 1 million galaxies selected from deep, uniform, all sky surveys. Because
these systems will be 5 to 10 times fainter than those surveyed to date, it will be necessary to carry
out the redshift measurements with new generation 4-m class telescopes equipped with multi-object
spectrographs capable of simultaneous observations of hundreds of galaxies over a 2° field. Even with
such powerful facilities, it will require _6 years per celestial hemisphere to observe the ,_ 1 million
galaxies necessary to complete this redshift survey.
• to map the gravity field - deduced from distortions in the uniform Hubble expansion - out to a
redshift z -,,0.03. To carry out this program requires accurate relative distances to approximately
10,000 galaxies. Distances can be obtained with accurate photometry, made available from deep all-sky
surveys, and measurements of galaxy velocity dispersions or rotational velocities. To make these latter
measurements requires approximately 1 hour per galaxy on a new generation 4-m class telescope.
Because these nearby galaxies are relatively isolated, simultaneous measurements with multi-object
spectrographs cannot provide major increases in observing efficiency. The basic program will thus
require more than 5 years to complete.
• to study the evolution of large-scale structure in the universe by mapping the distribution of galaxies and
clusters of galaxies at z _> i, and comparing structures in the young, distant universe with "old", nearby
structures. This requires that we complement our map of the nearby (z <_0.1) galaxy distribution, with
redshift determinations for galaxies at redshifts near and beyond unity. Appropriate samples of distant
galaxies must be assembled from small area, deep imaging surveys with 4-meter class telescopes, and
x-ray (ROSAT and AXAF) surveys for galaxy clusters. To sample a region comparable to the 1 million
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galaxy "local"survey willrequireredshiftsfor _i00,000 distant(z >_ i)galaxiesto a magnitude limit
ofB=24 ina 100 square degreearea. Obtaining redshiftsof thislargea sample offaintgalaxieswillbe
enabledby new generation8-m classtelescopes.Even so,thisprojectwillrequireapproximately 5 years
on an 8-m classtelescopeequipped with a multi-objectspectrograph capable ofobserving 100 galaxies
simultaneously. Such a survey would, however, be of profound importance: it would allow detailed
comparison of the topology of structuresin the universenow, and at an epoch when the universewas
lessthan 30 percent ofitscurrentage.
The Origin and Evolution of Galazies
During the 1980s, astronomers carriedout challengingspectroscopicobservations which led to the
discovery of the most distantsystems known in the universe: quasars with redshiftsz _> 4, and radio
galaxieswith z ___3. These observationsprovide evidence that some, perhaps the majority ofgalaxiesmust
be assembled and must begin forming starsat z > 5,and thus provide strongmotivation to extend current
searchesto higher redshifts(earlierepochs in the lifeof the universe)in order to locategalaxiesjust taking
form from protogalacticclouds.Identifyingthe epoch of galaxy formation,definingthe structureof young
galaxies,and characterizingstar formation and chemical element production earlyin the lifetimeof these
systems, representfundamental stepstoward understanding the originand evolutionofgalaxies.
At z _> 5, galaxies will be faint (K >_ 22 mag), their angular size will be small (3" to 10"), and light
from the visible region of the spectrum will be shifted to the 2 #m window. Comparison of the structure
and chemical composition of these distant young systems with that of more evolved systems at lower
redshift - and thus charting their early evolution - will require sensitive, high angular resolution imaging
and spectroscopy in the infrared. It is the infrared which carries fundamental information regarding the
underlying structure of the galaxy through its sensitivity to light emanating from intermediate and low mass
stars-the likely dominant constituents of these systems, optical measurements will likely be overwhelmed
by (restframe) ultraviolet light emerging from complexes of newly-born massive stars. Infrared spectroscopy
of red-shifted emission features such as [O III] and I-Ifl will provide the basis for determining chemical
composition and estimating the vigor of star-forming events.
New generation 8-m telescopes will enable the study of forming galaxies:
• by locating candidate forming galaxies by means of deep optical and infrared images which measure
galaxy color, emission line strength, and morphology (based on high angular resolution images). With
current generation 4-m class telescopes, deep imaging of galaxies with K _-. 21 mag requires 12 hours
of integration. Surveys to the even fainter limiting fluxes required to locate galaxies at z > 5 must be
carried out with'8-m telescopes. Because these faint galaxies must be viewed against the background
emission from the telescope, it is also essential that one or more of these telescopes be designed for
low emissivity operation in the infrared. Furthermore, the likelihood that forming galaxies will exhibit
small-scale structure (nuclear starburst regions; giant H II complexes) places great premium on high
angular resolution in order to achieve maximum sensitivity in imaging forming galaxies at high redshifts,
and in characterizing their morphology.
• through their ability to measure redshifts for these extraordinarily faint systems. Redshift determina-
tions for systems at z > 3 at optical wavelengths require hours of time on current generation 4-m class
telescopes, and are not yet possible in the near infrared even on the largest available telescopes. The
new generation of 8-m telescopes will provide the increase in sensitivity necessary to enable redshift
measurements and spectroscopic analyses of systems beyond z -- 3, and the power necessary to observe
the large samples of forming galaxies over the redshift range z >_ 5 to z .-_ 2 required to understand the
galaxy birth process and the early evolution of these systems.
The Origin of Stars and Planetary Systems
Before 1980, it was known that stars form in cold, dark aggregates of matter known as "molecular
clouds." Studies of the stellar populations of young stars just emerging from stellar wombs had provided
astronomers with a rudimentary picture of how these objects evolve prior to igniting hydrogen in their
cores and becoming stable, main sequence stars. During the 1980s, sensitive mm-wave, optical and infrared
measurements from the ground, and the launching of the IRAS satellite provided a number of profound
surprises and revolutionized our understanding of the star formation process:
• mm-line observations of molecular clouds revealed that stellar birth is a violent process, accompanied
by energetic outflows, sometimes mapped by highly collimated jets of hot plasma;
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• IRAS observations at infrared wavelengths revealed emission from extraordinarily young stars, still
being assembled from material contained within dense, opaque protostellar cores which obscure the
birth process at optical wavelengths;
• IRAS and ground-based infrared images of molecular clouds revealed that some clouds seem to produce
new stars quickly and with high efficiency, while others form stars more slowly and convert only a small
fraction of their store of molecular material into stars;
• Ground-based, IRAS, and ram-continuum photometric measurements, along with high resolution spec-
troscopic observations made it plain that a large fraction of solar-type stars are surrounded by disks of
solar-system dimension and of mass comparable to or greater than the mass of material out of which
our solar system is thought to have formed;
During the 1990s, a variety of new and powerful instruments - HST, ISO, SIRTF, SOFIA , single
dish ram- and sub-mm wave telescopes, and mm interferometers - will enable qualitatively new kinds of
measurements which should effect even more dramatic transformations in our understanding of star and
planet formation.
Ground-based O/IR telescopes of diameter _8-m will play a central role in our quest to understand
stellar and planetary birth by virtue of their potential to provide both diffraction-limited images from 1.6 #m
to 20 #m, and light gathering power sufficient to permit ultra-high resolution spectroscopy of young stars
and their circumstellar environs.
The new generation 8-m class telescopes will permit us for the first time:
• to obtain infrared images and spectra of extraordinarily young stars, associations, and clusters deeply
embedded within their natal cores, and to understand the relationship between star formation efficiency,
the stellar initial mass function and the physical properties of parent cores and molecular clouds.
Equipped with adaptive optics, such telescopes will be sufficiently powerful to allow us to image
forming stars and clusters even in cores obscured by up to 50 magnitudes of visual extinction and to
separate young stars in newly-formed stellar clusters with densities exceeding 2 xl04 stars pc -3, and
to obtain the photometric and spectroscopic measurements necessary to place these objects in the HR
diagram - not only in relatively nearby regions of low mass star formation, but also in more distant
molecular clouds where much rarer high mass PMS and young MS stars must be studied. What kinds
of clouds/cores give rise to high mass stars and how do they differ from regions where low mass star
formation is the rule? Is star formation in the Milky Way and other galaxies bimodal? Under what
conditions do bound clusters, multiple and binary stars form? How does the early evolution of high
mass stars differ from their low mass counterparts?
• to obtain images of solar system-size circumstellar disks surrounding nearby solar-type PMS stars with
unprecedented clarity, and to study the kinematic properties of such disks. By use of adaptive optics,
we can trace the distribution of solid material within the disk at effective spatial resolutions of _ 5
to 10 AU, by observing light scattered by circumstellar dust. By virtue of their large collecting area,
8-m class telescopes will allow us to obtain disk rotation curves from analysis of R _100,000 infrared
spectra of photospheric light scattered by circumstellar dust, or of resonantly-scattered molecular line
radiation.
• to study the gas content and gas/dust ratio for circumstellar disks throughout the disk, and as a
function of time. The photon gathering power and high spatial resolution of 8-m class telescopes will
allow us to trace emission from CO, NH3, SiO, and from small (50 atom) grains as a function of position
within disks surrounding stars of differing age, and to compare the observed distribution of gas with
that of the dust as inferred from infrared imaging and photometric measurements. Can we observe gas
rich disks - the structures expected following the assembly of distributed disk dust into planetesimals?
Over what range of ages can we detect disk gas and how severe a constraint does the gas survival time
place on the timescale for assembling giant, gas-rich planets similar to Jupiter? What role do T-Tauri
winds play in dispersing the disk gas?
• to obtain multiple high spatial resolution images of collimated stellar outflows ("jets") emanating from
embedded young stars, in order to learn how these structures become collimated, and how they evolve.
With adaptive optics, 8-m class telescopes will provide a spatial resolution of _ 0.05" at 1.6 #m, which
will allow us to obtain images and spectra of jets to within 5 to 10 AU of the stellar surface, and to
define their relation to disk and protostellar core structures. By observing embedded and emerging
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PMS stars of differing ages, we can learn whether outflows remain highly collimated throughout the
phases of PMS star evolution when disks are present. If they do, how are gas and dust cleared from
post-planet building disks?
• to obtain images and spectra ofsubstellar mass, dose companions of PMS stars. 8-m class telescopes will
provide the photon-collecting power to derive accurate effective temperatures from moderate resolution
spectra, and luminosities from broad-band photometry, for sub-stellar objects of luminosities as small
as 10 -s L®. With adaptive optics providing diffraction-limited images at 1.6 pro, such objects can
be imaged at separations as small as 10 AU from a companion PMS star in the nearest star-forming
complexes. By locating substellar mass objects associated with PMS stars, we will 1) be observing
them at their earliest evolutionary stages when they are expected to be most luminous, 2) be able to
determine their approximate ages (from the ages of their PMS companions), and thereby to confront
theories describing the evolution of such objects, and 3) to determine whether low mass companions
are likely formed within the circumstellar disk of a parent PMS star, or via a separate fragmentation
and collapse process within a common molecular core. Do large planets and ultra low mass stars have a
common origin or is one class of objects assembled within disks and the other form via fragmentation?
To observe the terrestrial planet-forming regions of pre-planetary disks will require an order of magnitude
gain in angular resolution, and thus the development of ground-based optical/infrared interferometers. Such
interferometers can provide the angular resolution and sensitivity necessary to probe the structure of planet-
forming disks around several hundred nearby (100 < d < 200 pc) young solar-type of ages ranging from 1
Myr to 20 Myr, and will for the first time enable astronomers to image planetary systems in differing stages
of development.
Technical Developments of the 1980s and Opportunities for the 1990s
Our ability to design the facilities and instruments which enable these fundamental investigations results
from advances in telescope and detector technology during the 1980s.
Advances in Telescope Technology
In its review of astronomy at the beginning of the 1980s, the Field Committee strongly recommended
investments aimed at developing the technology to enable the construction of a new generation of large
optical telescopes. Vigorous efforts involving a combination of private, state and federal resources have led
to a veritable revolution in our thinking about large telescopes: as we enter the 1990s, almost every aspect
of telescope design is viewed from a dramatically different perspective:
• Two approaches for constructing large primaries were developed:
• (1) active primary mirror surfaces comprised of multiple glass mirror segments
• (2) monoliths of ultra-lightweight honeycomb borosilicate glass
• New polishing techniques were developed which enable reduction of telescope focal ratios, from f/3 to
_f/1, with a corresponding _threefold decrease in overall telescope size relative to mirror diameter;
• Finite element analysis enables thorough and accurate analysis and optimization of mechanical and
optical support structures;
• Advances in control systems (computers and electronics) enable the design of active control systems for
monitoring and correcting mirror figures and maintaining the performance of the entire optical system;
• Advances in understanding the influence of wavefront distortion introduced by the local telescope
environment provide the potential for dramatic improvements in image quality through reduction of
"dome seeing";
These advances have enabled the planning of a new generation of large (8-m and 4-m diameter)
optical/infrared telescopes which will provide higher image quality and superior overall performance than
any telescopes built to date, and can be built at far lower cost per square meter of collecting area.
In order to remain at the forefront of astronomical research worldwide, it is necessary to take advantage
of these technological developments to construct a new 9eneration of optical/infrared telescopes in the United
States.
Advances in Detector Technology
While no major ground-based optical/infrared telescopes were constructed in the United States during
the 1980s, ground-based O/IR astronomy nevertheless witnessed a revolution in observing power, driven in
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large measure by the introduction of sensitive, large format optical (charge-coupled devices, or CCDs) and
infrared arrays. US astronomers have incorporated these array detectors in a variety of instruments which
have multiplied the sensitivity of extant telescopes by factors of tens to hundreds. These advances are a
direct result of United States leadership in the development of sensor technology.
* At optical wavelengths CCDs (now of dimension 2048x2048 pixels) provide an order of magnitude
improvement in sensitivity over previous detectors, and offer major improvements in geometric and
photometric stability. Introduction of large format CCD detectors has enabled high precision photomet-
ric studies of stars and galaxies, monochromatic imaging, sensitive multi-object spectroscopy of stars
and galaxies, and high (S/N >> 100) signal/noise echelle spectr0scopy:
• At infrared wavelengths, array technology has progressed dramatically during the past 5 years. In the
wavelength regime $ < 5#m, devices as large as 256x256 pixels have rapidly replaced the single detector
systems which, until the mid-1980s, were the standard. It is now possible for the first time to image
astronomical objects at infrared wavelengths, to obtain spatially resolved spectra of extended sources,
and to build high spectral resolution cryogenic echelle spectrographs.
During the next decade, it will be necessary to build larger format optical and infrared detectors
characterized by lower read noise, faster read times, and broader wavelength response. It is imperative that
astronomy take full advantage of US strengths in advanced optical and infrared sensor technology to develop
array detectors matched to the new generation of O/IR telescopes. Detector performance and availability
are sine qua non for competitive instrument performance on all telescopes.
It will thus be necessary to make a strong commitment to continued development of advanced sensors,
and to evolve strategies for bulk purchases and distribution of detectors for use by the US astronomical
community.
A uziliary Instruments
The availability of sensitive array detectors and the rapid evolution of sophisticated image analysis
techniques enabled by advanced computer technology, has led to development of instruments far more
complex and powerful than the photometers and spectrographs built prior to 1980. Among the most
dramatic advances have been:
• the introduction of spectrographs capable of obtaining spectra of large numbers of stars or galaxies
simultaneously. Multi-object spectrographs can reduce observing time for many survey programs by
100-fold.
• the development of cryogenically-cooled infrared spectrometers which enable two-dimensional spec-
troscopy of infrared sources at moderate spectral resolution, and promise within the next year --A000-fold
gains in sensitivity for carrying out high spectral resolution studies.
The availability of more advanced array detectors will enable more powerful versions of these and other
instruments to be constructed during the 1990s, and will extend their capabilities to broader wavelength
ranges. In order to take full advantage of the potential gains offered by telescopes of advanced design, it
will be necessary to develop instruments matched specifically to these telescopes.
The new generation of large telescopes will require a major investment in instrumentation which will
differ in scale and design from the instruments of the lg#Os.
Pioneering a New Frontier: High Angular Resolution O/IR Astronomy
The advances of the past decade enable the design and construction of a new generation of ground-based
optical/infrared facilities which can provide order of magnitude gains in angular resolution and sensitivity
Indeed, the 1990s promise to be the decade in which astronomers throughout the world exploit these
advances to pioneer a new frontier: high angular resolution infrared and optical astronomy.
A deep, long exposure of an astronomical object, even one taken with a large optlcal/infrared telescope
located at the best site in the world, at present produces images of point sources which are blurred to
a diameter of > 0.5", and will thus not reveal details on resolved sources on angular scales smaller than
0.5 u. This image blurring, or %eeing" results from distortions in the incoming wavefront produced by the
combined effects of multiple, rapidly moving turbulent elements at all levels in the earth's atmosphere above
the telescope. If the atmosphere were removed, that same telescope would concentrate the light from a star
into a diffraction-limited core (of dimension 0.02" at 0.55 Hm, and 0.05" at 1.6 _tm for an 8-m telescope),
and would resolve features comparable in size to the diffraction limit in extended sources.
The strong desire to overcome the limitations imposed by the atmosphere in order (1) to improve our
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ability to detect faint point sources; (2) to improve the image clarity for resolved, often distant sources
and (3) to enable for the first time the resolution of structures hidden from view by the "blur" introduced
by the atmosphere, were among the primary factors motivating the development of the Hubble Space
Telescope. Even though the HST mirror is of only modest (2.3 m) size by current ground-based standards,
its location above the earth's atmosphere can potentially provide a diffractioa-limited image which results
in a -_ 100-fold increase in sensitivity for point sources and a 10 times increase in angular resolution at
ultraviolet and optical wavelengths.
Even the resolving power of HST will be unable to probe the centers of active galaxies, to image forming
galaxies, or to resolve the terrestrial planet-forming regions around solar-type stars. These and other exciting
problems have motivated astronomers worldwide to design and build telescopes and instruments capable of
providing even greater sensitivity and image clarity. During the 1980s, instrumentalists have developed a
variety of novel techniques for improving the image quality achieved with ground-based O/IR telescopes.
The results of their efforts have borne fruit, and during the 1990s will enable:
• sensitive imaging with diffraction-limited resolution (0.05" at 1.6 pm and 0.02" at 0.55 #m) using the
full aperture of 8-m class telescopes by means of a technique known as adaptive optics ; by comparison,
HST will provide images of size --- 0.07" at 0.55 pm. At this angular resolution, it will be possible to
study stellar populations in the nuclear bulges and disks of nearby galaxies, probe the planet-forming
regions of primordial solar nebulae, and image solar system bodies to resolutions of ._75 km at the
distance of Jupiter.
• imaging with potential angular resolutions of -_0.002" at 1.6 pm and --.0.0005" at 0.55 pm with
in_erferometric arrays of moderate-size telescopes separated by _200 meters. At this angular resolution
it will be possible to image the narrow emission line regions of active galactic nuclei, accretion disks in
close binaries, and expanding envelopes surrounding late-type stars.
Adaptive Optics
Adaptive optics is a technique which makes use of sensitive array detectors and high performance
computers (1) to detect and model the amount by which an incoming plane wavefront from a celestial
source is altered by the atmosphere (using a a device known as a "wavefront sensor"); and (2) to use that
information to command a fast servo system to alter the figure of a flexible optical element (an "adaptive
mirror") by an amount necessary to compensate for constantly varying atmospheric distortions.
There are three parameters that are basic to understanding the vocabulary of and concepts underlying
adaptive optics. The first is r0, the atmospheric correlation length. An incoming plane wavefront from a
celestial source is distorted randomly by moving turbulent elements in the atmosphere above the telescope.
One can think of the primary mirror as comprised of a large number of patches, each of dimension r0, over
each of which the wavefront is approximately (and instantaneously) fiat, but tilted relative to its neighboring
ro patch; the patch-to-patch tilt differences correspond to phase differences in the incoming waver, ont. The
parameter ro is the characteristic spatial scale over which the rms phase differences (or wavefront tilts) are
less than one radian. At 0.55 pm, r0 _ 20 cm under conditions of of excellent (0.5") seeing. The "waver, on,
sensor" uses a bright reference object (either the star itself, a nearby star or an artificial star) to model
the distortions in the incoming wavefront wrought by the earth's atmosphere in terms of an ensemble of
wavefront tilts over the (D/r0) 2 patches covering the primary mirror (of diameter D).
The second parameter is v0, the atmospheric correlation time. If one imagines the turbulent elements
responsible for atmospherically-induced wavefront disturbances as being swept rapidly past the telescope by
the wind at some speed, v, then the characteristic time over which the wavefront tilt over a given r0 patch
changes by one radian is v0 -- ro/V. For a typical windspeed of 10m/s, v0 is typically 20 msec at 0.55 pm.
The third parameter is i, the isoplanatic patch angle. If one imagines a pair of stars, A and B, separated
by an angle i, then i is the separation within which the nelative tilts of the wavefronts emanating from A
and B do not exceed one radian; i is thus the angle subtended by a patch of dimension ro viewed from the
height of the atmospheric layer where the wavefront tilts originate. The characteristic height of this layer
above the telescope is or order 10 km, so that at 0.55 pm, i--_4 t'.
The challenge of adaptive optics is to sense wave, on, tilts in a time short compared with the atmospheric
correlation time by using the imaged celestial source itself or an adjacent source which lies within the
isoplanatic angle, and to signal corrections to a flexible adaptive mirror equipped with (D/ro) 2 actuators.
In Table 1, we summarize characteristic values for to, v0, and i, assuming 0.5" seeing, an 8-m telescope and
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Table 1. Characteristic Parameter Values for 0.5" seeing,
8-m telescope 10 m/sec windspeed
A ro (D/to) 2
(#m) (cm)
O.5 2O 1600
0.9 40 400
1.6 84 90
2.2 118 46
4.8 300 7
11.0 816 1
7"o (A/D) iso-angle
(msec) (arcsec) (arcsec)
20 0.013 4
40 0.026 8
84 0.042 17
118 0.057 24
300 0.124 62
816 0.284 142
a (typical) wind speed of 10m/s. This table illustrates the dramatic differences in the complexity of adaptive
correction systems as a function of wavelength: it is far easier to effect adaptive corrections in the infrared
because (I) fewer actuators are required;(2) the wavefront tiltscan be measured more easilyusing fainter
referencestarsbecause the correlationtime islongerand the effective"collectingarea" that can be used
isproportionalto r0_;and (3) more referencestarsare availableforeffectingadaptive correctionsforfaint
sourcesbecause to,T0,and i are larger.
Early applicationsof adaptive opticsby European astronomers working with the 3.5m NTT in Chile
have already produced images at 2.2 pm in which a largefractionof the power iscontained withina core
whose sizeisthatof the diffractionlimitofthe telescope.Experiments underway at the Unlversltyof Rawa|i
suggestthat dramatic gainsinimage qualityat near-infraredwavelengths may be achieved with very simple
adaptive mirrorshaving relativelyfew actuators,N << (D/to) 2. These resultsmake us confidentthat full
adaptive corrections will be possible at A __1.6pm Wlghin a few years.
In contrast to the infrared, adaptive corrections at optical wavelengths require thousands of actuators
to deform the adaptive mirror. Moreover, the paucity of bright reference sources expected within the smaller
isoplanatic angle make it _necessary to consider developing an artificial reference star foruse at opfic¢]
wave-lengths. In this Scheme, a bright laser beam is used either to excite sodium atoms in a layer at the
top of the atmosphere, or to backscatter off air molecules. By suitably focusing the beam of the pulsed
"laser star" onto the relevant disturbing layer in the atmosphere and timing the return laser pulses, one can
sense and Correct the Wave-front tilts once every 7"0- Clearly, investment in a major technology deveIopment
pr0gramwill requiredln-0rdyr to provide full adaptive corrections at optical wavelengths.
Ground-Based Optical/Infrared lnterfevomet_j
During the 1980s, astronomers made great strides in another very promising direction for achieving
ultra-high angular resolution: optical/infrared interferomd_/. The technique of combining and interfering
beams from widely separated telescopes has been used for more than four decades by radio astronomers
to provide high angular resolution imaging at cm- and more recently at ram- wavelengths. The challenge
of constructing an interferometric array is far more daunting at O/IR wavelengths primarily because the
earth's atmosphere is far less benign at these wavelengths. Atmospheric distortion of incoming wavefronts
from celestial sources vastly complicates efforts to track interference fringes, and to make use of the full
aperture of each component of the array.
Despite these problems, great progress has been enabled by advances in both computer and detector
technology, and by the ingenuity of pioneering experimentalists:
• fringe tracking for significant time periods was first achieved in the mid-1980s by a team of French
astronomers operating a two-element optical interferometer at baselines --_100 meters. US groups have
recently enjoyed major successes as well, and appear on the verge of developing imaging interferometers
capable of observing bright optical and infrared sources.
• astronomers in the US made use of the separate 1.8m mirrors comprising the Multiple Mirror Telescope
to establish the feasibility of interferometric imaging over fixed baselines of _10m; This success with
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the MMT led European and US astronomers to design the Very Large Telescope, the Keck telescope,
and the Columbus Project to provide interferometric capability with fixed baselines.
• a number of pioneering groups in Europe and the US have begun to build interferometric arrays of
small telescopes operating both at infrared and optical wavelengths, and over variable baselines ranging
up to several hundred meters.
• parallel advances in adaptive optics technology offer the promise of making use of the full area of large
array dements, and thus of building imaging systems capable of high sensitivity observations at infrared,
and later, optical wavelengths.
Interferometry, first with fixed baseline arrays of --_20-50m, and later with variable baselines extending
to several hundred meters or longer, promises to provide infrared and optical images with angular resolutions
exceeding 0.002".
The ability to study the optical/infrared sky at high sensitivity and at angular resolutions 10 times and
later 100 times current capabilities will enable new of classes of astronomical research. Interferometers will
allow us for the first time to image the surfaces of stars, to observe planets outside the solar system, and to
image the regions surrounding the engines which power active galactic nuclei.
It is imperative to invest in a major effort aimed at developing high angular resolution astronomy at
optical/infrared wavelengths (1) by developing and applying adaptive optics technology to enable sensitive
diffraction-limited imaging by large ground-based telescopes, and (_) by combining adaptive optics and
interferometry to produce sensitive imaging at resolutions 0.001" and greater. Support of this pioneering
effort will be essential to maintaining US leadership at the frontiers of astronomy at the beginning of the
next century. Such investments would represent a continuation of a strong US commitment to developing
technically advanced radio interferometers which provide the highest feasible angular resolution- beginning
with the Very Large Array (operating at cm wavelengths) in the 19?0s, continuing with the Very Long
Baseline Array (cm wavelengths) in the 1980s and culminating with construction of the Millimeter Array in
the mid- to late- 1990s. The technology base developed in the 1980s combined with a vigorous development
program in the 1990s, will provide the basis for designing an optical/infrared analog of the VLA during the
the 1990s, and building the array during first decade of the next century.
Ground-Based Optical/Infrared Astronomy Outside the US
Our colleagues in Europe and Japan have recognized that leadership in astronomical research requires
investment in a new generation of optical/infrared facilities. The Japanese government is committed to
building an advanced technology 8-m class telescope on Mauna Kea in Hawaii. The European Southern
Observatory (operated by a consortium of European countries) has just completed a 3.5-meter diameter
New Technology Telescope. Equipped with an active system to control the mirror figure, and with adaptive
optics to compensate for the blurring effects of the earth's atmosphere, the NTT has recorded the sharpest
images ever made from the ground. ESO has also committed more than $200M toward the construction of
a powerful, technically advanced optical telescope - the Very Large Telescope. The VLT, with an equivalent
collecting area of 16-m, provides more than twice the light gathering power of the largest planned US facility.
The VLT promises gains not only in light gathering power, but in angular resolution as well. When fully
operational, the VLT can be operated as an interferometric array, capable of providing optical images with
angular size 0.005". These facilities will provide astronomers in Europe and Japan with the tools needed to
carry out frontier research in the era of the Great Observatories.
As scientists, we rejoice in the success of our colleagues in other countries and look forward to the
discoveries which will inevitably ensue as the power of these new facilities is unleashed. As citizens, we are
concerned that US leadership in astronomy (as in other sciences) is presently based largely on returns from
investments and plans made in the 1960s and 1970s. Without a strong commitment in the 1990s to join
the competition for astronomical leadership worldwide, the relative quality of US astronomy will inevitably
decline.
Central to US competitiveness in astronomy is the development of world class ground-based opti-
cal/infrared facilities. In the following sections, we recommend an investment strategy - based on the
technical and scientific opportunities we perceive for the next decade - aimed at preserving US competitive-
ness in ground-based O/IR astronomy during the 1990s and positioning the US to establish leadership in
high angular resolution O/IR astronomy at the beginning of the next century.
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE PANEL: LARGE SCALE PROGRAMS
?
Priority 1: A Coordinated Program For Large O/IR Telescopes
Background
Ground-based optical and infrared observations of faint celestial sources are currently limited in
sensitivity by the amount of light telescopes can collect and measure, by the brightness of atmospheric
and telescope emission, and by the blurring of images introduced by the earth's atmosphere. In the past,
improvements in detector efficiency and instrument design could provide large increases in sensitivity at
relatively modest cost. However, detector performance is now pressed close to theoretical limits, owing in
great measure to US leadership in developing advanced optical and infrared array sensors with quantum
efficiencies approaching unity. Hence, major improvements in telescope performance are necessary in order
to provide the sensitivity to address frontier problems in astronomy.
Following a decade of successful technology development, optical and infrared astronomers are poised
to build a new generation of powerful ground-based telescopes. Major advances in telescope collecting area,
the optical quality of large mirrors and overall telescope systems, and in the image quality produced by
earth-bound telescopes through the use of adaptive optics, promise a 10 fold increase in angular resolution
and up to 100 fold the sensitivity of the largest extant facilities. These advances will enable qualitatively
new astronomical observations. We therefore recommend a vigorous program for the development of 8-m
class telescopes in the United States. This program includes as an integral component, development of the
adaptive optics systems and the auziliary instrumentation required to realize the full potential of these frontier
research tools.
New Science Enabled by Greater Collecting Area
The first gains to be realized by large telescopes are in sensitivity-achieved simply as a result of their
larger collecting area. We list below ezamples of key programs which would require years or decades of
observing time on existing 4-m telescopes. Further progress on these programs thus awaits the increase in
collecting area provided by 8-m diameter telescopes:
• determining the large-scale structure of the universe at early epochs through measurement of redshifts
for large (_-100,000) samples of galaxies at high redshift (z > 1);
• determining the distribution of quasars in space and time, especially at early epochs (z > 3) where
quasars illuminated the universe for the first tirnei
• probing the chemical evolution of galaxies as a function of lookback time from high resolution spectr0-
scopic observations of metal lines produced in multiple intervening galactic halos and seen against the
background light of distant quasars;
• comparing the age of the Universe as derived from the Hubble expansion parameter with accurate age
determinations for the oldest known observable systems, globular clusters; these age determinations will
be enabled by sensitive spectroscopic observations which can provide accurate distances and chemical
abundances for stars in Milky Way globulars;
• carrying out study of stellar oscillations through high signal/noise, high resolution spectroscopy, and
determining the internal structure of stars other than the sun.
Most of these problems require not only increased collecting area, but the observation of large samples of
objects. Some are feasible only if the development of 8-m class telescope is accompanied by the construction
of advanced multi-object spectrographs capable of simultaneous observation of several hundred objects
within fields of view of dimension 20 r to 30'.
New Science Enabled by Diffraction-Limited Imaging
The development of adaptive optics for use with 8-m optical/infrared telescopes will provide diffraction-
limited images at near- and mid- infrared wavelengths, _ > 1.6/_m by mid-decade, thereby improving image
quality by nearly tenfold when compared with typical atmospheric seeing.
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By reducing the size of a stellar image from the seeing-limit to the diffraction-limit of the telescope, faint
point sources will stand out far more prominently against the background produced by night sky emission
and by the thermal radiation emanating from the telescope itself. Not only will sensitivity to faint sources
be improved, but the diffraction-limited images provided by adaptive optics will also 1) resolve objects in
crowded, source-confused regions; and 2) reveal and resolve structures heretofore hidden from view within
the seeing disk. Ezamples of the power of adaptive optics used in combination with large ground-based
telescopes to enable attacks on new classes of problems include:
• determining the morphology, star-forming activity, and chemical composition of galaxies at their
formation epoch, by means of high resolution imaging and spectroscopic studies in the red and near
infrared spectral regions;
• determining the stellar content and mass distribution of the Galactic Center through imaging and
spectroscopic studies of this optically-obscured, densely-populated region at 2.2 _m;
• determining the efficiency of star formation and constraining the initial mass function from infrared
imaging and spectroscopic observations of obscured regions of highly-efficient star formation - analogs
to the Orion cluster, where the stellar density may exceed 20,000 stars/pc -3, and the mean separation
between faint stars is < 1".
• determining the structure, mineralogy, and gas content of solar-system size disks predicted to surround
young, solar-type stars, thus providing astronomical constraints on the evolution of primordial solar
nebulae. Pre-planetary disks are expected to have diameters .--100 AU or 0.7" around the nearest young
stars, and are thus hidden within the seeing disk of the bright parent object.
• obtaining images and spectra of massive planets and sub-stellar mass companions located within 1" of
parent stars with ages 10 Myr and less, when such sub-stellar mass objects are most luminous;
• obtaining spectroscopic and imaging observations of planets within the solar system at angular res-
olutions _0.05", thereby enabling remote studies of surface mineralogy (Mars) and of atmospheric
structure and composition (Jovian planets);
The gains offered by adaptive optics are potentially so great that we recommend that during the decade,
all 8-m telescopes in the US be equipped with systems capable of full adaptive corrections in the near-infrared.
Full corrections at optical wavelengths will involve more complex wavefront sensors and adaptive mirrors,
and will likely be achieved only toward the end of the decade, following investment in a significant research
and development program.
Ezpected Performance Gains
The quantitative gains expected from 8-m class telescopes depend upon the nature of the problem and
the telescope performance. In Table 2, we summarize these gains for observations in which the signal/noise
ratio of a given observation or the required observing time is limited a) by the flux of incoming photons
from a source (for example, most high spectral resolution observations at optical wavelengths); and b) by
the background emission from the night sky or the telescope (e.g. low resolution spectroscopy of galaxies;
detection of excess mid-infrared emission from circumstellar disks surrounding young stars). We consider
two cases
• that the observations are limited by atmospheric seeing as is the case for telescopes with no adaptive
corrections for incoming wavefront distortions;
• that diffraction limited images are achieved; 8-m telescopes equipped with modest adaptive optics
systems will deliver diffraction-limited imaging at wavelengths as short as 1.6 #m by mid-decade or
before.
For photon-limited observations, the time required to reach a fixed S/N will be decreased by a factor
of 4 for an 8-m compared to a 4-m diameter telescope. This gain will enable high resolution, high S/N
spectroscopic studies of large samples of objects currently beyond the practical limits of 4-m class telescopes
(e.g. observations of unadulterated atmospheric chemical compositions for globular cluster main sequence
stars). For background-limited observations, the time required to reach a fixed S/N will again be decreased
fourfold for telescopes lacking adaptive optics. This gain will, for example, enable the assembly of redshifts
for large samples of galaxies at the limit of the observable universe (z > 3). With adaptive optics, the time
required to reach a fixed S/N will be decreased by 1# times for faint point sources observed against sky or
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Table 2. GAINS WITH INCREASING TELESCOPE DIAMETER
Seeing-Limited Diffraction-Limited
Unresolved Resolved Unresolved Resolved
Source Source Source Source(pix) -x
Photon-Limited Observations
S/N D t D 1 D 1 D O
t/time (fix S/N) D _ D 2 D 2 D O
Background-Limited Observations
S/N D* D x D 2 D O
1/time (fix S/N) D _ D 2 D 4 D °
telescope background. The gains for infrared photometric and spectroscopic studies (e.g. of faint stars or
unresoived obscured galactic nuclei) will thus be spectacular.
Recommended Program for the l ggOs
The scientific programs enabled by 8-m class telescopes equipped with adaptive optics make it certain
that such facilities will be among the leading tools of research and discovery during the next decade.
As noted earlier, US leadership in ground-based astronomy-a constant of international science since the
beginning of the 20th century-is being challenged as never before. If US astronomy is to maintain its vitality
and leadership, it is essential that a new generation of large telescopes be built during this nezt decade and
made available to members of the US astronomical community.
The response to the challenge of maintaining leadership in O/IR astronomy has thus far come from
private institutions and state universities who have raised funds for, and in some cases started to construct
8-m class telescopes. These independent large telescope efforts include (1) the nearly-completed Keck 10-m
telescope (California Institute of Technology and the University of California), (2) the Columbus Project
(University of Arizona, Ohio State University, and the government of Italy) to construct a pair of 8-m
telescopes, (3) the Magellan Project (Carnegie Observatories, Johns Hopkins University, the University of
Arizona) to construct an 8-m telescope in the southern hemisphere, (4) the Smithsonian Astrophysical Obser-
vatory and the University of Arizona project to replace the six 1.8m mirrors comprising the Multiple Mirror
Telescope with a 6.5m monolith, and (5) the University of Texas, Pennsylvania State University program to
construct an 8-m telescope specialized for spectroscopic studies. It is vital that these independently-funded
telescopes be equipped initially and continue to be equipped with the most sophisticated instruments and
detectors. This will require federal contributions over the next decade to complement the private and state
funds already committed toward construction of these facilities. It is also vital to the health of US astronomy
that the nation's astronomers have competitive access to uniquely capable national facilities of this size.
The O/IR panel therefore recommends a coordinated program to combine federal funds with state and
private funds to build and instrument large (8-m class) US ground-based telescopes. This program should
encourage innovative new developments (e.g. adaptive optics; advanced instrumentation) and the sharing
of technologies and facilities to optimize the total national effort-independent consortium telescopes and
national observatories-in optical and infrared astronomy. The key federal contributions to this program are:
• support ($120M) for the construction of a pair of 8-m telescopes, one each in the northern and southern
hemisphere. The northern hemisphere telescope should be located on Manna Kea, and be designed and
operated to achieve optimized performance at infrared wavelengths. An infrared-optimized telescope
located on Mauna Kea will provide US astronomers with a unique and powerful facility. Building and
operating this telescope will require (1) that all telescope mirrors be silver-coated; (2) that procedures
be developed to keep telescope mirrors dust-free in order to minimize thermal emission from optical
surfaces; and (3) that the mirror be a monolith, with a polished surface of unsurpassed quality-
sufficient to take full advantage of adaptive optics technology which promises diffraction-ilmited images
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at wavelengths 1.6 #m and longward by mid-decade. By demanding the lowest possible telescope
emissivity and highest mirror quality, the national IR-optimized telescope will take full advantage of
the superb infrared transmission and image stability of the Mauna Kea site. The combination of
diffraction-limited imaging and high sensitivity will make the IR.O uniquely capable of carrying out the
most demanding observations of forming galaxies, stars and planetary systems.
The southern hemisphere 8-m national optical/infrared telescope should be a twin of the northern
hemisphere telescope in order to achieve the cost savings which derive from commonalty of design. It
will provide US astronomers with the ability to observe themany objects (e.g. the Magellanic Clouds,
the center of the Milky Way) best studied from the southern hemisphere. The need for access to the
southern skies is particularly pressing in the era of the Great Observatories, which can observe astronomical
objects over the complete celestial sphere; without national access to a southern hemisphere 8-m class
telescope, US astronomers will be at an enormous disadvantage in characterizing new phenomena discovered
by these space-based facilities. The O/IR panel recommends that initially the southern hemisphere 8-m
telescope mirrors be coated with aluminum in order to optimize performance at optical and near-ultraviolet
wavelengths. The southern hemisphere 8-m telescope will thus complement the infrared-optimized northern
hemisphere facility, and will enable astronomers to carry out a number of important scientific problems (e.g.
studies of quasi-stellar object (QSO) absorption spectra) for with the IRO is unsuitable. At some point, it
may be desirable to coat the optics with silver in order that the southern hemisphere 8-m be able to carry
out sensitive infrared observations of objects accessible solely from the southern hemisphere.
• support ($10M - $15M) for immediate development and deployment (on all new generation US telescopes
of diameter 4-m and larger) of wavefront sensors and adaptive mirrors capable of providing full adaptive
corrections at near-infrared wavelengths. This program is critical, not only for achieving gains in
angular resolution and sensitivity, but to enable or greatly simplify development of advanced auxiliary
instrumentation for large telescopes through reduction of the image size (for unresolved sources) from
the seeing-limit to the diffraction-limit.
• support ($40M-$50M) for developing and building advanced auxiliary instruments required both for
the new generation of large O/IR telescopes. Instruments for these new generation telescopes will be
large in scale, technically sophisticated, and in many cases far more expensive than analogous auxiliary
devices on extant 4-m class telescopes. The larger instruments for these telescopes may cost in excess of
$5M. Both the pair of national 8-m telescopes and the independent 8-m projects include in their budgets
funds for an initial complement of basic instruments (e.g. optical and infrared cameras; faint object
spectrographs). Our recommendation is directed at providing the funds necessary for the development
and construction of advanced instrumentation, both for the pair of national 8-m telescopes and/or the
8-m telescopes under construction by private/state consortia. Examples of such instruments include
• multi-object spectrographs capable of obtaining spectra of several hundred galaxies or stars
simultaneously;
• cryogenic echelle spectrographs (which will take advantage of advances in IR array technology
in order to provide 10,000 fold improvements in sensitivity over currently availably high
spectral resolution devices).
The requirement over the decade for advanced instrumentation for these new facilities will necessitate
federal funding at a rate twice that of the current annual NSF expenditures for O/IR instrumentation.
The recommended decadal investment in O/IR instruments for large telescopes presupposes a vigorous
program to develop and distribute advanced optical and infrared array detectors (see below). Such a program
is a vital prerequisite for this recommended instrumentation program and for effective use of large telescopes
throughout the community.
The availability of funding to construct advanced instruments is a key element of our recommended
coordinated program aimed at combining federal funding with state and private resources to fully develop
the facilities and instruments required for a competitive program in ground-based optical/infrared astronomy
during the 1990s. Our program recognizes the essential role played by the private telescopes in providing the
US with the complement of large telescopes required to retain its competitive position in world astronomy:
private and state resources exceeding $150M have already been invested in or will be committed to the
construction of 8-m class telescopes. Funding for advanced instrumentation at the recommended level is
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required in order that these facilities, as well as the national 8-m telescopes be able to carry out competitive
frontier observations throughout the decade.
Our recommended funding level assumes that very ezpensive or specialized instruments will not in
general be replicated. In many cases, several teams of scientists from throughout the community may
propose competitive instrumental approaches, only one of which may be funded. If the winning team
proposes to locate a unique instrument at an "independent" observatory, national access should be made
available either through mutually agreeable financial arrangements or through exchange of telescope time.
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE PANEL: MEDIUM SCALE PROGRAMS
Priority 1: A Coordinated Program For High Angular Resolution
Background
During the 1980s, astronomers worldwide devoted considerable effort to developing ways to increase the
angular resolution of ground-based telescopes:
• improving the local seeing introduced in the immediate telescope environment; through careful control
of the thermal environment of the dome, the size of the seeing disk has been reduced from _ 1" to
0.5" at superior sites;
• controlling primary mirror figure and telescope focus through active corrections applied on timescales of
minutes to hours; the European Southern Observatory (ESO) NTT has achieved 0.3" images at optical
wavelengths using this technique;
• correcting for instantaneous (7 < 0.1 sec) distortions in the incoming wavefront by use of wavefront
sensors and adaptive mirrors; use of adaptive optics at the ESO NTT has produced near-infrared
(2.2 #m) images in which a significant fraction of the light is concentrated in a dlffraction-limited core
of diameter ---0.14".
Our recommended program for the development of "new generation" large O/IR telescopes assumes
building, telescope, and instrument designs that incorporate all these techniques. As a result, we confidently
anticipate that this new generation of large telescopes will produce diffraction-llmited images at :_ >1.6/_m,
and will thus routinely provide angular resolutions of 0.05" at 1.6 #m and 0.2" at 10/_m.
In order to improve angular resolution beyond this limit requires (1) eztending diffraction-limited
observations to wavelengths )_ < 1.# #m, (e) constructing larger telescopes, and (3} the development of
interferometric arrays.
Experimenters are now working on techniques to extend the capability for full adaptive corrections
to optical wavelengths. This effort will require development of sophisticated wavefront sensors, complex
adaptive mirrors and laser reference stars. When available late in the decade and used in conjunction with
8-m telescopes, these systems will provide diffraction-limited images of diameter 0.02" at 0.55 _um, 3 times
the corresponding angular resolution at 1.6 #m.
The design of single optical/infrared telescopes with apertures much larger than 8-m (perhaps 30 m to
50 m) now seems feasible given the advances in mirror technology and O/IR telescope design made during
the 1980s. Such telescopes would provide diffraction-limited images of si_e _0.01" at 1.6/_m and 0.003" at
0.55/_m with consequent gains in both angular resolution and sensitivity to faint unresolved sources.
The 1980s also witnessed major advances in overcoming the difficulties inherent in ground-based
interferometric imaging at optical/infrared wavelengths. Following the French astronomers at CERGA,
and the experience gained in the United States by the astronomers supported by the United States Navy,
experimentalists are now confident that an optical/infrared interferometric array comprised of _5 elements
distributed along baselines ranging up to least -_200m can be built during this decade. Such an array
could provide images of si_e -_0.002" at 1.6/_m and 0.0007 'r at 0.55/_m and sensitivity proportional to the
aggregate collecting area of the telescopes comprising the array.
The prospect of increasing the angular resolution of optical/infrared observations by _ orders of magnitude
over the span of a decade would be nothing short of revolutionary. We therefore strongly urge a coordinated
program for development of high angular resolution astronomy during the nezt decade. This program involves
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(1) continued development of adaptive optics to eztend the reduction in image size gained from application of
this technique from infrared to optical wavelengths; (_) engineering studies leading to the design of ultra-large,
adaptively-corrected single aperture telescopes; (3) vigorous support of ground-based 0/11{ interferometry;
and (4} engineering studies leading to the design of an optical/infrared analog of the Very Large Array.
New Science Enabled by High Angular Resolution Observations
By extending full adaptive corrections from the infrared to optical wavelengths, 8-m telescopes will
deliver diffraction-limited images of size _0.02" at 0.55 f_m. Thus, in some applications, these telescopes
will provide 4 times the angular resolution and 16 times the sensitivity of HST at optical wavelengths. These
gains in angular resolution and sensitivity will be particularly critical to:
* (1) study of the stellar populations and source distribution in the nuclear bulge and star-forming regions
in nearby galaxies;
• (2) detection of Cepheid variables and M supergiants and other standard candles against the arm and
disk light of spiral galaxies;
• (3) detection and spectroscopy of globular clusters located in the halos of distant elliptical and spiral
galaxies;
• (4) probing the planet-forming regions of primordial solar nebulae associated with young stars to
distances as close as 3 AU from the surface of the parent solar-type;
• (5) imaging solar system bodies with a resolution of 0.02" (75 km at the distance of Jupiter).
Problems (1) to (3) are representative of a class of measurements which require gains in both sensitivity
and angular resolution in order to detect and analyze faint sources in crowded regions viewed against the
sky background. Problems (4) and (5) illustrate the sheer power of imaging at 0.002" resolution.
The next threshold in angular resolution that promises a dramatic increases in the range of accessible
astronomical phenomena occurs at 0.001" (1 mas) or 20 times the resolution anticipated for 8-m class
telescopes at optical wavelengths once full adaptive corrections are available. With instruments capable of
delivering 1 mas resolution at O/IR wavelengths, astronomers will for the first time be able to:
• obtain detailed images at a resolution of 1 pc of the narrow-line emission regions of active galactic
nuclei and crude structural information about the broad emission-line region of AGNs;
• image accretion disks in close binaries at resolutions of 0.1 AU
• image expanding envelopes around late-type stars with resolutions of 0.1 to 1 AU;
• image pulsating stars and monitor changes in their angular diameters;
• image planet-forming disks, jets and winds associated with young solar-type stars with resolutions _0,1
AU;
• image the photospheres of nearby main sequence stars and more distant giant and supergiant stars;
Recommended Program for the 1990s
At present, efforts to develop high angular resolution techniques at optical and infrared wavelengths in
the United States lag behind comparable efforts in Europe. The scientific opportunities that derive from
sensitive high angular resolution O/IR imaging are so compelling that we urge strong support of a program
aimed at positioning the US astronomical community to assume leadership in this field by the beginning of
the next decade. The major elements of this program include:
• vigorous support ($10-$15M) of efforts to extend the wavelength range for full adaptive corrections from
the near-infrared to optical wavelengths. This funding level assumes the prior commitment of $10M-
$15M to build adaptive optics systems for full wavefront correction in the near infrared-already included
as an integral part of our recommended program to construct and instrument the new generation of
large O/IR telescopes. Full wavefront correction at optical wavelengths requires much more complex
wavefront sensors, adaptive mirrors involving thousands of actuators, and an artificial "laser star" to
provide the reference for measuring wavefront correction, reference source (a "laser star") must be
developed in order to measure wavefront distortions. Full adaptive corrections extending to optical
wavelengths also makes it attractive to design large, single-aperture telescopes capable of enormous gains
in sensitivity for background-limited problems. Investment in a program to develop adaptive optics
is critical not only to achieving diffraction-limited imaging at infrared and optical wavelengths with
large single-aperture telescopes, but to enabling high sensitivity interferometric imaging, particularly at
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optical wavelengths. Without adaptive optics, the largest telescope apertures that can be used effectively
in interferometric arrays are comparable to the coherence length (to) for an incoming wavefront: lm to
2 m at near-infrared wavelengths, but only 0.1 m to 0.2 m at optical wavelengths (see Table 1). With
adaptive optics, the full aperture of each interferometer element can be employed.
• support ($2M) for engineering efforts aimed at designing ultra-large (D > 30 m), adaptively-corrected
telescopes capable of providing dramatic gains in sensitivity and threefold increase in angular resolution.
• immediate support ($10-15M) for a few, well-focused university-based efforts to build and operate pilot
interferometers involving at least 3 small telescopes (diameter < 1 m) located along variable baselines
extending to between 50 m and 100 m. The primary goal of these interferometers is to develop efficient
techniques to enable successful optical/IR interferometry on a routine basis (e.g. fringe tracking, beam
combination, phase closure). Investment in these efforts will not only hasten development of these
techniques, but will build the necessary infrastructure of graduate students and faculty to drive further
development of interferometry. Despite their modest size and pioneering nature, we can anticipate
important scientific returns in several areas, including:
• measurement of fundamental astrophysical quantities such as stellar masses, luminosities
and diameters;
• imaging of the surfaces of giant and supergiant stars, and of dust envelopes surrounding
evolved stars;
• support ($5M) of efforts to develop infrared and optical interferometry with 8-m class telescopes located
on fixed baselines; these efforts will provide the experience necessary to carry out interferometry with
large adaptively-corrected array elements;
• support ($15M) by mld-decade of a university-based effort to develop a sensitive O/IR interferometer
array. This array should be comprised of at least 3 and perhaps as many as 5 telescopes of diameter
_2m located along continuously adjustable baselines of dimension > 200 m. We can anticipate that
such an interferometer will first take advantage of the more benign character of the atmosphere at
longer wavelengths (greater correlation lengths, permitting the full use of apertures of size _2m, and
longer correlation times, permitting fainter sources to be used to determine atmospheric phase) to
provide high sensitivity near-infrared images at an angular resolution/9 .-_0.002'¢-comparable to images
achievable with VLBI techniques at cm-wavelengths. Later in the decade, when full adaptive corrections
are possible at optical wavelengths, the recommended ]nterferometer will be capable of making sensitive
images in this wavelength regime as well;
• support ($10M) before the end of the decade to begin planning a national O/IR array. The program
advocated above will provide the basis for planning an advanced optical/IR array to be constructed as
a national facility between 2000 and 2010. The array will probably comprise a considerable number (:>>
10) of apertures with a collecting area of > 100 m 2.
This approach is modeled on the highly successful strategy which led to the development of millimeter-
wave interferometry by university groups during the 1980s, and which promises to culminate in the
construction of a national mm-wave array during the 1990s. Our recommended program in O/IR inter-
ferometry would continue the wise federal strategy which has gained world leadership for the US in high
angular resolution astronomy - starting with the VLA, and VLBA and continuing through the development
of mm-interferometry -by providing the basis for beginning construction of a national O/IR Very Large Array
at the beginning o/the nezt century.
Priority 2: A New Generation Of 4-m Class Telescopes
Background
Ground-based optical and infrared observations are central to developing a deep understanding of
astrophysical systems and placing exotic phenomena discovered at other wavelengths in the context of
the "known." While discovery most often follows the opening of new frontiers in wavelength, sensitivity
or angular resolution, understanding usually requires a great deal of detective work by large numbers
of scientists with access to appropriate investigative tools. As we enter the 1990s, the basic "tool" of
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understanding is an optical/infrared telescope of diameter ,-,4 meters. As we enter the i990s, the number
of observing hours available on 4-m class telescopes is woefully insufficient when compared with the time
required to carry out the basic observationalstudieswhich lead to understanding. As a result,only a
small fractionofthe investigationsthought to be most pressingcan be granted telescopetime,and oftenin
quantityso minute as to precludeexploratoryinvestigationsor the assembly ofdatabases adequate toensure
proper interpretation.The pressure willonly increaseas discoveriesmade with the Great Observatories
placeeven greaterdemands on extant facilitiesforsupporting and follow-upobservations.
Examples ofthe range ofimportant scientificprograms requiringextensivetime on 4-m classtelescopes
include:
• characterizingthe physical propertiesof sources discovered at other wavelengths (e.g. by Einstein,
IRAS, ROSAT, GRO, AXAF, SIRTF) through imaging and spectroscopy;
• monitoring surfaceand chromospheric activityon solar-likestars;
• determining the interiorstructuresof other starsfrom long-term spectroscopicmonitoring programs
designed to characterizestellaroscillationmodes;
• searchingforother planetary systems and sub-solarmass objectsby means of long-term radialvelocity
studiesoflargesamples ofstars;
• carrying out synoptic spectroscopicand photometric studiesof supernovae in external galaxiesand
activegalacticnuclei;
• mapping the largescalestructureofthe universeout toz --.0.I by determining the redshiftsof i million
galaxies;
• mapping the largescalestructureofthe universeout to much largerdistancesby determining redshifts
ofgalaxiesincarefullyselected"pencilbeams";
Recommended Program for the 19908
The technological advances which enable the construction of 8-m class O/IR telescopes have greatly
reduced the size, weight, and cost of 4-m telescopes, while enhancing their image quality and operational
efficiency; the superb image quality obtained with the ESO New Technology Telescope attests to the
potential of these new generation facilities. As a result of these advances, powerful facilities of this class can
be built by individual universities or small consortia of institutions.
The O/IR panel recommends a program to build at least .4 new generation telescopes of aperture _
meters during the 1990s. Federal.funds ($30 M) would be used in combination with state and private monies
in order to construct these telescopes. The most urgent community need is to begin immediate construction
of two general purpose 4-m class telescopes-one located in each hemlsphere-to support and complement the
NASA Great Observatories. University involvement in operation and management of these facilities will
have the added benefit of providing opportunities for deep student involvement in both carrying out long
term and/or exploratory programs and in developing novel instrumentation.
Our recommended program to construct four new generation 4-m class telescopes during the next
decade is the minimum required to meet the most pressing needs of the community. The O/IR panel wishes
to encourage in the strongest terms imagin,_tive arrangements to build additional new generation 4-m class
telescopes by combining state and private funds with modest levels of federal support.
A variety of models for siting and operating telescopes of this size have been suggested and many are
viable. However, the economics of building and operating university telescopes of this scale requires that
they be located at a few already developed excellent sites, thus saving development costs through sharing of
roads, dormitories and support personnel.
The panel is particularly impressed by the advantages of arrangements whereby the facility is constructed
with private and/or state funds on an NOAO site, while operation costs are assumed by increments to the
NOAO operating budget from federal sources. This arrangement provides telescope time for (1) astronomers
on the faculties of the institution(s) responsible for raising capital costs; (2) time for astronomers throughout
the community who compete for access to the facility on the basis of peer-reviewed scientific proposals; and
3) takes full advantage of the nation's investment in the NOAO support infrastructure, which can provide
the resources for economical, efficient and "user-friendly" operation. Such arrangements also provide the
basis for continued economical operation of the existing 4-m and smaller telescopes at KPNO and CTIO -
which the O/IR panel regards as critical to the scientific vitality of the US astronomical community.
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE PANEL: SMALL SCALE PROGRAMS
Priority 1: Near-IR And Optical All-Sky Surveys
All sky surveys to fixed flux levels (e.g. the National Geographic/Palomar Observatory photographic
sky survey and the recently completed IRkS infrared survey) are critical to efforts aimed at understanding
the distribution of objects comprising the observable universe.. Such surveys are essential because they
provide complete pictures of the sky, unbiased by selection effects. Well-designed surveys provide the basis
for vital scientific research long after their completion. For example, the galaxy redshift programs of the
past decade which revealed the web-like distribution of galaxies in the universe were designed from catalogs
of galaxies constructed from the first Palomar Observatory sky survey (POSS)-completed nearly 40 years
ago. Advances in optical and infrared detector technology have made it possible to carry out deep all-sky
digital surveys with high photometric accuracy. These surveys promise to provide fundamental databases
for cataloging the distribution and brightnesses of galactic and extragalactic objects - the ultimate basis for
designing a wide range of scientific programs for ground-based and space-based telescopes. The O/IR panel
recommends the completion of digital all sky surveys at (1) near-infrared, and (2) optical wavelengths before
the end of the decade.
A Near-Infrared All Sky Survey
An all sky survey at near-IR wavelengths
• can provide a complete picture of the structure of the Galaxy and the universe unhampered by the
opaque dust which obscures optical views through the plane of the Milky Way.
• can probe the interior regions of optically-opaque star-forming regions,
• can locate radiation emitted by the coldest stars-objects which dominate the observable mass of our
own and other galaxies.
A new, near-infrared survey can be carried out in a scanning mode (analogous to the IRAS survey)over
the next five years on small telescopes (diameter _1 meter) using moderate-size infrared arrays. Such a
survey would have a limiting magnitude of 14 at K (2.2 #m) - nearly 50,000 times fainter than the faintest
source catalogued in the original Two Micron Sky Survey. The proposed infrared survey is urgently needed
(1) for developing target lists and planning initial observing programs for the two major US infrared space
missions of the 1990s: SIRTF, and the NICMOS imaging camera/multi-object spectrograph on HST; and
(2) to act as the near-IR analog of the POSS for guiding development of observing programs for the 8-m
IR-optimized telescope. A survey of this sensitivity will also enable a wide range of investigations in its own
right. These include
• carrying out a census of galaxies uniformly around the sky , thus sampling the nearby universe and its
gravitational potential field to redshifts z_0.05. We note that the "Great Attractor" which has been
invoked to account for asymmetries in the redshifts of galaxies out to distances of _100 Mpc appears
to be located along a direction which is obscured from view at optical wavelengths by dust in the plane
of the Milky Way;
• using the observed infrared brightnesses of spiral galaxies derived from the survey, along with neutral
hydrogen line profiles, to determine accurate distances to large numbers of galaxies;
• probing the structure of the Milky Way galaxy by using K and M giants and infrared-bright asymptotic
giant branch stars;
• providing deep maps of star-forming regions in Gould's Belt and in the Perseus, Sagittarius, and Carina
arms of the Milky Way;
• providing the most sensitive means yet proposed (in terms of volume searched) to locate elusive
sub-stellar mass objects ("brown dwarfs").
The survey must be carried out with two telescopes, one located in the Northern hemisphere, the other
in the South. The estimated cost to build the required telescopes and cameras for the all-sky near-IR survey
is $6M.
We recommend that the survey data be archived and made widely available to the international
community of astronomers by using procedures analogous to those already developed at NASA's Image
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Processing and Analysis Center (IPAC) which has provided exemplary service to the community in archiving
and disseminating the IRAS database.
All-Sky Optical Survey
Since the invention of photography, astronomers have used deep sky images as their primary tool to
learn about the morphology and distribution of objects which comprise the observable universe. The most
important of these surveys has been the Palomar Observatory Sky Survey (POSS), completed in the early
1950s. This photographic survey and its successor (the deep Palomar II survey), and others like them
in the southern hemisphere have been the mainstays of much astronomical research - providing the basis
for identifying galaxies and clusters of galaxies, and cosmic sources of gamma-rays, x-rays, IR and radio
radiation.
With the advent of large-format, sensitive digital detectors (e.g. 2048x2048 CCD arrays) it is now
possible to replace photographic surveys by surveys that are both digital and well calibrated photometrically.
We propose a survey aimed at obtaining simultaneous images of the sky at B (0.44 /_m) and R (0.65 /_m)
which provide S/N = 10 for objects of B=23 and R=9.2 magnitude at a spatial resolution of l"/pixel. It is
desirable to complete a survey of both celestial hemispheres within 5 years.
Such a digital survey will provide:
• a uniform sample of galaxies to 20th magnitude (15 million galaxies at galactic latitudes, b > 30" ); this
catalog will provide the basis for designing deep redshift surveys aimed at mapping the three-dimensional
structure of the universe out to large distances;
• select clusters of galaxies to redshifts near unity (at z = 1, the 10th brightest galaxy in a cluster is B
--.21 mat);
• obtain accurate photometry for brighter galaxies and stars, allowing the construction of photometrically
uniform samples and color-selected samples;
• locate faint optical counterparts for radio, x-ray, gamma-ray, and infrared sources.
The survey requires a dedicated 1-m class telescope of conventional design. After completion of the
initial all-sky survey, it will be possible to use the same equipment to carry out 1) deeper surveys in selected
regions; 2) surveys with higher angular resolution in order to achieve high photometric accuracy for stellar
objects in our own galaxy.
We recommend that the optical all-sky survey results be archived and made available to the international
community of astronomers using the procedures established for the dissemination of IRAS and HST data at
IPAC and STScI.
The estimated cost of the all-sky optical survey is between $3M and $5M depending upon whether
extant facilities can be used or new telescopes must be constructed.
The panel wishes to note that the recommended infrared and optical all sky surveys are deemed the most
pressing and important representatives of a much larger class of more specialized surveys (e.g. narrow-band
imaging surveys at Ha and H2 enabled by modern optical and infrared detector technology). It is thus
essential that these two recommended surveys be designed with a clear goal of developing a community-
accessible infrastructure for the reduction, analysis, archiving and distribution of databases assembled by
more specialized surveys. It is these functions which are most costly over the long term, and yet most vital
for ensuring the production of a uniform, well-understood and well-used database. It seems wise to make
use of the current community investment in the facilities and scientific expertise assembled at IPAC and
STScI to support such specialized surveys.
Priority 2: A National Astrometric Facility
Ground-based astrometry has made dramatic gains over the past decade, as a result of applying modern
CCD detectors, image analysis techniques and innovative new instrumentation to astrometric measurements.
Several groups have demonstrated accuracies in position determinations of 1 milliarcsecond (1 mas) or greater
- a gain of 5 or more when compared to previous measurements.
Although this accuracy offers the potential to determine and calibrate fundamental stellar parameters,
the number of stars for which such measurements are needed far exceeds the capabilities of existing
astrometric programs. Moreover, ground-based and space-based programs are identifying many objects of
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interest with undetermined physical properties. Measurement of the parallax and proper motion of these
objects is often a necessary prerequisite to further study.
Furthermore, the internal positional accuracy of images obtained with new space-based facilities (and
by the mid-1990s, large ground-based telescopes equipped with adaptive optics) exceeds the accuracy of the
optical reference frame (_50 mas) and the accuracy of the intercomparison of the optical and radio reference
frames (-,,300 mas). Transferring coordinates between reference frames, particularly at radio and optical
wavelengths, is critical to enabling the precise registration of images required for detailed multi-wavelength
studies of spatially-resolved systems.
Finally, the search for planets, brown dwarfs and other underluminous objects must be undertaken over
several decades and require both instrumental stability and long-term commitment of institutional resources
to ensure their success.
The importance of these three classes of programs, the specialized nature of the instrumentation, the
requirement for long-term stability and the need to supply the astronomical community with fundamental
data lead the O/IR panel to recommend the construction of a special purpose, dedicated 1.5m telescope and
ancillary instrumentation. We urge that this facility be operated as a national observatory.
The recommended National Astrometric Facility should be funded and operated in a manner which
permits both rapid response to targets of opportunity (e.g. orbit determinations for solar system objects),
and long-term commitment to programs requiring decades of observation (e.g. searches for planetary
systems). It should be scheduled in response to proposals arising from the astronomical community. The
National Astrometric Facility should also provide a test bed for development of innovative astrometric
instrumentation and techniques.
The panel estimates that the construction and initial instrumentation cost of such a facility to be $5M.
The first such facility should be built in the northern hemisphere at a first class site. In the long-term, a
twin facility should be developed for the southern hemisphere.
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE PANEL: INFRASTRUCTURE ISSUES
Develop, Purchase and Distribute Optical CCDs and Infrared Arrays
The development of optical charge coupled devices (CCDs) and near infrared arrays has revolutionized
optical/infrared astronomy. At optical wavelengths, CCDs provide an order of magnitude improvement in
sensitivity for most applications over the previous generation of detectors, and provide major improvements
as well in geometric and photometric stability. With current noise levels approaching a few electrons rms,
and quantum efficiencies near 80 percent, they are very nearly ideal detectors. Infrared arrays are less
mature but no less revolutionary in their impact on the field. Near-infrared arrays (HgCdTe and InSb) have
enabled infrared sensitive imaging and two-dimensional spectroscopy for the first time.
Our recommended program for the 1990s assumes as a prerequisite, adequate funding for the development
and distribution of advanced panoramic detectors. Without this investment, it will be impossible to achieve
the full potential of new generation, large telescopes. We outline below the elements of a national program
to develop, purchase and distribute large format CCDs and infrared arrays.
Optical CCDs
The past decade has seen very rapid development, but still unsatisfactory general availability of large
CCDs suitable for astronomy. Thanks to a fairly major NSF/NASA effort, the TI 800x800 chips developed
for the Wide Field/Planetary Camera on HST have been distributed widely to the community. However,
these devices have been far surpassed in performance by newer chips. Moreover, they are not well suited in
overall dimension or pixel size to the new generation of large, 8-m class telescopes. The O/IR Panel strongly
recommends a program developing CCD detectors optimized for performance on large telescopes, purchasing
them in sufficient quantity, and distributing them competitively to the astronomical community.
It is essential that all large telescopes be equipped with CCDs if they are to achieve their full potential.
To achieve this goal, the Panel has identified the following actions that need to be taken as soon as possible:
• A coordinated purchase of a particular CCD design in quantity and volume sufficient to interest
commercial vendors in providing the fabrication and cosmetic quality required for astronomical detectors.
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• A coordinated development program to understand the advanced CCD technologiesneeded forthe next
generationof astronomicaldevicesand to develop those technologiesso that they can be included in
commercially availabledevices.
A wide varietyofinstrumentationneeds on telescopesof allaperture sizescan bc addressed by a single
CCD design with the followingcharacteristics.
• Pixel sizedetermined by existingopticalsystems: As has been demonstrated by the NSF/NASA TI
800x800 CCD distribution,most existingopticalsystems are well matched by a 15 micron pixelsize.
Instrumentation on 8-m telescopesrequirespixelsizesnearer 30 microns. Through the technique of
on-chipbinning, the same CCD can satisfyboth requirements inmost applications.
• Large Format: Wide fieldimaging and spectroscopyrequireminimum arraysizesof4096x4096 15-micron
pixels,and many advanced applicationsrequiremosaiced-arraysof such devices.
• Charge Transfer EfficiencyAt Low Light Levels:The idealdevicewould require99 percent collection
efficiencyat the far corner of the device,or better than 0.999992 efficiencyper transferassuming a
three-phase,quadrant readout design.
• Low Noise:Amplifierswith rms noiselevelsof_4 electronsat ratesof50,000 pixclsper second are now
common. Requiring non-destructivereadout with a few electronsrms seems feasible.
• Wide Wavelength Coverage: CCD detectors,by virtueof theirnativesiliconphotoconductor response,
typicallyhave quantum efficienciesof 60-80percent inthe green and red spectralregions.The response
in the blue and ultravioletisanother matter. All approaches to maximizing blue response requirethat
the devicebc thinned- that is,made thin enough so that lightcan strikethe back side,away from the
gate circuitrywhich isopaque to blue light.The alternative,covering the frontsurfacewith a photon
energy down-converter,does not offerthe tremendous gains offeredby thinning.
While thisCCD design is good, and itsgeneralavailabilityrequirement isurgent, itis not perfect.
Research isneeded in many areas,includingflashgatetechnologiesto improve the blue quantum efficiency
of thin devices, anti-reflectioncoatings to optimize response in particularwavelength regions, mosaic
technologiesfor combining devices,amplifierdesign for the minimization of noise,and gate structuresto
allow operation at warmer temperatures. A coordinated program to design,acquire, and test CCDs is
needed to bring these advances from the laboratoryto the telescope.
A major obstacleto concentratingefforton producing largeformat CCDs optimized forastronomical
use has been the piecemeal purchasing patterns which are a result of the lack of a concerted funding effort in
this very critical area. It is clear that expenditures small compared to the capital outlay for a large telescope
would have an enormous impact on the availability of these crucial detectors. The Panel estimates that
expenditure of $5M for the chip design discussed above would provide the few hundred devices required by
the community. The cost of the research efforts and a second coordinated purchase of CCDs later in the
decade would require an additional $5M. It is important to emphasize that the total $10M is not to be spent
at $1M/year; it is critical that the first installment of $5M be provided immediately so that the large format
chips be purchased and available for timely installation on the new generation 4-m and 8-m telescopes.
Infrared Arrays: The Future for the 1-5 ktrn Region
The NICMOS (Near Infrared Camera, Multi-Object Spectrograph) program has provided powerful
256x256 pixel arrays. Imaging and spectroscopy would benefit enormously from the production of larger
arrays. InSb and HgCdTe arrays of dimension 512x512 seem technically feasible, but at present there is no
support to develop larger successors to the NICMOS arrays. We recommend a program to develop, purchase
and distribute larger near-infrared arrays.
Prior to a large-scale purchase, it is essential to carry out additional research and development aimed
at providing better uniformity and broader wavelength response for these detector materials. It would also
be extremely valuable to invest in the development of array designs that enable moisaicing of arrays.
Infrared Arrays: The Future for Mid-Infrared Arrays
The very high sky and telescope background at X _10 #m produce enormous background fluxes (> 10 9
photons/s) which have made array implementation very difficult. Two strategies have been attempted:
• read out the detector as fast as possible (before the wells fill), or
• increase the well-depth by increasing the detector bias
Neither provides per pixel performance on par with the best achievable with single detectors. Because
the problems are daunting, fewer groups are working at these wavelengths, and moreover, the spinoff from
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SIRTP-driven research is minimal because the background levels for this cooled telescope in space are very
much lower than for ground-based applications.
The development of these detectors is essential if we are to take advantage of the dramatic gains in
mld-IR sensitivity and angular resolution enabled by diffraction-limited 8-m IR/optimized telescopes; these
telescopes will provide _10 times the angular resolution of SIRTF in the 5-20 pm regime. We recommend a
program to develop sensitive, low-noise mid-IR array detectors for use on ground-based telescopes. The panel
notes that:
* good detector materials for mid-IR arrays exist: Si BIB detectors provide good quantum efficiency from
5#mto28pm;
• the need for large well-depth (to accommodate high background fluxes) necessitates care in the design
of the readout multiplexer; current devices may have unit cells which are too small to provide the
needed large capacitances;
• It seems plausible to produce small mid-IR arrays (32x32 or 64x64 pixels) in the near term. To produce
larger arrays would appear to require fundamental design work.
It is essential to fund several groups to work with industrial firms to develop and test detectors of
astronomical use. However, to induce development of advanced technology arrays will require significant
investments.
The O/IR panel recommends a total investment of _ $20M over the next decade in order to enable
development, and later purchase, of the near- and mid-IR arrays that are so critical to achieving efficient
returns from the new generation of large telescopes.
A Program to Support Large Optics Technology
Fabrication and Polishing of Large Mirrors
The coming decade is one of great promise for ground-based O/IR astronomy. A new generation of
large telescopes is planned which, if built, will quadruple presently available light gathering power. Adaptive
Optics hold the promise of diffraction-limited imaging by these telescopes, and offer more than an order of
magnitude gain in angular resolution. The key to these advances is the successful production of a number of
primary mirrors 8-m in diameter-larger than any in ezistence.
The fabrication of optics for these telescopes presents an enormous challenge. Methods have now been
demonstrated on an intermediate scale for casting rigid glass honeycomb blanks. New techniques have been
developed for polishing aspheric surfaces to the extremely high accuracies now required to match image
quality at the best sites: All planned telescopes other than the Keck telescope will use these large monolithic
mirrors.
As we enter the 1990s, construction of the first facility in the world for casting and polishing 8-m mirrors
is nearing completion at the University of Arizona Mirror Lab. There still remains the task of proving the
casting and polishing technology at the full size of the 8-m mirrors, and the production of six such mirrors
during the decade. The O/IR panel recommends continued support of the UAML at a rate of _ $2M/yr
throughout the decade.
Fabrication and Polishing of Specialized Optics; Coatings
The full potential of new telescopes will be realized only if they are equipped with excellent instruments.
The best designs call for optical elements beyond present optical fabrication capability. The O/IR panel
wishes to encourage the funding ($500K/yr) of a coordinated effort involving university and private groups
along with the NOAO to develop the technology for polishing difficult aspheric surfaces. It will also be
necessary to invest in efforts aimed at developing efficient anti-reflectlon coatings and depositing them
uniformly on large optical elements, along with efficient and durable reflective coatings aimed at minimizing
telescope emissivity.
Toward a New Generation of Large Filled Aperture Telescopes
While much activity during the next decade will be devoted to the construction of 8-m class instruments
and to the development of ground-based interferometry involving multiple small (---2-m class) telescopes, it
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would be wise as well to invest effort in developing the technology and encouraging imaginative approaches
for construction of the next generation of large, single aperture telescopes.
One possible design for a 32-m class O/IR telescope is based on the mechanical structure of a radio
telescope. In this concept, the dish is tiled with small polished glass segments, whose position would be
rapidly adjusted to maintain diffraction-limited imaging, compensating not only for gravitational flexure
as the telescope is moved, but also for wavefront aberrations caused by the atmosphere. To keep down
fabrication cost, and to simplify alignment, the primary surface would be spherical (similar to the Arecibo
telescope). To achieve good images, large and aspheric secondary and tertiary mirrors are required. New
techniques for polishing large 8-m primaries for the telescopes of the 1990s appear extendable to these
requirements.
Fundamental to the utility of large single apertures is the development of adaptive optics: the advantage
of diffraction-limited imaging increases very rapidly with aperture. It follows that a very big telescope tailored
for adaptive optics would be a very powerful tool. We can be fairly certain than a 32-m dish could be
controlled to image much of the sky to the diffraction limit at 2.2 /_m with the light from field stars.
If the technology for sensing atmospheric wavefront errors from artificial (laser) stars is perfected, then
diffraction-limited imaging over the whole sky will be possible at optical wavelengths. The corresponding
resolution of 0.004" with all the light from a 32-m aperture focused into an image this small would constitute
an extraordinary advance in astronomy.
We recommend funding at the rate of _ $1M/yr over the next decade in order to support the design of
large aperture telescopes, and to develop mirror fabrication and polishing technology required to enable the
construction of such telescopes.
A Program to Archive and Disseminate Astronomical Databases
Modern astronomical images and spectra are now obtained almost exclusively in digital form. The
O/IR panel believes that it is important to develop archives of coherent data sets so the community of
astronomers can derive mazimum benefit from these data now and in the future.
The value of archived data is amply illustrated by the following examples:
• the Palomar Observatory Sky Survey has proven an immensely valuable database both in its original
photographic form, and in its duplicate copies which have been disseminated widely in the astronomical
community. The survey has provided catalog and finding lists of a wide variety of celestial objects from
galaxies, to H II regions, to Herbig-Haro objects. It has proven invaluable for selecting guide stars for
the Hubble space telescope. In brief, it provides a paradigm for the wide-spread utility and scientific
longevity of astronomical surveys.
• The databases from the HEAO and IRAS satellites have proven to be vital sources of astronomical
research well after these satellites ceased taking data. It is also noteworthy that although the original
science instrument teams for HEAO and IRAS are responsible for many of the exciting initial discoveries
made with each satellite, members of the scientific community working with these databases have been
responsible for the bulk of the scientific return from these projects. Moreover, wide involvement of
the scientific community has led to better calibration and understanding of these databases as well
as to richer scientific return. These databases provide a paradigm for the great value of community
involvement in working with databases originally developed by teams of scientists working on a variety
of key projects.
The O/IR panel recommends that funding be provided in order to ensure:
• that databases created by surveys (e.g. all sky digital surveys, catalogs of redshifts), and by key projects
(long-term programs carried out by individual observers or teams of astronomers) be archived and
following a 1 to 2 year period of exclusive use, be made available to the scientific community.
• that every observation taken on a large telescope in the US is catalogued and characterized and that
the catalog of observations be made available to the scientific community.
The panel urges that the data be archived locally first, and then transmitted to more central archives
such as those at IPAC and the STScI, and eventually to the NSSDC. The O/IR panel urges that as a matter
of policy that the format of all archived data will be FITS (flexible image transport system).
The panel considered the possibility of archiving all data taken at large telescopes, but rejected
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the notion of universal archiving until procedures developed for surveys and key projects are developed,
understood, optimized and costed.
A Program for Training New Instrumentalists
There is a major demand for talented young astronomers to design and build instrumentation for the
next generation telescopes. The current shortage of trained instrumentalists will become even more acute
unless the community can stimulate its students to take an active interest in state-of-the-art technology
for astronomical observations. Training in the techniques of instrument creation has traditionally involved
apprenticeship to an individual or group building and using new equipment. We recommend a three-level
program aimed at providing such apprenticeships:
• (1) Involve graduate students in instrumentation development at NOA O.
The NOAO should initiate a program aimed at active involvement of advanced graduate students in
the development of instrumentation at the national observatories. This program would provide support for
students (and in some cases their advisors) in residence at the national observatory. During this time, such
students would work closely with the team of scientists and engineers involved the design and construction
of a major or innovative instrument. We also urge that NOAO seek frequent collaboration with university
groups to develop instrumentation for the national observatories. Active collaboration with such groups
would allow NOAO to tap and support the talent distributed throughout the university community, and to
support students actively involved in these instrumentation efforts.
• (2) Provide ezplicit support for graduate students at institutions developing instruments for moderate
and large telescopes.
At least 10 major university groups will be building and instrumenting moderate or large facilities
during the 1990s. Students enrolled at these institutions have an unusual opportunity to become involved
with the construction of frontier instrumentation.
However, all instrument large development projects are cost-constrained, and increasingly must meet
demanding time schedules. These pressures act both to limit student involvement in large projects in
favor of more experienced engineers and technicians, and to reduce their freedom to learn through making
creative mistakes. Funding agencies must recognize these realities, and develop positive incentives to involve
students in instrumentation development at these institutions. At the very least, the financial pressures
which may prejudice graduate student support should be eliminated through initiation of an NSF program -
analogous to the Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) program - designed explicitly for support
of graduate students involved in such projects. PIs for large instrument projects should be able to apply
competitively for "IEG" (Instrumentation Experience for Graduate Students) grants. Furthermore, evidence
of encouraging student involvement should be viewed as an important positive factor in the review process
for instrumentation grants funded by NASA and the NSF.
• (3) Provide support for graduate students at all institutions
Universities with access to relatively small telescopes (d < 1.5m ) can also play a critical role in training
future instrumentalists if they are able to provide (l) steady access to telescopes with equipment designed
wholly or in substantial part by students," (2) the infrastructure to enable student-built instruments to produce
useful scientific results, including the availability of modern detectors, and adequate suppIies of parts, tools,
and test facilities; and (3) guidance by senior instrument designers who bear major responsibility for the
student's career.
We recommend a new program for supporting operating costs and instrumentation development for small,
University-operated telescopes. The program would provide funding for developing modern instruments for
these telescopes, and for upgrading telescope control and data acquisition systems. The instruments need
not be unique, frontier instruments. Rather, the request for funding should be judged on the basis of (1)
potential for scientific return; (2) evidence of strong student involvement in the design, construction and use
of the instrument; (3) the potential and track record of the senior mentor. This program would fill a gap
between the NSF Instructional Laboratory Improvement grants and the traditional grants under the NSF
Astronomy instrument program. These funds would be specifically targeted at support of creative programs
aimed at graduate training of future instrumentalists.
We believe that initiation of this program would have a number of benefits. First and foremost, it
would provide students with the involvement in a project over which she/he has primary control over design,
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construction and use. Second, it would result in the revitalization of a variety of local facilities, providing
opportunities for student and faculty research on programs requiring imagination and a willingness to trade
time for aperture. We cannot overemphasize the importance of giving students control of their own projects
early-on in their formative years. Students involved in this program will be drawn to the pleasure of running
a significant project from start to finish - and some will become the instrumental leaders of tomorrow.
Funding of _ $500K/yr over the next decade will be required.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Observational capability from space in the UV, Visible and IR spectral regions will be crucial for
substantial progress on fundamental astronomical problems that range from the study of planetary systems
to understanding galaxy formation. The combination of uninterrupted wavelength coverage (ultraviolet
through the visible to the mid-infrared), high dynamic range, diffraction-limited images and dramatically
reduced near-IR backgrounds with passively-cooled systems (to < 10 .6 that from the ground and HST)
would result in major advances in scientific understanding.
A balanced program of both Observatory-class instruments and smaller directed missions of Moder-
ate and Explorer size is essential. The panel strongly recommends that both components be developed
concurrently in a dynamic long-term program.
A long-term program of Observatory-class missions is recommended, starting with the full realization of
the potential of HST through optimized operation and the rapid implementation of state-of-the-art image-
correcting cameras and spectrographs. The critical role that Observatory-class instruments play requires
that a successor to HST be flown within a few years of the end of ttST's nominal life. The panel strongly
recommends that such a successor be planned for launch in the first decade of the new century. This would
be the 6 m LST, the Large Space Telescope. Operation beyond Low Earth Orbit would lead to large gains
in the science return and substantial savings in construction and operational costs. Finally, the program
has as its goal a telescope of astonishing power, the 16 m NGST (Next Generation Space Telescope).
Many high-priority science goals cannot be addressed with general-purpose large telescopes. Paralleling
the Observatory program must be a vibrant program of Moderate and Small missions. Progress in the
Explorer program is currently so slow that its primary goal of rapid access to space for innovative scientific
programs has been lost. We recommend that the Delta-class Explorer program be enhanced to lead to
more frequent missions and shorter turnaround. The missions should also be managed more directly by the
PI team; substantial educational and training benefits would accrue from such a change. While the final
selection of missions should be carried out through the normal peer-review process, examples of outstanding
science goals include a UV imaging survey, a wide-field astrometric telescope, a multi-waveband mission and
a very high spectral resolution instrument.
Interferometry promises to revolutionize the study of compact objects with small length scales such
as AGNs, QSOs and interacting binaries. The panel recommends beginning a systematic program of
technology development and ground-based experimentation that leads to a space-based imaging astrometric
interferometer with baselines of tens of meters early in the next decade.
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A more complete outline of the recommended program can be found in §II (Implementation of the
Science Program). The recommended program is:
SIZE PROJECT Cost Start Finish
Large: LST - 6 m HST Successor $2000M 1998 2009
Moderate: Explorer Enhancement $300M 1993 2000
Moderate: HST Third Generation Instruments $150M 1994 2000
Moderate: Imaging Astrometric Interferometer $300M 1997 2004
Small: SMEX UV Survey. $30M 1995 1998
Small: Space Optics Demonstration $30M 1993 2000
Small: Supporting Ground-based Capabilities $25M 1993 2000
Technology: Technologies for Space Telescopes $30M 1993 2000
Large:
LST (Large Space Telescope): The LST is a 6 m Observatory-class telescope incorporating UV to IR
imagers and spectrographs. Passive-cooling and high-performance optics result in large gains in scientific
capability over liST. A high priority goal is location beyond Low Earth Orbit (e.g., HEO - High Earth
Orbit). This telescope is an excellent candidate for strong international participation. For operation by
2009 a start date of 1998 is considered necessary. Advances in technology and HEO operation will break
away from the HST cost curve and lead to an expected cost of $2000M.
Moderate:
Rapid Explorer Deployment: The Delta-class Explorer program should be enhanced by more frequent
missions and shorter development schedules. A wide range of forefront science can be carried out with such
missions: contemporary examples are EUVE and Lyman-FUSE (the Extreme UV Explorer and the Far
UV Spectroscopic Explorer). The programs should be chosen through peer review. An essential element is
education and training of space scientists and engineers. The base of technical and managerial experience
in space science must be increased by direct oversight and management of these programs by the PI team.
Cost savings will accrue from such an approach. The expected incremental cost of the program is $300M.
lIST Third Generalion Instruments: The full potential of ttST can only be realized with state-of-the-art
instruments that compensate for its optical problems. A further set of such instruments should rapidly
follow the WF/PC II (Wide Field/Planetary Camera) and the Second Generation Instruments. h high
throughput camera is an example. The expected cost of the instruments is $150M.
Imaging Astrometric lnterferometer: The potential returns from interferometry are high. An instrument
with baselines beyond 20-30 m that demonstrates the needed technologies and offers substantial scientific
gains should be developed for a new start late in the decade. The expected cost is $300M.
Small:
Small Explorer missions: A UV low spatial resolution all-sky imaging survey would return excellent science
in this class. The UV survey would be particularly valuable for mapping diffuse UV emission from the hot
and cold ISM. The expected cost of a Small Explorer mission (SMEX) is $30M.
Optics Development and Demonstration: Lightweight optics with high performance surfaces and active
control are central to the goals of future telescopes, large and small. Technology developments and
demonstrations are needed. The expected cost is $30M.
Supporting Ground-based Capabilities: Ground-based telescopes will continue to play an essential com-
plementary role in support of space observations. They will continue to be particularly important for
spectroscopic follow-up and for development and demonstration of new detector and instrument technolo-
gies. All-sky coverage is essential. The ground-based program should be augmented by $25M for 4+ m class
telescope projects that support space observations.
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Prerequisites:
Lyman-FUSE: The high scientific returns expected from the EUV and UV spectroscopic capabilities of
Lyman-FUSE requires that it be completed and launched by the middle of the decade.
IIST Optimization: It is crucial to realize the potential of HST through implementation of instruments
that correct for its optical problems. Thus the WF/PC II should be completed as soon as possible, and the
state-of-the-art Second Generation Instruments should be put on an accelerated completion and deployment
schedule. Optimized operation is now even more crucial given the reduced emciency of HST.
Near-term Science Program: Support for data analysis, ground-based observations, and modeling and theory
is badly needed to give the scientific returns consistent with the capabilities and the large commitment of
national resources to space science missions. Stable research funding of the science community and students
is essential if the scientific productivity is to be commensurate with the investment in facilities. The ongoing
missions such as HST, EUVE, IUE and ASTRO have and will make substantial scientific contributions.
They require adequate support.
Technologies for the Next Century:
The Next-Century Program: Explorers, interferometers and large space telescopes depend critically on
technology developments. Development of those technologies now will lead to major savings in cost, schedule
and management complexity for the next generation of instruments. Such technological developments will
be crucial for observatories of the scale of the NGST, the 16 m Next Generation Space Telescope.
Structure of the Panel Report.
The report is organized as follows:
• I. The Science Program - IV-3.
• II.
• III.
• IV.
• V.
• VI.
Implementation of the Science Program - IV-11.
The Observatory-class Missions - IV-13.
Moderate and Small Missions - IV-19.
Prerequisites - The Current Science Program - IV-23.
Technologies for the Next Century - IV-28.
VII. Lunar-Based Telescopes and Instruments- IV-29.
I. THE SCIENCE PROGRAM.
The UV-Optical in Space Panel has been considering the science goals for a broadly-based program of
space missions that cover the wavelength range from the EUV at ,,_ 100/_ into the near-IR at -,_ 5-10 pm.
The moderate (Explorer-class) and large (Observatory-class) missions outlined here allow for fundamental
advances in almost all areas of astrophysics. They range from the detection of planetary systems around
nearby stars to cosmology. The science program developed by the panel is outlined below.
Planetary systems.
The detection of planets beyond the solar system was given great impetus in the last decade with the
discovery by IRAS of radiation from cold disks of dusty material around nearby stars. Detection of the light
from planets, and the subsequent spectroscopic observations, are important goals for the coming decades
and can very likely be attained through the design of space-borne instrumentation directed to that end.
The technological requirements are challenging. A low background telescope with apodizing, occulting or
interferometric instruments will be required. The telescope will need to be cooled (passively) to ,,_ 100°K or
less, and to have extremely smooth, low scattering optics. These optics must be smoother than required for
diffraction-limited performance. While the detection of planets like those in our own solar system is likely to
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be beyond the reach of lIST, a 6 m telescope with higher performance optics and passive cooling would be
able to detect gas giants like the outer planets (Jupiter and Saturn) in our own solar system out to beyond
10 parsecs, even against the huge background from the central star.
To take the next step and detect Earth-like planets requires a substantial step in capability, especially
since detection alone is not enough. We need to take spectra that can confirm whether the atmospheres
of the detected planets could support life. The spectroscopic measurements must establish whether their
atmosphere is in a chemical disequilibrium state that might indicate the presence of life (e.g, by detecting
the 9.5 pm Ozone band).
The technical challenges confronting the detection and measurement of Earth-like planets are substantial.
Such planets would be found _ 0.25" from a star at a distance of a few parsecs. An optimal approach would
be to detect such an object at -_ 10 pm with a cooled, 16+ m telescope where the first dark diffraction
ring corresponds to the planet's orbit. Apodization or interferometric instruments would be used to greatly
enhance the contrast of the planet against the light from the star. Then the telescope's low resolution
spectroscopic system (with)_/AA ,-,100) would be used to obtain a spectrum to search for the signature of
ozone (03) at 9.5 #m. Other weaker features, e.g., methane, could also be the goal of such a spectroscopic
analysis, albeit with data of higher S/N and spectral resolution. Even with low resolution spectra it appears
likely that satisfactory discrimination could be obtained between different atmospheres. For example, the
thermal emission spectrum from the inner planets in our own solar system (Mars, Earth and Venus) differs
greatly.
It is probably no exaggeration to say that the impact on humanity of successful detection of a planet
with an atmosphere like that of the earth would be similar to that of Galileo's detection of the moons of
Jupiter, following the invention of the telescope.
Star formation and origins of planetary systems.
Stars form through a series of complex physical processes. While absorption limits the study of much of
the activity in star-forming complexes to long wavelengths, substantial investigations can be carried out in
the near-IR and shorter wavelengths. The resolutions available at such wavelengths are a better match to the
characteristically small length scales in protostars. Of particular scientific interest at these wavelengths is
the study of protostellar disks and outflow jets. The resolutions and sensitivity of space telescopes will allow
the derivation of physical conditions (temperatures and densities) along with kinematical and structural
maps. 1000 AU diameter disks could be mapped with _ 15 independent resolution elements at 1 kpc with
the 6 m LST.
While our own Galaxy provides a laboratory for the study of star forming complexes at a level of detail
that is impossible in other galaxies, different environments in other galaxies make such regions of particular
interest. We would like to know how the formation rate for massive stars and the form of the mass function
at high masses are affected by physical conditions that are found only in other galaxies. These include
normal galaxies like our neighbors such as M31, NGC 205 and M33, and the LMC and SMC, as well as
the more massive systems such as M101. Moreover, galaxies undergoing violent kinematic interactions such
as "starburst" galaxies are of particular interest since they may be representative of conditions that were
common during the formation and early evolution of galaxies. Large space telescopes that combine high
spatial resolution with low backgrounds are essential for tackling this problem.
In general, the spatial resolution that will become available with HST, with the 6 m and ultimately
with the 16 m will be crucial for unravelling some of the complex structural and dynamical characteristics
of protosteilar structures. The 6 m LST would resolve 3 AU in the nearest star-forming complexes, or 8
AU at Orion at 0.5 #m in the visible. At 3 pm the resolution would be .._ 20 AU and 50 AU respectively.
Furthermore, the low backgrounds and high dynamic range available with space telescopes, particularly
passively-cooled telescopes, will broaden the range of problems that can be tackled. With cooling to -_
100°K, the background out to ,_ 10 pm can be > 18 mag fainter per resolution element (< 10 -7) than that
from the ground.
Structure and Evolution of the Interstellar medium.
Fundamental information on the composition of interstellar gases and evidence for spectacular differences
in their physical states has resulted from observations of the rich assortment of UV absorption lines in the
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spectra of background stars. Unfortunately, few of the spectra have had the velocity resolution to clearly
differentiate the different underlying structures within gaseous regions. These regions could be responding
to a variety of undetermined physical influences, such as ionization, dissociation and recombination fronts,
thermal- and photo-evaporation interfaces, subsonic wave phenomena, and ionization and cooling from shock
fronts. These phenomena can trigger important chemical changes or shifts in excitation and ionization over
very small scales in distance or velocity. The interplay of such processes is important in the exchanges of
mass and energy between different phases of the medium, and can be influential in regulating the large scale
properties of gases within the disk and halo of the Galaxy.
With the high resolution spectrograph on HST (particularly with STIS, the Second Generation spectro-
graph) faint objects can be measured with a wavelength resolving power of about l05. Evidence for complex,
narrow absorption lines in the visible indicate that studies of physical processes in the interstellar medium
(ISM) would be greatly rewarded by having results from UV spectrographs which could observe bright
sources with a resolving power of a few million. The technologies for UV echelle gratings and 2-dimensional
detectors are mature enough that it is now possible to achieve good sensitivity and resolution to study
bright stars (to 5th magnitude) with a small instrument (effective collecting area _,10 cm2).
Much remains to done through imaging studies of the ISM. Observations on a variety of spatial scales
in the UV would also help in elucidating the composition, physical properties, and spatial distribution of
dust, interstellar Its, and supernova remnants. These observations of interstellar emissions and scattering
complement the spectroscopic measurements. Instruments with wide field coverage and high sensitivity to
diffuse emission are needed to complement the capabilities of ASTRO and large telescopes such as ttST and
LST. Explorers, both SMEX and Delta-class, could lead to major gains in our knowledge.
Just as hot stars are used to probe the interstellar medium of the Galaxy, QSOs and AGNs can be
used to probe the interstellar medium of much more distant galaxies. Contained in the investigation of
QSO absorption lines are fundamental astrophysical questions: What is the history of chemical enrichment
in various galaxy environments? tlow are the physical conditions in the gaseous medium influenced by the
host galaxy properties and by the extragalactic radiation field in which the host galaxy resides?
Observations with HST and Lyman-FUSE will allow direct comparison of physical conditions in low-
redshift absorbers with those in high-redshift absorbers as measured from ground-based data. From observing
lines-of-sight through the halo of the Galaxy and local group galaxies, the gas phase depletion pattern can
be determined as a function of stellar metallicity. Because the low redshift absorbers can be associated
directly with host galaxies, the problem of current gas-phase metallicity as it relates to the history of star
formation can begin to be addressed.
The key to relating QSO absorption lines to galaxies lies in obtaining observations in the redshift range
in which both can be well studied (z < 1). lIST will only begin to pursue such studies at high spectroscopic
resolution because of photon limitations and the low surface density of bright QSOs. Larger aperture space
telescopes such as LST will result in very substantial increases in the number of sources that can be studied.
The physical conditions in the absorbing interstellar medium of galaxies could be directly related to other
observable properties of the host galaxy. Unreddened B stars could be used to examine the interstellar
medium of Local Group galaxies for velocity structures in star-forming regions, for metallicity as a function
of star formation rate and history, and for gas phase depletion as a function of local metallicity.
With their high throughput and their capability for high-dispersion UV spectroscopy, LST and even
larger telescopes such as the 16 m NGST are well-suited to such studies. A strong scientific motivation for
LST is to raise QSO absorption line studies to the level where the chemical and dynamical evolution of
interstellar and halo gas can be determined as a function of cosmic time.
Stellar astrophysics.
One of the great triumphs of modern astrophysics was the development in the 1960s and 70s of a broad
understanding of the evolution of single stars from the gaseous cradle to the dense stellar grave. This rush of
progress followed from parallel developments in observation and theory. Technical advances made it possible
to measure stellar luminosities and temperatures accurately and simply, and to model the evolution of stars
in the lIertzsprung-Russell diagram with detailed numerical calculations.
Our understanding of the evolution of close binary stars, however, is still at the phenomenological level.
We can recognize main sequence stars at the start of their joint lives with the primary filling its Roche lobe;
we notice peculiar chemical signatures in some red giants that could be explained by binary mass transfer;
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we see spectacular displays from the accretion disks of dwarf novae; we suspect that the origin of Type I
supernovae is an endpoint of close binary evolution. A physical understanding of close binary evolution,
however, still awaits the crucial observations, in this case high angular resolution images of stars interacting
gravitationally.
Near-term observational progress in this field will come from recognition of hot and compact companions
of stars in the UV with HST, and from resolution of binaries with milliarcsec separations with the first
imaging interferometers. In the longer term we can look forward to imaging the nearest W UMa and U Gem
systems and investigating the accretion disks of cataclysmic variables. These observations call for 10 to 100
pas resolution.
High angular resolution astronomy will also challenge our understanding of single stars by revealing
surface structure and variability. These observations will call for more sophisticated models than the current
one-dimensionM approach.
Much more insight into the cooler phases of stellar evolution (most importantly, the evolution of
young pre-main sequence stars) followed the extension of observational techniques into the infrared. The
low background in space will allow substantial further gains. Near-IR observations could place valuable
constraints on the existence of baryonic dark matter.
There are important areas of stellar evolution that similarly await improved capability in the ultraviolet.
The evolution of very massive objects remains a subject of intense theoretical interest from the points of
view of both chemical evolution and black hole formation. The UV excesses in elliptical galaxies clearly call
for a real understanding of post-asymptotic-giant-branch evolution. A suitable laboratory for studying the
evolution of massive stars and post-AGB evolution exists in the Magellanic Clouds. An appropriate survey
is needed, as the hottest post-AGB stars currently go unrecognized because their optical energy distributions
are insensitive to temperature. An excellent example of the significance of the Magellanic Clouds for stellar
evolution was furnished by SN1987A, an event to which space astronomy was able to respond remarkably
well, and which produced a major leap forward in our knowledge of the evolution of massive stars. High
angular resolution observations are of special importance in the study of massive stars (such as R136a in
the 30 Dor star formation region) which need to be separated from their coeval companions.
Stellar populalions.
In the standard Big Bang cosmological model, baryonic matter forms as diffuse gas consisting almost
entirely of hydrogen and helium. Due to remarkable effects associated with gravity and nuclear processes,
baryons at the present epoch have become concentrated into stars within galaxies containing a full range
of chemical elements. Since lower mass stars have nuclear burning lifetimes that exceed the age of the
universe, information about the full evolution from a gaseous to a stellar universe is retained in the stellar
populations of nearby galaxies. Conversely, conditions at the time of galaxy formation, when the universe
was making the transition from gaseous to stellar states, can be ascertained from a solid understanding of
stellar populations in combination with sensitive observations of faint, high redshift objects.
Both of these approaches require an extension of knowledge of fundamental properties of normal stellar
populations. In the Galaxy the description of the stellar mass distribution function needs to be completed;
e.g., by reaching stars below the nuclear burning mass limit through determinations of the space densities of
brown dwarfs. A census of low luminosity, compact stellar remnants is also required, especially in very old
systems such as globular star clusters. Ancient white dwarfs, neutron stars, and black holes are significant,
both as semi-dark forms of baryonic matter and as indicators of the properties of stellar populations when
the Galaxy was young. Explorations of the extremes of the Galactic fiducial stellar population will require
multi-wavelength, high sensitivity observations, e.g., in the near infrared with HST and its successors to find
brown dwarfs, and across the EUV-UV-Visible to find old white dwarfs. Explorer-class missions could also
contribute to aspects of this problem. The search must reach V = 29 in the nearest globular clusters and a
magnitude fainter in the halo far from the Galactic disk. Claims that the halo of the Galaxy is non-baryonic
cannot be taken seriously until a census is complete lo at least this level.
A direct complement and check on the study of galaxy evolution by "looking back" at galaxies of
significant redshift is the determination of the star formation history of nearby galaxies. By measuring
the main sequence luminosity function down to one L o it is possible to determine the time-history of the
star formation rate in a stellar system over the last 5 billion years. To date the experiment has only been
performed in the solar neighborhood and in the Large Magellanic Cloud, but our understanding of the star
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formation history of all spiral galaxies is generalized from these results. An important goal is to extend
the experiment to the full sample of galaxies available in the Local Group. This requires imaging to V =
30 with spatial resolutions of O(10-20) milliarcsec - these requirements are beyond what will be achievable
with HST.
With such a limit, color-magnitude diagrams could be obtained in the nearest galaxies (M31, M32
and M33) to My > +5, below the main sequence turnoff for globular cluster-like populations. This would
enable age determinations to be obtained in the oldest populations of these galaxies. These ages constrain
the formation epoch of galaxies, and also constrain cosmologies. The initial mass function (IMF) could be
determined through much of the Galaxy (to masses ._ 0.1 M O out to several kpc). IMFs could be derived
from the luminosity function to Mv "_ +18 in the nearest globular clusters and to Mv ",, +12 in the LMC
and the SMC. The LST would meet the goal of imaging to V-30 mag. With a high-throughput camera it
would give S/N=10 measurements in 104 s in the visible (V) for large numbers of stars fainter than 30 mag
over a field of several square arcmins.
Once stellar populations have been properly sampled in nearby galaxies and the results placed in a
physical model, we will be in a better position to interpret hard won multi-waveband measurements of
the light from distant galaxies. Empirical models of stellar populations can be obtained most directly by
resolving individual stars throughout the UV-Visible-IR. Detailed physical studies of stellar populations are
currently carried out within the Galaxy. High angular resolution, multi-wavelength observatories in space
will extend these studies to Virgo supercluster galaxies, where a full range of morphological and evolutionary
galaxy classes can be sampled.
In addition, our knowledge of the frequency of formation of massive stars is biased to those which
are luminous at visible wavelengths. Really massive stars would not necessarily be those which are most
luminous visuMly; most of their radiation is emitted in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum which is
accessible only from space. Wide-field surveys in the UV would not only determine the distributions of hot
white dwarf and subdwarf stars in the Galaxy, but would also map the massive star distribution in the
Magellanic Clouds and other Local Group galaxies.
The galactic and extragalactic distance scale.
For the best part of this century astronomers have been ham-strung by the need to estimate the distances
to stars outside the solar neighborhood by indirect methods. This has often led to circular arguments by
assuming the astrophysical theory we were trying to test by observation! In the next decade we can begin to
find our way out of this historic impasse. By means of optical interferometry it will be possible to measure
the distance of every detectable star in the Galaxy geometrically. Ten/tas precision in positions is a realistic
goal for an astrometric Interferometric system. If we can determine the distances of a sample of Cepheids
and RR Lyrae variable stars in the Galaxy, we will improve the precision of the extragalactic distance scale
(which will be studied by ttST in the coming decade), and refine our estimate of the expansion age of the
Universe. Such astrometric precision would also permit measurement of the proper motions of Local Group
galaxies (and far beyond - even to Virgo!) and yield an accurate dynamical age and mass of the Local
Group.
For megaparsec distances the most reliable distance indicators are Cepheid variable stars. Using
Cepheids, liST with the WF/PC II will measure distances to the Virgo cluster (redshift 1000 km s-l). In
the last decade significant peculiar velocities have been measured for galaxies at redshifts of 3000 km s-1.
An accurate determination of the Hubble Constant requires that the expansion field be corrected for large
scale flow velocities. These are at present mapped with secondary distance indicators. The LST with its
significantly higher angular resolution would permit detection of Cepheids out to Coma. The LST would
permit our model of these flow velocities to be tested directly with Cepheid distances, an important check
on liST's It0.
A new technique that is based on measurement of the fluctuations in surface brightness that arise
because of statistical clumping of stars appears to result in very precise measurement of distances - possibly
to accuracies of 5%. This technique also has the potential for allowing valuable constraints to be placed on
the age and metallicity distribution in the stellar population. While liST, in conjunction with observations
from large ground-based telescopes, will probably allow precise measurements out to Coma, extension
beyond that will require larger space telescopes. The possibility that galaxies are clumped and structured
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on scales larger than 10,000 km s-1 and so will require accurate distance determinations to beyond such
velocities, is a further argument for LST, and its successor, the 16 m NGST
Nature of galaxy nuclei, A GNs, and QSOs.
It has been known for over a quarter of a century that many galaxies possess highly luminous nuclei.
QSOs are the most dramatic examples. More recently, it has become clear that this is a widespread
phenomenon and that the majority of galaxies, including our own, exhibit activity at some level. The
most common explanation of these phenomena involves black holes with masses between a 106 and 109 M o
orbited by extensive accretion disks. However, the black hole models remain unverified. A new generation
of UV-Visible space telescopes would place our understanding of active galactic nuclei on a firm footing and
should help us to develop theories of galaxy evolution that parallel existing theories of stellar evolution.
A 10s M o black hole has a size comparable with that of the Earth's orbit. So for the closest active
galaxies, at distances of order 10 Mpc, this subtends an angle -,, 10 -T arcsec, far too small to be resolved
by any telescope. However, its presence can be detected indirectly, through its dynamical influence on the
surrounding stars which move at ,,_ 10 -3 the speed of light and are therefore influenced out to a 106 black
hole radii, or -_ 0.1 arcsec for nearby galaxies with a 10 s M o black hole. Observation of this effect has been
attempted, with promising results, on a few nearby galaxies both active and inactive, using ground-based
observations where only a few resolution elements are possible. HST, with its tenfold increase in resolving
power but a lower sensitivity than ground-based telescopes, should allow some improvement to be made in
these measurements.
Observations with high dynamic range and angular resolution superior to _ 0.1 arcsec will be necessary
in order to weigh nuclear black holes and elucidate their fueling in a variety of galaxies (or to the contrary,
demonstrate that black holes are not responsible for nuclear activity).
Most AGN radiation appears in the UV and probably originates from the inner parts of an accretion
disk. UV emission is also responsible for exciting the broad emission lines that are the primary indication
of nuclear activity. Without data in the UV it has not been possible to measure AGN powers to better
than a factor of ten. In order to understand the compete spectrum of an AGN, it will be necessary to
observe high-redshift QSOs in the UV with magnitudes fainter than ,_ 19 mag, too dim to be seen with
Lyman-FUSE. This would enable photon energies as large as 60 eV in the QSO rest frame (within a factor of
two of the energies of photons observable in nearby AGN with X-ray telescopes like AXAF) to be detected.
These measurements should also provide crucial tests of theories of accretion disks.
Most QSO and Seyfert infrared radiation is now believed to be re-radiated by dust in orbit around the
active nucleus. For the closest active galaxies, the expected size of the 10 pm infrared source is _ 10 pc or
,,_ 0.1 arcsec. Fainter infrared emission may be detectable from closer low-luminosity AGNs.
Radio-loud QSOs and radio galaxies produce non-thermal jets, some of which have been detected at
visible and UV wavelengths. Lower power bipolar outflows have been observed from Seyfert galaxies and are
known to be related to the narrow emission line regions. Continuum imaging of visible and UV jets could
greatly clarify the particle acceleration mechanism. Line imaging may allow a determination of the outflow
speeds, which cannot be measured using radio techniques.
The required advances in angular resolution needed for both the spectroscopic and the imaging studies
must come from space-based interferometry. For example, a 50 m baseline deployable interferometer could
yield images with resolutions of 2 milliarcsec at 400 nm (5 × 1017 cm at Virgo). Ultimately 10 km baseline
interferometers on the moon may resolve accretion flows at optical wavelengths.
Formation and evolution of galazies at high redshifls.
A high-priority scientific objective for large space telescopes is the study of galaxies at high redshift.
The imaging and spectroscopy of galaxies at redshifts z > 1 is crucial for understanding how galaxies form
and evolve. While the epoch of galaxy formation is very uncertain, existing data suggests that the redshift
range of 2-4 is a particularly promising region for exploration. The recent results for radio galaxies, the deep
galaxy counts and color surveys, the long standing results from QSO studies, and the significant evolution
seen at redshifts z < 1 all support such a view, as do evolutionary N-body models.
In particular, these models and the data suggest that galaxy formation involves the interaction and
assemblage of galaxies from clumps. Galaxies as we know them today would build up through interactions
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and merging of such clumpy subunits. While such a view should be adopted with caution, it does give
guidelines as to the capabilities needed to detect, map and establish the physical and kinematic conditions
in protogalaxies. What is clear is that both resolution and sensitivity will be crucial, for spectroscopy as
well as for imaging. The characteristic scale of structure in galaxies is hundreds of parsecs. Resolutions that
match these scales are of particular importance for understanding the evolution of galaxies, since much of
the structure in galaxies occurs on such length scales of 100 pc to 1 kpc (e.g., star forming regions, spiral
arms, merger "arms and tails").
Thus resolutions substantially better than 1 kpc are required, with sufficient collecting area to obtain
images and spectra of objects fainter than 27 mag. IR observations will be important as the redshift moves
much of the information out beyond 1 #m. Cooled, low background telescopes are therefore necessary.
ttST will offer significant gains over ground-based observations when it is equipped with image-correcting
instruments, but will typically be limited by its light-gathering power to objects at z < 1 for this extremely
difficult problem. The 6 m LST and particularly the 16 m are highly suited to this task. They have the
combination of resolution and sensitivity needed to detect and measure structure in z :> 1 "galaxies". LST
will provide an essential intermediate step in capability from HST to allow continuing progress in this
fundamental area.
LST gives resolutions of 15 milliarcsec at 400 nm. A resolution of 15 milliarcsec corresponds to --_ 150 pc
resolution in galaxies at any redshifl, given currently accepted cosmological parameters. This is remarkable.
This is within a factor 2 of the resolution with which we see Virgo galaxies from the ground (1 arcsec is ,,_ 75
pc at Virgo). The resolution on high z objects would still be -,_ 1 kpc in the zodiacal background minimum
at 3/_m (see below). The 16 m NGST would improve on this, and bring its greater collecting area to bear
as well.
Simulations of the imaging power of the 16 m NGST are shown in Figure 1. These simulations were
made by Jim Gunn for "The Next Generation Space Telescope" workshop held in Baltimore in 1989.
Galaxies at a redshift z -,, 1 appear as though they were nearby objects being observed from the ground!
While ItST's abilities in this area are impressive compared to that available from the ground, the contrast
with the 16 m is striking.
The simulations were made using images for a typical nearby ScI-II spiral galaxy. They were made
assuming no luminosity evolution at a redshift z = 1 and for images taken in the rest-frame B-band
(observed at 9300 /_ with a 20% wide filter). They were assumed to be taken with a CCD camera with
realistic throughput and noise characteristics. With the wide field of the 16 m and mosaics of CCDs similar
to those now being obtained, hundreds of such galaxies could be imaged in each exposure. The galaxy frame
(of NGC 2903 at 10 Mpc) used in the simulations was taken in 0.8 arcsec seeing conditions; any worse and
the image would not have been adequate to simulate the capability of the 16 m at z = 1!
In addition to the resolving power and sensitivity of these telescopes, the low IR background will become
increasingly important for the study of high redshift objects. It is in the near-IR at around 3-4 pm that
the sky is darkest from space. This minimum occurs in the transition zone between zodiacal scattering and
emission. The background at 3-4 pm with a passively-cooled space telescope wilt be ,-_ 10 -6 of that from
the ground, a substantially greater gain than the 10 -3 decrease expected in the 1-2 #m region accessible to
HST.
The light from the stellar populations in very distant high-z galaxies will be redshifted into this
region, as will many of the important emission lines. Observations at these wavelengths are then of
particular importance since comparisons with nearby well-studied galaxies will require spectra and colors
that correspond to visible light in the rest-frame. Already, but with great difficulty because of the high
background, 2 pm observations from the ground are being used to try to determine the contribution of an
"old" stellar population in high-z objects.
The Second Generation IR camera for ttST (NICMOS) with its 1-2.5 pm imaging capability will allow
very substantial gains to be made, but the background from the "room temperature" HST and the limited
resolution (,,- 0.25" at 2.5 _um) will not allow HST to fully exploit the potential of space observations in
this region. The combination of low background, resolution and spectroscopic performance from a large
collecting area will likely prove essential if we are to probe this redshift range in a direct way. In other
words, telescopes such as LST and the NGST will probably be essential if we are to understand fully galaxy
formation and evolution in the redshift range z -_ 1-5 (or beyond to z > 5?).
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OF PO0_ QU_LtTY
Figure 1. Simulations of the potential imaging performance of HST and of a 16 m diffraction-limited telescope, for a z : 1
Sc spiral, a) Left panel. A three orbit (approximate 2 hours) exposure with HST and the WFC of the replacement camera,
the WF/PC-II. The (undersampled) resolution is about 1 kpc. b) Right panel. The 16 m with a 2 hour integration. The
imaging performance is spectactular. This is the resolution with which we image Virgo cluster galaxies from the ground.
Except for noise it is almost indistinguishable from the original CCD image of the 10 Mpc galaxy. The LST would have
intermediate performance.
Cosmology.
The fundamental cosmological parameters remain uncertain. Accurate measurements of the geometric
parameters (the tIubble constant /70 and the "deceleration" parameter qo), the age of the Universe to and
the density of the universe f_0 are needed. In addition, accurate abundances of the cosmologically important
elements, deuterium, lithium, and helium are also needed. Several of these problems have been addressed
earlier, particularly the determination of the Hubble constant and the limits on ages from age-dating the
oldest stellar populations. A key issue is the comparison of the cosmological clock with the stellar nuclear
clock.
The Deuterium abundance is a high priority for Lyman-FUSE, and one of its outstanding scientific
goals. The abundance of deuterium is a sensitive diagnostic of conditions in the early universe and its
determination is of particular interest for issues relating to the baryonic content of the Universe.
New approaches to establishing distances to distant galaxies that will utilize the spatial resolution
of HST, and subsequently LST, would allow tighter limits to be placed on q0- Examples are the use
of distant supernovae and those techniques that depend upon combinations of structural parameters and
kinematic data, such as the Fisher-Tully relation for spirals. A similar relation is now known for ellipticals.
Comparisons of qo with f_0 (determined locally from large-scale motions), and also of to with H0 and f_0
are likely to have interesting cosmological implications (i.e., the value of A). Fundamental tests of the
simplest Big Bang cosmological models will be made by combining data on the formation epoch of galaxies,
inferred from observations of distance galaxies and from the ages of populations in nearby galaxies, with
these determinations of II0, q0 and _0.
The nature of the dark matter remains enigmatic. While many tests will be performed by ground-based
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surveys (e.g., for brown dwarfs and microlensing) the spatial resolution available from space telescopes will
play a crucial role in defining the dark matter distribution in galaxies and clusters (and elsewhere) through
gravitational lensing studies.
Another area of considerable interest for its cosmological implications is the question of structure in
the universe. The large-scale clustering of galaxies poses particularly challenging theoretical constraints.
These are becoming increasingly difficult to reconcile with current models. If significant structure really
exists on scales greater than 10 4 km s-1 careful mapping of the distances of large samples of galaxies will
be required. Developing accurate distance measurements will require application to samples at z ,,_ 0.1.
Many of these techniques require high spatial resolution and so need space telescopes, such as HST, LST
and interferometers.
Such telescopes will also have a particular role to play in investigations of the evolution of structure with
time, both directly at high redshift and through measurement of QSO absorption lines. The characteristics
of galaxies at higher redshift as a function of galaxy density will be of particular interest.
The determination of the shape, amplitude and origin of the fluctuation spectrum will be potentially
the most significant link between astrophysical constraints and work of the particle physics community with
the supercollider. The observational difficulty of answering these cosmological questions and deriving the
fundamental parameters will require a concerted long-term ground and space-based program.
II. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SCIENCE PROGRAM.
The UV, Visible and near-IR region lies at the center of contemporary astrophysics. This is due in part
to the vast historical base of information and understanding that has been developed over the last century
of observations with ground-based telescopes, and the last few decades of exploratory UV observations. It
is also due to the physical nature of the universe, in that much of the baryonic matter in the universe can
be studied and diagnosed through its radiation in this region. Space astronomy in the 1990s and into the
next century offers opportunites in this regime for fundamental improvements in our ability to probe and
understand the universe. The Great Observatories program, with HST at its heart, exemplifies the central
role that UV, Visible and near-IR region plays. EUVE and Lyman-FUSE further demonstrate the potential
of missions in this region.
With the launch of HST a new era has begun for space astronomy. The initial steps have proven to
be more difficult than should have been the case. However, liST's optical problems, while serious, can be
overcome in part, and will likely result in a telescope that can meet most of its original objectives. The
importance of large space observatories should not be lost in the discussions that result from this failure.
The problem did not result from the requirements outstripping the available technology, but was a failure of
testing and oversight. The complexity of the management of large projects should not be underestimated.
The HST experience indicates that the management, review and oversight process needs to be given as
much visibility as the technical challenges that face a project of such scope. The success of the high energy
physics community both here and in Europe in managing large, complex scientific projects at the forefront
of technology shows that such projects can be successfully carried out. It is crucial that the lessons from
these projects and the experience with HST be taken to heart by all the participants in future projects.
In particular, the full involvement of the scientific and engineering resources of the science community is
essential.
A coherent long-term program driven by scientific and technical opportunites needs to be developed
and implemented to build upon this first Observatory mission. A central element of such a program would
be a continuing series of long-lived missions that are directed at tackling and solving the fundamental issues
of astrophysics. These include the formation of stars and planetary systems, the formation and evolution
of galaxies, and the structure and geometry of the universe. To do so will require that we fully exploit the
potential of space observatories. While new technologies and launch capability will be needed, substantial
gains can be made through incremental utilization of developments in these areas.
While observatories like HST are central to the program, a crucial element is a parallel program of
continuing missions that explore and exploit areas that are not possible with large observatories. Examples
are spectroscopic and imaging systems in the far UV and the EUV; the potential of high spatial resolution
offered by interferometers; the gains from precision astrometry of large samples of objects; concurrent
observations across a broad wavelength region, particulary of time-dependent phenomena; and all-sky
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surveys for both point sources and for low-surface brightness structures. As COBE has recently shown and
as EUVE and Lyman-FUSE will show, data of great importance to astrophysics can be obtained within the
very cost-effective directed missions of the Explorer class.
Such missions also can play a critical role in both the technical and managerial training of scientists,
instrumentalists and technologists. Such training and experience is necessary for the synergism needed
between the science community, industry and government that is critical for the long term health of a space
science program, and for future Observatory-class missions. A complementary, viable and dynamic program
of Explorer-class missions managed and implemented by PI teams is an essential component of the overall
program.
The Observatory-class mission program begins with HST. Its potential must be realized through
the implementation of image-correcting instruments, starting with the WF/PC II. The Second Generation
instruments, the near-infrared camera and spectrograph NICMOS, and particularly the imaging spectrograph
STIS should be redesigned, developed and implemented as quickly as possible. A state-of-the-art Third
Generation instrument set should follow the Second Generation instruments. An advanced camera would
be an example of such an instrument. The importance of optimizing the operational effectiveness of HST
should not be overlooked. It will pay handsome scientific dividends. HST must be supported until its
successor is available, so that its crucial capabilities in the UV, Visible and the near-IR are not lost in the
era of the Great Observatories.
The problems associated with HST emphasize the need for an early development of its successor, the
Large Space Telescope, LST. The LST would be a 6 m-class passively-cooled UV-Visible-IR space telescope.
Substantial gains in capability and science productivity are possible through implementation of developing
technologies, and through its location in High Earth Orbit (HEO). It is recommended that this be a truly
international partnership amongst the major space nations. With the global interdependence of nations, and
the dramatic changes which are leading to common interests, such a scientific venture could act to cement
these common goals in this last frontier.
Planning and development of its successor must begin soon if it is to be available within 5 years of the
nominal end of HST's life. The experience gained with HST and the maturing of instrumental and optics
technologies should allow us to build a substantially more powerful successor to HST on a shorter timescale
and at reduced cost relative to HST. We recommend that a compacl, passively-cooled telescope be planned for
deployment in PO09. With concept development and planning beginning in 1993 and a new start in 1999,
the launch of LST in 2009 is a realistic goal.
The compact design of LST in HEO and the use of optics and control technologies unavailable for HST
should lead to an overall weight comparable to HST. Its instruments can be developments of the mature
technologies that will be used for the Second and Third Generation HST instruments. By passive-cooling to
,-_ 100°K, LST will have a background at the zoclical light minimum at 3 pm that is six orders of magnitude
less than from both HST and the ground. Images of 10 milliarcsec at 0.25 pm could be expected from
improved optical performance.
Finally, the program leads to the implementation of an observatory of astonishing power, the Next
Generation Space Telescope (NGST), a 16 m UV-Visible-IR telescope. The technical and logistical challenges
of such an observatory are substantial, but they are by no means insurmountable. We should also utilize
some of the technological developments for the 16 m in the 6 m successor to HST. By so doing we will not only
obtain a telescope of substantially improved capability, but will further refine the technologies in a working
observatory. The modular nature of a 16 m telescope and the required long life make the Lunar Outpost a
natural location for the NGST, particularly if it is combined with a very large km-scale interferometer. The
km-scale interferometer complements NGST and allows for study of outstanding astrophysical phenomena
on microarcsec to milliarcsec scales that cannot be reached by other means.
The goal of these wide ranging efforts is deeper understanding of the universe. Scientific understanding
comes through careful data analysis, extensive modeling and concurrent theoretical developments. Only
if such activities are adequately funded can the great investment in facilities be appropriately redeemed.
Long-term funding for students, researchers and for the equipment necessary for their research programs is
a crucial element of the program. We applaud the very substantial gains made in this area within NASA
over the last few years. Such funds should continue to be routinely associated with new missions and
observatories at a level that allows the scientific returns to be commensurate with the cost of these missions.
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All-sky access to ground-based telescopes for a variety of observations, but notably spectroscopic follow-
up, will continue to be needed. Spectroscopic observations are invariably time-consuming, but provide
the physical information needed for understanding. The unique capabilities provided by high-performance
spectrographs on space observatories, will need to be complemented by efficient spectrographs on large
ground-based telescopes; they will be needed into the indefinite future. Continuing access to large 4+ m
ground-based telescopes in both hemispheres, and the funding necessary to support those programs is an
essential element of the astrophysics program.
High performance optics are a central component of all instruments in this wavelength range. The
scientific goals demand more difficult, larger and smoother optics. Weight will continue to be a concern,
particularly as the gains to be realized from HEO operation and beyond become a driver for missions. A
further concern driving one beyond LEO (Low Earth Orbit) will be the increasingly high probability of
damaging collisions with space debris. As optics and hence structures get larger the difficulty of pointing and
tracking increases. Moving away from fine pointing by body pointing to fine pointing with an optical element
is a very desirable goal. All these concerns lead to the need for lightweight optics with high performance
surfaces with active elements. The need for a technology development and demonstration program is clear.
It will return great value across missions of all scales in the UV-IR region.
III. THE OBSERVATORY-CLASS MISSIONS.
The science objectives call for an enhanced program of long-lived, large telescopes with imaging and spectro-
scopic capability from the UV to the mid-IR, lIST is the first of this new class of Observatories. It would be
followed by the 6 m LST and ultimately by the 16 m NGST. The crucial elements for this decade, beyond
liST's image-compensating instruments and its optimization, are the third-generation instruments for lIST
and the start of LST, the 6 m successor to lIST.
HST.
HST is the premier instrument of NASA's Great Observatory series and will be the cornerstone of the
space UV, Optical and Near-infrared program for the 1990s. In performance and overall capability, HST has
the potential to surpass all other space and ground facilities operating between 0.12-2 pm in this decade.
Only in visible and near-IR spectroscopic capability will it be challenged by the new 8-10 m ground-based
telescopes. It is crucial that that potential be realized by new instruments that will restore and extend
its imaging and spectroscopic performance. HST's sensitivity and resolution will link future observations
at other wavelengths from both ground and space. Its intended lifetime (15 years) will span the entire
generation of Great Observatories (lIST, GRO, AXAF, and SIRTF).
The scientific returns possible from I/ST require that we restore its optical performance with new
instruments, and maintain and refurbish the Observatory and its supporting systems until its successor has
been launched or is in the final development phase (late Phase C/D).
The replacement camera, the WF/PC II, should be completed and implemented as soon as possible.
It is also crucial to accelerate the development of the two Second Generation scientific instruments, the
NICMOS and the STIS. These should be completed rapidly and deployed as early as possible - by 1995-6.
They not only bring very large gains in capability to HST, but will help to restore much of the lost capability.
The breadth of the science program of ItST attests to the power of observatories in space. For example,
HST is expected to play a key role in finally determining an accurate value for the I/ubble constant. The use
of QSOs to explore the intergalactic medium in the young universe as well as of the gaseous components of
young galaxies will also be greatly enhanced by our ability to explore like environments at current epochs.
We will be able to relate the absorption-line systems to objects that can be studied directly from HST and
the ground, thereby helping us to understand those objects in the young universe that contribute to the
high-redshift absorption-line systems.
The parallel mode surveys that can be made with the cameras on FIST have the potential for making
major discoveries. While the images will be of great value for elucidating the structure of distant galaxies
and for establishing the distribution of stars throughout the Galaxy, they are likely to surprise us since the
images will be taken serendipitously.
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The operational support will be as challenging and as critical to its scientific productivity as the
performance of the major spacecraft elements. NASA and the scientific community have made considerable
investments in the Observatory and the science and mission operations systems which will sustain the 15 year
scientific mission. It is critical that these efforts be continued, and, in addition, that the M&R (Maintenance
and Refurbishment) program maintain and improve the Observatory so that its 15 year mission is productive
and fully complementary to its sister Great Observatories.
The goal of these efforts is to maximize the scientific productivity of liST over its 15 year lifetime.
This involves providing responsive and efficient spacecraft and science operations, including scientific
capabilities and improvements to science efficiency that are not yet available. Near-term examples that
are being implemented to meet the original goals of HST are improved support of planetary observations
and parallel observational capability with the cameras. By optimizing science planning though improved
planning software, a 66% increase in the amount of useful observing time is potentially available. Continued
refurbishment of the spacecraft, orbit and ground systems will be essential if the high level of scientific
productivity is to be maintained.
A strong data analysis program is required, as is the rapid diffusion of the scientific results. Important
elements of this are the development of the HST data archive, and the adequate support of General Observers
and Archival Researchers working on analysis of HST data. Every effort should be made to educate and
involve the next generation of scientists in HST activities.
Third Generation Instruments for lIST.
A third generation of instruments should be planned for an M&R mission later in the decade. These
also will play a major role in ensuring the continuing high productivity of HST. While the selection should
be made through peer review, examples of likely instruments could be:
An Advanced Camera. A more sensitive camera with better sampling of the corrected PSF (Point
Spread Function) in both the UV and the visible would be a major improvement over that expected for
the WF/PC II. liigher performance in the UV would require a large visible-blind array detector with good
dynamic range or the development of visible-blocking filters. Higher performance in the visible requires
CCDs with efficient coatings over broad wavelength ranges and lower readout and dark noise. Incorporation
of a narrow-band imaging capability across a wide field could provide new insights in many areas, for
example, AGNs, star forming regions and distant clusters. This might be accomplished with a Fabry-Perot
system or an Acousto-Optical Filter.
A high performance Spectrograph. STIS is an excellent example of the spectroscopic gains that can
be made with contemporary technology. Further gains are possible. One potentially very valuable area
for improvement is multiobject capability with a programmable multislit system. This would overcome the
current restriction to observing one target at a time. The multiobject system could utilize fibers, slits, or
more generic technologies that would allow arbitrary-shaped entrance apertures to be defined (based, for
example, on liquid-crystal-like technology). Substantial gains in effective throughput would result from such
techniques. Spectropolarimetry is also an area that could be valuable to explore. Cosiderable scientific
return could result from having linear and circular potarimetric capability, far UV capability, very high
spectral resolutions (106), and from fully utilizing the high angular resolution of liST in the UV and visible.
LST - the 6 In Successor to HST.
The scientific case for enhanced Observatory-class capability in the UV-IR region is overwhelming. The
panel strongly recommends that a 6 m-class telescope be launched in the first decade of the nezt century.
Substantial gains in capability can be realized at a cost comparable to lIST. Building upon the advances
in technology and instrumentation, the 6 m LST would offer a substantial performance boost over HST,
while not being strongly dependent on as-yet to be developed technology. The improvements in optics
technology, the maturing of detectors and instruments, and the technical and managerial experience gained
in the nearly two decades since HST was designed, will make LST an affordable project, even though the
primary optic is significantly larger. Tremendous gains in sensitivity in the near-IR would accrue from a
passively-cooled optical system. The operational complexity and cost can also be substantially reduced by
placing the telescope in liEO.
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As noted throughout the science discussion in §I, LST can have a substantial impact in almost every
area of endeavor, from cosmology to planetary systems. While the testing of the existence of truly Earth-like
planets will await 16 m class telescopes and interferometrie techniques, very substantial gains can be made
with LST in the area of planetary system studies in the Solar neighborhood within .._ 10 pc. It is clear that
major issues can be addressed in the areas of the ISM and its evolution with time, in stellar astrophysics, in
star forming regions, in studies of activity in galaxies, and in stellar population studies. In this latter area
thresholds are passed that allow for the study of populations in nearby galaxies that will establish how such
galaxies form and evolve. The constraints placed on the ages of the oldest populations also help determine
the age of the universe. Since the Hubble constant will be well in hand by the time LST is launched this also
allows constraints to be placed on other fundamental cosmological parameters (e.g., f_0). Its image quality
and infrared sensitivity combine to give it the power for studying galaxies in their youth, and even during
formation, that far exceeds that of HST and any ground-based facilities.
With improvements in optical fabrication techniques, the wide-angle scattered light in the UV and
visible from residual small scale surface structures could be substantially decreased below that expected
for HST (after correction of the spherical aberration). This would have major implications for the science
program. The UV gains would result in improvements in the imaging capability - 10 milliarcsec resolution
at 0.25 pm is a reasonable goal for a 6 m. The dynamic range that would result from lower scattering would
have immediate advantages for detecting large planets and protostellar disks, as well as for the study of
QSOs and AGNs. It would be ideally suited to stellar studies with its sensitivity (10:i S/N) of 30 mag in
104 s in the V band for unresolved sources. Its power for galaxy studies, particularly distant galaxies, can
be estimated from Figure 1, where its capabilities would fall between HST and the 16 m NGST.
The use of active optical elements would greatly reduce the difficulty of developing a pointing and
tracking system to satisfy the more stringent requirements of this telescope. The structural requirements
would be relaxed also by the use of an active optical system. The varying thermal loads of LEO would be
eliminated, as would the effects of aerodynamic drag. The complexity of the power system is eased in HEO.
Furthermore, body-mounted solar arrays could be used.
Passive cooling could greatly enhance its IR performance. If the telescope could be cooled to the vicinity
of 150°K, it would allow background-limited performance to beyond 3 pm where the zodical background is
at its minimum (between scattering and emission). Cooling to .._ 100°K would result in outstanding gains
in the mid-IR at 10 #m and beyond. Passive cooling to this level would be quite possible in tIEO. Its IR
sensitivity would be high. If it is cooled to 100°K its 3 #m sensitivity (S/N = 1; 500 s integration) would be
15 nJy, and its 10 #m sensitivity would be 2 pJy, _. 30X and 3X, respectively, the sensitivity of SIRTF in
the near-IR. With its higher resolution (> 6x that of SIRTF) it will build upon the science programs and
discoveries of SIRTF.
Difficulties will arise in fabricating and testing large optics for use at those temperature, but an even
more challenging goal (< 100°K) is being set for the 16 m, and so technological development needs to occur
in this area. The scientific gains are large. The background would be reduced by six orders-of-magnitude at
3 microns compared to that typical of ground-based telescopes.
With the developments in detector technology, particularly with CCDs and near-IR detectors, photon-
limited wide field imagers and spectroscopic systems that approach theoretical limits appear to be quite
feasible. Particular attention will need to be given to the operation of detectors in the higher radiation
environment of high earth orbit. This is an open question, but it has been argued that the low read noise and
the high charge transfer efficiency of contemporary detectors allow multiple short exposures that minimize
the effect of high particle rates. The Second and Third Generation instruments for HST will lead to mature
technologies for detectors and instruments that can readily be applied to a smaller complement of versatile
instruments for the LST.
The complexity of the ground system for HST is driven largely by the many constraints of LEO
operation (which in turn was dictated by the use of the Shuttle for deployment and on-orbit maintenance).
A substantial fraction of HST's cost has occured as a result of these constraints and complexities. Operations
costs and the costs of maintenance will eventually dominate the total program cost. Not only does operation
in LEO incur large cost penalties, but the intrinsic efficiency loss also compromises the science program and
the science productivity of the telescope. The cost of operating and maintaining HST will exceed $150M
per year, not including the support for data analysis. A high priority goal for future space science missions
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Figure 2. A schematic of the 6 m HEO LST. Apparent are the compact dimensions that result from the use of both a fast
primary and the short bMtle that is practical in HEO. A preliminary analysis of the weight of such a telescope indicates that
it would be comparable to that o] HST.
should be access to HEO. Operations costs for a HEO LST would be reduced to a small fraction of that
above.
The total cost of HST has been quoted as being in the vicinity of $1.5B to $2B. What is usually
not realized is that a very substantial fraction of the cost of HST has been incurred by the ground and
operational system software and hardware costs, and by the engineering analysis, spare parts inventory and
additional management needed for the M&R program. Both these elements are driven primarily by HST's
location in LEO. An additional factor was the lack of maturity of instrumental and spacecraft technology
and the lack of experience with such a large, complex spacecraft. While it is not clear what the actual
costs are, reasonable estimates place the ground and operational system costs at ,,- $400M and comparable
amounts for the M&R program. Thus the actual cost of the flight hardware system of HST is closer to $1B
than $2B. This provides a valuable baseline number for discussions related to the cost of LST.
Why should the cost of LST not be proportionally larger by the usual scaling laws? There are several
very good reasons why the LST as discussed here would lie on a very different cost curve from HST. An
obvious one is that HST is the first of the UV-Visible Great Observatories, and that it is based on technology
that is now nearing 20 years in age. We have learnt a lot since ttST was conceived, and technologies in many
areas have advanced significantly (e.g., optics, electronics, computers and control systems, and instruments).
Such technological advances will make a very significant difference to" the construction and operation of LST.
Another useful guide to cost has been spacecraft weight. A preliminary analysis of the likely weight of an
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Figure 3. An artist's conception of the 6 m LST in HEO.
HEO LST, (of the design shown in figures 2 and 3) is that it will be comparable to HST. While not obvious
at first sight, this result is quite plausible.
The technological developments that lead to substantial weight savings over HST are many. In addition,
substantial efficiencies accrue from operation in HEO. Together they make a dramatic difference. First,
new optics polishing and fabrication technologies (ion polishing; stressed lap polishing) will lead to lighter,
higher-performance optics. Second, a simpler structural support for the secondary with active location to
compensate for modest thermal and aging variations leads to a lighter and less demanding optical assembly.
Third, the fast focal ratio leads to a short structure and a very short baffle because of the HEO location.
Earth and Sun angles of 90°are realistic in HEO. Fourth, the instruments can be comparable to those
in HST, and could well be modest developments from the HST Second and Third Generation systems.
Fifth, the power requirements are lower and much less complex because there is no rapid charge-discharge
battery cycling. Sixth, more durable and reliable body-mounted solar panels would be used. Seventh,
HEO operation plus an active optical element for fine pointing combined with large area detectors for field
acquisition and guiding will greatly simplify the PCS (Pointing and Control System). This has been one
of the most demanding elements of HST. Finally, by taking the step to a non-man-rated, non-maintainablc
Observatory (except possibly for robotic replacement of cryogens, for example, if active cooling systems do
not reach maturity) considerable further savings can accrue.
While we have discussed the LST as being a single all-purpose UV to mid-IR telescope, it has been
suggested that it may well be cheaper to design and configure two spacecraft, one for the UV-Visible and
the other for the Visible-IR. This is not obviously the case. Cost tradeoff studies need to be undertaken to
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establish the most cost-effective and timely route to fruition of the program. Meanwhile the LST will be
discussed as being a single UV-Visible-IR telescope.
The surfacing of a major optical problem with HST has emphasized again that the successful completion
of a project of this scale is more than just the application of sophisticated technology. The optics problem is
but the most obvious of many such examples throughout the IIST program. Problems and mistakes are to be
expected in projects of such scale. The process must have mechanisms that allow for the early identification
and rapid correction of such occurences. The complexity of such projects brings with it a challenge for
the oversight, review and testing that is comparable in difficulty to the technology developments. This
challenge must be faced squarely, and must be given the same level of attention as that required for the
technological developments. The lesson to be learnt from t/ST (and from the success of even larger high
energy physics projects and others) is that the management must be done by experienced people with deep
technical backgrounds and a long-term commitment to the program. In addition, it must involve fully the
end users of the mission in the process. That is, it must involve the scientific and engineering resources
of the scientific community. The lessons from HST should not be neglected as we move ahead with large
projects like LST.
The current state of launch vehicles is in flux. The envelope and weight requirements for such a spacecraft
could easily be met by the larger members of the US ALS/HLV (Advanced Launch System/Heavy Lift
Vehicle) ELV (Expendable Launch Vehicle) program. Shuttle-C also could be configured to accommmodate
such an envelope. Whether it will is unknown. The Soviet Energia could easily launch such a payload to
ttEO. The options for an appropriate upper stage for orbit circularization need to be investigated further.
Further orbit tradeoff studies along the lines of those done for SIRTF need to be carried out.
The essential and central role of an UV-Visible-IR observatory in astrophysics makes this a natural
program for an international collaboration. It should receive very widespread scientific support. Furthermore,
it has the capability, longevity, and "presence" to be attractive as a truly international scientific venture for
the first decade of the new century.
Next-Generation 16 m Telescope.
Some of the most demanding scientific goals are beyond the power of even a 6 m space telescope. For
a range of questions of fundamental significance it is clear that a telescope as large as 16 m is required.
The NGST, Next Generation Space Telescope, would be a passively-cooled, diffraction-limited, telescope
instrumented for the UV-Visible to the mid-IR. It would have unprecedented power for tackling a wide
range of the most fundamental astrophysical problems, from the detection and spectroscopic observation of
Earth-like planets to the structure of (forming?) galaxies at redshifts z approaching those of the highest
redshift QSOs.
The investment in such a telescope would require it to be a long-lived facility. As such it would naturally
form a part of the science program for the Lunar Outpost. In addition, very real advantages accrue for such
a telescope from the use of the Moon as a base. The stability and isolation from noise sources afforded by
the moon could be crucial if its ultimate performance is to be achieved. It could also be combined with the
proposed very large interferometer. The combination of the NGST and the km scale interferometer is one
that pays substantial scientific dividends. The NGST would enhance the sensitivity of the interferometer
with its large collecting area. The ability to provide data for complex strucutres on scales of 5 milliarcsec to
arcminutes also enhances the utility of the interferometer. It then provides a natural overlap in resolution
with data from ground-based telescopes and from space telescopes in other wavebands.
While initial studies may focus on the development of such a telescope as part of the Lunar Outpost
program, these studies should be generic in nature. If the Lunar Outpost program fails to develop an
attached, large, long-term scientific capability, the developments can be utilized for space missions.
The telescope would have a lightweight, segmented primary with active wavefront sensing and control for
diffraction-limited performance, into the UV if technically feasible. The optics are particularly challenging
because of the objective of detecting and studying Earth-like planets. This will require low-scattering optics
for high dynamic range. As for the 6 m, the structure and opticswould be passively-cooled but now to less
than 100°K to maximize the contrast for the planet detection and measurement program. Per resolution
element the background would be 21 mags less than thai on the ground to beyond 10/lm, i.e., --, 10 -s that
for ground-based observations of unresolved sources.
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With a collecting area that is 44 times that of HST, the sensitivity for unresolved sources is remarkable.
The visible background is ,,_ 32 mag per resolution element, i.e., ,_ 10 -4 that for ground-based observations.
In the V-band, unresolved objects could be measured with 10:1 S/N in 104 s to 32.5 mag! The sun could
be detected with 10:1 S/N at 3.5 Mpc, and a 10-day cepheid at 200 Mpc. A z = 2, Mv = -21.5 normal
galaxy containing an 18th mag QSO could be detected at 5:1 S/N, all for 104 s integrations. The simulations
in Figure 1 graphically demonstrate the power of this telescope. Its 3 pm sensitivity (S/N -- 1; 500 s
integration) would be -,_ 3 nJy, while at 10 #m it would < 0.5 pJy.
With reasonable projections from current detector technology, mosaics of detectors could be used in
wide-field cameras to give fields of several arcmin in size with diffraction-limited images. Resolutions would
range from less than 3 milliarcsec in the UV to 50 milliarcsec in the zodical background "window" at 3-4
#m. High performance spectrographs would complement the imagers. As in HST, multiplexed operation of
the instruments would allow for surveys of unprecedented sensitivity.
IV. MODERATE AND SMALL MISSIONS.
The Observatory-class missions cannot stand alone. Many scientific programs call for specific capabilities
that cannot be accommodated in the large versatile telescopes. Examples such as EUVE and Lyman-FUSE
abound. Frequent access to space for high scientific merit programs that can address a specific problem will
remain central to the goals of the UV-Visible-IR space astronomy program. Specific examples follow.
Delta-class Explorers.
Missions of the Delta-class have played a crucial role in many areas of astrophysics. They will continue
to do so. The panel strongly recommends that the Delta-class Explorer program be enhanced so as to allow
more frequent missions with shorter development times.
The following §V, which deals with the ongoing program, discusses some excellent examples of current
Explorer missions (EUVE and Lyman-FUSE).
Examples of possible future Delta-class Explorers clearly show that the scientific payback is very large
from an enhanced Explorer program. While the panel believes that the following examples would all provide
excellent and much needed scientific returns, they also feel that the most appropriate approach to the
selection of Explorer missions, both Delta-class and smaller, is through peer review. The examples of
forefront scientific missions (in no priority order) are an all-sky UV Survey that matches the resolution of
the current ground-based Schmidt surveys, a wide-field astrometric system with sub-milliarcsecond accuracy
on small and large scales, a multi-waveband system with the ability for simultaneous observations from the
X-ray through the UV, and a very high spectral resolution instrument for ISM studies.
The lack of an all-sky survey in the UV is striking. While EUVE will map the region below 900/_, the
1000/_ to 3000/_ range remains unmapped. Ideally the ,_ 1 arcsec resolution all-sky Schmidt surveys now
available in the visible from the ground should be matched. A 1 m-class wide-field instrument would reach
hot stars as faint as mv = 26, and would provide a vast database of scientific value in its own right, as well
as providing sources for further study with HST and LST. It would provide a quantitative database of UV
point and diffuse objects that will enable statistical studies of hot stars, UV-bright extragalactic sources
and diffuse sources throughout our own and other galaxies. Such a quantitative survey also needs to be
undertaken from the ground in the visible with CCD detector mosaics. The resulting large color baseline
(UV-V) would have particular value for stellar population studies. While the demands on detector and data
handling technologies are large and may have limited the feasibility of such a program in the past, the rapid
maturation of such technologies has made such a program much more realistic.
A similar survey should also be carried out at 2 pm. Future emphasis on the IR through SIRTF, LST
and the NGST makes this an important goal. The first such survey should be carried out from the ground.
However, the reduction in sky brightness in space by three orders of magnitude from that on the ground
would result in very substantial gains in the depth of such a survey. Continuing development of IR array
detectors will make a second space-based survey a practical proposition in the future.
Accurate reference frames, distances and space velocities are fundamental. Beyond a certain threshold
the opportunities for very significant and even fundamental gains in l_nowledge are available. An astrometric
system that can determine positions of stellar objects with submilliarcsec accuracy is an example. This would
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ideally be usable both for establishing a wide-field reference frame and for small scale mapping. It would
have substantial impact on our confidence in the distance scale, age dating and evolutionary results drawn
from stellar population studies and on the structure of the Galaxy. It would be a very valuable precursor
to the more ambitious and more costly interferometric systems which can lead us into the microarcsecond
range.
Many astronomical objects emit simultaneously across a wide range of wavelengths. For objects in
which such activity occurs on timescales of seconds, minutes and even hours, concurrent observations are
difficult to obtain because of the problems of scheduling multiple instruments. An instrument which allows
simultaneous spectroscopic observations from the X-ray to the UV, and possibly into the Visible would play
a particularly valuable role in understanding time-variable phenomena in a variety of astrophysical systems.
The scientific objectives would include understanding the physical processes occuring in accretion disks, such
as boundary layer phenomena, and the conversion of magnetic energy to relativistic particles and heat, the
characteristics of the matter and radiation environment around highly condensed stars, the physics of the
activity on stellar surfaces and within their coronae, and, on longer timescales, the dynamics and physics of
the activity in active galactic nuclei. Simultaneous observations by co-aligned modest-sized instruments on
the same satellite in HEO will permit uninterrupted long-duration observations of the intrinsic variability
of plasma at 104 °K to l0 s °K in these sources. This is not feasible with separate satellites in low Earth
orbit. Furthermore, a quick response could be made for targets of opportunity such as novae, supernovae,
and outbursts in cataclysmic variables and X-ray binaries.
Another area which could benefit from an Explorer-class mission is a spectroscopic study of the
Interstellar Medium at very high resolving powers. At the velocity resolution needed, less than 1 km s-1 , the
spectral resolutions required are of the order l06. Even though bright stars can be used for such observations,
any substantial mapping requires many sources and considerable time to carry out the program. This area
has been the focus of numerous rocket experiments, but an orbital mission would clearly result in substantial
gains in the number of lines of sight and features that could be studied.
The advantages of orbits beyond LEO for Observatory-class misions also apply to these smaller missions.
The returns from IUE attest to the value of HEO. The scientific return from the HEO missions is sufficiently
high that as the plans for future launch capability are developed every effort should be made to include the
means for ready access to HEO for Explorer-class vehicles. This is particulary prudent since the probability
of damage in LEO from collisions with space debris is increasing significantly and is projected to approach
unity for tong-lived missions.
Another issue is the currently planned use of a single Explorer platform for three Explorers, namely
EUVE, XTE and Lyman-FUSE. An expanded Delta-class Explorer program would provide the funds to
allow the acquisition of a dedicated spacecraft for Lyman-FUSE. This is an attractive option given the
potential scientific productivity of Lyman-FUSE and the risks associated with two manned Shuttle missions
to service the platform (see also the Lyman-FUSE discussion in §V).
The primary goal of the moderate-sized program is to improve access to space for the many high-priority
scientific objectives. Enhancement in this area would be directed towards:
(1) Improving the frequency of missions;
(2) Reducing the time to implement the mission;
(3) Giving the PI more direct oversight and responsibility for the mission, with the goal of greater training
and reducing time and cost.
The scientific case for more frequent Delta-class Explorer missions is very strong. While augmentation
of the program is primarily focused towards a higher mission frequency, two other elements, (2) and (3)
above will play a crucial role in containing costs and improving the extremely high educational and technical
training value of such missions.
Reducing the time an Explorer mission spends in the queue preparing for launch is very important.
The timely response to new scientific initiatives through the exploitation of contemporary technology is
a defining goal of the Explorer program. The rationale for the program is undercut when high-priority
missions strech out well beyond a decade, as Lyman-FUSE has done. To lessen the lag before missions can
be carried out will require both an increase in resources for the program as a whole and changes in program
and budget planning. Ideally, the length of an Explorer Project should be determined only by the technical
development schedule, but in practice the time to implement a project is determined by programmatic and
budgetary considerations. As a consequence, the lifetime of a project is often much longer than it needs
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to be. The Explorer Program should be examined to find planning and management techniques which will
reduce the average time in the queue. This will probably mean fewer missions in the queue at any moment,
but more rapid motion through the queue. As part of this change, projects presently in the queue should be
accelerated in order to reduce the lag time. Acceleration will require more overall resources. However, it will
also require good planning and finding the best way to concentrate resources on a limited set of missions,
although for a shorter time.
Acceleration of the Explorer Program has several advantages. Shorter implementation times lead to
more rapid scientific progress. In addition, the cost of a project will be reduced for two reasons: first, there is
always a core group of critical personnel which must be supported despite programmatic changes and delays;
and second, long implementation times increase the probability of changes (e.g., in launch vehicle or mission
operations) which increase the total cost of the mission. More rapid progress will also encourage the most
talented and creative instrumentalists to participate. Indeed, their participation is necessary to produce
the highest quality instrumentation for this program. Thus, a different approach to the programmatic and
project management will not only speed the development of the science, it will produce better missions and
reduce costs per mission.
The third element of the enhanced Explorer program is the much deeper involvement of the PI and
his or her team. With such involvement, these programs can educate those involved and develop the
experience base for the management and oversight of technically complex missions. The PI team should
have greater autonomy and decision-making authority in Explorer-class programs. This also implies that
the implementation plan will play a significant role in the selection process. High scientific merit and
technological readiness will need to be supplemented by a thorough and convincing implementation plan.
The deep involvement in these programs of the science community at universities, labs and centers is crucial
for the long-term vitality of the field. Explorers provide a means of training and of developing the technical
and management skills that are needed if the UV-Visible-IR space science community is to continue as a
vital element of the space science program.
Imaging Astrometric Interferometer.
Long-baseline interferometry would have a revolutionary impact on the study of compact astronomical
objects such as AGNs and interacting binaries. A first-generation orbiting interferometer would provide a
major scientific step in imaging power and provide an essential demonstration of the demanding technology
required for the further development of such systems. An early phase of technology development and
demonstration is required that would naturally lead into a deployable 20-50 m baseline instrument late in
the decade. In particular, this would entail demonstrations of the technologies for large stable structures.
Long baseline synthetic aperture UV-Visible-IR telescopes offer the potential of many orders of magni-
tude improvement in two areas, angular resolution and astrometric accuracy. In order to realize significant
gains over existing and planned space-based observatories, the baseline of the interferometer should be a
factor of 5-20 beyond the 2.4 m aperture of HST. A traditional problem of large optics is maintaining
submicron tolerances for structures many meters in size. Current space interferometer proposals advocate
the use of a laser optical truss as the primary tool, to control the dimensions of the optics. The accuracy of
the optical components in the laser system is the key to the astrometric application of interferometry.
Technology for space interferometry is being developed and should be accelerated so that a moderate
mission can be started in the latter half of this decade. Further technology development in very large
structures (hundreds of meters), hyperprecision (sub-._) metrology, large area optics, and low temperature
optics offer additional orders-of-magnitude improvements in sensitivity, angular resolution, and astrometric
precision. A moderate interferometer mission would be the first step in a sequence of space observatories
that would provide order-of-magnitude increases in performance in one or more directions in parameter
space.
An example of one concept that would have high scientific payoff is a moderate-sized UV-optical
interferometer with three collinear baselines, each of order 10-20 m, with 30-50 em apertures. Two of the
baselines lock onto reference stars to stabilize the platform allowing long coherent integration times on the
third baseline. Laser metrology would be used to monitor instrumental effects. Astrometric accuracy would
be 10 pas for narrow fields and 100 pas for wide fields. Such accuracies would allow for planetary searches,
determination of the cosmic distance scale from parallax measurements on Cepheids, and linkage of the
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optical and radio reference frames. In its high dynamic range imaging mode (103:1) it would allow study
of such objects as AGNs, QSOs, extended atmospheres, interacting binaries, and gravitational lens objects
fainter than 20 mag at resolutions less than 4 milliarcsec at 4000/_.
The science goals include imaging of the narrow line region in AGNs and QSOs and measurements of the
dust tort, searches for gravitationally lensed objects, and imaging of unique objects such as SS433. It would
have great value for stellar astrophysics for the study of interacting binary systems, for the measurement
of stellar diameters for most bright stars, and for the measurement of limb darkening in supergiants. Its
resolution would also allow continuing studies of planetary and solar system objects (e.g., asteroids) at
scientifically-interesting resolutions.
The astrometric potential is also very exciting. Astrometric searches for extrasolar planets and dark
companions would benefit from the dramatically improved resolution. The distance scale and its many
error-introducing steps could be placed on a much firmer footing by precise parallax measurements to
Cepheids and other objects, and by allowing the distances to Local Group galaxies to be determined
through a combination of kinematic and proper motion observations. Knowledge of the space motions of the
constituents of the Galaxy will also have important implications for the formation and evolution of spiral
galaxies.
Major scientific returns will result from the high spatial resolution that could be obtained only through
interferometry. However, the development and operation of interferometric instruments will be a very
challenging one. This is particularly true of the very large baseline, multi-element systems required for
elucidating the very complex structures that form a major part of the scientific objectives of interferometry
(e.g., AGNs). A realistic program of technology development and demonstration, initially on the ground
and then in space is essential. While likely to be substantially larger in cost than traditional Explorers,
an interferometric system such as that discussed here should be considered as the technological hurdles
are overcome. The panel strongly supports a program of technological development leading to a space-based
imaging astrometric interferometer.
Small Explorers.
Several disparate but important programs comprise the SMALL calegory of our recommended program. While
small, they have an impact far beyond their size and so deserve strong support. They are: a UV all-sky
survey; optics development and demonstration; and enhanced support for related ground-based observations.
SMEX UV Survey.
Most of the emphasis in this wavelength domain has been placed on the larger Delta-class Explorers.
This reflects the relative maturity of observational capability in this waveband. However, there are a few
areas where the smaller Scout-class Explorers (SMEX), or a somewhat more capable Pegasus-class Explorer,
could yield very interesting scientific returns. One such program would be a UV low spatial resolution
all-sky imaging survey. This appears to be scientifically very meritorious and is well-matched to Pegasus or
Scout capabilities.
While there is a clear need for a 1I1 resolution point-source survey that matches the multicolor Schmidt
surveys available from the ground, a survey at low spatial resolution that is particularly sensitive to low
surface brightness diffuse emission would pay substantial scientific dividends.
An Ultraviolet Background SMEX whose goal is a low spatial resolution survey primarily for low surface
brightness diffuse emission would return substantial science at a very reasonable cost. This could be a small
free-flying Scout-launched mission in an equatorial orbit, dedicated to an all-sky imaging survey at modest
resolution (e.g., 15 arcsec). It would result in a large database of faint ultraviolet point sources, and would
also survey the diffuse ultraviolet background over the entire sky. The inclusion of spectroscopic capability
with modest resolving power (A,_ ..- 5 A) would also be desirable.
Such a program would make important observations of hot interstellar gas, interstellar dust, fluorescence
radiation from interstellar molecular hydrogen, intergalactic ultraviolet radiation, hot stellar populations
in our own and external galaxies and QSOs; it would also provide a cornucopia of targets for the Great
Observatories.
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Optics Development and Demonstration.
Central to all instruments in this wavelength range are high performance optics. As the field progresses,
the scientific goals will demand not only larger but also smoother and more complex optics. A technology
development and demonstration program for lightweight optics with high-performance surfaces would benefit
missions of all scales in the UV-IR region.
A quantitative, deterministic approach to optical figuring has been the goal of optical development
programs for decades. Only recently have major developments taken place that indicate that such a goal
is within reach. Two developments indicate that the ability to polish extremely smooth, strongly aspheric
surfaces could be at hand. The techniques are the stressed-lap approach and ion polishing. Both appear to
offer the possibility that surfaces such those needed for future generations of UV-Visible-IR telescopes could
be obtained within a reasonable amount of time and for a reasonable budget.
While such deterministic polishing methods are important for the production of the required optical
elements, many other steps are also needed. In particular, additional challenges are lightweighting of
the elements, generation of surfaces, support of the surfaces, active compensation (in some cases), and
fabrication and testing of optics to be used in passively-cooled systems. However, the polishing process and
the attendent testing is a key element, and if the new approaches are proven they will greatly alleviate the
overall difficulty of the task. For example, ion polishing offers a way to deal with the very difficult problem
of "print-through" of the web-structure in lightweighted optics.
The nearly 20 years since the HST design was set in place sees us on the verge of major advances in
optics technology. A program that focuses on the demonstration of these techniques with realistic optics
will affect missions on all scales throughout this spectral region. Optics development and demonstrations
should be at the forefront of a technology program early in this decade.
Supporting Ground-based Capabilities.
Ground-based observations have played a major role in bringing the science programs of space missions
to fruition. The need to place such observations into the context of the development of nearly a century of
astronomical understanding usually requires observations in the visible region. In particular, the need for
spectroscopic observations and optical "identification" have driven great demand for ground-based facilities.
As space observatories become more sophisticated and cover progressively larger ranges of the spectrum this
latter demand will probably decrease. However, the need for spectroscopic follow-up will remain far into
the future. Even with very large telescopes in space the cost-effectiveness of large ground-based facilities
for time-consuming spectroscopic observations will require that such telescopes be built and supported. In
general the rule that "anything that can be done from the ground should be done from the ground" is a
wise and cost-effective one.
The results from an increased Explorer program, HST, and the other Great Observatories will place
substantial pressure on ground-based facilities. This will be particularly the case for spectroscopic obser-
vations of faint sources. All-sky access to large ground-based telescopes for spectroscopic observations will
be crucial if the desired scientific returns are to be made. Telescopes of the 4+ m-class will be under the
most pressure. Additional support for the construction and instrumentation of such telescopes should be
seriously considered as part of the overall space science program. In addition, support of the related use of
such facilities should be available through funding of the analysis of space science data. The goal is clearly
to maximise the scientific return and all the necessary steps need to be supported in a unified way.
Instrumental development and demonstration is another area where ground-based programs are valuable
and cost-effective. Much can be learnt and many problems solved before the start of the very difficult,
time-consuming and expensive process of fabricating instruments for space missions.
From a scientific viewpoint the need, effectiveness and value of a balanced and synergistic program of
ground and space missions is obvious. Every effort should be made to ensure that such an approach is taken.
The costs are minimal compared to the space missions and the scientific returns are large.
V. PREREQUISITES - THE CURRENT SCIENCE PROGRAM.
The ongoing program with IUE, ASTRO, EUVE, Lyman-FUSE, STIS, NICMOS, and HST operational
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improvements is a strong one. It must be well-supported to ensure that the scientific returns are made. The
key elements are Lyman-FUSE, HST Optimization, and the near-term missions and their support.
Lyman-FUSE.
The Lyman Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer mission will use high resolution spectroscopy below
the 1200 /_ HST limit to measure for the first time faint sources both throughout the Galaxy and at
very large extragalactic distances. This important spectral window is virtually unexplored except for the
Copernicus mission, which was limited to bright nearby stars.
The primary goal of the Lyman-FUSE mission is to obtain high resolution spectra (,VA)_ _ 30000)
with unprecedented sensitivity (10 _ times that achieved by Copernicus almost 20 years ago) in the critical
spectral window from 1200/_ down to 912/_, the wavelength of the photoionization continuum of atomic
hydrogen. Recent advances in optical and detector technology, which make the primary goal possible within
a modest experimental package, also enable the spectral coverage to be extended down to 100 /_ with a
sensitivity much greater than that of EUVE. This can be done with only a minimal increase in complexity.
The combined wavelength range thus bridges the gap between that covered by HST and AXAF at moderate
cost.
The spectral window opened by this mission will provide a unique access to many critically important
species for astrophysics. Interstellar and intergalactic deuterium, a crucial fossil nucleus formed in the early
hot universe, can best be studied in the primary bandpass of this mission. In addition, Lyman-FUSE will
obtain the direct measurements of molecular hydrogen, the primary constituent of cold interstellar clouds -
the birthplace of stars and planets. For objects as diverse as planetary ionospheres, the interstellar medium,
and QSOs, the unique diagnostics in the Lyman-FUSE spectral range will allow measurements of gas and
plasma at temperatures over a wide range, from a few tens of degrees to greater than ten million degrees.
This mission will achieve major advances in a wide range of important scientific problems, because
transitions in this spectral region include most of the important interstellar and intergalactic absorption
lines. Furthermore, this region includes emissions from gas and plasma over an extremely wide range of
temperatures. The most pressing scientific issues are concerned with the physical processes in three broad
areas of astrophysics. They are (i) the physical processes in the early Universe, in essence the measurement
of deuterium in a variety of environments, (ii) the physical processes that control the origin and evolution
of galaxies, namely the examination of ISM and stellar processes that influence it, and (iii) the physical
processes that control the origin and evolution of stars and solar systems, in particular study of the cold
clouds in the interstellar medium, and of the dynamics of the formation process itself.
The utilization of a dedicated spacecraft for Lyman-FUSE instead of the Explorer Platform should
be evaluated. EUVE will be launched on top of an Explorer Platform spacecraft by a Delta vehicle. The
follow-on mission, XTE, will replace EUVE on the Explorer Platform using a Shuttle to exchange the two.
The present plan for Lyman-FUSE calls for it to follow XTE as the final mission on the Explorer Platform.
Because the Explorer Platform will be complete and the XTE will be in intensive development, this is a
good time for reevaluation of the true costs and programmatic risks associated with this novel approach,
including the use of the Shuttle. New technological approaches presently under development may make
dedicated spacecraft, tailored to a particular experiment, more attractive. It is possible that the integration
costs and costs associated with using the Shuttle may balance the co, t of a spacecraft both for Lyman-FUSE
and for future missions. In addition to reduced programmatic and budgetary risks, there is a potential for
significant improvement in the scientific return by optimization of the spacecraft and orbit as well as by a
longer-lived mission.
HST Optimization: Operations, WF/PC II, STIS and NICMOS.
Recovery of FIST's Imaging Capability.
The highest priority must be given to recapturing HST's imaging performance. While the effect of
the degraded images on the performance of the cameras is obvious, virtually all of liST's instrumental
capabilities are affected by the poor images; for example, the spectroscopic throughput and the ability to
distinguish between sources in crowded fields are compromised, as is the spectral resolution by the use
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of large apertures. The replacement camera, the WF/PC II, should be completed and deployed as soon
as possible. The modified Second Generation instruments should also be funded at a high level to allow
completion and deployment as soon as is practical. The spectroscopic performance of STIS is sorely needed.
HST Operations.
The complexity of operation in LEO has resulted in HST being launched with an operational system
that does not yet reach the theoretical limits for on-target efficiency. Given the high cost of HST and
its limited life every effort should be made to optimize the operational systems of HST. This includes,
for example, bringing into operation as soon as is possible the means to observe moving targets and the
means to operate and obtain data from two instruments simultaneously ("parallel" mode). These will result
in substantial improvements in the science return from HST by allowing observations of planets, their
companions and other bodies in the solar system, as well as parallel surveys with the camera systems.
This latter capability is likely to result in major discoveries with lIST, particularly with the new cameras.
Continuing support for development and refurbishment of the ground system will similarly prove valuable
as experience grows with the operational systems.
The combination of the implemention of the planetary and parallel modes, higher operational efficiency,
the image-correcting camera WF/PC II, and the Second Generation instruments, NICMOS and STIS, will
lead to very substantial gains in scientific productivity - exceeding orders-of-magnitude in some areas.
STIS.
The Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) is a high resolution, high sensitivity spectrograph
that will incorporate several advances over first generation Space Telescope instruments. Its availability
on HST will result in substantial gains in productivity. Use of large format two-dimensional detectors
will allow large multiplex advantages over the current spectrographs on lIST. Both photon-counting and
CCD technologies will be used in the spectrometer, so the instrument will be sensitive in the ultraviolet,
visible, and near-infrared wavelength regions, covering 1050-11000/_ in 4 bands. Spectral resolving powers
between 80 and 140,000 will be available. Camera modes will also be available in all 4 bands. High angular
resolution will be obtained by sampling the liST diffraction-limited image with 25 milliarcsec pixels, and by
compensating for off-axis aberrations.
Spectrographs of the capability of STIS will play a major role in a very wide range of scientific
programs. It is expected to have particular significance for studies of the stellar and gaseous kinematics
of galactic nuclei, both active and "normal". Such data will play an important role in understanding the
physical properties of such nuclei and in establishing the density distributions at scales unobtainable from
the ground. Answering the long-standing question of the existence of black holes in such nuclei is at the
forefront of the goals for this instrument.
The structure of the ISM and the nature of young stellar objects and their associated jets and disks
are also problems which are well-matched by the long-slit and UV-Visible capabilities of this instrument.
The interactions of jets and winds in forming stars, the characteristics of protoplanetary disks, the nature
of flares in stars and mass loss from hot stars are all areas of stellar astrophysics that liST plus STIS will
tackle.
NICMOS.
The Near Infrared Camera and Multi-Objective Spectrometer (NICMOS) will add a near infrared
imaging and spectroscopic capability to HST. This Second Generation Instrument will extend the wavelength
range accessible by HST into the near-infrared where the background is reduced by three orders of magnitude
from that on the ground. NICMOS contains three cameras in the 1-2.5 /_m spectral range and three
spectrometers covering the 1-3.0 pm spectrum. The spectrographs have resolving powers that range from
102 to 104. Its cameras will exploit the diffraction-limited imaging performance of HST with pixel sizes of
43 and 64 milliarcsec, while also having the option for a larger field.of 51 arcsec in its PSF matching mode
(0.2 arcsec pixels). A wide range of filters and polarizers will be available. NICMOS has a 5.5 year lifetime
that is set by its cryogenic capacity.
The scientific goals of the system range widely. It is a versatile powerful instrument that opens up a
new waveband at a cost much lower than a dedicated spacecraft. Its key scientific objectives encompass
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deep surveys, distances to and beyond local superctuster galaxies, the study of dust enshrouded regions
of galaxies, star forming regions, and studies of valuable spectroscopic diagnostics in our solar system.
The huge reduction in background over ground-based telescopes makes it a powerful tool for studies of
highly redshiffed galaxies. Use of NICMOS in the parallel mode for surveys can be expected to lead to
the unexpected. It can extend distance measures using the brightest red supergiants to as far as the Coma
cluster, while also playing a valuable role for other distance indicators where interstellar absorption is a
problem. It has great value for studying star forming regions, nuclei of active and starburst galaxies, and
other regions where dust absorption severely limits the data that can be obtained in the visible.
The performance gains for HST are of such magnitude that NICMOS and STIS should be accelerated
and implemented as soon after the WF/PC II as is feasible.
The Near-Term Science Program.
A wide range of very exciting and powerful new missions are in development or have been proposed in
this report. However, these programs must build upon the base of previous scientific programs and ongoing
missions. A healthy science program requires continuing access to space missions and support of the ongoing
scientific activities. Thus the missions such as IUE, ASTRO, EUVE and a variety of small programs such
as the rocket program provide crucial near-term scientific returns, as well as addressing scientific goals that
are impractical or technically impossible with the larger and rarer missions.
EUVE.
The EUV region of the spectrum remains largely unexplored. The Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer
(EUVE) is dedicated to an investigation of the EUV band from 80-900/_. The complement of instruments
include three sky mapping telescopes, one deep survey telescope and three spectrometers. The three sky
mapping telescopes will make complete maps of the sky in four distinct spectral bands during the first 6
months of the mission. EUV sources will be catalogued and their positions determined to accuracies of a
few arc minutes. The deep survey telescopes will map a strip along the ecliptic where the sky background
is very low, thus allowing higher sensitivities to be achieved. The deep survey will be carried out in two
spectral bandpasses spanning 80-400 _. EUVE will obtain the first full sky maps covering the whole EUV
band.
EUVE also includes three novel spectrometers which will allow spectroscopic observations of the
brightest EUV sources from 80-700/_. The resolution of the spectrometers will typically be )_/AA ._ 300.
The EUVE spectrometers will be operated through a NASA Guest Observer program. These spectrometers
will allow the detailed line spectrum of coronal emission sources to be obtained. Similar coronal studies to
those carried out on the sun can be extended to nearby stars. Observations of continuum sources, such as
hot white dwarfs, will allow investigation of the photospheres of these objects as well as of the intervening
interstellar medium. The EUVE spectrometers will allow measurements of the tteI and HeII edges at 504/_
and 228/_.
The EUVE mission will be a valuable precursor to Lyman-FUSE, and a valuable database for UV
programs on ttST and subsequent missions.
IUE.
The International Ultraviolet Explorer Satellite ranks among the most productive Explorer missions, and
has introduced a broad community of astronomers to ultraviolet spectroscopy during its 13-year lifetime. IUE
has a 45-cm diameter f/15 Cassegrain telescope, with two echelle spectrographs with spectral resolutions of
_/A_ -_ 10,000 and _/A,_ ,.. 200-500, and SEC Vidicon Cameras with CsI and CsTe photocathodes covering
the spectral region between 1150 and 3200 ]k. Fundamental discoveries have been made in nearly every area
of observational research, including planetary astronomy, stellar evolution, atmospheres and chromospheres,
the physics of the interstellar medium, stellar populations and galaxy evolution, active galactic nuclei and
the intergalactic medium.
Barring significant degradation of current capabilities, IUE will continue to provide a valuable com-
plement to the scientific return from HST for a relatively modest annual operating cost. The unique
advantages of IUE relate particularly to variable phenomena: broad simultaneous wavelength coverage in
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its high resolution mode as opposed to the very limited range of a single HST high resolution spectrograph
observation; much longer periods of uninterrupted on-target time because of its HEO location; access to
targets of opportunity within an hour of notification (critical for the early phases of supernova development);
scheduling flexibility that allows for simultaneous observations with other spacecraft; and opportunity for
long-term synoptic monitoring not readily available to HST proposers. As ground-based observatories main-
tain telescopes of several different apertures to support a range of qualitatively different scientific objectives,
so it is appropriate to continue an active observational program with IUE during the HST era.
ASTRO.
Four instruments make up the Astro Observatory which is flown as a Shuttle-borne sortie mission. It
is the first observatory that can simultaneously take ultraviolet pictures of objects, study their ultraviolet
and X-ray spectra, and determine their brightness and structure through UV photometry and polarimetry.
Using the X-ray and UV spectrographs together provides spectral coverage from 1-3200/_, simultaneously
with millisecond timing, a capability that is unique to the Astro Observatory. It should thus demonstrate
the scientific value of such a multi-wavelength mission.
The Hopkins Ultraviolet Telescope examines the ultraviolet spectrum from 400-1800/_. This is the only
spectroscopic coverage we will have of the astrophysically important 912-1200/_ region until Lyman-FUSE
is launched in the mid-1990s. It is below the HST cutoff. The Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope takes detailed
ultraviolet (1200-3200 /_) images with a circular 40 arcmin field of view and a resolution of 2". Very
little imaging information is available in this spectral region. The Wisconsin Ultraviolet Photo-Polarimeter
Experiment will use the polarization of ultraviolet light to measure the strength of magnetic fields, the
geometry of stars, and the nature of the material between stars. The Broad Band X-Ray Telescope will
make the first high-quality, high-energy (0.3 - 12 keV) spectra of many X-ray sources and will be able to
measure the important 6.7 keV iron lines.
The Astro mission is expected to make about 250 pointings, yielding more than a thousand measurements
on astronomical sources. Astro was conceived during an era when space science was focused on Shuttle
missions, and it was expected to have a multi-mission lifetime. The move away from man-rated limited-life
missions is a welcome and long-overdue one. While Astro missions are costly, comparable capability is
unlikely for many years, possibly beyond this decade, and so a second mission should be supported if
justified by the scientific returns from the first mission.
Small and Sub-orbital missions.
In a well-balanced space astronomy program, there is a clear need to support the use of small,
innovative and sometimes very specialized instruments. Inexpensive experiments operating on high-flying
aircraft, balloons and sounding rockets are important for developing and testing new technologies and
performing unique observations that may be unsuitable for the larger, more generalized facilities, such as
the Delta-class Explorers and Observatories that serve a broad community of observers. A key operating
advantage for suborbital research is that experiments and their support systems may be simple, easily
modified, and can assume risks that are unacceptable for the more major missions. Moreover, the time
scale from concept to flight is usually only a few years, which is ideal for training graduate students and
post-doctoral fellows who will become the newest generation of investigators with a proficiency in designing,
building and flying space hardware.
Sometimes, experiments developed for suborbital missions open a new field of observing and, when there
is a potential for further development, they serve as an economical proof-of-concept for later, more mature
facilities. Likewise, for an instrument which has operated successfully on a number of sounding rocket
missions (usually lasting only about 5 minutes apiece), it may be appropriate to have it adapted for flight on
an orbital mission of moderate duration, so that it can achieve a worthwhile incremental gain over its past
accomplishments. While such a payload could function either as an attached payload on a Shuttle flight (as
are some planned small UV payloads), or preferably, on a free flying, very simple spacecraft deployed and
retrieved by the Shuttle in orbit, alternative approaches are desirable. Small experiment programs should
not be constrained and burdened by the strict scheduling and costly safety requirements of the Shuttle.
Inexpensive rockets which can achieve orbit, such as the Pegasus rocket, should be developed as suitable
delivery systems.
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From a general perspective, suborbital programs are ideal for establishing and supporting new space
astronomy groups. These new research groups can play a valuable role in adding vitality and ingenuity to
the national effort, as well as creating an environment for entrepreneurial activity that may not otherwise
be possible. NASA should continue a vigorous flight and research program which uses small payloads and
not assume that they must be supplanted by the larger, generalized Explorers and Observatories.
Data analysis, modeling and theory funding; Archives.
The added support for data analysis, modeling and theory through the enhanced data analysis program
(the NASA MO&DA program) is an important change from the past. We applaud the designation of
budgets for such activities that is commensurate with the very large investments that are made in the flight
and ground systems[ It is crucial that such support be continuedl and that it be protected from overruns
in ongoing development programs. The goal of the science program is to increase scientific understanding,
to encourage the interest of the population at large in science and technology with the goal of enhancing
our technical education level, and of sharing with the public the excitement that arises from our developing
understanding of the universe. Without a timely scientific return from the science missions we run the risk
of compromising the timely funding of future missions.
These goals cannot be met without strong, continuing support for the analysis of the data and its
understanding through a strong theory program. These programs should be broadly-based to allow the
access and input of data and results from the broad spectrum of astronomical inputs that are needed
for solving a particular scientific problem. This may require supporting the use of data from several
missions, from ground-based telescopes, from archives, and from sophisticated modeling. The goal is, of
course, scientific understanding, and not just data analysis. Thus the funding approaches should not be too
narrowly defined.
Archives are likely to play an even more important role in the future, particularly as the volume and
complexity of the data from space missions increases. These archives need to be readily accessible and need
to be supported by scientists with a broad understanding of the nature and limitations of the particular
data. This may often be by the scientists closely associated with the initial mission. Fortunately, techological
developments will allow for decentralised archives and easy access through wide-bandwidth communications.
There will clearly be a need for standardisation in the interfaces and for a generic and cost-effective archive
technology so that substantial volumes of data can be disseminated quickly and cheaply.
VI. TECHNOLOGIES FOR THE NEXT CENTURY.
New technologies are essential for the next generation of large telescopes, interferometers, and future smaller
missions.
Substantial future progress in space telescopes and instrumentation will require technological advances.
A wide variety of demanding technologies are needed for state-of-the-art telescopes and instruments in the
UV-Visible-IR wavelength region. Advances in these areas can benefit essentially all missions, small and
large. Any program should incorporate a development phase and a clear demonstration that the goals of the
program have been met. Several areas where substantial gains in capability are needed and which appear
to be feasible are given below.
High-performance optics. Diffraction-limited optics are an integral part of space astronomy. A tough
but not impractical goal is improving optical surfaces beyond the current state-of-the-art as represented by
HST and the ESO 3.5 m NTT mirror. The optics need to have low-scattering surfaces for high dynamic range
observations (e.g., for QSO "fuzz" observations and for planet detection). A challenging component of this is
the fabrication of off-axis segments. Technologies such as stressed-lap polishing and ion-beam polishing have
the potential for affordably manufacturing large as well as small optical surfaces with aspheric deviations
far beyond what is currently practical. A program whose explicit objective is to demonstrate the polishing
of a low-scattering, strongly-aspheric off-axis element should be instituted early in the decade.
Lightweight optics. Lightweighting will remain crucial for space systems, especially as interest increases
in HEO and Lagrangian point locations. The same is true of systems destined for the moon. Lightweighting
techniques are intimately tied to the polishing technologies that are available. Since lightweighting can result
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in "print-through" to the surface, its application has been limited by the difficulty of removing such effects.
The ability of ion polishing to potentially remove "print-through" allows for more aggressive lightweighting.
Active optics. Active sensing and control of optical surfaces will be valuable in reducing the structural
requirements and to compensate for thermal and dimensional changes, particularly in passively-cooled
systems. Active elements can also play a valuable role in fine pointing and tracking, thereby lessening
the demands placed upon the pointing and tracking control system, with attendant savings in complexity,
weight and cost.
Lightweight and active structures. Lightweight structures are essential for space missions. Considerable
advances in performance can be obtained through use of new techniques for passive structures and through
active structures. Such structures will play an important role for control of the location of critical elements
in interferometers and in large optics systems (e.g., the secondary).
Tracking and pointing. The tracking and pointing system for lIST was a very demanding aspect of
the spacecraft. New approaches involving large area detectors and sophisticated on-board processing have
the potential for substantial savings in weight and cost. Both technologies were not mature at the time
tlST's design was frozen. The use of active optical elements for fine pointing would also have significant
cost and technology advantages.
Passive and active cooling. Passive cooling of the whole telescope to improve IR performance can
return remarkable gains in sensitivity (> 106 beyond 3 /_m). Active coolers will be needed to eliminate
the need for expendable cryogens for IR detectors and instruments. These pose challenging vibration and
lifetime problems and need further development. Passive cooling also sets a challenging problem for the
manufacture and testing of large optics. This needs to be an integral part of the optics development program.
Detectors. Detectors for the UV, the Visible and the IR are a crucial part of any system. We are
making great strides in all three areas, but need to keep up the momentum. While consumer and defense
requirements have been major drivers for technological developments from which we have benefited, the
characteristics required for astronomical missions are usually different. Resources are needed for further
development of the detectors to ensure that the required performance characteristics are met.
Instrument optics and coatings. Increasing overall system efficiency will require substantial efforts to
maximize the performance of instrument optics and coatings. New optical techniques are needed to allow
the development of cameras with larger fields, better images and higher throughput - particularly with
wide-band coatings. The wide-bandwidth of space instruments places particular demands upon coatings
and filters. Further development is needed.
Computers and electronics. The remarkable gains in computional capability over the last decade
can provide sophisticated on-board processing leading to significant performance gains in the operation of
the telescope and instruments. Simplification of optical-structural systems can also result with attendent
cost savings. Concerns about the reliability of such systems could be alleviated by self-checking, redundant
systems.
VII. LUNAR-BASED TELESCOPES AND INSTRUMENTS.
The Lunar Outpost program offers opportunities for a long-term astronomical program of remarkable
scope and power. Of some concern to the astronomical community is the timescale for the implementation
of such a program, and the potential for large gaps in time between orbital and subsequent generations
of lunar-based facilities. It is imperative that a rational and realistic program be developed that allows
for overlap between ongoing and new instruments. Such continuing capability allows for a well-planned
transition and allows for contingency in case of delays. The lunar outpost program is ambitious, as it should
be, but its impact on space science and the potential for damaging a vibrant scientific program which has
considerable value for the scientific base of the nation should not be underestimated.
Currently the Lunar Outpost program in the UV-IR range !ncorporates three missions that allow
phased implementation of capability. The initial project is a compact, simple instrument, the Lunar
Transit telescope, which is followed by the phased implementation of an interferometer and a telescope, and
culminates in a 16 m telescope of astonishing power, and a Visible-IR interferometer of some 5-10 km in size
that is of comparable power.
The Lunar Transit telescope. This telescope is a wide-field non-pointed imaging telescope with a
series of CCD detectors optimized for operation from 0.1 to 2 /_m. The focal-plane arrays record and
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transfer data at the apparent sideral rate and carry out a survey across a strip of the sky. The result is a
wide-bandwidth, deep multicolor imaging survey. Repeated scans allow for the detection of variable objects.
Limiting magnitudes are V -._ 28 magnitude for a 2 m telescope with an image size of 0.1 arcsec at 0.5 pm.
Its compact design and lack of moving parts makes it particulary attractive for the Emplacement phase
of the development of the Lunar Outpost. Examples of the scientific returns range from the systematic
detection and study of gravitationally-lensed objects, to deriving the structural and photometric properties
of large numbers of galaxies (>> 10s), to the variability of QSOs and AGNs, and the detection of numerous
supernovae.
The 16 m Lunar NGST. The NGST is a passively-cooled, diffraction-limlted telescope. Its imaging
and spectroscopic capabilities for a variety of scientific programs across the UV to the IR would be quite
remarkable. Its scientific goals would range from the detection and spectroscopic measurement of Earth-like
planets to the study of galaxies at redshifts z > 1 where substantial evolution and possibly even the
formation of galaxies could be observed directly. Its combination of sensitivity, wavelength coverage and
resolution would result in quantum jumps in knowledge in areas as diverse as the evolution of the ISM to
the formation of stellar systems to the evolution of galaxy clusters.
The telescope structure and optics would be passively-cooled to 100°K or less in the lunar night,
lowering the background in the 3-4 pm zodiacal "window" to less than 10 -8 of that from the ground. Its low
background, resolution and low-scattering optics at 10 pm would allow it to both image and take spectra of
planets at the separation expected for Earth-like planets around the nearest stars.
The telescope would have a lightweight, segmented primary with active wavefront sensing and control
for use into the UV. The segmentation would allow for a modular approach to consruction of the telescope by
robotic means or by astronauts. Designs in which instruments can be placed on or beneath the Lunar surface
are also being considered. This has advantages for stability, maintainability, reduced particle flux, and for
instrument upgrades. With such a major facility the ability to upgrade and change the instrumentation
during its presumably very long life is an important factor. The stability of the lunar surface and the ability
to isolate sources of noise would improve its pointing and tracking performance.
It would be sited near the large interferometer. By combining the 16 m with an interferometer high
sensitivity can be achieved from the large area of 16 m, thereby increasing the number and type of sources
that can be studied at interferometric resolutions. By providing imaging on scales of 5 milliarcsecond to
arcminutes, it also provides a natural overlap between space interferometry and ground-based observations.
The Lunar Optical-IR Interferometer. This km-scale interferometer exploits the stability of the lunar
surface and the lack of an atmosphere to develop an interferometer of striking scale and hence resolving
power. Techniques can be developed and tested on the earth and in orbit that will allow the appropriate
choices of technology to be made as the Outpost develops.
The science potential ranges from submilliarcsec imaging of accretion disks around massive black holes
in AGNs to images of extra-solar planets from Jupiter-sized to Earth-sized. The number of candidates
could be very large within within 20 parsec. For stellar astrophysics the goals range from images of surface
features of stars, both for normal stars as well as unusual objects such as X-ray binaries with neutron star
companions. Elucidating the structure, the kinematics and the mass distributions close to the center of
galaxies is another goal that is probably not achievable by other means.
Its astrometric performance is similarly striking with capability to sub-microarcsecond levels. This
could give direct parallaxes to nearby galaxies, gravitational deflection of starlight to second-order, and
determine the isotropy of the Hubble flow. Its astrometric capabilities would include the detection and
determination of the masses of extra-solar planets.
The basic concept of the program is that of an optical VLA with a substantial number (> 10) of 1-2
meter-sized individual elements, with baselines to several km. This would allow a resolution for imaging of
10/Jas and for astrometry of 0.1 /_as. An initial 3 element system during the Emplacement phase would
grow to many times that in the Utilization phase. Compared to Earth-based systems the gain is about a
factor of 100 over instruments such as the VLT. It would be passively-cooled during the lunar night for good
IR performance.
These telescopes have great scientific merit, and represent ambitious, but appropriate goals for the
Lunar Outpost. Technology development towards these goals is needed and timely, provided emphasis is
given in the early phases to demonstration projects of technologies that have broad utility for space science
missions. The technologies highlighted in §VI meet these goals.
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KEY POINTS ON INTERFEROMETRY
• The extension of multi-telescope interferometry and aperture synthesis to infrared and optical
wavelengths will enable in this decade significant progress in stellar and galactic physics, and will
lead to great interferometric infrared/optical arrays of the future.
• The real-time correction of atmospheric turbulence with adaptive optics will allow the new generation
of large telescopes to reach several magnitudes fainter, and to resolve spiral arms of galaxies anywhere
in the universe.
• Laser interferometer gravitational wave detectors on earth and in space in this decade and the next
can probe the dynamics of relativistic systems in the galaxy and the early universe.
Introduction
In this decade, the first infrared/optical interferometer arrays, adaptive optical systems, and laser
interferometer gravitational wave detectors will be developed, implemented, and employed for fundamentally
new types of observations. These new instruments will undertake systematic imaging in the infrared and
visible of stellar surfaces and circumstellar material and of bright galactic nuclei, and will search for
gravitational radiation from neutron stars and other condensed objects.
In the first decade of the next century, we foresee construction of great interferometrie observatories
on the earth and in space, performing astrometric measurements to microarcseeond precision and obtaining
imagery of the faintest sources with angular resolution substantially better than 1 lnilliaresecond. We also
forecast the opportunity for an ultrasensitive, gravitational wave detector in space, designed for detailed
observations of individual systems, and for detection of subtle gravitational wave tracers of the early epochs
of cosmological history.
These instruments and observatories will be possible as a result of recent advances in optics, metrology
and precision control, as well as improved understanding of gravitational wave sources and of atmospheric
turbulence.
Overview of tile Programs
Infrared and Optical lnterferometry
Astronomers are increasingly aware of the opportunities which IR/Optical interferometry will offer.
Following rapidly the path which radio astronomers traveled 20 years ago, optical interferometry is now
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Figure 1. (Left) Optical interference fringes observed with an aperture mask (4.5 meter baseline) on a conventional telescope
(Readhead et al 1988); (Middle) between subapertures on the Multiple Mirror Telescope (Hege et al, 1985); (Right) between
independently mounted telescopes (15 meter baseline) at the CERGA observatory in France (Koechlin, 1984).
being carried out, albeit in a limited way. Aperture synthesis, which combines beams from multiple
apertures to achieve the resolution of a much larger aperture, has been extended to the optical regime.
Already an astrometric interferometer operates regularly on Mt. Wilson, actively controlled with a precision
exceeding the optical tolerances of many large telescopes, while nearby an infrared interferometer monitors
the formation of dust in the shells of stars. Interferometry is the most accurate technique for measurement
of stellar diameters, with results from France, Australia, and most recently in the United States surpassing
the accuracy of lunar occultation techniques.
Infrared/Optical interferometry will have a profound impact on astronomy. Current seeing and aperture
limits to resolution will be surpassed by orders of magnitude. Telescope arrays planned for this decade may
revolutionize stellar astronomy, yielding unprecedented detail about stellar surfaces, atmospheres, shells,
companions, and winds. These future instruments will allow imagery with msec resolution of oblateness of
rotationally distorted stars, of chromospheric structures, of jets from young stellar objects, and of narrow
line emission regions in Seyfert galaxies. Arrays of the next decade, on the ground and in space, will
advance IR/optical interferometry to a sophistication comparable to that achieved by the radio astronomy
community in the Very Large Array.
Interferometry also promises remarkable opportunities for astrometry. Already ground-based interfer-
ometry is approaching a precision of 1 msec. Space missions of the 1990% and beyond should improve this
performance initially by at least two orders of magnitude. It will be possible to determine an accurate
parallax for any observable point source in the galaxy, and to measure proper motions of stars throughout
the galaxy and the local galaxy group.
Numerous research groups, including several ill the U.S., have initiated construction of arrays of two
or three telescopes for imaging interferometry and astrometry in the visible and infrared. We recommend
significant support, to assist rapid continued progress in this area. Specifically, we recommend support for
a range of facilities operating in the visible and infrared with small and medium-aperture telescopes. Such
breadth of activity is critical to the development of the field. By the end of the decade it will be essential
to have in operation an array of five or more telescopes of medium aperture (1.5-2.5 meters). This array
is required to achieve important infrared science objectives, to fully develop interferometry in the extreme
multi-to condition, and to serve as a critical stepping stone to a very large optical array. This array of
medium apertures will extend the reach of interferometric imaging to many YSO's and galactic nuclei,
returning the science and technical experience needed for developments of the next decade.
As with radio interferometry, IR/optical interferometry will reach its full potential with large, well
populated arrays of moderate to large aperture telescopes. We therefore recommend, for the latter part of
the decade, the development of a plan for a Very Large Optical Array, to be built in the period 2000-2005.
Composed of perhaps 20 medium-aperture telescopes, each equipped with adaptive optics, this array will
achieve aperture synthesis imaging with sub-msec resolution of active galactic nuclei, novae, stellar accretion
disks and QSO's.
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Figure 2a (left). Optical aperture synthesis image of the binary o" Her. (Left) A long time exposure, seeing disk diameter
about 2". (Middle) The image reconstructed with closure phase relationships, printed at the same scale. The separation is
70 msec, the dynamic range 30:1. (Nakajima et al, 1989)
Figure 2b (right) The orbit of the binary star fl Art, determined from interferometric measurements recorded with the Mark
III interferometer. Maximum separation about 65 rnsec. (Pan et al, 1990)
In the moderate cost category we recommend an astrometric interferometric space mission. This mission
should offer a capability to achieve precision astrometry of the brightest stars in nearby galaxies. A number
of concepts have been proposed, some based on interferometers that can also be used for imaging while
others are dedicated astrometric devices. All support the expectation that interferometric techniques will
yield astrometric precision on the order of 3-30 psec over the entire sky.
The ultimate interferometric performance will be achievable above the atmosphere, beyond the limits
imposed by atmospheric absorption, scattering, and turbulence. A modest array, operating in the ultraviolet,
could image objects as faint as 20th magnitude with resolution of a few msec, particularly useful for study
of galactic nuclei. We recommend planning and preparation for both an intermediate sized imaging
interferometer and an advanced array. The astrometric mission of the 1990's should demonstrate many of
the metrology and control techniques required for future advanced arrays in orbit and on the lunar surface.
Other aspects will be developed in the work on ground-based arrays. There remain issues that require
further study, and we recommend an effort in development of this technology for the next decade.
The United States is considering a major commitment to the establishment of a permanent human
presence on the moon. NASA, recognizing the outstanding merits of the lunar surface for interferometry,
has recommended optical and sub-millimeter arrays for early implementation on the lunar surface. In the
context of a broad lunar program, we endorse this plan. The moon offers a uniquely large and stable
platform. A Lunar Optical Array should have a large number of apertures and long baselines. In the earliest
phase, a small number of operational telescopes could be activated, perhaps optimized for a high priority
capability such as high dynamic range imaging or sub-psec astrometry, with such science goals as detection
and study of planets in other systems, or measurement of the accretion disks in active galactic nuclei. In
subsequent years, additional telescopes could be added to reach the final configuration, offering imaging of
the faintest sources.
Adaptive Compensation for the Atmosphere
The terrestrial atmosphere has been and remains a primary limitation to observational astronomy. The
possibility of removing the effects of atmospheric turbulence has long been considered, but only now are
the necessary sensitive detectors and fast, reliable electronics becoming available at moderate cost. With
the emergence of adaptive optics for solar and stellar imaging, adaptive techniques appear certain to play a
major role in ground-based astronomy of the 1990's.
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Adaptive optics (AO) will become a standard component of large telescope systems (>_ 4 meters) during
the next decade. It will perform most effectively and generally in the infrared, where near-diffraction limited
operation will be possible over a substantial angular field with relatively modest AO systems. Moving
toward the visible, the corrected field will decrease, probably to a few arcseconds, and the cost of the optical
system will increase. Although not applicable to all observational problems, AO will offer significantly
improved resolution and increased sensitivity for many applications. It will provide a dramatic gain in
angular resolution, and will increase the efficiency of high resolution spectrographs. These gains will be
invaluable in many areas, for example the study of young stars and of galactic nuclei.
Adaptive optics is ripe for implementation in astronomical instruments. We recommend a program to
apply to astronomy (often by simplification) adaptive optics technology which has already been developed
under DOD support. The development of technology for laser reference techniques should continue. The
DOD has developed a momentum in the field which astronomers will wish to preserve and steer to their
benefit. We recommend the immediate implementation of adaptive correction technology to selected existing
large telescopes. This will yield improved image quality at all wavelengths over the whole sky, but most
dramatically and with assured significant scientific return in the near infrared.
Although the last decade has seen rapid progress in adaptive optics technology, many technical and
cost tradeoffs critical to astronomy remain unstudied. During the early years of the decade, experience with
first generation adaptive systems will lead to an adequate characterization of the atmospheric parameters
critical for adaptive optics - seeing, time constant, and isoplanatic angle. This will provide the basis, later
in the decade, for optimized systems functioning effectively in the visible range for many applications.
Gravitational Wave Observatories
The theoretical basis of gravitational radiation is well established, and the mathematical formalism and
our astrophysical knowledge are now adequate to estimate the emission from many known and hypothesized
astrophysical sources. Strong gravitational radiation is expected from individual binary systems composed
of condensed components such as white dwarfs, neutron stars and black holes. Rotating neutron stars with
an equatorial ellipticity may be detectable. A wide range of astrophysical information, accessible in no other
way, may be revealed from gravitational wave observations, such as the evolution of asymmetries in the core
of a supernova, and the rate at which condensed stars fall into supermassive black holes out to z=3.
The technology is now at hand to achieve the direct detection of gravitational waves, to measure the
waveforms and determine the direction, frequency, and polarization, and to deduce the size and shape
of the sources. A LIGO (Laser-Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory) planned for this decade
will provide a facility for the implementation of many generations of increasingly sensitive high frequency
detectors. It seems likely that the LIGO will be a rich source of information about neutron stars and neutron
star physics. LIGO should detect supernovae or collapse of a stellar mass to a black hole at 10 Mpc, if
0.01% of the energy of collapse is emitted as gravitational waves. It also should detect coalescence of two
neutron stars out to 1000 Mpc and the merger of intermediate mass black holes out to the Hubble distance,
as well as aid in determining the distance scale.
Massive objects and binaries will emit low frequency radiation which is difficult to detect from the earth,
owing to terrestrial disturbances. A LAGOS (Laser Gravitational-Wave Observatory in Space) would detect
individual binaries down to the confusion limited background noise of galactic and extragalactic binaries,
and the merger of condensed stars with supermassive black holes at cosmological distances. LAGOS also
might bring unique cosmological information with detection of relic gravitons from the early universe.
We expect the LIGO program to go ahead, with a substantial probability of direct detection of
gravitational waves before or soon after the year 2000. Supernovae or coalescence of degenerate stars and/or
stellar mass black holes are the most likely sources of detectable radiation. An antenna on the lunar surface
would offer greatly improved discrimination of source direction. If ground-based searches for gravitational
waves are successful at the expected levels, we foresee intense interest in extending the measurements to
many other types of sources. The greatest return in astrophysical information about gravitational wave
sources could be expected from a space observatory. With sensitivity extending to low frequencies, it might
detect large numbers of compact binary systems, coalescence of condensed stars with massive black holes at
cosmological distances, and a possible remnant background from the Big Bang. We recommend a planning
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and technology development effort to prepare the way for a LAGOS initiative in the early years of the next
century.
Summary of Recommendations
The following table summarizes the recommended programs (with LIGO omitted because it has already
been approved by the National Science Board).
Recommended Programs for the 1990's
Ground-Based Interferometry
Large Optical/Infrared Interferometry with Multiple Telescopes $50M
r ,,,,i ,
Medium Adaptive Optics Development and Implementation $35M
r ......
Small Planning for Very Large Optical/Infrared Array $3M
1mr t
Space Interferometry
Large Interferometric Astrometric Mission $200M
Medium Technology Development: Advanced Space Interferometer $20M
Small Technology Development: Gravitational Wave Observatory in Space $20M
Infrared and Optical Interferometry
No astronomer needs to be convinced of the fantastic capability of a space-based optical and IR
interferometer operating with km-length baselines and with sufficient sensitivity to produce maps of faint
sources down to 0.I msec resolution. Spatially compact phenomena of great astrophysical interest are far
from simple in structure. For example, collimated jets of plasma are now known to be principal conduits
of energy and mass outflow from protostars, mass-transferring binaries, and supermassive black holes.
Accretion disks appear to be the main conduits of inflow in all of these objects, but we know very little
of what these structures are really like. Supernova and nova explosions are highly anisotropic from their
earliest stages, and the surface layers of "normal" stars seethe with starspots and flares. The development
of radio VLBI has shown that the modeling of sources based on fringe amplitudes alone is far less valuable
than the imaging which became possible when closure phase techniques were introduced. Our program in
interferometry should aim to develop true imaging capability from the start.
Figure 3a shows the types of phenomena that can be resolved at different levels of angular resolution.
The most dramatic increase in the range of accessible phenomena occurs at resolutions exceeding 1 msec,
corresponding to the resolution now available with radio VLBI. With such resolution, one could not only
resolve the disks of nearby main sequence stars, but could make detailed images of giant stars and of
stellar winds. In the IR the structure of disks and incipient bipolar outflow in star-forming regions and
the early evolution of novae and planetary nebulae could be studied. Milliarcsecond resolution will give
crude structural information about the broad emission-line regions of active galactic nuclei, and detailed
information about the narrow-line regions which are thought to represent the transitional zone between the
active nucleus and the ISM of the host galaxy.
Resolution of 10-100 #sec would yield a new set of breakthroughs. Not only could the broad-emission
line regions of AGNs and quasars be mapped, but it would become possible to investigate the inner regions
of the accretion disks themselves (in the visible and UV). Accretion disks in close binaries could be imaged,
along with the mass-transferring streams which feed them. Supernovae out to the Virgo cluster could be
studied as early as three months after the explosion, and surface phenomena on main sequence stars and
nearby white dwarfs could be mapped.
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Figure 3a (left) Classes of objects and their angular sizes (diagonal lines are for constant angular size) for various ranges of
size and distance.
Figure 3b (right) The required sensitivity (bolometric magnitude) for various types of objects, related to the size and
characteristic temperature of an instrumental resolution element. Note that the regions begin at the lower left with the
typical size of the largest members of each class.
Our justification for pursuing interferometry as a high priority must be based on these qualitative
barriers which can be breached in no way other than imaging. Some goals, such as the imaging of faint
AGN's at the highest resolution, will require sophisticated facilities of the future. Fortunately, simpler
facilities recommended for this decade will make critical contributions toward many science goals, especially
the astrophysics of young and evolved stars, bright galactic nuclei, novae, and the narrow emission-line
regions of active galactic nuclei.
To be useful as an imager, a high resolution instrument must also have adequate sensitivity and dynamic
range. Since phenomena associated with compact objects are often highly variable on timescales as short
as minutes to hours, the time required to construct an image may also be a consideration. The bolometric
brightness per resolution element may be expressed as a magnitude per pixel,
m _ 43- 101ogT_//- 5log e10-_
where Te]! is the effective temperature of the object being resolved and _ is the angular resolution in
arcsec. The required sensitivity for various types of objects is plotted in Figure 3b. At the msec level, the
required sensitivities are extremely modest: < 7th magnitude per pixel for stars and AGN, ]Tth magnitude
for protostellar nebulae. At resolutions of 10 -5 arcsec, a sensitivity of 28th magnitude is adequate to image
objects as cool as 300 K. Even interferometric imaging of extra-solar planetary systems may be possible,
although a multi-pixel image of the planet would be extremely difficult.
Requirements on dynamic range are less certain. The most stringent constraints may come from objects
such as close binaries, where there is often a mismatch between the surface brightness of the mass-transferring
star and that of the accretion disk. A dynamic range as large as 10 _- - 10 4 may be required in these cases,
but a smaller dynamic range may suffice to map more homogeneous structures.
Although imaging will probably prove to be the most compelling long term motivation for developing
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interferometry, the most profound product of the early years of interferometry may well be ultra-precise
astrometry made possible in space by freedom from terrestrial disturbances. Thus, we turn our attention
to a space-based astrometric optical interferometer. Possible measurements should include proper motions,
parallaxes, detection of dark companions, and relative motions in crowded fields (eg globular clusters). We
expect that the instrument would have a measurement uncertainty of less than 30 psec. It would measure
the separation of stars that are well separated, yielding absolute parallax and interconnection of reference
frames.
The RR Lyrae and Cepheid "standard candles" are critical to the determination of the Hubble constant.
At present, the realistic uncertainty in the Cepheid scale is about 15 percent, and it is a prime objective of
HST to make a modest improvement on this accuracy. Microarcsecond parallax measurements would reduce
this uncertainty by at least an order of magnitude. Quasars are generally assumed to be at "cosmological
distances" and therefore to show no proper motion of their centers of mass. An instrument with a few
psec precision could measure the relative motions of quasars, not only testing the cosmological-distance
hypothesis, but also investigating the large-scale motions in the early universe.
In the area of Galactic structure, there are several applications of precision astrometry. We could
measure the position, parallax, and proper motion of many of the massive young stars that mark the spiral
arms. These data would map the arms without the distance uncertainty that now degrades such maps
and would even show the motion associated with the density waves that are believed to be responsible for
the existence of the arms. Measurements to stars within a few kpc of the Sun would yield a portion of
the rotation curve for the Galaxy and thus a constraint on the mass distribution. Proper motions of the
Large and Small Magellanic Clouds would make possible independent determinations of the total mass of
the Galaxy and thus would tell us the amount of "dark matter" it contains.
Because of their brightness, we have an almost complete sample of the galactic globular clusters. These
objects can serve as probes of the galactic potential to large gatacto-centric distances. One only need
measure a few stars in each cluster so as to average their typically l0 km/s motion with respect to the
cluster center of mass. These measurements would also make possible the determination of the orbits of the
clusters. The cluster orbital parameters could be used to investigate correlations between metal abundance,
perigalactic distance, cluster radius, and orbital eccentricity, all having strong consequences for theories of
the formation of the Galaxy. Finally, the membership of special stars such as Mira variables, AGB stars,
helium-poor or helium-rich stars, or blue stragglers could be investigated geometrically, i.e., adding parallax
to the angular position test.
Precision astrometry could be used to study stars, their formation and evolution, and their structure.
Parallax measurements would substantially improve the number of accurate mass determinations for in-
terferometrically resolved binaries, and orbits could be obtained for both components in an inertial frame,
thus yielding the individual masses rather than the usual sum of the masses. Further, for nearby stars, the
method of perspective acceleration could be used to determine the gravitational potential at the surface of
the star. The resulting improved stellar mass and distance estimates, which would span the spectral types,
would yield a sharper mass-color-luminosity relation. By concentrating on binary systems in clusters, we
could empirically add age to the mass-color-luminosity relation and further test stellar-evolution models.
The study could be extended to special objects such as Eta Car, Cyg X-l, SS433, and the dozen
Wolf-Rayet stars in double-lined systems that are near enough to study. The optical positions of the radio
emission objects could be determined to higher accuracy than the radio positions are now determined; the
spatial coincidence of these positions could thus be checked.
The astrometric determination of the wobble of a star around the star-planet center of mass would
provide a sensitive means of searching for extra-solar planetary systems. Such a search, if conducted over an
extended time period, would either find these systems or show them to be substantially less common than
now expected, leading to a revision of our ideas about the formation of stars. Second or third generation
imaging interferometers with large apertures may be able to image those planetary systems.
Astronomers are just beginning to obtain direct observational information about pre-planetary and
remnant disks around young stars. Their nature and evolution can be established though high resolution
near infrared studies of the material close to stars of widely different ages. These will provide a critical
complement to millimeter interferometer measures of gas, which probe cooler circumstellar material at
greater distances from the stellar surface. Of course, the question of the existence, distribution, and
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characteristics of other planetary systems, bears directly on the question of the existence of life remote from
our solar system, and the possibility that there is other intelligent life in the universe.
The deflection of light by the solar mass is one of the standard tests of general relativity. If interferometric
observations near the limb of the sun are possible, microarcsecond astrometry would permit the accuracy
of this test to be increased by at least three orders. Such a deflection test would approach the sensitivity
needed to measure the contribution to the deflection from the square of the solar potential. According to
general relativity, this term is 11 psec at the limb and falls as the inverse square of the impact parameter.
When such a test is possible it would be the first "second-order" solar-system test of general relativity.
To summarize, the further development of IR/visible/UV interferometry should be undertaken with the
goals of precision astrometry and high angular resolution imaging. Such capabilities will revolutionize many
areas of astrophysics by providing the first morphological information on structurally complex systems.
Attaining the goal of ultra-high resolution imagery will probably take some time, certainly longer than the
nominal period to be covered in this decade survey. Fortunately, there will be important scientific returns
from the earliest stages of the program.
A Ground-Based Program
Optical and Infrared interferometry is the subject of world-wide interest and activity, and the U.S. is
fortunate to have several groups actively developing and using small interferometric facilities. The Berkeley
Infrared Spatial Interferometer is currently operational at 10 micrometers (tin1), and is now employed
to measure diameters of late type stars and map their circumstellar shells. The Mt. Wilson Mark III
interferometer, operating in the visible, is in use for wide field astrometry of stars, and also for several
programs to measure stellar diameters and binary orbits. The Infrared Michelson Array, at the University
of Wyoming, has recently seen first light and fringes. The Infrared Optical Telescope Array is under
construction, with installation on Mt. IIopkins expected in 1991. It will operate in the visible and near
infrared. _Vhile each of these projects is underway, none of them is as yet adequately funded to add the
critical third telescope and associated instrumentation, required for imaging applications.
In addition, several groups working with aperture masks and large telescopes have demonstrated the
reconstruction of optical images by aperture synthesis from U-V plane data.
Additional arrays are under construction or in an advanced planning stage. The Naval Observatory
Astrometric Interferometer and the Big Optical Array are sponsored by the DOD. A design study at the
Center for IIigh Angular Resolution Astronomy at GSU has led to a plan for an interferometric array of
small telescopes.
Owing in part to the terrestrial atmosphere, qualitatively different interferometric issues arise at visible
and infrared wavelengths, with heterodyne and direct correlation, and for small and medium telescopes.
Therefore, we give highest priority to supporting a multiplicity of projects; there is no other way to engage
an adequate community of experimentalists and to train students for the development of the field. Similarly,
progress on scientific issues over a wide front will require several operational arrays.
We recommend support for existing small interferometers and development of larger ones. These will
further the understanding of technical issues, and will directly yield significant scientific benefits in the
measurement of stellar diameters, binary star parameters, and many other areas of predominantly stellar
astronomy. We recommend the construction of at least one array of approximately five telescopes of
approximately 2 meter aperture, with baselines of at least 100 meters, for demonstration and use in infrared
imaging. This will enable the systematic study of star formation, reconnaissance of the outer structure of
AGN's, and many other topics involving moderately faint sources.
The proposed programs for the 1990's will lay the foundation for an advanced IR/optical array in the
next decade. For such an array a considerable number of apertures, with a total collecting area comparable
to a 16 meter filled aperture telescope, and an actual unfilled aperture size of many hundreds of meters, are
envisaged. This project, a Very Large Optical Array, will extend ground-based optical interferometry to its
faint limit, and will probably have a snapshot capability. We cannot at this time specify the VLOA in any
detail. IIowever, serious planning and design can and should begin later in this decade, with the objective of
preparing a plan and proposal for the next decade survey ten years from now. This recommendation finds
support in the long range planning efforts of NSF's ACAST (Long Range Planning Subcommittees, 1990).
The current DOD and private funding for optical interferotnetry is critically important, but requires
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significant augmentation, including non-DOD nationM funds. The experimental projects recommended for
the 1990's should reasonably be concentrated in the university community, where cost-sharing is readily
arranged, and where students will have maximum participation. The VLOA of the next decade will be a
unique facility, and would appropriately have national sponsorship and community access.
A Space Program
The Interferometry Panel finds that there is great scientific potential in space-based optical interferom-
etry. Much of the required technology is either in hand or rapidly emerging, but some specific technologies
require development. This work should be started in the early 1990's so as to be ready to support a
field that is ripe for productive scientific exploitation. We envision an orderly progression from small to
large instruments, with the experience gained in the construction of ground-based imaging and astrometric
interferometers and large aperture telescopes playing a significant role in the design of the large imaging
instruments in space that we recommend for the 21st Century. The recommended progression has three
steps: (1) an astrometric mission; (2) a multi-aperture imager (30-100 m baseline); and (3) a major imaging
facility with a synthesized aperture of at least one km. These recommendations correspond to components
of the recommended post-1995 astronomy and astrophysics program reported by the Space Science Board
(1988). It is also consistent with the recommendations of NASA's Planetary System Science Working Group
(see Appendix).
(1) During the 1990's we should design and build the first space-based optical interferomcter. This should
be an astrometric instrument of the Explorer or intermediate class with a measurement accuracy goal of a
few psec, and certainly better than 30 psec. Such an instrument would be a powerful new multi-disciplinary
tool for astronomical research. It could open new areas of astrophysical investigation and change the nature
of the questions being asked in some old areas. It would address several pressing scientific questions ranging
from the existence (or absence), prevalence, and characteristics of extra-solar planetary systems, to galactic
structure, mass, and mass distribution. It should directly determine the Cepheid distance scale to better
than 2%, would be a potent tol for the detection of planetary systems out to at least 200 pc, and could
perform a stringent test of general relativity. The importance of such an instrument has been recognized
previously by the scientific community in various NASA and National Academy reports (Space Science
Board, 1981; Physics Survey Committee, 1986; Space Astronomy MOWG, 1981).
Although much valuable work could be done with a narrow-angle instrument, there is a considerable
advantage to an interferometer that can directly measure large target separations. Such capability opens
the way for the determination and correction of instrument bias via 360 degree closure as well as for direct
parallax determination without need for a zero-parallax reference object. This is important since, in the
case of narrow angle astrometry, finding and certifying a zero parallax object for use with a chosen target in
conjunction with psec astrometric measurements poses problems that arise both because of the small (few
square arcmin) field of view for reference objects and because in some directions (e.g., the galactic center)
extragalactic objects are obscured. Similarly, measuring the proper motion of and within globular clusters
is facilitated by being able to use reference objects outside of the cluster-obscured region.
For a wide-angle instrument and a given target star, the field available for the reference star is generally
large and may approach a steradian. Thus a small set of well studied, bright stars (V __ 10) can serve as
reference objects for most observations. Sufficiently redundant observations within the reference set will
yield a rigid frame in which the separation would be known a posteriori for any pair of stars, even those
not simultaneously observed. Within the reference set, every star becomes a reference for every other star.
Thus this frame could be tied to both the extra-galactic frame and the radio frame by a modest number of
observations.
For a wide-angle instrument and a given astrometric target (star, asteroid, QSO etc) the field available
for reference or comparison objects is large and may approach a steradian. Access is thus ensured to selected
reference sources, including distant extra-galactic, zero parallax, zero proper motion objects, well studied
stars, and other program sources, allowing all to be tied into a rigid frame.
(2) During the 1990's we should develop the technology for an imaging interferometer that could be
deployed in space early in the next decade. This logical successor to ttST should have a resolution about an
order of magnitude greater than HST. Although considerable analysis is required before the architecture of
such an instrument is established, we project that it will have a maximum baseline length of at least 30 and
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possibly as much as 100 m, and total collecting area comparable to HST. The aperture might consist of 20
or more individual segments, arranged in a configuration determined by a tradeoff of resolution, sensitivity,
time required to form an image, and other factors.
This intermediate-size instrument would yield a high level of scientific return by virtue both of its
order-of-magnitude resolution advance and of its ability to image faint objects. It would benefit from the
ongoing work on ground-based imaging interferometers; it would also benefit from the development of the
astrometric interferometer.
(3) During the early part of the nexl century, it should be possible to build a greal imaging interferometer
in space. This km-scale facility with multiple large apertures (say two to six meters) would represent a major
undertaking and could serve as the focus for an international scientific collaboration. The most desirable
approach for building the great imaging interferometer is not yet clear. There may be considerable economic
advantage to building this instrument on the Moon, depending on a clarification of the extent and time
scale of the lunar scientific opportunities. A second option is to use separate free-flying spacecraft for each
aperture, with the geometry of the array monitored and controlled by laser beams. The array might be
located at one of the libration points of the Earth-Moon system or in geosynchronous orbit. This approach
may be attractive, provided that it is possible to build such a "floating imager" at moderate cost. A third
possibility is to connect the individual aperture modules by long beams. Studies of the different options will
be necessary during the 1990's in order to identify the optimum approach.
Compensating for the Atmosphere with Adaptive Optics
The attainment of diffraction limited imaging is perhaps the most important challenge in ground-based
astronomical instrumentation. Over the last 350 years, we have improved the sensitivity of our telescopes
10 million-fold, but at optical wavelengths atmospheric turbulence still prevents the resolution of even the
largest telescopes from consistently exceeding that of a telescope with an aperture of only a few inches. We
need high angular resolution in astronomy for the information available in improved imagery, and to reach
fainter limiting magnitudes.
Many astronomical objects have structure much less than an arcsecond in scale. Such objects include all
distant galaxies, the cores of normal and active galaxies, regions of dense star formation, most circumstellar
disks, and Ml but the most gross features of planets. The Hubble Space Telescope should provide dramatic
improvements in visible and UV spatial resolution, but only modest improvements in the infrared. However,
an 8 meter ground-based telescope equipped with adaptive optics will provide angular resolution at 2 _m
equal to the resolution of HST at 0.5 pm. Although adaptive optics will improve the performance of
ground-based telescopes at all wavelengths, the gains in the infrared will probably be the most productive
for astronomy in the 1990's, and the infrared science objectives are emphasized here.
Some of the most exciting applications of adaptive optics will be in the imaging and spectroscopy of
galaxies. AGN's and the cores of "normal" galaxies are especially amenable to study with this technique.
For instance, measurements of velocity dispersion near the center of normal galaxies such as M31 or M32
indicate that they may contain 107 Mq) black holes. Such data can be checked and extended to other nearby
galaxies by using adaptive optics to carry out high spatial resolution spectroscopy. The central regions of
galaxies are clearly special, and an 8 meter telescope will be able to explore these out to 3 Mpc with a
resolution of 1 parsec. A 3.5 meter telescope should be able to resolve spiral arms anywhere in the universe.
The surface brightness of an elliptical galaxy is very high, and it should be possible to carry out spatially
resolved, velocity dispersion measurements for distant elliptical galaxies, enabling us for the first time to
study the dynamics of galaxies in an earlier stage of evolution.
Supernova searches can be extended to high redshift galaxies by working in the infrared with adaptive
optics. Even more exciting, especially for 8 meter telescopes, is the possibility of detecting very distant
supernovae. Since SN probably occur before a galaxy forms a disk, we may see SN from primordial galaxies
before we see the galaxies themselves. Also, it may be easier to detect a time-variable point source than
a very low surface brightness extended source. The detection rate for SN at z=l to 3 would be low for
the local SN rate, but could be in the range 1/night of observation if the star formation rate in primordial
galaxies were as large as 60 M O per year.
Large telescopes with adaptive optics will allow us to explore the morphology and kinematic structure of
circumstellar disks, especially around late-type stars. These observations, essential for studies of stellar and
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Figure 4 (left). A demonstration of diffraction limited imaging at 2.2 /_m with adaptive optics and a 1.5 m telescope. The
image is of the binary ")'2 Ari, separation 0.55" (Rousset et al, 1990).
Figure 5 (right). The calculated seeing width as a function of wavelength for an 8 m telescope with various degrees of
adaptive compensation. The uncompensated Strehl width at 0.5 pm is assumed to be 0.66 arcsec. (F. Roddier, private
communication)
planetary formation, can be achieved from ground-based telescopes. IR speckle observations have already
shown the existence of infalling halos with solar system size inner diameters around stars such as HL Tau
and R Mon. Adaptive optics allows us to explore such structures with a resolution of 10 AU for the nearest,
with sufficient sensitivity to study a representative sample of objects with different ages. Studies of the
circumstellar gas kinematics are necessary to determine how stars and planets form. Keplerian velocities are
of the order of 10 km/sec, so we need spectral resolution of 100,000 and high spatial resolution to determine
whether matter is falling into or leaving the star. Emission from the CO molecule at 4.8 pm should be well
suited for this measurement.
Another important problem is the initial mass function of young stars as they condense from clouds of
gas and dust. The IMF is crucial for many studies of star formation and galaxy evolution. In the Orion
molecular cloud OMC1, the separation between stars at the present detection limit is a few arcseconds, and
many of these are multiple. High spatial resolution is needed to obtain the HR diagram.
Brown dwarfs are objects too small to initiate hydrogen burning. Although there are strong theoretical
grounds for their existence in large numbers, no confirmed detection has been yet made. Since the dwarf
is close to the brighter primary, high angular resolution and dynamic range are required. With adaptive
optics and an expected dynamic range of 9 magnitudes it should be possible to detect 40-50 Jupiter-mass
objects out to a distance of at least 5 pc. This is a comparable sensitivity to the complementary technique
of Doppler measurements (Latham et al, 1989).
For point objects improvements in seeing scale directly into improvements in limiting flux, owing to
the reduction of background possible with improved concentration of light in a point source image. Higher
angular resolution on large telescopes is in fact the most cost-effective way of observing fainter point objects.
Thus a diffraction limited 3.5 meter telescope can in principle reach the same limiting flux as a 30 meter
seeing limited telescope in the visible. Incorporation of diffraction limited imaging on an 8 meter telescope
extends its limiting flux by more than an order of magnitude in the near infra-red.
The method of adaptive optics includes all orders of wavefront correction, beginning with the simplest,
tilt correction (similar to fast guiding). The order of correction employed, and the resulting image improve-
ment, will depend on the wavelength and telescope diameter. Thus in the infrared, low order correction
alone may achieve near diffraction limited images, while at shorter wavelengths low order correction will
provide improved image quality, while still far from the diffraction limit.
A major limitation of adaptive optics is the limited field of view over which the technique is applicable.
Light from two sources in the sky travels through different turbulence and our ability to correct the
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wavefront over an appreciable field is limited by this effect. The region over which the optical properties of
the atmosphere are correlated is called the isoplanatic patch. The size of the isoplanatic patch is a serious
problem since often the target object itself is too faint to readily determine the instantaneous atmospheric
wavefront. A nearby bright source must serve this function. We can then only observe bright objects or
objects that happen to be near a bright star. The probability of finding a bright enough guide star within
the isoplanatic patch varies with wavelength, so that in the infrared we can indeed use an off-axis guide star
to make the complete corrections. The area of sky which can be covered depends strongly on the order of
correction desired and the wavelength, and varies from near 100% at 10/zm (large isoplanatic angle, large
time constant) to less than 1% at 0.5 #m (isoplanatic angle of only a few arcsec, short time constant).
For low orders of wavefront distortion, such as would be compensated with partial adaptive correction, the
correlation extends over much larger angles. Thus, for example, for tilt error, with an 8-meter telescope,
the correlation coefficient should exceed 0.5 over angles of several hundred arcsec (this angle depends on the
model of the atmosphere, seeing, etc).
To overcome the need for a nearby astronomical reference source Foy and Labeyrie proposed, in 1985, to
generate an artificial star by focusing a single frequency laser in the Sodium layer of the upper atmosphere.
The laser-generated artificial star could then be positioned near any object in the sky. The major technical
problem are the laser and the correction of many elements in the aperture for work in the visible. An
artificial reference source cannot provide a measurement of the lowest order errors, the piston (relevant only
for interferometry) or the tilt, thus a celestial reference source is still required. However, with an artificial
reference source to ensure a plane wavefront across the telescope aperture, a much fainter celestial reference
may be used, and only low order information is required of it.
A Program for Development and Implementation of Adaptive Optics
A large and continuing DOD investment goes into adaptive optics. This effort represents an important
potential resource for astronomy, although actual DOD systems may be too complex, expensive, or specialized
for wide implementation in astronomy. Although several sources are available for the principal components of
adaptive optics systems, turnkey or blackbox systems are not currently feasible or desirable. The astronomy
community must develop the expertise to build and utilize these relatively complex systems.
Several groups in the U.S. are currently working with adaptive optics for astronomy. These include
NOAO (solar and stellar programs), Johns Hopkins (adaptive optics with coronography), the University
of Chicago and University of Illinois (laser reference techniques), University of Hawaii (wavefront sensing,
adaptive mirrors), and Steward Observatory (neural net processing, adaptive systems). Such programs are
important to development, adaptation, and implementation of technology and training of students. Support
is required to continue and expand such activities.
We recommend support during the 1990's for the implementation of adaptive optics on a number of
telescopes, particularly including large telescopes, where the potential gains are greatest. The early years
of the program should emphasize the areas of infrared imaging and spectroscopy and solar astronomy. The
scientific return in these areas is expected to be readily achieved, once adequate resources are made available.
Later in the decade, more sophisticated systems will extend diffraction-limited visible performance to large
telescopes. Combined with the multi-telescope interferometry programs described above, AO will yield a
large gain in performance of distributed optical arrays.
Adaptive Optics is a revolutionary and cost effective emerging advance in ground-based astronomical
instrumentation. At the moment it suffers from a high entrance fee in terms of intellectual investment and
capital. We can target five areas which need support over the next decade.
1 Rapid demonstration of partial correction. Adaptive optics systems with 10-100 actuators may be
demonstrated and used extensively for science during the next five years. These will be near state of
the art and will be implemented initially for solar work at visible wavelengths and for 3-4 meter class
telescopes in the infrared.
2 Development of lower cost systems. It should be possible to develop moderate cost adaptive systems
oriented to astronomers requirements. Our objective should be to extend the most useful benefits of
adaptive optics to many telescopes and interferometric arrays at a cost not much different from a major
instrument. The key here is the development of new types of hardy, cost-effective adaptive mirrors and
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wavefront sensors. Membrane mirrors, bimorph mirrors, and curvature sensing are techniques which
appear promising. These systems will probably be built by astronomers at their home institutions.
3 Laser reference systems. Implementation of high order adaptive correction, or extension to faint sources
of partial correction at visible wavelengths, will require laser reference systems. It will be a challenge
to devise cost-effective implementations of these potentially expensive techniques for use in astronomy.
Such work may use hardware developed for military systems, and may profit from collaboration with
experienced DOD contractors.
4 Algorithms. The development and application of mathematical techniques is required both to control
the system and to improve the images once they have been detected. Although much of the light can
be contained in the outer halo of the point spread function, especially at shorter wavelengths with
partial correction, simulations show that the halo is smooth and has low surface brightness after a long
exposure. Deconvolution and contrast enhancement methods, such as the van Cittert or more powerful
non-linear techniques similar to those used by radio astronomers, can dramatically improve the dynamic
range of the processed images.
5 The training of an adequate core of personnel. Adaptive optics systems are complex. Small errors in
understanding can and have invalidated some work. DOD systems often have a near permanent staff
from the manufacturers to keep the sub-systems running. At observatories at least some staff on the
mountain must be well informed and able to adjust, service, and improve the systems.
At present the only working adaptive optics system in night time astronomy (excepting simple tip/tilt
correction) is in Europe. Funding and support of this technology is essential to maintaining the competi-
tiveness of existing U.S. telescopes, even of the 8-m telescopes that are on the drawing board. The cost of
a balanced program in the U.S. is estimated at $35 million over the next ten years, less than the cost of a
single large facility.
Gravitational Waves
Observations of the inspiral rate for the binary pulsar PSR 1913+16 have given strong support to
the predictions of general relativity for the strength of gravitational radiation from accelerating massive
bodies. Valuable limits on the intensity of gravitational waves reaching the Earth have been set by a
combination of terrestrial antennas of different kinds, including Doppler tracking of distant spacecraft
and timing measurements on millisecond pulsars. We will describe here two proposed gravitational wave
observatories using laser interferometers as broadband antennas, and the opportunities for obtaining entirely
new types of astrophysical information with them.
One proposed observatory is LIGO (the Laser-Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory), a high-
frequency, earth-based project, which is now nearing the end of a decade-long planning, design, and research
and development stage. This project would construct a vacuum facility to support many generations of
gravitational-wave detectors, and would construct an initial detector system. Construction of LIGO has
been approved by the National Science Board, and funding has been requested from the Congress. The
other proposed observatory is LAGOS (the Laser Gravitational-Wave Observatory in Space), for which a
preliminary feasibility study has been completed. It will be proposed to NASA for technology development
during the 1990's and possible flight in the decade 2000-2010. These observatories would cover the frequency
range from roughly 104 Hz to 1 Hz (LIGO) and the from 1 nz to 10 -5 Hz (LAGOS).
Gravitational waves are emitted by the coherent, bulk motions of large amounts of matter (e.g.
collapsing stellar cores) and by coherent, nonlinear vibrations of space-time curvature (e.g. collisions of
black holes). The strongest extragalactic waves bathing the earth are not likely to exceed h _, 10 -2°, where
h is the strength of the perturbation in the metric. The strongest sources are likely to be black holes and
neutron stars - e.g., the violent births of black holes and neutron stars in stellar implosions, and the inspiral
and coalescence of binary neutron stars and black holes in distant galaxies. The characteristic frequencies
of vibration and rotation for neutron stars are less than or of order a few kilohertz; and those for a black
hole of mass M are
f _._ lOkHz
-M/2M®
(where 2M 0 is the smallest possible mass for a black hole that forms by stellar collapse). Thus, the strongest
waves are likely to lie at frequencies of 10 kHz and below.
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Because the strongest sources are compact concentrations of highly dynamical mass, they typically
will lie in regions obscured by surrounding matter (e.g., in the core of a supernova explosion or at the
center of a galaxy or in the big-bang origin of the universe). Fortunately, gravitational waves are highly
penetrating. For example, primordial gravitational waves should have last scattered near the Planck time,
,,_ 10 -43 seconds, when the initial conditions of the universe were being set by the (little understood) laws
of quantum gravity
High Frequency Gravitational Wave Sources (LIGO)
Coalescence of neutron-star and black-hole binaries. Of all sources in the LIGO's high-frequency band,
the final inspiral of a binary neutron star is best understood: Because the binary orbit is nearly Keplerian,
the details of the waves are known with confidence; and binary pulsar observations have provided enough
information about birth rates of binary neutron stars to pin down the distance to which one must look in
order to see several coalescences per year. That distance is 100 Mpc, give or take a factor of a few. Advanced
detectors in the LIGO should be able to detect the inspiral waves out to a distance of about 1000 Mpc,
where the event rate is presumably many per year (see Figure 6a).
From measurements of the waveforms emitted by the final inspiral and coalescence, one can extract the
masses of both objects. The inspiral waveforms also reveal, directly, the distance to the source - without
any assumptions. Thus, such inspirals serve as "standard candles".
Supernovae. Those supernovae (primarily type II) that are triggered by the collapse of a stellar
core to form a neutron star should produce bursts of gravitational waves. Although the rate of such
supernovae is well known from electromagnetic studies, the strengths of their waves depend crucially on the
unknown degree of asymmetry of the collapse. The LIGO has hope of seeing highly asymmetric collapses
(--_ 10-3M®c 2 radiated) out to the VIRGO cluster, but would have difficulty seeing nearly spherical collapses
(--_ 10-1°Moc 2 radiated) even in our own galaxy. Observational studies of the gravitational waves from
supernovae could bring information not obtainable in any other way about the asymmetry in the collapse
and about the physics of very young neutron stars.
Rotating Neutron Stars. Advanced detectors in the LIGO could detect the gravitational waves from
a neutron star anywhere in our galaxy if its equatorial ellipticity exceeds emi,_ "_ 10 -9 ( Pro, 1 msec) 2,
where Pro, is the star's rotation period. If there are many such neutron stars, LIGO will be a rich source of
information about neutron-star physics:
When a neutron star with magnetic field B __ 107 Gauss is being spun up by accretion from a
companion, the spinup may be halted by an instability triggered by gravitational radiation reaction.
Interesting constraints on the viscosity of neutron-star matter (which impedes the growth of the instability)
and on the equation of state would follow from observing such objects.
Black - Hole Births. Black holes with masses of a few M O up to a few tens of M o are thought to
be born in the collapses of massive ordinary stars; and more massive holes may be born in galactic nuclei,
in collapses of supermassive stars, and/or in star clusters. The rate of such events is highly uncertain (it is
not even firmly known that black holes exist); and the mass spectrum of the resulting black holes is highly
uncertain. Advanced detectors in the LIGO should be able to detect highly nonspherical black-hole births
throughout the universe, for hole masses between 50 M O and 1000 M o.
Cosmological Studies. Gravitational-wave observations might bring us valuable cosmological informa-
tion in several areas. One concerns fluctuations in the early universe. Gravitational waves emerging from
the Ptanck era of the big bang - even waves so weak that they are nothing but vacuum fluctuations -
can be amplified, during the earliest epochs of the universe's expansion, to make them detectable. The
amplification is "parametric"; it results from coupling of the waves to the large-scale background curvature
of the expanding space-time. Observations of such waves, or failure to observe them, will provide valuable
information or constraints on theories of the very early universe, such as "inflation." The potential sensitivity
of the LIGO is about 10 -1° of the closure density at frequencies near 30 Hz. For comparison, pulsar timing
is now nearing flaw "_ 10 -7 at f ,_ 10 -s Hz; anisotropy of the cosmic microwave background gives limits
of flGw "_ 10 -x2 in a very narrow window at f ,-_ 10 -16 Hz; and the time delay in the gravitational lens
0957+561 gives a limit flaw "" 10 -s at f ,-_ 3 × i0 -is Hz.
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Low Frequency Gravitational Wave Sources (LA GOS}
Binary Stars. The total number of binaries in the galaxy with frequencies between 10 -S and 10 -2 Hz is
roughly l0 s . This includes detached binaries, contact binaries, cataclysmic variables, neutron star binaries,
and close white dwarf binaries. The numbers expected are fairly well known, except for the close white
dwarf binaries, which have not yet been observed. Specific predictions of the number density of white dwarf
binaries are available but are highly uncertain, in part because such binaries must undergo two periods of
common envelope evolution during their history, and could be disrupted. Evolutionary calculations suggest
that substantial numbers of black hole-neutron star binaries may also be present.
The number density of binaries in our galaxy drops off rapidly at higher frequencies, and at some
frequency near 10 -3 Hz there will be less than one binary per cycle-per-year frequency bin. Somewhat above
this frequency, most binaries will be clearly resolved, and their locations can be determined by analyzing the
change in signal strength as they go through the sharp nulls in the antenna pattern. The highest frequency
galactic binary signals are expected to be about 3 × 10 -3 Itz for neutron star binaries, and about 2 × 10 -2
Hz for close white dwarf binaries if they are present at 10% of the calculated number density. The strengths
of the expected signals for these two types of binaries are shown in Figure 6b. Below 10-3 Hz, some binaries
which happen to be unusually close will be observable above the unresolved galactic binaries.
Information concerning the unresolved galactic binaries can be obtained from the shape of the observed
spectrum. However, these binaries also provide noise, which makes it more difficult to observe other kinds
of signals such as possible extragalactic backgrounds and possible coalescence signals from active galactic
nuclei. The unresolved galactic binary signal strength is shown in Figures 6a-c, both without close white
dwarf binaries (solid curves) and with 10% of the calculated number density for them (dotted curves). If
the close white dwarf binaries are present at nearly the calculated level, an isotropic stochastic background
signal should be observable between 10 -3 and 10 -2 Itz due to the integrated signal from all the other
galaxies. Each shell of a given thickness contributes roughly equally on the average, so the signal would
come from sources nearly all the way out to the Hubble radius.
Coalescence signals from AGN_s. Probably the most interesting burst source for LAGOS is inspiral
signals from white dwarfs, neutron stars or --_ 10M® black holes orbiting around central supermassive black
holes (SMBH's) in AGN's or quasars. If perhaps 10% of the AGN or quasar core immediately after SMBH
formation is in such compact objects, inspiral signals may be observable between 0.3 and 10 millihertz
during the period while the SMBtt is growing to roughly 107Mo. Itowever, if close white dwarf binaries
are present at nearly the calculated density, fluctuations in the integrated signal from many of them will
limit the antenna sensitivity. In this case, the range of frequencies and distances over which signals could
be observed would be limited, and the event rate would be reduced.
Cosmological backgrounds. The sensitivity of LAGOS in searching for cosmological backgrounds
such as possible amplified relic gravitons from inflation would again depend on the strength of the noise
background from close white dwarf binaries. For a density of such sources which is 10% of the calculated
value, the sensitivity would be about 10 -11 of the closure density. IIowever, with few close white dwarf
binaries, the sensitivity would be roughly 100 times better.
A Gravitational Wave Observatory Program
A laser interferometer gravitational-wave detector, in its simplest conceptual variant, consists of masses
that hang by wires at the corner and ends of an L. A gravitational wave pushes the masses back and forth
relative to each other, changing the difference in the length of the detector's two arms by an amount AL that
is proportional to the arm length L and to the strength of the metric perturbation h. By laser interferometry
one directly reads out AL/L and, from its time evolution, the waveform h(t). The interferometry is typically
done in one of two ways: each arm is operated as a delay line, with a light beam bouncing back and forth
in it many times, or each arm is operated as a giant Fabry-Perot cavity with finesse as large as 10,000.
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More sophisticated optical configurations, called "broad-band recycling," "dual recycling," and "resonant
recycling" have the potential to improve the sensitivities markedly.
For most noise sources (e.g. seismic noise, gravity gradient noise, and thermal noise, which dominate
at frequencies f < 100 Hz), the displacement noise AL in the interferometer is independent of the arm
length L; and, correspondingly, the gravitational-wave sensitivity h = AL/L improves with increasing arm
length. Prototype interferometric detectors, with arm lengths from 1 meter to 40 meters, have been under
development since 1970 and vigorously since about 1976. Feasibility studies, technology development, and
planning for full-scale detectors have been carried out in the United States since 1981, with funding from
NSF. In 1984 plans were initiated for the design, construction, and operation of a full-scale system called the
LIGO; and in 1986 the Physics Survey Committee ("Brinkman Committee") strongly endorsed the LIGO.
The unequivocal ground-based detection of gravitational-wave bursts amidst instrumental and environ-
mental noise requires cross correlation of two detectors at widely separated sites. For this reason, tile LIGO
will include two facilities, far apart in the continental United States, in which cross correlated detectors will
operate. To determine the direction to a source and to separate its two polarizations (i.e. to extract the full
details of the wave) will require cross correlating three, and preferably four detectors at widely separated
sites. The American effort will have to rely on similar detectors in Europe, Japan, and/or Australia for the
third and fourth detectors of a world-wide network. Numerical simulations of such a network predict, for
gravitational-wave bursts, angular resolutions of a few tens of arc minutes for interesting sources.
Figures 6a-c show the expected sensitivities of (i) the first detectors planned for the LIGO, and (ii)
more advanced detectors that might operate in the LIGO a few years after the first ones. The technology
for the advanced detectors is expected to be well in hand within the next several years, but key aspects of
their design cannot be tested adequately in the existing 40-meter prototype vacuum system, and must await
the full scale LIGO.
The development and operation of a network of resonant acoustic bar detectors should continue to be
supported. The detectors are approaching sensitivities which could detect galactic supernovae. The present
prototype interferometric detectors, although beginning to rival the sensitivity of current bar detectors, will
not be operated in observational mode during the development of the large baseline systems.
Laser Gravitational Wave Observatory in Space
Ground-based interferometric detectors cannot be used in the low- frequency band because displacement
noise for their test masses is an insurmountable problem at low frequencies. To achieve high sensitivity in
this band requires an interferometer in space with very large arm lengths. The proposed LAGOS antenna
makes use of carefully shielded test masses freely floating inside three separate spacecraft, which are 107 km
apart. The cluster of three spacecraft is located near the L-5 point of the Earth-Sun system. The lengths
of the two interferometer arms will remain equal to 0.2% for proper choices of the initial orbit parameters.
Changes in the test mass separations are monitored by laser phase measurements. One watt of power
from a cavity-stabilized Nd-YAG laser pumped by laser diodes is sent out from the central spacecraft to
each end spacecraft through 0.3 m telescopes. Similar lasers in each end spacecraft are phase-locked to the
received signal and transmit back to the central spacecraft. The phase of the returned signals is measured
as a function of time with respect to the laser in the central spacecraft.
To the extent that the test masses can be protected from spurious accelerations at frequencies of 10 -a
to 1 Hz, laser wavelength variations can be corrected for by measuring the sum of the apparent variations
in length for the two interferometer arms. The corrected laser wavelength is then used to determine changes
in the difference in arm lengths due to gravitational waves and instrumental noise. The effect of the
residual laser wavelength variations is reduced because they are nearly common mode for the two arms.
This correction procedure works at all frequencies in the range of interest, except for narrow bands around
harmonics of the 0.017 Hz round-trip frequency for one arm.
The expected antenna performance is shown in Figures 6a-c. The best performance is achieved for
frequencies between 10 -3 and 10 -2 Hz. The performance gets worse above 10 -2 Hz because of the
gravitational wavelength getting shorter than the arm length, and worse below 10 -3 Hz because of spurious
accelerations of the test masses and thermal fluctuations in the telescope. The performance degrades even
more rapidly below about 2 × 10-_ Hz because the thermal isolation becomes inadequate.
A single antenna in space should be sufficient for measuring most kinds of expected low-frequency
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Figure 6a (opposite, top) Gravltational-wave bursts: estimated source strengths and detector sensitivities. Plotted vertically
are the characteristic amplitudes hc of gravitational waves from several postulated burst sources and the sensitivities of
several existing and planned detectors. Abbreviations are BH, NS, and SN are used for black hole, neutron star, and
supernova. The sensitivities are for 90% confidence of detecting very rare bursts.
Figure 6b (opposite, bottom) Per;odic gravitational waves, and detector sensitivities for 90% confidence of detection in 107
seconds of integration time.
Figure 6c (above) Stochastic gravitational waves and detector sensitivities. (These figures adapted from Thorne, 1987, where
additional discussion will be found.)
gravitational wave signals. Periodic signals from roughly 103 binary stars in our galaxy, near 10 -3 Hz
and possibly up to 10 -2 Hz, should be easily observed. Below about 10 -3 Hz, there will be a random
superposition of signals from roughly l0 s binary stars in our galaxy, which cannot be resolved in frequency
even with a few years of data. However, the passage of the galactic center through the nulls in the antenna
pattern four times a year will verify that the detected spectral amplitude curve is not due to unexpected
instrumental effects. It is only for isotropic extragalactic background that the limitation of having a single
antenna is likely to be substantial.
Until the LAGOS antenna is developed, the principal technique for searching for low frequency gravita-
tional waves will continue to be Doppler tracking of distant spacecraft using microwave transponders. The
sensitivity will be increased substantially by tracking in X-band on both uplink and downlink, a step to be
taken for the first time with the Galileo mission; and can be increased still further by tracking at Ka-band,
as is being considered for the Cassini mission. Since searching for gravitational waves is a small additional
cost for missions to the outer planets, we recommend continuing to carry out searches with future missions,
especially those that will have Doppler capabilities at X-band and/or at higher frequencies.
Technology Development During the 1990's
Conceptual design studies for LAGOS were carried out during 1985-1988 under the NASA Innovative
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Research Program. Preliminary technology development studies were started in 1989. The present mass
estimates are 200 kg on-orbit mass each for the two end spacecraft and 400 kg for the central one.
There are several areas in which major technology development is required. The first is the development
of a very low thrust station-keeping and altitude-control propulsion system. The thrust levels required are
far below those for any previous mission, but are needed continuously to counteract solar radiation pressure
on the spacecraft, so high fuel efficiency is desired in order to permit a 10 yr mission lifetime. The primary
requirements on the system are that it keep the spacecraft centered on the test mass, and that it maintain the
spacecraft orientation accurately with respect to the laser beam transmitted by one of the other spacecraft.
A Disturbance Reduction System is needed to protect the test mass inside each spacecraft from spurious
accelerations which could mask the effects of gravitational waves. The requirement is to keep the fluctuations
of the spurious test mass accelerations about 6 orders of magnRude below the acceleration an uncorrected
spacecraft would have due to variations in the solar radiation intensity and in the solar wind.
LAGOS requires construction and space-qualification of 1 Watt stable lasers with long lifetime and high
efficiency. The development of diode-pumped Nd-YAG lasers has been proceeding rapidly, and a five year
lifetime for each laser with about 15% efficiency and high reliability appears feasible. The lasers would be
locked to rugged Fabry-Perot interferometers with low expansion spacers and optically contacted mirrors to
provide good short-term stability.
Two other areas are the development of a high-stability laser beam steering system and the investigation
of improved thermal insulation methods.
A gravitational wave antenna to go on the Moon soon after the year 2000 also has been proposed.
By working with LIGO and with other terrestrial antennas, it would improve the angular sensitivity for
determining the location of burst sources. Such a lunar antenna also would require technology development
during the 1990s. The frequency range would be from perhaps 0.3 Hz to a few kHz.
Prospects for International Collaboration
International collaboration is likely to play a role in the larger projects recommended here. We note that
there is considerable interest in the European space community in astrometry from space (viz. Hipparcos)
and an imaging interferometer features prominently in the ESA Horizon 2000 program.
The search for gravitational radiation and especially the full development of gravitational wave as-
tronomy would benefit from a worldwide network of interferometers to gain source position and wave
polarization information. On-going efforts in Europe and proposed programs in Australia and Japan are to
be encouraged.
Related Issues
(1) Adaptive optics and optical interferometry require imaging detectors of the highest quantum
efficiency and lowest noise. This requirement is strongly driven by the need to detect position and phase
reference information within an atmospheric time constant, usually much less than a second.
(2) The large telescopes planned for this decade could constitute a unique resource for interferomet-
ric experiments or instruments of the future, provided some consideration is given to their siting and
configuration in the planning and construction phase.
(3) The transfer of technology from DOD to the astronomy community is important to the timely and
cost-effective development of adaptive optics for astronomy.
(4) The Explorer program has a nominal cap for total mission cost to launch of $100M. There is a large
gap between this level and the level of a typical "new start" taken to congress. This inhibits scientifically
important missions which naturally fall in this cost range, as an Astrometric Mission probably does.
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Appendix - PSSWG Statement for the Interferometry Panel
The Planetary System Science Working Group (PSS'_VG) was formed by G. Briggs (NASA SL) in
early 1988 to investigate means of detecting and characterizing extra-solar planetary systems. The PSSWG,
under the chairmanship of B. Burke (MIT), expanded its role to include studies of the nature of planetary
systems and the relation between their formation and formation of stars. This scope includes the physics of
pre-planetary nebulae and circumstellar envelopes, and is closely related to the domain of the newly formed
"origins" program.
In addressing scientific goals, PSSWG has concluded that the determination of the prevalence and
natures of other planetary systems, in a broadly based study, is essential to an understanding of how such
systems form and evolve. Further, such a study would eventually show whether our own Earth is a rare
exemplar or one of myriad planets in our Galaxy that could support life. The study will require more than
one generation of interferometric instrumentation, with successive generations permitting deeper searches.
For studies of nearby stars, the stages might include (in order of challenge): Jupiter-sized planets three to
ten AU from their stars; Uranus-sized planets in the water-ice condensation zone; and Earth-sized planets
at one to two AU from their stars. At each stage, it is essential that the search "drain the lake," not just
provide a "fishing expedition."
PSSWG has considered both short-term (next ten years) and long-term (following twenty years)
strategies. In the short term, the prime objective would be the discovery of extra-solar planetary systems.
An essential characteristic of any system chosen for this task is that a negative result be scientifically valid.
As this new phase of planetary science develops, the work would aim at the preliminary characterization of
the systems discovered and the statistical study of the kinds of stars that support planetary systems. The
PSSWG has found that, considering the instruments that could be built in the short term, the principal
approach for reliable detection of extra-solar planetary systems is by means of space-based astrometry. In
particular, the goal of detecting a Uranus-sized planet having a radial separation of five AU appears to
be beyond the range of ground-based techniques. However, with space-based instrumentation, it would be
possible to achieve orders of magnitude improvement over the present ground-based astrometric accuracy of
a few mas. Thus, this critical test is within reach and should be performed. The groundwork should also be
prepared for developing more advanced interferometric systems that can carry out the in-depth planetary
systems studies that will develop in the following decades.
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Introduction and Executive Summary
Barely 25 years have elapsed since the first space-borne observations of high energy phenomena in the
Universe. In that time interval, an astonishing amount of progress has been made. At the beginning of the
era, we had only brief, indirect glimpses of sites of violent astrophysical activity, e.g., cosmic rays, or optical
observations of supernovae and radio galaxies, and virtually no understanding of the underlying physical
processes. Now high energy astrophysics is a fully established discipline: both our catalogs of observations
and the maturity of our theoretical interpretations of these data are fully comparable to those in most other
areas of astrophysics.
Despite these encouraging beginnings, the discipline of high energy astrophysics has weathered a 10 year
hiatus in flight opportunities, a hiatus that has drastically slowed the rapid progress of scientific discoveries of
the 1970s, and that has had a chilling effect on the entry of young researchers into the field. During this time,
the main centers of activity in high energy astrophysics have shifted to Europe and Japan. Nevertheless,
the discipline has remained intact in the US, and workers are eager and ready to take full advantage of the
remarkable opportunities of the 1990s to regain this lost ground.
It is a safe prediction that the decade of the 1990s will see an amount of forward progress equal to that of
the entire past 25-year history of our discipline. Although some of this stimulus will come from areas common
to many fields of astronomy, e.g., the explosive increase in available computing power, a dominant source of
progress will be NASA's Great Observatories. The Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO) and the Advanced X-ray
Astrophysics Facility (AXAF) will each represent jumps of orders of magnitude in observational sensitivity
over past experiments, and inject not only large amounts of new data on high energy phenomena, but also
tremendous intellectual challenges in interpretation of these data. Correlative observations from the Hubble
Space Telescope (HST) and eventually the Space Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF) can only make these
problems more interesting and exciting.
It is impossible to forget, however, that both AXAF and GRO were recommended in the Field report:
in effect, they are the long delayed program of the 1980s. There is no doubt that they will revolutionize
the field, but they alone do not constitute a complete program. First, there are scientific areas of major
importance that are not addressed by these missions. Second, like all disciplines, high energy astrophysics
needs a mix of small, medium and large programs to provide vitality and scientific flexibility. Third, we
must begin now to plan for the the first decade of the next millenium - if nothing else, surely the past ten
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years have taught us that.
In addition to AXAF and GRO, there are several less ambitious missions now approved or under study.
The only approved moderate mission is the X-ray Timing Explorer (XTE). We have identified two further
moderate missions that address science of the highest priority, both of which should be started and launched
in this decade. Also approved are a variety of much smaller opportunities on foreign missions. These are of
great importance to US investigators, and provide a particularly cost-effective way of doing science. Such
collaborations must be encouraged and expanded during the 1990s. Several other American payloads now
under study include exciting prototypes of a new class of small, inexpensive mission. We have identified a
surprisingly large number of important problems in high energy astrophysics which can be addressed by such
small missions in the coming decade.
A complete program also requires development of the technology and infrastructure to pave the way for
the new discoveries of the 21st century. Therefore, we discuss a program of technology and instrumentation
development to prepare for the next generation of X-ray and 7-ray astronomy missions. Lastly, we discuss
certain programmatic issues and stress the need for continued support of the research base of the discipline
through funding of theory, research, and analysis programs.
In summary, our vision of a vigorous program for high energy astrophysics in the next decade includes
• Launch and extended flight operations of AXAF and GRO, and wide community involvement in their
observing programs
• At least two new Explorer-class missions in addition to XTE, to address particularly exciting
opportunities in X- and 7-ray astronomy
• Exploitation of smaller, less expensive space missions for important specialized problems
• An ambitious program of technology development in optics, detectors, and related hardware
• Changes in selected programmatic approaches that affect the research base in our field
This program can in the coming decade challenge scientific issues as diverse as stellar chromospheres,
relativistic stars, the intergalactic medium, dark matter, the energetics of active galactic nuclei, and the large
scale structure of the Universe. Observations of high energy phenomena from space will be fundamental to
the astrophysics of the 1990s.
Important Scientific Problems for High Energy Astrophysics
Stellar Activity
One of the most important discoveries by the Einstein Observatory was that normal stars of nearly
all spectral types are unexpectedly strong X-ray emitters. The mechanisms that produce these X-rays are
poorly understood and indicate fundamental problems in present theories of stellar evolution, the interiors
and atmospheres of stars, and the mechanisms of coronal heating. The observations required to solve these
problems are unique to high energy astrophysics. Future X-ray missions will provide valuable classification
data, and spectroscopy will bring the power of plasma diagnostics that has been so fruitful in solar studies.
Further observations that combine high sensitivity with spectroscopy and broad field imaging are necessary
to provide sufficient X-ray data to correlate observables with stellar properties such as spectral type, rotation
rates, optical luminosity, age and multiplicity, and to monitor variability and study activity cycles.
The Interstellar Medium In Our Own and Other Galaxies
As the repository of material from which stars form and to which they return nucleosynthetically-
enriched material at the end of their lives, the interstellar medium (ISM) plays a dominant role in governing
the evolution of galaxies. Over the past 15 years we have come to recognize the ISM as a violent,
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dynamic environment whose structure is determined by the mechanical energy ejected from stellar winds
and supernovae and whose energy density is divided roughly equally among several components with a large
scale magnetic field, high energy cosmic rays and turbulent motion of massive clouds each containing as
much as energy as the light generated by the Galaxy's hundred billion stars.
We have discovered several distinct phases of interstellar matter with temperatures varying between
10 K in the cores of molecular clouds to >10 s K in a coronal component which is dominant in the solar
neighborhood, but we do not know the distribution of matter among these various phases and have no
self-consistent global model for the medium's evolution. Likewise, we have only the most rudimentary
understanding of the variations of interstellar environments in different galaxy types and of the interaction
of interstellar gas with the intergalactic environment.
With our recognition over the past decade of the central role of hot coronal gas and our ability to map
this component in the nearest external galaxies, along with the discovery of diffuse positron annihilation
and 2SA1 lines, it has become clear that high energy astrophysics has a central role to play in unravelling
the structure and charting the evolution of the ISM. The coming decade will see dramatic progress. New
soft X-ray spectroscopic experiments will determine the temperature structure and chemical composition of
the local hot gas, while sensitive X-ray imaging will allow us for the first time to study this component in
a range of galaxy types and orientations, to elucidate the role it plays in governing galaxy evolution. For
the first time we will gather a complete census of the hot cavities created in the ISM by recent supernovae
(both in our Galaxy and in other Local Group members). GRO and other 7-ray missions will open new
windows on the ISM, mapping the cosmic ray distribution through their interaction with molecular clouds,
and providing a global picture of recent element creation by charting the distribution of radioactive 26A1.
A 7-ray spectroscopy mission could provide a completely new dynamical tracer of the Galaxy through
observation of the positron annihilation line. Over 1043 positrons, resulting mostly from the decay of
radionuclei produced in processes of nucleosynthesis, annihilate in the interstellar medium per second. The
shape of the 511 keV annihilation line, observable with high resolution 7-ray spectrometers, can differentiate
between annihilation in cold cloud cores and warmer interstellar gas. In the cold cores the line is broader
because positrons form positronium in flight, which annihilates while still moving with relatively high
velocity. Since positrons could be prevented by magnetic fields from penetrating into cold cloud cores,
unique information on magnetic fields can be obtained by mapping the galaxy in annihilation radiation.
Supernovae and Endpoints of Stellar Evolution
The study of compact objects and supernovae is fundamental to astrophysics, being essential to the
understanding of the life-cycle of massive stellar systems. Compact objects are the degenerate end-points of
stellar evolution, and include white dwarfs, neutron stars, and stellar-mass black holes. Supernovae are the
most visible and violent manifestation of the death of stars, and include both the gravitational collapse of
massive stars and the nuclear detonation of white dwarf stars.
The bolometric luminosity of both Type I and Type II events is powered largely by the input of
energy from positrons and 7-rays resulting from the decay of radioactive elements. Thus, X-ray and 7-ray
observations can provide unique information on some of the most basic questions related to the understanding
of supernovae: How much and what type of explosive nucleosynthesis occurs in Type I and Type II events?
What is the mechanism for the explosion? What are the key characteristics of the explosion, for instance,
total energetics and mass ejection? What was the nature of the progenitor system? That is, what was the
mass, composition, and structure of the progenitor, and was it in a binary system?
SN 1987A has surely left behind a relativistic remnant. X- and 7-ray observations over the next decade
will play a fundamental role in identifying and studying this unique object, the youngest collapsed star
known.
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Becauseproductionofhigh-energyparticles(andthereforeX-raysand7-rays)iscommonin thevicinity
of compactobjects,eithervia accretionprocesses,or accelerationi strongmagneticfields,thestudyof
X-rayand"/,-ray emission addresses numerous fundamental questions, including: What is the inventory of
compact objects in the Galaxy? That is, what is the number density and age distribution of white dwarf,
neutron star, and black hole systems? What are the masses of compact objects? What magnetic fields are
characteristic for compact objects and what is the time-evolution of these fields? IIow do systems involving
compact objects evolve, in particular, interacting binary systems and globular cluster systems? What is the
basic physics of accretion disks?
Nucleosynthesis
Second only in intrinsic interest to the origin and structure of the Universe itself, the origin and evolution
of the chemical elements has long been a central theme in astronomy. It is now generally agreed that the
elements other than hydrogen and helium, which come from the Big Bang, are byproducts of stellar evolution.
The 1990s will witness the continued development of the theory and measurement of nucleosynthesis as
a quantitative science. The key observational tool is emission-line spectroscopy. Gamma-ray lines from
supernovae give direct evidence of newly synthesized elements, from which the yields of supernovae of various
masses and types can be deduced. Examples of the problems amenable to study with the technology of the
1990s are 7-ray lines from 56Co (the progenitor of iron) made in Type Ia supernovae; 26A1, made, at least
partly, in type II supernovae; and possibly 22Na made in novae and 44Ti in young supernova remnants,
including perhaps SN 1987A. In addition to information on abundance, the profiles of 7-ray lines can reveal
the mechanism, velocity distribution, mixing, and asymmetry of supernova explosion. High resolution X-ray
spectroscopy of young supernova remnants can yield the abundances of the ejecta of all types of supernovae,
providing information on the enrichment of all the material returned to the interstellar medium. Spatially
resolved X-ray spectroscopy will show the degree of spatial segregation of the ejecta, for comparison with
models of stellar evolution and of supernova mixing processes.
Relativistic Plasmas and Matter Under Extreme Conditions
A relativistic plasma is matter dominated by e + - e- pairs. Such a plasma is thought to be present
around compact objects when the emission, consisting of radiation above the pair production threshold
(511 keV), is large and the size of the emitting region is small. In this case the 77 opacity is large enough
to lead to copious pair production. The hallmark of pair production is pair annihilation leading to 511 keV
line emission. There is evidence for such emission from a compact object at or near the Galactic Center and
possibly also from Cygnus X-1. Relativistic plasmas are also expected near the massive black holes that are
thought to power AGNs. Our own Galactic Center may prove to be the Rosetta Stone of the physics of
AGNs, with high resolution 7-ray observations playing a decisive role.
Degenerate dwarfs and neutron stars provide relatively nearby cosmic sites where the properties of matter
under extreme conditions can be studied. For example, neutron stars commonly have surface magnetic field
strengths -,_ 1012 G, 106 times stronger than the strongest magnetic fields that have been produced on Earth.
They have central densities -_ 1014 - 1015 gm cm -3, equal to or exceeding the densities of atomic nuclei, and
produce radiation fluxes ,_ 102s erg cm -2, ,,_ 101T times the radiation flux at the surface of the Sun. The
proton fluid in neutron stars is thought to be the highest temperature superconductor in the Universe, with
a critical temperature ,_ 109 K.
Despite the impressive progress in understanding these objects that has been made during the past two
decades, many fundamental questions remain unanswered. How are neutron stars formed? What is at the
center of a neutron star? How hot are they, and how rapidly do they spin when they are formed? What
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arethemostimportantprocessesthat coolthem?Whataretheirlife histories? What are the electrical,
thermal, and magnetic properties of the incredibly dense neutron and proton fluids in their interiors? Where
do neutron star magnetic fields come from? How do they survive?
Study of the relativistic pair plasmas that are thought to surround some black holes will require space-
based instruments that can measure the radiation they emit over the energy range from about 10 keV to
several MeV. One of the most intriguing aspects of neutron stars and black holes is that their properties
can change within a microsecond, or perhaps even less. Thus, X- and 7-ray photometric and spectroscopic
instruments with high time resolution will be required to advance our understanding of these objects. Space-
based instruments that can observe targets uninterrupted for hours or days, and revisit targets frequently,
will also be important.
Nature of 7-Bursts
The 1990s may well be the decade when one of the longest-standing mysteries in high energy astrophysics
is solved -- the nature of the mysterious cosmic 7-ray bursts. Flashes of 7-radiation that appear suddenly in
unpredictable locations, 7-ray bursts may last from less than a tenth of a second to several minutes and then
disappear, usually forever. Though over 400 bursts have been recorded, none has been unambiguously
identified with any persistent source at any wavelength. Most theorists believe that these events are
associated with magnetic neutron stars in our Galaxy (which would make them the only detectable signal
from a very large number of neutron stars), but debate continues as to the roles of accretion, thermonuclear
explosion, starquake, and other more exotic sources of energy. If in our galaxy, the luminosity of a typical
7-ray burst, coming from a region only 10 km in radius, is 105 times that of the Sun. Some theorists believe,
however, that "/-ray bursts are at cosmic distances, more than 200 Mpc to display the observed isotropy, in
which case the energy release is more like that of a supernova. The 1990s are a time when major progress
is expected toward solving this problem, because GRO will determine the source distribution (to 1° for
each burst observed) with sufficient accuracy to prove or disprove an association with our own Galaxy. The
High Energy Transient Experiment, which will view "/-ray bursts in several wavebands (7-ray, X-ray, and
perhaps, ultraviolet), will pin down the burst sites even more accurately, hopefully restrictive enough that
larger instruments can be brought to bear to isolate the quiescent counterpart. Interesting constraints on the
source and physics of 7-ray bursts will also be given by studies of their spectra, time history, and frequency.
Identification of Black Holes
Stellar mass black holes are inferred to exist in a few X-ray binary systems in our Galaxy. However, no
totally convincing proof of the existence of black holes, or method of unambiguously differentiating them from
neutron stars, is available. Progress thus far has been made primarily through a combination of soft X-ray
observations, and optical observations of the source counterparts. The hard X-ray signatures of accreting
black hole binary systems may provide important future constraints on the mass and radius of the compact
star. Hard X-ray continuum spectra can measure apparent temperatures and thus constrain M/R. Positron
and iron line features, expected to be broadened if from near the hole, can measure velocities, and thus
central mass. Timing measurements can constrain minimum hole size and thus mass.
A key to unlocking this fundamental problem is a detection capability over a very broad hard X-ray
band, with very high sensitivity, at least modest spectral resolution, and possibly polarimetric capability.
With high angular resolution as well, studies of black holes can be extended from our Galaxy to nearby
galaxies, and the unknown total number of black holes in galaxies then investigated for the first time.
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Active Nuclei, Including Our Own
The most energetic objects known in the Universe are the nuclei of active galaxies (AGNs). Their
luminosities are observed to exceed by a large fraction the integrated stellar luminosity of all I0 n stars
in a normal galaxy, yet observations strongly suggest that this energy is generated in a volume of radius
£ 102 AU. Chiefly by a process of elimination, accretion onto massive black holes is most often invoked as
the energy source, with masses of 10s - 109 Mo normally assumed. Precisely how this process might work
is unknown, and remains a central mystery in astrophysics, to be addressed in the next decade.
High energy observations in X- and "y-rays have a unique role to play in the understanding of the
physics of AGN, because much of the energy radiated from the sources is at these wavelengths. Also, the
great penetrating power of these photons allows us to study processes occurring close to the central object.
The expectation of much of the community is that some unique fingerprint of massive black hole activity
may emerge from high energy observations, allowing us to firmly establish their presence and ultimately
understand the details of the accretion process.
The overall photon spectrum from a significant sample of these objects has yet to be measured,
particularly at higher energies. High quality spectra may reveal the presence of e+ annihilation features,
or other gravitationally redshifted emission lines which will provide diagnostics of the potential well of the
collapsed object; accurate continuum spectra may constrain the detailed physical processes at work. Many
workers believe that more than one mechanism is involved, and that characteristic spectral breaks or kinks
will become evident. Indeed, it is likely that different parts of the central region of AGNs are being studied
at different wavelengths.
A study of the time variability and total luminosity of a large sample of AGNs is also crucial in
constraining the size scale and energetics of the central object.
In recent years, a growing number of workers have come to believe that some small, quiescent version
of an active nucleus might commonly reside at the center of ordinary galaxies, including our own, largely
unnoticed because of its low luminosity. Tantalizing but not yet conclusive evidence that the center of our
own Galaxy might harbor a black hole has been produced by infrared and radio observations, and the issue
remains controversial. It is interesting to note that for 20 years, 7-ray astronomers have reported an intense
and variable source of antiparticles somewhere near our own galactic center. A concerted effort to precisely
position this source is now underway, and it may welt be that our own galactic center will play a key role in
our eventual understanding of AGN.
Accretion Physics
Within the past ten years, accretion onto compact objects has come to be recognized as one of the
most important energy generation mechanisms in the Universe. The process is ubiquitous and operates on
many different astronomical scales. Within our own Galaxy, accretion fuels the most powerful high energy
stellar sources, the X-ray binary systems. As noted above, on a much larger scale, accretion onto massive
black holes is believed to provide the energy source for nearly all varieties of active galactic nuclei, the most
intrinsically luminous cosmic sources currently known.
In view of the importance of this process, understanding the physics of accretion has become one of
the greater challenges for modern astrophysics. Despite over two decades of intense effort, however, a
number of fundamental uncertainties still remain: (a) How are accretion disks formed? (b) What process is
responsible for the dissipation of angular momentum in disks? (c) Is accretion unstable? If so, how and in
what parameter regimes? (d) What accounts for the extreme phenomenological diversity of known accreting
sources? (e) What happens at the disk boundary layer with the compact object? (f) How does the accreting
flow interact with the intense magnetic fields of neutron stars and white dwarfs? (g) What happens when
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the mass accretion rate exceeds the Eddington limit? (h) Can disks form and collimate jets around compact
objects? (i) What is the role of internal fields in accreting flows?
High energy observations will play a crucial role in answering many of these questions. Since most of
the energy release for accreting sources is in the X- and 7-ray regions of the spectrum, observations at these
wavelengths provide the most direct and unambiguous signature of the accretion process. For example:
• X-ray timing observations on all timescales ranging from psecs to years provide detailed information on
instabilities in the accreting flow. For the galactic sources,'improved phase coverage for binary systems
will determine the geometric structure of accretion disks.
• Moderate-to-high resolution X-ray spectroscopic observations provide extremely detailed information on
the interaction of the intense radiation with the circumsource environment. This in turn yields direct
constraints of the physical structure of the accreting matter, including the density, temperature, and
ionization dependences on position with respect to the central source. Elemental abundances can also
be determined in this way.
• Improved hard X-ray spectroscopy yields detections of cyclotron absorption and emission features
originating in the magnetospheres of accreting neutron stars. The rotational phase dependence of
these features and of the continuum leads to determinations of how the accreting material penetrates
the magnetosphere.
• 7-ray spectroscopy should provide the first detections of electron-positron annihilation features for most
accreting sources. Many recent models suggests that the formation of e+ e- pairs may be a crucial
"regulating" process in the most energetic regions of the accreting flow. New 7-ray observations can
test and constrain such models.
• X-ray polarimetric measurements would provide direct and unambiguous constraints on the geometry
and structure of neutron star magnetospheres. Polarization measurements can also constrain the
orientations of accretion disks with respect to our line-of-sight. These can be compared with the
orientations of "jets" associated with the source to provide constraints on jet-formation models.
Large-Scale Structure
Study of clusters of galaxies at large redshifts is potentially one of the most interesting contributions
of X-ray astronomy to cosmological studies. The sensitivity of X-ray surveys can be such as to permit
identification and study of clusters at much larger distance than is possible in visible light. The X-ray
luminosity of a cluster is a function of its mass, the amplitude of the density fluctuations at the epoch of
formation, and its chemical and dynamical evolution. Study of large samples at different redshifts is required
to disentangle these effects.
Study of the X-ray spectrum directly yields the redshift, due to the prominent iron emission lines, and
the temperature, from the continuum shape. The virial mass can be derived from temperature and surface
brightness distribution. Correlation of cluster distributions over contiguous large area of the sky (10 ° x 10 °)
can reveal the presence of very large structures at remote epochs, and elucidate the process of their formation
and evolution. Deep surveys with wide field optics will be required to supplement the AXAF capabilities for
this type of scientific investigation.
Intracluster Medium
The discovery and study of an intergalactic medium in galaxy clusters was a major triumph of X-ray
astronomy in the 1970s and early 1980s: This diffuse, hot gas (typically 10 -3 atoms cm -3 at 10s K) contains
as much or more matter than all the stars in all the galaxies in the cluster, and yet it reveals direct evidence
of its presence and its properties only in the X-ray band. Past investigations show that the morphology
of the gas in several dozen clusters takes various forms and that the chemical enrichment of a handful of
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systems is roughly half the the solar value. In some galaxy clusters or groups the gas is seen to be cooling and
presumably condensing into stars at rates as high as 1000 Mo yr -1. In the 1990s, the study of the spatially
extended and emission line rich thermal X-rays of the intracluster medium (ICM) through both imaging and
spectroscopy, will make major contributions to our understanding of the structure and evolution of galaxies
and clusters. One example is the use of X-ray studies to map the gravitational potential in systems ranging
from well relaxed older clusters to multiple and merging subclusters (see also Dark Matter, below). Another
is the mapping of ICM distribution and composition with redshift to trace the evolution of cluster potentials
over cosmological timescales and to record the history of global nucleosynthesis and the ejection of stellar
material from the member galaxies. Studies of cooling flows show a process of galaxy formation similar to
that which must have occurred in the early Universe. And information on the properties of the ICM can be
combined with radio observations of its effect on cosmic microwave radiation to give an independent measure
of the Hubble constant (via the Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect).
Nature of Dark Matter
The existence of dark matter in many and probably all galaxies and galaxy clusters is now well
established. It is highly popular but more speculative to conclude that this unseen matter constitutes
90-99% of the stuff of the Universe. However, the distribution of dark matter is poorly known and its
nature is a total mystery; elucidation of these properties is a central problem of contemporary astronomy
and astrophysics.
Pioneering studies with the Einstein Observatory demonstrate that X-ray observations can make a
unique and important contribution to this question. The reason is that observations of hot gas in many
galaxies and in most or all clusters and groups of galaxies traces the gravitational potential of the dark
matter with a precision that far exceeds that of any other method. What are needed are high quality X-ray
images and spatially resolved spectra from which one can deduce the distribution of gas pressure and hence,
the gravitational pull that opposes it. In clusters the possible role of gas turbulence can also be discerned
by X-ray spectra of sufficient resolution. In the 1990s X-ray studies can therefore provide for the first time
detailed mapping of the dark matter in many parts of the Universe. Furthermore, these maps could help
reveal the nature of the matter as well, because its distribution gives clues about the masses of its constituent
particles and how strongly the particles interact with one another (dissipational versus dissipationless).
The X- and 7-ray Background
Almost 30 years ago, X-ray detectors on board a spinning rocket discovered both the brightest non-solar
X-ray source, and an apparently diffuse X-ray background (CXRB). The source was ultimately demonstrated
to be associated with a low-mass stellar binary system containing a neutron star; to date, the CXRB has
defied unambiguous identification. Its spectrum mimics that of a 40 keV optically thin plasma, which is
problematic for the determination of its origin in at least three respects:
1. A truly diffuse 40 keV origin is theoretically awkward;
2. No candidate populations of sources (including AGN, some type of which is still the odds-on favorite)
seem to exhibit spectra that are as hard;
3. The only sensitive searches for CXRB point-source candidates have bee n made at energies near 1 keV,
well below the energy at which the CXRB has its maximum energy density (this energy density is second
only to that of the 3 K microwave background, at a level about two orders of magnitude lower).
Clearly, any experimental effort to identify the origin of the CXRB must be able to measure similar
spectra from candidate sources near the energies at which their outputs peak. Another "bump" in the
isotropic cosmic radiation spectrum may exist near 1 MeV, presenting an analogous identification problem
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in the 7-ray region that may be confirmed, but not solved, with the data available from GRO.
There is also a diffuse 7-radiation whose origin is unknown. Theoretical models for this emission
included: redshifted _r° decay 7-rays from matter-antimatter annihilation in the early Universe, Compton
scattering of relativistic intergalactic electrons by the 3 K background radiation, and the superposition of
emission from many unresolved active galactic nuclei. Some contribution from the latter is certainly present,
but their contribution cannot be reliably determined until a larger number of active galactic nuclei have been
studied in the 7-ray regime. A careful study of the uniformity and energy spectrum should also provide a
major step towards determining which theoretical model accounts for most of the diffuse radiation.
The Existing Experimental Program
Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility (AXAF)
Our panel unanimously endorses the paramount scientific importance and necessity of AXAF, which
must be completed and launched in this decade.
The capabilities of the Advanced X-Ray Astrophysics Facility (AXAF) will address the major outstanding
astronomical and astrophysical problems discussed above to an astonishing degree. The AXAF is a
remarkable and unique scientific endeavor and is the centerpiece of the X-ray astronomy program presented
here. The ultimate fate of the Universe could be inferred from accurate AXAF measurements of the rate
of expansion (the Hubble constant) and the change in rate (the deceleration parameter). The existence of
exotic particles predicted by supersymmetric theories might be confirmed (or ruled out!) by observing their
effects on the hot, X-ray emitting gas found in both galaxies and clusters of galaxies. The equation of state
of bulk matter at nuclear densities, totally inaccessible to experiments on Earth, can be tested by studying
the X-radiation from neutron stars.
These are but a few examples of what may be accomplished with AXAF, one of the Great Observatories
which also include the Hnbble Space Telescope, the Gamma Ray Observatory and the Space Infrared Telescope
Facility. Operating in concert, and complementing each other in their respective wavelength capabilities, the
Great Observatories should place mankind in a unique and historical position to understand the Universe.
Plans are now advancing for an AXAF Science Center (ASC) to act as the scientific interface between the
AXAF project and the community. Experience with institutional arrangements for previous large programs
has shown that establishing such a center at the earliest possible opportunity in the lifetime of a project not
only ensures that the scientific objectives are met and maximizes the scientific return of the program, but
may also provide significant opportunities for minimizing the run-out costs of the entire undertaking. We
therefore urge that the ASC be placed in operation at the earliest possible opportunity.
Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO)
The Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO), scheduled for launch in late 1990, is a major new mission for 7-ray
astronomy, covering six decades of energy, from 30 keV to 30 GeV, with a suite of four instruments. The range
of astrophysics objectives targeted by GRO is extremely diverse, and includes high-energy phenomena in the
vicinity of neutron stars and stellar-mass black holes, such as accretion processes, pair-plasmas, magnetic
fields, and particle acceleration; determination of the origin of 7-ray bursts; the energetics and emission
mechanisms of AGN; nucleosynthesis in massive stars, novae, and supernovae; energetic particle interactions
in molecular clouds and the ISM; 7-ray line and continuum emission from solar flares; and the diffuse cosmic
7-ray background.
It is essential for the scientific success of GRO and for the future health "/-ray astronomy that this mission,
as part of the Great Observatory program, enjoy widespread participation from the astronomical community.
To this end, a particularly strong GRO Guest Investigator Program must be encouraged, supported by the
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GROScienceSupportCenterandthefourPrincipalInvestigatorinstrumenteams.NASAmustensure
that therequisiteresourcesarein placeto supportbroaduseof GROby theastronomicalcommunityfrom
the start of themissionthroughits completion.Accessto bothhigh-levelandlow-leveldataproducts
ona reasonabletimescalewill beessentialfor GuestInvestigators,aswill betheavailabilityof suitable
documentationandcalibrationdatasets.Supportforcorrelativeandtheoreticalstudiesrelatedto theGRO
missionscienceisalsonecessaryto obtainthemaximumscientificbenefitfromthemission.GROmaywell
becapableof anextendedmissionsignificantlybeyondthebaselineduration;continuedsupportforsuch
operationsi essential.
XTE
The X-Ray Timing Explorer (XTE) is an important mission, having unique capabilities for moderate
resolution spectroscopy and photometry over the entire energy range from 1 keV to 100 keV, with microsecond
time resolution. It will substantially advance our understanding of the physics of accretion flows, the
properties of relativistic plasmas and matter under extreme conditions, and the central engines of active
galactic nuclei. The XTE program has been started, and should be completed in a timely fashion.
There are good scientific reasons to expect that a full understanding of processes occurring near the
event horizons of black holes and the surfaces of neutron stars will require instruments with even better
sensitivity and higher time resolution than XTE. Data collected with XTE will help to guide the planning
of missions carrying such instruments.
HETE
The High Energy Transient Experiment (HETE) is a mission currently scheduled for launch in 1994 as
a "Gas Can" by shuttle. It is composed of three instruments offering continuous, nearly full hemisphere
coverage in the ultraviolet (4 eV to 7 eV), X-ray (2-25 key), and 7-ray (6 kev - several MeV, provided by
the French). The total weight of the experiment and free-flying spacecraft is -,_100 kg, and the estimated
cost is $13 M. The chief scientific goal is the panchromatic detection and monitoring of 7-ray bursts and
bright X-ray bursts, with an eye towards obtaining accurate source locations for the former. The angular
position accuracy is 6_ in X-rays and 3" in UV, sufficient to offer good prospects for optical and/or radio
identifications.
American Participation in Foreign Missions
There are several currently approved opportunities for US participation in foreign missions. In many
ways, these are the low-cost, "small" Explorers of the 1990s, and this is a definite benefit of this type of
collaboration. On the other hand, such activities cannot take the place of US-lead missions for maintenance
of our technology base and personnel expertise, and data return to American investigators is often very
limited.
NASA participation in the recently-launched German ROSAT mission will provide unique opportunities
for imaging X-ray sources that have not been available to US astronomers since the end of the Einstein
Observatory in 1981. The five-fold oversubscription to the first proposal solicitation for ROSAT, and the
wide scope of scientific questions addressed in the first round of selected proposals, has demonstrated the
value this mission will have in complementing the US program. The all-sky, high spatial resolution survey
to be made by ROSAT should provide a unique resource for a variety of future investigations.
ASTRO-D is a cooperative program between Japan and the USA, scheduled for launch in February
1993 on board a Japanese-furnished satellite launched by a Japanese-furnished launch vehicle. It contains
four BBXRT-type foil telescopes with a total geometric area that exceeds that of AXAF (and is some four
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timesgreaterat 7keV).Twoof thesetelescopeshaveGSPCsfurnishedby theJapaneseat theirfoci,while
theothertwohaveX-raysensitiveCCDsfurnishedbytheUSA.Themissionhasgreatgenerality,devotedto
pointedobservationsof X-raysourceswithallfourimagingspectrometerscoMigned;theangularesolution
of thetelescopesis -_ 2 t FWHM, which is constant over the entire 30 r FOV, with energy resolution ,_ 100-
200 eV over the range 0.1-12 keV. After an initial proprietary season of about nine months for the PI teams,
US guest investigators will be entitled to 15% exclusive use of the facility, and another 25% in collaboration
with Japanese investigators.
Spectrum X-Gamma is a Soviet mission with extensive European, and some American, participation,
due for launch in 1993. As presently configured, it will carry several large X-ray telescopes and an array
of complementary instrumentation. US groups are supplying hardware in support of an X-ray polarimetry
experiment and an X-ray all sky monitor. The mission offers American investigators a chance to conduct
some significant high sensitivity X-ray observations well in advance of AXAF. In addition, the US hardware
participation on Spectrum X-Gamma provides an important precedent for increased cooperation in this field
between the world's two major space powers.
The X-ray Multi-Mirror Mission (XMM) is a "facility-class" X-ray observatory under development
by the European Space Agency for launch near the end of the 1990s. XMM is a "high-throughput" X-ray
spectroscopy mission which provides a very significant complementary capability to that provided by AXAF.
The scientific instruments selected for XMM involve substantial US hardware participation. This will ensure
access to this facility for US Guest Observers, and, therefore, provides an extremely cost-effective way for
Americans to conduct important X-ray astronomical observations.
We strongly endorse the US participation in these projects, and encourage the inclusion of an
International Programs line item in the NASA budget to regularize the funding of such efforts.
Attached Shuttle and Space Station Freedom Payloads
The Diffuse X-ray Spectrometer (DXS) is a relatively simple, low-cost attached-Shuttle experiment which
will directly address an important and poorly explored question: the physics of the low-energy component
of the diffuse X-ray background. An understanding of the physical conditions in the hot component of the
ISM responsible for this emission will impact many areas of astrophysics.
The Shuttle mission ASTRO with its X-ray spectroscopy component Broad Band X-ray Telescope
(BBXRT) offers an important and uniquely new capability to high energy astrophysics. Reflight of this
payload involving guest observer participation would be highly desirable in the early years of the decade,
but should probably not be pursued beyond mid-1993 when the free-flying ASTRO-D will begin to provide
an enhanced capability for moderate resolution spectroscopy and imaging in the 1-10 keV band.
The X-ray Background Survey Spectrometer (XBSS) is an attached Space Station Freedom payload
which will greatly complement and expand DXS results by determining the spectrum of the soft diffuse X-ray
background over 100% of the celestial sphere (as well as with increased resolution and superior wavelength
coverage than DXS). This experiment is particularly well-matched to the Space Station, and should provide
results fundamental to our understanding of the ISM.
A second Station payload is the Large A tea Modular Array of Reflectors (LAMAR). The high throughput
imaging and spectroscopic observations to be performed by LAMAR are of the highest scientific priority,
and the successful execution of this science requires the full effective area of the current LAMAR concept. In
addition, the possibility of using the foci of LAMAR optics modules as readily accessible test sites for novel
detectors is attractive. However, the Panel is concerned that complexities of the Space Station, and the
interface of LAMAR to the Station, may greatly delay the project and increase the cost very substantially.
Thus, we urge that alternative missions to accomplish the important LAMAR scientific goals remain under
consideration, and that particularly close attention be paid to LAMAR cost and schedule, to retain the
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FIGURE i Sensitivity of selected X- and _/-ray astronomy missions for typical 10 5 s observations. EXOSS is an example of a concept
for a future "_1 m 2 collecting area hard X-ray imaging experiment.
possibility of switching to a high throughput concept unconnected to the Station, should this become
necessary to accomplish the science in a timely and economic manner.
Major Missions for the 1990s
The highest priority major programs in high energy astrophysics from space are the rapid completion
and flight of the Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility, together with integration of the AXAF Science Center
into the worldwide astronomical community as a smoothly functioning entity; and the successful flight and
reduction of data from the Gamma Ray Observalory. We cite these highest priority items succinctly simply
because the case is so clear-cut. Figure 1 compares the sensitivity of selected instruments on these two
missions with past experiments. These two components of NASA's Great Observatory program will without
question transform our field, and shape the course of research in this area for one or more future decades.
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Wecanalreadybevirtuallycertainthat technologydevelopmentwill raiseattractivepossibilitiesfor
secondgenerationAXAFinstruments,probablyonthetimescaleoftheyears2000-2005.Thesedevelopments
maypermituseof AXAFin certainexcitingscientificareasnot currentlyaddressedby thepayload,e.g.,
polarimetry, and also greatly expand the capabilities of the Observatory in imaging and spectroscopy.
It is also already clear that beyond the year 2000, there will be a requirement for at least one major
new mission in both the X- and 7-ray regimes. We can make this statement with confidence even before the
flights of AXAF and GRO, because examples of the sources to be studied, and thus their fluxes, are already
known, and basic physical questions already evident define certain instrumental parameters. For example,
numerous QSOs are known from Einstein Observatory observations to have fluxes of 10 -13 ergs cm -_ s-i in
the soft X-ray band. If we are to study the X-ray spectra of these objects with sophistication comparable to
the optical spectroscopy done routinely today, and address such fundamental issues as emission line profiles,
we will require spectral resolution E/AE ,., 1000. Such resolution at these flux levels will require X-ray
optics with > 2 m s collecting area, far beyond the capabilities of AXAF. Technology development, described
in more detail later in this report, will be required in several areas of optics and detectors for projects such
as these.
Similarly, clear instrumental improvements are needed in the 7-ray regime. GRO instruments all have
a basic angular resolution of one to a few degrees. While this may be sufficient, for example, for currently
achievable sensitivities of 10 -r photons cm -_ s-1 keV-1 at 1 MeV, with the order-of-magnitude improvement
in sensitivity expected for post-GRO instruments, angular resolution of considerably better than 1' is needed
to avoid severe source confusion. Similarly, while 1° resolution is sufficient for determining the spectra of
bright 7-ray emitting objects, detection and identification of fainter objects will require arc minute resolution
or better. Order-of-magnitude improvements in both sensitivity and angular resolution are expected given
technology development in areas such as position-sensitive detectors and large-scale structures.
What is as yet unclear is precisely which technologies will prove most successful and cost effective, and
their timescales for flight readiness for these very large missions or new instruments. It is thus premature to
define such missions in detail at this point. Instead, we recommend a vigorous, major technology development
program in certain key areas discussed later in this report.
A New Program of Moderate Missions
Highest Priority
Our panel believes strongly that specific moderate/Explorer missions should be selected competitively
through the established peer review process. We have identified two particularly important scientific problems
which can be well addressed by moderate class missions in the coming decade. These areas, which we regard
of equal priority, are hard X-ray imaging and 7-ray spectroscopy.
Hard X-ray Imaging A serious programmatic gap is developing in American high energy astrophysics
in the 10-250 keV range. During the coming decade, AXAF and GRO will almost surely revolutionize our
understanding of high energy phenomena above and below these boundaries. Yet this intermediate energy
range remains poorly explored. There are indications that it may be particularly fruitful. This range is high
enough that the emission is dominated by non-thermal processes, thereby promising results quite different
from those obtained by AXAF and its predecessors; yet it is sufficiently low that the expected photon fluxes
from a large number of both galactic and extragalactic objects are respectably high, and these objects are
thereby amenable to study in great detail.
Among the key scientific objectives of a hard X-ray imaging mission are: determination of the log N-log S
relationship for hard X-ray emitting AGN out to ,._ 100 keV; determination of the accretion processes and
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particle nergysourcesoccurringin theimmediatenvironmentofthecentralenginesofAGN;determination
ofthephysicalparametersofaccretingneutronstarsystems,includingmagneticfieldstrengthandgeometry;
studyof possiblesignaturesof accretionontostellar-massblackholes;andstudyof thephysicsof thesoft
"/-rayrepeaters.To studythehighenergyprocessesa sociateclwithgalacticcompactobjectsandAGN,a
missionwithbroad-bandenergyresponse,xtendingovertwodecadesof energy,is required:fromtheFe
K-shellineat lowenergies(._5keV)to thepositronannihilationlineat highenergies(>..500keV).Such
a missionwouldprobea verywiderangeof accretionphysicsovera widerangeof centralobjectmass
scMes.Manyofthesamephysicalemissionprocessesxpectedto beoperativeinaccretionontostellarmass
systemsare also expected to occur in massive AGN. Study of Fe K-shell emission and comptonized photon
spectra above 15 keV will constrain the physical parameters of accretion disks, while non-thermal power-law
spectra in the range 50-500 keV and pair-plasma signatures above 500 keV will help determine the key
characteristics of the physical environment in the immediate vicinity of the central compact object. In the
case of accretion onto magnetic neutron stars, phase-resolved spectroscopy of cyclotron llne emission will be
critical in determining the magnetic field and plasma characteristics of the accretion column.
No high sensitivity survey of hard X-ray and soft 7-ray emitting objects currently exists. Detailed
studies such as those described above should take place within the context of a proper understanding of the
classes and number densities of galactic and extragalactic hard X-ray and soft 7-ray emitting objects. For
this reason, survey objectives are a critical part of a new hard X-ray mission, and absolutely require imaging
capability for the identification of objects and the elimination of source confusion. The technology of coded
aperture masks is sufficiently mature that experiments with angular resolutions of one to several arc minutes
seem achievable. Experience with soft X-ray astronomy indicates that this is the spatial resolution threshold
where optical identifications suddenly become feasible for a large fraction of detected sources, thereby vastly
increasing our understanding of each class of source detected. Spectral resolutions of 5-10% FWIIM also
seem straightforward to achieve, assuring accurate measurement of continuum slopes, and excellent data on
the cyclotron emission features expected to dominate at these wavelengths for many objects.
A hard X-ray Explorer-class imager with 1 m 2 of effective area will be two orders of magnitude more
sensitive than the HEAO-1 A-4 experiment, the only recent sky survey, at 100 keV, and 10 x more sensitive
than XTE at this energy. In a long (106 s) pointing, a 100 keV limiting sensitivity of 2 x 10 -7 ph cm -2 s-1
keV -1 will be achieved, which will easily detect Her X-1 (or a source 10x fainter than Cygnus X-l) in the
LMC. Although Cygnus X-1 is not quite detectable in M 31, an Eddington-limited 1 M O source would be.
For extragalactic work, this long pointing could detect 3C 273 at 100 keV at 15x its true distance. A survey
with 3 x 104 s per pointing can cover the entire galactic plane in 6 months, yielding l03 sources, or cover
the entire celestial sphere in 2 yr, yielding 103 AGN to a limiting flux of 2% of 3C 273. In all the above
cases, source confusion is never approached, and positions sufficiently accurate for optical identifications are
obtained, except at very low latitude. Figure 1 shows the sensitivity of a typical 1 m _- hard X-ray imager
mission concept (EXOSS).
We strongly endorse an Explorer-class satellite to achieve these imaging and spectroscopic goals.
7-ray Spectroscopy GRO will be exceptionally effective at mapping the sky at a variety 7-ray
wavelengths, and providing initial glimpses at spectral features in a large number of sources. It is clear
that substantially higher resolution 7-ray spectroscopy, at flux levels far beneath those attainable by the
GRO instrument complement, will be the next step to build on GRO results. Sensitivity of at least
10 -6 ph cm -2 s-1 (100x superior to ttEAO C-l, and 10x superior to GRO OSSE) is needed to address
the next set of interesting problems. To measure line profiles and Doppler shifts, spectral resolution of
E/AE .,, 1000 is necessary. Both of these goals appear feasible with technology available during the coming
decade. Similarly, angular resolution of a few degrees or less will be needed, again an achievable goal.
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Among the key scientific objectives of such a high resolution 7-ray spectroscopy mission are
determination of the sites and rates of recent nucteosynthetic activity in the Galaxy; exploration of the
physics of Type I and Type II supernovae, including nucleosynthetic processes and the characteristics of the
explosion; determination of the characteristics of low energy cosmic rays and the interstellar medium; study
of the physical environment of collapsed objects, in particular the relativistic pair-plasmas; and measurement
of the magnetic fields of neutron stars, including studies of cyclotron line emission and positron production.
Maps of the Galaxy in the light of several nuclear lines (e.g., e +, 44Ti, 26A1, 22Na, 6°Fe) will identify the
nature and general sites of nucleosynthetic activity over the past 106 yr, including possibly Type I and Type II
supernovae, novae, and Wolf-Rayet stars. The rates of these processes and the mixing of nueleosynthetic
material into the interstellar medium will be measured. It is likely that several unknown supernova remnants
less than 500 years old will be discovered. The profile of the e+ line will be mapped to obtain a determination
of the temperature and density phase where annihilation occurs in the interstellar medium. Nuclear lines
from the interactions of low energy cosmic rays (E<100 MeV) with the interstellar gas and dust may allow
a determination of the intensity and distribution of these cosmic rays, as well as the dust fraction and size,
and the elemental abundances in the interstellar medium.
Discrete source observations will allow a number of Type I supernovae to be studied at distances
approaching the Virgo cluster and their nucleosynthetic yield, energetics and expansion dynamics to be
determined through measurements of their 56Ni and 5¢Co decay 7-rays. Detailed study of e:1: annihilation
radiation from relativistic pair-plasmas in the vicinity of AGN will determine important physical parameters
of the environment of the central engine and provide clues to its nature. The detection of nuclear lines,
if accomplished, would provide significant new information on the energetic particle environment in AGN.
Similar studies of galactic compact objects, in particular neutron stars and stellar-mass black holes, would
yield correspondingly important measurements of the plasma and energetic particle environment around
these objects. Observations of cyclotron, e + annihilation, and possibly nuclear lines can give new insights
into the nature of 7-ray bursts, and the detection of gravitationally redshifted lines from the surface of
neutron stars can provide direct information on the neutron star equation of state.
A spectroscopic mission of the this class would profoundly impact virtually every problem in 7-ray
astronomy discussed earlier in this report. Recent advances in detector and cryogenic technology imply
that a very powerful experiment of this type can still fit within the Explorer envelope; the sensitivity of
such a mission (NAE) is shown in Figure 2. Many of the relevant technologies are already under test in
balloon-borne spectrometers, although such experiments of course fall orders of magnitude short in the
desired integrated exposure times. We thus enthusiastically endorse an Explorer-class high resolution 7-ray
spectroscopy mission.
Programmatic Considerations There are moderate-mission concepts in relatively advanced design stages
for both the hard X-ray imaging and the 7-ray spectroscopy missions discussed above, namely EXOSS and
NAE, respectively. These missions address the scientific goals described here, goals which our Panel strongly
supports. Other innovative technical approaches to these goals may also be possible.
Additional Mission Concepts
In X-ray astronomy, there are several additional important scientific areas which are also amenable to
Explorer-class missions. One example is high resolution (E/AE ... 104) spectroscopy, to obtain for the first
time data on line profiles and Doppler shifts of comparable sophistication to that of optical spectroscopy,
albeit on a relatively small number of bright sources. There is also interest in an X-ray component to a
"panchromatic" facility, which obtains simultaneous observations at UV and visible wavelengths as well.
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FIGURE 2 The line flux from a variety of known and predicted galactic and extragalactic V-ray sources, together with the sensitivity
(106 s exposure, 30" significance) of several past/approved (HEAO-3, GRO/OSSE) missions and mission concepts (NAE).
Following the GRO mission, there will be a need for high-energy v-ray observations with sufficient sensi-
tivity and angular resolution to accurately locate sources, and to define detailed spatial features of emission
regions such as molecular clouds, Galactic arms, and nearby galaxies, as well as to measure variations of
compact sources. From a threshold of approximately 3 x 10 7 eV, the possibility of extending the energy
range to approach 1011 eV is a desirable goal, requiring a sensitivity about five times that of the GRO high
energy v-ray telescope. Source location approaching 1' should be attempted, in part by detector improve-
ments and in part by greater sensitivity for the high energy ")'-rays whose character permits inherently better
individual angular resolution. The possibility of measuring polarization may be considered. Additional areas
of interest include the spectra of v-burst sources at very high resolution (presumably with Ge detectors),
and extrasolar applications of pinhole subarcsecond resolution imagers designed primarily for solar work.
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New Opportunities for Small Missions
Our Panel has identified a number of exciting scientific problems that may be addressed in the next
decade via small missions. In this context, we use "small" as a cost <$30 M, a payload mass <500 kg, and
a launch vehicle smaller than a Delta. We discuss here several examples of such missions, not with the
goal of establishing scientific or schedule priorities, which we believe should be left to the Announcement of
Opportunity/peer review process, but rather to illustrate the diversity of important problems in high energy
astrophysics that are accessible by these relatively low-cost projects.
A panchromatic attack on 7-ray bursts is available through HETE, the mission described previously
above. It is remarkable that for a total mass of 100 kg, including both instrumentation and platform, one
can cover the UV, X-ray, and 7-ray bands simultaneously, with sensitivity and angular resolution almost
surely sufficient to make very significant, and quite possibly definitive, progress on the issue of the nature of
3"-ray burst sources.
As a specific example of future possibilities, we note that recent innovations in X-ray optical design raise
the possibility of a Wide Field X-ray Telescope in this small mission category. With an estimated payload
weight of <300 kg (half of which is the optics), such a mission could survey 103 deg s in the 0.4-3 keV band,
yielding >10 3 clusters (to z,,_2) and >10 4 AGN to limiting fluxes of ,-- 3 x 10 -14 ergs cm -s s-1. Such
an instrument, specifically optimized for surveys, could be a splendid complement to AXAF, which is not
designed for such work. As noted earlier, X-ray observations of clusters at this level of sensitivity may open
entire new avenues for research in the large scale structure of the Universe.
We have identified a number of other important scientific problems which we believe are potentially well-
suited to these small missions. Examples include application of multi-layer optics technology to produce a
wide-field soft X-ray telescope with quite small energy bandpass, but very large field of view and effective
area; very high resolution X-ray nebular spectrometers; all sky X- and 7-ray monitors to routinely monitor
transients; and certain approaches to X-ray polarimetry.
We see a bright future to experimental X- and 7-ray astronomy in the small mission category, and we
urge vigorous exploitation of these flight opportunities in the coming decade.
Technology Development Issues
X-ray Astronomy
A vigorous flight program in X-ray astrophysics should be accompanied by an equally vigorous program
in technology development which will enable the design and testing of new experimental tools to be
incorporated in future missions. There has been a virtual revolution in this field over the past few years
owing to the discovery of a number of promising technologies which have not previously been utilized in
X-ray astronomical instrumentation. Below we discuss developments in several key areas which are especially
deserving of further study:
Large Area Telescopes (0.1 - 10 keV) Recent discussions of scientific requirements for the next phase
of X-ray astronomical facilities have pointed to the need for large (>_ 2 m s) collecting area with moderate-to-
high angular resolution. A reasonable goal is --_2 - 3", which will avoid source confusion problems and still
be adequate to resolve galaxy clusters and even galaxies at high redshift. Collecting areas should approach
10 m s at reasonable cost. The primary driver will be to achieve these parameters in the 0.1-10 keV range,
but we should also continue to explore ways to push up to 20 or 30 keV with very low graze angle mirror
arrays.
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A numberof techniqueshavebeensuggestedto achievethesegoals.Severalapproaches,includingthe
useof thinmetalfoils,electroforming,epoxyreplicationontothincarriers,andflat mirrorplateswith long
focallength,appearespeciallypromising.All of theseconcepts,andquitepossiblyothers,aredeservingof
furtherdevelopment.Normalincidenceopticsmayalsoplayarole,especiallyif themultilayertechniquecan
bepushedto shorterwavelengths.Muchof thiseffortcanbeaccomplishedviasmallgrantsto universities
andresearchinstitutions;however,somelarger-scalecoordinationwith industrymaybewarrantedin this
area.
Focal Plane Imaging Arrays The past few years have witnessed the rise o f the CCD as the "workhorse"
imaging detector for X-ray astronomy. CCDs certainly present an attractive option for future missions
because of the combination of very high spatial resolution coupled with moderate energy resolution that
they provide. The use of CCDs for X-ray astronomy has consequently received much attention in this field,
both in the US and abroad. Nevertheless, there is much yet to be achieved. In particular, large area telescopes
will inevitably require larger focal plane detectors -- the present technology is already being "pushed" in this
regard for AXAF. Present CCDs are roughly the size of a flattened ping-pong ball, whereas detectors the
size of ping-pong tables may be required in the future. Larger and/or smaller pixel sizes are also necessary
for some applications. Deeper depletion regions are needed to enhance the high energy efficiency, and there
is continuing concern about CCD susceptibility to long-term radiation damage.
At present, most CCD fabrication is performed in large industrial firms where the effort is driven
primarily by commercial and defense interests. It is likely that the astronomical devices of the future will
need to be "customized" in ways that are not necessarily consistent with the requirements of these other, more
lucrative applications. NASA should take account of this problem in planning for future CCD development.
Non-Dispersive High-Resolulion Spectrometers An extremely exciting recent development in X-ray
instrumentation has been the introduction of non-dispersive, high resolution spectrometers which rely on
cryogenic technology. These devices combine the high spectral resolution characteristically achieved with
dispersive systems with the high quantum efficiency of conventional lower resolution detectors. A reasonable
scientific goal for these detectors would be a spectral resolution of 0.5 eV, so that one could achieve resolving
powers better than 1000 at the oxygen Ka line and the iron L lines. Ideally, these detectors should be
position sensitive, at least over a limited field. Logistics of the space program in the foreseeable future
require detector lifetimes of at least five years, which puts strong demands on the cryogenic systems.
There are several viable technological approaches under study in this category. These include resistive
calorimetry, dielectric calorimetry, kinetic inductance read-out schemes, and superconducting tunnel junction
arrays. The tunnel junction arrays, in particular, appear especially promising; however, all are deserving
of further support. Fabrication of some of these kinds of devices may be outside the scope of what can be
achieved by a university group with a typical SR&T grant, so NASA should consider some other funding
options in this area. in addition, nearly all of these designs require cryogenic systems capable of holding
stable temperatures at the sub-Kelvin level. NASA should assure additional funding for cryogenics technology
development to guarantee that the special needs of these devices can be met with practical flight systems.
Other Basic Technology In identifying the major areas of basic technology, it is important that we also
emphasize the importance of continuing a variety of other, more specific development activities. In effect,
we must maintain a balance between large and small research programs just as we must maintain a balance
between large and small missions. It is clear that remarkable returns have been achieved from modest
investments in the SR&T program. During the long dry spell of the 1980s in terms of flight opportunities,
the SR&T program has delivered an impressive number of successes in technology development. That effort
has to be continued while we proceed with the missions of the 1990s. A partial list of areas for further
investigation includes:
• high pressure gas counters and liquid noble gas detectors
• synthetic multilayers (the goal should be 2-D spacings of--_ 10_, both as Bragg diffractors and normal
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incidencemirrors)
• ultra-thinwindows
• improvedreflectiongratings
• improvedtransmissiongratings
• varioustypesofpolarimeters
"/-rayAstronomy
It is likely that the scientific objectives of 7-ray astrophysics in the 21st century will be addressed
by multiple missions, involving a mix of platforms for scientific observations. Examples include: a broad-
band high-sensitivity, high-spectral resolution mission in the 5 keV to 10 MeV energy range with angular
resolution of 1_ or better, a high-sensitivity, high-energy mission in the energy range 30 MeV to 100 GeV,
also with angular resolution better than 11, and a mission capable of high-sensitivity, high-spectral resolution
observations of 7-ray bursts. Several technology thrusts are readily identifiable to enable such missions.
Significant improvements in angular resolution, energy resolution, and sensitivity are both required by the
scientific goals, and feasible given anticipations for improvements in technology during the next decade.
Specifically, investment is needed in the development of advanced detector technologies.
A common characteristic of the most promising new detector technologies is detailed event visualization,
i.e., excellent spatial resolution for identifying the primary interaction of the 7-ray and reconstruction of
the geometry of secondary photon and particle interactions. Such event visualization is critical over the
entire hard X-ray and 7-ray energy range for determining the photon arrival direction accurately and for
improved sensitivity due to enhanced background rejection. Typically, sensitivity is correlated with size of the
detector systems, so development of cost-effective, large-area detector technologies are important. Candidates
for future technology development include high-pressure gas detectors, liquid Xe and Ar detectors, imaging
scintillation detectors, position sensitive Ge and Si detectors, superconducting transition detectors, and high-
energy bolometer systems. These are typically the same types of detector systems under development in
high-energy and nuclear particle physics. It is difficult to currently assess which of the emerging technologies
will be most attractive for 21st-century space missions. A prudent approach for technology investment would
be diversification, with support both for investigating the feasibility of new detector concepts, and bringing
to maturity those concepts already demonstrated to be feasible for space mission application.
In addition to detector technology, investment is required in various support technologies. These are
likely to include large structures for imaging approaches such as coded-aperture and Fourier transform
imaging, cooling technology for several of the promising detector systems, and advanced electronic and
optical readout technologies.
Policy Issues
Changes in NASA Management Style
NASA science management has been responsive to the astronomy community in formulating a program
whose content reflects community scientific priorities. NASA has also been successful in providing a
continually growing pool of monetary resources for science, which has been especially enhanced in the past
few years in the areas of data analysis and theory. One area in which there has been a growing problem,
however, is the decreasing frequency with which instrumentation can be placed in space. For major missions,
the timescale from initial study to fruition is now approximately a generation. For moderate missions of the
Delta-class Explorer variety, the timescale is only a factor of two smaller, at 10-15 years. It is not clear that
even small missions can be mounted much faster than a decade with standard NASA management practices.
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Theunfortunatepolicyerrorthatresulted in the suspension of expendable launch vehicles in favor of the
Space Shuttle also resulted in a management style that stresses formal safety, reliability and accountability
over innovation and sensible risk. The Challenger tragedy is at least partially responsible for this cautionary
approach to the development of flight hardware. The administrative burden of properly documenting even
the smallest space mission results in stretching out the development schedule and therefore increasing cost.
Furthermore, the formal reporting procedures may not even be the most effective way of providing the level
of reliability that NASA desires. The cost/benefit ratio of this approach is not at all clear, as instrument
development costs per pound of payload typically exceed launch costs by a factor of 10 or more.
NASA has already recognized some aspects of this problem and has begun to address it. A "mixed
fleet" policy is now in effect, so that expendable launch vehicles can be used for at least some missions. The
SMEX (SMall EXplorer) Program is an attempt to alter the management style of the smallest missions by
establishing an in-house project team to produce standard spacecraft systems.
We encourage NASA to continue these efforts and to guard against their inevitable tendency to slip
back toward the more cumbersome and costly approach. We also urge investigation of other changes in
management style for space missions, such as less concentration on formal documentation and management
oversight, and more direct management responsibility for involved scientists. The very successful example of
the Japanese X-ray astronomy program, which features a fixed budget on a fixed schedule, where scientists
and their small management teams make all the tradeoff decisions, is an interesting paradigm. We would
like to see NASA investigate the utilization of similar management practices, and we suggest experimenting
with such innovative management approaches on the "low" end, with the missions that have smallest costs.
NASA is already making a first step in this direction with the HETE project.
The important issue here is flight frequency. Timescales of more than a decade for most missions dissuade
much of the community from participating in the development of space missions; most university scientists
are now extensive users of NASA data, but only a few contribute to the development of new missions. The
negative implications for the training of the next generation of graduate students is obvious and could be
disastrous to the future health of space science.
Use of Expendable Launch Vehicles Versus Manned Missions
We support the current NASA policy that manned vehicles should be used only for those launches where
the presence of a man is mandatory for completion of the experiment. We therefore strongly recommend that
all future high energy astrophysics experiments be launched on Expendable Launch Vehicles (ELVs), except
in those cases so far into development that a change in plans would cause severe financial disruption. (Those
experiments well matched to Space Station Freedom obviously also require manned support). A corollary
of this recommendation is that, lacking some new and compelling rationale to the contrary, the concept of
recoverable/interchangeable buses should be abandoned.
Barriers to Mixing Ground-Based/Space-Based Funding
Multi-wavelength studies of high-energy phenomena in the Universe are becoming increasingly fruitful,
and are crucial for solving a significant subset of problems. These studies are greatly facilitated when
sponsoring agencies fund problem-oriented, as opposed to wavelength-oriented, research. We encourage
continued examination of the structure and policies of funding agencies with these issues in mind.
Lunar Base
In the time interval considered by this report, we can see no compelling experiments which can be
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performedonlyfromthelunarsurface.Ontheotherhand,themoonmightonlongertimescalesprovidean
effectivesiteforfuturehighenergyastrophysicsmissionsthatrequirelarge,stablestructures(suchaslong
focal-lengthtelescopes,codedapertures,largedetectorarrays),or thatcanmakegooduseof thelunarsoil
forshielding(suchas7-rayspectrometers).Thetechnologydevelopmentsdescribedaboveforearth-orbiting
experimentswill bea prerequisiteto exploitfuturelunarexperimentsin X- and7-astronomy.At thesame
time,plannersof lunarinitiativesshouldkeepseveralstrawmanhighenergyinstrumentsin mindasthey
planthecapabilitiesof thefuturelunarbases.
Mission Operations and Data Analysis Funding
It is hardly novel to emphasize that Mission Operations and Data Analysis (MODA), rather than
construction of spacecraft and instrumentation, are the true goals of scientific research from space. MODA
funds are invariably a small fraction of the capital costs of most projects; unfortunately there has often been
severe pressure on the NASA MODA line item during times of budget difficulties in the past decade. If the
scientific program advocated in this report is to be implemented, MODA funds must not only be successfully
protected from such cuts, but expanded in a manner commensurate with the expansion of flight opportunities.
The survival of graduate students and postdoctoral fellows is closely tied to the health of MODA funding,
making this issue central to the question of the next generation of space scientists as well. We hope that in
the next decade, high energy astrophysicists can work together with their sponsoring agencies to heighten
Congressional awareness of the critical importance of MODA funding.
Line Item for International Instrument Opportunities
The opportunity to develop and fly individual instruments on foreign spacecraft has emerged as an
important and very cost effective way for US investigators to build hardware, and for the US community
at large to obtain data. In the past, each of these initiatives has been handled as a special case, often
with extraordinary effort required from NASA Headquarters and the investigators. The NASA Astrophysics
Division has attempted unsuccessfully to obtain a regularly recurring budget line item specifically to fund
US participation in foreign space missions. We strongly commend this approach to financing these missions,
and urge its implementation immediately. Each such opportunity should be reviewed by the appropriate
NASA scientific advisory committee. Instrumentation for these opportunities should be selected by open
competition and peer review wherever possible, and the needs for incremental MODA funds created by each
such opportunity must be kept in mind.
Smaller NASA Programs
Sounding rockets We perceive that a substantial fraction of the funds currently expended in NASA-
supported sounding rocket programs goes towards detector development, rather than to acquisition of unique
scientific data. We therefore believe that consideration should be given to more overtly redirecting a portion
of funds from the sounding rocket program to detector/technology development, where they may be more
efficiently expended and are likely to produce a greater return.
Balloons We note that the 7-ray balloon program has been greatly oversubscribed recently, and is
producing exciting science as well as serving as an essential testbed for instrumentation development. We
recommend doubling the current scope of this modest program.
Support of young scientists The key problems of training the next generation of space scientists are
well-known and have been discussed above: even if funds are available to support the best graduate students,
the time required to complete most exciting projects has grown so long that such projects are hopelessly
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incommensuratewith thegraduateducationprograms.As a result,fewif anystudentscanseea space
researchprojectthroughcompletely,fromtheinitial intellectualformulationof theproblemto publication
of results.Shorteningtherelevanttimescalesi a complexpolicyissue,butprovidingfundingfor support
ofjuniorscientistsisnot.WelaudNASAfor its recently-initiatedGraduateStudentResearchersProgram,
which,althoughlimitedinscale,representsagradualreturnto themorehalcyondaysof graduatesupport
of the1960sand70s.Likewise,theHubbleFellowprogramisawelcomeacknowledgementoftheproblems
of supportingthebestyoungscientistsin ourfield.Programsu_:hasthesemustbenurtured,expanded,
andseededto otheragenciesthatsupportresearchinhighenergyastrophysics.A prerequisiteforadequate
supportofgraduatestudentsi themaintenanceofahealthyresearchbaseatuniversitieswherethesestudents
aretrained.A carefulbalanceof researchsupportmustexistbetweenuniversitiesandothercenters.
Theoretical Programs Theoretical research in support of space missions has always been crucial for
advances in high energy astrophysics, and there are firm grounds to believe it will become yet more vital to
the success of the missions of the 90s. As both X- and 7-ray astronomy shift an increasing fraction of their
observations from imaging to spectroscopy, far more sophisticated theoretical models will be required to
interpret the data. The cost of these indispensable modeling efforts is very small compared with the capital
costs of virtually any mission, and even with the operations costs of most projects. Again we commend
NASA for the recently instituted Astrophysical Theory Program, and urge its maintenance and vigorous
expansion.
Laboratory Astrophysics The preceding comments on the rapidly increasing importance of spectroscopy
in X- and 7-ray astronomy also impact laboratory astrophysics. It would be regrettable if data from elegant
space-borne experiments cannot be adequately interpreted due to lack of fundamental laboratory data,
especially given the sophistication of current techniques in laboratory plasma physics. We recommend that
NASA and NSF support experiments in laboratory astrophysics, especially where there is promise of close
connections to analysis of AXAF and GRO observations, or significant impact on the design of future
instrumentation.
Two moderate missions
Four SmEx
Technology development
International budget line
Theory, suborbital
$300 M
$100M
$50 M
$50 M
$40 M
Table 1. Incremental Costs of New Initiatives for the Decade
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Conclusion
HighenergyobservationsfromspacebyAmericaninvestigatorshaveundergonea relativelyquiescent
phaseduringthe1980s,atimewhenimportantscientificproblemshavebeenamplyclear,butopportunities
forpresenceinspacehavebeenalltoorare.Thelaunchesof AXAFandGRO,aswellasavarietyof smaller
currentlyapprovedprojectsdescribedearlier,givetheUnitedStatestheopportunityto regainmuchof the
momentumit built in X- andv-rayastronomyin the1970s.Thenewprogramfor the1990swhichwehave
describedhereisof modestincrementalcost,ascanbeseenfromtheestimatesin Table1,butwebelieve
will leadthedisciplineintothenewmilleniumwithanexcitingarrayof newdata,atechnologybaseneeded
for futureexperiments,andaninfrastructureof bothscientistsandfacilitiesessentialforleadershipin the
field.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In the last few years, particle astrophysics has emerged as a new field at the frontier between high energy
astrophysics, cosmology, and particle physics. A spectacular achievement of this new field in the last decade has
been the establishment of neutrino astronomy with the detection of solar neutrinos by two independent experiments
and the spectacular observation of the neutrinos from the supernova SN1987A. In addition, the field has produced
tantalizing hints of new physics beyond the standard models of astrophysics and particle physics, generating
enthusiastic attempts to confirm these potential effects.
The next decade promises to be even more productive. Extrapolating within the present conceptual
framework, we expect the next ten years to bring fascinating results on the following issues:
• The elucidation of the nature of dark matter, especially if it is made of nonbaryonic particles.
• The explanation of the solar neutrino puzzle and if a supernova explodes in our own galaxy, a detailed
account of the explosion mechanism by the analysis of the emerging neutrinos.
• The possible confirmation of the existence of point sources of energetic particles leading to the production
of gamma rays, neutrinos and maybe new particles at energies as high as 101 eV.
• The understanding of the origin of cosmic rays, including the physical processes responsible for their
synthesis and acceleration on a wide variety of scales.
It is even more likely that as yet unsuspected phenomena will be discovered, that entirely new concepts
will be tested and that the deep link between particle physics, the early universe and the high energy astrophysical
processes will be extended beyond what we can imagine today!
In contrast with more mature observational fields, particle astrophysics is likely in the next decade to still
be based on the succession of experiments which will increasingly sharpen their scientific focus. We see, therefore,
the evolution of the field as governed by a number of decision points occurring in the next decade when the
information from previous experiments or technological development becomes available:
• The highest priority at the moment is the rapid implementation of the presently approved program of
observations on the ground and in space. Within this program, existing neutrino detectors should be coordinated and
maintained to provide an efficient supernova watch.
• The technology is now available to tackle the question of the extragalactic origin of cosmic rays with the
study of their spectrum at 1020 eV. We recommend that the high resolution Fly's Eye be supported, contingent on a
favorable detailed technical review.
• We foresee important funding decisions to be made in a few years when the required information will be
available. If the feasibility of the cryogenic technologies can be demonstrated, it is clear that a full scale search for
nonbaryonic dark matter will have very high priority. If the large extensive air shower detectors currently being
deployed confirm the claims for localized gamma ray sources above 1014 eV, understanding these unsuspected
acceleration mechanisms (and the new particle physics if the claimed anomalous muon content is substantiated)
would require more powerful detectors. The results of current solar neutrino detectors may steer the field into new
observational directions. Finally, if the early promise of gamma ray astronomy at 1012 eV is fulfilled, then larger
installations will surely be required.
The preparation for these decisions appearing on the horizon demands a strong development of new detection
techniques: we emphasize in particular the cryogenic particle detectors for dark matter searches, the new solar
neutrino schemes, and the test of the water Cerenkov technique for the detection of extensive air showers.
Such a complex and fundamentally multidisciplinary enterprise requires a strong theoretical activity and a
variety of coordination mechanisms. Our main recommendation here is the establishment of a particle astrophysics
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Advisory Panel which could advise the federal agencies involved in particle astrophysics (NSF, DOE and NASA)
on the relative scientific priorities and help them set up long term policies.
The emergence of a new scientific field
Particle detection techniques have been essential to the development of high energy astrophysics since the
first cosmic ray investigations in the early years of this century. Their role has been greatly expanded during the past
decade as a variety of large experiments have begun to address fundamental astrophysical questions.
Two of the most recent and important advances in astronomy have been made by the direct detection of
neutrinos. Two independent experiments measured the solar neutrino flux using totally different techniques, and
neutrinos from the supernova 1987A have been directly detected by experiments designed to observe proton decay.
Moreover, observation of the electromagnetic spectrum from astrophysical objects has been extended above 1011 eV
using ground based Cerenkov detectors. Evidence obtained with air shower arrays suggests that gamma radiation in
excess of 1014 eV may also have been observed from astrophysical objects. Cosmic rays have been detected up to
1020 eV but their nature and origin at these energies remains a mystery, as does the means of their acceleration.
In parallel, progress in the understanding of particle physics has suggested that the missing matter in the
universe may consist of as yet undiscovered elementary particles, which are relics of the very earliest phases of the
formation of the universe. It also appears that quantum fluctuations and topological singularities generated in phase
transitions occurring at very high temperature in the early universe could have played a fundamental role in the
formation of large scale structure. In addition, it is now well understood how the properties of neutrinos could be
responsible for the solar neutrino puzzle, and the powerful acceleration mechanisms evidenced by the highest energy
cosmic rays may require new particle physics.
The discoveries and activities described above have been mostly carried out by an unconventional breed of
"astronomers" whose backgrounds have been in particle or nuclear physics. The nature of the research ranges from
solid experiments with well defined systematic goals to investigations which test speculative ideas or follow on
experimental hints. Therefore, such a field is a vital and exciting one, with new ideas, new practitioners, and the
certainty of scientific progress. It may well be that the cosmos is providing us with the first evidences for physics
beyond the standard models of astrophysics and particle physics.
In this new field, which we may call particle astrophysics, we can distinguish four interrelated areas dealing
respectively with cosmology and particle physics, stellar physics and particles, high energy gamma and neutrino
astrophysics (> 1012 eV) and cosmic ray astrophysics.
We review first the essential scientific questions being tackled and the present experimental program, before
turning to priorities and institutional questions.
Cosmology and Particle Physics
The physics of the early universe is intimately related to particle physics at the very highest energies and it
is not possible to distinguish them in the quest for the answer to the fundamental questions of cosmology: What is
the nature of the ubiquitous dark matter? What is the origin of the predominance of matter over antimatter? What is
the explanation for the smoothness, flatness, and old age of the universe? What is the origin of the primeval
inhomogeneities that triggered the formation of structure and eventually galaxies in the universe? Conversely, the
cosmological observations provide essential constraints in the construction of unified theories of particle interactions
and may be the only source of information on physics at the very highest energies (up to the Planck scale - 1019
GeV). Physics at these energies is difficult to probe in terrestrial laboratories and so, at the same time the early
universe provides a natural laboratory in which physics at the most fundamental level can be studied.
Particle Physics and the Early Universe
The past decade has seen the consolidation of two standard models: the SU(3)xSU(2)xU(1) gauge theory of
particle interactions and the Hot Big Bang model. The former provides a fundamental theory of the elementary
particles and their interactions at distances down to 10 -17 cm (energies up to 103 GeV), while the latter provides an
accurate accounting of the history of the universe from about 10 .2 sec after the origin of the universe. Encouraged
by these impressive successes, particle physicists and cosmologists have begun to extrapolate to earlier times and
attempted to answer the fundamental questions outlined above. The origin of the matter-antimatter asymmetry seems
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to involve forces that violate both CP and baryon number conservation. At very early times (10 -34 sec?) phase
transitions may have played an important role. For instance, inflation provides a very attractive explanation for the
flatness and old age of the universe and of the primeval density inhomogeneities. In addition, many theories that go
beyond the particle physics standard model, such as supersymmetry, predict the existence of stable relic elementary
particles that are left over from the early moments after the Big Bang and that may constitute dark matter.
Combining such cold dark matter (which could also be made of condensed astrophysical objects or primordial black
holes) with the Harrison-Zerdovitch spectrum of adiabatic density fluctuations predicted by the simplest models of
inflation, it has been possible to obtain a fair first approximation to a theory of the formation of galaxies and
clusters of galaxies. Alternatively, it is possible that cosmic strings or other topological defects associated with an
early phase transition or with inflation, may be at least partly responsible for structure formation; in this case, there
are indications that hot dark matter (e.g. relativistic particles) rather than cold dark matter may produce structures like
the ones we see.
After more than a decade of intense theoretical work which has produced these fascinating ideas, the time is
ripe for strengthened experimentation and observation. The main problems are easily identified:
- Determination of the basic cosmological parameters. We are still lacking a definitive determination of
the Hubble parameter which enters in most cosmology calculations. A reliable measurement of the ratio f2 of the
average universe density to the critical density, for instance by probing the geometry of the universe on large scale,
is central for solving the problem of dark matter. The age of the universe is still uncertain. The combination of these
three parameters would allow us to determine the spatial curvature of the universe (testing therefore the inflation
paradigm) and the value of the cosmological constant, the small value of which remains a mystery.
- Measurement of primordial abundances: This will allow us to test in more detail the standard Hot Big
Bang model of primordial nucleosynthesis and determine the average density of ordinary (baryonic) matter.
- Study of diffuse backgrounds: The primordial fluctuations that presumably lead to the formation of
structure in the universe must be reflected in small anisotropies of the 2.7 K cosmic microwave background. When
these are finally detected, they will provide a firm foundation for theories of structure formation and will point back
to the processes that gave rise to these fluctuations in the early universe. The X ray and _, ray diffuse backgrounds are
not yet fully understood but are potentially of cosmological origin. Timing measurements of the millisecond
pulsars place the most stringent bounds on the density of the stochastic gravitational wave background and help to
constrain models such as cosmic strings.
- Mapping of the universe. The systematic measurement of the galaxy density and velocity fields on
increasingly larger scales will help to reveal the initial conditions and basic evolutionary processes in the universe.
- Search for dark matter. The nature of dark matter remains a mystery but begins to be accessible to
observations: condensed astrophysical baryonic objects may be detectable by micro-lensing, relic particles by direct
detection via elastic scattering in the laboratory and primordial black holes by the gamma ray bursts they should
generate.
Although the needed observational evidence involves a wide variety of observational fields of astrophysics,
most of which are not covered by this panel, it is important to stress the importance of all these observations in
order to understand the role of particle physics in the early universe.
Dark Matter
Dark matter currently is probably the best example of the interpenetration of particle physics and
cosmology. Based upon decades of astronomical and cosmological observations we are certain that most of the
matter in the Universe is nonluminous and transparent. Various cosmological and astrophysical arguments suggest
that the dark matter may not be ordinary matter (baryons), and that the most likely candidate is a relic elementary
particle. The abundance of the candidate relics, their properties, and means of detecting them have been studied, and
we are now ready to undertake the most important step: the experimental testing of the particle dark matter
hypothesis.
Three types of dark matter particles are particularly well motivated: light neutrinos, axions and weakly
interacting massive particles.
Light neutrinos of mass of about 30 eV would solve the dark matter problem, although they may
complicate the explanation of the formation of large scale structure of the universe. Unfortunately, no experimentally
viable method has yet been proposed to detect the cosmological neutrinos directly and we will require laboratory
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measurements of the neutrino mass for the three neutrino generations to fully test this hypothesis. The detection of a
large number of neutrinos from distant supernovae could eventually provide interesting direct mass limits.
The axion, a very light (mass of about 10 -3 eV to 10 -6 eV) pseudoscalar particle still represents the best
solution to a fundamental problem of the standard Particle Physics model (the strong CP problem of QCD).
Unfortunately the axion interactions are expected to be very weak, not much stronger than gravitational, and it is a
testimony to the talents of the experimentalist involved that the sensitivities of the first generation experiments
employing resonant microwave cavities were within about a factor of 300 of that required. It may be possible to
improve the sensitivity by this factor with large cavities in the lower mass region. The fundamental experimental
problem remains that present detection schemes are narrow band, and, since the axion mass which leads to closure
density is only known to a factor of about I00, scanning the entire region requires a long time and a large effort.
Recent theoretical work suggests that the mass uncertainty may even be larger as radiation from global strings may
be the dominant source of axions.
Weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) are another general class of candidates which correspond to
the case where heavy dark matter particles were in thermal equilibrium with the rest of matter in the early universe.
Their interaction cross sections can then be estimated from their current density and turn out to be of the order
expected for "Weak Interactions" (in the technical sense). This coincidence may be purely accidental or may be a
very precious hint that physics at the W and Z ° scale (e.g., Supersymmetry) may also be responsible for dark matter!
For instance the lightest supersymmetric particle may constitute dark matter: this particle is the neutralino,
sometimes referred to as the photino or higgsino, which are special cases. In order to test this fairly general
hypothesis, we could attempt to detect directly the interaction of halo particles with a laboratory target, in a way
complementary to the new particle searches at accelerators (LEP, Tevatron and the SSC). This requires,
unfortunately, very sensitive detectors with a good rejection of the radioactive background. Current detectors using
ionization techniques have set interesting limits, for instance excluding the possibility that dark matter is made of
heavy Dirac neutrinos (Fig. 1) and severely limiting the existence of cosmions which could simultaneously explain
the deficit of 8B solar neutrinos. But before the neutralino model can be probed, the rejection of backgrounds must be
improved by two or three orders of magnitude. This factor could eventually be reached with emerging technologies
based on the detection of phonons or quasiparticles in superconductors which should allow better energy sensitivity
and much higher redundancy. Although not sufficient to establish the feasibility of a definitive experiment, the
results obtained currently with cryogenic detectors of a few tens of grams are encouraging. It may also be possible to
detect indirectly the presence of these dark matter particles in our galaxy, by their annihilation products: positrons,
antiprotons, 7 rays and neutrinos. Recent balloon measurements indeed indicate an excess of antiprotons and
positrons but the interpretation in terms of dark matter annihilation products now seems less likely than some other
possible explanations. Of these indirect methods, neutrinos originating from the sun may be the least model
dependent.
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Other Relics
Other relic particles may be significant in cosmology even if they do not constitute dark matter (recall that
the cosmic microwave background contributes less that 10 -4 of the critical density). The observation of relic
cosmological neutrinos would of course be of exceptional interest but no good ideas for their detection have been
proposed. Significant relics include superheavy magnetic monopoles, decaying neutrinos, a neutralino species, or
decaying axions. Monopoles are one of the two fundamental new predictions of grand unified theories (the other
being proton decay). They may be detectable by a large, football field-sized detector, MACRO, which is well on its
way toward completion. It will, for the first time, probe the flux range below the "Parker bound", 10 -15
/cm2/sec/ster. Should relic monopoles be discovered they would both confirm the ideas of grand unification and
probe the universe at an age of about 10 -34 sec.
Stellar Physics and Particles
Neutrinos play an important role in the physics of stars and there again particle physics and astrophysics
are intricately intertwined. Neutrinos are elementary particles with very small interaction cross sections which, along
with photons and positrons, are emitted in the nuclear processes which power the stars. Photons diffuse out of the
stars with time scales of the order of millions of years, losing all information about the reactions which created
them. Most of the neutrinos traverse the interior of the star without interaction and thus in times measured in
seconds. Therefore, they carry direct information about the processes which created them in the stellar interior. To
date, neutrinos have been detected from a middle-aged star, namely the Sun, and from one star at the end of its life,
supernova SN1987A.
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The solar neutrino Chlorine
experiment in the Homestake
mine.
Figure 2
Solar neutrinos
It is believed that the processes which produce energy in the solar interior are sufficiently well understood
that the rates of the different nuclear reactions contributing to this energy release can be calculated, provided the
empirical inputs to the calculation are known sufficiently well. Thus, measurement of the flux and speclra of solar
neutrinos should confirm in detail our understanding of processes in stellar interiors. The well documented and
recently confirmed disagreement between the calculated solar neutrino flux and the measured flux indicates that
processes in the solar interior may be different from our expectations, or that the propagation of the neutrinos from
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the interior of the sun to a terrestrial detector may be influenced by fundamental properties of the neutrinos
themselves. If neutrinos have a mass, the observed deficit of high energy neutrinos may be due to the transformation
of electron type neutrinos into another neutrino type either in the sun (matter oscillations), or during propagation to
the earth (vacuum oscillations). Whatever the solution of the puzzle, an imperfect modeling of the sun or
fundamental properties of the neutrinos, it will be important for astrophysics, cosmology and particle physics.
The original solar neutrino experiment (Fig 2) uses a subterranean radiochemical detector in which neutrinos
above a threshold of 814 keV transform 37C1 nuclei into 3TAr nuclei through inverse beta decay. It is mainly
sensitive to the neutrinos resulting from the decay of 8B, an end product of one of the reaction chains in the sun.
Over a twenty year exposure, the average response of this detector is less than one half of the best calculated lower
limit of the flux. This deficit of high energy solar neutrinos has recently been confirmed by the Kamiokande II
experiment operated by a Japanese - U.S. collaboration. Their technique is completely different and is based on the
detection of the recoil electrons scattered elastically by the 8B neutrinos in a large water Cerenkov detector. The
electron direction is kinematically correlated with the neutrino direction, so that the angular distribution of electrons
with respect to the direction from the sun shows, for the first time, that the sun is the source of the neutrinos
(Fig 3).
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Angular distribution with respect
to the sun of electrons produced
by solar neutrinos in Kamiokande
II.
As 1990 begins, the 37C! detector has observed an apparent time dependence in the detection rate which
appears to be anticorrelated with sunspot number, or solar activity. Since solar activity is a surface phenomenon, and
the neutrinos are born in fusion reactions deep in the solar interior, a connection between the two phenomena would
be surprising. Such a flux variation is not confirmed by the Kamiokande II experiment but the small counting rates
in both experiments precludes any definitive conclusion.
Because of their relatively high threshold, neither the 37C1 experiment nor the Kamiokande II experiment are
sensitive to the copious neutrinos from the main pp reaction chain which is responsible for most of the energy
production of the sun. It is clear that it is advantageous to detect those lower energy neutrinos since the uncertainties
associated with the calculation of their flux are much smaller than for the 8B neutrinos. The necessary technology
involving a radiochemical method using inverse beta decay on a 71Ga target was developed in the United States in
the early 1970's. Unfortunately, partially because the funding structure was not flexible (we will come back to the
problem of particle astrophysics experiments falling between the cracks in section 4), funding could not be secured
for such an experiment in the United States. Gallium experiments have been implemented by the Soviet Union in
the Baksan Laboratory and by Europe at the Gran Sasso Laboratory in Italy. Both experiments, which will produce
results during the early 1990's, are intemational collaborations, with a significant participation by United States
scientists, especially in the Baksan experiment. The latter experiment recently presented tantalizing preliminary
results, possibly indicating an even larger neutrino deficit at low energy. It is too early to draw any firm conclusion
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but it is clear that these gallium experiments with their sensitivity to the main energy generation mechanism in the
sun are a critical component of the total solar neutrino program.
A second generation experiment dedicated to the measurement of the 8B neutrino flux has just been
approved. The Sudbury Neutrino Observatory collaboration (Canada, U.K., and U.S.) plans to use for this purpose a
kiloton of heavy water, D20, as a solar neutrino target in a Cerenkov detector. In addition to measuring the elastic
scattering of neutrinos by atomic electrons as in the Kamiokande II experiment, this experiment will measure the
energy spectrum of electron type neutrinos through the inverse beta decay of deuterium, and the total flux of
neutrinos, independent of type, through the neutral current disintegration of deuterium by neutrinos above the 2.2
MeV reaction threshold. This neutral current capability will be essential if it turns out that the deficit of solar
neutrinos is due to oscillation phenomena. While the electron neutrino component may be depressed, the total flux
of neutrinos should be constant. Furthermore, the counting rate in this experiment will be an order of magnitude
higher than in the 37C1 experiment, an important advantage when trying to calibrate out systematics or to understand
the time dependence in the signal.
The solar neutrino program appears therefore to be well directed. The results of the 37C1 and 71Ga
experiments, and the findings of the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory will very likely clarify the overall situation
within a few years. Follow up experiments may then become necessary to confirm the insight thus gained. If the
anti-correlation with the solar activity is confirmed, high rate experiments based for instance on 127I may become
necessary. The observation of a low rate in the gallium experiments would focus the attention on the low (pp) and
intermediate (7Be) energy region, and the need for a spectrum measurement, for instance with ultra-low radioactive
background scintillators, possibly loaded with 115in or 11B, or cryogenic methods in 4He.
Supernovae
The most significant event in establishing neutrino astronomy was the observation of a burst of neutrinos
from supernova SN1987A in coincidence in the Kamiokande II and IMB water Cerenkov detectors in February 1987.
Because the supernova was in the Large Magellanic Cloud at a distance of 52 kpc, smaller scintillation detectors in
the U.S., Europe, and the Soviet Union did not see it. The observation of a flux compatible with the expected energy
release provided an impressive confirmation of our understanding of the basic supernova mechanisms.
Should a supernova occur in our galaxy, the existing detectors and detectors under construction will be able
to detect orders of magnitude more events. This will allow both important studies of the emission of neutrinos from
the collapsing core including the time development and energy spectrum of electron, mu and tau type neutrinos and
antineutrinos and detailed measurements of properties of neutrinos. It may be, for instance, possible to achieve a
mass limit of 100 eV for the mu and tau type neutrinos. The array of detectors capable of detecting signals from a
galactic supernova will increase during the 1990's. These detectors include solar neutrino detectors, dedicated
supernova search detectors, and deep underground scintillation detectors searching for magnetic monopoles and other
"cosmic ray" phenomena. Given the importance of this information for refining current understanding of the
mechanism of stellar core collapse and of the neutrino sector, all such detectors should be instrumented to maximize
supernova detection capability including burst handling and absolute timing.
Unconventional Particle Physics and Stellar Physics
In addition to the neutrinos, there may be other weakly interacting particles (e.g. axions or neutralinos).
However these additional hypothetical particles may perturb supernova explosions and the stellar energy generation
mechanisms. Their properties have recently been severely constrained by the SN1987A observations and by
"conventional" stellar physics (e.g. population of the Hertzprung-Russel diagram and lifetimes of stars). We expect
these cross-disciplinary analyses to expand in the coming decade. More generally, many particle physics theories
have implications for astrophysics. For example, if strange matter is the ground state of matter at high density
and/or atomic number, then some (or all) neutron stars may be strange stars: This would have important
implications for astrophysics which in turn will provide one of the few probes of the strange matter hypothesis.
High Energy Gamma Ray and Neutrino Astronomy
When astronomers developed techniques which extended observations of the electromagnetic spectrum
beyond the optical range, many new discoveries were made. It is natural to want to extend observations of
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astrophysical objects in as broad a wavelength range as possible. Thus, at the upper end of the electromagnetic
spectrum, space-borne instruments have been used to observe gamma rays up to about 109 eV. Higher energy
observations are difficult because of rapidly falling fluxes. The Gamma Ray Observatory, GRO, which will soon be
launched, will extend space-borne observations to their practical limit, a few 101° eV.
At about 101 ! eV, gamma rays begin to produce showers in the earth's atmosphere which can be detected by
ground-based detectors. In addition, it is possible to build detectors on earth that have large collection areas and good
sensitivity for very low fluxes. Attempts to observe astrophysical objects by detection of air showers have been
made for more than twenty years. For the most part, these efforts have been an offshoot of cosmic ray studies. In
the energy range 1011 - 1013 eV, ground-based optical detectors can observe the Cerenkov light produced by the
shower in the upper atmosphere. In the U.S., such detectors have been developed at the Whipple observatory,
Haleakala and Albuquerque. For energies greater than 5x1012 eV, a sufficient number of shower particles reaches the
ground so that they can also be directly observed by particle detectors. Sparse arrays of such detectors at moderate
altitude are typically sensitive to shower above 5x1013 eV.
However, both techniques, the atmospheric Cerenkov technique, and the air shower technique, have a
problem with severe backgrounds from ordinary cosmic rays, which arrive isotropically. The ordinary extensive air
showers are initiated in the upper atmosphere by protons and heavier nuclei, but the air showers they produce are not
easily distinguishable from showers produced by the gamma rays being sought. The technique which can separate the
signal from the background has primarily been the identification of an excess of showers from a given source
direction. If the source is identified to have a well-established periodic modulation in another wavelength region, one
can search for the same periodicity in the gamma ray signal. Other methods to suppress cosmic ray background
depend on the technique. For the atmospheric Cerenkov technique, the Cerenkov light is imaged on the focal plane
of a mirror which follows the source. The Cerenkov image is quite different for a gamma ray shower from that of a
hadronic shower. For the air shower technique, one exploits the fact that a gamma ray shower is expected to have at
least twenty times fewer muons accompanying it than a proton-induced shower of similar size. The separation
techniques are statistical in nature and encounter all the dangers of statistical fluctuations when the signals are weak.
Only recently has a steady flow of gamma rays in the energy range (0.3 - 2.0) x 1012 eV been convincingly observed
from the Crab nebula with the 10 meter telescope at the Whipple Observatory. Figure 4 shows a view of the
telescope. The imaging algorithms used improved the signal to background ratio by a factor of 50.
The 10 meter Air Cerenkov
detector of the Whipple
Observatory.
Figure 4
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Air shower arrays have reported point sources of showers at energies >10 TM eV from X-ray binaries such as
Cygnus X-3 and Hercules X- 1. A statistically significant observation of Cygnus X-3 over a four-year period was
reported by the University of Kiel in 1983 and confirmed by Haverah Park, and the CYGNUS experiment at Los
Alamos has reported a short burst from Hercules X-1 in 1987. Both results showed an excess of showers from the
source as well as a periodicity that was characteristic of the source. In the case of Hercules X-I, the period is
slightly different from that of X-rays. The most curious aspect of both observations was the fact that the muons
accompanying the shower were not reduced as would be expected for a gamma-induced shower. Imaging of the
Cerenkov light from lower energy showers coming apparently from Hercules X-1 and showing the same slightly
displaced period, leads to the same puzzling conclusion that showers seem hadronic. Such observations are
inconsistent with the expectations of particle physics for y rays and, if confirmed, would require the existence of
new, light, and strongly interacting particles or of dramatic new interaction thresholds. Furthermore, these results
imply new compact acceleration mechanisms at the source. While radiation at 1012 eV from the Crab nebula can be
understood with conventional astrophysical mechanisms, radiation at 1014 eV from compact objects, if it is gamma
radiation, must come from neutral pions produced at the source. Given the exciting consequences which follow from
the air shower observations, there are many groups throughout the world which are engaged in the search for point
sources emitting radiation at energies greater than 1014 eV. So far there have been no compelling confirmations of
the Cygnus X-3 or Hercules X-1 results, a consequence, perhaps, of source variability. In the United States, two
major installations at Los Alamos and Dugway, Utah are now starting operation. The expanded CYGNUS array is
operating with 200 detectors covering an area of 0.8 x 105 m2. By the end of 1990 an array built by the Universities
of Utah, Michigan, and Chicago will be operating with 1089 detectors covering 2.3 x 105m 2. These two
installations are located at similar longitudes so that even short bursts of an object will observable by both detectors.
Figure 5 shows a view of the CYGNUS array. Whether a genuine astronomy will develop at energies greater than
10 TMeV depends on confirmation of the results discussed above. Detectors of sufficient sensitivity exist and it is a
matter of time and patience before it will be known whether new instruments are required.
The Cygnus extensive air shower
detectors. The photo shows the
LAMPF accelerator in the
background with the beam stop
area in the middle right. The
CYGNUS counters can be seen
on the roof of the beam-stop
building and deployed in the
surrounding area. Several
counters of the expanded array
can be seen in the immediate
foreground.
Figure 5
On the other hand, astronomy at 1012 eV is truly beginning. At present, a second 10m telescope
(GRANITE) is being constructed at the Whipple Observatory, which will greatly improve the sensitivity so that
sources other than the Crab are likely to be seen. There are new technologies using large coverage or tracking
detectors whereby the threshold of the air shower technique may be lowered to nearly overlap the atmospheric
Cerenkov technique, especially if the detector is located at high altitude. One of these techniques involves the
instrumentation of more than 104m 2 of a clear lake with photomultipliers so that the observation of an entire air
shower by Cerenkov light in the water is possible. The advantage of such a method is that its operation is not
restricted to dark moonless nights.
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It should be remarked that the American teams are currently mostly involved in arrays located in the
northern hemisphere. Since most of the galaxy is visible only at southern latitude, it is likely that the need for
southern instruments will arise. Because of its altitude and the fact that the same patch of the sky is always visible,
the South pole may be particularly interesting. Currently a modest American-British array, SPASE, is pioneering
this approach.
High Energy Neutrinos
High energy neutrinos may provide another window onto acceleration mechanisms in the astrophysical
environment, and if observed from point sources, would give a clear proof that hadronic processes play an important
role. Such neutrinos are best detected by their production of upward-going muons. The neutrinos that pass through
the earth may produce muons in the ground just below a large detector. One possibility is a water Cerenkov detector
installed at the bottom of the ocean. Such experiments will have negligible background but the signal may be very
small. The Dumand experiment recently approved by DOE represents a first attempt at exploring this virgin territory
at a sensitivity sufficient to observe a few neutrinos from Cygnus X-3 if the continuous gamma fluxes are at the
level reported by Kiel. Alternative techniques using the lake Cerenkov concept or the polar ice (as a Cerenkov light
or microwave radiating medium) have been proposed.
If the existence of point sources radiating 1014 eV gamma rays is confirmed, then this effort will become
even more interesting. If a compact source produces neutral pions, it must produce charged pions as well. Decays of
these pions will produce a powerful source of neutrinos. Depending on the details of the source, the flux of these
neutrinos can greatly exceed the gamma ray flux since the neutrino absorption cross section is so small. Observation
of both neutrinos and gamma rays from a source would provide important information about the mechanism of the
compact accelerator.
It would seem prudent, however, to await either observation by DUMAND (or possibly MACRO or the
LVD) of neutrinos from point sources or results from the Dugway and Los Alamos gamma ray detectors before
proceeding with neutrino detectors of larger scale.
Cosmic Rays
Cosmic rays which can be observed near Earth cover a large range of energies, from the MeV region to
1020 eV, and comprise the nuclei of all known elements, as well as electrons, positrons, and antiprotons. The study
of this tenuous plasma of relativistic particles addresses scientific questions closely related to the themes discussed
above: high energy particle acceleration, stellar and galactic astrophysics, and cosmology and particle physics.
However, contrary to the observational techniques reviewed thus far, cosmic ray measurements up to energies around
1014 eV should be conducted in space or on high altitude balloons. It is for that reason that cosmic ray research in
space is summarized separately in the following. We conclude the discussion with an account of the present status
of air shower measurements from the ground which cover the range 1014-1020eV.
Cosmic Rays from Space
Particle acceleration is perhaps the most immediate scientific theme of cosmic ray studies. It is
ubiquitous in nature, occurring in solar and stellar flares, interplanetary and interstellar shocks, pulsars, supernova
explosions, and perhaps in shocks on the scale of entire galaxies. A major goal is the understanding of these cosmic
accelerators and the determination of their energy sources and the physical mechanisms by which they are able to
efficiently extract a small number of highly energetic particles from a nearly thermal distribution. The main
observational tools available are studies of the energy spectra of the individual cosmic ray components over a wide
energy range. Important progress was made during the 1980's by extending the energy spectra of major nuclei with
measurements on balloons and from the Space Shuttle up to energies around 1013-1014eV/particle. The persistence
of the power-law spectra of cosmic ray primaries over a large energy range lends support to the assumption that first-
order Fermi acceleration in supernova-driven shocks acts as the prevailing acceleration mechanism. The spectral
measurements also provided indications that during their propagation through the galaxy, the cosmic rays become
enriched in heavy elements relative to protons at energies above approximatively 10 TeV. Significant progress in
understanding the mechanism by which particles are selected for acceleration resulted from the discovery that cosmic
rays undergo fractionation which is strongly correlated with the particle first ionization potentials. The great
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similarity of this fractionation to that occurring during the separation of the solar corona from the photosphere (Fig.
6) suggests stellar coronae may provide the pool of hot matter from which cosmic rays are extracted.
The origin and evolution of matter in the Galaxy is the major theme addressed b..y studies of the elemental
and isotopic composition of cosmic rays• Since cosmic rays are much younger (- 10/yr, as deduced from the
abundances of radioactive nuclei such as 10Be and 26A1) than the galaxy and the solar system (>109 yr), the
comparison between cosmic ray and solar system abundances elucidates the chemical evolution of the galaxy due to
ongoing stellar nucleosynthesis processes. Measurements on balloons, followed by more precise data from
spacecraft, have led to the first high resolution observations of the isotopic composition of heavy primary cosmic
ray nuclei, and to the discovery of excesses of the neutron rich isotopes of Ne, Mg, and possibly Si (relative to solar
system composition), indicating differences in the nucleosynthesis history of these two samples of matter. The first
reliable measurements of abundances of ultraheavy nuclei above the iron group (Z > 30) demonstrated that both slow
and rapid neutron capture nucleosynthesis contribute to these elements, and that the heaviest nuclei are not produced
solely by recent explosive nucleosynthesis as might occur if cosmic rays were both synthesized and accelerated in a
supernova.
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Observational tests of cosmology constitute another active area for cosmic ray investigations. For
instance, the determination of the contribution of cosmic ray-induced spallation reactions to the production of light
isotopes, particularly 7Li, is essential for deriving the cosmogenic yields of these species and establishing the
baryonic density in the universe. In the search for antiparticles in the cosmic rays, recent balloon measurements
have placed stringent limits on possible contributions of annihilations of supersymmetric dark matter particles to
cosmic ray antiprotons at low energies• However, in the GeV region, there are indications of fluxes of p's and
positrons that are larger than those expected to arise from interstellar nuclear interactions of cosmic rays. It remains
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to be determined whether these excesses are indicative of a cosmological source, or are due to peculiar phenomena in
the galaxy, for instance _++pair production in the magnetospheres of pulsars.
The interactions of cosmic rays in interstellar and interplanetary space are probed by particles of the
lowest energies, below a GeV/nucleon. Particle acceleration can be studied in the heliosphere in much more detail
than in more remote regions of the galaxy, and will provide invaluable tests for theoretical models that are applicable
at larger scales and higher energies. In order to establish the role of low energy cosmic rays in the heating and
ionization of the interstellar medium, in situ measurement of these particles will be required in local interstellar
space, as pointed out in the 1980 Astronomy and Astrophysics Survey Report (Field Report). An "Interstellar Probe"
mission to carry out such measurements remains a high priority objective in this field, but will not be discussed in
detail here since it falls outside the scope of the present study.
This brief discussion illustrates the importance of cosmic ray observations in space for the understanding of
a variety of astrophysical phenomena relevant to fields ranging from cosmology to radio and gamma ray astronomy.
In the coming decade, major advances are expected in a number of areas:
Antimatter studies. High precision observations of antiprotons and positrons over a wide range of energies
with magnetic spectrometers on balloons and in Space ("Astromag") should make it possible to determine
conclusively whether there is a significant contribution of these particles from a source other than interstellar
interactions of cosmic ray protons. This will lead to improved limits on the production of 13and e+'s by the
annihilations of candidate dark matter particles. In addition, the sensitivity of searches for heavy antinuclei should be
improved by 2 to 3 orders of magnitude.
Isotopic composition studies. The abundances of essentially all stable and long lived isotopes of elements
with Z < 30 should be measured, and exploratory isotope observations should be extended up to Z = 40. These data
should clarify the pattern of isotopic anomalies, making it possible to determine the dominant nucleosynthesis
process contributing to the production of cosmic ray source material. The observations made in particular with the
Advanced Composition Explorer should establish the time between nucleosynthesis and acceleration, using the
abundances of primary electron capture nuclides such as 57Co. With the Astromag magnetic spectrometer, isotopic
separation will be extended to GeV energies, making it possible, for instance, to use radioactive "clock" isotopes in a
regime where their half lives are increased by relativistic time dilation.
Ultraheavy element studies. Abundances of individual elements with Z > 50 should be measured with
passive track detectors (by the Heavy Nucleus Collector) with good statistical accuracy and resolution sufficient to
separate adjacent elements. These will make possible studies of neutron capture nucleosynthesis and determination
of the relative importance of steady state and explosive processes in the production of cosmic ray source material.
Studies of high energy spectra and composition. Direct measurements of the spectra of major elements at
high energies can be achieved through exposure of large instruments in space. By exposin_ detectors of several m 2
ster in space for at least a year, direct composition measurements can be extended to 101"-1015eV/particle. Such
measurements will not only test models for particle acceleration at high energies, but will also provide an essential
overlap and calibration for the indirect measurements by ground based air shower arrays that provide information up
to the highest particle energies known in nature. This could be accomplished by a one-year flight of the transition
radiation detector system that was successfully tested on the shuttle (Spacelab-2) in 1985, or by new instrumentation
to be developed for attachment to the Space Station.
Studies of interaction with the solar system. A number of space missions selected for flight in the 1990's
will measure the nuclear composition and atomic charge states of solar energetic particles and anomalous cosmic
rays. These should significantly improve our knowledge of the composition of the solar surface, and should
conclusively establish the origin of the anomalous component. Information on the three dimensional structure of the
heliosphere and its role in the modulation of galactic cosmic rays will be greatly improved through particle
observations at high heliographic latitude by the Ulysses mission, and by ongoing studies using the Pioneer and
Voyager space probes in the outer heliosphere. Investigation of differences in the modulation of particles of opposite
charge sign, particularly electrons and positrons, will also contribute to understanding the physical processes
responsible for the solar modulation of cosmic rays.
Cosmic Rays - Ground Observations
While cosmic rays with energies below about 1014 eV/particle may be best studied by experiments in space,
the low flux at greater energies limits studies to the observation of the showers they produce in the atmosphere.
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Their energy spectrum is rather well known, falling from 10-4/m2/sec for energies greater than 1014 eV to
-1/Km2/year for energies above 1019 eV.
The highest energy region is particularly interesting. The mere existence of cosmic rays up to 1020 eV is
rather surprising and there is at present no understanding of a process which could accelerate or produce directly
particles of such energy. Moreover, at energies greater than 1019 eV there are sufficiently distinctive phenomena
which should permit the identification of the source of the radiation (galactic or extragalactic) and the identity of the
radiation, protons, heavy nuclei, or gamma rays. The radius of curvature of a proton of energy greater than 1019 eV
in the galactic magnetic field is larger than 10 Kpc, which is comparable to the size of galactic disk. Heavier nuclei
will have correspondingly smaller radii of curvature. In addition, if the cosmic rays at this energy consist of
extragalactic protons, their spectrum should have a sharp cutoff at 1020 eV because of photon-pion production on the
2.7 K background radiation (Greisen cutoff). Below this cutoff, the spectrum is expected to flatten because of the
pile-up of particles produced in these interactions.
The Fly's Eye experiment of the University of Utah has collected the largest number of events (200) with
energy greater than 1019 eV. Their technique of observing the cosmic rays by their fluorescence in the atmosphere
allows many details of the induced shower to be observed. The direction, energy, and longitudinal development of
the shower can be measured. The longitudinal development permits incident gamma rays, protons, and heavier
nuclei to be distinguished on a statistical basis. The energy spectrum of the upper end of the spectrum is shown in
Fig. 7. It suggests that there is a flattening of the spectrum above 1019 eV and a possible cutoff based on the
absence of events at energy higher than 1020 eV. These cosmic rays arrive isotropically and the longitudinal
development suggests that they are protons. Thus, there is some evidence that these cosmic rays come from outside
our galaxy. Other groups using conventional extensive air shower techniques dispute these findings but their sample
is also small and their energy resolution worse.
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Differential energy distribution
multiplied by the cube of the
energy, for the highest energy
cosmic rays as observed by the
Fly's Eye experiment.
A new proposal to build a Fly's Eye with ten times the sensitivity has been made to the NSF. This
instrument would have much finer resolution for the measurement of the longitudinal development of the shower.
Measurement of the depth of maximum of the shower and its longitudinal extent would permit a clear separation
between incident protons, heavy nuclei such as iron, and gamma rays. Gamma rays with energy greater than 5 x
1019 eV could be observed by the Landau, Migdal, Pomeranchuk effect whereby at these high energies the mean free
path for pair production and Bremsstrahlung is greatly increased. Thus, by a combination of the measurement of the
spectrum, composition and anisotropy it would be possible to establish the galactic or extra-galactic nature of these
cosmic rays. The ability to collect over several years 2000 events with energy greater than 1019 eV would make this
determination possible.
Cosmic rays in the 1015-1019 eV region also present mysteries. They may be galactic in origin but there
is no established galactic acceleration mechanisms that can produce protons with energies greater than about 1015
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eV. The existing air shower arrays referred to in the gamma ray section, or the combination of surface arrays with
underground detectors should be able to make crude composition measurements which will help answer these
questions. As mentioned above, cross calibration with space instruments will be essential. One would also like to
know whether the galactic cosmic rays are produced in localized compact sources, or are accelerated slowly over much
larger regions in the galaxy. The observation of discrete gamma ray sources at energy greater than 1014 eV may
resolve this question, since a discrete source implies the production of neutral pions by considerably higher energy
primary particles.
Highest Scientific Priorities
From the discussion above, we can extract the most likely themes in the next decade:
• The nature of dark matter and the possibility that it is made of nonbaryonic particles produced in the early
universe. More generally, the imprints left by physics at ultrahigh energy on the universe are fundamental to the
understanding of both cosmology and particle physics.
• The solar neutrino problem and the use of neutrinos to understand supernovae. In the process, stellar
models may be refined and the intrinsic properties of neutrinos will also be better delineated.
• The nature of particle acceleration mechanisms, especially if gamma rays are indeed observed as high as
1014 eV. Confirmation of a muon anomaly would require major revisions of particle physics. In any case, detection
of gamma rays in the 1012 eV region will complement observations at longer wave length.
• The origin of cosmic rays, their composition, the nature of their acceleration mechanisms and the
possibility that they may partially be extragalactic.
We can be assured that other concepts and fascinating questions will be generated along the way, but these
problems are useful tools to define the highest scientific priorities.
Implementation of the current program
The highest priority is to implement and strengthen the current program. As explained above, very
important experiments are coming on line or have just been approved which will shed critical light on the scientific
problems tackled, while small developments explore the feasibility of new techniques. It is to the credit of the
funding agencies and to the community that this represents a good first approximation for a balanced program and it
is critical that these experiments and developments be vigorously supported at the fastest rate feasible.
Concurrently a strong theoretical effort should be continued. In order to expand on these points, we reiterate the
fields considered above:
Particles and Cosmology
• Although they may not yet have the required sensitivity to probe the entire available parameter space, first
generation experiments attempting to detect dark matter particles (axions and weakly interacting massive particles)
are essential to explore an already large class of models, develop the technology and master the experimental
problems. The support of the present low cost efforts both by NSF and DOE should be continued and expanded. For
axions, the current technological development should be aggressively pursued and a very interesting next step would
be to extend the sensitivity of the search to the low mass region. It is also important to continue the weakly
interacting massive particle searches with improved ionization detectors (possibly with isotopically enriched
materials to improve the sensitivity to Majorana particles) and eventually with the transformation of these set ups
into pilot experiments using cryogenic detectors of a few tens of grams. Indirect searches for dark matter particles
with existing neutrino detectors [mostly DOE] and the antiproton, positron and gamma ray observations [NASA]
should also be actively pursued.
• MACRO [supported by DOE] is expected to reach an important milestone in the search for monopoles
with a sensitivity below the Parker bound and to improve significantly our searches for high energy neutrinos
potentially produced by annihilation of dark matter particles in the sun or the earth. More generally, its large volume
and area allows this instrument to detect supernova neutrinos and high energy muons from cosmic rays. Similarly
the LVD [supported by NSF and DOE] will begin in late 1991 to contribute to these studies.
• In the past ten years, theory has led the way in establishing the bridge between particle physics and
cosmology. It is critical for this effort to be expanded at the time when experiments begin to be implemented.
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Particles and Stellar Physics
• The highest priority for the United States solar neutrino program [DOE] is the participation in the
Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO). This experiment will produce a high counting rate study of 8B solar
neutrinos, including the energy spectrum of the electron type neutrinos and a measurement of the total flux of
neutrinos independent of their type.
• Participation of the US teams in the gallium experiments [DOE] is important, since their results will
determine a portion of the overall picture of the solar neutrino problem.
• It is important to keep the 37C1 experiment running over the long term, until a larger 37C1 detector
planned by the Soviet Union becomes operational.
• It is critical to organize a well coordinated supernova watch. The detectors currently running or being
constructed [Kamiokande, IMB, MACRO, and SNO all funded by DOE, and LVD funded by NSF and DOE] have a
mass well suited for the detection of neutrinos from supernovae in our own galaxy. It is important to maintain IMB
in operation at least until MACRO fully comes on line.
• Support of the theoretical efforts in understanding the sun and the supernova explosions are obviously an
important complement of this experimental program.
High Energy Gamma and Neutrino Astrophysics
• The installation at the Whipple Observation of a second atmospheric Cerenkov detector [GRANITE
supported by DOE] is an important step in the observation of gamma rays at 1012 eV. This region is particularly
interesting, with the only unambiguous observation of a steady flux from a high energy source, the Crab nebula, and
the expectation that many other sources may be observable in this energy region where the flux is expected to be
larger than at higher energies. Moreover such studies will complement nicely the observations in space made by the
Gamma Ray Observatory, which will be sensitive up to 101° eV.
• Two large extensive air shower arrays are currently being put in operation: the Chicago-Michigan-Utah
array [NSF-DOE] and the expanded Cygnus array in Los Alamos [NSF and Los Alamos (DOE) discretionary funds].
They will be critical in clarifying the observational situation in the 1014 eV region: existence of pulsed sources and
muon content anomaly. Since they are located at approximately the same longitude, the two experiments will be
able to cross check each other.
• DUMAND II is a useful first exploration of the virgin field of high energy neutrino astrophysics and an
important pilot implementation of a technology which, if successful, could be extended to a larger size, if this is
required for the study of neutrino sources.
Cosmic Rays
High priority should be given to carry out expeditiously the space missions recently selected for cosmic ray
investigations:
• The Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) will measure isotopic, elemental and charge state
composition over six decades of energy (0.5 keV/nucleon to 0.5 GeV/nucleon).
• The Astromag facility selected for the Space Station Freedom, will be a unique facility with a large
magnetic spectrometer which should allow major advances in the study of cosmic antimatter components and
isotopic composition over a wide range of energies.
• The Heavy Nucleus Collector (HNC), another Space Station payload, will make the first high resolution
determinations of the abundances of individual ultra-heavy elements with Z > 50.
• The POEMs experiment on the Earth Observation System, will measure spectra of electrons and positrons
below 1 GeV, and determine the relative contributions of primary and secondary production.
These space observations have to be complemented at the highest energy by observations from the ground:
• Composition studies in the 1014 - 1016 eV region are natural by-products of the gamma ray experiments
mentioned above and of the MACRO [DOE], LVD [NSF-DOE], Homestake and Soudan 2 [DOE] underground
experiments which are operated in connection with surface arrays.
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• In addition, important new information is being collected at very high energy by the Fly's Eye detector
[NSF] which has been a recognized experimental success and should continue to be supported.
New Initiatives in the coming decade
The program described above is well balanced with a number of new experiments. However, the
scientifically essential supernova watch requires a better coordination, and the proper exploration of the highest
energy cosmic rays and the elucidation of the old puzzle of their origin requires a new instrument. In addition it is
clear that the experiments currently implemented and the present technological developments will lead to major new
initiatives, the character of which will greatly depend on the results obtained in the intervening time. In charting the
future of particle astrophysics it is then essential to take into account decision points that we see occurring
naturally in a few years when the following information is obtained: feasibility of cryogenic detection of dark matter
particles, nature of the solar neutrino problem, existence of sources at 1014 eV. This is summarized in table I.
Table I
Potential New Initiatives
Potential New Initiative When
Supernova Neutrino Watch Now
1020 eV cosmic ray facility Now
Full Size Dark Matter 1993
Experiment
New Generation of Solar 1993
Neutrino Detector
1993Gamma ray facility in the
1011-1013 eV region
Gamma ray facility in the
1012-1016 eV region
1994
Cost
($M)
. I/yr
15
5-15
10-30
10
30
Information Necessary Technological Developments
Feasibility of cryogenic
detection techniques
Results of Gallium
experiments
Abundance of sources
Finding 1014 eV sources
(with present large arrays)
Long term maintenance
High resolution Fly's Eye
Cryogenic Detectors
Cryogenic and Scintillator Techn.
High Rate
Stereo operation of air Cerenkov
Lake technology
Essential Technological Developments
Technology
Cryogenic Detectors for Dark
Matter Searches
Cryogenic and Scintillator
Techniques for Solar Neutrinos
Lake Cerenkov Technology for
Extensive Air Shower Detectors
Recommended funding levels
1/yr
in addition to present - l/_¢r
1-1.5/yr
2.5-5
(1 prototype)
Immediate recommendations
The two projects that we recommend for immediate action are the systematic organization of a
supernova watch and the construction of the High Resolution Fly's Eye, currently proposed to the NSF, provided
the technical review of the instrumentation and the institutional arrangements is favorable. The first project involves
mainly the continuation of the present support to existing instruments at least until new ones of similar supernova
detecting capabilities come on line. The cost involved in this transfer period will be minimal. In the long run,
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however, the support for this activity may have to increase since the low rate of galactic supernovae may require the
long term maintenance and regular upgrading of detectors not designed initially to be operated for more than a few
years. We will come back to the institutional problems involved. The second project is technically ready to go, has
a capability of collecting ten times more events than the present instrument, and a multi-university collaboration has
been established. Prototype mirrors and detectors have been built. The cost of the instrument is about $15M. It
has the capability with several years of operation to observe a Greisen cut off, to determine the extragalactic origin of
the particles, and to establish whether they are protons or heavier nuclei. The instrument will be capable of
observing cosmic rays down to 1016 eV, and it is likely that at a later date ancillary detectors will be added to enhance
the capability of the instrument.
For space-borne investigations, the frontiers will remain in the areas of the rare ultraheavy cosmic ray
nuclei (up through the actinides), and of direct composition measurements well above TeV energies. The former are
essential for understanding the roles of steady state and explosive nucleosynthesis processes in the galaxy, and the
latter are necessary to unravel finally the mystery of cosmic ray acceleration. It will be important that NASA
develop both an Ultraheavy Nuclei Explorer Mission and a Trans-TeV Particle Composition Mission.
Future Initiatives
The other initiatives which are presently being considered in order to tackle some fundamental scientific
issues of particle astrophysics require more scientific or technical information before a responsible decision can be
made. We can see major regions where such initiatives are likely.
• The nature of dark matter is one of the most pressing scientific problems today, and the discovery that it is
made of nonbaryonic particles would be of extremely fundamental significance. Unfortunately the level of the present
technology for the direct detection of dark matter particles prevents us from launching the definitive experiments
now which would fully test the particle hypothesis. We have to rely on a step-by-step strategy based on the use of
existing technologies to probe part of the parameter space while developing the new techniques necessary for a full
exploration. This applies both for the axion search where new methods are needed to explore the high mass region,
for instance using ferrite loaded detectors, and for the weakly interacting massive particles. In this case, the feasibility
of building phonon or quasi-particle detectors with sufficient energy sensitivity and powerful background rejection
and the practicalities of reaching very low radioactive background in low temperature refrigerators must be proved by
the pilot experiments mentioned above before a full size experiment could be implemented. However, if and when
the technology can be firmly demonstrated, it will be important to move rapidly to the implementation of such
experiments. The cost may be in the 3 to 5 million dollars range per experiment. In addition, if present underground
laboratories appeared unsuitable, a modest, dedicated ultra-low background facility might have to be built at a cost
not expected to exceed $10M.
• The gallium experiments and the measurement of the neutrino flux as we enter a period of enhanced solar
activity are likely to tell us a great deal about the nature of the solar neutrino problem. It is quite natural that a few
years from now new proposals will be made which attempt to check the insights thus gained. There again, it will be
important to answer rapidly the new round of questions, whether they concern particle physics or astrophysics. We
could imagine detectors in the range of 10 to 30 million dollars but their precise type will depend on whether high
rate, energy resolution or threshold will be the most important required feature. We estimate that a design for the
next generation of detectors may be ready by 1993.
• The third area where a major initiative is likely is that of gamma ray observations in the 1011-1013 eV
region. The scientific interest of this region has already been pointed out. The atmospheric Cerenkov technique has
demonstrated the necessary background rejection capability at 1012 eV, but it remains to be seen with the second
telescope being installed at Whipple Observatory how a multiple mirror system behaves and how rich the sky is at
TeV energies. A decision for a large array of Cerenkov mirrors can be taken as early as 1993. The cost may be of the
order of 10 million dollars.
• If the current investigations at 1014 eV show that new phenomena are indeed occurring at this energy, a
careful study of the region 1013"1016 eV with more powerful instruments will become essential. For that
purpose a major facility using the lake water Cerenkov technique may be particularly interesting as it would allow
full analysis of the extensive air shower. It may be advantageous to locate it at high altitude in order to extend its
sensitivity down to the lowest energy possible, to overlap with the Cerenkov technique and map in detail a potential
transition region. However, this panel believes that a decision to construct such a facility will have to wait for
the confirmation of the existence of sources in the 1014 eV region and the demonstration at the prototype scale
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of the water Cerenkov technology applied to extensive air shower measurements. In any case, it is very likely
that a powerful ultra-high energy gamma ray facility will become essential. A decision may be made in 1994.
Depending on its exact scope and on the technology or combination of technologies used, the cost may be of the
order of 30 million dollars.
• With the approval of DUMAND II, there is no immediate need for an additional high energy neutrino
instrument. However another type of detector (such as a deep lake detector) may have to be considered in a few years
in the case the deployment of a few phototubes strings by the DUMAND II team fails to conf'u-m the practicality of
operating a detector in the deep ocean. By that time, a confirmation of 1014 eV point sources showing that hadronic
processes are important may have been obtained and would provide a better estimate of the size needed for a neutrino
observatory.
• We should acknowledge that the last two points are not accepted by the team which is proposing the
GRANDE detector, including several of its members who are serving on this Panel. The proposed instrument is a
deep lake water Cerenkov detector, located at low altitude in Arkansas. It would simultaneously study _'rays between
a few TeV and 1015 eV with excellent muon coverage, angular resolution and background rejection and neutrinos
above 6 GeV in a more hospitable environment than the deep ocean. The proposers argue that whatever the results of
the large arrays currently being set up, an instrument like GRANDE would have to be built, and that in the general
interest of the field, no time should be lost. After thorough discussions and in spite of the power of the proposed
detector and the breadth of the physics tackled, this panel concluded that it is preferable to wait for the results of the
current large arrays before starting the construction of a new major instrument, which could then be optimized to
follow up on the findings of the previous generation detectors.
Longer Term
In the longer term (beyond this decade), it is of course more difficult to predict the evolution of the field.
The future depends so much on what happens during the next ten years that it is impossible to guess the discoveries
and what will be the most exciting in the long term. These are some of the items discussed:
• Cosmology is likely to remain an extremely active field of study. But ideas are evolving rapidly, and
radically new windows may be opened onto the early universe. It is therefore not very useful to attempt to guess in
which direction we will be going. However, the existence of a solid theoretical effort and a strong experimental
community with powerful techniques at its disposal, spanning the various observational fields from radioastronomy
and optical methods to particle physics techniques, is the best guarantee that any breakthrough will be exploited
rapidly.
• In the field of particles and stellar physics, the detailed study with neutrinos from the interior of the closest
star will certainly continue. In 10 years we may not yet have seen a supernova from our own galaxy but it will still
be vital that observations continue so that such a rare and important event would not be missed. The greatest
challenge that we can presently conceive in this line of research is probably the development of techniques capable
of reaching the tens of megatons necessary for supernova neutrino detectors to be able to detect supernovae in the
Virgo cluster. Such instruments would permit us both to study many collapses and to put precise limits on the
mass of all types of neutrinos, an enterprise extremely important for cosmology and particle physics.
• The future of high energy gamma ray and neutrino astronomy depends to a large extent on the
confirmation in the present decade of the existence of very high energy sources. If they do indeed exist, we can
envision a long program of powerful gamma ray and neutrino observatories, probably with some installations in the
southern hemisphere and the support of large international collaborations.
• A dedicated Interstellar Probe mission that would rapidly leave the heliosphere would provide invaluable in
situ measurements of the nearby galactic environment.
• The deployment of very large orbiting detectors, 100-1000 m2 ster, with exposure of several years, may
allow us to observe directly very high energy primaries (charged and neutral) and allow in particular a direct study of
the composition of cosmic rays near the spectral knee (1016 eV). Measurement at these very high energies may be
done with massive calorimeters recording the cascade generated by interactions. One promising possibility is to
develop such an instrument at a lunar base,where most of the required mass would come from the moon itself.
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Essential Technological Developments
With the results of present developments and experiments, major branch points in the scientific strategy of
particle astrophysics will present themselves in the coming three to five years. It is essential to prepare the
technologies likely to be needed and to study now the necessary facilities so that we can proceed with the next
generation of detectors as soon as the scientific questions are clarified. Following the discussion of the last section,
the items of highest priorities are:
Cryogenic Detectors of Particles.
As argued above, answering the central question of the nature of dark matter requires the development of
new detection methods. For the specific case of weakly interacting massive particles, the technique would have
presumably to be based on the breaking of Cooper pairs in superconductors or the production of phonons in
materials at very low temperature. Reviewing the level of support of this activity in this country (around $1M for
massive detectors shared nearly equally between DOE and NSF), this Panel is struck by the disparity with the
European development funded at a level approximately 4 times higher. Moreover some development areas such as
that of tunnel junctions are nearly absent in the US, while they are fairly successful in Europe. We recommend
multiplying the US funding level by at least a factor of two and involving more institutions so that within 2 to 3
years, pilot experiments could effectively attempt to demonstrate the radioactive background rejection and the
redundancy of these methods and compare various technologies. This is an essential element if we are to install full
size experiments featuring the 5 to 10 kg detectors necessary to probe the existence of supersymmetric particles as a
significant dark matter component.
New Solar Neutrino Techniques
As the nature of the solar neutrino problem is being unravelled by the present generation of detectors, it
will be important to have at our disposal technologies able to tackle rapidly whichever aspect emerges as the most
important then: high rate, energy spectrum, low or high energy region.
Two directions need to be actively pursued:
• Cryogenic techniques similar to those developed for dark matter. An interesting possibility, given the
large mass of detector necessary, is the use of 4He, presently being developed by Brown University, in particular if it
is important to measure the speclrum of pp neutrinos. This effort must be sustained.
• Scintillator techniques utilizing as target electrons liB or possibly l lSIn in the scintillating material.
The main problem appears to be the control of their radioactive background and a strong development effort should
be directed to that question.
New Extensive Air Shower Detectors
The lake water Cerenkov detector technology is a radically new technique which exploits the experience
gained with water Cerenkov proton decay detectors and potentially offers several advantages with: full calorimetry
which may allow excellent hadronic shower rejection, or if necessary the study of the muon anomaly; excellent
angular resolution; and low threshold especially at high altitude. This last feature could make this technology
competitive with the atmospheric Cerenkov technique, with the additional advantages of an "all" sky sensitivity,
continuous operation and the possibility of detecting sources with short duty cycles (if such exist).
We believe, however, that this very interesting technique initially proposed by the GRANDE collaboration
should be tested at a small scale before being fully deployed. We therefore recommend operation of at least one
prototype instrument (if possible at high altitude), at a modest funding level in order to evaluate the potential of
the technique. This technology may become critical at the decision point which is likely to appear within 3 to 4
years, when the situation with 1014 eV gamma ray sources is clarified by instruments that are currently being
constructed. The experience gained with smaller scale water detectors may be invaluable for the optimization of a full
size lake facility. In addition, modest developments of other potentially useful technologies such as tracking detectors
should continue.
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An Active Balloon Program
The NASA balloon program produces important scientific results and supports the development of new
instrumentation for future space flights. BaUoon-borne experiments play a vital role in the education and training of
students and young scientists. Recent improvements in the reliability of heavy-lift balloons and the initiation of
efforts to provide long-duration flights around the globe or at the South Pole promise to further enhance the
scientific output. An adequate level of support of the balloon program and its technical staff as well as enhanced
funding for state of the art detector development are essential.
Critical Institutional Issues
Particle Astrophysics attracts a growing number of physicists, reaching 200 experimentalists in the United
States alone, while the cosmic ray astrophysicists working in space represent a well structured and organized
community. Increasingly these two communities overlap. A certain number of institutional issues will become
critical in the coming decade.
The Funding of Particle Astrophysics
Particle Astrophysics happens to be in a very peculiar situation. If one excludes traditional cosmology
observations funded mainly by NSF (Astronomy) and NASA, and the cosmic ray studies in space which have been a
traditional element of the NASA scientific program, the other observational fields covered by this panel have been
supported by other divisions of NSF (Physics, the Polar Program, and the Science and Technology Office--with the
Center for Particle Astrophysics in Berkeley), and by two divisions of DOE (High Energy Physics mainly for high
energy astrophysics, and Nuclear Sciences for solar neutrinos).
These new funding sources have helpfully substituted for the traditional channels which appeared saturated,
and they have supported instruments which have made some of the most significant astrophysical discoveries of the
decade (e.g., the direct measurement of neutrinos coming from the sun and the neutrino burst from SN1987A). They
have facilitated naturally the evolution towards astrophysics of a different physics community (mainly particle
physicists). Moreover agencies such as DOE are particularly well equipped to handle large facilities.
In spite of these strengths, this funding situation has significant weaknesses. There is a clear danger for
multidisciplinary efforts such as particle astrophysics to "fall between the cracks". Part of the problem may come
from ambiguities in the perceived mission of the funding agencies. In particular DOE has historically a clear
responsibility in particle physics but its involvement in astrophysics does not appear to have been fully accepted. As
the distinction between particle physics, cosmology or astrophysics becomes increasingly blurred, this Panel feels
strongly that too narrow an interpretation of particle physics would be detrimental to scientific productivity;
we suggest that the responsibility of DOE in particle astrophysics should be clearly affirmed. Funding decisions
of proposals should then be based on their scientific merit, the techniques used and the scientific priorities
recommended by the advisory bodies, without attempting to define too rigidly what is particle physics and what is
astrophysics. For instance, it will not be productive to argue that a supernova watch is a purely astrophysics
problem; most of the current neutrino detectors are DOE supported, and it is clear that the detection of a supernova in
our galaxy would also provide crucial information on neutrino properties.
Coordination between the various funding decisions is also difficult in this new field. High Energy and
Nuclear Sciences decisions at DOE have traditionally relied heavily on the accelerator laboratories which, with their
respective program advisory committees, filter proposals and set up priorities and long term policies. Such an
intermediate structure does not exist in particle astrophysics. Small to medium cost projects are judged through
conventional mail review while larger ones are evaluated by ad-hoc committees. But in most cases, the reviewers do
not have access to the broader picture, where it is necessary to maintain the balance between experiments of widely
different costs but similarly fundamental interests or between short term endeavors and long range technical
development.
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Recommended Funding Mechanisms
This analysis has led this Panel to make the following recommendations:
• A Particle Astrophysics Advisory Structure.
There is first a clear need for the establishment of a Particle Astrophysics Advisory Panel which could
advise the federal agencies involved in Particle Astrophysics (NSF, DOE and maybe NASA) on the relative scientific
priorities and help them set up long term policies. Such a body will certainly help proposals not to fall between the
cracks, and will be critical in the decisions at the decision points that we identified above. Consultation with the
community and discussions with some of the agency officials have shown a surprising level of consensus on the
need for such a committee!
In order to guarantee coordination of priorities, this specific advisory structure should be organically linked
to any general advisory structure for astrophysics. For example, its chair may be a member of a general Astronomy
and Astrophysics Committee, if such a committee is formed. Similarly, official links to the High Energy Physics
Advisory Panel (HEPAP) and to the Nuclear Science Advisory Committee (NSAC) and the relevant NSF and NASA
advisory committees will have to be established. However, the specificity of the Particle Astrophysics community,
the operational methods of the agencies involved, the multidisciplinary aspects of the program and the cost of large
observational facilities are strong reasons for organizing a specific advisory channel.
• A multidisciplinary approach to cosmology.
Funding of multidisciplinary research is always difficult and particle astrophysics offers a typical example.
The problem has been particularly acute for cosmology which appears to have been underfunded in the last decade
both for experiments and theory. This suggests that the present funding institutions were unable to adapt to the
emergence of a new discipline which cuts across many observational fields (including particle astrophysics). The
scientific importance of the field, its philosophical implications and its appeal to the public at large require a much
better coordination (among the various observational fields) and an improved general level of funding. This will
require innovative institutional schemes bringing together astrophysicists of several observational fields and particle
physicists, theorists and experimentalists alike. The theoretical astrophysics group at Fermilab is a recognized
success and we encourage the creation of an experimental counterpart. It will be interesting to watch the evolution
of the new NSF Center for Particle Astrophysics at Berkeley in its attempts to focus resources and expertise from
many disciplines, institutions and funding origins on the problem of dark matter. It is conceivable that several such
multidisciplinary center-like cosmology institutions nation-wide, complementary to individual PI grants rather than
in competition with them, could significantly contribute to the implementation of the high scientific priority of
cosmology and the coordination advocated above.
• Balance between long range projects and short term scientific opportunities.
In our above description of the future of the field we have focused on major facilities. It is important
however to maintain a balance between a long range program, and the rapid exploitation of scientific opportunities
when they emerge. This requires in particular a large enough financial "reserve" to be able to react rapidly to a
promising idea or a breakthrough.
Along a similar line, the Panel recognizes the importance of frequent small to moderate mission
opportunities within the NASA program. The rapid access to space that these could provide for new, innovative
experiments is essential for the vitality of space science. Of particular importance in that respect is the Explorer
program, including the new series of "Small Explorers" as well as balloon programs.
Recommended Facilities
Experimental particle astrophysics has been developing so far mainly at universities, although the Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory and the Los Alamos National Laboratory have been among the pioneers of the field and the
Fermi National Laboratory is seriously considering the possibility of getting involved in experimental aspects. The
absence of national structures such as accelerators which naturally regroup the physicists and support their activity
leads this panel to recommend the following actions.
Establishing high energy astrophysics observational facilities on nearby sites sharing common facilities
is in many cases quite natural scientifically and has already been informally implemented at sites such as Dugway in
Utah and institutionalized at Gran Sasso in Italy. But the Dugway experience may demonstrate the need for
significant support facilities that only a formal structure can fully provide at such remote sites. Such regrouping of
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facilities should not preclude experiments at other sites, when this is clearly preferable for the specific purpose or
technique proposed. An obvious example is the use of the existing infrastructure of astronomical observatories.
This panel also studied in some detail the need for a national underground facility. It concluded that a
national facility of the size of Gran Sasso was not justified, since large experiments could easily use this Italian
facility. However the specific needs of searches for weakly interacting dark matter particles and the cryogenic
detection of solar neutrinos (difficulty of transporting ultra low radioactivity detectors, low temperature refrigerators,
need for ultra-quiet environment in terms of radioactivity, electric and mechanical noise) does warrant the immediate
study of the necessary ultra-low background facility or facilities. Their size will probably be modest, they may
well be installed in underground laboratories existing on the American continent (e.g., Soudan, Sudbury) or be built
at shallower depths. In any case, a clear understanding of the requirements and of the possibilities has to be obtained
in parallel with the technological developments, so that if and when the necessary detector technologies have been
demonstrated, no unnecessary delay is encountered in implementing significant experiments.
The necessity of a continuous supernova watch over possibly several decades will require innovative
institutional mechanisms. Although a straightforward coordination of the down periods of the various underground
experiments will be sufficient in the short run, the operation and maintenance of instruments for tens of years cannot
easily be accommodated in the present research structure. National laboratories may have to take the responsibility
for this long endeavor.
More generally, this Panel strongly favors the expansion of the involvement of National Laboratories
(including SLAC and SSC) in particle astrophysics. While helping this new field with their technical expertise, they
may benefit from the intellectual stimulation and the diversification provided by a fundamentally multidisciplinary
discipline.
International Collaborations
The field of particle astrophysics is already strongly benefiting from international collaborations, in part
because of the tradition in Particle Physics. In addition to the continuation of the use of the deep underground
facilities in Europe and Soviet Union (Gran Sasso, Frejus and Baksan), we see the potential for new collaborations
around large observational facilities, in particular for supernova watch and for high energy gamma ray, neutrino and
cosmic ray astrophysics. The probable need for a major extensive atmospheric Cerenkov telescope and air shower
array in the southern hemisphere may provide an excellent opportunity for the involvement of developing countries.
Education and Technology
Particle astrophysics is in a unique position to help in the improvement of the scientific and technical
education in the United States. Its scientific focus combines astrophysics which has always been a source of
fascination and particle physics which enjoys a very prestigious position at the frontier of knowledge. It is therefore
particularly easy to explain some of the problems addressed by the field to the public at large and the number of
recent articles in the general press on dark matter or neutrinos, for instance, demonstrates a real interest. This
certainly conlributes in the long run to a better general understanding of science and technology.
For the same reasons, particle astrophysics attracts an increasing number of undergraduate and graduate
students, and postdoctoral researchers. The experimentalists are in particular excited by the possibility of tackling
very fundamental problems with relatively small instruments, modest sized teams, and reasonable time scales. Such
a combination allows them to have a complete grasp of all aspects of the experiment and probably provides the best
training for a scientist. Moreover, the diversity of the science involved offers experimentalists and theorists a
marvellous multidisciplinary education.
Particle astrophysics also contributes directly to the technological base of this nation. Its progress depends
critically on the sensitivity of its sensors, the power of its electronics, and the efficiency of its computer codes. In a
way similar to particle physics, such performance is achieved by a combination of innovative in-house development,
adoption of the most advanced technologies developed elsewhere and specific collaboration with industry to adapt
manufacturing processes. Some of the developments specifically recommended in this report may be particularly
beneficial for other fields. For instance, it is likely that the development of cryogenic detectors will have spin-offs
not only in astrophysics (e.g., X and 7 ray astrophysics) but in particle and nuclear physics, high resolution X and
ray spectroscopy, and biomedical imaging. Ultra-low background techniques may also have interesting applications
in biology (e.g., high sensitivity radioactive tracing) or in electronics (e.g., soft errors in large scale integrated
circuits).
Therefore, far from being an esoteric abstract field, particle astrophysics can contribute at a modest but real
level to the solution of some of the fundamental causes of recent economic difficulties.
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Executive Summary
• Theory provides the basic paradigms within which observations are planned and interpreted, and
without which observations degenerate into catalogs of meaningless data. A vigorous effort in theoretical
astrophysics is necessary to realize the benefits from the wealth of new astronomical data expected in the
90's.
• Laboratory Astrophysics provides the basic data required to infer the intrinsic properties of astronom-
ical sources from astronomical observations. Enhanced support for Laboratory Astrophysics is necessary if
we are to take full advantage of the Great Observatories and of the new initiatives planned for ground-based
astronomy_
• Commensurate support for Theory: NSF and NASA should support Theory at a reasonable fraction
of their support for observational astronomy. DOE should support Theory insofar as it is relevant to its
mission.
• Laboratory Astrophysics initiative: NASA should establish a long-term program in Laboratory As-
trophysics to support major missions. NSF Astronomy should find new funds to establish a viable program
in atomic and molecular laboratory astrophysics. DOE should support Laboratory Astrophysics that is
relevant to its core programs.
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I - INTRODUCTION
For traditional reasons Theory and Laboratory Astrophysics have been coupled together in this report.
However, since they are rather separate areas with different communities and different impact, we have tried
to separate clearly the science and the needs of these two communities. The vitality of both Theory and
Laboratory Astrophysics is critical to the success of essentially all future astronomy.
While Arthur Eddington's famous statement that no astronomical observation can be believed until
confirmed by theory may be a bit excessive, there is no question that branches of science progress most
rapidly when there is a close interplay of theory, observation and experiment. When theory runs too far
ahead of what can be measured, a field becomes more philosophy than science, and when data taking
yields huge archives without understanding, fields go through intellectual stagnation. The success of modern
astrophysics illush'ates the close interdependence of observation, experiment and theory. To maintain a vital
science requires a strong theoretical community commensurate with a strong experimental/observational
community. A strong theoretical community does not only attempt to explain data and establish frameworks
with which to analyze, but it also makes predictions about what should eventually be seen. Furthermore,
theory can provide a deep and satisfying understanding of how things fit together into a coherent view of
the universe as a whole. In the two science sections of this report, opportunities for the 90's and successes
of the 80's, we see both the impressive opportunities that lie ahead as well as recent successes upon which
we can build. In particular, we note that theory has been an important driver of our subject in many areas.
Laboratory Astrophysics plays a very different role than Theory. It provides the firm laboratory base of
atomic, molecular and plasma data necessary to understand and direct observations in space. It also provides
the nuclear data necessary to carry out calculations of cosmological and stellar nucleosynthesis as well as
energy generation and other nuclear processes. Furthermore, high energy accelerators and other particle
experiments are now not only providing the particle data necessary for calculations, but also in some cases
even testing cosmological predictions. Another area of Laboratory activity has been in the determination
of meteoritic abundances which play a key role in the interpretation of nucleosynthetic ideas. In the science
sections of this report, each of these wide-ranging sub-areas will be discussed.
The recommendations are divided into two sections. The first, immediately following the science oppor-
tunities, will discuss funding needs. The second, at the end, will discuss policy and procedural questions.
Since Theory receives significant funding from three separate agencies, NSF, DOE and NASA, while Labora-
tory Astrophysics receives funding from those three plus NIST, and since each receives support from different
subsections within those agencies, it is obvious that policy and interagency co-operation questions are non-
trivial. In particular, the argument is made that both Theory and Laboratory Astrophysics require that
funding be commensurate with the levels of funding received throughout astrophysics. Furthermore, since
most of this funding is for relatively small individual research grants, it is important that such individual
programs are not allowed to be lost or overlooked in the zeal for large projects.
II - SCIENCE OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE 90'S
Theory in the 90's
Experience suggests that many of the most exciting theoretical developments in astrophysics in the
1990's will be in directions whose significance was at best only poorly appreciated in the 1980's. However,
it is an encouraging measure of the growing maturity of our subject that there is a considerable catalog of
puzzles that we know how to address and whose answers will teach us something new. The following is
meant to be a representative but certainly not complete sampler of such topics.
The Large-Scale Structure of the Universe
A major occupation for theoretical astronomy in the 1990's will be the search for a world picture
consistent with the observations of the large-scale structure of the Universe, as it is now and as it was in
the distant past. Observations are yielding new pieces to the puzzle, advances in computer hardware and
algorithms are improving our ability to explore how the pieces of the puzzle might fit together, and new
ideas from particle physics are offering a variety of world pictures that the pieces might fit into. The feeling
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among many workers is that the theory will be so tightly constrained by new observat.ions in tile coming
decade that only one plausible picture of the cosmos will emerge. On the other hand, it is also possible that
it will become clear that new physics will have to be invoked ill order to achieve such a solution.
The large-scale structure of the Universe is characterized by tile fractional departure of the mass density
fl'om homogeneity and the mean peculiar streaming velocity relative to the general expansion. If non-
gravitational forces can be neglected, the standard cosmological model predicts a definite relation between
inhomogeneity and streaming velocities. The deep galaxy redshift surveys in progress and planned will
contain the information from which direct and statistical measures of the large-scale galaxy space distribution
and peculiar velocity field can be derived. It will be a fascinating task to devise ways to extract this
information and learn how to compare this information to the large-scale fluctuations in the galaxy space
distribution, and to compare these fluctuations to those predicted by theoretical models.
Particularly exciting to theorists are the rapid advances in observations of galaxies and quasars at
redshifts greater than unity, since these objects open a window onto the Universe when it was young. What
is the significance of the observation that the intergalactic medium, as probed by the absorption lines in
quasar spectra, was cleared of the bulk of the neutral hydrogen as early as redshift z ,-- 5? Why do
high redshift galaxies show indications of youth, such as alignment of optical and radio images, along with
symptoms of age, such as small scatter in the Hubble diagram?
The cosmic background radiation (CBR) is the thermal radiation left over from the very early hot, dense
phase of the expanding Universe. Its presence was predicted many years before its discovery, and extensive
theoretical studies have shown that the structure and evolution of the very young Universe in principle can be
inferred from anisotropies of the CBR. Convincing small-scale anisotropies have yet to be detected, but the
observational situation is rapidly improving with the launch of the COBE satellite and with the development
of sensitive detectors which can be sent aloft in balloons and rockets or used in the best ground-based sites,
such as Antarctica. By conventional estimates, departures from an ideal heat bath originate in the early
Universe, at redshifts z > 100. Here the theorists' tools have already been sharpened and oiled, and we are
well-prepared to incorporate the anisotropy data into our growing fund of information about the Universe
as it is now and at more modest redshifts.
The diffuse X-ray, 7-ray, and very high energy cosmic ray backgrounds are more enigmatic than the
thermal 2.7 K background radiation (the CBR), but the observational constraints on sources are growing
increasingly tight, and we may hope that in the 1990's we will understand the origins of these backgrounds,
whether active galactic nuclei, events in young galaxies, or something completely new.
Because groups and clusters of galaxies are held together by gravity, it seems plausible that gravity was
the dominant force in the final assembly of these systems. In the 1980's there was considerable progress
in the development of analytic and numerical studies of the evolution of mass clustering in an expanding
Universe. This work depends heavily on large-scale computation; this is one area where progress has been
directly limited by scarce computing resources. Thus, we may expect to see considerably more progress in
the 1990's as the available hardware and software continue to improve at a rapid rate. Non-gravitational
forces may also play a role in the formation of groups and clusters, and the initial studies of these effects in
the 80's will be greatly expanded in the 90's as computer power grows.
There is finally the great problem of understanding what the Universe is made of. The straightforward
interpretation of the bulk of the observational evidence is that the mass is dominated by baryons with mean
density about one tenth the critical Einstein-de Sitter value. However, since most of the mass has to be dark,
it is easy to adduce theoretical arguments for exotic matter in an amount consistent with the theoretically
preferred relativistic cosmology, the Einstein-de Sitter model. The problem of having baryonic matter in
amounts much greater that 1/10 the critical density hinges on cosmological nucleosynthesis arguments;
given the importance of such arguments, exploration of the standard theory as well as possible loopholes will
continue to be important. Furthermore, new measurements of light element abundances and their evolution
will further test the standard model predictions. It would be hard to overstate the impact on our subject
of an unambiguous detection of dark matter, exotic or baryonic, either astronomically or in the terrestrial
laboratory. And of course, a believable picture for the origin of the structure of the Universe will require
convincing evidence, direct or indirect, on the nature of the dark-matter.
Where will all this activity lead us? We may learn that the evolution of structure on the scale of galaxies
and larger is consistent with the gravitational growth of gaussian mass density fluctuations that were present
in the extremely early Universe, as predicted in the simplest inflation scenarios. However, it is also possible
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that structure grew out of non-gaussian fluctuations in the mass distribution, as tim result, for example,
of the stress of a primeval cosmic magnetic field, or of explosions, or of the gravity of the fields of phase
transitions, or of primeval isocurvature fluctuations during baryosyuthesis. And it certainly is possible that
none of these popular ideas from the 1980's will be found to fit the observations. The exciting point is that
theorists in the 1990's will have a broad variety of scenarios to evaluate in the light of an increasingly rich
network of observational clues. Furthermore, the interface with particle physics in the study of the early
Universe has proven rich, and the use of cosmological arguments to constrain fundamental physics can be
expected to continue to inl_uence particle pl_ysics experiments.
Galaxies
Here, as in the study of large-scale structure, much of the theoretical activity will interact strongly
with new observations. The space-based observatories planned for the 1990's, such as HST, ROSAT, GRO,
EUVE, XTE, SOFIA, SIRTF, FUSE, AXAF, and ISO, are justified in large part by the theoretical concepts
developed in the past two decades, and the data they will provide, together with those from the planned
powerful ground-based observatories, should lead to major advances in our theoretical understanding of the
Universe.
Much of the theoretical work on galaxies in the 1990's will be related to a single fundamental puzzle:
Can we elucidate a coherent picture of the structure and evolutionary history of galaxies such as the one
we live in? This basic question has many aspects. For example, is the dark mass in the disk and halo of
our galaxy comprised of low mass gas spheres (brown dwarfs, Jupiters, gravitationally bound comets), or
the remnants of massive stars, or something exotic, like axions or black holes? Did our galaxy form out of a
single primeval gas cloud, or by merging of gas-rich dwarfs, or by steady or episodic accretion of matter, or
by something altogether different? Did our galaxy form at high redshift when the mean density was high,
or at low redshift by a large compression of gas? When did the disk of our Galaxy form? Is the galactic
magnetic field primordial, or is it sustained by a dynamo? When and how did the nucleus of our galaxy
form? How did globular clusters form, and how do they evolve? Can we adduce evidence that there really
are black holes in nuclei of galaxies? What is the connection between quasars and galaxies? Have there been
violent mergers in our Galaxy's past? What determines the Hubble type of a galaxy? How do the processes
of mass exchange between stars and the interstellar medium of a galaxy o_ the one hand, and the accretion of
intergalactic matter on the other, combine to determine the abundances of the elements in galaxies? Initial
steps toward answering all these questions have been taken in the last decade, and the availability of data
of higher spatial resolution and at greater redshifts in the coming decade should permit enormous strides in
our understanding.
The relative brevity of this section in comparison to the previous one reflects a fundamental change in
our understanding of galaxies: more and more, it is becoming clear that the study of galaxy structure is
inseparable from the study of galaxy formation. There are many examples: spiral structure in galaxies is
likely to be strongly influenced by recent mergers or close encounters or by infall of intergalactic gas; the
structure of the orbits in and shape of the galactic spheroid and halo is likely to reflect a fossil record of the
formation process rather than subsequent internal relaxation; the warps in galaxies reflect the interaction of
the disk with a misaligned halo or asymmetric infall rather than an internal mode, and so forth. It is possible
that the 90's may see the theoretical subject of galactic structure largely subsumed within cosmology.
Star Formalion and the Interstellar Medium
The problem of star formation is central to a broad variety of problems in galactic astronomy and
cosmology. For example, what does a young galaxy look like? Does the dark mass around galaxies consist
of Jupiters or brown dwarfs, or does it consist of the remnants of an early generation of massive stars?
Substantial progress has been made in the past decade in elucidating the process by which isolated, low-
mass stars form, generally with a surrounding disk and an energetic wind. This is only a beginning, however,
and many fundamental questions remain: How do the molecular clouds, out of which stars are born, form
and evolve, both in structure and in chemical composition? How do massive stars form? What determines
the initial mass function? How does star formation in one part of a cloud affect that in other regions of the
cloud? How does star formation proceed in starburst galaxies? The goal of this research is to develop a
predictive theory of star formation, and substantial progress is anticipated. The results of this research will
have a substantial impact on the studies of galaxy formation described above and on the theory of planetary
system formation discussed below.
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Most of the volume of the ISM is occupied by gas too tenuous to be molecular. This gas exists in
several different states: cold (T--_ 102K) and neutral; warm (T ,-_ 104K), both neutral and ionized; and hot
(T ,,_ 106K) and ionized. The warm gas is observed to extend a kiloparsee away from the Galactic plane, and
the hot gas is presumably more extensive, yet, forming a Galactic halo. The weight of this gas determines tile
pressure in the disk and thus determines a boundary condition for molecular clouds. Over the past decade,
a variety of theories, involving supernovae, cosmic rays, and magnetic fields, have been advanced to account
for the pressurization of the ISM; the increasing sophistication of the models together with the anticipated
influx of new data should lead to a resolution of this problem in the 90's. The source of ionization of this
gas--stars, shocks, or the cosmic EUV background--should be clarified as well. Diffuse interstellar gas has
structure on scales ranging from much less than an AU to kiloparsecs, and a more coherent picture for the
origin of this structure should begin to emerge.
Magnetic fields have long been recognized as playing a central role in the dynamics of the ISM, a role
confirmed by recent measurements of field strengths, both in molecular gas and in diffuse atomic gas. The
ISM is observed to be highly turbulent. It thus poses a complex problem in non-linear MHD (magneto-
hydrodynamics), and numerical simulation is an essential complement to basic theory. The 90's should see
a revolution in our theoretical understanding of the effects of the interstellar magnetic field as increasingly
sophisticated algorithms and computer hardware combine to permit accurate, large scale, three-dimensional
simulations of interstellar MHD processes. The fundamental question of the origin of interstellar magnetic
fields will also be addressed.
The chemical evolution of the interstellar medium is intimately connected with interstellar dust, which
contains most of the refractory elements in the interstellar medium. At present, the origin of this dust in not
known: How much comes from evolved stars? How much from the debris of supernovae? How much from
accreted interstellar gas? Laboratory studies of dust growth and destruction can aid theoretical studies of
this issue.
The relativistic component of the ISM, the cosmic rays, has an important effect on the dynamics of
the interstellar medium as well as on the ionization and thermal equilibrium of interstellar gas. The coming
decade should see important advances in our understanding of the acceleration and propagation of the cosmic
rays, driven in part by measurements of the cosmic ray composition and of the gamma ray emission associated
with cosmic rays.
Stars
Perhaps the major unsolved problem in stellar astrophysics remains the solar neutrino problem. Whether
this problem will be resolved with new neutrino physics, nuclear physics or stellar structure remains a mystery.
However, over the next decade, much activity is bound to occur due to the new experiments, such as the
gallium experiments (SAGE and GALLEX) and the D=O experiment of SNO, as well as continued operation
of Kamiokande, and, of course, the chlorine experiment of Homestake.
Another central problem in stellar structure is the development of predictive theories of convection and of
stellar dynamos. The last decade has seen two observational advances which suggest that considerably more
progress will be made on these problems in the next decade than in the last. First, the level of stellar activity,
which is the observational manifestation of stellar convection and magnetic fields, is far better characterized
now than a decade ago. Second, and more important, is the advent of helioseismology, which permits the
inference of the internal structure of the Sun through observations of oscillations of its surface. Extension
of this technique to other stars--astroseismology--is producing valuable further clues. Finally, increasingly
realistic simulations of compressible magnetoconvection are making it possible to address problems such as
convective overshoot and mixing more quantitatively than ever before, and substantial progress is anticipated.
A substantial fraction of all stars are known to occur in binary systems, a factor which introduces many
interesting complications. Significant problems to be addressed in this area include the role of binaries in the
gravothermal collpase of dense star clusters, the evolution of the binary progenitors of Type I supernovae,
the possible relationship between low mass X-ray binaries and millisecond pulsar binaries, and the general
implications of magnetic fields for diverse phenomena associated with the evolution of close binary systems.
It will be important in the 90's to seek to build on the progress which has been achieved in these areas in
the 80's.
Following the observational stimulus and theoretical interpretation of SN 1987A, the brightest supernova
in almost four centuries, we can expect a renaissance of supernova studies in the next decade. Supernova
search programs are being mounted in both northern and southern hemispheres, and facilities are being
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planned, both on the ground and in space, that will follow supernovae at all wavelengths. The kind of
detailed data that enables accurate theoretical models to be constructed for SN 1987A will be obtained
for dozens of other more distant supernovae. The 1980's saw the first steps towards providing a critical
analytic link between theoretical models and observation--the development of realistic synthetic spectral
codes. These efforts will reach fruition in the 1990's and be applied to a data set of increasing diversity
and complexity. Many pressing issues remain to be addressed, and we can expect substantial progress on all
fronts. Type I supernovae (those without hydrogen) and Type II (those with) probably have very different
origins (though Type Ib may closely resemble Type II in mechanism). Understanding both is of major
importance.
Pressing issues for Type Ia's include (1) the nature of the progenitor star (cataclysmic variable, white
dwarfs merging by gravitational radiation?); (2) whether the explosion propagates as a subsonic deflagration
or supersonic detonation; (3) the isotopic composition of the ejecta and the role of Ia's in galactic chemical
evolution; (4) the 7-ray line signature of s6Co that might be observed by GRO or NAE and how that
constrains the models; and (5) an adequate understanding of the explosion and radiation transport to use
the objects as cosmological standard candles.
For Type II's, some issues are: (1) the explosion mechanism including possible asymmetries or jets;
(2) the immediate pre-explosive history of the star, its mass loss rate, radius, and composition; (3) the
nucleosynthesis; (4) the nature and magnitude of mixing during and immediately following the explosion;
(5) the nature of the compact remnant, how frequently is a pulsar formed and how fast does it rotate at
birth? can a supernova explosion leave a black hole behind? and (6) possible restrictions that can be placed
upon the # and r-neutrino masses from a galactic supernova.
In all cases we would like better diagnostics of the explosion energy in order to constrain the explosion
mechanism. For SN 1987A this quantity was determined because we could estimate the mass of the helium
core (from the presupernova star) and thus could obtain the mass of the hydrogen envelope by when the
light curve peaked and from hydrodynamic calculations. In the more general case we will not know the
progenitor star and will need accurate models of the time histories of spectral line profiles in order to obtain
the velocity distribution of the ejecta.
We would also like to know the frequency with which supernovae of all types occur in galaxies of all
types (both a theoretical and observational issue). This is related to the more general question of how stars
terminate their existence as optically luminous objects, whether by winds, novae, supernovae, or possibly
silent collapse. All of these terminations are challenging problems with importance for the chemical evolution
of the Galaxy.
High-Energy Astrophysics
A significant portion of the energetic radiation in the Universe is believed to originate from the accretion
of matter onto collapsed objects--neutron stars, stellar Mack holes, and massive black holes in galactic nuclei.
A major task for theorists in the 90's is to provide observers with the tools necessary to interpret observations
of galactic nuclei and to determine whether massive black holes indeed lie there. Physical processes in the
high-energy environment of galactic nuclei and quasars--such as relativistic shocks, particle acceleration,
and e_e- pair creation--could be diagnostics of the existence and properties of a central black hole. A
fundamental task is to understand the accretion process itself. If the accreting gas has even a small amount
of angular momentum, it will form an accretion disk. Such a disk is like a two-dimensional star: it has an
interior in which energy is generated, a photosphere in which the continuum is generated, a chromosphere
in which emission lines are generated, and a corona which can produce a wind. However, in contrast to
stars, accretion disks are energized not by nuclear reactions but by the release of gravitational energy.
Understanding how this energy is released--the physics of the effective "viscosity" in the disk--is one of the
major problems in theoretical astrophysics. Some steps toward the solution of this problem have been taken
in the 80's, and the 90's should see significant advances.
Highly collimated outflows, or jets, often accompany accretion disks. Although much progress has been
made in modeling these jets, there are still many unresolved questions associated with their origin, collima-
tion, and stability that must be answered. The study of the interaction of such jets with the surrounding
interstellar medium is a promising area for research. High resolution observations combined with increasingly
realistic simulations should significantly advance our understanding of astrophysical jets.
It is worthwhile noting that almost 50% of the COS-B "g-ray sources are still not identified with known
objects. Furthermore, cosmic 7-ray bursts remain a major research area. Recent observations by the Ginga
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satellite of tile hard x-ray emission accompanying 7-ray bursts shows evidence for both a cyclotron feature
and the first, harmonic. Thus, evidence is increasing that at least some of these events originate from
Galactic neutron stars. During the 90's several space missions, both U.S. and foreign, will address 7-ray
bursts (GRANAT, GRO/BATSE, NAE, HETE). These bursts may be the chief detectable emission of old
neutron stars in our Galaxy. There is obviously room for exciting new developments. It. is also worth noting
that the combination of rapid rotation and high magnetic fields thought to exist in many of the high energy
sources may lead to particle acceleration beyond any energies so far achievable in the terrestrial lab.
The Solar System
The long-term stability of the solar system is one of the oldest unsolved problems in physics. The 1980's
saw a rekindling of interest in this problem, sparked by at least three separate developments. First, the
availability of inexpensive computing encouraged long numerical orbit integrations, both on supercomputers
and special-purpose machines. Second, the tools developed by dynamicists in other areas (resonance overlap,
analog mappings, etc.) began to be applied to the solar system. And perhaps most important, work on
the Kirkwood gaps in the asteroid belt demonstrated that dynamical evolution over timescales of 106 years
or longer was important for the present-day structure of the solar system. With this encouragement that
the solar system is not boring on very long timescales, the 1990's should see a broadly based attack on the
long-term dynamical stability of the solar system, with the ultimate goal of understanding to what extent
the present structure of the system is determined by the requirement of dynamical longevity.
The 1990's should also see great advances in our understanding of the formation of the solar system and
of the possibility of the formation of planetary systems around other stars. Much of the recent activity here
is centered on the interface with the theory of star formation, which can now be used to constrain theories of
formation of the planets, as well as on the application of tools developed in the study of other astrophysical
disks (disk galaxies, accretion disks, etc.) to the protoplanetary disk. In the 1980's, the Voyager spacecraft
offered the first close look at the structure of the outer planets, and the incorporation of this data into
theories of planet formation will only be fully realized in the 1990's.
The questions of isotopic anomalies in solar system material relate solar system formation questions to
nucleosynthesis and galactic evolution as well as the overall question of star formation.
Laboratory Astrophysics in the 90's
We anticipate that the 1990's will provide several significant, new windows on our universe. With the
Great Observatories, we can expect an enormous amount of new data in the infra-red, optical, X-ray, and 7-
ray regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. In addition, new underground detectors and ultra-high energy
cosmic ray experiments will provide information on neutrinos as well as attempt to shed light on the nature
of dark matter in the universe. In order to interpret this large amount of new data, laboratory measurements
in molecular, atomic, nuclear, and particle physics will become increasingly important.
Molecular, Atomic and Optical Physics
Because almost all our knowledge of the Universe reaches us in the form of photons, atomic, molecular
and optical physics is an essential component of research in astronomy and astrophysics. An extensive data
base containing reliable values of the parameters which characterize atomic, molecular and optical processes
is an integral part of quantitative theories describing astronomical phenomena. The 1990's will see the
deployment of an array of powerful new instruments for astronomical spectroscopy and an unprecedented
growth in the quality and range of astronomical spectroscopic data. The increasing sophistication, precision
and range of observational techniques and of theoretical models create new demands for more and better
data on atomic and molecular properties. There is a still greater need for a deeper understanding of atomic,
molecular and optical physics so that those processes that are relevant to the interpretation and guidance
of the observations are identified, subjected to laboratory investigations, and incorporated into astronomical
theories.
Quantitative analyses of the spectra of astronomical sources and of the processes that populate the
atomic and molecular energy levels that give rise to emission and absorption require accurate data on tran-
sition frequencies, oscillator strengths, transition probabilities, electron impact excitation, deactivation and
ionization cross sections, photoionization and photodetachment cross sections, radiative and dielectronic
recombination and radiative attachment rate coefficients, and cross sections for heavy particle collisions in-
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volving charge transfer, excitation, and ionization and hyperfine and fine-structure transitions. Data on slow
and on fast collisions are needed. If molecules are present, processes such as radiative asso(iation, rotational
and vibrational excitation, ion-molecule and ,_eutral particle chemical reactions, dissociative recombination,
photodissociation and collision-induced absorption take place and must be quantitatively described. For
example, even for the most simple and fundamental molecule, H_, there are great uncertainties regarding
the cross sections for collisional excitation of the vibration-rotation levels from which we observe emission.
Most of the mid to far-infrared radiation in the universe originates from interstellar dust grains. Both
laboratory and theoretical work is needed on the physical properties of candidate grain materials, in order to
interpret absorption, emission, and polarization measurements. The study of small grains, whose sizes (5-30
/_) put them in the transition regions between large molecules and bulk grains, seems especially fruitful.
For example, the optical properties of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) clusters or of hydrogenated
amorphous carbon (HAC) require careful laboratory study in order to interpret the infrared continuum and
emission features seen from interstellar dust clouds. One of the most important problems in laboratory
astrophysics is the identification of the diffuse interstellar bands. The laboratory study of small organic
grains/large molecules in the 1990's could solve this long-standing problem. Laboratory spectroscopy of
mixed molecular ices of astrophysical interest is another area of great potential which will help exploit the
data of such missions as SOFIA and SIRTF, revealing the origin and evolution of solid matter in interstellar
clouds and in the solar system. In the near and mid-IR, laboratory studies have often driven observations
leading to discoveries such as frozen CO on interstellar dust.
A combination of experimental and theoretical research is required to recognize which processes are
significant to astrophysical environments and to provide the data base for detailed analysis. In the past, much
of the research activity in atomic and molecular physics provided spectroscopic data needed by astronomers,
but that is no longer the case. The experimental and theoretical research relevant to astronomy will not
be pursued in the normal progress of research in atomic, molecular and optical physics. That research is
driven by more fundamental considerations which will only incidentally produce data useful to astronomy.
Our ability to carry out research in laboratory astrophysics has diminished severely over the past decade and
scientists with the appropriate skills and interests are becoming rare, and the decline in quality of existing
laboratory equipment is a grave concern. Because the problems raised by astronomers are almost never at the
forefront of research in atomic and molecular physics, funding cannot be obtained from sources that ordinarily
support atomic and molecular physics. Therefore, in order to obtain the atomic, molecular and optical data
that underpin many astrophysical studies, astronomy will have to provide support in a more systematic way
and with a longer term perspective than it has in the past. Another important consequence of the divergence
between the research directions of atomic physics and astrophysics is the need to train and provide academic
positions for people active at the boundaries between the two fields. Prominent practitioners of "astro-atomic
physics" are approaching retirement. Very few of their highly qualified students have found secure academic
homes, as physics and chemistry departments (who, in any event, are reluctant to recognize atomic and
molecular physics as high priorities) regard such people as astrophysicists, i.e., not engaged in cutting-edge
physics. It is as crucial for the community to provide secure positions for such people as it is for the funding
agencies to support them.
Nuclear Physics
Nuclear physics continues to provide key input to astrophysical calculations. From solar neutrinos, to
stellar nucleosynthesis and energy generaton, to big bang nucleosynthesis, to understanding the mechanism
for supernovae, to black hole formation, to cosmic ray propagation, nuclear physics has played an important
role in the last ten years that will continue into the next decade. The 1990's are likely to see continued
research in nuclear physics with application to astrophysics. Likely developments include: utilization of new
techniques to measure important reaction cross sections, the measurement of key reactions in inhomogeneous
big bang models, and direct and indirect measurements of reactions involving radioactive nuclei important
for understanding explosive burning.
While there is strong interest from the nuclear physics community in astrophysical problems, there is a
clear change of direction in nuclear physics that is likely to have an important impact on nuclear astrophysics.
This new direction is towards a small number of very large facilities which focus on the frontiers of nuclear
physics. In order to proceed with these new facilities in an era of nearly constant budgets, many of the older
cornerstones of nuclear physics (small tandems, dynamitrons, cyclotrons) have had to be shut down. This
winding down of small facilities can only be expected to continue over the next decade. It is, of course, these
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small machines that have been the workhorses of nuclear astrophysics.
The last decade has also seen a significant increase in the use of large higher energy facilities in attacking
astrophysical problems. The next ten years will certainly present new opportunities with the construction
of the Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider (RHIC) searching for the quark-gluon phase transition (crucial to our
understanding of the big bang and potentially important in neutron stars as well), along with expanded use
of present facilities.
Particle Physics
Fundamental research in particle physics has recently spawned whole subfields in astrophysics. In
particular, the physics of the early universe is closely coupled to particle physics. There has also been
significant interplay between particle physics and astrophysics with respect to the properties and detection
of neutrinos. We can expect that the 1990's will see a wealth of new information rclevant to astrophysics as
new accelerators come on line. Important data has already arrived from the e-e- colliders, SLC and LEP,
and new data from these will continue during the 1990's. New data at even higher energies (and therefore
back in time closer to the big bang) is expected in the coming decade from the new hadron colliders -- SSC
in the US and LttC at CERN.
In addition, small scale experiments probing the properties of elementary particles will certainly play an
important role for astrophysics. Such research, by better defining the scope and limitations of the "Standard
Model," will have immediate feedback to astrophysics and should be strongly supported. As in other fields,
there is the concern that in advancing to the forefront of particle physics, some facilities/capabilities that
are important in addressing astrophysical questions will be forced out of operation. One important example
in this context is the future availability of medium and high energy neutrino beams, which can play an
important role in probing neutrino interactions and searching for possible new phenomena such as neutrino
oscillations.
III - FUNDING RECOMMENDATIONS
We begin with two overall funding recommendations, and then give specific recommendations for each
agency, broken down into theory and laboratory astrophysics.
1. Commensurate support for theory. NSF should establish a separate theory program funded at
a level commensurate with that of other federally funded basic research in the physical sciences,
at about 15% of the University grants program. NASA's support for theory, already strong,
should grow with the increase in the science portion of the astrophysics budget. DOE should
support theoretical astrophysics at universities and DOE laboratories insofar as it is relevant
to its mission.
2. Laboratory astrophysics initiative. NASA should establish a long-term program in laboratory
astrophysics to support major missions such as the Great Observatories and CRAF-Cassini.
NSF Astronomy should find new funds to establish a viable program in laboratory astrophysics,
to be coordinated with the Physics and Chemistry Divisions. DOE should support laboratory
astrophysics, particularly atomic and low energy nuclear, insofar as it is relevant to its core
programs.
Recommendations by Agency: Theory
NSF
Let us first discuss tile recommendation regarding theoretical funding. In particular, we noted from
interviews with physics grants officers at NSF and DOE that physics programs tend to put 15% to 22% of
the operations and university grant funds into physics theory, whereas at NSF astronomy, theory was at a
level of about 9% of university grants or about 3% of the overall AST annual budget. Even when capital
equipment costs are removed from the total budget and only operations and university grant funds are
examined, the amount (about 5%) is obviously well below that allocated for theory in physics. Furthermore,
this amount has fluctuated considerably over the years in fact as well as in the interpretation of what is
defined as theory. A third case is NASA which has made dramatic strides in theory support following the
field committee report. Now, out of all astrophysics at NASA, approximately 10% is theory (see Table 1
and Figure 1).
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Grants to individual investigators have traditionally been one of the greatest strengths of U.S. science,
particularly at NSF. Theory is one area where such individual grants not tied to "major missions" are crucial.
Therefore, the strength of NSF support in theoretical astrophysics is vital to our future.
*l. Theory Program. Theory is by its nature often both multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary, and
therefore does not readily fit into the object-oriented classification of the Astronomy Directorate
at NSF. A theorist might use the same tools to study radiative transfer in molecular clouds
as in intergalactic clouds; to analyze the dynamics of accretion disks around protostars as in
activc galactic nuclei; or to simulate the formation of a star as of a galaxy. Tile best theorists
often apply a variety of theoretical tools to a wide range of problems, and this broad, non-
mission oriented research is particularly well-suited for NSF support. We therefore repeat tlle
recommendation in the Field Committee Report that a separate program officer be appointed
for theoretical astrophysics. We note that the separate theory program in the Physics Division
of NSF has been highly successful. In order for the theory program in the Astronomy Division
to be equally successful, it must be adequately funded: a level of at least 15% of the university
grants program would begin to approach that in the Physics Division, and would be consistent
with the recommendation of the Field Committee (which was never implemented) that the
level of funding for theory be increased by about 50%.
*2. Postdoctoral Program. A postdoctoral position has long been an essential component of the
training of a theoretical astrophysicist, but the small size of typical NSF grants makes it difficult
for an individual investigator to hire a postdoctoral fellow. Only a very small fraction of the
postdoctoral postions sought by Ph.D. graduates in theory are funded by the NSF; some go
to the NASA theory centers, while many other go abroad. The problem is particularly acute
in theory, for several reasons. One is that the desirable goal of allowing the fellow to work on
a variety of problems, often not specified in advance, is incompatible with the usual project-
oriented grant; a second is that because theorists are less closely tied to major telescopes or
spacecraft, there is less chance of obtaining funding through a component of a large-budget
project. We therefore recommend that the Theory Program provide funds for 5 to 10 three-
year postdoctoral positions per year through grants to individual investigators and groups of
investigators. Funding for these positions should be based on the scientific accomplishments
of the proposers and, for those investigators who have supervised postdocs in the past, the
success of the postdoes in their subsequent careers; funding should not be based on a detailed
research plan for the proposed postdoctoral fellow. We also note the attractiveness of the
reduced overhead rates employed in certain programs such as NSF's Research Experience for
Undergraduates (REU) which are awarded as low overhead supplements to existing grants for
the support of undergraduates. It would be highly desirable if a similar style program could
be developed for postdoctoral researchers.
*3. Theory Programs in the National Astronomy Centers. Theoretical astrophysics provides the
underlying concepts and the basic models with which data are interpreted, and it is thus
an essential part of any astronomy program. We therefore recommend that the National
Astronomy Centers (NOAO, NRAO and NATC) establish strong theory programs to support
their user communities. The theory program should involve both a visitors program, to bring
in theorists working on problems of relevance to the Center for long term visits, and joint
support of permanent theoretical staff with local universities.
NASA
NASA has responded commendably to the Field Committee's recommendation that it establish a strong,
broad program in theoretical astrophysics. Many of the arguments made by the Field Committee still apply.
New observations from missions operating in the 90's, including COBE, HST, ROSAT, GRO, EUVE, XTE,
SOFIA, AXAF, NAE, SIRTF, HETE and FUSE, are likely to "consume" a great deal of existing theory and
point the way to more sophisticated modeling and interpretation; indeed, if this were not true, the missions
themselves would be scientific failures. The complete wavelength coverage of these missions, from radio
to 7-rays, demands the integrative effects of theory if the full scientific benefits of these missions are to be
achieved. It is therefore crucial that NASA maintain and even expand its support for theoretical astrophysics
in the 1990's.
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NASA GRANTS
In Constant FYg0 Millions of Dollars
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Fiscal Year '87 '88 '89 '90 '91 '92 '93 '94 '95
Theory in R & A Program
Astrophysics Theory Program 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
Wavelength-Specific Theory 3.3 3.2 3.2 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.2 3.3 3.5
Total R & A Theory 5.3 5.2 5.2 5.0 7.0 7.0 7.2 7.3 7.5
Theory in MO &: DA Grants 1.1 1.5 1.6 3.3 6.9 7.4 8.5 9.7 10.3
Total Theory 6.4 6.7 6.8 8.3 13.9 14.4 15.7 17.0 17.8
Research g_ Analysis 24 23 23 22 24 24 25 26 27
MO g¢ DA Grants 12 15 17 31 58 65 77 85 91
Total Astrophysics Science Grants 36 38 40 53 82 89 102 111 118
Note: Based on data provided by NASA. Figures for FY '91 and beyond are projections prior to input from
this report.
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Table 1 and Figure 1 show the NASA budget for research grants to universities and national centers
for FY87 through FY90. Also shown are the projections for FY91 through FY95. Note that the budget
for the Astrophysics Theory Program is expected to double in FY91 and to remain constant thereafter,
although this projection is not yet definite. The support for wavelength-specific theory (i.e., not including
the Astrophysics Theory Program) is about 15% of the Research & Analysis budget. Funding for theory
of both types is provided by the High-Energy, UV/Optical, aud IR/Radio Branches. There is also support
for theoretical astrophysics from the Mission Operations and Data Analysis Program. As a result, the total
support for astrophysics theory by NASA somewhat exceeds 15% of the total budget for astrophysics science
grants.
The specific recommendations for NASA by the Panel are as follows:
*1. NASA should expand the Astrophysics Theory Program to $4 million in FY91 (as planned) and
progressively to $8 million/year by the end of the decade (in constant FY90 dollars). A mixture
of large and small groups should be supported. As the funding increases, the announcements
of opportunity should be issued more frequently. Exceptionally meritorious proposals should
be funded for five year terms.
*2. NASA should continue to support wavelength- and mission-specific theory in both the Research
& Analysis Program and the Mission Operations and Data Analysis Program so that the total
support for theory (including the Theory Program) is at least 15% of the total support for
astrophysics science grants. The solar and planetary divisions should continue their strong
suport of theory as well.
*3. NASA should continue to support theoretical astrophysics at the Space Telescope Science Insti-
tute and at NASA Centers such as Ames and Goddard. There should be at least comparable
theoretical presence at any new organizations responsible for the scientific oversight of the
Great Observatories (GRO, AXAF and SIRTF),
DOE
* DOE should support theoretical astrophysics at universities and the DOE laboratories insofar
as it is relevant to DOE programs (e.g. particle astrophysics, nuclear astrophysics, atomic
and molecular astrophysics, plasma astrophysics, computational astrophysics). The existing
theoretical programs at Fermilab, Lawrence Livermore National Lab, and Los Alamos National
Lab are successful examples which should be strongly supported and should be emulated at
other DOE labs, such as RHIC and the SSC as they develop.
Recommendations by Agency: Laboratory Astrophysics
Theoretical and experimental laboratory astrophysics require special attention because of some unique
problems.
Laboratory astrophysics is interdisciplinary. This asset can, unfortunately, lead to bureaucratic confu-
sion and inaction when no branch, division, agency, etc. will take responsibility for reasearch projects with
applicability to several fields of astronomy.
Much of the atomic, molecular and nuclear laboratory astrophysics that is vital to astronomy is no
longer at the forefront of basic research in physics and chemistry. Consequently, data for astronomy can no
longer be expected as spinoffs from fundamental research supported by funding agency divisions that are
not dedicated to astronomy. Laboratory astrophysics must be supported by astronomy divisions.
in the particular case of experimental laboratory astrophysics, a decade of reduced support has left the
laboratory infrastructure in decay and the practitioners demoralized and, thus, leaving the field. Increased
and consistent funding is needed to maintain the national capability to provide fundamental atomic, molec-
ular and nuclear parameters required for effective use of the vast amounts of data that will be produced by
the new, very expensive, ground-based and space observatories of the 1990's.
The creation of new funds expressly for laboratory astrophysics, with the goal of dealing with specific
astrophysical problems, will attract more researchers in the related fields. In addition, if some of these
funds are used to improve the communication between astrophysics and the related fields, such as by cross
disciplinary workshops/conferences, the astrophysical problems can be brought to the attention of those
most competent to do the research.
Mechanisms are needed to insure long-term stable funding for laboratory and theoretical groups inter-
ested in pursuing nuclear, atomic, molecular, and optical research related to astronomy and astrophysics.
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If the decline in capabilities in laboratory astrophysics is to be reversed and the research strengthened so
that the present and future needs of astronomy can be met, new funding will have to be found, dedicated to
laboratory astrophysics. New researchers will be attracted to the field if sufficient long-term support can be
assured and steps are taken to stimulate laboratory activities by connecting them to significant astronomical
questions.
NSF
NASA
.
DOE
.
NIST
To ensure the continued viability of laboratory astrophysics, we recommend that the NSF pro-
vide new funds in laboratory astrophysics in the divisions of astronomy, physics and chemistry
with a particular emphasis on upgrading laboratory equipment and enlarging the number of
graduate students entering laboratory astrophysics, including its theoretical component. Lab-
oratory astrophysics cuts across the sub-divisions of astronomy, and the NSF should look to
coordinate its support across astronomy and with physics and chemistry so that the funding
of individual proposals can be provided at an adequate level.
NASA's missions in the coming decade, in both astrophysics and in planetary sciences, will
provide data of a range and quality far beyond our ability to interpret with our existing
knowledge of the physics (and chemistry) of atoms, molecules, and dust grains. We recommend
that NASA recognize laboratory astrophysics as a significant part of data analysis and allocate
to the support of laboratory astrophysics an appropriate fraction of the funds for data analysis.
All agencies
The primary mission of the DOE is not astrophysics. Nonetheless, much of laboratory astro-
physics is related to the mission of the DOE, and the cross-fertilization of ideas between energy
research and astrophysics is beneficial to both. We recommend that the DOE include the as-
trophysical implications of proposed research in its assessment of its scientific merit; laboratory
astrophysics proposals which are related to the mission of the DOE and which are highly rated
scientifically should be funded on the same basis as other highly rated DOE proposals.
The continued use of large higher energy facilities and the employment of new facilities like the
Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider (RHIC) for nuclear astrophysics are to be encouraged. Much
of the relevant work in nuclear astrophysics, however, needs to be done on machines that
are no longer regarded as being on the cutting edge of nuclear physics research. The Panel
recommends that some of these more modest machines be maintained in operation and that
astrophysically-oriented experiments be regarded as a key component of the research done on
the machines. These machines should be available to outside users through collaborations, and
would be used for nuclear physics, atomic physics, and applied physics, as well as astrophysics.
NIST is world-renowned for the quality of the atomic, molecular, and optical research carried
out in its laboratories in pursuit of its mission to maintain physical standards. Astronomers,
too, are deeply involved in standards of measurement, and their ability to measure time
(with the aid of millisecond pulsars) now rivals that of laboratory scientists at NIST. Both
astronomers and scientists at NIST have a strong interest in the measurement of the prop-
erties of atoms and molecules, and in maintaining compilations of these data. We therefore
recommend that NIST strengthen its ties to laboratory astrophysics; the astrophysical impli-
cations of the research carried out in its laboratories should be accepted as a valid subsidiary
justification for the research.
A major need is the establishment of efficient Data Centers in the various branches of laboratory
astrophysics. Until now, heroic efforts on inadequate funding have been made by a small
number of people at a small number of institutions to assemble, assess and catalogue laboratory
data. The work has been invaluable, but needs to be extended with a greater emphasis in ease
of access and the use of electronic means of communication. This is already done in particle
physics at LBL in a way that is compatible with astrophysics needs. Similarly, the Kellogg
Lab at Caltech has carried out this function to date in nuclear astrophysics, but it is unclear
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how long this can continue. Atomic and molecular data are not so well archived from an
astrophysical viewpoint, and this needs to be remedied. We recommend that small, efficient
data centers be established in atomic, molecular, and nuclear astrophysics by the appropriate
agencies through the normal peer review process. The agencies should coordinate so as to
avoid duplication of effort.
IV. BASIS - THE SUCCESSES OF THE 80'S
Theory in the 80's
Theory performs a number of functions in the overall enterprise of astronomy. It provides the basic
paradigm within which observations are framed and without which they degenerate into a catalog of un-
interpreted data. At its most satisfying, theory makes predictions that are later verified by observation.
Theory can also have dramatic impact in a "post-dictive" mode by explaining previously observed phenom-
ena. It catalyzes specific observations, which in turn stimulate new model building in a mutually interactive
enterprise that drives progress in the field. Finally, theory provides much of the conceptual stimulation that
invests astronomy with excitement.
In assessing the impact of theory in the decade of the 1980's, it is important to bear in mind that the
big payoff of successful predictions, explanations, or guiding frameworks may be a long term process, so that
the successes of the 1980's often had seeds planted earlier. Likewise, the general activity in theory in the
1980's may not bear fruit until the 1990's or beyond. In the following discussion, paragraphs marked with
"*" highlight verified predictions.
The Solar System
In the solar system, the Voyager spacecraft provided dramatic proof or illustrations of a number of
theoretical concepts, including tidal heating as a cause of vulcanism, and density waves and shepherd satellites
in planetary rings. Further impressive accomplishments were compelling explanations of Jupiter's great red
spot, the Kirkwood gaps, and the apparently chaotic rotation of Saturn's satellite Hyperion.
Observations of the vibrational spectrum of the Sun led to the new science of helioseismology, with a
firm theoretical basis that was rapidly developed. Models of the rotation of the solar interior based on the
observed rotational splitting in the spectrum overturned previous conceptions of rotation on cylinders, but
a fully self-consistent model that will account for the 11 (22) year solar cycle is still being sought in ongoing
work. Continuing studies of solar neutrinos included new sugg_ti0ns 9 f induced mixing of neutrino types
and the possible effects of hypothetical new particles. This work continues within a fundamental theoretical
framework laid down in the 60's and 70's. The Sun is predicted to have a magnetic heliosphere, and Pioneer
10 and the Voyagers continue to search for the heliopause.
The conceptual notion that impacts of massive extraterrestrial bodies may have led to major biological
extinctions illustrates the strong linkages that can develop between apparantly unrelated disciplines, and the
importance that apparently arcane theoretical studies (for example, the structure and dynamics of the Oort
cometary cloud) can suddenly have for other subject areas (for example, the environmental consequences of a
major impact may be similar to the effects of nuclear winter). In the broadest context, work in this area has
led to the recognition timt the solar system is a dangerous and unpredictable place, and that astronomical
catastrophes are likely towha ve had a profound influence on the developments and survival of life on Earth.
The Interstellar Medium:and Star Formation
Significant progress was made in the study of the interstellar medium (ISM) and star formation. Large
structures in the ISM--supershells and superbubbles--with diameters of hundreds of parsecs were success-
fully modelled as being due to correlated supernovae in stellar associations, although for some structures--
particularly the largest ones--this model has some difficulty. Observations of the diffuse ISM continue to
be interpreted in light of a three-phase model developed in the 70's, in which the ISM is divided into cold
(T _ 10_K), warm (T _ 104K), and hot (T -,_ 106K) phases in approximate pressure equilibrium. In
the last decade, debate raged as to the pervasiveness of the hot component of the ISM and on the relative
importance of magnetic fields in determining the observed structure of the ISM. The discovery of small dust
grains and polycycli¢ aromatic hydrocarbons through infrared observations led to extensive theoretical study
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of their role in the thermal and chemical balance of interstellar clouds. The theory of interstellar shocks
grew to encompass shocks in which the dissipation is effected by ion-neutral collisions, of particular impor-
tance in molecular gas. Observations of H_ fluorescence confirmed theoretical calculations of the response of
molecular clouds to UV radiation. The theory of acceleration of cosmic rays by shocks was put on a firmer
footing, though many questions remain. A fundamental understanding of the fluctuation of pulsar radiation
in terms of interstellar scintillation was developed.
A major accomplishment of the 80's was the development of a coherent picture for the formation of
low-mass stars: Beginning with dense molecular cores of several M O observed in many molecular clouds, the
theory shows how ambipolar diffusion of weakly ionized gas leads to a collapse which commences at the center
of the core and which leads to the formation of a young stellar object with properties similar to those actually
observed. The magnetic field is crucial in reducing the angular momentum of the gas, but the residual angular
momentum leads to formation of a disk, in agreement with infrared and submillimeter observations. Young
stellar objects are observed to rotate far more slowly than would be expected if they formed from a disk,
indicating that a substantial fraction of the binding energy must be dissipated. It was suggested that this
dissipation is accomplished through a magnetically driven wind, thereby producing the bipolar flows which
are a ubiquitous feature of low-mass star formation. The magnetic field is an essential ingredient in this
entire picture, and models of magnetically supported clouds received striking confirmation at the end of the
decade when direct observations of the magnetic field in molecular clouds showed approximate equipartition
between the magnetic energy and the turbulent energy over a range of densities.
Stars
*The area of stellar evolution gave the most spectacular confirmation of a long-standing theoretical
prediction. Supernova 1987A produced a flux of neutrinos, providing the first detection of extra-solar
neutrinos. The information in those 19 detected events was not as detailed as would have been wished, but
nevertheless yielded data on the time of arrival and energy spectrum of the neutrinos that was completely
consistent with decades of work on the problem of gravitational collapse and neutron star formation. This
observation and associated theory put important limits on the lifetime, charge, and magnetic moment of
the electron neutrino. Another important prediction was that of the existence and properties of the gamma
ray flux associated with the production and decay of radioactive 56Ni to 5_Co and then to 56Fe. Not only
were gamma rays and X-rays from SN 1987A observed, and their properties used to study the nature of the
explosion and subsequent mixing, but freshly synthesized Ni, Co, and Fe were directly observed, especially
in the infrared. The mass of radioactive nickel produced by the explosion was predicted ahead of time to
within a factor of two. The successful interplay between theory and observation was particularly apparent
in the planning of the NASA missions to observe the supernova.
Theoretical study of SN 1987A provided basic explanations of the evolution of the light curve and spectra
and led to a growing confidence that the supernovae will become valid distance indicators. Estimates of the
distance to the LMC based solely on SN 1987A agree with classical estimates to within about 10 percent.
A great deal of work was done on the evolution of massive stars with an attempt to incorporate mass
loss from radiative driven winds self-consistently. Such work was able to account for the observed properties
of a wide range of hot stars, from Wolf-Rayet stars to the nuclei of planetary nebulae. The theoretical
Hertzsprung-Russell diagram was refined for comparison with the observations of globular clusters. The
theoretical framework of evolution of asymptotic giant branch stars and various stages of "dredge-ups"
continued to guide observations of physical and chemical properties of red-giant stars. In the context of
binary star evolution, the framework associated with the notion of accretion disks provides a crucial guiding
principle for both theory and observations.
* Theoretical studies of oscillating white dwarfs rejuvenated the study of white dwarf stars. Models
incorporating a thin layer of hydrogen provided the first explanation of the ZZ Ceti phenomenon of variable
DA white dwarfs and also predicted that an analog should exist among the helium-rich DB white dwarfs.
This unexpected prediction was then verified observationally. This work has been extended to hot post-
planetary nebulae, and the study of the variability along the white dwarf sequence has given rise to the
subject of white dwarf seismology, which is giving information on the masses, composition, and structure of
white dwarfs as well as their evolution. The latter provides a unique and independent way to determine the
age of the Galactic disk.
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High Energy Aslrophysics
The 80's have seen major quantitative advances in the capability to compute the properties of classical
nova explosions. Many aspects of dwarf novae can now be successfully accounted for in terms of a limit-cycle
thermal instability associated with partial ionization of hydrogen in accretion disks. This theory is now being
applied to some classes of X-ray transients, as well as to models for AGN. The observation of cyclotron lines
in some gamma ray bursters was interpreted on the basis of theoretical models to mean that these bursters
are magnetized neutron stars.
Theory continues to provide a major impetus to the study of a variety of collapsed objects. The general
theory of gravitational collapse received support from SN 1987A, but it remains a major theoretical effort to
understand the physical mechanism of supernova explosions. The 80's saw a great deal of work on accretion-
induced collapse to make compact objects in close binaries. Continued study of the binary pulsar has led
to more and more accurate confirmation of Einstein's theory of relativity, including the first evidence for
gravito-magnetic effects in the form of geodesic precession of the pulsar spin axis, and strong new limits on
the time variability of the gravitational constant.
In the study of galactic nuclei, the theoretical notion of a massive black hole with an accretion disk
embedded in a dense star cluster provided the framework that continues to guide work on active galactic
nuclei and quasars. Numerical and analytic models of jets had some success in accounting for the radio jets
observed in extragalactic radio sources. Observations of polarized line emission in some Seyfert 2 galaxies
led to a "unified" model for Seyfert galaxies in which the central nucleus is surrounded by an opaque torus
of gas, and the object is classified as a Seyfert 1 or 2 depending on whether the line of sight to the nucleus
misses the torus or not. This model was substantiated by X-ray observations.
Galaxies and Cosmology
The theory of galaxy mergers provided a framework to study a variety of issues involving the formation
and evolution of galaxies. The shells observed in some elliptical galaxies were successfully modelled as the
result of mergers. Cooling flows in clusters of galaxies were a major topic of theoretical work, with one of
the central issues being the effects of the flows on the evolution of the central galaxies in the clusters. The
80's also saw a great deal of theoretical work in the area of N-body calculations aimed at understanding
the dynamics of stellar clusters and galaxies. These studies provided insight into core collapse in globular
clusters and the beginnings of a basis for understanding the tri-axial structure of elliptical galaxies.
* The discovery of gravitational lenses provides an excellent example of the role of theory in astronomical
discoveries. Essentially all the key features of lenses were predicted theoretically, on the basis of general
relativity, in classic papers by Einstein, Russell, and Zwicky in the 1930's. After the discovery of lensed
quasars early in the last decade, theorists refined their calculations to the point that there is now detailed
agreement between theory and observation in a number of cases. The unexpected discovery of luminous
arcs in some clusters of galaxies has been successfully accounted for in terms of gravitational lensing. The
cosmological implications of the observed lenses have also been worked out.
The redshift debate was all but settled in the flood of observations that verified the basic theoretical
result that the Hubble flow is the only viable source of the systematic redshifts of distant galaxies and
quasars. The Lyman alpha clouds along the line of sight toward quasars were studied as indicators of the
intensity of the intergalactic radiation field, as probes of large-scale structure, and as sources of baryonic
material. Theoretical study of the intergalactic medium showed that, with current counts, quasars are unable
to ionize the intergalactic medium.
One of the most interesting challenges facing theorists in the last decade was the attempt to understand
how galaxies evolved in a Universe filled with such a uniform cosmic microwave background radiation.
Searches were made for ever fainter galaxies in an attempt to see if voids were filled with small galaxies, as
predicted by theories of cold dark matter. The continuing null results of the search for fluctuations in the
background radiation were made critically interesting by the importance attached to them by theory.
*The Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect--the distortion of the microwave background by Compton scattering in
clusters of galaxies--represents a major theoretical prediction which is receiving substantial support from
observation.
*The 80's saw the basic big bang model predictions further refined and verified. Of particular importance
have been the verification of predictions of standard homogenous Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN). The early
focus of BBN was on 4He, but during the 70's, with the theoretical work showing how deuterium could be
made only in the big bang, the focus turned to deuterium and its concomitant limit on the baryon density
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of the Uaiverse. The end of the 70's saw the deuterium and aHe constraints combined to predict that
consistency could occur only if the abundance of primordial lithium was Li/H ,,_ 10 -_° and if the density of
baryonic matter is about 1/10 the critical density. Observations in the early 80's appear to have confirmed
the predicted lithium abundance, thereby providing a strong argument that most of the Universe is made up
of some form of non-baryonic dark matter. (An alternative, less favored explanation is that the density of
the Universe is only 1/10 critical.) The 80's also saw a flurry of activity in examining inhomogeneous non-
standard BBN models. By the end of the decade, the robustness of the standard model was demonstrated
by the failure of the efforts made to circumvent it.
*One of the most decisive verifications of an astrophysical prediction came when particle accelerator
experiments at CERN in Geneva, Switzerland and at SLAC in Palo Alto confirmed that there were only
three generations of light neutrinos. Theoretical calculations of the light element abundances (particularly
4He) due to BBN are inconsistent with observation if there were a large number of types of light neutrinos.
The concept of inflation was one of the most important advances in cosmology in the 80's. Inflation
raised the stakes in the competition between cosmological models, by showing that at least one plausible
model based on Grand Unified Theories (GUTs) could explain the observed isotropy of the universe, provide a
natural explanation for why the density is near the critical value, and suggest a natural spectrum for primeval
density perturbations. While it remains to be seen whether inflation proves to be correct in detail, it has
greatly expanded the horizons of what cosmologists can hope to explain, and has provided the framework
for much of the work on the early universe that took place in the 1980's.
The interconnection of particle physics and cosmology that developed during the 80's is illustrated
by other examples as well. Astrophysical constraints set limits on the existence and properties of various
particles. The physics of baryon non-conservation in the GUT theories gave the first models for the origin of
the excess of matter over antimatter and for the ratio of baryons to photons in the Universe. Phase transitions
predicted from particle physics played a role in the study of a variety of effects from magnetic monopoles to
seeds for galaxy formation, to inhomogeneous Big Bang Nucleosynthesis. The ideas of cosmic strings, both
normal and superconducting, and other topological defects launched a major theoretical industry to explore
their properties and to seek connections to observed large scale structure. All this work pushes the frontiers
of physics further back toward the Planck scale, the ultimate problems of quantum gravity, and the origin
of the Universe.
Laboratory Astrophysics in the 80_s
Atomic and Molecular Physics
Spectroscopic studies of a diverse range of atomic and molecular species at all wavelengths were carried
out at the greatly enhanced level of precision made possible by lasers and they assisted in the identification
of emission and absorption lines of a diverse variety of astrophysical objects. Spectroscopic measurements
on carbon monoxide yielded information on CO that removed a major uncertainty in the description of
the photodissociation of CO in circumstellar shells and interstellar clouds. Theoretical calculations and
laboratory measurements successfully identified the source of infrared emission lines in the solar atmosphere
as excited Rydberg levels of magnesium, silicon and aluminum.
Charge transfer was recognized as an important mechanism for redistributing the charge in a high
excitation nebulae. Emission lines resulting from the charge transfer of multiply-charged oxygen and neon
in hydrogen were predicted and found in the spectra of planetary nebulae. Experiments to measure charge
transfer at low energies were designed.
A productive, mutually stimulating collaboration occurred between observers of molecular emission and
absorption lines and theorists carrying out basic quantum-mechanical calculations in joint studies of the
spectroscopy of possible candidate molecules. The collaboration led to the discovery and identification of
interstellar cyanoethyl, butadinyl, cyclopropenylidene, dicarbon sulfide, tricarbon sulfide and protonated
hydrogen cyanide and of circumstellar silicon dicarbide, silicon carbide and deuterated butadinyl.
The molecular ion H +, an ion of central importance in the ion-molecule theory of interstellar chermstry,
was observed in emission in the atmosphere of Jupiter. Quantum-mechanical evaluation of the potential
energy surface followed by the calculation of all the energy levels and transition probabilities provided a
prediction of the emission line frequencies and intensities, whose accuracy could be assessed by experimental
measurements of selected transitions. On the basis of the laboratory studies, emission lines appearing in
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the spectrum of Jupiter, originally labelled unidentified, were definitely attributed to H +. The detection
of H + is the first observational evidence for extraterrestrial H+. The interplay of theory, experiment and
observation was further demonstrated by searches for interstellar H + by observatiorm of absorption lines
looking towards infrared sources.
Major strides were made in laboratory studies of chemical reactions and the first measurements were
made at temperatures below 50K. The expected enhancement of the rate coefficients of many reactions of
positive ions with heteronuclear molecules at low temperatures was established experimentally and incorpo-
rated into models of interstellar chemistry. A beginning was made on the identification of the products of
dissociative recombination. Progress was made experimentally and theoretically in understanding the role
of internal energy modes in chemical reactions.
Another area in which the three pronged attack of experiments, observations and theory has resulted in
very significant gains in our understanding is that of interstellar solids. Interstellar dust and ice composition
went from a field rich in speculation to one in which laboratory analog studies provided strong constraints on
observations and theories. For example, these studies predicted the presence of, and guided the subsequent
detection of, important ice constituents such as carbon monoxide and methanol, revealing the complex
interplay between the gaseous and solid phases in molecular clouds.
Experimental studies of excitation and ionization due to electron impact were improved in accuracy and
were extended to many more systems in states of high ionization. They were complemented by increasingly
elaborate theoretical models which made evident the importance of resonance structures in electron impact
processes. A significant contribution of theory was the recognition of the importance of dielectronic recombi-
nation at nebular temperatures. The first reliable field-free measurements of dielectronic recombination were
carried out. Transition probabilities of intersystem lines of tight-atomic ions of astrophysical importance
were measured by using ion traps to confine the ions and detecting the exponential decay of the emission
intensity from metastable levels populated by laser radiation or by electron impact.
The Opacity Project was initiated under the guidance of M. J. Seaton. The project is an international
effort to exploit the development of powerful theories by applying them systematically, using fast large
computers, to calculate atomic and ionic parameters such as oscillator strengths, transition probabilities,
radiative and dielectronic recombination coefficients, photoionization cross sections and line-broadening pa-
rameters. The activity, though of inestimable value to a broad range of applied physics, was stimulated
primarily by the demands of astrophysics. The first results from the project are appearing.
Plasma Physics
A deepening understanding of the physical processes in plasmas was developed. Particular advances were
achieved in aspects of thermal conduction, plasma relaxation and beam-plasma interactions. The concept
of a saturated heat flux, which has been important for evaporation of interstellar clouds, was observed and
explained in laser-irradiated pellets. Inhibition of thermal conductivity by small scale fluctuations has been
seen in confined plasmas and invoked in stellar coronae and galaxy cluster cooling flows. The idea that
magnetically dominated plasmas relax to a minimum energy state consistent with constant total magnetic
helicity was developed to interpret reversed-field-pinch devices and has been used to model extragalactic
radio jets and solar coronal loops. Beam-plasma interaction experiments were instructive in interpreting
observations of radio emission from pulsars and from solar and stellar flares.
Nuclear and Parlicle Physics
The last decade has seen significant advances in both nuclear and particle physics, which have con-
tributed to our understanding of astrophysical phenomenon. New information on nuclear cross sections has
contributed to our understanding of solar neutrino production and big bang nucleosynthesis, along with stel-
lar evolution and nucleosynthesis. New measurements of fundamental particle properties have also provided
key input to our astrophysical understanding. More detailed measurements of the nuclear reactions impor-
tant to the p-p chain have solidified our confidence in the nuclear input to the standard solar model. This
new work thus makes a nuclear physics solution to the solar neutrino problem less likely. Also of relevance to
the solar neutrino problem, medium energy measurements of (p,n) reactions and the extracted Gamow-Teller
matrix elements have provided information on neutrino capture cross sections for several of the terrestrial
solar neutrino detectors. New measurements of the key reactions of the standard big bang have improved
our confidence in the predictions of the abundances of light elements produced during the big bang. While
significant work has also been done on the reactions of helium burning, considerable uncertainty remains
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in some of the key reactions. New work with radioactive targets has also provided information on several
reactions that occur during explosive burning where unstable nuclei can play a role.
Measurements of certain isotopic anomalies have also shed light on the origin of the solar system and
the role of certain nuclear processes during nueleosynthesis. Detailed measurements of beta-decay strength
functions for nuclei far from stability has allowed a better understanding of the path of nucleosynthesis as it
approaches both the proton and neutron drip line.
In the particle physics realm, constraints on the possible modifications to the standard model of the
strong and electroweak interactions, as well as better understanding of particle properties, have contributed
significantly to astrophysics in the last decade. New data from SLAC and CERN has provided strong
confirmation of the standard model, with the discovery of the W and Z ° particles. And very recently, the
detailed measurements of the Z ° decay have constrained the number of possible generations (limiting any
additional new quarks and leptons) to three, in excellent agreement with the bounds obtained from big bang
nucleosynthesis. New high precision measurements of the free neutron lifetime have significantly reduced
several key astrophysical uncertainties. These new measurements (some using advanced neutron storage-
bottle technology) have direct bearing on the predictions from the standard big bang and on the rate of the
p-p reaction in the solar model.
V - POLICY ISSUES
Agency Responses to Field Committee Report
Some of the recommendations of the Field Committee Report related to Theory and Laboratory As-
trophysics have been implemented, but there has been little response to others. In general, we give higher
marks to NASA than to the NSF in effectively responding to the Field Committee recommendations.
NASA has significantly increased its support of theoretical astrophysics through the Astrophysical The-
ory Program. This program has strengthened or catalyzed the formation of several research groups and
supported a significant number of postdoctoral research associates and graduate students. The NASA
Graduate Student Researchers Program has also supported a number of students working in theoreticM or
laboratory astrophysics. We consider this program to be highly successful.
The most significant positive development related to NSF funding is the Presidential Young Investigators
program. The recipients of these awards seem to be ableto ramp up to a high level of activity more quickly
than investigators without these awards, and they are competitive in seeking NSF support once their PYI
funding has ended.
Unfortunately, theoretical and laboratory astrophysics have not fared well within the general NSF
astronomy grants program. Far from the 50% increase recommended by the Field Committee, these areas
have actually lost ground. The fraction of the NSF astronomy budget going into Theory is about 1/3
the fraction going into Theory in NSF Physics. Despite the recommendation of the Theory subpanel that
Theoretical Astrophysics be set up as a separate program in the Astronomy Division, similar to Theoretical
Physics in the Physics Division, theory remains balkanized among different programs, to the perceived
detriment of researchers who are oriented towards general physical processes rather than towards specific
astronomical objects.
The DOE laboratories have made some progress in supporting work related to astrophysics, but much
remains to be done in the DOE supported areas of atomic and molecular, nuclear, particle, and plasma
physics as it relates to astrophysics. Support for theoretical astrophysics at the National Astronomy Centers
is essentially nil, with the laudable exception of the NASA-funded Space Telescope Science Institute. The
NSF Astronomy Centers seem to have ignored the Field Committee recommendations.
Advanced computing has been supported by the NSF and DOE, and most researchers now have greatly
improved opportunities for large scale scientific computing. However, the strong support for supercomputer
facilities has not been matched by support for more modest facilities at the individual, group or departmental
level. This is unfortunate for several reasons: first, the smaller machines are far more cost-effective for many
tasks than supercomputers, and in some cases now actually approach the supercomputers in speed; a second
reason is that the solutions of many problems in astrophysics are more limited by lack of imagination than lack
of computation, so that it is especially important to provide flexible, friendly and accessible local computing
that permits working theorists to solve small and medium scale computational problems with a minimum of
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effort and time.
Finally, we consider funding of institutes and workshops. The ITP at Santa Barbara has sponsored some
excellent programs, but its service to the community is limited by lack of a permanent staff in astrophysics.
NASA and NSF (Physics) support Aspen and other sunamer workshops, but more travel money must be
made available if these workshops are to be made available to a broader section of the community.
Policy Recommendations for the 90's: Theory
The committee examined many possible recommendations, including such things as a new national
center for Theoretical Astrophysics. However, the committee felt that at the present time the real needs
in theory are for increased stable individual grant support and postdoctoral support, as mentioned under
funding needs. Policy recommendations to individual agencies for Theory are given below.
NSF
*1. Establish aseparate Theory Program in the Astronomy Divis!on, as mentioned before.
*2. We recommend that the directorate of NSF responsible for education increase its funding for
graduate fellowships and traineeships; this would benefit all science.
*3. The use of umbrella grants, where several theorists at a given institution combine their grants,
should be an acceptable bug not mandatory option in order to reduce paperwork and permit
the pooling of resources. The resources to be devoted to each of the investigators on such a
grant should be clearly spelled out.
*4. An "adiabatic turnoff"-i.e., a year of reduced funding- should be provided for the termination
of long-term programs.
*5. Accomplishment-based proposals should be actively encouraged for senior theorists. Again,
this reduces paperwork and, for the case of senior theorists, provides adequate information for
evaluating the proposal.
NASA
DOE
All agencies
$
NASA is to be congratulated for recognizing the importance of theory in carrying out its
mission. Continued support for the Theory Program, for mission-specific theory, and for theory
at the NASA centers is essential if the benefits of the missions planned for the 90's are to be
realized.
DOE should support theoretical astrophysics insofar as it is relevant to its mission. The Panel
notes that the DOE has used astrophysics to help justify new accelerators such as RHIC and
SSC, but to date its funding of astrophysically related projects has not been enlightened. Par-
ticle astrophysics, nuclear astrophysics, plasma astrophysics and computational astrophysics
are all of direct relevance to DOE's mission.
A policy issue which extends across the boundaries of all agencies is computational facilities.
The development of major super-computing facilities through NSF and DOE has provided
a major improvement in the computational environment in the last decade. However, these
facilities do not satisfy all of the computational needs of the theoretical community. Moreover,
recent advances in small scale computing now mean that many tasks previously requiring
supercomputers can be handled on much smaller machines at a fraction of the cost with only
modest losses in speed. Yet these smaller machines are often difficult for individuals or groups
to acquire through individual grants. The Panel recommends that all agencies should recognize
the importance of computers of a range of sizes as powerful tools for theoretical research, and
that funding for powerful machines dedicated to the use of individuals, groups or departments
should be increased.
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Policy Recommendations for the 90_s: Laboratory Astrophysics
NSF
NASA
* A coordination across directorates is essential for laboratory astrophysics because of its inter-
disciplinary nature. Too often we hear of important laboratory projects falling through the
NSF cracks because they are "not of prime interest to the nuclear or atomic or ... communities,"
while at the same time Astronomy says that "this is nuclear or atomic or ..., not astronomy."
* The need for laboratory data for NASA missions goes beyond individual missions. NASA
should recognize this broad requirement for laboratory data as they have done for theory.
DOE and NIST
* These agencies should recognize that acquiring laboratory atomic, molecular, optical and nu-
clear data relevant to astronomy is appropriate to their missions and should be supported.
VI. SUMMARY
The future of astronomy is dependent on maintaining an active and dynamic theoretical community
and on making the critical laboratory measurements necessary for future observations. In this report we
have attempted to show how to achieve this. The funding agencies should provide a level of funding for
Theory which is commensurate with their funding for observational and experimental astronomy. Laboratory
astrophysics requires new funds, particularly from NSF and NASA, in order to obtain the data that is essential
for the interpretation of astronomical observations. The successes of the 1980's and the opportunities for the
1990's show that support for these programs is necessary if astronomy is to achieve its goals in the coming
decade.
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0. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The following is an abbreviated overview of our Panel recommendations, including the priority ranking
of major missions, brief descriptions of these major projectsl and a summary of recommendations regarding
small-scMe science, theory, and programmatics.
0.1 Strongly-supported Major Ongoing Projects
• Global Oscillations Network (GONG); cost: $15M; start: 1987
• Solar Heliospheric Observatory (SoHO); cost: $211M; start: 1988
• GONG. The Global Oscillations Network Group will produce definitive observations of solar global oscilla-
tions (p-modes), based on an Earth-encircling network of automated observing stations. The major aim is to
reduce the effects of sidelobes (by dramatically increasing the time during which the Sun is observed), thus
increasing the S/N, and making mode measurements much easier (and more reliable). These measurements,
in conjunction with the on-going and planned solar neutrino experiments, allow us to peer into the solar
interior, and thus allow us to test our understanding of how a star like the Sun is constructed.
• SoHO. The Solar Heliospheric Observatory contains coronal imagers and spectrometers, and a helioseismic
instrument, and will be placed at the L1 Lagrangian point. It is a European spacecraft, but has U.S.
participation in the form of instruments, ground support, and subsequent data analysis. This observatory
has probably the best "shot" at observing g-modes (which will allow us to probe the deep interior), as well as
the lowest-degree p-modes. In addition, the solar imaging instruments on SoHO are designed to look in great
detail at a totally different aspect of solar activity than is normally examined, namely the mass outflows.
They will also be able to look at the "closed" corona, and here their principal virtue is their spectroscopic
capabilities, combined with imaging, which also allows detailed density and temperature diagnostics to be
performed. SoHO will be able to measure temperature and density of coronal material out to several solar
radii; to measure outflow velocities; and possibly to measure motions with sufficient accuracy that one could
detect with waves in the atmosphere. Thus, these instruments will directly address the recalcitrant problem
of accounting for the acceleration of the solar wind.
0.2 New Ground-based Solar Projects
1. High Resolution Optical Imaging (LEST); cost: $15M; start: 1991
2. Large-aperture Solar IR Telescope; cost: $10M; start: 1996
• LEST. Our highest priority ground-based project is a new moderate-to-large-aperture adaptive-optics
telescope in the visible region. This entails:
(a) a vigorous development program in adaptive optics, based on the existing facilities;
(b) the development of a moderate to large-aperture high-resolution telescope, either separately or
jointly with other countries. The United States is now a participant in the Large Earthbased Solar Telescope
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(LEST) consortium, which plans to build such a telescope starting in 1991. Contingent upon progress in
the adaptive optics area, we propose to contribute up to 1/3 of the total cost of that telescope. The main
improvements over existing telescopes will be in resolution (down to 0.1"), intrinsic polarization (less than
1%), and improved detectors. LEST will thus function as a high angular resolution ground-based optical
imaging tool for examining flow-magnetic field interactions; for example, its polarimetric capabilities will
enable it to measure Stokes parameters with higher accuracy than OSL, though over a much smaller field of
view.
• LARGE-APERTURE SOLAR INFRARED TELESCOPE. The infrared solar spectrum offers several in-
novative ways to study solar magnetism. The opacity minimum at 1.6 microns gives us the deepest look
into the solar photosphere. At 12 microns, emission lines arising from highly excited states of magnesium
give us our first good look at magnetic regions that are difficult or impossible to probe in the visible. A
further powerful advantage for magnetic field research in the infrared is the quadratic wavelength variation
of Zeeman splitting. Our proposal again entails two distinct objectives:
(a) Acceleration of existing programs for the development of focal plane instrumentation suited to
measure magnetic fields in the infrared;
(b) Building a larger telescope than the 1.5m McMath (because of the improvement of seeing that occurs
in the infrared, combined with the decreasing resolution of a fixed aperture at increasing wavelength, and the
decreasing photon flux per spectrum line doppler width in the infrared), which means one of the following
three options: (i) join with our nighttime colleagues in construction of a 10m class telescope capable of doing
solar infrared daytime work (with suitable protection); or (ii) construct a new, large-aperture solar infrared
telescope, possibly in combination with a large-aperture reflecting coronagraph; or (iii) upgrade the McMath
telescope to a 4m aperture.
This facility will allow us to probe the 3-D structure of magnetic flux tubes in the solar surface layers,
and thereby permit us to understand the processes which lead to these highly fragmented structures in the
solar photosphere.
0.3 New Space-based Solar Projects
0. Orbiting Solar Lab (OSL); cost: $500M; start: 1992
1. High-energy Solar Physics mission (HESP); cost: $200M; start: 1995
2. High-resolution Coronal Imager (Context); cost: $250M; start: 1998
• OSL. The Orbiting Solar Laboratory represents a marriage of a high angular resolution optical telescope
with a high angular resolution UV spectrometer and X-ray imager on a free-flying polar orbiter. The main
objective of OSL is to image the solar surface layers with a sufficiently high angular resolution (0.1-0.3") so as
to observe directly the interactions between surface motions and the magnetic fields on the solar surface. To
date, we have only been able to do this from the ground (through the highly obscuring terrestrial atmosphere)
and on one brief Shuttle flight; OSL will allow us to view the interactions we believe give rise to virtually all of
solar activity over time scales comparable to the duration of the solar activity cycle. The physical processes
we want to understand, and which will be observed with this mission, are: (a) The formation of magnetic
flux bundles -- we want to understand why solar magnetic fields are so highly spatially intermittent; (b) the
evolution of surface magnetic fields -- we want to understand how the distortions of surface magnetic fields
by the surface convection can lead to plasma heating, including the creation of a multi-million degree corona
enveloping the Sun; and how the process of magnetic field evolution proceeds (we know that solar magnetic
fields must decay, but the observed decay rate is many orders of magnitude larger than what classical theory
would predict.)
• HESP. The High Energy Solar Physics mission will carry out high-resolution spectroscopy and imaging of
solar hard X-rays and gamma-rays, and will detect neutrons. It will image X- and gamma-ray sources with
resolution better than 1", and will resolve spectral features with E/AE ... 1,000 up to energies of 10 MeV.
HESP will study the processes of nonthermal energy release in the active solar atmosphere by observing the
X-rays and gamma-rays produced by particles accelerated concomitantly with flare energy release. We know
that in solar flares the release of nonthermal energy is mediated by efficient particle acceleration, that energy
is transported rapidly by the accelerated particles, and that the acceleration and transport must result from
complex interactions of plasma with shocks, turbulence, and rapidly varying electric fields. However, we
do not understand the detailed nature of these processes, not can we reliably differentiate among different
mechanisms. We must determine the location of the site or sites of particle acceleration observationally,
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we must define the properties of the particles directly from the observations, and we must have a clear
picture of the relevant magnetic configurations. Observations with high spatial resolution will allow the
localization of the sources of the particles and the tracing of their transport paths. Observations with high
spectral resolution will allow the deciphering of the rich information encoded in gamma-ray lines, such as
energy spectra, angular distributions, abundances, and energy content of the accelerated particles. Because
of the proximity of the Sun, the study of the solar high-energy processes provides one the best techniques
for investigating similar processes which are known to play a dominant role at many astrophysical sites.
HESP has a definite time-critical need -- it must by flown by the year 1999 to take advantage of the next
solar maximum. For this reason, we aim at a modest mission (in the "intermediate class", in the context of
NASA/Space Physics Division plans). HESP will consist of a single major high-energy instrument capable
of carrying out high-resolution imaging and spectroscopy simultaneously. It is by virtue of this simplicity of
design that a mission in orbit by 1999 is possible.
• High-resolution Coronal Imager (Context). The Context mission addresses a major problem in astrophysics:
How are hot plasmas in stellar atmospheric structures created? Context takes advantage of the opportunity
created by the measurements of Solar Probe, which will fly to within 4 solar radii of the photosphere
and conduct in situ measurements there. Through high-resolution imaging and spectroscopy, Context can
identify the structures through which Probe has flown, in order to understand the environment of Probe's
particles-and-fields measurements. Such a combination of in situ and remote sensing will be unprecedented
in astrophysics.
0._ Strongly-supported Major Interdisciplinary Projects
• Solar Neutrino Experiments; no costs available
• mm Arrayi cost: $115M; start: 1991
• Neutrino experiments refer here to the panoply of solar neutrino experiments supported by DOE and
NSF, many carried out in collaboration with foreign scientists, including the Homestake mine experiment,
the Japan/US collaboration Kamiokande II, the Canadian/US collaboration in the Sudbury experiment, the
Gallium experiments, and so forth. The long-standing solar neutrino problem involves a remarkably broad
range of physical issues, from stellar structure and opacity calculations to the physics of neutrinos themselves.
More recent data have only deepened the mystery of these particles, as the possibility of correlations of the
solar neutrino flux with the solar activity cycle has been raised. The discrepancy between what we observe
and what can be explained by theory, is so substantial, and is so basic to physics, that the new experiments
must be assured of continued funding,
• The mm array is a facility which solar radio astronomers are enthusiastically looking forward to sharing
with their astrophysics colleagues. Its main capability will be to allow imaging of the solar outer atmosphere
at radio wavelengths with a resolution comparable to the what can be done at other wavelengths (from the
optical to X-rays), and to do so in a wavelength window which has been essentially unexplored. A particular
feature of observations at these wavelengths is that one can look "deeper" into the atmosphere than at longer
wavelengths.
0.5. OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS AND POLICY CONCERNS
The Solar Panel also focussed on a number of issues not tied to the larger projects just discussed:
0.5.1 The role of small-scale projects. The Solar Panel strongly encourages the continued vigorous
support of small-scale scientific projects, such as balloon and sub-orbital rocket projects; small PI-class
space missions; and strong individual investigator grants programs at both NSF and NASA.
0.5.2 University revitalization. Solar physics is poorly represented at universities, a demographic fact
which bodes ill for the future of the discipline. We therefore strongly support efforts to fund graduate
students, such as the NASA Graduate Student Research Fellowship program; encourage more flexibility on
the funding time period for NSF fellowships; and advocate stronger research ties between the universities
and the national research centers.
0.5.3 Funding flexibility. We urge NASA and NSF to allow greater flexibility in the duration of funding
periods.
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0.5.4 Balanced support of experiments and theory. Balanced development of solar physics calls for
consistent and realistic support of both theory and experimental efforts, including the support of theoretical
work which is not directly tied to observational programs.
0.5.5 Interdisciplinary research. Neither the NSF nor NASA have a regular mechanism in place for
handling interdisciplinary research programs. This is a particularly deeply felt problem in solar physics
because solar physics research by its very nature tends to cross the discipline boundaries defined by the
agencies. We therefore urge that provisions be made to allow such research programs access to funding.
0.5.6 Access to large-scale computing. Despite the vastly improved access to supercomputing afforded by
the NSF Supercomputer Centers, it remains difficult to obtain large (> 200 hrs) contiguous allocations of su-
percomputer time. We therefore urge that exploratory programs initiated by NASA/Ames, NASA/Goddard,
NCAR, and others to address this problem be strongly encouraged.
0.6. ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES
The following examples are just illustrative of the range of technologies with which solar physics is
involved, and in which it plays a leading role. We strongly endorse a continued vigorous program in techno-
logical developments.
• Active control of large structures in space. This will be needed in order to carry out the Pinhole
Occulter Facility (P/OF), a major imaging facility at hard X-ray and gamma-ray energies with sub-arcsecond
capabilities.
• Adaptive optics, optimized for relatively low-contrast, extended images.
• Capabilities for analysis of extremely large data sets (>1 Terabyte).
• Improved, new-generation detectors for high energies (e.g., wide-band gap semiconductors, gamma-ray
channeling detectors, etc.); and at infrared wavelengths (large format CCDs).
• Further development of normal incidence EUV and X-ray optics for high angular resolution studies at
these wavelengths.
1. AN OVERVIEW OF MODERN SOLAR PHYSICS
1.I General Perspectives
Recent theory and observation have established that the Sun is a complex dynamical structure, whose
interior represents an active and mysterious universe of its own. There is no reason to doubt the basic features
of stellar structure models, but it must be remembered that the ideal standard stellar model contains many
arbitrary assumptions. The Sun is the only star that has been studied in detail, and the only detailed
information we have is from scrutinizing its more or less inscrutable exterior. Its interior possesses internal
degrees of freedom that are only gradually being discovered and described, and, once described, are only
gradually being understood. Present knowledge of the interior of the Sun and stars is based largely on
simplified static models constructed from the theoretical properties of particles and radiation as we presently
understand them. Parameters can be adjusted to provide a static solar model whose radius and surface
temperature agree with observation, and which represents a starting position for the next phase of the
inquiry into stellar physics. This next phase concerns the dynamic and magnetic aspects of a star, a phase
which is already well underway, and which is the primary focus of our report.
Now the dynamical effects ignored in the static models are already suggested by these models. Thus,
for instance, the calculated temperature gradients indicate the existence of the convection zone, extending
from the surface down a distance of about 0.3 solar radii. The gas continually overturns and operates as a
heat engine whose work output is not subject to the usual thermodynamic limitations that apply to thermal
energy. The activity at the surface of the Sun is a direct manifestation of this convective heat engine, which
produces such diverse phenomena as sunspots, flares, coronal transients, the X-ray corona, and the solar
wind, largely through the magnetic field as an intermediary. It seems not to be generally recognized in the
astronomical community and elsewhere that the precise causes of solar activity are not yet reduced to hard
science. For instance, it cannot be stated why the Sun, or any other solitary star, is compelled to emit
X-rays, nor is it understood why a star like the Sun is subject to a mass loss of 1012 gm/sec. Indeed, it is
not altogether clear why the Sun chooses to operate a 22-year magnetic cycle, producing the other aspects
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of the activity largely as a by-product. This means, then, that we do not understand the origins of stellar
X-ray emissions; this branch of X-ray astronomy, with its remarkable powers of penetration into the active
component of the universe, is for the present limited largely to phenomenological interpretation. Indeed,
the present ignorance of the Sun reflects the general lack of progress in understanding stellar activity of all
kinds. We cannot fully interpret nuances of the surface emissions of the distant stars until we understand
the physics of surface activity through close scrutiny of the Sun.
However, the problems are deeper than the puzzles of surface activity. There are the mysteries posed
by the different surface abundances of Li, Be, and B and in more stable elements such as Ca and Fe in some
F and G dwarfs. There is the mystery posed by the theoretical evolutionary brightening implying that the
Sun was 30 percent fainter 3 or 4 x 109 years ago, while over the same period of time, mean temperatures
on the terrestrial equator have not varied more than a few degrees.
Turning to more direct problems, observations of the solar neutrino emission have failed to corroborate
the conventional theoretical models of the Sun. The failure to do so has stimulated a careful review of
the theoretical complexities and uncertainties of the model, leading to significant downward revisions of the
predicted neutrino flux. Nonetheless the present discrepancy between the observed and predicted neutrino
emission seems to be stuck at a factor of three. Until that dilemma is resolved, we cannot be sure of the
rest mass of the neutrino or of the amount of the dark matter in the universe. We cannot be sure of the
theoretical evolution of a star on the main sequence. We cannot be sure of the age of globular clusters or of
the age of the galaxy. We cannot be sure of any theoretical interpretation of anomalous abundances in main
sequence stars.
Helioseismology shows promise of providing a detailed and quantitative probe of the physical conditions
(temperature, density, mean molecular weight, angular velocity and magnetic field) throughout the entire
Sun. Complete success depends upon suitably long unbroken runs of data and on the detection and iden-
tification of g-modes. The analysis of the data currently available points to peculiar and puzzling effects,
including interior velocity fields inconsistent with detailed hydrodynamic simulations and with classical dy-
namo theory. The frequencies of the p-modes differ by many sigmas from those calculated from the standard
models of the solar interior. How drastic will be the necessary revisions to the standard solar model is a
matter of conjecture. The present rapid development of seismological probing of other stars is an exciting
and important adjunct to the exploration of the interior of the Sun.
It should be emphasized that there is far more at stake than the standard model of the solar interior.
Our knowledge of the static structure of most stars is founded on the success of the solar model, and it is
on the theoretical static structure of stars that our ideas of the age and evolution of the galaxy are based.
From the broadest perspective, one of the fundamental tasks of solar physics is to develop independent
observational checks on this central bastion of astrophysical knowledge.
Now, the remarkably active state of the solar periphery, driven by the convective heat engine, has been
studied with increasing angular resolution, spectral resolution and wavelength range for several decades.
Knowledge has expanded enormously, without, however, bringing immediate theoretical understanding. Solar
activity, like the Earth's weather, is a tempestuous and complicated affair. To obtain some measure of the
possible theoretical complexity, note that the Reynolds number NR of the convective heat engine is of the
order of 1012 - 1013, which means that the fluid is active on all scales from one solar radius R down to the
fraction 102/NR of R, or _ 10 cm. Hence, the convection has approximately (NR/102) 3 ---- 1030 - 10_
degrees of freedom, and for complete numerical simulation would require a grid with Nn/lO = 1011 - 1012
intervals in each of three dimensions. What is more, the magnetohydrodynamic Reynolds number NM is
10 l°, whereas the terrestrial laboratory can achieve no more than l0 s or 103, so there is no general body
of knowledge from which the subtleties of solar magnetic activity can be interpreted. The enormous heat
flux in the convective zone producing the superadiabatic temperature gradient and driving the convective
heat engine on all scales, and the extreme magnetohydrodynamic effects of solar activity combine to provide
a dynamical scenario of exotic character that can be understood only after it is described and studied in
detail - it is far too complex for a priori predictions. First, detailed observations are required to describe the
situation. Then, numerical modeling and theoretical studies of individual dynamical effects can be brought
to bear. That is the nature of the activity of a star: There is no single effect, no single new principle that
throws open the gates to a flood of understanding. The behavior of a convective, highly conducting fluid is a
whole field of physics in its own right, which requires concerted close theoretical and observational study in its-
own right, progressing past dozens of "milestones" and enjoying dozens of "breakthroughs." The milestones
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and breakthroughs already add up to an impressive body of knowledge, but represent only a beginning.
A particularly important revelation occurred about two decades ago, with the realization from detailed
observational and theoretical considerations that, outside sunspots, the magnetic field at the surface of the
Sun, rather than being the expected continuum distribution, is effectively discontinuous, composed of small
individual intense and widely separated magnetic flux tubes of 1 - 2 x 103 Gauss. The measured mean
field in any region then depends mainly on the distance between the individual magnetic fibrils, because
the individual fibrils or flux tubes are too small (about 200 km diameter), for the most part, to be resolved
in the telescope. The crucial information for understanding the large-scale behavior of the magnetic fields
on the Sun (which are, it must be remembered, the perpetrators of the Sun's magnetic activity) are: (a)
the origin and structure of the individual fibrils and (b) their individual motions. So the pursuit of solar
activity becomes solar "microscopy". This is a field in its infancy, although with great potential through
the development of adaptive optics on ground-based telescopes and the development of diffraction limited
telescope systems in space. Indeed, the high resolution UV observations from space, although nowhere near
the ultimate necessary resolution of 50-100 km, have already established the general occurrence of myriads
of tiny explosive events (nanoflares) and high speed jets in the solar corona, providing a clue about the heat
input that causes the corona. The individual bursts of energy (1024 - 1027 ergs per event), and indeed
the entire supply of energy to the corona, is evidently a result of the motions of the individual magnetic
fibrils in the photospheric convection. The motions undoubtedly involve both jitter and intermixing of the
individual fibrils, producing Alfven waves and a general wrapping, respectively, of the lines of force in the
fields in the corona. But at the present time, there is no direct measure of any aspect of the fibril motions,
nor any direct detection of waves or wrapping in the coronal magnetic fields. Only the effects of the myriad
of small explosive nanoflares can be seen. So the causes of the solar and stellar corona, although extensively
developed theoretically, are still without a hard observational foundation.
Another important milestone was the Skylab discovery of frequent coronal transients, involving the
eruption of matter from the low corona outward into space, often accompanied by flare activity at the
surface of the Sun. Now many years later, we are beginning to reMize that these mass ejection events
apparently result from large-scale magnetic field eruptions - but why they occur is not clear. Further,
the observations show clearly that coronal mass ejections and chromospheric eruptions (i.e., flares) can
proceed quite independently. Thus, the coronal mass ejections reflect a form of solar activity not heretofore
recognized. Their relation to the large scale evolution of the solar magnetic field - and to stellar magnetic
changes - is not yet clear.
The remarkable X-ray photographs of the Sun, showing clearly the magnetic loop structure of the active
corona and the interweaving coronal holes, have gone a long way toward formulating the problem posed
by the existence of the active X-ray emission. Also, the high speed streams of solar wind issuing from the
coronal holes demonstrate that the corona is active even outside of active regions. The X-ray and EUV
studies of the solar corona, together with the discovery by the orbiting Einstein Observatory that essentially
all stars emit X-rays, provide a profound scientific challenge as to why ordinary stars are compelled to such
extreme suprathermal exploits.
The ability to release energy impulsively and accelerate particles is a common characteristic of cosmic
plasmas at many sites throughout the universe, ranging from magnetospheres to active galaxies. Observations
of gamma-rays and hard X-rays, radiations that can be unmistakably associated with accelerated particle
interactions, as well as the direct detection of accelerated particles, such as cosmic rays, strongly suggest that
at many sites a significant - and in some cases even a major - fraction of the available energy is converted
into high-energy particles. Detailed understanding of the processes which accomplish this is one of the major
goals of astrophysics.
Solar flares offer an excellent opportunity for achieving this goal. A large solar flare releases as much as
1032 ergs, and a significant fraction of this energy appears in the form of accelerated particles. It is believed
that the flare energy comes from the dissipation of the non-potential components of strong magnetic fields
in the solar atmosphere, possibly through magnetic reconnection. Immediate evidence for the presence of
accelerated particles (electrons and ions) is provided by the gamma-ray and hard X-ray continuum emissions
which result from electron bremsstrahlung, and by gamma-ray line and pion-decay emissions from nuclear
interactions. Nuclear interactions also produce neutrons, which are likewise directly observable at Earth.
The accelerated charged particles enter interplanetary space and arrive at Earth somewhat later, delayed
by their circuitous paths of escape from the magnetic fields of the flare. The wide variation of the relative
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abundances of some isotopes and atomic species among the accelerated particles provides an indirect but
detailed view of the physics operating within one of the flare particle-acceleration processes. These high
energy emissions are the best tools for studying acceleration processes in astrophysics. Solar flares are one
of the very few astrophysical sites where it has been possible to study simultaneously the acceleration of
electrons and protons, and only for solar flares can the escaping accelerated particles be directly detected
and correlated with the electromagnetic radiations produced by the interaction particles. In addition, lower-
energy emissions (soft X-ray, EUV, UV, and radio emissions), which are also observed from flares, reveal much
of the detailed properties of the ambient plasma (e.g., temperature, density, and magnetic configuration)
before, during, and after the flare.
This is the broad view of the mystery of the Sun and the stars. The specifics are complex, but it is
essential, if we are to grasp the scope of the problem posed by the Sun, to spell out these complexities
in somewhat more detail. The next section, then, details some of the specific problems, measurements,
observations, and theoretical studies that are necessary along the way to probe the mystery.
1._ The Frontiers and Goals for the 1990s
By the year 2000 we hope to have a fairly detailed picture of the structure and dynamics of the solar
interior, a better understanding of how the Sun generates magnetic fields, considerable measurements of
how magnetic fields modulate the smooth outward flow of energy, a better description of the morphology of
flaring plasmas, and some predictive capability for the flow of non-radiative energy through the heliosphere
to Earth. These and other advances will be achieved by observational improvements in spatial resolution,
temporal coverage, and new exploitation of radio, infrared, EUV, and X-ray spectral regions. Up to the
present moment, the Sun has become increasingly mysterious the more we have studied it; by 2000 AD, we
may reasonably hope to begin closing in on some of the more important mysteries.
As in any subfield of astronomy, there are more solar problems ripe for attack, and hence more projects
in this report, than can be accomplished in a decade. Uncompleted tasks will form the basis of a program for
2000 and beyond. There is no likelihood that access to space will become rapid, cheap, frequent, or reliable
enough to replace the need for a strong ground-based program. Hence, both space-based and ground-based
components will be required in solar physics for several decades into the future.
In this section we focus on the principal specific goals for solar research which we believe are most
important and also realizable in the decade of the '90s or shortly thereafter. This list will then determine
the specific initiatives we will recommend in Sections 2 through 5. For convenience, we deal with the three
principal components Of the Sun - interior, surface layers, and outer layers - in sequence.
1.2.1 The Solar Interior
Two powerful and complementary techniques are available for probing the solar interior: neutrino
spectroscopy and helioseismology. The flux of high energy neutrinos has been measured since the late
1960's. A discrepancy of about a factor of three between observations and model predictions gives rise to
the well-known solar neutrino problem. Significant progress toward solving this problem can be made by a
new generation of detectors that will allow the spectrum of solar neutrinos to be measured. An appropriate
goal is to measure, by the end of the decade, the flux of solar neutrinos and its possible time variation as a
function of energy, from the low energies associated with the neutrinos resulting from the main p-p reactions
up through the energies of the SB neutrinos long-studied by the chlorine experiment. In addition, the fluxes
(and their possible time variations) should be understood in terms of the structure of the interior (and its
possible time variations), as well as the particle physics of the neutrino.
Helioseismology uses the frequencies of millions of normal modes of oscillation of the Sun as probes of
the structure and dynamics of the interior. Since 1975, exploration of much of the solar interior has been
done using this technique. Better measurements are required to explore both the deep and shallow interior
regions as well as to refine the present fairly crude picture of the middle regions. A major goal is to discover
why the theory of stellar structure and evolution fails to correctly yield either the structure or the dynamic
picture now emerging from heiioseism01ogy. Some of the required measurements can be done only from space
but others can be done from the ground more effectively. A newly emerging technique is seismic imaging of
local regions on the Sun. This promises to give us the first subsurface views of solar activity, which should
revolutionize our understanding of enigmatic features such as sunspots. A realistic goal is, by the end of
the decade, to have made accurate measurements of the entire spectrum of p-modes; to have developed a
z
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new solar model consistent with these data within their errors; to have determined empirically the internal
rotation as a function of depth and latitude; to have obtained a quantitative theoretical understanding of the
physical processes giving rise to this differential rotation; to have detected the elusive large-scale circulation
flows in the deep convection zone; to have mapped the three-dimensional structure of surface active regions
and sunspots; and (if they penetrate to the surface with observable amplitude) to have made the initial
detection of g-modes generated in the deep interior. This ambitious set of goals is made realistic because of
the extraordinary observational and theoretical progress in helioseismology made in the '80s, coupled with
realistic expectations for observational and theoretical capabilities to be developed in the '90s.
The cycle of solar magnetic activity is believed to arise in the interior by a combination of differential ro-
tation and cyclonic convection acting on magnetic fields. More accurate and higher resolution measurements
of surface magnetic fields are required to understand how magnetic flux evolves and is dissipated from the
surface as part of the solar cycle. Also needed are accurate measurements of mass flows both on small and
large scales to gain a better understanding of the role of magnetoconvection. Such observations, combined
with some of the helioseismic results described above, should go a long way toward reaching the goal of an
accurate model of the solar dynamo. A realistic goal for the '90s is one which has been sought for decades:
finally to obtain a real physical understanding of the origin and nature of magnetic activity in the Sun and
stars.
1.2.2 The Solar Surface
Observations have shown that the solar surface layers - from the chromosphere to the corona - are per-
meated, heated and controlled by the magnetic field rooted in the photosphere. The physics of this region is
complicated by large density and magnetic variations and violent mass motions. A major observational prob-
lem is the difficulty in making accurate physical measurements in the face of spatially blurred observations.
Physical quantities deduced from such blurred measurements may apply to an average within the measured
volume of the quantity, but because of extreme nonlinearities they may apply to no physically realizable state
at all. It is little wonder that important problems such as heating of the upper solar atmosphere or storage
of magnetic energy and its violent release in flares have not been solved. The frontier in this research is very
much controlled by how small a volume can be measured accurately. While space offers the most certain
route to improvement, the development of adaptive optics promises significant benefits using ground-based
telescopes. A realistic goal for the '90s is to obtain a clear physical understanding of the interaction of mag-
netic fields and convective motions at and immediately beneath the surface, and specifically to understand
the surprising shredding of the field into spatially intermittent "flux knots," which appears fundamental both
to the evolution of surface magnetic fields and to their consequences for atmospheric heating.
New measurement techniques will also be needed to characterize accurately the physics of the lower
atmosphere. Particularly important will be observations of the magnetic field as a vector varying with
height and time, along with corresponding vector mass motion measurements. The technology to make such
measurements is under active development at several observatories. Advantages of diverse spectral regions,
from the extreme ultraviolet through the infrared to mm wavelengths, are being exploited. Extremely
important is the capability to relate physical conditions measured in the surface layers (through visible and
infrared data) to conditions in the overlying heated chromosphere (through UV, extreme UV, and mm data);
the data must have adequate spatial and temporal resolution to isolate physically near-homogeneous regions
and to establish cause-and-effect relations between phenomena at the various levels. A reasonable goal for
the end of the decade is to make substantial progress in developing and testing a specific physical description
of the magnetohydrodynamic processes giving rise to atmospheric heating in these layers.
1.2.3 The Outer Solar Atmosphere: Corona and Heliosphere
Our understanding of the corona and heliosphere was revolutionized by space observations during the
last three decades. While much was learned, we still do not have a good understanding of what compels the
Sun to produce a hot, X-ray emitting corona. Evidently most other stars also have coronas. Observations
have demonstrated that magnetic fields play a controlling role in the morphology and large-scale dynamics of
the solar corona. There is also evidence, but not proof, that magnetic processes are responsible for supplying
the energy to heat the corona and to produce violent events such as flares and coronal mass ejections. The
key to further progress lies in obtaining improved observations on all accessible spatial and temporal scales,
but particularly on the smallest size scales. Progress in X-ray and gamma-ray imaging promises to allow
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major advances in our observational understanding of the corona's structure, and of the relation between
heated plasma and the sites of energy release.
The outer corona merges into a heliosphere that dominates interplanetary space. The heliosphere is
Earth's non-radiative connection to the Sun, and events within it are of considerable practical as well as
scientific interest. Much has been learned about the structure, dynamics and physics of the heliosphere
by combining in situ and indirect measurements Wiih correlative studies of driving phenomena at the solar
surface and in the lower atmosphere and corona. The same cannot be said for violent events such as
coronal mass ejections that occur frequently during active times of the solar cycle -- better observations
from the photosphere through the heliosphere, involving in particular coordinated in situ and remote sensing
observations, are required for significant further progress.
Appropriate goals for the decade of the 1990s include localizing coronal energy release sites, understand-
ing in detail the mechanism of solar wind acceleration and fixing the height above the surface at which it
occurs, and determining how the speed of the resultant wind depends on magnetic geometry. Finally, an
extremely important goal is to take advantage of the activity maximum around 1998-2002, using state-of-
the-art imaging instruments at X-ray and gamma-ray energies, in order to achieve a major advance in our
understanding of the basic mechanisms of solar flares, including very high energy particle acceleration.
1.2.4 The Solar-Stellar Connection
It should be emphasized in this overview of solar physics that the solar-stellar connection is an important
part of the physics of the Sun and the physics of stars in general. For we may safely assume that most, if
not all, rotating and convecting stars would prove as active and mysterious as the Sun if we could observe
them as closely. These stars do not fail to exhibit great complexity in those aspects that can be studied.
As already noted, it is astonishing to see that some stars support gigantic flares and starspots. Some
exhibit mass loss enormously greater than the Sun. Essentially all of them exhibit X-ray coronae, from
which we may infer that their coronal gas expands along the more extended lines of force, carrying the
field into space to form a stellar wind much like the solar wind. The general existence of X-ray coronae
implies the same nanoflares and microflares and the same coronal transients as can now be observed on
the Sun, although there is no foreseeable means for observing them individually on the distant stars. The
same complex magnetohydrodynamic and plasma processes must occur. The same puzzles concerning their
internal structure, their internal rotation and their dynamo confront us, except that it is not possible to come
so directly to grips with these puzzles as it is for the Sun. The best that can be foreseen is to understand
the Sun and then perhaps to infer the solutions for the other stars. It is essential, therefore, to study the
oscillations and seismology of the other stars, to monitor their activity cycles over long terms, and to make
precise measurements of their rotation rates. Only in this way can we discover their individual quirks as well
as determine the "average" behavior of each class of star. The deviation of the individual from the average
provides insight into the variable conditions under which stars are formed, which then helps to understand
the idiosyncrasies of the Sun. Other stars of different ages may provide an idea of the Sun in its youth, to be
compared with the geological record for clues to the effects on the planetary environment. The spindown of
the Sun at an early age may have involved profoundly different conditions from those that obtain today. In
a similar vein, it appears that the Sun occasionally passes through centuries of suppressed activity (e.g., the
Maunder Minimum), and centuries of enhanced activity. The human research program cannot encompass
such fundamental long-term shifts in the nature of the activity, so one must turn to the hundreds of solar-type
stars to provide a record of the many different moods of the Sun in the span of a human lifetime.
Thus, as a direct by-product of obtaining the goals described above, we may anticipate corresponding
great advances in our understanding of many long-standing problems of stellar physics. But beyond this
"spin-off" result, it is reasonable to adopt the goal of making far more detailed studies of stellar phenomena
related to those studied on the Sun, through emerging capabilities of stellar seismology, through stellar
observations with new advanced ground-based and space instruments expected to be operational during the
decade, and through continued monitoring of time-varying stellar magnetic activity of existing observatories.
In concluding this general appraisal of current problems in the physics of a star like the Sun, it is
appropriate to make some general comments on the future beyond the listing of specific research goals as we --
perceive them today. Even though solar physics is sometimes thought of as a mature field, in the coming
decade it may be as unpredictable and full of surprises as any astronomical discipline. The observational
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techniques available in this closing decade of the 20th century have opened up entirely new horizons to solar
research. It is too soon to guess where the neutrino observations will lead, but whatever the results of the
present gallium detectors, the astronomical implications will be profound. Helioseismology may be expected
to play an essential role in removing the ambiguities of anomalous neutrino fluxes, unless, of course, the
discrepancy is entirely a matter of neutrino oscillations between three or more states, which would have
deep cosmological implications. What is more, we can be sure that the investigation of the solar surface and
the solar interior on so broad a front will provide surprises, perhaps of a fundamental nature. The present
writing is based only on contemporary knowledge, and cannot anticipate what lies ahead when we probe
into the unknown realm of the solar interior and the small-scale phenomena at its surface.
2. GROUND-BASED SOLAR PHYSICS
P. 1 Introduction
For nearly 400 years the physics of the Sun has been studied from the ground. While much has been
learned about the Sun - and by most astronomical standards it is well understood - the fact is that the
Sun confronts astronomers with many unsolved puzzles, both old and new - a point made in some detail in
the preceding discussion. Observations from the ground continue to play a major role in confronting these
puzzles, many of which have consequences far beyond solar physics.
Within the general framework just discussed, we see the 1990s as the era in which ongoing key initiatives
- discussed in Section 2.2 below - will be augmented by a major new initiative, which is needed to make
really significant progress in our understanding of solar activity. This new "solar magnetohydrodynamics"
initiative depends upon a concerted development program in high angular resolution optical observations
and precision polarimetry, using existing ground-based telescopes; and aims for the establishment within
this decade of a large-aperture ground-based optical facility - the Large Earth-based Solar Telescope - using
adaptive optics techniques to image the solar surface in the subarcsecond range.
_._ Status of Major Projects and Facilities
One major ground-based solar project is in progress: the Global Oscillation Network Group (GONG)
project. It is aimed at a ten-fold improvement in the accuracy of intermediate spatial-scale helioseismology
measurements for studies of most of the solar interior. The project is a community effort led by the National
Solar Observatory. A prototype instrument will be completed early in 1991 and the next phase of the project
is to build and install six identical instruments at selected sites around the world. Given timely funding,
this network should be operational in late 1993. Observations and data reduction will continue for at least
three years, to be followed by an intensive analysis effort by the helioseismology community. GONG and the
helioseismology instruments to be flown on the SoHO mission in 1995 were designed to be complementary
and interdependent: While GONG emphasizes intermediate spatial scale observations with a high duty cycle,
the SottO instruments emphasize large and small spatial scales difficult to observe from the ground. Thus,
both projects are essential for the advance of helioseismology, and together can attain the helioseismology
goals discussed in Section 1.2.1.
The U.S. program of solar physics includes a wide range of ground-based observational facilities operated
by national observatories, federal agencies and individual universities. The national observatories with solar
observing capabilities (the National Solar Observatory and the National Radio Astronomy Observatory)
provide facilities that are publicly available to qualified scientists by peer review. These facilities generally
have a scale that is not appropriate for a single university. Federal agencies (NASA, Air Force, Department
of Commerce) operate solar facilities in support of various mission goals. These facilities are not generally
available to the wider research community. The federally-funded High Altitude Observatory operates solar
facilities for its own research programs, but also provides for the use of facilities to the community. Several
universities operate solar observing facilities in support of the research of their faculties and students. The
scope of these ranges from major, multi-purpose equipment to modest, single purpose instruments. The
observational solar programs with two or more faculty members include the California Institute of Technology,
California State University at Northridge, Michigan State University, Stanford University, the University of
Hawaii, and the University of Maryland. Smaller programs (one faculty member) are found at Penn State
University, University of Arizona, University of California at Los Angeles, the University of Chicago, and
the University of Southern California.
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The U.S. ground-based observational solar program led the world for most of the 20th century. This
leadership role is now being challenged by the decline in funding in the US, and by other countries that are
developing strong observational programs, most notably various European countries and Japan. The existing
U. S. telescopes were built for the most part before 1970 and are equipped with focal plane instrumentation
that has been upgraded but frequently dates to the 1970s or earlier. Nonetheless, these telescopes are
important resources; with more modern focal plane instrumentation, many of the ground-based frontier
projects for solar physics in the 1990s could be carried out with existing telescope facilities.
P.3 A Prioritized Ground-Based Program for the 1990s
2.3.1 Prerequisites
To keep the United States at the forefront of international solar research, the ground-based U.S. solar
program for the 1990s must:
• focus clearly on the most important scientific problems which can be attacked with available technology,
and the technology now under developmenti
• be able to translate the specific plans developed by the community into ongoing projects with some
assurance of funding continuity;
• provide for a balance between the large-scale, community-based programs and smaller-scale research
programs led by individual investigators;
• assure a balance between innovative new projects and the fulfillment of commitments to ongoing
projects, including those which by their very nature are carried out over long spans of time, based on
scientific merit;
• assure the training of solar scientists at a level commensurate with the anticipated program beyond
the year 2000;
• encourage a symbiotic relationship between ground-based and space-based observers, and theoreticians;
• provide for the infrastructure needed to support the anticipated program, including an effective capa-
bility for reducing and analyzing the extremely large data sets which new generations of solar instruments
(and numerical simulations) will provide.
2.3.2 Prioritization
With specific regard to our priorities for the U.S. solar research program in the 1990s, several factors
must be kept in mind in addition to the primary constraint, namely that of merit:
• the priorities of ground and space-based research are interdependent;
• the priorities of the U.S. program depend on international programs and programs of other nations;
• the program is motivated by a mixture of long term and short term needs;
• the program balances major, moderate, small, and interdisciplinary initiatives;
• "major solar initiatives", as defined by the AASC, require multi-year commitments at the NSF division
level, not just at the program level;
• "moderate solar initiatives", as defined by the AASC, require commitments at the NSF program level,
typically for 2-3 years;
• "interdisciplinary initiatives", often very large projects, may be of interest to organizational units of
NSF other than the usual solar funding sources;
• operational systems, such as the U.S. Air Force Solar Observing Optical Network (SOON), must be
recognized as programs whose principal responsibilities are to monitor and report solar activity, rather than
to support solar physics research. Nevertheless, in the past, solar research has benefited significantly from
USAF willingness to provide, for example, SOON Ha images for research purposes (e.g., Solar Maximum
Year).
2.3.3 The Major New Initiative: Solar Magnetohydrodynamics, and the LEST.
A major scientific goai for ground-based solar research in the 1990s is to understand the physics of solar
magnetic fields in the regions of the Sun that are observable from the ground. This is an ambitious and
critical goal, and we propose that the major step be taken to reach it by building, together with international
partners, a Large Earth-based Solar Telescope - the LEST.
Research in solar magnetohydrodynamies has the potential to revolutionize our understanding of solar
and stellar activity, the outer solar atmosphere, and how the Sun affects Earth. The Sun is the only star
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for which we can investigate the small-scale phenomena that dramatically affect the transport of energy and
momentum through stellar atmospheres. One of the most important discoveries of solar physics in the last
two decades has been the recognition that the solar magnetic flux outside sunspots is highly structured in
the form of intense, isolated magnetic flux tubes. This structuring of the field evidently plays a key role
in the heating of the outer solar atmosphere, the occurrence of flares, and the driving of the solar wind.
Therefore, the small-scale structure of the magnetized atmosphere of a star is in large measure responsible
for many of the large-scale phenomena that have long been observed but not understood. The Sun is the
only star for which one can achieve the spatial and spectral resolution and photon flux necessary to measure
all components of the magnetic field vector, from which the structure and density of magnetic fields can
be observed, and their role in solar activity understood. In this sense, the Sun acts as a Rosetta stone for
interpreting the ubiquitous stellar activity observed by IUE, Einstein, EXOSAT, and now ROSATthroughout
the H-R diagram.
The Solar Panel has identified as its highest priority for ground-based solar research a major initiative in
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) studies of the solar photosphere and overlying atmosphere. The time is right
for this MHD initiative in this decade because recent advances in telescopes, polarimeters, detectors, data
processing, and radiative transfer theory offer ways to break through barriers that up to now have seriously
impeded progress. The major impediments have been inadequate spatial resolution for extended time periods,
incompletely compensated telescope polarization, difficulty in obtaining measurements of the full vector
magnetic field over a range of heights, and oversimplified interpretation of measurements. High resolution
should be achievable through the use of adaptive optics systems with existing telescopes and with new, large-
aperture solar telescopes located at excellent seeing sites. Telescope polarization can now be compensated to
the 0.1% level at existing telescopes and to the 0.01% or better level in new, low polarization designs. Highly
efficient modulators and detectors offer orders-of-magnitude improvements over most existing equipment for
the measurement of the full vector magnetic field. Additional layers of the solar atmosphere have been
made accessible to robust diagnosis in the infrared portion of the spectrum. Modern computing equipment
offers orders-of-magnitude improvements in both the quantity and quality of measurement interpretation.
Finally, recent advances in computer simulations of compressible convection now permit us to address these
observations from a quantitative point-of-view. These advances in theory, coupled with the advances in
observations, will allow a major improvement in our understanding of phenomena such as the turbulent
diffusion of magnetic fields by confronting theory - such as the results of simulations - directly with high
spatial resolution observations.
In addition to excellent angular resolution, it is necessary to be able to make accurate polarimetric
measurements of the Zeeman effect across profiles of spectral lines formed over a range of heights in the
solar atmosphere. In the past, progress in this area has been frustrated by the large amount of polarization
produced within the existing solar telescopes at Kitt Peak and Sacramento Peak and by the technical demands
of precision polarimetry through the Earth's atmosphere. Compensation techniques have recently been
developed to allow measurements to be made at a level of about 0.1% using existing groundbased telescopes,
and parallel advances in polarization analysis techniques and data acquisition will soon allow quantitative
measures of the vector magnetic field with angular resolution of one arcsecond, or better. Substantial
efforts are now underway at a number of US institutions to advance high-resolution solar polarimetry. Such
work needs continued support at high priority. It will form an essential part of the magnetohydrodynamics
initiative.
As for facilities, this ambitious initiative cannot be fully addressed with a single ground-based approach.
First, we give highest priority to a new moderate to large aperture adaptive-optics telescope in the visible
region and near infrared. However, this initiative must not preclude continued progress in the far infrared,
where rapidly advancing technology, combined with intrinsic advantages of the far infrared (5 to 20_), may
make a large-aperture infrared telescope a high priority. Second, this magnetohydrodynamics initiative
includes moderate projects that are already started, as well as new ones. Third, the initiative will be greatly
strengthened by, and will greatly strengthen, the Orbiting Solar Laboratory (OSL), presently NASA's top
priority new start mission, whose UV telescope-spectrograph and X-ray imaging instruments provide powerful
observational tools for studies that cannot be accomplished from the ground, and whose optical imaging
capability will provide "space truth" for the much longer-term ground-based observations from LEST, and
will help define evolving instrumentation for the LEST focal plane.
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8.3.3.1 The Large Earthbased Solar Telescope (LEST)
Existing telescopes cannot provide the 0.1" resolution needed to measure directly such basic quantities as
the strength of the highly concentrated and fragmented photospheric magnetic field. Both sufficient aperture
and adaptive optics, in combination, are required to reach this goal from even the best ground-based sites.
The United States, through a partnership between the National Solar Observatory, industry, and the Defense
Department, has developed a world leadership position in the field of solar adaptive optics. Recently we
have seen a significant advance in our ability to image the solar surface at close to the diffraction limit
of moderate-aperture telescopes using this technique. This work, currently underway at a low level at the
National Solar Observatory and Lockheed, should be vigorously pressed to an operational system at existing
telescopes. Funding at a level of about $1M per annum for a few years should allow the speedy completion
of an adaptive optics system on an existing telescope which is demonstrably adequate for a large-aperture
solar telescope.
Following the successful completion of these developments, the United States should develop a moderate
to large-aperture high-resolution telescope, jointly with other countries. The United States is a participant
in the Large Earthbased Solar Telescope (LES_ consortium, which plans to build such a telescope starting in
1992, and pending the results of the adaptive optics program and of the LEST final design study, the United
States should plan to contribute up to 1/3 of the cost of that telescope (expected cost for 1/3 participation:
$1M design, $15M construction, Sllk:[ annual operation).
The LEST will be an ideal complement and long-lived extension to the Orbiting Solar Laboratory, a
space mission for high-resolution solar studies in the optical, ultraviolet, and X-ray regions. (OSL is discussed
in Section 3.3.1 below.) Whereas the hallmarks of OSL are uniquely high and uniform angular resolution,
and unique access to the ultraviolet and X-ray regions, the hallmarks of LEST are large aperture, precision
polarimetric capability, longevity, access to the near infrared (routinelyout to 2.2 microns), and flexibility of
instrumentation. The OSL will obtain visible light images and spectra in selected spectral lines, and continua
with angular resolution and stability that could not be matched by any conceivable ground-based telescope.
Because OSL is a free-flying telescope in a polar orbit, however, it will have no flexibility for changing
its observing capabilities as new scientific and instrumental opportunities arise, and its lifetime (nominally
three years, possibly longer) will of course not approach the 25-or-more year useful life of LEST. OSL's
design precludes the aperture and extremely low polarization required for the most sensitive measurements
of three-dimensional magnetic field structures: although OSL will obtain uniquely highly resolved data on
relatively strong magnetic fields, a telescope like LEST, with its large aperture (2.4 times the aperture of
OSL) and extremely low polarization, is necessary to measure the full vector magnetic field of weak features.
The LEST will build upon results from OSL characterizing the fine-scaled magnetic flux distribution and
evolution at the solar surface, to investigate the full (non-potential) vector magnetic fields and their specific
implications for energy transport and heating of the outer atmosphere. With the capability to probe deep
in the photosphere at the 1.6 micron opacity minimum, LEST will also provide complementary data to OSL
about the nature of convection and its overshoot, and the magnetic fields entrained therein. It may be
able to provide important helioseismology information as a follow-on to the GONG (and in space, SoHO
experiments), using adaptive optics to provide high-resolution over small fields of view for tomography of
subsurface structure. Other key research areas abound, and will evolve over the long lifetime of LEST.
LEST will be the only new large solar telescope built with US participation since the mid-70's. It will
complement and extend the aging US national facilities (McMath telescope complex on Kitt Peak, built in
1960, vacuum telescope feed added in 1973, and the Sac Peak facilities, the most modern of which dates to
the mid '60's). Aside from these national facilities, there are few large university solar telescopes, so that
the LEST will be of great importance across the community. In particular, LEST is expected to play a
significant role in the training of advanced students in solar research, with great benefits to the vitality of
the U.S. solar research community.
The LEST telescope will be the premier solar telescope on the face of the Earth. As befits such an
endeavor, it is receiving scientific and financial support from around the world. The LEST foundation
contains nine member countries: Australia, Germany, Israel, Italy, Norway, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
and the United States. The international community of scientists represented by these nations provides a
critical number of capable solar researchers able to utilize fully the capabilities of LEST. At the same time,
the capital and operating costs will be jointly borne by the member nations. Thus, the United States will
gain access to this unique instrument by providing no more than one-third of the total costs. As already
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mentioned, the US costs will be less than $20M, so that the LESTtelescope will be an extremely cost-effective
investment for the United States.
The LEST telescope is in a very mature state of design: It has been under study for nearly a decade,
and more than 40 technical reports have been written on its design, scientific rationale, instrumentation,
and site selection. A superb, proven, and developed site in the Canary Islands has now been selected.
The Solar Panel recommends in the strongest terms the rapid completion of the Adaptive Optics pro-
gram, key to the success of LEST, followed by the funding of the US share of the LEST construction and
annual operating costs.
P.3.3.2 Infrared Facility Development
The infrared solar spectrum offers several unique ways to study solar magnetohydrodynamics. The
opacity minimum at 1.6 microns gives us the deepest look into the solar photosphere. At 12 microns,
the emission lines arising from highly-excited states of magnesium, aluminum and other elements allow an
unambiguous measurement of the strength of magnetic fields for most known features of the lower solar
atmosphere. A powerful advantage for magnetic field research in the infrared is the quadratic wavelength
variation of Zeeman splitting. This means that Zeeman components are cleanly separated at moderate field
strengths and uncertain modeling of blended line profiles can be avoided. This advantage applies even with
only moderate angular resolution. The McMath telescope of the National Solar Observatory is well suited
to infrared solar research and, accordingly, several institutions are developing focal-plane instruments with
modest resources to measure magnetic fields in the infrared. These efforts should be accelerated by increased
funding to a level of about $150K per annum.
The promise of the solar infrared for magnetic and other investigations is so great that a larger tele-
scope than the 1.Sm McMath is urgently needed. The need follows from the improvement of seeing that
occurs in the infrared, combined with the decreasing resolution of a fixed aperture at increasing wavelength.
Another reason for a larger aperture is the decreasing photon flux per spectrum line doppler width in the
infrared. Three options are available, and all should be investigated: (a) join with our nighttime colleagues
in construction of a 10m class telescope capable (with suitable protection) of doing solar infrared daytime
work, (b) construct a new, large-aperture solar infrared telescope, and (c) upgrade the McMath telescope to
a 4m aperture. It is well-worth aggressively pursuing all of these options. We do note however that the first
option has the attraction that it is likely to be cost-effective for both the night-time and solar communities,
and it would foster much-needed scientific interaction; similar cooperation would also obtain for the McMath
upgrade, as this telescope could also be used to great advantage for stellar observations, in particular for
asteroseismology. The singular attraction of the second option is that the telescope could be designed to do
an optimum job from the start, and it could be placed in an excellent infrared site. The third option offers a
rapid intermediate solution (in both cost and capability) to the need; the main experimental compromise is
that it falls short of the desired angular resolution in the 12-micron region. The cost estimate for a 4m pri-
mary and 6m tracking mirror system (using cooled, actively-supported aluminum mirrors) is $7M, including
instrument upgrades and a 25% contingency. As already noted, this option also would provide an upgraded
facility for solar-stellar research.
The Solar Panel recommends that detailed definition studies be carried out in the near future on the
several approaches to development of infrared facilities, and that development of an appropriate facility be
carried out later in the decade.
2.3.4 Moderate Initiatives
During this decade ground-based instrumentation offers the only practical approach to measurement of
vector magnetic fields and electric fields in the photosphere and chromosphere and high-resolution imaging
and spectroscopy of the corona, both during and outside of solar eclipses. These moderate initiatives are all
of sufficiently small scale to allow them to be accomplished from a healthy grants program at NSF. Our goal
here is simply to list examples without assigning priority order: The peer-review process, not this document,
should determine when and how they are done.
In arbitrary order, the most important moderate initiatives include:
Global Solar Dynamics
The relationship between large-scale flow fields and long-term trends in solar activity is largely unex-
plored. The initial observations of "torsional oscillations" have been confirmed: The torsional oscillation
represents a zone of enhanced latitudinal shear, and its migration from the poles to the equator is definitely
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associated with the location of magnetic activity. Since the solar dynamo depends in part upon the existence
of shear flows, these oscillations may play some role in the magnetic field generation process; whether or not
this is the case, and if it is, exactly what this role might be, remains largely unresolved. The amplitude of the
circulation associated with the activity is much smaller than that of various other solar velocity fields, and
is therefore difficult to measure reliably. Observations from a single site do not allow us to remove the non-
circulatory velocities by time-averaging. The most effective filter requires that we sample the non-circulatory
velocity pattern uniformly in time over the lifetime of the process we wish to eliminate. A suitable network
of sites will be necessary to address this objective from the ground, perhaps similar to the GONG network.
A study is required to specify fully the individual telescopes and network necessary to carry out this project.
Gravity Modes in the Solar Interior
Oscillations of the solar interior for which buoyancy is the restoring force are expected to be excited
within the solar radiative zone. These "g modes" are confined to cavities which extend roughly from the core
to the bottom of the convection zone. They should thus be far better indicators than p modes of conditions
deep within the energy-generating solar interior. Many attempts have been made to observe g modes, but to
date there is no consensus on a positive detection. The information that the g modes promise on the solar
interior is unique and valuable, so efforts to overcome the observational difficulties must be pursued. The
observation of g modes is challenging because their periods are long, their amplitudes are expected to be weak,
and the spectrum is expected to be very crowded. The main observational problem is to suppress the large
background noise produced by supergranulation and active regions. A program to successfully detect and
measure g modes will require several phases. First, funding must be provided to explore methods of detecting
g modes. This will involve developing new observational techniques to suppress the high background noise
produced by the Sun itself. Second, after a promising technique is developed, funding will be required to
produce a demonstration instrument capable of producing convincing preliminary results. Finally, the long
periods and crowded spectrum of g modes mean that helioseismic-quality measurements will not be possible
from a single site, and either a ground-based network or a space mission will be required. The former would
involve funding of the magnitude of the GONG project.
A Solar-Dedicated Frequency-Agile Radio Array
In solar flares, brightness temperature spectra (as distinct from flux spectra from a single telescope) can
provide important diagnostics of the flare plasma, particularly the electron energy distribution/temperature
and magnetic field strength. In active regions, spectra provide unique measurements of the coronal magnetic
field. Three small dishes are presently being added to a solar dedicated, frequency-agile (1 - 18 GHz) array
at Owens Valley, California, to expand the array to five dedicated telescopes. The power of the array lies in
its ability to obtain detailed microwave spectra on time scales of seconds. It is highly desirable to increase
the number of telescopes in the Owens Valley array to 8, giving 1260 u-v plane measurements. It would then
rival the VLA in its solar imaging capability, surpass it in its spectral coverage, but would be dedicated to
solar work.
A Large-Aperture Reflecting Coronagraph (LARC)
Heating of solar and stellar coronae, acceleration of solar and stellar winds, condensation of coronal
plasma above active regions, and instabilities leading to coronal transients and mass ejections are among
the fundamental astrophysical problems that would benefit greatly from the improved observations of the
solar corona offered by a large aperture reflecting coronagraph (LARC). This concept overcomes most of the
limitations of conventional refracting coronagraphs. Such a coronagraph has no fundamental restriction on
aperture size. Because it is achromatic, the LARC can simultaneously observe multiple wavelengths, and can
also remove the dust component that constitutes a major portion of the sky background through rapid image
cadencing. It provides extended spectral coverage from the UV into the IR, and operation in the IR would
further reduce the sky background. Indeed, a large aperture reflecting eoronagraph would be superbly suited
for solar IR observations. Such a coronagraph simplifies heat-flux rejection, and can be designed to offer
extremely small net polarization. Internally-scattered light, the historic drawback of reflecting coronagraphs,
can now be suppressed by superpolishing techniques. Prototype reflecting coronagraphs of 5em and 15cm
aperture operated at NSO/SP have demonstrated their ability to measure coronal structures that are much
fainter than would be measurable with conventional refracting eoronagraphs of comparable aperture.
A 1-2m aperture LARC could measure magnetic field structure at many heights in the corona, providing
thereby the key to understanding coronal plasma processes. It could measure processes associated with
electric current dissipation, MHD wave generation and damping, magnetic field strength and direction,
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magnetic reconnection, flows and condensation in prominences, small spatial scale dynamical phenomena
such as the events thought to be involved in high speed solar wind streams, and the mechanisms giving
rise to coronal mass ejections. It could make excellent low-scattered-light photometric measurements of
disk features, and could also make many nighttime observations requiring low levels of scattered light. The
LARC, with its high spatial resolution, would neatly complement the high spectral resolution offered by the
small reflecting coronagraph onboard SoHO.
Tomography of the Convection Zone
Early studies of the hydrodynamic structure of the solar interior through observations of pressure-driven
(p) acoustic modes of oscillation provided a 1-dimensional description of the thermodynamic properties of the
solar convection zone and interior. More recently the question of 2-dimensional structure has been opened,
in the study of the solar rotation rate as a function of depth and latitude. The opportunity to study the
3-dimensional structure of subsurface layers - what has come to be called "tomography" - is now before us.
Inhomogeneities produced by convection, large scale flows, and dynamo action all show promise of detection.
There is reason to believe that tomography will provide the ability to probe the near-surface regions on the
unseen hemisphere, leading to predictions of active centers that will rotate into the solar hemisphere that is
visible from Earth.
Observational requirements include high spatial resolution (CCD formats _, 4096-square), full-disk field
of view (small-aperture active-optics telescopes), high signal-to-noise ratio (CCDs with large full well in com-
bination with suitable narrow-band filters), and near-continuous observations over several days (a campaign
mode is adequate, since the phenomena are not long-lived).
Macroscopic Electric Fields
Remote sensing of both quasi-static and wave-related macroscopic electric fields opens up a new di-
agnostic technique for particle acceleration and energy dissipation in the solar chromosphere and corona.
Quasi-static transverse fields of order 10-100 Volts per cm are expected in reconnection models of flares.
We would expect these fields to be canceled by polarization of the moving plasma. However, they would
be detectable in a non-comoving population of neutral hydrogen. Whether a sufficient emission measure
of non-comoving HI exists in the possibly highly filamented neutral sheets of a flare volume is a matter
that can be settled only by electric field measurements. Current discharge flare models, on the other hand,
predict large parallel E-fields, whose intensity may also reach 100 V/cm or more. Again only sensitive E-field
measurements can determine the emission measure of HI that might exist in such double layers. In addition,
wave- or turbulence-related E-fields of comparable 10-100 V/cm intensities have also been predicted in some
flare models.
A technique using the transverse Stark effect in the high Paschen lines has been shown to yield sensi-
tivities in the 10V/cm range, and observations with such a CCD "electrograph" are now underway at the
NSO/SP Evans facility. Several directions appear to be promising in future application of this new technique.
One is development of an imaging electrograph using a narrow-band filter instead of a spectrograph to study
the two-dimensional distribution of the transverse electric field component. Such an instrument might use
a liquid crystal birefringent filter as a monochromator to achieve ease of tunability over several spectral
lines. Another direction is to build an electrograph optimized for the Brackett and Pfund series lines. The
same wavelength-squared advantage used in infrared magnetic measurements at 1.6 and 12 microns could
be realized by such an instrument.
Precision Solar Photometric Telescopes
Progress in measuring and understanding the Sun's radiative outputs, stellar light variations, and the
impact of solar variations on the Earth's climate and atmospheric chemistry requires high precision and
assured continuity in several kinds of photometric and radiometric observations of the Sun and Sun-like stars.
These data, obtained from the ground and from space, are essential for improved physical understanding of
the Sun's present, past and future variations in the EUV, UV, and total radiative output.
The essential item of hardware for the solar component of these studies is a stable, well-characterized,
low-scattering system for precision solar photometry. This system would include a small telescope, a
monochromator, a large CCD detector and a modern data acquisition system. At least two of these in-
struments would be deployed at suitable sites, and manned by staff experienced in highly reproducible,
carefully documented photometric observations.
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2.3.5 Interdisciplinary Initiatives
In this section we describe several initiatives important for solar physics, but also important to other
disciplines, and whose funding would come from outside the normal solar physics sources. It is thus not
within the capability or purview of the traditional funding sources for solar physics to make any of the
initiatives described in this section happen. Our intent here is simply to recognize that each and every one
of these projects will allow us to learn something interesting and important about the Sun. On the basis of
their interest to solar physics, they can be placed in rough priority as follows:
Neutrino Research
Neutrinos produced in the solar core, as a result of the nuclear reactions that give stars their long, stable
lifetime, are predicted to have a mixture of line and continuum energy distributions. There are now two
experiments which are sensitive only to the relatively rare, but high energy, SB neutrinos arising from a side-
reaction of little energetic importance in the Sun; these experiments - the US ttomestake mine experiment
and the Japanese/US Kamiokande II collaboration show consistent results, both at a level statistically
significantly below that predicted by theory.
The next steps are to measure the energy spectrum of the electron-type SB neutrinos (as will be done by
the Sudbury Solar Neutrino Observatory deuterium experiment, a Canadian/US/Great Britain collaboration,
and by the liquid argon detector being developed b__yC ERN and Italy), to measure the time-dependence of
the neutrino flux (as a function of solar cycle as well as on the much shorter time scales associated with solar
flares), and to determine the solar neutrino flux from the p-p reactions which play the central role in the
energetics of the solar core. Unfortunately, the US participation in the two 71Ga experiments now underway
(the GALLEX experiment, principally funded by West Germany, Italy, France, and Israel, and the SAGE
Soviet-American experiment) is relatively minor. Projects which are now under study will allow the energy
spectrum of low-energy neutrinos to be mapped out (using, for example, low temperature detectors). Both
the neutrino flux measurements and the neutrino spectroscopy are essential for progress in understanding
the physics of the solar core (and hence the cores of other stars); indeed, it can be argued that such neutrino
spectroscopy is as crucial to a thorough test and understanding of stellar structure and evolution as photon
spectroscopy has been to fostering astrophysical developments over the last century. It is critical that these
future developments be well supported.
NRA 0 Millimeter Array (MMA)
Exciting opportunities exist for high spatial resolution solar ram-wave studies using the array envisaged
by the National Radio Astronomy Observatory. This wavelength domain is one of the last frontiers of radio
astronomy. A key attribute of the MMA is that its spatial resolution is comparable to that now obtainable
at other wavelengths, ranging from the optical to the X-ray domain - of order 1 second of are; furthermore,
at these short wavelengths, one can observe far deeper into the solar atmosphere than is possible at ¢m and
longer Wavelengtlas. - -=:_=....
The science problems which can-_e attacked by the MMA are manifold. Consider, for example, ram-wave
radiation from solar flares: At the lower chromospheric level, it likely to arise from thermal bremsstrahlung,
allowing one to relate radio wave brightness to the density-temperature structure in the heated regions;
relative timing of mm-wave vs. era-wave bursts should then help distinguish among the possible causes of
this heating. High time resolution studies of mm-wave flare continuum emission from 10-100 MeV electrons,
and comparison with continuum and nuclear gamma-ray line observations, will constrain models for the
as yet poorly understood near-simultaneous acceleration of electrons and protons to very high energies.
Mapping of solar active regions, filaments and prominences which takes advantage of the partial polarization
of mm-waves (resulting from the difference between x mode and o mode emissivities) will inform us about
the magnetic field strength and topology at heights greater than the photosphere (where most magnetogram
data apply). The arcsecond resolution of the MMA will help to understand why coronal holes are brighter
than quiet regions in mm-waves, contrary to what is observed at almost all other wavelengths. Thus, there
is wide recognition of the MMA's outstanding potential for solar research, but it is important that adequate
time be devoted to solar studies, and that the technical challenge of providing the desired data be met, for
significant progress will surely result from applications of this array to solar studies.
An Antarctic Observatory for Long-Duration Observations
South Pole observations avoid two significant disadvantages of low-latitude networks, i.e., the need to
merge observations from different instruments and effects of diurnal fluctuations in observing conditions
at each site. Additionally, the South Pole offers better than are second seeing and extraordinary infrared
m
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observing conditions. The scientific benefit of a South Pole facility, which could be used for a number of
different investigations by different groups, is significant for the study of solar activity variations over time
scales of hours to weeks. Such a benefit has been realized for helioseismology and could be used to advance
our understanding of solar activity in the same way.
The Canadian Compact Cm/dm Array
A study of a compact synthesis array for decimeter/centimeter waves is presently underway by Cana-
dian radio astronomers; an international collaboration may be sought. The present concept has about 100
antennas, each about 12 m in diameter, occupying an area about 2 km in extent. This array would have a
spatial resolution in arcseconds approximately equal to the wavelength in centimeters, and operate between
about 0.4 and 5 GHz (possibly to 15 GHz). It would have a time resolution of 1 s or less. Its most important
property for solar studies is the excellent u-v plane coverage in the snapshot mode (approximately 5,000
samples) that is needed to make high quality images (dynamic range > 100) in circumstances where the
brightness distribution is changing. With such an array it would be possible to make definitive studies of
the quiet Sun, active regions, and flares. It is particularly important to have flexibility in choosing observing
frequency, as lower frequencies arise preferentially from greater heights, allowing changes of atmospheric
structure with height to be measured.
Stellar Oscillations
The measurement of the stellar analogues of solar global p-mode oscillations will provide unique con-
straints on the physical structure of stellar convective zones and thereby test interior models. In addition,
observations of the rotational splitting of such modes will yield the depth-averaged internal rotation rate.
Comparison of the internal rotation rate with the surface rate, obtained from either line broadening mea-
surements or modulation of the stellar flux by asymmetrically distributed surface active regions, will provide
the first direct information on a fundamental parameter in dynamo theory, namely, differential rotation. The
scaling of oscillation amplitudes with stellar parameters will elucidate the physics of the excitation process
(e.g., stochastic excitation should scale in a different manner than other instability mechanisms). Finally,
the observed mode frequencies can provide important new constraints on evolutionary processes. All of this
information is central to understanding the structure, evolution, and internal dynamics of our own star, the
Sun. The detection of stellar oscillations is the classic "photon-starved" problem where every increase in
aperture yields gains. However, long uninterrupted blocks of time are required for success in asteroseismol-
ogy. Hence, a facility that can be dedicated to programs of this kind is essential to progress further in the
direct study of the interior structure of solar-type stars. A modest first step would be to construct several
sets of identical focal plane instruments, each fed by an optical fiber. These could then be deployed at
existing moderate-aperture telescopes (2-m or larger) at different longitudes in a campaign mode, to provide
early measurements of key stellar seismic parameters on the brighter Sun-like stars.
Stellar Magnetic Activity
Stellar activity on both rotational and cyclic time scales is being investigated for a sample of solar-type
stars and a sample of stars that spans a broad range of physical parameter space. Of particular interest are
the various activity cycles and large luminosity variations that have appeared after only a couple of decades,
foreshadowing occasional variations in the Sun at widely spaced and unpredictable intervals. Thus far, this
fundamental and extremely important study has received but little attention and support from the federal
funding agencies. The relevant stellar properties include mass, effective temperature and gravity, rotation
rate, age, metallicity and fractional convection zone depth. An especially critical boundary condition for
dynamo theory occurs in the region of the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram where stars become fully convective,
i.e., for spectral types later than about dM5. It is in this region where the nature of the operative dynamo
is expected to undergo a fundamental change. We have no information on the nature of activity cycles, if
they exist at all, in stars with wholly convective interiors.
At the very least, funding is required to maintain the important, if long-term, synoptic studies underway
with existing facilities. However, because of the intrinsic faintness of many stars of interest, a large aperture
facility is required to obtain synoptic observations of key activity diagnostics such as the Ca II K line. A 4
m-class telescope with modern instrumentation will permit observations of stars 2 magnitudes fainter than
is possible with existing smaller and older facilities, thus expanding the sample size by more than a factor
of 10. In this way, meaningful statistics on the properties of the activity in the fully convective, intrinsically
faint M dwarf stars can be obtained.
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_.4 Conclusions and Summary
During the next decade, ground-based solar physics will enter a new observational frontier enabled
by advances in adaptive optics, high precision polarimetry, and infrared imaging: direct observations of
interactions between solar surface motions and solar magnetic fields on the sub-arcseeond spatial scales
which theory predicts are relevant to the evolution of solar surface magnetic fields and energy input into
the solar outer atmosphere. These new capabilities complement the new view of the solar interior which
helioseismology has revealed over the past decade. As a starting point, we therefore strongly encourage
the continued vigorous support of the GONG project (which will push the frontiers of exploring the solar
interior from the ground); and we strongly recommend, first, the immediate development of adaptive optics
necessary for high and uniform angular resolution optical observations, with the specific aim of building,
together with international partners, the LEST facility to attack the frontier of high angular resolution solar
surface observations; second, the vigorou s development of infrared imaging and spectroscopy instrumentation,
together with development 0 f a detailed plan for a large-aperture infrared facility; third, a concerted effort to
implement the moderate-scale initiatives listed in Section 2.3.4, and fourth, support for the interdisciplinary
initiative listed in Section 2.3.5.
3. SPACE OBSERVATIONS FOR SOLAR PHYSICS
3.1 Introduction and Summary
Beginning with the early V-2 rocket flights, the observing capabilities opened up by access to space have
led to a continual flow of discovery and understanding in many branches of solar physics. The new techniques
made possible by space -- new wavelengths, unparalleled "seeing", and photometric stability -- have formed
a large part of the modern renaissance of solar physics. The solar observational domain has at the same time
broadened tremendously, now ranging from neutrinos from the solar core to resonance-scattered interstellar
gas at the heliopause.
Muc h interest in solar physics is associated with magnetic activity: the dynamo, the surface magnetism
in sunspots and faculae, solar flares and coronal mass ejections, and the solar wind itself. Observations
during the last decade, with the Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) and other instruments, have provided new
insights into the Problems of explosive energy release and particle acceleration associated with solar activity.
But in addition, surprisingly, the deep solar interior has stimulated flourishing new fields of investigation -
led by the neutrino puzzle and the remarkable exploits of helioseismology. These new discoveries are just
beginning to be reflected in the content of the U.S. space program in solar physics.
To meet the challenge of these new discoveries, we recommend the immediate development of approved
missions such as the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SoHO) and the Orbiting Solar Laboratory ( OSL),
together with the support and encouragement of small observational programs (sub-orbital, international
missions, small Explorers, and individual experiments on various spacecraft). Among the proposed new
missions beyond OSL, the solar community strongly endorses the High Energy Solar Physics (HESP) mission,
a small-to-moderate mission capable of studying magnetic active regions and flares by emphasizing hard X-
ray, gamma-ray, and neutron observations, through the maximum of the forthcoming solar cycle (ca. 2000
A.D.).
3.$ Ongoing Programs
3.2.1 U.S. Programs
There are no currently approved U.S. spacecraft dedicated to solar physics. The only NASA programs
in observational solar physics approved at present consist of one instrument on the Japanese (ISAS) Solar-A
(1991 launch), instrumentation on board the European (ESA) Solar Heliospheric Observatory (1995 launch),
and the remainder of the small suborbital program (including two Max 91 balloon payloads, some other
rockets, balloons, and one Spartan mission). In addition there are important interdisciplinary instruments
with potential solar applications, e.g. the planned launches of the Gamma-Ray Observatory, Ulysses, and
WIND in the early 90's.
One flight instrument (the Ultra High Resolution XUV Spectroheliograph) and one concept study for a
major mission (the Pinhole/Occulter Facility) have been approved for Space Station Freedom. Depending
upon the rapidity of deployment of the Space Station, and of its utility for attached payloads, it may become
,IE
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a major factor in space observations for solar physics. The Pinhole/Occulter Facility is discussed further
below.
The Orbiting Solar Laboratory is in a special category, in that its Shuttle-based predecessor was an
approved mission in the past. It is very much an ongoing program and its approval to resume development
for flight as a free-flyer in a polar orbit is anticipated in the very near future. We discuss it in detail in
Section 3.3.1 below.
3.2.2 Non-U.S. Programs
At present there are a number of solar spacecraft already under development in all of the non-U.S, major
space programs (Japan, Europe, U.S.S.R.). These consist of
• Solar-A. This Japanese spacecraft, to be launched in 1991, will observe high-energy phenomena in
solar flares. It contains one major U.S.-supplied instrument, a soft X-ray telescope with a 1024 x 1024-pixel
CCD camera (pixel size 2.5 arc seconds). This will obtain the first soft X-ray images of the Sun from orbit
since the Skylab Observatory of the early '70's, and the first not using a film readout. Solar-A also carries
instrumentation for hard X-ray imaging and non-imaging X-ray spectroscopy.
• SoHO. This ESA mission contains three U.S. experiments: a solar oscillations imager for helioseis-
mology, and white-light and UV coronagraphs for studying coronal mass ejections and the solar wind. The
spacecraft will be placed at the L1 Lagrangian point of the Earth-Sun system, offering continuous sunlight.
In addition to these experiments, the SoHO instrumentation will carry out detailed observations of the
chromosphere, transition region, and corona with EUV and XUV instruments.
• CORONAS. This Soviet project consists of a series of spacecraft launches to study solar phenomena
simultaneously with their influence on near-Earth space. The measurements will be made from the Automatic
Universal Orbital Station with solar orientation, to be launched into a quasi-Sun-synchronous orbit between
72 - 82 degrees at an altitude of 500 km. Measurements of particular interest will be made with a soft X-ray
telescope (TEREI 0 for location of solar outbursts. Other instruments (IRIS, SONG) will determine the
spectra of gamma-rays and neutrons. The spectra and composition of solar cosmic rays near the Earth will
also be measured. Additional instrumentation includes a radiospectrometer for the frequency range 0.1-30
MHz, and photometers to study solar oscillations. There are no U.S. experiments aboard the CORONAS
spacecraft. Currently two CORONAS launches (I and F) are planned between late 1990 and 1992.
3.3 New Missions
3.3.1 The Orbiting Solar Laboratory
The Orbiting Solar Laboratory (OSL) is the prerequisite space mission for solar physics in the 1990s. It
will break through the barrier of poor spatial resolution which has severely retarded studies of magnetic activ-
ity on the Sun. Earlier solar space observations have primarily emphasized wavelength regimes not accessible
from the ground. The OSL combines UV and soft X-ray observations of the chromosphere and corona, with
photospheric measurements from a diffraction-limited 1-m telescope totally free from atmospheric blurring.
This will permit observations of basic phenomena on spatial scales comparable to the density scale height of
the solar photosphere. Accurate measurements of physical properties free from non-linear spatial averaging
over a wide range of varying conditions will be possible for the first time.
As a well-instrumented, long-lived and readily available facility, the OSL will be capable of conducting
a wide and varying range of solar research. A primary goal for OSL research is the nature of solar magnetic
fields from the deepest observable layers of the photosphere upward to high temperature regions of the solar
corona. A particularly important location is where the solar plasma changes from domination by radiative
and convective processes to magnetic control; processes in this region are fundamental in creating solar
activity. Thus the dynamic interaction of magnetic fields with mass motions is another key goal of OSL
research. A third major goal is to study magnetic energy storage in the atmosphere, and the conversion of
violently released energy to high temperature plasma in phenomena such as flares. Many of these processes
are currently mysterious even for as well-observed a star as the Sun. Solving these problems will give us
more confidence that our understanding of processes elsewhere in the Universe is well founded.
The Orbiting Solar Laboratory will resolve the individual flux tubes that have widths comparable to
the intergranular lanes of the photospheric convection (about 200 km or less) and will track their migration,
intermingling, and interaction. At the same time, it will measure the response in the overlying chromosphere
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and corona to these MHD interactions in the photosphere. This cause-and-effect observing capability is the
core rationale for OSL, leading to knowledge of:
• How the interaction between the convection and the magnetic field drives the heating that sustains
the chromosphere, corona, and solar wind.
• How nonpotential energy is built up in large-scale metastable configurations, how these configurations
evolve (and possibly become unstable), and how the stored energy is released (including possibly in flares
and coronal mass ejections).
• How magnetic flux in the photosphere is "processed" by turbulent convection, and caused to diffuse
away from active regions. This apparently sows the seeds for a new magnetic cycle in the dynamo process
that sustains the Sun's magnetic field.
OSL is an extremely well-defined and thoroughly-studied mission. Planning for the critical component,
a large-aperture diffraction-limited visible-light telescope (the Solar Optical Telescope, or SOT), began 17
years ago. Indeed the SOT was approved for development as a Spacelab mission more than a decade ago,
but the development was then postponed for programmatic reasons unrelated to the scientific merits of
the mission. Since then, technical capabilities have increased greatly, so that today the OSL has scientific
potential far transcending the origina! mission. OSL is the key mission for solar physics, and enjoys the
highest possible endorsement of the community. The Solar Panel notes with satisfaction that the OSL is
now at the top of NASA's Strategic Plan for Space Science, and urges in the strongest possible terms that
its development be resumed as soon as possible.
3.3.2 The High Energy Solar Physics ( IIESP) Mission
The scientific goals of HESP-- a new: mission to study the active Sun and flares during the activity
maximum toward the end of the decade - center on the mechanisms and processes of explosive energy release
and particle acceleration associated with solar activity. These processes are at the core of the solar flare
problem, and they play a major role in all of astrophysics, particularly in objects dominated by high energy
processes. HESP will observe the high-energy radiations (hard X-rays, gamma-rays, and neutrons) which
are the most unambiguous signatures of accelerated particle interactions. Observations of these emissions
with high spatial resolution will allow the localization of the sources of the particles and the tracing of
their transport paths. Observations with high spectral resolution will allow the deciphering of the rich
information encoded in gamma-ray lines, such as abundances in both the ambient gas and the accelerated
particles, beaming of the accelerated particles, temperatures and states of ionization of the ambient gas, and
the structure of the magnetic fields. The combination of high spatial and energy resolution, by providing
diagnostics which are qualitatively different from anything available so far, offers unique opportunities for
resolving some of the most complex issues in solar physics (flare mechanisms, particle acceleration, coronal
heating). Understanding of these issues will also be of great benefit to high energy astrophysics. In particular,
IIESP will provide information on:
• The nature of acceleration mechanisms, by determining the ratio of accelerated protons to electrons
from observations of gamma-ray lines and continuum. An overabundance of protons would favor shock and
stochastic mechanisms, while the overabundance of electrons would favor electric fields. The combination of
high spatial resolution and energy resolution could distinguish sites where electron acceleration dominates
from sites where ion acceleration is dominant.
• Angular distributions and magnetic field structures, from direct imaging of hard X-ray bremsstrahlung
in the active flux tubes. The shapes of the nuclear deexcitation gamma-ray lines also reveal the angular
distribution of the interacting ions, which in turn depend on the nature of the acceleration and transport
of the fast particles and on the structure of the magnetic fields. With the combined angular and spectral
resolving power of IIESP it will be possible to determine angular distributions accurately as a function of
position in the atmospherE. =.......
• Abundances in both the ambient gas and in the accelerated particles, from the relative intensities of
gamma-ray lines. These abundances include that of 3He in the photosphere. The high energy resolution
capability of IIESP will allow the separation of many more lines than was possible with SMM, thereby
qualitatively enhancing the power of the technique. Abundance variations shed light on mechanisms of mass
motion in the atmosphere and turbulent mixing in the interior.
• Temperatures, densities and states of ionization of the ambient gas, from the shape of the 511 keV
positron annihilation line. Recent galactic observations of this line with high energy resolution have yielded
z
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information on the interstellar medium. No comparable solar observations of the 511 keV line have yet
been carried out. Based on the analogy with the galactic case, we are confident that much new qualitative
information will be forthcoming from high resolution observations of annihilation radiation from solar flares.
• Heating of the corona, by observing bremsstrahlung from electron acceleration in microflares and
other non-thermal processes. If even minimal efficiency for 10 MeV proton acceleration accompanies the
energy deposition in the solar corona, then the corona can also be observed as a steady source of 2.223 MeV
line emission; that is, it has been shown that even if one part in several thousand of the energy needed to
accelerate the solar wind is deposited in the corona by protons of energies greater than 10 MeV, the Sun
would be a steady source of gamma-ray line emission. Because of its great sensitivity to the very narrow 2.223
MeV neutron capture line, HESP could detect the presence of ion interactions which heat the nonflaring
solar atmosphere. The question of the heating of the solar corona could therefore be investigated with HESP
in a novel way.
The HESP payload will consist of a single instrument, a Ge spectrometer that combines high spectral
resolution for hard X-rays and gamma-rays with high-resolution imaging from modulation-collimator optics.
It will also have the capability for observing meson-decay gamma-rays and neutrons using its anticoincidence
shield elements. The instrument will have angular resolution below one arc sec, energy resolution on the
order of 1 keV (over an energy range up to 10 MeV), and time resolution of < 1 s. Observations with ttESP
will characterize the evolution of solar activity from the beginning and through the maximum of Cycle 23.
To carry out its mission properly, HESP should be accompanied with diagnostic observations of parameters
of solar plasma in the 104 - 10 7 K temperature range, and with vector magnetic field measurements in the
photosphere. Such observations could be provided by the instruments on OSL if OSL is operating during the
next peak of solar activity. (If not, HESP should carry XUV, EUV, and enhanced visible instrumentation
capable of imaging and spectroscopy of the solar atmosphere.) HESP, as defined here, lies in the small-
to-moderate mission category, and is consistent with the scope of the Explorer program. The Solar Panel
regards HESP as the highest priority new mission for solar physics in the 90's, and strongly recommends its
rapid development, so that it is in orbit by the next rise to maximum solar activity around 1999.
3.3.3 "Quick" Opportunities in Space
In addition to HESP and the on-going missions, we feel strongly that a full spectrum of space flight
opportunity should exist and be exploited properly for solar physics. The small end of the spectrum --
to which Freeman Dyson's comment that "Quick is Beautiful" applies perfectly -- includes Small Explor-
ers, Shuttle-based experiments (including GAS payloads), the suborbital program (balloons and rockets),
partial payloads on various U.S. and international spacecraft, and small attached payloads on the Space
Station. Many of these smaller, short time-scale opportunities have a major positive effect on the nature
of the solar physics program because of the involvement of students and the impetus towards innovation in
instrumentation.
Balloons and rockets will continue to be at the forefront of instrument development activities for future
space missions. These vehicles can also produce highly valuable data. Long-duration balloon flights, for
example, can offer 7-20 days of data, thus providing essentially mini-spacecraft missions at low cost for
certain wavelength ranges (gamma-rays, hard X-rays, optical). The current Max '91 Solar Balloon Program
is a good example of an initiative exploiting this capability, but has been the subject of major cutbacks.
The SPARTAN program and other limited-duration experiments on board the Space Shuttles also deserve
notice, and indeed have already produced important data in several branches of solar physics. Suborbital
and other "quick" opportunities are the ideal vehicles for student training in experimental work, essential
for the future growth of the discipline.
The Space Station Freedom, with proper planning and adequate transportation back and forth to orbit,
could meet many of the requirements for small solar space instrumentation (as has the Spacelab program, in
fact). For example, precise radiometric instruments could be deployed, intercalibrated, exchanged with new
versions, etc. Such measurements would benefit solar and stellar astronomy as well as radiometry in general.
The Ultra High Resolution XUV Spectroheliograph (UHRXS), recently selected for flight on Freedom, should
achieve spectrally resolved images with angular resolution of _ 0.1 arc seconds over the wavelength interval
,_ 6_ < _ < 1,550._, which is indicative of the potential that Freedom represents for solar physics.
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3.3.4 Other missions
Many other important space missions have been proposed, each with unique capabilities for solar and
related sciences. We do not prioritize these here and recognize that some of them will have to wait for
some time, but we do think that their scientific content strongly warrants their eventual development. Some
require deep space, and these will have increased priority in the eventuality of human travel to the Moon
and the planets:: :S0_me of these =_ss_ons have_een well-studied, and others are _ust ideas at present.
• The Pinhole/Oecuiter Fac_ii_yi The P/O F scientific objective is to provide sensitive, high-resolution
observation of the solar Corona, incorporating large-aperture UV and visible imagers as well as the crucial
high-energy observations (hard X-rays and gamma-rays) at 0.1 arc sec resolution. The HESP mission defined
above serves as a predecessor of the full-fledged Pinhole/Occulter high-energy experiments. The P/OF
coronal observations would provide an ideal Earth-orbital complement to the Solar Probe, for its observations
would record the "context" of the Probe's in situ measurements. As mentioned, P/OF has been approved
as a concept study for the Space Station Freedom, and its development schedule will depend upon that of
the Station.
• Solar Polar Orbiting Imager:. Solar observations from above the solar poles, including imaging and
stereoscopy in conjunction with observations from near Earth. The polar regions of the Sun play a unique
role in the evolution of solar activity, particularly on solar-cycle time scales. A solar polar orbit would let
us look directly at these regions for the first time, without the major uncertainties caused by projection
from ecliptic-plane observations. A polar orbiter will also give a global view of the mid-latitude regions of
activity and permit Us to follow (heir evolution on the crucial few-week time scales not accessible from a
single perspective in the ecliptic.
• Solar Probe/Context: While not a solar remote-sensing mission in the classical sense of solar astron-
omy, Solar Probe can make in situ observations from its unique perspective, within a few solar radii of the
solar surface. True scientific productivity from Solar Probe demands the existence of facilities for "con-
text" observations of the corona from One A.U., with state-of-the-art coronal imaging and spectroscopy; the
scientific return from Solar Probe can be amplified many times by Conducting high-resolution coronal obser-
vations before, during, and after the perihelion passage - it may be possible to carry out true tomographic
remote-sensing observations, capable of defining the three-dimensional structure through which Solar Probe
would fly. This is the aim of the High-resolution Coronal Imager (Context). The Context mission addresses
a major problem in _trophysics: How are hot plasmas in stellar atmospheric structures created? Through
high-resolution imaging and spectroscopy, Context can identify the structures through which Probe has flown,
in order to understand the environment of Probe's particles-and-fields measurements. Such a combination of
in situ and remote sensing will be unprecedented in astrophysics.
• Advanced Solar Observatory (ASO): The deployment of advanced instrumentation in all areas of ob-
servation, into a comprehensive facility for space observation of the Sun, represents a natural goal of the solar
space program. Concepts for an ASO have been studied for the Space Station. The Pinhole/Occulter Facil-
ity and the Ultra High Resolut!on XUV Spectroheliograph represent the initial steps toward a comprehensive
A dvan cedSoiar'-Observatory.
• Mercury Orbiter: Unique solar physics observations can be made from a spacecraft orbiting Mercury.
High-energy neutral emissions, such as hard X-rays, gamma-rays, and neutrons, will be considerably more
intense than at 1 A.U. (about 10x for photons, but more than 1000x for neutrons). Solar energetic particles,
when observed at 0.3 A.U., are less affected by the intervening interplanetary medium, and hence will more
directly reflect the propagation of the particles accelerated in the flare region than they do at 1 A.U. Long-
term observations of these flare emissions from Mercury could be carried out for a large part of Cycle 23 after
the year 2000. Additional observations at other solar aspect angles can give valuable stereoscopic information
bearing on the directivity of solar emissions or their height of origin. These observations can be made with
small instruments (<25 kg) with modest power and telemetry requirements.
• Solar-Stellar Activity Mission: The stars teach us about solar activity by allowing the study of
analogs to the solar mechanisms; they also give us rich fields for new discovery. Stellar magnetic activity
can be sensitively studied with wide-field (one degree), high-resolution (few arc see) soft X-ray observations,
preferably arranged with observing sequences that allow broad ranges of time scales. A dedicated solar-
stellar activity mission might also carry EUV instrumentation for monitoring stellar chromospheric activity,
and visible-light instrumentation for stellar seismology.
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• Solar Watch: a network of deep-space solar observing nodes in deep space can provide unique views
of the Sun from different perspectives. Such stereoscopic viewing is essential scientifically, because of the
globally variable structure that solar activity presents to us and because of its inherently three-dimensional
structure. A global view is also essential for characterization of solar activity - on relevant time scales -
at a level capable of supporting accurate predictions. This prediction capability is a prerequisite for human
space travel in the future, for example to the Moon or to Mars, because of the threat posed by high-energy
radiations. We envision a "Solar Watch" program beginning with fairly simple operational measurements,
and building up to sophisticated research-class instrumentation in the future.
• Solar Synoptic Observatory: a permanent space facility for basic solar observations ranging from total
irradiance to H-alpha flare patrol. This type of work is currently done from the ground using antiquated
technology, as a service function for various commercial and government users (e.g., power distribution
networks interested in service disruptions due to magnetic storms). Such data are often used for scientific
purposes, because they uniquely cover the longer time scales. Both functions would improve dramatically -
much improvement in precision would be possible, for example in sunspot records - if a permanent facility
could be established, perhaps at geosynchronous orbit as a part of the NOAA meteorological satellite system.
• Janus: a mission to characterize both the origins and the results of the Sun-Earth interactions, largely
by simultaneous remote sensing. The name Janus comes from the Roman god of doorways, represented
with two faces for bidirectional viewing. The Janus mission would require observation both from deep space
(e.g., the L1 point) and from a polar 24-hour platform. Janus would simultaneously tackle (a) the precise
characterization of Sun-Earth relationships of all kinds, essential for the understanding of anthropogenic
changes in the environment; and (b) the accumulation of solar data essential for prediction of solar and
heliospheric activity - the "solar weather."
3._ The Space Exploration Initiative
A Presidential initiative is now under consideration to return human beings to the Moon and eventually
to send them to Mars as well. While the ultimate objectives of this endeavor are not primarily scientific, this
enterprise will inevitably affect solar research in strong ways: "applied solar research" insofar as solar high-
energy radiations pose a danger to astronauts' health; and "pure solar research" that can take advantage of
uniquely valuable research platforms enabled by the initiative. We discuss these briefly here.
The Initiative presents both challenges and opportunities to solar physics. The challenges relate to the
prediction of solar activity, a practical subject whose success is closely linked to our theoretical understanding
of the underlying physics. We have addressed this prerequisite with the "Solar Watch" program described
above, which will provide qualitative and quantitative improvements in the data base for solar activity
forecasting. Deep-space observations of the invisible hemisphere of the Sun alone will appreciably improve
activity forecasting via the early warning capability of active-region growth. It should be noted that the
present solar maximum is (at least) one of the two largest on record, and that the "millennium maximum"
will also produce large particle fluences.
Forecasts of space environment conditions will be more important than ever before when man returns
to the Moon and starts for Mars. NASA made a huge effort during the Apollo program to keep aware of
and avoid potential dangers from space disturbances. The Space Exploration Initiative will call for an even
better effort because of the longer periods of astronaut exposure involved. The needs of society and those
of solar physics coincide in research that will lead to a deep enough physical understanding of the Sun to
permit accurate predictions of its magnetic activity, or to at least specify the limits of its predictability.
Opportunities for solar research are provided by the unique platforms made available under the Initiative.
The surface of the Moon has some explicit advantages for solar observations. It can provide a sta-
ble platform for extremely long focal-length instruments or interferometers, for example. A future Lunar
Solar Observatory could therefore give us extraordinary capabilities, perhaps beyond those conceivable in
free space. A particularly attractive idea is to build (on the far side of the Moon) a low-frequency radio
interferometer. Such an instrument - in a crater far drier than Clark Lake or the Plains of Saint Augustine
- would be in an ideal site because of the suppression of terrestrial radiation by the body of the Moon. The
instrument would be capable of non-solar observations during its local nighttime.
The deep-space explorations will give us platforms for stereoscopic solar observations. Such observations
(of the photosphere, chromosphere, and corona) will allow us to make true three-dimensional images of
solar phenomena, probably a key qualitative improvement in many areas of solar physics. Also, the hidden
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hemisphere of the Sun carries unique information about global processes, especially on the time scales (crucial
for active-region development) comparable to the rotation period. For these reasons, an interplanetary
network of solar observing instruments would be an extremely desirable goal for solar physics in space.
Finally, there is a sociological point to be made: Permanent inhabitants of the Moon, at some future
time, will rather naturally have a strong interest in the Sun and its activity because of its practical significance
to their survival. Solar observing facilities should have priority, and this priority should include both the
early and late phases of development of lunar habitation.
3.5 Solar-Terrestrial Physics
By the time of the next solar maximum, environmental issues will likely be much more the focus of
the space program than they are today. Already, better understanding of our environment is the premier
achievement and most Chalieng]ng goal of the space program. The EOS mission is a recognition of this. EOS
will include solar irradiance monitors, but solar physicists will need to complement EOS with a research
satellite dedicated to the predictive foundations of solar magnetic activity and solar-forced geomagnetic ac-
tivity. While we do not make extravagant promises, there is little question that a vector magnetograph, a
full-disk-viewing X-ray telescope, a chromospheric filtergraph, a coronagraph and a complement of high en-
ergy burst detectors in Sun-synchronous orbit or at L1 would make strong contributions to our understanding
of disturbances of the near-Earth space environment.
3.6 Conclusions and Summary :
To meet the challenge of the next decade in space, we recommend the continued development of OSL and
the other approved missions. Beyond these, our top priority for a new space project is a small-to-moderate
mission capable of studying solar activity through the maximum of the forthcoming solar cycle (ca. 2000
A.D.); this High-Energy Solar Physics (HESP) mission will emphasize high-energy observations with an
instrument of unprecedented spectral and spatial resolution, and sensitivity. We also strongly recommend
the support and encouragement of small observational programs (sub-orbital, international missions, small
Explorers, and individual experiments on various spacecraft), as well as ongoing space programs such as
Solar-A and SoHO. Finally, we recommen d expeditious development of the remaining missions listed in
Section 3.3.4, each of which represents unique, first-class science.
4. TECHNOLOGY FOR SOLAR PHYSICS IN THE 1990s
4.1 Introduction
This section contains brief descriptions of technology development efforts that must be conducted during
this decade to enable advanced research projects during the decade following AD 2000. Several of these efforts
are now underway and should be continued. Some of the technology developments are common with other
fields of astrophysics but others are unique to solar research. For those efforts that are well defined and
already initiated, the implementation strategy is simple: finish the efforts as soon as possible and promptly
convert the results of successful efforts into useful research tools. For less well defined activities and ones that
this panel cannot foresee, the strategy for implementation is to let the peer review process assign priorities
in the normal way. We note that although both NASA and the NSF have a mechanism for funding advanced
technology initiatives, the scale of these two efforts is substantially different. Partly because of this difference,
we list the specific efforts directed toward space and ground-based research separately, but note that there
is often much commonality.
_.P Ground-based solar physics
An observational science such as solar physics depends on improvements in technical capabilities for
acquiring and reducing observational data. Two vital initiatives are required to insure a strong ground-based
program both for the decade of the 1990s and beyond. The highest priority is a continuation of development
of adaptive optical systems to allow existing and future telescopes to achieve high spatial resolution. The
second priority is development of advanced data processing for handling the large data sets typical of solar
observations.
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4.2.1 Adaptive Optics
High spatial resolution measurements are needed for extended time intervals to investigate the detailed
structures and dynamics associated with energy transport and storage, heating, and activity in the solar
atmosphere. Image blurring and distortion make it difficult to obtain the needed data. Post-facto image
reconstruction techniques in principle can be made to work for solar filtergrams, but real-time correction of
the seeing is necessary for spectroscopic studies. A prototype solar adaptive optics system built by Lockheed
demonstrated that a segmented active mirror could be made to function on the Sun, using high contrast
features such as sunspots as targets. Current efforts are toward: (a) development of a more robust system
that is easy to keep phased and that can track any arbitrary region on the Sun, locking on the low contrast
granulation; and (b) interfacing such a system to an existing solar telescope in a user-friendly manner.
Development of and experience with an operating adaptive optics system on an existing solar telescope is
critical for the success of the Large Earth-based Solar Telescope (LEST) project.
4.2.2 Analysis of Extremely Large Data Sets
Progress in observational solar physics depends increasingly on analysis of large datasets of high dimen-
sionality. Examples include helioseismology image time series (3-D), high speed flare spectroscopic imaging
time series (4-D), and Stokes polarimetrie multiband imaging time series (5-D). Data volumes range from a
few gigabytes to a few terabytes. Current capability is only marginally adequate for the near term, and will
be a major constraint later in the decade if not improved. Several requirements appear in handling large
datasets. A need to monitor instrument performance and verify data quality requires quick access to small
samples of the data spread throughout the set. Interactive processing of a subset is required to identify the
systematic errors and biases, and the nature of gross defects. Finally, the need to reduce whole datasets to
scientifically meaningful results depends on a pipeline analysis keeping pace with the data collection.
Raw computing power coupled with high data flow is necessary to maintain this currency. The develop-
ment of suitable hardware will be driven by commercial needs far more than astronomical needs. Exceptions
may be massively parallel processors or single language processors, which are still most common in research
environments. It is critical to exploit useful developments, and to make available the most modern hardware
practical for the needs of solar research. Solar physics has software needs that are seldom met by software
developed for nighttime astrophysics. There is a need to develop specific solar research software and make
it available to the solar community.
4.2.3 Instrumentation
A number of technological developments are important for the highest-priority ground-based solar re-
search. Improvements in infrared narrow-band filters, polarizers, and photodetector arrays will contribute
to continuing progress in measurement of magnetic and electric fields in the solar photosphere and chromo-
sphere, as well as improved thermodynamic diagnostic capability in those same parts of the solar atmosphere.
Optical photodetector arrays with shorter readout times than are presently available will produce an imme-
diate benefit in any measurements such as the above, including development of adaptive optics. In some
polarimetric applications, kilohertz rates would be ideal for processing of detected images in order to elim-
inate the undesirable effects of seeing. This need could be met by detectors with several (8) storage areas
on the chip itself, along with efficient and rapid avenues to transfer the charge among the storage areas and
the light-sensitive portion of the chip. Such devices would have to be developed in collaboration with the
semiconductor industry. Superpolished mirrors are the key to the extension of coronagraph capability to the
UV and IR regions of the spectrum, as well as to improved sensitivity and spatial resolution. Improvements
in tunable birefringent filters using liquid crystals as electro-optic elements will bring direct benefit to all
polarimetric observations, which encompasses virtually all of the above. Ongoing development of Fabry-
Perot filter devices for very narrow-band imaging of the Sun should also be encouraged. Finally, for many
applications, a device is urgently needed which allows spectral coverage simultaneously with imaging. This
need would be met by an imaging Fourier transform spectrometer operating within a restricted bandwidth
of the spectrum. This development will require a large advance in the speed with which the information
from area detectors can be stored and processed.
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4.3 Space-based Solar Physics
4.3.1 New Technology
The development of new technology for space observations, traditionally the domain of small space
programs, has dwindled alarmingly with the lack of emphasis given by NASA to the suborbital programs
and university groups. The recent successes of normal-incidence X-ray optics are a classic example of the
kind of rewards that can be reaped by small programs.
Urgently needed technology areas include advanced detectors for all spectral ranges, mirror technology,
filters, lightweight large structures and data systems. Many of these developments benefit more than one
field of research, and should be energetically pursued in NASA's Office of Applications and Space Technology,
in conjunction with OSSA.
4.3.2 Large Structures in Space
Most disciplines of astrophysics, including solar physics, envision large future instruments in space.
These include telescopes of large aperture and/or focal length, interferometers for a variety of wavelengths,
and large-scale occulters such as the Pinhole/Occuiter Facility. Such structures can be made extremely
lightweight and robust by using active servo control of the structure itself. This technology exists where
needed for structures on the Earth*s Surface, for example in actlve'0ptics telescopes, but has never been
utilized in space. NASA may also need this technology for its large engineering structures (for example,
Space Station Freedom itself). We therefore encourage the orderly development of "Controls-Structures
Interactions" techniques.
4.3.3 High-energy Instrumentation
A variety of new high energy (> 10 keV) radiation detection techniques which offer the potential
advantages such as high spatial resolution, low background, polarization measurements, large detection area,
and high spectai resolution at room temperature should be developed. These may include high pressure gas
scintillation detectors, wide band-gap semiconductors such as HgI2 or CdTe, position-sensitive germanium
detectors, and crystal diffraction and channeling techniques.
5. POLICY AND RELATED PROGRAMMATIC RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1. University Research and Education
The disciplin 9 of solar physics is currently poorly represented in universities, and is consequently ham-
pered in the development of a strong theoretical and experimental personnel base for future research. There
are several initiatives that would specifically address this problem. First, the NASA Graduate Student Re-
search Fellowship (GSRA) program _which funds graduate students semi-independently of a primary advisor,
should be greatly expanded. This Very successful program has Co_endably increased its student enrollment
beyond allocated levels by ad hoc additional funding supplied by various OSSA Divisions, but we urge that
NASA instead consider simply increasing the scale of this program. Second, the NSF graduate fellowships
should be awarded over a flexible time period that would allow support to be shifted into the latter part
of a student's graduate education, when he or she is most likely to be doing research (NSF Fellowships are
currently awarded for the first three years of study). Third, stronger connections between universities and
national research centers should be encouraged. This could be done by establishing additional cooperative
research programs, expanding visitor programs (at both the postdoctoral and faculty level), and increasing
the size of student visitor programs. The latter could be done through the NASA GSRA program, which at
present funds students only at universities or NASA centers.
5._. Facilitating Solar Research
Two steps can be taken by NASA and NSF to facilitate solar research through minor restructuring of
existing funding programs.
1. NASA and NSF contracts/grants should have flexible funding periods, ranging from one year to five
years, with the length of the funding period being determined by the quality and the requirements of the
proposal.
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2. NSF grants should allow for release time for teaching faculty, which could, for example, provide one
half year of salary every three and one half years to support dedicated research time either at the home
university or at another institution.
5.3. Integrated Support of Solar Research
It is important that both NASA and NSF take an integrated approach to the support of solar physics,
particularly with regard to theoretical and observational research and to solar and related astrophysical
research.
1. Whenever possible, a balanced support of theoretical and observational research should be provided;
in addition, it is wise to provide a balance between theorists and observers tied to large research groups
and/or projects, and theorists and observers who operate independently of such research groups. At the
same time, we strongly urge NASA to improve its past and present record of funding only minimal amounts
of science in conjunction with instrument proposals; past funding practices have led to the unfortunate
situation that theoreticians are recruited as co-investigators on instrument proposals, contributing to the
credibility of the proposal during peer review, but then are not funded to provide substantive scientific input
prior to launch.
2. NASA Space Physics and Astrophysics should develop a mechanism for supporting interdisciplinary
solar/astrophysical research. Other agencies should consider establishing similar arrangements, as appropri-
ate.
5.4. Computing
1. Supercomputers: Although we applaud the recent initiatives in supercomputing by the NSF and,
more recently, by NASA, we have some concern that this new capability is not optimally used. In particular,
supercomputers are a singular resource for very large simulations (viz., calculations which consume of the
order of 200 or more Cray X/MP CPU hours), which cannot be replaced by machines of the minisupercom-
puter class. However, national resources devoted to supercomputing in fact generally do not allow realistic
access to such use of supercomputers. We urge the NSF and NASA to encourage the provision of additional
resources to such very large scale computing, as has in fact been done by the NASA Ames supercomputing
facility and, in isolated instances, by some of the NSF Supercomputing Centers.
2. Workstations: Workstations are becoming essential tools for both experimentalists and theorists in
the analysis of their "data". For this reason, we recommend that contracts and grants should continue to be
able to provide for both the purchase and maintenance of such workstations as a matter of standard practice.
3. Networks: Efforts to provide high speed digital networking capability to large numbers of solar
researchers should be enhanced. Frequently used data sets should be made readily available via these
networks.
5.5. Theory Initiatives
The NASA Solar-Terrestrial Theory Program (STTP), and its successor, the Space Physics Theory
Program (SPTP), have made a commendable start in the support of theoretical work which is not directly
mission-oriented. As a number of previous National Academy reports have noted, provision of such support
-- in addition to more mission-related theoretical studies -- is essential for the health of the space physics
disciplines.
These reports also noted that theory needs to be supported on two distinct scales: first, at the individual
investigator level; second, at the level of group efforts with significant "critical mass". The STTP program
indeed was created initially with the specific intention of responding to this second need.
However:
1. The current typical grant size of the NASA SPTP is well below what is desirable for support of
"critical mass" theory groups at universities; this desired mean support level has been discussed by NASA,
and projected at the roughly $300K level, but has never been implemented. We recommend augmentation
of the current program in order to increase the mean grant size to the previously-discussed support levels.
2. Much of current NASA theory grants to individuals is funded through the SR&T budget, in which
there is substantial pressure to focus funding on directly mission-related work. This means that theoretical
studies in solar physics, which are carried out by individuals but are not directly mission-related, are strongly
discouraged, contrary to the recommendations of previous National Academy studies. We recommend that
NASA modify the "ground-rules" so that such grants can be funded, based on the quality of the peer reviews.
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3. Maintaining an appropriate balance between experimental programs, data analysis, and theory is a
major challenge for both the NSF and NASA. We recommend that both agencies establish rough guidelines
for balancing these programs, based on input from the appropriate advisory panels.
5.6 Recommendations by the National Academy of Sciences Study on Solar Physics from the Ground
Finally, we note that the National Academy of Sciences has recently published the report entitled
"The Field of Solar Physics: Review and Recommendations for Ground-Based Solar Research" (National
Academy Press, 1989), which contains the following recommendations which we endorse and incorporate
into this report:
"1. Develop a coherent, well-defined infrastructure for solar physics within NSF, with that agency prop-
erly assuming the lead role in support of basic research in ground-based solar physics. Thus the committee
recommends that the internal structure for funding of solar research within NSF be changed so that support
for both grants and centers is administered by a single entity within NSF whose primary responsibility is
solar physics. Such a reorganization will permit the development Of appropriate advocacy within NSF, the
definition of an overall coherent approach to the subject, a unified vision of the field's national facilities and
university grants program -- its scope and it_development -- and the implementation of new efforts. The
directorate in which to place the recommended section could be either the Geosciences Directorate (the res-
idence of support for solar-terrestrial sciences and the High Altitude Observatory) or the Mathematical and
Physical Sciences Directorate (the residence of support for astronomy and the National Solar Observatory).
Placement of the recommended section is a matter for NSF decision. The committee believes that such a
section will benefit the nation's solar physicz efforts.
2. Support and encourage university programs in experimental and observational solar physics and take
steps to strengthen the partnership between, on the one hand, federally supported research centers and, on
the other hand, universities. In particular, the committee recommends that specific programs to enhance
education and training of students in solar instrumentation and observational techniques be established in
the university community and that those universities willing to commit themselves to such programs receive
support for the extended periods required to carry out such efforts. In addition, the committee recommends
that more effective partnerships be forged between federally funded centers and universities--partnerships
involving the exchange of faculty and technical staff, hardware and software, and workshops and short
courses.
3. Protect newly funded initiatives in solar physics by ensuring their continued support until they are
completed. Unless funding for such initiatives can be assured within the limits imposed by general federal
budget restrictions, avoid pursuing additional new initiatives. The committee further recommends that NSF
refrain from commingling funds targeted for new initiatives with base-level support funds in response to
budget-cutting pressures."
The second and third points apply equally well to the solar programs within NASA, and we hence also
recommend them to NASA.
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Figure 1. Observed gamma-ray spectrum of a solar flare. The comparison of the calculated spectrum (solid
curve) with the data allows the determination of abundances of both the ambient gas in the gamma ray
production region (thought to be the chromosphere) and the accelerated particles (thought to be accelerated
in the corona). The aim of HESP is to improve our understanding of these gamma-ray spectra.
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Figure 2. The solar X-ray corona photographed on September 11, 1989 from a rocket carrying a normal-
incidence X-ray telescope_ Normal-incidence optics represents a great advance over previous methods of solar
X-ray imaging and will be the basis for high-resolution X-ray imaging on the Orbiting Solar Laboratory. Image
courtesy of IBM Research and the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory.
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Figure 3. The solar chromosphere, imaged in H-alpha light at the Sacramento Peak Observatory. Spicules are
seen near the limb as dark thread-like features (bottom), and are seen in emission above the limb (top).
Spicules may be very important to our understanding of the energy balance of the solar atmosphere.
Unfortunately, they are only poorly resolved in existing ground-based telescopes, but they could be thoroughly
investigated using the high-resolution capabilities of LEST on the ground, or OSL in space.
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Figure 4. A composite magnetogram image, with the bottom half showing the magnetic pattern at maximum
of the ll-year solar magnetic activity cycle and the top half the pattern at solar minimum. The dramatic change
holds important clues to the nature of the magnetic cycle. It is important that new high-resolution
observations, both from OSL and LEST, follow the changing magnetic patterns, and their consequences in the
overlying atmosphere, throughout a large fraction of a solar cycle.
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Figure 5. A computer representation of the two-dimensional spectrum of some of the 10 million solar
oscillation modes. This covers the range of degrees from 0 to 150 (from left to right) and frequency from 2
to 5 mHz (bottom to top). These observations, made in a single day, do not have sufficient frequency
resolution for accurate characterization of solar internal structure or rotation; needed are continuous
observations for extended periods, such as are planned with the GONG experiment as well as helioseismology
instruments on the SOHO mission.
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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
Planetary astronomy - the study of planetary bodies and phenomena by astronomical remote sensing techniques -
has represented a major element of astronomy since the invention of the telescope. Most of the discoveries by
Galileo and his successors during the 17th and 18th centuries were in the field of planetary astronomy. In our own
century, astronomical observations have provided the basic data, ranging from planetary masses and orbits to the
properties of their atmospheres and surfaces, that have made possible the initial spacecraft reconnaissance of the solar
system. Even today, in an era of numerous spacecraft missions, astronomical techniques still yield much of the
information we have on the physical and chemical nature of planets, satellites, rings, comets, and asteroids.
Furthermore, astronomical techniques are providing the opportunity to expand our perspective to embrace the
discovery and study of planetary systems orbiting other stars.
The field of planetary astronomy is a subdiscipline of astronomy dealing with observations of the members of
our own solar system carried out from ground-based, airborne, and orbiting observatories. It employs many of the
same facilities and techniques that are used by other astronomers, spanning the electromagnetic spectrum and
encompassing laboratory and computational tools as well as telescopic observations. This field is strengthened by
support from two major federal agencies, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the
National Science Foundation (NSF).
A number of recent discoveries highlight the continuing capability of astronomical techniques to contribute to
planetary studies. These include:
• Discovery of the ring systems of Uranus and Neptune in advance of Voyager, and continuing ability to
monitor changes in the rings and thereby study ring dynamics and planetary structure.
• Radar mapping of the topography of Venus and identification of volcanoes and rift zones that bespeak an
active geology beneath that planet's opaque clouds.
• Discovery of deuterium in the martian atmosphere and use of this isotope as a measure of loss of water
from Mars in the past.
• Discovery of numerous atmospheric constituents of Jupiter and Saturn, including organic compounds
that record the complex photochemistry in the upper atmospheres of these giant planets.
• Identification of the composition of the surfaces of the satellites of the outer planets, including water ice
(frost) on many satellites, sulfur dioxide and hydrogen sulfide on Io, and methane and nitrogen gas on
Triton.
• Determination of the radius, mass, density, and surface reflectances of Pluto and Charon, and
determination of the structure of Pluto's atmosphere.
• Identification of the wide-spread presence of black organic material on the surfaces of many satellites,
comets, and asteroids throughout the outer solar system.
• Identification of the compositions of many asteroids with well-known meteorite types (including the
discovery of iron asteroids), and determination of a compositional gradient across the asteroid belt that is
a remnant of the original compositional gradient in the solar nebula.
In this report we profile the field of planetary astronomy, identify some of the key scientific questions that can
be addressed during the decade of the 1990's, and recommend several facilities that are critically important for
answering these questions. The most important of these facilities for planetary astronomy, prioritized according to
their cost within the "space-based" and "ground-based" categories, are:
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Major Space-based:
Moderate Space-based:
Small Space-based:
Major Ground-based:
1. Space Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF)
1. Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA)
2. Search for Other Planetary Systems from Earth Orbit
1. Orbiting Planetary Telescope/Planetenteleskop (OPT/PTEL)
1. Infrared-Optimized 8-meter-Class Telescope
Moderate Ground-based: 1. none
Small Ground-based: 1. Arecibo Radar Upgrade
2. Astrometric Facility for Planet Detection
These facilities, which will complement and extend those already available to the United States astronomical research
community, will ensure U.S. leadership in astronomy into the next millennium and will enable planetary astronomy
to continue as a major component of our effort to understand the universe and its origin and evolution.
STATE OF THE PROFESSION
Planetary astronomy has contributed greatly to our Current understanding of the solar system. Today, both
astronomical and spacecraft studies, together with iaboratory research on meteorites and lunar and martian samples,
constitute an essential element of our quest to understand the solar System. _ '
During the first half of the 20th century, planetary astronomy in the United States declined to the level of a
minor branch of astronomical research, but a strong resurgence in this field began in the early 1960's as NASA
initiated its program of lunar and planetary exploration by spacecraft Not only did the need exist to learn as much as
possible about the potential targets of spacecraft missions, but NASA's exploration goals also rekindled scientific
interest in the planets. NASA, with its charter to explore the planets, took the lead in stimulating and supporting
planetary astronomy. In the 1960's, it established a grants program, supported graduate and postdoctoral students,
and funded the construction of three large telescopes for planetary work at the Universities of Arizona, Texas, and
Hawaii. In the 1970's, NASA built the 3-meter national Infrared Telescope Facility (IRTF) in Hawaii and
contributed to the development and operation of the Arecibo planetary radar facility in Puerto Rico.
These efforts together with the exciting new research opportunities stimulated a resurgence of planetary
astronomy. Today p!ane_t_aLy__studies rePresent a significant and healthy component of astronomical research, with
between 200 and 300 active planetary research astronomers in _e United _States_ The _great majbri_y 6f these
individuals draw at least p_l s_uig_ri-from federal grantsiabout=i_ are:_ncipal Investig=ators (P.I.s)qn NASA's
Planetary Astronomy Program, and about 15 more are P.I.s in the NSF planetary program. During the 1980's, an
average of between 5 and 10 students were granted doctoral _degrees in this field each year, which represents a
significant drop from the previous decade. ThiS Panel estimates that planetary astronomers now represent
approximately i5 percent of research _tr0norners in the U.S. and somewhat rnore:_fi:_5 percent 0fU.$. piane_
scientists (most of theremaining planetary scientists in the U.S. have backgrounds inthe E_ sciences or physics.)
The primary professional society representing planetary astronomy is the Division for Planetary Science (DPS)
of the American Astronomical Society, with a membership of about 700, including nearly 100 members outside the
U.S. Typically annual DPS meetings attract 400 registrants, and approximately 300 individual papers are presented.
The U.S. planetary science community also has its own journal, Icarus, published in affiliation with the DPS.
Throughout the 1980's, the combined annual budget for NASA and NSF grants programs for planetary
astronomy averaged about $7 million (not including observatory operations). Currently, approximately half of these
research funds are expended for studies of primitive bodies such as comets and asteroids. The outer planets and their
satellites account for another 25 percent, with the balance devoted to studies of the inner solar system, instrument
development, and the search for other planetary systemg,
Approximately half of the U.S. planetary astronomers are optical/infrared observers, We estimate that these
observers are granted about 600 nights (6,000 hours) per year on the 15 or so U.S. telescopes with apertures of 2 m
or larger. This includes 50 percent of the time on NASA's 3-meter IRTF, more than 20 percent each on the
University of Hawaii's 2.2-meter and the University of Texas' 2.7-meter and 2.1-meter telescopes, and less
than 5 percent on each of the other telescopes in this class. During the 1980's, less than 3 percent of the time on the
major telescopes of the National Optical Astronomy Observatories was assigned to planetary work. Other planetary
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observers use the Kuiper Airborne Observatory (KAO), International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE), Arecibo radar, or the
Very Large Array (VLA) and various millimeter and submillimeter telescopes.
In order to improve our understanding of the planetary profession, the Panel carried out a demographic survey of
members of the DPS in 1989. We found that about half the professional membership (student members were not
included) of the DPS categorize themselves as "planetary astronomers", and that this group consists of about
90 percent males and 10 percent females. Typically a planetary scientist works primarily on planetary studies; more
than 60 percent of respondents stated that they spend more than half their time on planetary research, and 40 percent
stated that they devote all of their time to this activity. Half of the respondents work for universities, 30 percent for
government labs (including JPL), and 20 percent for other organizations. About 75 percent draw a portion of their
salaries from grants ("soft" money), with more than 25 percent fully dependent on "soft" money.
The soft-money planetary scientists are about equally distributed over all age groups. A surprising number of
even the most senior people in the field draw all or most of their salary from grants. Consequently, planetary
astronomers are highly vulnerable to fluctuations in federal funding, and many scientists have preferred to leave the
field in the face of apparently arbitrary threats to their core funding. In general, these funding uncertainties have
resulted in lowered morale and have discouraged young people from entering the field of planetary astronomy.
While the numbers of planetary astronomers and their funding have generally held level or even declined in the
U.S. during the 1980's, this field has been growing elsewhere. During the past decade, planetary science has seen a
dramatic resurgence in Europe, parallel to the evolution of this field in the U.S. during the 1970's. We may
anticipate a similar growth within Japan during the 1990's. Largely as a byproduct of its own space exploration
effort, the U.S.S.R. has maintained a small but highly capable cadre of planetary scientists.
SCIENTIFIC OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE 1990's
Planetary astronomers study a wide variety of objects and phenomena, using techniques that range from
traditional telescopic studies of faint objects to laboratory studies of meteorites and cosmic dust. Generally,
however, we can divide this work into efforts to answer two fundamental questions: How did the solar system form;
and what can we learn about our own planet Earth by comparative studies of the processes on other planets? These
two major themes provide the basis for the discussion that follows.
Origin and Evolution of the Solar System
Planetary Systems inFormation: Protoplanetary Disks
It is widely believed that the formation processes that generate stars from the condensation and collapse of
interstellar material also are capable of forming planetary systems. The star formation process is discussed in some
detail in the report of the Optical/Infrared Panel in Chapter III of this volume. As reported there, recent observational
evidence points to the widespread association of disks of gas and dust orbiting young stellar objects. These disks
may be the equivalent of the solar nebula out of which our own planetary system formed some 4.5 billion years ago.
An important step toward placing the origin and evolution of the solar system in the context of other planetary
systems was the discovery by the Infrared Astronomy Satellite (IRAS) that disks persist beyond the era of star
formation and can be found orbiting some main-sequence stars. Particle disks have now been discovered around 150
main sequence stars. While we cannot yet detect planets orbiting other stars, we can begin to study the related
properties of these disks, which may be analogous to our own comet clouds, but more populous.
An important problem during the next decade will be to measure properties of the disks such as mass,
temperature and albedo distributions, as well as the carbon monoxide/dust ratios. Collisions of planetesimals in
orbit around other stars may be expected to generate extended circumstellar dust disks which may be observable in the
infrared region of the spectrum. The characterization of circumstellar dust and gas disks around main sequence stars
could provide important information on the statistics and evolution of planetary systems. The Space Infrared
Telescope Facility (SIRTF) will be an especially powerful tool for the investigation of circumstellar disks.
Completing the Inventory of the Solar System
To understand the origin of our own solar system, it is essential to establish its limits and inventory its
contents. The decades of the '70s and '80s were spent in intensive study of the major bodies of the solar system and
have greatly enriched our knowledge of their nature. However, we still do not have a complete inventory of all of
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the bodies of the solar system, nor of the detailed characteristics of those that have been discovered. Over the past
decade, estimates of the mass of cometary material have increased by an order of magnitude, and the prevalence of
dark organic material has been established on numerous bodies throughout the system. Today we recognize that the
Trojan asteroids (orbiting the Sun at the distance of Jupiter) are as numerous as the asteroids of the main belt, a fact
that was unsuspected a few years ago. And there is much ,et to be learned, even about the populations of objects in
the inner solar system .......
Our direct knowledge of the contents of our solar
system stops at Pluto's orbit. Information on the
mass distribution beyond Pluto is important for
understanding both the processes which control
planetary accumulation in protoplanetary disks and
those which control the dispersal of the disks.
Furthermore, the reality of a Kuiper belt of comets
beyond Pluto, apparently required to explain the
origin of short-period comets, has not yet been
observationally established. On a completely
different scale, we have identified less than 10 percent
of the estimated population of Earth-approaching
asteroids. We are unable yet to say whether the
observed number is consistent with injection from
the 3:1 resonance in the asteroid belt or requires that
many such asteroids be extinct cometary nuclei.
Thus systematic surveys continue to be of great
value.
The technology is ripe to perform much more
thorough surveys, particularly in the outer solar
system. There have been several estimates of the
number and total mass of cometary nuclei in the A distant analogue of our own planetary system is
Kuiper belt, and plausible estimates of the size shown in this eoronographic photo of Beta Pic. The
distribution indicate that the number of such objects star is accompanied by a flat disk of solid material
detectable with current technology is large. The most with dimensions of hundreds of AU. Advanced
complete current survey is to visual magnitude infrared instruments (SIRTF, SOFIA, and large
V = 22.5 covering 4.5 square degrees. An all-ecliptic ground-based telescopes) will greatly expand our
survey to red magnitude R = 23 (and perhaps to ability to study other planetary systems, especially
R = 24) is feasible. This project should be of during their formative periods. Las Campanas image
extremely high importance since the Oort cloud, if it reprinted by permission from R.J. Terri/e (JPL) and
really exists, represents a significant mass. It also B.A. Smith (Univ. Arizona).
validates the concept that comets may be true cosmo-
thermometers useful for determining conditions in the
early solar nebula. Such a survey would also place tight constraints on the existence of any planets as large as
Pluto out to very large distances from the Sun.
Remnants of Creation: Primitive Material in the Solar System
The most fundamental property of the members of the solar system, once they are discovered and their orbits
determined, is their composition. Many of the most important advances in planetary studies during the '70s and '80s
involved the identification of ices and organic materials on many objects, ranging from the moons of Mars to the
comets of the distant tort cloud. These objects preserve relatively pristine material from the time that the solar
system formed from the primordial solar nebula.
Preliminary evidence suggests that the low-albedo materials covering (or comprising) comets and some asteroids
and planetary satellites consist of macromolecular carbon compounds of low volatility, similar to those materials
found in the carbonaceous meteorites. It is of primary importance to establish in detail the connection between the
low-albedo materials in the outer solar system and the carbonaceous meteorites, because the chemistry, mineralogy,
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and thermal histories of the meteorites are relatively well understood. At the same time, the connections between the
organic contents of the comets and the interstellar medium require further elucidation, as the study of pre-solar
material proceeds with samples of comets and asteroids (the meteorites and interplanetary dust particles) in the
laboratory. These studies will be carded out primarily through infrared, millimeter, and submillimeter spectroscopy,
with large aperture ground-based telescopes, supplemented by critical observations that can only be made by the
Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA) from above the terrestrial water vapor, or by a cryogenic
optical system such as SIRTF in deep space.
The most primitive bodies are the comets. Our knowledge of the physical characteristics of cometary nuclei has
advanced tremendously during the past decade. We now realize that these bodies are typically irregular in shape, very
dark, and spectrally distinct from asteroids. Most are small with dimensions of only a few kilometers, but one much
larger object (Chiron) also displays comet-like behavior. Several comets have been observed to be active at
heliocentric distances greater than can be explained by a water ice model. Rotational periods are now known for a
few comets, and at least one of these (Comet Halley) may be in a complex dynamical state. Most surprisingly, it
has been learned that cometary activity is often confined to a small fraction of the total surface of the nucleus.
The chemical compositions of primitive bodies are key indicators of the processes that occurred during the
formation of our planetary system, and it is now possible to characterize these compositions by astronomical means.
Several key findings of the spacecraft missions to Comet Halley and of the extensive Earth-based observational
program demonstrate the high degree of spatial and temporal variability of the composition of gases in the coma.
The diversity of chemical species and the complexity of physical phenomena, both on the nucleus and in the coma,
require extensive simultaneous measurements using several techniques and a variety of spatial scales in order to
properly interpret individual comets and also to place individual comets in the context of the ensemble of comets. A
major challenge of the 1990's will be to understand the physical processes that have produced the observed
characteristics. In this regard, spectrophotometric observations of dormant comets at large heliocentric distances will
be particularly valuable.
Major uncertainties in our current understanding are amenable to resolution in the next decade. For example, the
variations from one comet to another in abundance of volatiles relative to water, particularly the dominant volatiles
carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide, may be addressed with proposed orbital facilities. Similarly, the abundance of
cosmogonically significant but minor constituents such as sulfur, formaldehyde, methane and ammonia, may also be
addressed. Elemental and isotopic abundances must also be determined. Elemental abundances will allow us to
assess the completeness of our inventory of parent species, while isotopic ratios for certain molecules bear direct
cosmogonic significance. Additional new species must be sought, such as the noble gases and complex
hydrocarbons, and the heterogeneity of all species within the nucleus must be assessed.
Radar observations have yielded a wealth of new information about the physical properties of several comets and
dozens of asteroids. The first direct detection of a cometary nucleus in 1983 was followed by the discovery of large
particle clouds associated with Comets IRAS-Araki-Alcock and Halley. The radar signatures of near-Earth asteroids
are highly diverse and reveal that a number of these small objects have extremely irregular, non-convex shapes.
Radar has also been used to establish the metallic nature of a few asteroids and thus to verify less direct
compositional inferences from visible and infrared spectrophotometry. Radar refinement of orbits is important for
maintaining the accuracy of both inner-planet and asteroidal ephemerides. This capability is critically important for
newly discovered Earth-approaching asteroids, since the detection of radar echoes can guarantee the optical recovery of
asteroids on subsequent apparitions.
Many asteroids are compositionally intermediate between the primitive comets and more highly-processed
planets and satellites. Spectrophotometric studies have revealed a variety of mineralogical classes, interpreted as
representing various degrees of metamorphic and aqueous modifications of original primitive organic material. We
have established further that composition is correlated with distance from the Sun, and therefore that the current
asteroid population preserves information on the spatial variation of conditions in the solar nebula. However,
telescopic studies must be extended to smaller objects and greater distances from the Sun, and also supported by
improved laboratory and theoretical developments, before this record of the past can be interpreted with confidence.
A major opportunity for detailed study of primitive bodies will be provided by the 1996 launch of a NASA
spacecraft to explore asteroid Hamburga and Comet Kopff. After flying past the asteroid in December 1997, the
Comet Rendezvous and Asteroid Flyby (CRAF) spacecraft will match orbits with the comet, which it will study at
close range from its arrival in July 2000 until past perihelion passage in December 2002. The spacecraft results will
be enhanced and extended to other comets and asteroids through detailed Earth-based observations carded out in
parallel with the in situ measurements. A number of the new astronomical facilities being considered for the 1990's
will directly support - and benefit from - the results of the CRAF mission.
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An End-Member Planet: Pluto-Charon
As the most distant known planet, Pluto and its satellite Charon present a unique opportunity to test current
models of the formation and evolution of the solar system. Since the Pluto-Charon system has not been visited by
spacecraft (nor are there plans to do so), what we do understand about it is based
on astronomical observations from the ground, aircraft, and Earth orbit. From
these we have a crude albedo map of Pluto's surface and know that its
atmosphere contains methane, as well as a heavier gas, probably carbon
monoxide or nitrogen. We also know the bulk density of the system is
2.1 g/cm 3, which is high enough to imply that Pluto and Charon formed
separately in the solar nebula, rather than in a circum-planetary nebula with a
subsequent escape into a solar orbit.
But how did Pluto and Charon become gravitationally bound, forming a
"double planet"? Are these two bodies composed of the same materials? How
does Pluto's atmosphere change diurnally and seasonally, as its solar distance
varies from 30 to 50 AU? These questions can be answered by the traditional
techniques of planetary astronomy, but implemented with more sophisticated
detectors, instruments, and telescopes. The observations needed are: 1) far
ultraviolet spectroscopy to detect ionized molecular species in Pluto's upper
atmosphere; 2) high resolution infrared spectroscopy to determine the state of
the methane and perhaps find additional molecular lines; 3) thermal infrared
observations to constrain atmospheric and surface properties; and, 4) stellar
occultation observations for determination of Pluto's atmospheric structure.
Learning how the observed quantities change as a function of solar distance will
be a further diagnostic for inferring more about the system.
Are We Alone? Detection and Study of Other Planetary Systems
Great strides have been made in the past two decades in terms of
understanding the conditions and processes during the formation of the solar
system. These strides have come in part from continued studies of solar system
material, in part from advances in theoretical modeling of key processes thought
to have played a central role in the formation of regions around mature and
forming stars. The significance of the latter contribution is that it heralds the The appearance of Pluto
dawning of a new era in planetary science, in which the bridge between the study and its satellite, Charon,
of our solar system as an isolated phenomenon is merged with studies of other
as modeled by D. Tholen
examples of the phenomenon. It is not overstating the case to say that we will (Univ. of Hawaii) and
never fully understand the origin of our own planetary system without results M. Buie (Space Telescope
from a successful search for and characterization of other planetary systems. Science Inst.), based on
Only then will we be able to determine which, if any, of the features of the solar observations of mutual
system are proto-typical of planetary systems in general, and therefore, which occultations. Ground-
properties must emerge as general results from a theoretical framework. We will based occultation data
begin to see the development of a new discipline, that of planetary system have provided a unique
science, which will not only lead to an understanding of how our solar system opportunity to study these
was formed, but which will also provide a means to check our views of the distant worlds. Reprinted
process by which stars are born. by permission from
A star with a single planetary companion executes a reflex orbit that is a D. Tholen (Univ. Hawaii)
much smaller replica, in its projection on the sky, of the orbit of the planet and M. Buie andK. Home
itself. The dimensions of this stellar orbit are scaled down by the ratio of the (Space Telescope
planet to stellar mass. For a multiple planet system, the reflex motions of Science Inst.).
the star are independent and additive. The two measurable aspects of that stellar
reflex orbit are the apparent displacement of the star, which can be sensed by
precision astrometry, and the variation in its radial velocity, which can be
detected by high-resolution doppler spectroscopy. These techniques are complementary, and both are maturing
instrumentally to the point that their expected sensitivities in searches for other planetary systems are limited only
by systematic effects associated with the physical properties of the stars themselves.
?
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The doppler spectroscopy technique measures the radial (line-of-sight) component of the star's reflex motion to a
precision of a few meters per second, using specialized spectroscopic instruments on large ground-based telescopes.
This technique works most sensitively for low-mass stars, and it is especially sensitive to planets in smaller orbits.
Doppler spectrographic surveys are under way at the University of Arizona, the University of Texas, and at the
Canada-France-Hawaii telescope at Mauna Kea, where precisions of 10 m/s have been achieved over several years.
The current state-of-the-art would permit the detection of Jupiter around the Sun at the l-sigma level, and of a jovian
planet in a smaller orbit around a star of 0.3 solar masses with much better confidence. The observers at Mauna Kea
have accumulated a data base on about 20 nearby dwarf stars, and several of them show marginal evidence for
planetary or stellar companions. The primary advantages of the doppler spectroscopic technique are that it can be
implemented from the ground, and its power is explicitly independent of the distance to the star under study. In
addition, doppler spectroscopy is in many ways complementary to astrometric searches, which are most sensitive to
planets in larger orbits. The complementary nature and the cost-effectiveness of doppler spectroscopy programs
commend them as an important part of the overall effort to search for planets.
An alternative approach to searching for other planetary systems is astrometry, in which the reflex orbit of the
star is determined from precision measurements of its apparent position on the sky. Unlike doppler spectroscopy,
the detection capability of astrometry is inversely proportional to distance. However, for nearby stars, astrometric
precisions of 10 microarcsec should be achievable from Earth orbit, and this level of precision is sufficient to detect
planets with masses comparable to that of Uranus, in orbits with radii comparable to that of Jupiter around any star
within 30 LY of the sun. In space, either direct telescopes or interferometer systems can be designed to achieve the
required level of precision.
Comparative Planetology: Understanding Planetary Processes
Not all of planetary astronomy is focused on questions of the origin and evolution of the solar system. The
major planets, and even many smaller objects, retain little memory of their beginnings. Instead, these objects have
been subject to a long history of thermal and chemical modification, enhanced by random impacts and other external
influences. To understand these planetary histories, and the conditions that determine planetary environments today,
we must address the current state of the members of the solar system. Much of the current effort is also directed
toward the dynamical processes that we see at work on other planets. As we develop a better knowledge of these
processes, we can enhance our understanding of the forces that shape planetary evolution, and we may also develop a
deeper understanding of our own planet Earth.
The following sections describe a number of opportunities to advance our understanding of planetary processes
during the decade of the 1990's. Many of these focus on dynamic and time-variable phenomena. Most such studies
require Earth-based astronomical studies, often spanning a considerable time base. Even when a spacecraft encounter
has yielded a much more detailed study of a target at one particular epoch, these Earth-based studies must be made to
relate the spacecraft data to events on the longer time scales characteristic of planetary seasonal changes or the
11-year solar cycle.
Dynamics of Planetary Atmospheres
The Voyager encounters with Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune have revealed great diversity in the dynamics
and circulation patterns of the atmospheres of the giant planets. The winds vary greatly with latitude in a pattern
that is unique to each planet. Saturn's winds, for example, are almost entirely eastward relative to the rotation of the
magnetic field, while those of Neptune within 60 degrees of the equator flow westward. On Jupiter, the banded
appearance of the atmosphere shows that planetary rotation plays the dominant role in global circulation, with rising
air in the white zones and descending air in the dark belts, but this relationship is not valid for Saturn. Uranus
shows essentially no atmospheric banded structure. Jupiter and Neptune, both of which have internal heat sources,
each exhibit a gigantic storm system (the Great Red Spot and Great Dark Spot, respectively) at the same southern
latitude and of comparable size relative to the planet's dimensions.
The depth of penetration of the zonal winds into the atmospheres of the giant planets and the energy source that
drives those winds are unknown. Eddy activity on spatial scales that are below the resolution of Earth-based
telescopes have only been glimpsed during the Voyager flybys and are poorly understood. Thus, our understanding
of the coupling of the atmospheres to the motions of the interiors of the giant planets is very weak.
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Many more observations with high spatial resolution and a time base comparable to that of the known seasonal
and non-periodic changes are required to decipher the dynamics of the atmosphere of Jupiter and the other giant
planets. At a resolution of 0.1 arcsec, Jupiter and Saturn can be studied on appropriate spatial males. Unfortunately,
there is little to be seen on Uranus, and Neptune is so distant that another order of magnitude in spatial resolution is
probably required to monitor seasonal variations effectively. Much higher spatial resolution can be achieved near the
10 Ixbar levels with stellar occultations, which can probe the structure of these atmospheres with a spatial resolution
of a few kilometerS; .... .
The wind patterns on Mars and Venus are not yet completely known nor understood. What is the circulation
pattern in Venus' mesosphere? The underlying cl0ud!ayers sho_strong retrograde winds, while the thermosphere is
expected to have a day-to-night wind pattern. Planetary-scale winds on Mars have never _-observed, due to the
absence of large stable cloud features in the atmosphere. The unknown winds on both planets can be observed by
doppler spectroscopy utilizing rotational translations of the carbon monoxide line at millimeter wavelengths.
Planetary Rings and Ring Dynamics
Observations of occultations of stars by solar objects will continue to be a major tool of planetary science.
Apart from in situ measurements, there exists no other method for directly probing refractivity and optical depth.
Occultation observations yield spatial resolutions on
the order of a few kilometer (submilliarcseconds in
the outer solar system), while constraining
positional models to even higher precision, by one-
to-two orders of magnitude. Such precision rivals
or even exceeds many measurements from
spacecraft, and is ultimately attributable to our
precise knowledge of the position and rotation of the
Earth. Occultation data can be continuously
accumulated over a temporal baseline exceeding
decades, which leads to continuous refinement of
ring precession rates and related variables, which in
turn provide precise geophysical measurements of
quantities related to planetary interior structure.
The Neptune system presents a challenge to
ground-based planetary astronomy over the next
decade. The rings of Neptune are currently
accessible to ground-based observation only via
stellar occultation, and only the denser portions, or
condensations, can be detected reliably. With the
Voyager encounter data, we have a few sparse
observations spread over an eight-year period. The
orbital periods and radii of the condensations are so
poorly known that predictions of their orbital phases
over a decade-long baseline are subject to uncertainty
of 10 degrees or more. No viable theoretical model
for the condensations currently exists. Basic
information about eccentricities, inclinations,
precession rates, widths, and optical depths can be
obtained from stellar occultations, but will require
concerted worldwide campaigns and accurate
predictions. Such a data set will provide
fundamental constraints on ring theories, and may
also yield accurate data on the interior structure of
Neptune.
The Neptune system presents a challenge to
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ground-based planetary astronomy over the next decade. The rings of Neptune are currendy accessible to ground-
based observation only via stellar occultation, and only the denser portions, or condensations, can be detected
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reliably. With the Voyager encounter data, we have a few sparse observations spread over an eight-year period. The
orbital periods and radii of the condensations are so poorly known that predictions of their orbital phases over a
decade-long baseline are subject to uncertainty of 10 degrees or more. No viable theoretical model for the
condensations currently exists. Basic information about eccentricities, inclinations, precession rates, widths, and
optical depths can be obtained from stellar occultations, but will require concerted worldwide campaigns and accurate
predictions. Such a data set will provide fundamental constraints on ring theories, and may also yield accurate data
on the interior structure of Neptune.
Other ring systems amenable to study at high spatial resolution afforded by the stellar occultation techniques are
those of Uranus and Saturn. A highly sophisticated model for the orbits of the nine "classical" uranian rings has
already been achieved by combining occultation observations obtained over the past 13 years. Even more precision
with which to test dynamical theories of this system is available through continuing observations, as the aspect of
Uranus changes from a polar to an equitorial view.
Until recently, Saturn's rings had not been studied with Earth-based occultation observations because of the
prohibitively bright background of the rings themselves. However, occultation by Saturn's rings have begun being
observed from the ground with new infrared techniques. Also, observations will be possible with the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST), SIRTF, and SOFIA when they become operational. These data will yield immediate improvement
in the precision of determinations of Saturn's gravity zonal harmonics, some first order information on the shape of
the inner edges of the A, B, and C rings, and completely new information on the more opaque portions of the B ring.
Composition and Structure of the Atmospheres of Giant Planets
We are still learning much about the trace constituents of the atmospheres of the giant planets. Many important
planetary molecular lines occur at wavelengths inaccessible from the ground, such as the 4 to 8 I.tm region. Studies
from the KAO have revealed the presence of water, phosphine, carbon monoxide, germane, ethane, and arsine on
Jupiter. The higher sensitivity provided by SOFIA's large aperture and higher flight altitude will permit numerous
investigations not attempted from the KAO, such as high resolution spectroscopy of Uranus.
At radio wavelengths (millimeter to centimeter) one typically probes into and below the cloud layers. The main
opacity is provided by gaseous ammonia. Observations at different wavelengths probe different depths, and hence
provide information on the altitude distribution of the ammonia gas. High resolution images give information on
the spatial distribution of this gas. Since ammonia is the primary constituent of the cloud layers composed of
ammonia ice and solid ammonium hydrosulfide, radio observations provide direct information on these two cloud
layers. The information can be tied in with atmospheric composition and thus planetary formations, as well as with
cloud physics and dynamics.
Currently, excellent images at centimeter wavelengths can be obtained with the VLA. It would be worthwhile,
however, to put more effort over the next decade into software to enable deconvolution techniques such that the
images can be corrected for rotational smearing (images have integration times of at least a few hours), which would
allow detection of longitudinal features in addition to the latitudinal structure.
At millimeter wavelengths, radio interferometry can image the giant planets on arcsecond scales and yield
information on the ammonia gas and on trace constituents such as carbon monoxide, hydrogen sulfide, hydrogen
cyanide, and phosphine at relatively deep levels of the atmosphere. Such observations imply that these constituents,
if present, are brought up from deep levels in the atmosphere, as opposed to being formed at high altitudes or
introduced from outside the atmosphere.
Volcanoes of lo
Jupiter's satellite Io is one of the most remarkable objects in the solar system. Its high level of volcanism,
discovered by the Voyager spacecraft in 1979, is readily detectable from Earth, and observations made nearly a decade
before the Voyager flyby can be interpreted in retrospect in terms of heat flow from volcanic hot spots. During the
15 years between Voyager and the arrival of the Galileo spacecraft at Jupiter, astronomical observations have
permitted continuous monitoring of volcanic activity, and this ability to extend the time base of spacecraft data will
continue into the future.
The volcanoes on Io channel the release of internal heat through a limited number of vents or hot spots that are
observable from Earth in the thermal infrared region of the spectrum. The emission spectrum of the thermal regions
is clearly apparent during eclipses, but even when not eclipsed the hot spots are detected, and with spatial resolutions
of 0.1 to 0.3 arcsec individual volcanoes can be identified and studied in detail. Such studies have revealed the
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locations, sizes, and temperatures of the main hot spots, as well as estimates of the total heat flow. One interesting
discovery is that about 50 percent of the total heat flow from Io is focused in one volcanic region, called Loki, which
has been active for at least two decades. However, there are indications of variations in the temperature, area, and
perhaps exact location of Loki on time scales as short as a few weeks.
The infrared spectrum of Io shows many bands diagnostic of the i_ce_sthat lie o_nits surface. Sulfur dioxide
(including several isotopes), hydrogen sulfide, and water ice have been found, but several other absorption bands are
as yet unidentified. The ices on Io's surface are presumably emplaced locally by the active volcanoes, but they are
largely unstable because of the temperature and the radiation environment. Sublimation and recondensation
redistribute the materials on the surface, perhaps in patterns corresponding to their volatility. The compositions of
Io's ices are a reflection of the chemistry of the volcanoes, and they are spatially and temporally variable.
Spectroscopy of Io with higher spectral resolution and expanded spatial and time resolution will be valuable in the
continued study of the volcanism on this satellite.
Ground-based observations of Jupiter's magnetosphere are obtained regularly. In fact, the presence of Jupiter's
magnetosphere, its strength, tilt angle, and offset from center were determined from ground-based observations well
before the spacecraft encounters. Radiation at decimetric wavelengths is synchotron radiation, emitted by high
energy electrons near Jupiter's magnetic equatorial plane. The emission is a smooth function of central meridian
longitude. Emission at decametric wavelengths is cyclotron radiation, emitted by electrons at or near their high
latitude mirror-points. The emission appears in bursts, and is very irregular in character. The decametric emission is
strongly modulated by Jupiter's central meridian longitude and the phase of Io in its orbit. More ground-based
observations, with parallel modeling and theoretical investigations, are needed to add to the present knowledge of a
number of unexplained effects such as a perplexing variety of types of bursts, polarization effects, and the presence of
correlations with Io in some components and the lack of it in others. Long term monitoring is important to
establish and investigate periodicities, to correlate the emissions with the solar wind or other solar phenomena, and
to watch for effects that might reveal a non-periodic change in the jovian magnetic field structure or in its rotational
period.
Mineralogy of the Martian Surface
Many studies of the Surface of Mars can be carried out from the Earth. The 2 to 6 _tm range is ideally suited for
characterization of a variety of volatile-bearing miner, s such as hydrates, hydroxides, water ice, carbon dioxide ice,
carbonates, and sulfates. Some important features in this spectral range are accessible from the ground, while others
require an airborne telescope. During the better oppositions the largest volcanoes are on the order of 1 arcsec in size,
and polar caps are somewhat larger. Spectroscopy with comparable spatial resolution should isolate characteristic
mineralogy, and permit geologic interpretation of the regional internal and surface processes which have been active
throughout the planet's history.
Examination of photographs of the surface of Mars leads to the inescapable conclusion that there once must
have been large quantities of fluid on the surface. Yet no obvious fluid sources are apparent today. Water vapor has
been detected in the atmosphere of Mars and has been shown to be variable. The source of the water vapor is
thought to be a permafrost trapped under the polar carbon dioxide ice caps. In support of the current Presidential and
NASA initiative toward Mars, it is critical to continue to monitor the quantity of water vapor on Mars in order to
quantify the atmospheric water cycle and to understand the seasonal cycles of the atmosphere.
High-Precision Dynamical Studies
We are used to thinking of many astrophysical measurements as being not very precise, i.e. as carrying no more
than two or so significant figures. These are the type of measurements which are of most interest when we are in
the discovery mode, when the mere existence of a phenomenon is in question. Much, but not all, of the work of
ground-based planetary astronomy has been in this mode. But detailed comparison of theory and observation to
several significant figures has also led to an elegant and profound syntheses. The planet Neptune was discovered in
this fashion, and even in the twentieth century the careful anaJysis of orbits and spins has led to the discovery of
subtle resonances. Most recently, careful and precise measurements of the mutual eclipses and occultations of the
Pluto-Charon system has produced determinations of the sizes and orbital parameters to many significant figures.
Some examples of the precise measurements which are of interest follow: 1) The orbits of the Galilean
satellites of Jupiter are evolving under the influence of tidal dissipation and exchange of angular momentum with
Jupiter. Determination of the evolution of these orbits is possible, in principle, with high-precision observations of
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orbital phases over long temporal baselines. Some observations of this type may not be fully exploitable for many
generations, but should be made now; 2) the shape parameters (both gravitational and geometrical) of planets are
influenced by their spin states and by internal dynamics. It is feasible to measure these parameters to the level of a
few kilometers in some cases, and over a period of years to build up a data base for detailed study of interior
structure, as has been done for the Earth; and, 3) the jovian magnetic field, unlike the fields of the other giant
planets, can be readily observed from the Earth, and its rotation period can be determined to a fraction of a second.
According to dynamo theory, the geometry of the jovian field should be evolving, and one would expect to obtain
information about such evolution if the current level of precision of observations were maintained for about a
century.
CRITICAL TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS
The continuing success of planetary astronomy, even in the era of space missions, can to a large degree be
attributed to technological advances in instruments, telescopes, and data reduction methods. New technology
facilitates observations that have been previously impossible from Earth, and these open up new areas of scientific
investigation. A recent example is the imaging of the Io volcanoes from the IRTF at 0.3 arcsec resolution. With
this capability we can now watch new volcanoes emerging and old ones becoming dormant.
Obtaining these volcano images became possible just recently with the incorporation of an infrared array into a
new instrument (the Proto Cam) at the IRTF and a better understanding of the seeing (degree of atmospheric
interference) at Mauna Kea, which shows that images as small as 0.2 arcsec can be obtained in the near infrared
region of the spectrum. A further bonus of this wavelength region is that the jovian planets have deep methane
absorption bands, so that most, if not all, of the small satellites discovered by Voyager can now be studied from
Earth.
Future technical advances will have similar impacts, since we are now in the midst of rapidly improving
capabilities in several critical areas, including: 1) improvements to telescopes and the image quality that can be
obtained from them; 2) increases in array detector size to cover an expanded wavelength region with lower
background noise; 3) improvements to computer technology that are providing dramatic increases in speed, high
capacity data storage, and worldwide network capabilities that will be needed to cope with the array data;
and, 4) development of new, high-level software languages, some of which work with symbolic, as well as numeric
input (such as IRAF, IDL, and Mathematica), thus dramatically reducing the time needed to develop and implement
new methods for modeling and data analysis.
In the past decade planetary astronomy experienced a revolution brought on by the common use of the charge
coupled device (CCD) as a detector. This device has had a particularly large impact on comet observations, which
make full use of all four advantages that the CCD has over a photographic plate: 1)higher quantum
efficiency; 2) larger dynamic range; 3) lower background noise; and, 4) output data already in digital form. At
present, however, the greater number of pixels on a photographic plate still makes it the preferred detector for some
survey programs, such as searches for new comets and Earth-approaching asteroids. This advantage will disappear as
2048 x 2048 arrays become available. Although infrared arrays are smaller (256 x 256 at present), they may have
even greater impact on planetary astronomy than the optical CCD because of lower background fluxes from the
jovian planets and the superior image quality in this spectral region.
As a result of these technological advances, we can expect not only higher quality data in the 1990's from Earth-
based telescopes but the development of more efficient ways for planetary astronomers to work. The interconnection
of the community and observatories through a common computer network will make it easier to share supported
software. Another advantage of the ubiquitous computer network will be the facilitation of remote observing and
data access. After an observing program has been set up and the observing techniques established, the program can
be carried out by a local observer or through control of the telescope and instrument from a remote location. This
will reduce travel time and costs and allow sharing nights between observing programs. The flexibility gained by
remote observing could also be used to increase the effectiveness of certain observing programs.
Looking to the late 1990's and beyond, fundamental advances in the study of asteroids and other small solar
system objects will be possible with the development of ground-based interferometers. Systems under development
by several groups are expected to yield images of stellar sources with milliarcsecond resolution within a decade.
Applications to solar system objects, with their lower surface brightness and irregular contours, may be more
difficult, and they are expected to require both advanced adaptive optics and interferometer systems with extensive
coverage of the U-V plane. However, eventually we hope to obtain asteroid images from the ground with resolution
of a few kilometers throughout the main belt.
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The extension of interferometric imaging to long baselines in space offers even more dramatic capability.
A 10-kilometer baseline interferometer on the Moon could achieve resolution of a few tens of meters for the main
belt asteroids. Such an instrument would also be expected to have astrometric accuracy of about 10 nanoarcseconds,
opening a much larger volume of space to astrometric searches for extra-solar planets.
PROPOSED PROJECTS AND FACILITIES
The following are brief descriptions of the major new projects proposed for the 1990's that hold the greatest
promise for new discoveries and deeper insight in planetary astronomy. They appear here prioritized according to
their cost within the "space-based" and "ground-based" categories.
SIRTF: The Space Infrared Telescope Facility
SIRTF is a 1-meter class cryogenic telescope, designed to operate for five years in high Earth orbit (altitude
approximately 100,000 km). SIRTF is the infrared component of NASA's family of Great Observatories, and it is
currently planned for launch in the late 1990's. It will be operated as a facility for the entire scientific community,
with over 80 percent of the observing time available to general observers. SIRTF's three instruments will provide
images and spectra from 2 I.tm to beyond 700 I.tm, using an optical system which will provide diffraction-limited
images at wavelengths longer than 3 ttm over a 7-arcmin field of view. Using current infrared detector arrays,
SIRTF will be natural background limited, and on a per-pixel or per-resolution element basis, it will be 1,000 to
10,000 times as sensitive as IRAS. SIRTF will be the _first mission to combine the intrinsic sensitivity of a
cryogenically-cooled telescope with the tremendous imaging and spectroscopic power of large-format detector arrays.
SIR'IT will expand upon the important discoveries by IRAS of the disks and shells of particulate matter
orbiting nearby stars. SIRTF will make detailed imaging studies of the most prominent disks to determine their
shape and orientation, and to search for the dust-depleted inner regions predicted by models which may suggest the
presence of planets close to the stars. Low resolution spectroscopy will be diagnostic of the compositiongfthedust
in these systems, while high resolution spectra will trace gaseous constituents. SIRTF can detect less prominent
dust systems around literally thousands of stars and determine how the prevalence and properties of such disks depend
on the mass, luminosity, age, and other characteristics of the stars. These dust disks are spatially extended and thus
demand the low background of a cryogenic telescope' SIRTF is the ideal platform for such studies, which can
revolutionize cosmogony by extending the study of planetary system formation beyond the boundaries of our solar
system.
The reconnaissance of the outer solar system accomplished by the Pioneer and Voyager spacecraft and the survey
work of IRAS have revealed new aspects of the Sun's family that require further detailed study. Just as SIRTF can
study material in the outer regions of other solar systems, it will extend the studies of our own solar system to the
most distant planets and beyond. SIRTF will obtain spectra of comets, asteroids, and planetary satellites in the
infrared region, where diagnostic molecular bands reveal the chemistry of these varied objects. The ices that
condensed in the collapsing solar nebula further than 5 AU from the Sun and that are now locked in the comets and
satellites carry the chemical history of the nebula in the zones where the outer planets formed. The chemistry of
carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen in the solar nebula and in the protoplanetary clouds can be read in the spectral
signatures of the comets and the relatively undisturbed planetary satellites. Organic solids and other forms of carbon,
preserved from the interstellar medium and incorporated into the comets and asteroids, can be explored through their
infrared spectral signatures in objects too faint and cold to be observed from ground-based telescopes. Infrared auroras
on the giant planets will be observed spectroscopically, while spectra of the volcanically active Io will reveal the
ever-changing surface and atmosphere. Far-infrared spectra of Pluto, Chiron, and Triton will, for the first time, give
definitive information on the atmospheres and surface ices of these small and remote bodies. Dust from pulverized
asteroids found by IRAS will be explored in high-resolution thermal infrared images to determine the sources and
ages of specific asteroid collisions. SIRTF can also search for the hypothesized Kuiper belt, thought to represent a
reservoir of comets beyond the orbit of Pluto. If this belt is as rich as is required by some recent dynamical
estimates, one or two Kuiper belt comets should appear in a single SIRTF image taken in the zodiacal plane at
100 lain; these faint objects can readily be identified by their gradual motion relative to the galactic background.
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SIR'I F is the fourth and final of NASA's orbital Great Observatories, and as such it is the highest priority major
new project of the Astrophysics Division. Assigned to JPL for implementation, it will receive a Phase B study in
1992. In the strategic plan of the NASA Office of Space Science and Applications, SIR'IF is scheduled as a
proposed FY93 new start, with launch anticipated for about 1998.
SOFIA: The Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy
SOFIA will be an airborne observatory designed to address fundamental questions in galactic and extragalactic
astronomy and in the origin and evolution of the solar system. Operating at altitudes from 12.5 to 14 km, SOFIA
will provide routine access to wavelengths between 0.3 gm and 1.6 mm. Its 2.5-meter-diameter telescope will
produce images ranging from roughly 4 arcsec at visible wavelengths down to about 1.5 arcsec in the near infrared
region of the spectrum, and following the diffraction limit for wavelengths beyond about 10 gin. The planned
schedule of 120 8-hour flights per year would support approximately 15 focal plane instruments and 40 P.I. teams
annually. Many of these teams would involve one or more graduate students. The instruments would include
photometers, polarimeters, and spectrometers developed and maintained largely by the interested P.I. teams.
SOFIA's 20-year lifetime will provide a foundation of research, instrument development, and training of young
scientists, bridging the gap between IRAS and SIRTF.
SOFIA will permit exciting new studies of the
mineralogy of the martian surface. The 2 to 6 gm
range is ideally suited for characterization of a variety
of volatile-bearing minerals such as hydrates,
hydroxides, water ice, carbon dioxide ice, carbonates,
and sulfates. A number of important features in this
spectral range are accessible from an airborne
telescope. Spectroscopy from SOFIA should isolate
characteristic mineralogy and permit geologic
interpretation of the regional internal and surface
processes which have been active throughout the
planet's history.
Occultations of stars provide a powerful tool for
the study of planetary atmospheres and rings. The
altitudes of a planetary atmosphere probed by an Earth-
based stellar occultation lie in the gap between
spacecraft radio occultations and ultraviolet stellar and
solar occultations. A series of stellar occultations by
a planetary ring system can provide exceedingly
precise orbital data, leading to an understanding of the
age and evolution of the rings and to the internal
structure of the planet through the harmonics of its
gravitational field. SOFIA will readily accommodate
the specialized instrumentation required for
occultations, typically high time resolution,
multispectral imaging systems. For example, the
quality of an occultation observation is enhanced
by working in wavelength bands where the planet is
relatively dark. In the case of Saturn for example,
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Infrared spectrum of Jupiter's satellite Io (solid curve)
compared with laboratory spectra of possible
analogue materials. Infrared spectroscopy is one of
the most powerful tools for determining the
compositions of both planetary atmospheres and
solid surfaces. Courtesy of F. Salama (NASA Ames
Research Center).
6.2 gm, a wavelength accessible from SOFIA but not from the ground, is an intensity minimum for both the disk
and the rings. SOFIA will be a primary facility for observation of stellar occultations by Pluto, Triton, and Titan
by virtue of its large aperture and mobility. Events involving these interesting objects will commonly involve faint
stars, and will have uncertain predictions until a few days before the event occurs. Thus its sensitivity, mobility,
scheduling flexibility, and insensitivity to weather assure SOFIA a unique role in the observation of occultations.
Spectroscopic studies of comets will make use of the spectral access available to a stratospheric telescope. The
discovery of water vapor in Comet Halley from the KAO clearly demonstrated the value of airborne observations of
comets. Ground-based measurements of Halley revealed organic material (the C-H stretch feature), but important
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C-O, C-C, and C-N stretch bands of these species lie between 5 and 8 Ixm. Moreover, important cometary parent
molecules have strong rotational transitions at submillimeter wavelengths. Radiation in these infrared and
submillimeter bands does not reach the ground but is readily accessible from 12.5 km. Gaseous constituents require
high resoiudon (roughly 1 km/sec) to discriminate between teliuric and cometary features, to separate vibration-
rotation lines in a band, and to permit kinematic analyses of cometary line profiles. SOFIA will be able to study a
number of short period comets, observing their solid-state spectral features (such as olivine and water ice) as well as
their gaseous features ............ _ ---- _
SOHAwili_retain the major features of the Kuiper AirborneObservatory thathave made the airborne astronomy
program so successful, including flexibility of operations and broad access to investigators and their students.
Particularly important are the opportunities offered to young scientists, who can accomplish complete
astronomicalinvestigations - from instrument concept and construction, through publication of results - within the
time available to a graduate student or post-doctoral researcher. SOFIA will help bridge the gap between ground-
based and space-based astronomy in the educational sense, as well as in its access to the electromagnetic spectrum.
Extrapolating from experience with the KAO, one can project that SOFIA, over its 20 year lifetime, will generate
nearly 100 Ph.D.s and involve p/6-iici-pation by indi_duafs-from more than 150 institutions, about 70 percent of
which will be universities .....
SOFIA willbea joint projectunder U.S. leadership with the Feder_-Republic of Germany supplying a major
part of the telescope system, supporting the operations at roughly the 20 percent level, and participating in the flight
program at a similar level. NASA and the German Science M]nlsti'ycompleted P_hase B studies of the project in
1989 and are currently continuing technology studies at a lower level, if approved for development in NASA's FY92
budget, SOFIA will be flying in the fall of 1996.
Search for Other Planetary Systems from Earth Orbit
The search for, and study of, other planetary systems can be a centerpiece of astronomy for the 1990's. Current
ground-based studies using doppler spectroscopy and_as_0metry have the capability to detect Jupiter-mass planets
orbiting the nearest stars. An improved astrometric telescope at an excellent site (discussed below, on page 17) could
expand the search domain and extend to planets with the mass of Saturn. In addition, NASA's Search for
Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETi) project will begin operation in 1992, providing a radically different possibility for
the discovery of other planets. If planetary systems are as prevalent as many astronomers believe, it seems likely
that one or more of these surveys will achieve a positive result during the first half of the decade of the 1990's.
The discovery of one or more planets of jovian mass will be an important milestone, but it does not end the
search for other planetary systems. The goal of a scientific survey must include the characterization of other
planetary systems. To achieve this goal, we must use a search technique that is sensitive to smaller planets, at least
down to the 10-Earth-mass level repres_ented by Uranus, Neptune, and__e refractory cores of Jupiter and Saturn.
Further, we must anticipate that multiple-planet sys_t_e__mswill be discovered, and that we will wish to determine the
orbits and masses of these objects from their superimposed gravitational effects. The only technique capable of
achieving the required accuracy is astrometry carried out at the 10-microarcsecond level for a period of a decade or
more. Further, astrometry at the 10-microarcsecond level can provide definitive negative results in the search for
other planetary systems; that is, failure to find any planets with such a search will challenge current ideas of the star
and planet formation processes, and would therefore lead to a profound re-evaluation of current astrophysical thinking
in these areas.
To achieve 10-microarcsecond precision, we must place an astrometric telescope beyond the Earth's atmosphere.
In the long run, such surveys may best be carried out by interferometers on the surface of the Moon, and such
systems should be carefully studied during the 1990's. However, it is also possible to pursue these goals with a free-
flying astrometric observatory that could be launched and begin operation late in this decade. One example of the
latter is the Astrometric Telescope Facility (ATF), a system capable, in principle, of relative astrometric
measurements accurate to the several-microarcsecond level.
In addition to astrometry, which is an indirect method of detecting other planetary systems, there will be a need
for systems capable of directly detecting other systems, or at least providing very high spatial and spectral resolution
of disks which are likely precursors to planetary systems. In the region immediately adjacent to any bright point
source lies a previously unexplored part of the universe. It is in this region that knowledge of the existence, origin,
and formation of planetary systems lies hidden, masked by the scattered and diffracted light halo of the cenlral source
which blinds the optical system. The Astrometric Imaging Telescope (AIT) is a 1.5- to 2-meter-aperture orbital
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telescope which has unique capabilities to overcome this blinding light source and which combines direct imaging
and astrometry to discover and characterize planetary and protoplanetary systems.
The astrometric function is implemented by a relatively wide field (20 arcmin) astrometric instrument, the
Multichannel Astrometric Photometer (MAP). The imaging function combines a newly developed, highly efficient
coronagraph (working against diffracted light) with a super-smooth optical system (working against scattered light)
to form the Circumstellar Imaging Instrument ((21I).
The imaging capability of the AIT is a powerful adjunct to all indirect methods. By design, it is extremely
sensitive to circumstellar material such as zodiacal dust distributions or protoplanetary disks. Moreover, in the case
of multiple planets, the image formation recorded from each planet is spatially distinct and detectability is not a
function of the number of planets. In other words, all planets in a given system that are above the detectability
threshold for that system are detected independently of one another within the same images. Even when no
detections occur, upper limits can be placed on the absence of planets larger than a given diameter at a given orbital
radius. This kind of information can be expected to help resolve any ambiguous indirect signals.
The high efficiency coronagraph and the super-smooth optical system of the AIT combine to produce a reduction
of the light halo around a bright star by three orders of magnitude. Taking into account relative aperture sizes and
optical figures, this amounts to a hundred-fold improvement in background level over comparable levels in the
Hubble Space Telescope. This dramatic reduction in background is necessary to image extra-solar jovian planets, but
it also implies that we will be able to do much more than learn that there is some nebulous region surrounding a
given star; we will be able to image fine detail in that region and directly observe subtle features which would
otherwise totally exhaust the dynamic range capabilities of typical imaging systems.
The AIT has been recommended to NASA's Solar System Exploration Division and is currently under study
(Phase A) at JPL. If supported either through science funding for Space Station Freedom or as a free-flying
spacecraft, it could begin operations before the end of the 1990's.
The Orbiting Planetary Telescope (OPTIPTEL)
The Orbiting Planetary Telescope/Planetenteleskop (OPT/PTEL) is a free flying 1-meter diffraction-limited
telescope in high Earth orbit (geosynchronous). It is designed for an anticipated lifetime of 5 years and optimized for
spectroscopic and high-resolution imaging of solar system objects. OPT/PTEL offers the following capabilities:
• Wide spectral coverage (115 to 5000 nm) free of atmospheric absorption.
• Fully multiplexed spectroscopy and imaging.
• Multiplexed ultraviolet-visible-infrared spectroscopic channels.
• Wide field of view (10 arcmin).
• On-target guidance and tracking to :L-0.02arcsec.
• Operation at small solar elongation angles.
• 17 hour/day operation above 40,000 km.
The long lifetime of OPT/PTEL will allow investigation of time-variable solar system phenomena and their
response to changing input conditions (e.g. variable Extreme Ultraviolet CEUV) flux, changing heliocentric distance,
climate, and/or episodic volcanism.) Applied to studies of Mars it should provide insight into the origin and
development of global dust storms and could play an enabling role in the human exploration of Mars. The ability of
OPT/PTEL to provide near-simultaneous measurements in widely separated spectral regions should allow it to
provide data that will clarify the complex physical inter-relationships that occur in phenomena like the Jupiter-
magnetosphere-torus-Io system, the Venus cloud-deck, and in active cometary atmospheres. It could be used to
extend and clarify measurements made by orbiting or flyby planetary spacecraft by providing the measurements that
define the large-scale context of in situ studies. For example, ultraviolet spectroscopy of comet Kopff will directly
support the in situ spacecraft exploration of this comet in the first decade of the next century. It could also be
employed to study the long-term evolution of phenomena in planetary atmospheres (e.g. outer planet atmospheric
circulations), and on planetary surfaces (e.g. martian polar caps). Finally it will allow further geochemical mapping
of the lunar and martian surfaces as well as a survey of the unexplored hemisphere of Mercury.
During its nominal lifetime the telescope would provide some 12,000 hours of prime observing time
(equivalent, after taking into account typical weather factors and atmospheric seeing, to 17 years worth of prime-time
(dark) observations on a ground-based telescope.) In its operation phase the project is conceived to operate in a mode
similar to the highly successful IUE mission, but with the addition of a fully distributed data system that will allow
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fine targeting and data acquisition from the observers' home institution, It will provide rapid access to space for
planetary scientists and therefore more frequent opportunities for novel solar system investigations in spectral
regions unavailable from the ground.
OPT/FFEL is conceived as an international project between the Federal Republic of Germany, the United States,
and, possibly, the European Space Agency. The United States' contribution would be the provision of the
ultraviolet-visible-infrared spectrographic package, associated foreoptics, and detector cooling systems. The mission
therefore provides opportunities to hardware development groups at U.S. universities and private institutions while
maintaining a substantial role for a NASA center. NASA's Solar System Exploration Division has recently formed
a Science Working Group to work with European partners in completing a Phase A study for the OPT/PTEL, which
could be proposed for new start funding in 1994 and launched in 1998.
Infrared-Optimized
Astronomy in the U.S. is presently in a vigorous period of
telescope construction; there are at least 11 projects under way or being
planned for new ground-based telescopes in the 3- to 10-meter class.
One of the current premier infrared telescopes in the world is the
3-meter IRTF on Mauna Kea, constructed and operated by the Solar
System Exploration Division at NASA. Half of the time on the
IRTF isdevoted to solar system studies, and this instrument has
supported a significant fraction of all ground-based planetary astronomy
during the 1980's. Now, however, it is opportune to take advantage of
new technologies to construct a much larger infrared-optimized
telescope in the 8-meter class. Such a facility would be an enormous
improvement over any currently existing telescope, and it would
provide the focus for much ground-based research in planetary
astronomy and solar system formation.
Although several other 8-meter optical/infrared telescopes are
planned or under construction, none of these is optimized for the
infrared region of the spectrum. On an infrared-optimized telescope the
mirror coating would be of the lowest emissivity possible (either gold
or silver); however, such coatings are detrimental to the
ultraviolet/optical performance of the telescope and would not be used
on a general purpose telescope. Second, the infrared secondary mirror
would be very small, producing a central obscuration of about
0.25 percent. Third, the secondary structure of the telescope would be
of low emissivity. Fourth, the mirrors would be protected from dust,
cleaned, and re-coated frequently to maintain the low emissivity of the
mirrors. Finally, the telescope must incorporate active optics to ensure
diffraction-limited resolution at near-infrared wavelengths. Coupled
8-meter-Class Telescope
Resolved IRTF infrared image of
Jupiter's satellite Io. This image at
a wavelength of 3 micrometers
shows both reflected solar radiation
from the full disk and bright thermal
emission from the active volcanic
hot spot called Loki. Resolution of
the image is about 0.3 arcsec.
Reprinted by permission from
J.R. Spencer (Univ. Hawaii).
with state-of-the-art infrared instrumentation, this telescope would be the premier infrared telescope in the world.
Significant studies that could be undertaken with this telescope include:
• Studies of the disks Of young stars. With the 30 to 70 milliarcsec spatial resolution that is possible
with diffraction-limited imaging at 1 to 2.2 _tm, it is possible to obtain imaging at 5 to 10 AU on the
nearest molecular clouds.
• Imaging of small bodies near bright planets. With an 8-meter telescope and advanced infrared imaging
techniques, virtually all of the satellites discovered by Voyager could be routinely observed from Earth.
• Sensitivity to detection of faint planetary objects. A very deep survey of the composition, size,
rotational periods, and density distribution of primitive objects could be undertaken with an 8-meter
telescope.
• High spectral resolution observations. An 8-meter telescope provides sufficient aperture to carry out
high spectral-resolution observations efficiently.
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• Stellar occultation observations. With an 8-meter infrared telescope, the frequency of potentially
observable occultation events becomes great enough that events can be chosen on the basis of systematic
physical studies of atmospheres and ring systems.
• Detecting hot young super-planets, larger than Jupiter, around stars out to a distance of several hundred
light years.
This telescope will also provide important support to NASA's CRAF mission, which will reach Comet Kopff
in July 2000. It should be able to detect thermal radiation from the comet nucleus (nominally a few kilometer in
diameter), near aphelion, therebypermitting a determination of its diameter in time to aid planning of spacecraft
observing sequences. Additional observations of other Jupiter-family comets will help in extending results from this
mission to a broader population of perhaps similar objects.
Studies of infrared-optimized telescopes are currently underway. One option is to optimize for infrared work one
or more of the two 8-meter telescopes planned to be constructed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories
with support from the NSF. An alternative is to consider an 8-meter-class telescope as a possible replacement for
the NASA-supported 3-meter infrared telescope (IRTF) built on Mauna Kea in the 1970's.
Arecibo Radar Facility Upgrade
Radar observations have yielded a wealth of new information about the physical properties of satellites, comets,
asteroids, and the surfaces of the terrestrial planets. The most powerful radar facility in the world is the Arecibo
radio-radar telescope in Puerto Rico, which is part of the National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center, operated by
CorneU University under contract with the NSF. The instrument consists of a 305-meter-diameter fixed reflector, the
surface of which is a section of a 265-meter-radius sphere. Movable line feeds suspended from a triangular platform
some 130 m above the reflector correct for spherical aberration and can be aimed toward various positions on the
reflector, enabling the telescope to point up to 20 degrees from the zenith. NASA support in the mid-1970's made
possible the installation of the 2380-megahertz (13-centimeter) radar system, and annual support from NASA since
then has proven essential to the continued operation of this unique facility. As a national center, Arecibo is
accessible to the entire scientific community.
A recent proposal to NASA and the NSF for upgrading the Arecibo telescope calls for: 1) constructing a
ground screen around the periphery of the dish; 2) replacing the higher frequency line feeds with a much more
efficient Gregorian sub-reflector configuration; 3) doubling the output power of the 13-centimeter transmitter; and,
4) installing a fine-guidance pointing system. These upgrades will increase the instrument's average radar sensitivity
by a factor of 20, more than doubling its range and reducing by nearly an order of magnitude the diameter of the
smallest object detectable at any given distance. The quality, in terms of signal-to-noise ratio and/or spatial
resolution, of all measurements performed routinely today would jump by more than an order of magnitude.
The impact of an upgraded Arecibo on planetary science will be fundamental and far-reaching, especially for
studies of small bodies and planetary satellites. During its first decade of operation, the instrument will provide high
resolution images of about 30 near-Earth asteroids and 100 main belt asteroids. Currently, Arecibo can barely skim
the inner edge of the main asteroid belt, but an upgraded instrument will have access to asteroids throughout the belt.
Short-period comets, which generally lie at the edge of the current detectability window, will become easy targets,
letting us determine their nuclear characteristics and check for the presence of large-particle clouds. The asteroid
flyby target of NASA's CRAF mission (Hamburga) will be accessible during its November 1993 apparition, when
radar data can improve the orbit determination. A better orbit for Hamburga will be essential for ensuring maximum
return from the 1997 spacecraft flyby, which otherwise will risk losing many of its close-up photographs due to
pointing uncertainties. Similarly, asteroid Maja, targeted for a Cassini flyby in 1997, will be accessible to the
upgraded Arecibo facility in February 1994.
Radar investigations of natural satellites will reap enormous benefits, especially for Io and Titan, whose near-
surface physical properties and centimeter to kilometer structural properties will be readily discernible. The regoliths
of the icy Galilean satellites could be probed to depths of 100 m or more and studied on a global scale, and the
subsurfaces of Phobos and Deimos could be compared in detail. Iapetus will be detectable, and radar measurements
could elucidate near-surface morphology and the disparate hemispheres of this unusual object.
Most elements of the Arecibo upgrade have been approved by NASA and the NSF. Barring unforeseen
difficulties, the new capability should be fully in place by 1994.
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Astrometric Telescope for Planet Detection
Doppler spectroscopy, which can be used to measure extremely small motions of stars in response to unseen
orbiting companions, is a powerful technique for the detection of other planetary systems. The level of precision
already achieved (10 m/s) opens an important segment of the phase space that might be occupied by other planetary
systems; namely, those consisting of compact planetary systems accompanying low-mass stars. Present doppler
spectroscopic observing programs, if extended to a sample of 100 or more G and K dwarfs and continued for a decade,
should provide a definitive determination of whether such stars have compact planetary systems that include objects
of jovian mass. Such a study constitutes an essential part of the systematic search for other planetary systems.
Areciboradar images of the Earth-approachingasteroid1989PB. The object,whichis only about400 m long, is
resolvedto show what appears to be a contact binary. The upgraded Arecibo radar will be able to reach
hundredsof asteroidswiththisresolution. Arecibodata, courtesy of S.J. Ostro (JPL).
Astrometric searches for other planetary systems complement those carded out by doppler spectroscopy, in that
they are more sensitive to extended rather than compact planetary systems. Current ground-based astrometry, at a
precision of 2 to 4 milliaresec, is capable of detecting a jovian-mass planet only for the nearest few dozen stars, and
only if the stellar mass is less than about 0.3 solar masses. Thus, our own planetary system remains below the
current detection threshold. However, the gains in astrometric precision that can be achieved with a dedicated modem
astrometfic telescope at a site with excellent seeing should permit studies with precision as good as 500 microarcsec,
thereby bringing a wider variety of potential planetary systems within range.
Ground-based astrometry, with a dedicated telescope at an excellent site, will effectively complement the doppler
spectroscopic method and will bring within our reach another significant segment of planetary system phase space.
Such a telescope will be capable of detecting the reflex astrometric motion of G and K dwarf stars produced by
planets of jovian or saturnian masses in orbits with radii greater than about 4 AU. The periods for such orbital
motion are typically in the range of 5 to 10 years, so an extended survey is required. At least 100 stars are within
range of such an astrometric telescope with modest aperture (1 to 2 m). An additional task for an astrometric
telescope that would be important for planetary astronomy is its use for the accurate prediction of stellar occultations
by bodies subtending small angular diameters, such as Triton, Charon, and Pluto.
The construction of a modem ground-based astrometric telescope is a next step in the search for other planetary
systems. Such an instrument has been proposed to the NSF for construction on Manna Kea. It should provide
important fundamental data (e.g. proper motion, parallax) for stars and it will serve as a test bed for future
astrometric instruments in space, as well as offering a good prospect of discovering one or more other planetary
systems. Beginning the search now from the ground is both timely and prudent. The results promise to be
exciting, and the experience will be invaluable as a precursor to the more advanced orbital facilities to follow, such
as the system described above, on page 14.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Projects and Facilities: Prioritized Panel Recommendations
The Planetary Astronomy Panel finds that all of the projects and facilities discussed above are of the highest
scientific merit. Each of them can be implemented during the 1990's (although not in all cases be fully operational
before the end of the decade), and each will be of immense benefit to astronomers in addressing the exciting scientific
challenges outlined in this report. We have categorized each of these in terms of cost and present the following
recommendations, prioritized within each cost category. No effort has been made to prioritize one category against
another, however.
Major Space-based:
Moderate Space-based:
Small Space-based:
Major Ground-based:
1. Space InfraredTelescope Facility (SIRTF)
1. Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA)
2. Search for Other Planetary Systems from Earth Orbit
1. Orbiting Planetary Telescope/Planetenteleskop (OPT/PTEL)
I. Infrared-Optimized 8-meter-Class Telescope
Moderate Ground-based: 1. none
Small Ground-based: 1. Arecibo Radar Upgrade
2. Astrometric Facility for Planet Detection
Additional Recommendations
Research Support. Good science is a highly individualistic process that requires the participation of many
researchers. Programs of individual research grants should be strengthened, and for these small grants the
administrative system should impose a minimum of management or control beyond what is necessary to assure
reasonable accountability. It is essential that inflationary erosion of the NASA and NSF grants programs be reversed
and that funding levels permit new investigators to join the ranks of planetary astronomers.
Instrumentation. Progress in development of astronomical detectors and instrumentation, exemplified during the
past decade by the CCD and 2-dimensional infrared arrays, has greatly increased the power of existing telescopes and
has opened the way for spectacular advances during the 1990's. Many of the instruments built for the general
support of astronomical research are also appropriate to planetary research. But planetary astronomy also has special
requirements, for example in the need to study faint objects close to bright ones. It is important that funding be
available to construct instruments optimized for planetary observations, if the promise of new observing facilities is
to be realized.
Access to Telescopes. Planetary research often places unusual demands upon telescopes and scheduling
committees. Many planetary events of high interest, such as occultations or the observations of newly discovered
comets and asteroids, either make very specific requirement on time or are not predictable long in advance, or both.
Some observations require the coordinated efforts of many telescopes working in concert. Observatory Directors and
telescope scheduling committees are encouraged to consider these special needs and to retain sufficient flexibility to
schedule planetary observations in spite of their sometimes complex requirements.
Telescope Support. Planetary astronomy has profited greatly from the construction and operation of ground-
based facilities for planetary research, such as the IRTF in Hawaii or the planetary radar system at Arecibo. We
commend NASA for its special efforts to recognize the unique needs of planetary astronomy, and we encourage the
agency to continue to play a leading roll in the development of future facilities for planetary astronomy.
Surveys. Many important problems in planetary astronomy require a search for new objects (e.g. comets and
Earth-approaching asteroids) or the systematic observations of properties (such as spectra or thermal emission) of
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large numbers of known objects. A variety of survey programs are therefore of great potential interest to planetary
astronomers. However, these surveys must be designed so as not to exclude moving or variable targets. It is
important that planetary astronomers participate in planning future survey programs, and that these programs be
operated in such a way that important data on planetary sources are not discarded.
Interferometry. Although this report has not identified high-priority new interferometric facilities for the 1990's,
we endorse continuing research in this field. Specifically, we support upgrades of the existing millimeter arrays in
California (Hat Creek and Owens Valley), which have many research applications in planetary astronomy.
Interferometry at many wavelengths is likely to be a central element of astronomical activity in the 2000's, and we
must lay the ground work in this decade if the promise of these facilities is to be achieved in the next.
Laboratory Studies. The interpretation of data on solar system bodies frequently requires the acquisition and
study of new laboratory data. The physical and chemical conditions in cometary comae, in planetary atmospheres,
and on planetary surfaces are often outside the range normally studied by chemists, and new laboratory studies at the
relevant temperatures, pressures, and radiation environment are needed. Major progress in understanding the
chemistry of the interstellar medium, particularly its ice and organic content, is currently being achieved; many of
these studies are directly related to the chemistry of the early solar system and those bodies which formed in it. In
addition, the chemical and mineralogical evolution of the comets, planets, and asteroids can be deciphered with
adequate laboratory data and simulations.
Access to Data. Astronomical data, often obtained with public funding, lose much of their potential value if not
archived and made available to other investigators. Along with an archive, there is need for a catalog of the archive.
We encourage efforts to apply new technology and establish uniform standards so that archiving of aslronomical data
can become routine before the end of the 1990's. In the case of planetary data, such an archive can be made available
to the general community through the existing NASA-supported network of Planetary Data Centers.
Balance between NASA and the NSF. Planetary astronomy has profited by support from both agencies in
the past, and we look forward to continuing this relationship in the future. However, we encourage the two agencies
to work more closely together in coordinating their programs. The cost effective use of limited public research funds
requires that NASA and the NSF complement, but do not duplicate, each others' programs.
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I. OVERVIEW
Computational technologies have been central to advances in astronomy and astrophysics for at least
the last four decades. Martin Schwarzchild's stellar evolution codes used roughly half the cycles of John von
Neumann's MANIAC "supercomputer" during the early 1950's. The 1960's saw the first detailed supernova
computations by Colgate and White. The Einstein X-ray observatory and the VLA radio array, coming
on-line in the 1970's, created images by the use of computers as intermediaries between the sensor and the
observer. Theorists used supercomputers to model a wide variety of complex astrophysical phenomena in
the 1980's.
Outside of astronomy, on the national scene, the strategic importance of high performance computing
to the future competitiveness of broad sectors of the U.S. economy is coming to be wideiy recognized.
As a consequence, a major national focus (the High Performance Computing Program) is emerging. The
proposed components of such a program include high performance computing systems, advanced software
technology and algorithms, a National Research and Education Network, and support of basic research and
human resources.
A national initiative in computing, whether the one now proposed or a different one, will usher in a new
context in which scientific research of all kinds will be practiced. Astronomy in particular stands poised,
by virtue of its intrinsic data- and computation-intensive nature, its manageable size as a discipline, its
past experience and future opportunity, to be the cutting-edge application discipline in a number of major
aspects of a national program. Astronomy's task is to build its own internal computer infrastructure, in
such a way as to maximize its leverage vis avis the national program - and simultaneously to bring to
astronomers the computational technologies that will be enabling of innovative astronomical discovery.
Modern astronomy and technology are often inter-related. New developments in technology have
spawned qualitative advances in astronomy, and the promise of scientific discovery has often pushed
technologies beyond their existing state-of-the-art. The charge coupled devices (CCD), new technology
telescopes, active optics, and computing technology are examples of areas currently rich in this synergism.
Analog devices are being replaced in new instruments with digital devices based on digital signal processors
with greater precision and stability.
On the observational side, the scale of astronomical data that will be gathered in the 1990s, and
which must be manipulated, communicated, and archived, will be on the order of many terabytes per
year. (A terabyte per week is perhaps a reasonable figure.) Interposed between observation and actual
understanding stands, increasingly, multiple stages of highly intensive data processing. Operation counts in
the teraflop range (101_ floating point operations) per reduced data set will be increasingly common. Teraflop
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numerical simulations will be both helpful and practical in making the connections between astronomical
observations,astrophysical theory and remote observing.
In the three complementary areas of digital data handling, intensive data processing, and theoretical
modeling, astronomers are ready to take advantage of the expected technological advances of the 1990s:
widespread of use of parallel computers, large increases in memory capacity, revolutionary improvements in
data storage technologies, widespread use of graphics and visualization techniques, desktop high-performance
workstations, high-speed networking, and powerful new algorithms.
The near future will see most researchers with access to powerful and flexible desktop computers linked
over a national network, to each other as well as to hlgh-value resources such as supercomputers and national
observatories and data banks. Scientific visualization capabilities will be commonly available. The ability to
bring together on the desktop the results of both complex simulations and detailed observations, and to be
able to interact with each data set visually as well as quantitatively, could profoundly influence the progress
of the astronomical sciences.
The Emerging National Information Infrastructure
In the 1960's, the Federal government provided the funds needed to set up first rate university
computing centers. However, for fifteen years between 1970 and 1985, the Federal government removed itself
from maintaining these facilities at the state-of-the-art. During that period few scientists had access to the
newest computational technologies. Instead, shared departmental mini-supercomputers accessed by "dumb
terminals" became the standard resource for most astronomers.
There was a radical reversal of this policy of "benign neglect" in 1985 when the National Science
Foundation (NSF) formed the national supercomputer centers and began the national NSFNET network.
These computational resources were financed from divisions of the NSF separate from disciplinary divisions.
Access was not decided by money, but by peer review. Due to this democratization of access, in the last
four years, over twenty thousand university scientists, engineers, social scientists, and humanists at over
250 universities and colleges have gained access to frontier computing technologies housed in the NSF
supercomputer centers. There is a factor of 100 times the computing speed, memory, and storage capacity
in the national centers as sits today on the desktop of the typical individual scientist. The National centers
allow the benefits of substantial economies of scale with the cost of these facilities being borne across all fields
of science and engineering. We presume that the NSF, NASA, and DoE supercomputer centers, upgraded
and enlarged, will eorttinue to provide this resource _o our commu_tit_l.
During the same period, 1985-1990, individual workstations emerged which were as powerful as the
previous departmental facilities. Most astronomers have managed to switch from "dumb terminals" to
personal computers or workstations in the last five years. These desktop machines allow individualized
control over one's computational research environment. The power and flexibility of these machines will
continue to grow rapidly during the next decade. In addition, RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computers)
technologies have created a new version of the departmental computer which is near the speed and memory
of a mini-supercomputer. The power of the departmental mini-supercomputers of the '90s will match or
exceed those of the present generation of supercomputers. By the mid-1990's the computing power of the
desktop computers, departmental minisupers and the central supercomputers will be at least 100 times what
it is today.
The national network, which allows the researcher to "reach out" and grab that extra power when
needed, has one thousand times the bandwidth compared to a user's access path just four years ago.
The bandwidth of the national network will rise by yet another factor of 1000 during the coming decade.
"Supernodes" arise naturally on the national network containing both specialized computational resources,
and national digital archives of data - both from observations and from simulations. It is in computer
networking that some of the greatest advances will come. As the gigabaud national network becomes a
reality, there are three areas where revolutionary changes become possible. The first will be the use of
facilities at the national centers from institutions all over the country. The second area is remote access to
a distributed national digital library, which might contain scientific publications, previous observations, and
results of theoretical simulations. Third is the remote control of "supertelescope systems" and the real time
transport of the data to the astronomer.
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We will also see a fundamental change in software. User interfaces are moving from command line, char-
acter oriented, single screens to menu driven, bit mapped, multiple windowed environments. It may come
to pass that many important concepts in computer science (object oriented programming, distributed com-
puting, and data structures) are becoming practical tools for computational scientists such as astronomers.
A wide range of visualization technologies are changing the primary unit of information from number to
image. Finally, large scale sharing of code is becoming accepted in at least the observational astronomy
community, in the form of standard, portable, distributed data analysis systems.
The coupling of these elements in the next decade will transform astronomy and astrophysics into a
digital science. The physical "glass and steel" of telescopes will be made orders of magnitude more powerful
by addition of computing hardware and software. More researchers will "digitally observe" by accessing
various national digital archives of all previously made observations, than will make new real observations
on telescopes. Theoretical simulations of a complexity heretofore impossible will become commonplace. The
ability to compare digital observation with digital theory will cross-fertilize both and lead to a much tighter
mutual guidance than was possible in the past. Many of the aspects of this transformation will be shared
with disciplines outside of astronomy, such as biology and environmental sciences.
Machines for the 1990's: Workstations to Supercomputers
Over the next decade, workstations will grow in performance to become comparable to present-day
supercomputers. The present generation of RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computers) -based machines
are much more cost effective in terms of dollars per million floating point operations per second (MFLOP)
than the current generation of supercomputers. These systems allow for affordable computing locally. Such
systems also make possible a close coupling of analytic, numerical and visual computing.
Local systems offer several distinct advantages: First and foremost they offer the cheapest code cycle of
any type of machine available. Second, the power and maintenance requirements (human and environmental)
are much less. Third, and most important to the user, they offer i) instant response time, ii) little or no
down time for maintenance, iii) local access for high resolution graphics, iv) sharing the resources with a
much smaller group, as opposed to a central facility, where there are many times this number of users.
However, the advantages of supercomputers - large memory and disk capacity, vector or massively
parallel processing, and extremely high input/output (I/O) rates, are crucial to a small fraction of computer
users with large or demanding codes. A rough rule of thumb is the 80/20 rule: about 80% of users are
performing small computations which can be supported effectively locally, if adequate funding resources are
available. However, a small subset (perhaps 20%) of both the theoretical and observational community will
attack problems whose computational requirements, in speed, memory, or storage, exceed those that can be
reasonably provided locally. Such users will need access to national central facilities. The national centers
will provide high cost technologies which will be available for experimentation by the community. These
technologies will include vector processor and massively parallel supercomputers, very large memories, ultra
high speed networks, large disk caches, the latest visualization technologies, all with teams of specialized
experts.
The growth curves for desktop machines and for supercomputers are similar, so that with time, today's
supercomputer capabilities will become affordable enough to be added to the local complement of machines.
Of course, by then tomorrow's supercomputers will be more powerful too. Thus, the national supercomputer
centers give researchers a chance to experiment with the future.
Essentially all active researchers need convenient access to good workstations, as well as "clear channel"
coupling into the national network. In addition, small colleges and universities that have a history of
training the students who become the future generation of scientists should be encouraged in their efforts to
offer undergraduates exposure to modern computing. Support for high-performance workstations and mini-
supercomputers would be a cost effective first step, by providing an accessible computational environment
with modern software and graphics. It would also be a step toward geographical equality of resources and
opportunity.
Lessons from the '80s
While certain subfields of astronomy (e.g., theoretical modeling) have always been demanding of
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forefront computer performance, astronomy as a discipline has not, in the past, been consistently out in
front of other fields in the computing arena. However, during the 1980's the breadth of the computational
base within astronomy has been expanding, a number of remarkable developments have begun, often from
small beginnings, which are now poised to bring qualitative changes to the discipline.
A key example is the use of image processing algorithms in both optical and radio astronomy. These
methods have long been used in radio astronomy, where synthesis arrays do not themselves form an image,
but depend upon a digital computer as the image forming element of the telescope. However, much more
than a simple Fourier transform of the measured visibilities is now standard practice. Powerful deconvolution
algorithms have been developed which can greatly enhance the power of both radio and optical imaging
telescopes. As discussed in the "Array Telescope Computing Plan", a conceptual proposal submitted by the
National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) to the National Science Foundation (NSF) in September
1987 and resubmitted recently, the original design goal of the Very Large Array (VLA) of a dynamic range
of 100:1 has now been increased routinely to 2,000:1, and a dynamic range of 100,000:1 is achieved for point
sources. Thus, the VLA can be seen as an evolving telescope, with today's version being an instrument
orders of magnitude more powerful and flexible than the one which was designed - all without hardware
design modification. But the cost of this extra power is in the computing.
Unfortunately, the NRAO has insufficient computer power available to allow the full potential of the
VLA to be realized. The computing problems with the VLA data have two origins - the first is the sheer
volume and the second is the processing speed. To quote the above proposal: "The 10% of the expected
proposals that generate 70% of the computing workload ... will be processed ... in supercomputers at
national and regional centers. The rest will simply be deferred (i.e. users wilt not schedule the telescopes
realizing that computational resources are not there or they do not reduce the data they have)..." .
In many cases, observations which comprise the most exciting and innovative of the possible radio
synthesis projects cannot be carried out for lack of computing resources. This minority of projects is of
great astronomical interest. We can summarize the types of scientific projects which lie within this category:
a) All low-frequency imaging. In order to allow proper imaging at low declinations, VLA is designed as
a 2-D instrument. This then requires a 3- D imaging for large fields of view. Due to special problems
inherent in the computing requirements, all imaging at frequencies lower than 1 GHz, and much of the
data taken at 21cm and 6cm must be processed with three_ dimensional transforms. This is discussed in
detail in section IV. b) All snapshot programs. One of the unique features of the VLA is its ability to make
2-dimenslonal images of bright, compact objects in only a few minutes of observing. This ability results in
a speed enhancement of up to a factor of 200. But the cost is in computing, c) Studies of the interstellar
medium of individual galaxies. These require extremely large images (up to 4096 x 4096 pixels) with 128
velocity channels, d) All Galactic absorption studies. These also require large images (comparable to the
above) with high velocity resolution, e) OH and II20 maser emission. These are again, large images with
high velocity resolution. The large VLBA computing needs are dominated by the same types of spectral line
projects as listed above. All of_ tiie projects listed above except item b) require three-dlmensional imaging
from very large data bases.-In some cases, four dimensional hyper-cubes may be required.
One can view the NRAO experience either as a great success - hugely multiplying solely by processing
the peak capabilities 0f an expensive national instrument - or as a cautionary failure, a failure of vision (or
national resource allocation) to provide the necessary computer power to a premier national astronomical
facility. From either point of view, the conclusion is the same: astronomers are now sensitized to the
importance of powerful computers and powerful algorlthms, and they are determined that the negative
aspects of the VLA experience will not be repeated.
The VLA experience is one of the best-documented examples of computer starvation. However, it is
not the only example that we might offer. The Infrared Astronomy Satellite (IRAS) threw away a vast
amount of information by binning its data too coarsely, due to computer hardware limitations. (This is
now being redone by the Air Force!). While the Infrared Processing and Analysis Center (IPAC - the IRAS
archive, administered by Jet Propulsion Laboratory on the CalTech campus) has been widely praised for
its accessibility and servicability, it nonetheless has noteworthy limitations imposed on it by the computing
power available to it. Another example involves the EINSTEIN observatory database. Although a unique
resource for more than a decade, lack of adequate funding (until very recently) constrained the database
and software to the mid-1970's technology on which it was developed. The forthcoming Gamma Ray
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Observatory (GRO) data system also has significant computational shortcomings. The coming VLBA and
the expanding millimeter-wave arrays such as the Berkeley-Illinois-Maryland Array will once again raise the
threat of computational resources limiting and directing the science which can be done. On the positive
side, the Hubble Space Telescope data analysis system (STSDAS) was designed to be exportable to a
variety of computers. Furthermore, the budget for observers and archival researchers has been protected,
and this funding can be used by successful, peer-reviewed proposers in part to acquire computer resources
as appropriate. NASA has also recently encouraged work-station procurements in other projects, although
lack of fundseasily compromises the program.
The technology trends of the next decade can dramatically improve this situation. It is important
that our national observatory system, coupling multiple remote user analysts with data-gathering telescope
facilities (both ground-based and space-based) have resources allocated to track the trends in computing
technology. Emphasis must be placed both on a distributed computing environment, developing software to
run efficiently on existing architechtures, including the difficult to program but extremely powerful massively
parallel systems and making time available on existing supercomputers.
In light of the foregoing, our findings for astronomical computing are straightforward. Resources must be
available for individual workstations, and for departmental or observatory mini-supercomputers. Networks
must link the desktops of all investigators, all observatories, and all data archives. The development and
maintenance of community software assets such as national data archives, data analysis programs, and
theoretical simulation codes should be fostered. The allocation of computing resources is best carried out by
peer review, but some oversight by the field is necessary to assure balance. The context for these findings
is the assumption that current support from non-astronomical funding sources for the national network and
the supercomputer centers continues throughout the decade.
Arrangement of This Report
SectionIIreviewssome major challengesand technologytrendsencountered infacingthe transformation
to a digitalastronomy - on both theoreticaland observationalgrounds. Section Illsets out in detailthe
need for a national data archive,and discussessome of itsdimensions. Section IV consistsof four "case
studies" of hlgh-performance data processing (both observationaland theoretical),each one attempting
quantitativeestlmatcs ofwhat the requirementsin the coming decade willbe. SectionV discusseshow the
transitionfrom today'sMegabit/sec nationalnetwork to a 1990'sGigablt/secfiberopticnet willalterboth
observationsand theory.
II. THE TRANSFORMATION TO A DIGITAL ASTRONOMY
In this section, we briefly review how astronomy and astrophysics will gain considerably from the
technology trends and the implications of the national information infrastructure. With a discussion on real-
time data processing, remote observing, theoretical simulations and community code development efforts,
we show how our discipline is well poised to provide a leadership role in bringing the transformation and
infrastructure into existence.
Supertelescopes
An emerging viewpoint is that all observational or laboratory instruments are "smart sensor_" - a
coupling of detectors to computers. The scientific power of a modern telescope is greatly leveraged by
the amount and sophistication of the computing hardware and software applied to it. The lesson of the
VLA is that a telescope is no longer a fixed capability instrument. Rather, it becomes a "supertelescope"
which becomes more powerful with time, by virtue of its coupling to new generations of more capable
digital computers. The balance of the "silicon to steel" tradeoff in designing a multiple decade national
astronomical facility must be taken much more seriously in the 1990's than it was in the 1980's. Our
report focuses attention on several examples of this, including large field CCD optical-IR arrays and radio
telescopes. The increase in the sensitivity and resolution which computers will add to telescopes can be
comparable in importance to the construction of large new telescopes now under construction or in the
planning stages.
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The NRAO, has proposed a distributed approach to meeting the computing challenges mentioned
in the last section: 1) By writing and supporting flexible, all-purpose, exportable code (i.e., AIPS),
much or even most of the projects scheduled on the VLA can be properly reduced at the observatory
on mini-supercomputers or at the researcher's home institutions on desktop or departmental computers.
This approach satisfies perhaps 85% of the individual observing runs, but falls far short of providing the
capacity for the few demanding projects. 2) To provide the capacity for very large projects, the NRAO
advocates a supercomputer access plan. The required soRware, perhaps specially coded to match various
high performance architechtures, would be available on a few very large capacity machines. Fast data links
must be available to allow real-time interaction of the user with the results. This is required since so much
of radio astronomical data reduction is iterative in nature, and an experienced eye is required to judge the
progress.
An idealized scenario for remote creation of VLA supermaps might work like this: The user physically
or electronically sends his or her data sets to a designated contact at the national center. This person
arranges to load the data onto disk. The user accesses the data on the supercomputer through their home
workstation. The required commands can be issued from home, and the incremental results can be quickly
transferred back to the workstation through fast data links for viewing by the user. After a number of
iterations, which might take from hours to days to complete, the final results can be permanently archived,
and the data deleted. Obviously, an efficient management structure will be needed to make this work. And,
user-friendly, familiar code must be available to support the remote user.
A different high performance computing challenge faces optical/IR observers. Large charge-coupled
device (CCD) focal plane imagers in the next generation of instrumentation for very large ground-based
telescopes will require pre- processing in near real-tlme. Cameras with mosaic detectors larger than 5000x5000
pixels are now possible. The data rate from these detectors will overwhelm not only the traditional mini- or
micro-computer or workstation, but also current array processors attached to mini- computers. About 1Gb
of raw images (mostly calibration data) would be acquired in each 24hr period per instrument. Routine
recording of such volumes of raw data for later reduction and analysis would create a data bottle-neck which
would prevent the science programs from being carried out effectively. Real-time automated preprocessing
and initial analysis of these data will be required. Special processors are now being built which can handle
the high data rates from such large CCD detectors.
The scientist does not know precisely what is in the data, nor that it can be analyT.ed in one pass.
What is necessary is real-time preprocessing of the raw data through all processing steps which are proven
and which do not sacrifice other interesting scientific data. Reduction of data volume by a factor of at least
10 would result, for both imaging and spectroscopic CCD data.
Past examples of real-time array processing can be found in the fields of remote sensing, mail sorting,
process inspection, radar signal processing, underwater topography, medical imaging and machine vision.
Massively parallel real-time processing is constrained by the problem of transferring parallel data from a
serial data stream at sufficiently high data rates. As in biological systems, analog image preprocessing at the
detector becomes an advantage. Analog charge-coupled computing for focal plane image processing has been
implemented in experiments. Neural networks, particularly analog VLSI preprocessors, have applications
in real-time image processing. Digital computers have continued to keep pace with developing imager
technology, so that most existing and planned astronomy instrumentation data systems are digital after the
detector output and A/D converter. Eventually, optical computers are expected to increase array processing
speed a thousand-fold.
Because optical telescopes form images directly, the optical community has been slower to experiment
with deconvolution processing of their images than the radio community. However, the maximum entropy
method (MEM) can be fruitfully used on CCD frames obtained under relatively poor seeing. Recent
comparison of the results with frames obtained under better seeing, have shown that MEM deconvolution
can improve the effective seeing substantially without creating any spurious features or structure. In addition
to the effects of seeing, deterioration of images due to poor guiding and diffraction effects of secondary
supports can be corrected. Routine MEM processing of all images taken with a particular telescope would
require something like minisupercomputer power. The rapid rise in the processing power per dollar of
available computers will within the next few years make it feasible to have a dedicated high-performance
computer as an integral part of every optical telescope used for the acquisition of astronomical images.
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Observing from your Desktop
Currently, many scientist's valuable times are inefficiently used in travel to remote sites to operate
telescopes during observing runs. In addition, the optimal scheduling of a telescope is impossible, for the
program of the astronomer on site always has the priority. If, instead, an astronomer at his or her home.
institution could monitor the data as it was obtained remotely with the same data rate as he or she would
have at the site, and if telescopes could be dynamically scheduled as weather or other conditions change,
the utilization of both the telescopes and the productivity of astronomers would increase.
The high performance national network will provide for "_eleobserving'- the remote control of telescope
systems and the real time transport of the data to the astronomer. In most cases the data will be obtained
automatically, in several observing sessions, over a period of time. In other cases, observers will be notified
if they wish to observe interactively. This will allow us to address the problems of optimizing the use of
scarce national observing resources.
In this environment, the distinction between space and ground- based observing will begin to disappear.
NASA's Great Observatories will automatically observe lists of targets under software control. New-
technology ground-based telescopes, with their multiple fixed instruments, will use an optimum observing
strategy, making rapid observing mode changes possible. Thus, for the optical-IR observer, a mode similar
to that now used on the VLA may become common. Queue and "program" observing, taking optimum
advantage of changing atmospheric conditions, will obtain the best possible data for all projects. These
developments have the potential to change the way most observers work.
Electronic communication is also needed for real-time operations. For instance, planetary astronomy
runs "campaigns", which may be multiple wavelength studies of the same object coordinated in time. They
could be centered on a stellar occultation or mutual eclipses of a planet's moons. Such campaigns benefit
from tight communication among the observers. Furthermore some planetary phenomena have time scales
shorter than the terrestrial rotation period so that worldwide networks of telescopes are needed to properly
characterize them.
Finally, the network can allow some synthesis radio telescopes to operate in near real-time. The present
operational mode for synthesis radio telescopes is to acquire data and store the data on magnetic tapes
for off-line processing at a later time. There is little opportunity for the astronomer to immediately see
the results of his observations while the telescope is still available for follow-up observations - needed either
because of poor data quality or to follow up an exciting, unexpected result. Particularly with a radio
synthesis array telescope, the interval between data acquisition and working with the processed data ranges
from weeks to infinity.
As a testbed and prototype of a tightly coupled telescope system, high speed network, and supercom-
purer, the Berkeley-Illinois-Maryland Array (BIMA) plans to implement a near real-time radio telescope.
The BIMA will be a six-antenna millimeter-wave array with eight separate spectral windows of 256 channels
each being available. In a typical eight hour tracking, the visibility function will be sampled sufficiently to
make useful data cubes (8 cubes of 8 different spectral lines with right ascension, declination, and velocity
axes) immediately. The telescope system, physically located at Hat Creek, California is completely under
computer control and is accessible via computer networks, so an astronomer can monitor in real time the
data acquisition process, edit the data, and set up command files for data processing. The data will be sent
from Hat Creek to Berkeley to the supercomputer at the University of Illinois for immediate calibration,
mapping, and deconvolution using an "expert system" controlled by the command files set up by the
astronomer. An astronomer in Berkeley will then be able to display and begin the analysis of the data cubes
on a local workstation by using a gigabaud national testbed network. If problems are found with the data,
the project can be scheduled for immediate reobservation while the telescope system is still in the same
configuration; if something unexpected is found, new observations can begin immediately.
This tightly coupled system of telescope, network, supercomputer, and workstation will very significantly
raise the utilization of telescope systems and productivity of astronomers, and if successful, will be a prototype
for all modern supertelescopes.
The NASA astronomy community is studying similar approaches, especially in the context of future
space and lunar-based observing. Here, the need for automation in mission planning, expert systems for
data analysis and experiment monitoring, space-borne data processing, advanced data compression and
communications technology take on added significance. NASA is sponsoring studies in these areas, and is
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being encouraged to involve the user community in prototyping these technologies. Again, without direct
user involvement in both the prototyping and all phases of the eventual implementation, the new capabilities
run the risk of being inappropriate for the desired purposes.
Astrophysics in a Numerical Laboratory
Because of the nature of our (primarily) observational science, astronomers seldom can actively probe
the objects of interest. Often these objects are complex in both form and temporal behavior, which hinders
theoretical description even in cases in which we have the correct ideas regarding the underlying physics.
From the beginning of the development of the digital computer, astrophysicists have been using this tool to
simulate complex observed systems and to experiment numerically with new theoretical concepts.
Astrophysics depends on theory and modeling to a greater degree than other physical sciences, because
astronomers can only observe remotely; active experimental intervention is not possible. Moreover, the
observed phenomena are typically the result of usually complicated interactions among highly nonlinear
processes occuring simultaneously. Therefore, it is necessary to construct rather elaborate models to achieve
a satisfactory interpretation of the observations. As a consequence, the photons and fast particles which
escape from astrophysical objects must be theoretically analyzed to the hilt, to extract meaningful physical
information about the nature of their sources.
There is a long tradition of using analytic simplified models to capture the essence of a complicated
astrophysical phenomena. Desktop computers are becoming increasingly important to support this work.
Modern symbolic mathematics software allows the theorist to use more complex analytic formulations of
the problem. Ordinary differential equations, which required a supercomputer to solve in the 1960's, are
routinely evaluated and graphed by workstations and personal computers today. During the next decade
the power of desktop machines will become so great, that many of the problems for which astronomers
and astrophysicists are using supercomputers today, will also become soluble locally. Thus, we believe that
desktop computers have become absolutely essential for theoretical astrophysicists.
As researchers build more and more complexity into their models, they outstrip the ability to compute
locally in a reasonable turnaround time. This complexity arises for two fundamentally different reasons.
First, the spatial dimensionality grows from one to two to three. Furthermore, as more and more realistic
models are attempted, systems which are first studied as static, become time dependent. Typically, as the
geometric complexity grows, so does the number of physical variables which must be solved for (e.g. from
a radial velocity vector in spherical symmetry to all three components of the velocity vector in general).
Second, one adds additional physics to the problem which increases both the number of equations and their
coupling. For instance, one may add magnetic fields, nuclear or chemical reactions, radiation transport, or
viscosity to an inviscid fluid flow code. In some cases, the introduction of new physics raises the effective
dlmenslonality of the problem. For example, to describe the radiation flow in the most general case, one
would add two angle variables and one frequency variable to the calculations. If there are scattering terms
in the sources (Compton, Thomson, Rayleigh etc. ) the system to be solved is a seven-dimensional integro-
partial-dlfferential equation. In addition, the calculation of realistic properties (opacities, equation of state)
strain the resources of current machines almost to the breaking point. In short, both geometric complexity
and additional physics can rapidly drive up total computational time and memory to values far exceeding
today's fastest machines.
Real astrophysical systems are 3-dimensional objects evolving in time with extremely complex physics.
Some aspects of these systems are currently being simulated on today's workstations, supermini computers,
and supercomputers, subject to the restrictions on physical and geometrical realism which are imposed by
the user's computer hardware and software. The goal of software designers is to make it possible to run
codes transparently on any computer on the network, while retaining the interactivity and familiarity of
local facilities.
The 1990's will be the decade where a number of long-standing astrophysical problems will be solved
and computers will play an important role in these solutions. Areas which seem particularly ripe for
rapid theoretical progress, and comparison with observations, can loosely be categorized as follows: large
scale structure of the universe and cosmology, active galaxies and jets, star formation and the interstellar
medium, dynamics of stars and stellar atmospheres, supernovae, accretion onto compact objects, generation
of gravitational radiation, and the mlcrophysics and magnetohydrodynamics of astrophysical plasmas. We
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will see significant advances particularly through modeling and numerical simulations approaching realistic
complexity, which can be directly compared to observations.
As more powerful computers and community simulation codes become available, incorporating realistic
physics and, where necessary, full three dimensional time-dependent geometry will greatly increase the
ability of astrophysicists to directly compare their simulations with observational data. To illustrate the
sort of progress we expect, consider a typical problem where interactions of radiation with matter are
crucial. During this decade we will see the addition of nonequilibrium physics to hydrodynamics codes. A
few codes have already taken a step in this direction with the introduction of two or three temperature
systems comprising, say, electrons, nuclei, and radiation. But none yet allow for nonequilibrium effects in
the excitation and ionization distributions. When this is done, radiation field and the state of the material
become inextricably interwoven, making it impossible, even in principle, to calculate the thermodynamic
properties of the material in terms of purely local variables. Rather, the system becomes fundamentally
nonlocal, and we are forced to solve very large systems of globally interlocked equations, characterized by
a wide range of characteristic spatial and time scalem These problems require the resources of massively
parallel machines, and we should devote considerable efforts to algorithm development for such machines,
forming an effective alliance with computer science experts working on such machines.
We estimate that nearly 10% of practicing astronomers are presently engaged in theoretical simulation
of astrophysical phenomena. Some of this computational astrophysics is being done using local workstations
and mini-supercomputers. Of the total allocations of time for all areas of academic science and engineering
on the NSF Supercomputer Centers facilities, roughly 10% of the resources are being used by researchers in
the field of Astronomy and Astrophysics. This is equivalent to about three processors of a current generation
supercomputer which would cost around $20M to purchase. Those who are using supercomputers are trying
to solve problems that push the system to the limits of software and hardware capabilities in existence today,
and which could not be addressed using local computing resources. Some of these projects are also the ones
attacking key problems in the discipline, and making seminal contributions that lead to major paradigm
shifts in astrophysics, It has to be recogniT.ed that before the establishment of the national supercomputer
centers, it was extremely difficult for astronomers to gain access to supercomputers. Consequently relatively
few students were trained in the use of these machines, and the number of actual users remained very
low. Now that the national centers exist, it becomes practical, for the first time, to train students in
computational astrophysics. We just now have the first generation of these students receiving degrees
and becoming professional astronomers. The percentage of professional astronomers who will be carrying
out large computational simulations will grow rapidly over the next decade (assuming that the national
supercomputer centers remain adequately supported).
In conclusion, the computing hardware needs of the theoretical astrophysics community can, with
certain important exceptions, best be filled by a distributed system consisting of local mid-range computing
facilities, including super-mlni computers and graphics workstations, and upgraded national supercomputer
facilities and high-speed network links.
Community Software
In order to effectively utilize the enormous advances in computer hardware expected in the next decade,
we must have an accompanying development of scientific software. This is actually more costly and should
be of at least equal concern with the computers themselves. Code development activities often require tens
of man years, followed by a sizable budget and group for their maintenance.
The observational astronomy community has shown an admirable degree of coherence by developing
systems like AIPS (Astronomical Image Processing System) and IRAF (Image Reduction and Analysis
Facility), which have been adopted widely. These packages have saved an immense amount of time and
duplicated effort. However it has often been difficult to identify adequate funding for ongoing efforts in the
crucial areas of code maintenance and modernization. It is critical to augment efforts in the latter two areas.
From the perspective of theoretical simulations, code development efforts pertaining to multidimensional
hydrodynamics codes, magnetohydrodynamic and particle-in-cell plasma codes, advanced stellar structure
and supernova codes, N-body codes etc. should be encouraged and funded. At least part of this effort might
fruitfully be located at a supercomputer center or a national laboratory, because this type of institution has
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the required broad infrastructure, and houses many related activities which are synergistic with the types
of software development needed for astrophysics. Modest funding here might enjoy large leverage.
The astronomical community has an excellent record in the definition, maintainance, and distribution of
uniform software platforms. Indeed, in the area of image processing, it appears that astronomy has already
taken a technical leadership position relative to other scientific disciplines. Standard software development
is a vital activity for the health of the commmunity: without the distribution of such software, and the use
of standards, the handling of digital data is expensive and inefficient - or else doesn't get done at all.
One big success has been the FITS (Flexible Image Transport System) data format, now used inter-
nationally for the exchange and archiving of astronomical data. FITS was developed in 1979 by NOAO,
NRAO, and NFRA (Netherlands Foundation of Radio Astronomy), and is an openly published standard.
Since 1982, FITS has been the IAU standard for data interchange in astronomy. The FITS standard is
maintained by regional committees in Europe and North America, which act under the authority of the
FITS Working Group under Commission 5 (Astronomical Data) of the IAU. Recently NASA has established
the FITS Support Office inside NSSDC at Goddard Space Flight Center.
The development by the NRAO of the Astronomical Imaging Processing Sysytem (AIPS) software
illustrates both good and bad features of the software of the last decade. AIPS provides a very functional
image processing system, with standards maintained by a national center. The general image processing
capabilities of AIPS are sufficiently powerful that AIPS has been used extensively for optical and infrared
image processing. An attempt was made during AIPS development, to isolate machine dependent features.
Software development for new large projects can learn from the experiences of the earlier models - a
small core of people dedicated to the development of maximally transportable and evolvable software with
the widest possible distribution in, and contributions from, the community.
The model introduced by NRAO for radio astronomy has also been adopted by other disciplines in
the observational astronomy community, particularly by the large optical and x-ray groups. The National
Optical Astronomy Observatories (NOAO) started developing (in about 1980) the Image Reduction and
Analysis Facility (IRAF), a portable data analysis system designed to support their user community, and the
European Southern Observatory (ESO) also started developing the Munich Interactive Data Analysis System
(MIDAS). The development of AIPS, IRAF, and MIDAS provides the community with a limited number
of very functional astronomical data analysis systems, which are portable to many computing platforms
(ranging from PCs to minisupercomputers), and distributed widely, with standards maintained by national
centers. The advantage of such a coordinated approach is demonstrated by the general willingness of the
astronomy community to adopt these systems. STScI adopted IRAF as the environment for the HST data
analysis system (STSDAS), and SAO adopted a similar approach for the ROSAT system (PROS). There are
thus now several functioning groups, associated with national-level facilities, creating standardized software
environments for data manipulation, analysis, and display. Grass-roots coordination has evolved among
these groups, as well as via AAS and IAU working groups. The main impediment to further progress in this
area would appear to be the lack of adequate funding, especially for maintenance of generic capabilities, not
required for a specific project. Nonetheless, in the area of data analysis and image processing, it appears
that astronomy has already taken a technical leadership position relative to other scientific disciplines.
The future will see more use of open systems, and standards, and very high speed networks. It will be
essential that modern modular software standards be followed and that software be written to be portable
to a variety of computers and usable over national high speed networks. Both the the national observatories
and national supercomputer centers must lead in the astronomical software development effort. An example
of this software effort is the development of a method for storing and transferring multi- object files across
different machines on the network. One wishes to keep multi-dimensional floating point data arrays, palettes,
images, and annotations together under one file name (for instance, in observational data sets such at FITS
files, or theoretical simulation data sets). Further, one doesn't want to have to bundle and un-bundle these
objects by hand. These computer science constructs should be discipline independent. An example is the
Hierarchical Data Format (HDF), developed by NCSA. HDF allows different vendorsU computers on the
network to automatically access combined files. The user's application code can read and write HDF files.
NCSA is working with the NSF and NASA national observatories to create translators from the discipline
specific file format FITS to the discipline independent file format HDF.
Careful attention to the "lifecycle" of software is also necessary. Major space missions such as the Great
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Observatories are being designed for an operational lifetime of 15 years and for use by a large number of
observers and archival researchers over a period of roughly 25 years. Given the typical 10 year development
cycle, the ground data systems for these missions must function in a cost efficient manner over a 35 year
period, despite rapid change in computing hardware, operating systems, and data analysis packages. Of
even greater importance to the astronomical community is the very large cost for the ground data system
of the first Great Observatory, the HST, and for subsequent missions unless fundamental changes are made.
Over the lifetime of a long-lived Great Observatory, the ground data system may become as expensive at
the construction costs for the observatory, and the fixed amount of money available for mission operations
and data analysis may lead to a situation where rising costs of the ground data system will decrease the
funding available for astronomical research.
One important way to reduce the costs of ground data systems is to design them from the start to
accommodate rapid change in computing hardware and operating systems. Thus these systems should
be built with evolvability and portability of software as requirements. In particular, layering to provide
independence from specific operating systems and hardware is highly desirable. This design philosophy may
be more expensive initially, but it will be very cost effective over the long term of these missions. Ground
data systems should be portable to the major data analysis packages like IRAF and AIPS, which execute
on a variety of vendor's platforms.
The HST Science Operations Ground System (SOGS) is often used as an example of the old methodology
of developing ground systems, where a set of both operations and user requirements were implemented via a
major formal procurement, and resulted in a large, monolithic, vendor-specific, hardware/software system.
In fact, the portions of the ground system which were developed relatively late in the project, either with
significantly greater user involvement, or by the users themselves, tend to be more in keeping with current
ideas on evolvability and portability, as well as being more responsive to user needs. In the area of planning
and scheduling, a portable expert system (SPIKE) has been added; in operations, workstations which run
IRAF have been added to support off-line analyses and displays; and the pipeline calibration processing
utilizes the identical algorithms available to any researcher through IRAF/STSDAS.
The end users of data from telescopes on the ground and in space are the people best able to determine
sensible requirements for the software systems that will process the data. For this reason they should play a
major role in formulating the requirements for such software systems, and they should closely monitor the
development and testing of these systems.
This section has concentrated on observational astronomy community software. This is because such
software is probably about one decade ahead of community codes for theoretical simulation. Although there
has always been informal sharing among computational astrophysicists, there are not many truly national
community astrophysics codes. Other theoretical fields such as chemistry, electron device simulation, plasma
physics, and engineering have a rich history of the use of such community codes.
Efforts are underway at the national centers to develop, distribute, and support national users with new
application software for astrophysical fluid dynamics research, incorporating the most accurate algorithms
available for modeling astrophysical fluids. Versions will be developed for dynamics in 2- and 3-spatial
dimensions, incorporating the important physical effects of self-gravity, magnetic fields, radiation, and ther-
modynamic properties of the gas. This software will incorporate the most accurate algorithms available for
modeling astrophysical fluids in the Newtonian regime. The goal is an evolving software package imple-
mented in a modern distributed UNIX operating system environment and optimized for high performance
computers. Other environments needed include workstation tools with user-friendly interfaces for pre- and
post-processing.
In addition, software for performing "numerical observations" of the simulations will also be developed.
Numerical observations refer to the process whereby the fundamental physical variables of the simulated
model are translated into observables (intensity, line widths, line shifts, polarization angle, etc.), including
an assumed instrumental response, so that direct comparisons with observations can be made.
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III.THE NEED FOR A NATIONAL ARCHIVE: SHOULD WE CONTINUE TO THROW
AWAY DATA ?
Historical Considerations
The first astronomical archives were just the written recordings of what astronomers saw in the sky.
Since no detectors were involved, little was lost in the process, to the extent that the astronomer described
his visual impressions in sufficient detail. These archives were quite useful to later astronomers. In general,
these archives were not considered proprietary and were shared with other interested parties when that
was requested. The archival medium proved quite durable; a variety of recent papers on sunspot numbers,
supernovae, comets, etc. were based on observations many centuries in the past.
As photographic plates became suitable for astronomical purposes, and instrumentation developed to
utilize this new type of detector, plate vaults became the new astronomical archive. Plates proved remarkably
suited to astronomical demands, and remained the detector of choice for optical astronomy at least into the
late 1960%. These plates have been, and will continue to be, extremely useful as a storehouse of information
for the study of stellar motions, objects which vary in luminosity or morphology, objects whose spectra vary
in time, etc. The degree of availability, or even records of the existence, of plates of a given object or region
of sky varies greatly from observatory to observatory and observer to observer. However, a considerable
fraction of the photographic database is available to the persistent astronomer.
Beginning in the 1960%, electronic detectors began to replace photographic plates for an increasing
number of uses. By the present date, the main role remaining for photographic plates is wide field imaging,
where the large format size of the plate compensates for the much lower quantum efficiency relative to
two-dimensional electronic array detectors. The development of these electronic detectors, unfortunately,
acted as a deterrent to maintaining a data archive. Problems with the data from the new detectors include:
(1) the detectors have evolved rapidly in time, and proliferated in variety, making it difficult for an outsider
from the future to understand what is available sufficiently well; (2) the data reduction required for the
electronic detector data is often arcane, and specific to the detector and program being conducted, with an
imperfect record of the required procedures; (3) the formats for storing data on tape or disk were generally
not standardized, were in some cases machine dependent, and were often not well documented; and (4) the
media on which the data were stored have, in many cases, become obsolete, been lost or overwritten, or
deteriorated over time so that the data have been effectively lost. Thus, for some types of archival research,
the recent electronic era may represent a regression - future astronomers will not be able to reconstruct the
evolution of some phenomena because the relevant observations were not archived in a reliable fashion.
Problems and Opportunities for Arehiving Ground-Based Observations
Some of the problems described above for data derived from electronic detectors are inherent to the field.
Despite these problems, there are a number of reasons for optimism that now is a good time to seriously
consider large scale archivlng of ground- based data. It is important to note that space-based astronomy
data is now routinely archlved by NASA policy. Although subject to many of the aforementioned problems,
it is nonetheless possible to retrieve most data obtained in the last 1.5 decades. In the case of the Great
Observatories, standard data formats and standard data analysis systems are the norm. The development
of the FITS format for data transfer and storage has allowed astronomers anywhere in the world, using
a variety of computers and operating systems, to read and write tapes that are readable anywhere else.
Given the will and the resources to smoothly transition to other storage media, FITS provides the means to
create a long-lived astronomy archive so that data from the present will be accessible to future astronomers.
Another important recent advance is the development of multipurpose, machine (and vendor) independent
data analysis packages - such as AIPS, IRAF, and MIDAS. These packages provide standardized, well-
documented methods to analyse a large percentage of the types of data produced with ground-based
telescopes. In optical astronomy, CCD's have become the dominant detector for many purposes, and have
thus become - at least temporarily - a de facto standard, further simplifying the task of archival research. In
the planetary sciences community, with many of the problems similar to that of the astrophysics community,
archiving is done with the Planetary Data System. Finally, but quite importantly, the recent development
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of computer networks and the imminent implementation of the NASA Astrophysics data archive system
provides the means and the model for allowing widespread access to archives of ground-based observations.
Recent technological advances make this a good time to be considering development of an archive
system. In the last few years, use of computer networks by astronomers has increased dramatically. The
throughput of the system has improved considerably, and can be expected to improve much more in the
near future. From a much different direction, the development of very large 2-D array detectors (20482
CCD's in the optical - soon to be mosaiced, and 2562 arrays in the infrared - also soon to be mosaiced)
makes data archiving more important for two reasons. First, the larger arrays mean that there is a greater
chance for serendipitous discoveries - larger areas of the sky, or larger portions of the spectrum, make it
more likely that data obtained for one purpose may contain information useful for another. Second, the
greatly increased volumes of data make it much more likely that the data will not be fully utilized - valuable
information relevant to a number of projects might be brought back from an observing run, but the PI only
has the time and manpower to address the one question for which the data were obtained.
The fact that it is physically possible to develop an archive system for data from ground-based telescopes
does not justify actually doing so. There must be an expectation that the scientific return for developing
such a system is greater than the return for spending an equal amount of money to obtain new data.
We believe that in many cases, the argument can be made in favor of archiving. CCD images obtained
today provide an irreplaceable source of material for later proper motion studies. Similarly, the search for
supernovae progenitors and other objects where one wishes to search for variability require access to archival
data. During the next decade, a large number of US and international space missions will discover myriads
of new and interesting sources - if we have had the foresight to be archlving ground-based data, much
valuable information on these new sources may be obtained without using any new telescope time. Data
archives that are well-documented and easily accessible over networks will provide fast "food for thought"
following brain-stormlng sessions (instead of "... that's a great idea. Let's write a telescope time proposal,
and wait six months ...", it can be "that's a great idea. Let's find out if anyone has obtained an image of
that region in the last five years ...").
Impediments to Establishing a Data Arch|re for Ground-Based Astronomy
Data obtained from ground-based telescopeshave traditionallybeen the property of the observer in
perpetuity.Establishingproprietaryperiods and development of data archiveswould break thistradition.
Many arguments could be advanced to keep the statusquo: (1) the presentsystem protects astronomers
pursuing long-term projects;(2) graduate students should be allowed to finishtheirtheseswithout having
theirdata become public property; (3) astronomers with heavy teaching loads may not be able to reduce
theirdata rapidly;(4)only the person who took the data fullyunderstands it,and making itavailableto the
masses would createmore confusion than benefit;etc.We believethese are not reasons againstarchiving,
but are insteadjust implementation questions - the rulesdetermining propriety periods must be flexible
enough to allow for differingcircumstances,and the archivalsystem must includecalibrationinformation
and other relevantprocedural data.
A more seriousargument againstarchiving data from ground-based telescopesissimply that there
isno money. This isparticularlytrue for NSF funded nationalobservatoriessuch as NOAO and NRAO.
The implementation of the archivesystem would requireadditionalwork. Archiving of data in Astronomy
must be put into perspectivewith the other (time and resource)competitive aspectsof doing our science.
Observing with ground- and space-based telescopes,reducing the data, and publishingthe resultsderived
from them, allrequiretime, expertiseand money. Like everything else,archivingshould be driven by the
qualityof the sciencethat itdelivers.Given limitedfinancialresources,open competition and peer review -
an explicitand case-by-casereview forfunds to archivethe data isthe most sensibleapproach. Our legacy
isnot just a stream of binary data, to be cared for and then preserved for futuregenerations.Our legacy
includesa distillationof those data intoa perspectiveon our fieldthat drivesfuture thought, bringsabout
a synthesisof new ideasand then precipitatesinnovationand additionalobservations.While we certainly
cannot second-guess what future generationswillfind of interestin our presentlygathered data, at the
same time we cannot premise our scienceon that self-samelackof information;we cannot save everything
out of ignorance. Justificationas to the inherent value must be made competitively,proof that archivlng
willconform to the standards (of formatting,documentation, historyetc.,for raw data, calibrateddata,
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and fully reduced data) must also be given and later verified. None of these additional tasks should be so
onerous as to outweigh the potential benefits.
The contrast with NASA's outlook and expenditure for archivlng and archival research is marked.
NASA astrophysics currently spends of order $5 million per year strictly for archival research, primarily for
data from IRAS, EINSTEIN and IUE. This amount is likely to grow considerably during the next decade
as the archives for HST, ROSAT, and AXAF become available. STScI, working with other astronomy
groups, has developed a prototype optical disk archiving facility which currently incorporates its digitized
sky survey, and is being used to archive the early HST data. NASA is developing a major new large scale
archive and distribution system for HST data which is estimated to cost over $20 million. A considerable
amount of money will also be spent developing the Astrophysics Data System (and Master Directory)
which will link the various NASA astronomy data archives together. Meanwhile, essentially no money is
available to archive ground-based observations. The US observatories are lagging behind a number of major
foreign observatories - archive programs have been started at the Anglo- Australian Telescope, the European
Southern Observatory, and the La Palma Observatory.
Compatibility of Ground-Based and Space-Based Archives
Along with an archive there is a need for a catalog of the archive. This catalog should be as complete
and easy to use as possible. Data and archiving systems for astrophysics space and ground-based missions
should be compatible with, and ideally be a part of, the Master Directory Service of NASA's Astrophysics
Data System. The data reduction and analysis software should be available at users' home institutions, not
simply by remote access over networks to the mission data center. In particular, the available I/O bandwidth
(over networks) would severely limit user access to the system. In contrast, the user community has (or soon
will have) sufficient computing power locally to process the data. Finally, the scientific community should
have free access to the archive.
It is desirable to develop cost-effective, useful archives of digital data from ground-based astronomical
observations, available over a high-speed national network. Data are a legacy which we have a duty to
bequeath to our successors. We note and commend NASA's important steps in this direction in the arena
of space-based observation.
We recommend a similiar initiative for ground-based data with the following specific goals: (1) All
major ground-based observatories, both public and private, should incorporate the capability for archiving
of digital data. (2) The archived data should be accessible over the national network along with backup
mechanisms such as rapid mail delivery of massive datasets on appropriate media. (3) This archive should
consist of major homogeneous data sets with their requisite calibration information. Observatory Directors
should establish and oversee appropriate criteria for the implementation of archives. We recommend that
the funding agencies include the arehiving program when determining the allocation of resources to an
observatory. (4) The NSF should support high quality proposals for funding the capital costs of archiving
data obtained at private observatories, and these data should become public after a proprietary period
that extends no longer than 18 months after the last data in an observing program are obtained. (5)
Archives must be designed to outlive any specific hardware, software, or media. (6) Archives should include
all the raw data, calibration data, and information necessary to remove instrumental signatures from the
data. (7) All observations obtained with large ground-based telescopes should be catalogued, whether or
not the data are placed in an archive. (8) Original observers should get their data in the archive format
so that both the original and subsequent analyzers of the data will start with the same data set. (9) A
policy should be established to archive data described in papers published in the refereed literature. This
policy should be enforced and implemented through journals, time-allocation committees, and the proposal
reviewing process. The AAS Council should take actions to facilitate the archiving of processed digital
data concurrently with publication in the Astrophysical Journal and the Astronomical Journal. (10) The
standard for data interchange should be FITS or FITS extensions approved by the IAU and the NASA
FITS Standards Office. Standards should be developed for data compression, archiving, catalogs, and user
interfaces. (11) Peer review is essential for determining the allocation of resources for archiving in the
context of all other competing requests for resources within astronomy.
We recommend a study of mechanisms for community input and user review of archive plans and oper-
ations; integrating ground-based archives with NASA's Astrophysical Data System; how further interagency
collaborationonarchivingbetweenNASAandNSFshouldbe implemented;andtheimpactof archiving
plansin Europe and elsewhere.
The issue of international collaboration and coordination in arehiving, and networks should be addressed.
Reciprocal agreements must be reached with other international agencies with regard to access to and support
of data archives. Astronomy on an international scale will develop much faster than in the past due to
network access. Also a large percentage of the total useful astronomical database will be located outside
the U.S.A. NASA has already begun to address this question with missions such as GINGA, EXOSAT and
ROSAT, but no standard solutions exist; rather case-by-case solutions have been adopted. A goal should be
to achieve a universal approach to archiving and data analysis. NSF should approach its foreign counterparts
concerning ground based archiving and data access.
Giant model calculations are sometimes as valuable as observations. The numerical experiments
together with their codes are directly analogous to major observational data together with the details of
their acquisition techniques and calibration data. The implementation plans for archiving should include
data from numerical computations with the source codes becoming public after an initial proprietary period.
Digital archiving will become increasingly important in sciences other than astronomy. Early serious
study, and commitment of funds, can put astronomy community in a strong position as a testbed for other
disciplines. This would allow NSF astronomy to seek joint funding with other Divisions, or from NSF
management and Congress directly.
IV. HIGH-PERFORMANCE DATA PROCESSING: OBSERVATIONAL IMAGES AND
THEORETICAL SIMULATIONS
This section presents four independent "case studies" - individual visions by panel members of the
computational frontiers of astronomy in the 1990s. The first case study attempts to put a quantitative
scope on the needs for realistic theoretical simulation. The second describes the specifics of one particular
case, namely plasma astrophysics. The third case study documents the information explosion that is about
to occur in optical data collection, with the advent of large CCD detectors and their attendant processing
requirements. The fourth study is a corresponding analysis for the case of radio images.
Case Study A: Realistic Dynamical Simulations of Complex Systems
The "Fourth Dimension Supercomputer" is a system sufficiently powerful to calculate the evolution
of complex, nonlinear systems in a fully three-dlmensional space and in time. Presently large memory
supercomputers are barely capable of providing this capacity, but only with crude resolution. Present trends
in computer technology suggest that the next generations of machines will be serious "Fourth Dimension
Supercomputers". To see what this implies for our science, let us examine what would be the parameters of
a "Fourth Dimension Supercomputer", and what are the needs associated with its use.
Parameters needed for three dimensional simulations
Let us take a measure of our understanding to be how well our concepts match the images were observe.
What is the quality of a "good" image? A variety of arguments and painful experiences with more meagre
values suggest that a moderately good image requires about 500 x 500 pixels. The fact that in the personal
computer market a popular screen resolution is about this same value is probably no accident (and 1000 x
1000 would be better). Our images are projections of 3D objects onto a 2D surface, so that a numerical
description of the objects itself would imply 5003 = 1.25 × 10s points. How many of these visualization points
can be represented by a single computational point? This depends upon the power of our computational
algorithm; significant advances are being made in algorithmic development. If several pixels are sufficient to
describe a computational point, we have about 200 computational points per spatial dimension. Experience
suggests this resolution is low but beginning to be interesting for a variety of problems involving simple
physics, such as inviscid gas dynamics. We will assume 200 x f to be required number of computational
points per spatial dimension in subsequent discussion. This may be thought of as a minimum acceptable
resolution for a variety of problems of current interest; f = 2 or f = 3 may often be appropriate. At each
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point a 3D calculation would require 4000 or more floating point operations (e. g., multiplications, additions,
etc.), giving a value of 3.2 x 101°f 3 "fops".
What about the resolution in time? Consideration of accuracy and stability of the numerical method
often results in requiring a number of time steps which is of the order of the number of space steps in
one dimension - in this case 20Of. For ten natural times, a short but not uncommon value, this implies
10 x (200f) 4 = 1.6 x 101°f 4 points, and 6.4 x 101_f 4 floating point operations. A fast workstation may now
provide 1 Megaflop performance, so that (if it would fit in memory) this task would take 6.4 x 107f 4 seconds,
or about 740f 4 days. The most efficient code on a four-cpu supercomputer might run at 400 Megaflops, so
that the task would take 44f 4 hours. For twice the linear resolution, f = 2, this increases to 30 days.
Memory
How much memory is required? A floating point number of full precision requires 8 bytes. The physical
state of a single point in the system may require 20 or more numbers. For two time slices (an old and a
new state), this implies 3.2 x 10sf a numbers or 2.56f 3 Gigabytes. The largest memory presently available
to astrophysicists at NSF supercomputer centers (1 Gigabyte) is about 2.5f 3 times smaller. Consequently
on present supercomputersthe task would have to be paged in and out of memory, with attendant problems
for speed and storage resources.
Storage
Using this value of 1.28f _ Gigabytes per state (time slice), and assuming that 100 of the 2000f time
steps are saved for analysis, the storage needed per project is 128f 3 Gigabytes. For 40 such projects, the
storage requirement grows to 5 Terabytes. This is a major limitation: the extensive storage at the NSF
supercomputer centers for researchers in all areas of science and engineering is estimated to be of the order
of a few Terabytes. Data compaction and new storage technologies are needed to alleviate this bottleneck.
Communications
How do we get these data to the scientist for analysis? A reasonable estimate may be obtained by
requiring that the time for data transfer of the results must be less than the time for computation --
otherwise the data flow becomes the bottleneck. For one session of 100 time steps calculated, a 400 Megaflop
supercomputer requires 8 x 103f 3 seconds. It generates a new state needing 128f 3 Gigabytes of storage. This
implies a data tranfer rate of greater than 1 Megabit/second, which is well above the actual performance
of Ethernet, for example. Data compaction and upgrade of the NSF backbone to T3 are needed. It is
particularly important to provide this national network resource to the wider community of scientists and
students who do not reside at a supercomputer center site.
Speed
While low resolution projects are feasible on present supercomputers, higher resolution places serious
demands upon computing speed. For 40 research groups per supercomputer, there are 200 hours per group
per year (efficient parallel use of all cpus is assumed). At 44f 4 hours per project, this allows 4 projects
per group per year, which is not really adequate for even moderate surveys of parameter dependence and
testing. As progress is made on the constraints above, there will be demand for greater cpu speed, especially
as observational comparisons make higher resolution necessary. Note that even this estimate is optimistic, as
it assumes a level of vectorization and parallelization of code which is only occasionally obtained in practice.
Local Storage
Most scientists and students are not at the supercomputer sites. Upgrading the networking system will
allow data to flow to them, but there must be local facilities to deal with it when it arrives. For example,
a project of 2000f time steps, generating 20f saved states of 1.28f a Gigabytes each, would require 2.56f 4
Gigabytes of local storage. Factors of 2 and 4 could be saved by using 32-bit and 16-bit wordlengths.
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It seems inescapable that analysis of 3D computations requires interactive 3D viewing, and that in turn
requires extensive local storage capacity.
Viewing
Analysis of dynamical 3D systems requires looking at the time behavior of the system. This implies a
requirement for local graphics capacity. It should be noted here that local RISC based machines are capable
of high quality visualization. For example, suppose we want 60 seconds of images at 10 screens/second. For
3 Megabytes/screen (3 byte color on a 1000 x 1000 screen), this is 1.8 Gigabytes needed on a high speed
disk to feed the graphics engine. This graphics pipeline must be fed at 30 Megabytes/second.
Algorithmic development in the area of 3D imaging is rapid, but needs support for standardization.
Otherwise there will be a lot of redundant development of very similar software.
Case Study B: Plasma Astrophysics
Over the next decade, sophisticated numerical models and simulations will play a particularly critical
role in the field of plasma astrophysics. The reason for this lies within the intellectual structure of the field
itself.
It is widely supposed that plasma-physical mechanisms are responsible for many of the non-thermal
processes observed in astrophysics, such as hlgh-energy particle acceleration and the coherent emission of
radiation. Similarly, non-classical transport mechanisms, such as anomalously large viscosity in accretion
disks, or anomalously high resistivity in astrophysical dynamos, seem to be required by current astrophysical
models. Plasma-based processes are at the heart of the micro-physics of these transport phenomena. An
important goal for theoretical astrophysics is to develop quantitative calculations of the expected nature of
these plasma processes, and of their observational consequences in relevant astrophysical situations.
But plasma processes both determine, and are determined by, their parent system's global configuration.
Experience with laboratory and space plasmas has shown that a plasma's behavior is sensitive to the specific
physical conditions and geometry in which it finds itself. At the same time, some knowledge of the
plasma's behavior is often essential to constructing a credible large-scale model of the astrophysical system
in question. Thus in order for astrophysical plasma physics to produce quantitative results that can
be meaningfully related to astronomical data, an iteration must be performed between the microphyslcs
(simulations of microscopic plasma processes) and the large-scale configuration which emits the photons
observed by astronomers (simulations via hydrodynamic models, usually either radiation- hydrodynamical
or magnet o-hydrodynamica]).
The field of plasma physics has been a pioneer in the development of successful computational models,
including descriptions at the kinetic, magnetohydrodynamic (MHD), hybrid, and fluid levels. Indeed this
development has been a necessity, due to the nonlinearity and geometrical complexity inherent in collective
plasma behavior. Fusion research, of both the magnetic and laser-driven variety, has made extensive use of
computational simulations in the interpretation of data from laboratory experiments, helped by the facilities
of the National Magnetic Fusion Energy Computer Center and at national laboratories. Likewise, NASA's
support of large-scale computing within the solar- terrestrial theory program has made computational
simulation a regular tool for interpreting in situ space-physics data from NASA's solar- system probes.
Driven by the fusion and space-physics communities, the computational simulation of microscopic plasma
processes has shown considerable success over the past decade.
Unlike laboratory or space plasmas, one cannot probe the conditions in astrophysical plasmas directly.
Thus astrophysical plasma physics research must take the additional step of integrating microphysics models
with appropriate large-scale system models, so as to arrive at a quantitative prediction of the observed
photon output. A start in the direction of large-scale astrophysical models has already been made. In
the field of solar physics, MHD studies of turbulent convection and fluid-magnetic-field interactions will
allow detailed comparison with the next generation of high-resolution solar instruments. Similarly, the
first generation of MHD models of astrophysical jets has reached a sophisticated level, allowing comparison
with high-resolution radio data. In addition to the further development of these two areas, over the next
decade one can anticipate the development of MHD models for the large-scale structure of accretion disks,
supernova remnants, pulsar magnetospheres, solar active regions, and planetary magnetospheric structure.
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An important feature of the next generation of macroscopic system models will be the incorporation
of results from detailed plasma simulations at the micro-physics level. For example, non-linear transport
coefficients developed using small-scale plasma simulations will be used within larger macroscopic system
models to predict the photon output. Similarly, source terms for non-thermal or relativistic particles can
be developed using plasma simulations, and then applied when the appropriate conditions emerge in a
large-scale macroscopic model.
Computational Requirements: Microscopic Plasma Simulations
Most state-of-the-artmicroscopic plasma simulation codes are currentlybeing run on multiprocessor
vectorsupercomputers, particluarlyifmore than one spatialdimension isinvolved.
What does the future hold? Mini-supercomputers willbe used increasinglyfor the lessdemanding
simulations. At present it is not clear whether massively parallelarchitectureswillbe well-suitedfor
particlesimulationsofplasmas except in some specialcases,although they may be usefulforsome types of
Vlasov or hybrid algorithms.However, overallthereare strong pressurestowards moving to next-generation
multiprocessorvectorsupercomputers. The reason for thesepressuresllesin the need to push beyond the
very small volumes that can presentlybc studiedusing microscopicplasma simulationmethods, and in the
need to perform three-dlmensionalsimulationsin order to study geometricallycomplex phenomena such as
magnetic fieldlinereconnection. Thus plasma astrophysicshas genuine need for supercomputcr resources
ofthe classthat the NSF and DOE Centers can potentiallyprovide.
Hand-in-hand with the need for supercomputers isthe need for advanced graphics and visualization
capabilitiesto interpretthe results. Many microscopic plasma simulations follow the evolution of the
distributionfunctionof electronsand/or ions in phase space,together with gradientsin realspace. Thus,
present kineticmodels are frequently4- or 5-dimensional (two space dimensions and 2 or 3 velocity
dimensions),and futuremodels willadd a thirdspace dimension as well.Advanced visualizationtechniques
willbe a prerequesitefor extractingusefulinformationfrom simulation models having this high levelof
complexity.
Computational Requirements: Macroscopic System Models
Simulationswhich incorporatethe resultsofplasma micro-physicsstudiesintoa model ofthe large-scale
astrophysicalsystem have a slightlydifferentcomputational flavor,although many of the computational
requirementsare similarto those describedin the previous subsection.
In magnctohydrodynamic (MHD) models, only two or possiblythree dimensions are involved.Thus it
ispossiblethat the memory and speed requirementsof thesemodels can be met using the presentand next
generationsof mini-supercomputers, coupled with the type of advanced graphics and visualizationtools
described above. Massively parallelarchitecturesare also a possibilityfor future MHD models, although
much researchremains to be done to optimize performance in thisarea.
However in the end what isusefulforastrophysicsisa predictionof the radiationoutput. Thus some
sortoftreatment of radiationemission and transportwillbe a criticalelement ofmany macroscopic system
models. Once radiationtransport isadded to a fluidor MHD model, the number of effectivedimensions
increases,taxing the memory and speed capabilitiesof (at leasttoday's) mini-supercomputers. Likewise,
radiationtransport introducescoupling in angle or in frequency which isdifficulto treaton massively
parallelarchitectures.Thus the use of state-of-the-artsupercomputers willbe criticalfor this type of
macroscopic modelling effort.
Case Study C: CCD Optical Images and Image Processing
Large charge-coupleddevicefocalplane imagers inthe next- generationinstrumentation forvery large
ground-based telescopeswillcreatemassive amounts ofdata. Real-time automated preproccssingand initial
analysisofthese data willbe required.In the past,image processingin astronomy has generallynot been
on-lineor real-time.The correlatorson the VLA radio telescopearc a good example of automated data
pre-processing,but the image data on that telescopeare not automaticallyprocessed.
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Progress in automated photometry of crowded fields was made with the software packages DAOPHOT
and ROMAPHOT. In the radio, the AIPS package contains several seml-automated routines for cleaning.
Recently, near real-time preprocessing of digital images has been made possible by standardization of image
header information and advances in processor/storage hardware. Data in the image header may be used as
process history and keys. That is, stored images (flat field, bias, dark, object exposures) required in the
processing may be retrieved automatically by reference to key entries in their headers, including date, time,
and filter/spectrograph settings. The IRAF/CCDRED package permits automated pre- processing of large
volumes of raw 2-dimensional images, and is gaining popularity in the optical community.
Automated Image Analysis Software
Image databases have been large(severalGb) inopticalastronomy foryears.The automated detection,
classification,and photometry package FOCAS (FaintObject Classificationand AnalysisSystem), developed
over the lastten years,has enabled statisticalstudiesinvolvinglargeimage databases. FOCAS isa collection
of image analysisand automated pattern recognitionprograms designed for automated reduction and
morphological classificationof astronomicalimages. Recent FOCAS releases(now availableas part of the
IRAF package) includepowerful image pre-filteringoperators along with interactivecolor-graphicsdisplay
programs which allow the user to quickly identifyobjectswith selectedproperties,such as coloror two-
dimensional shape.
A 100 million pixel imager
Current siliconCCDs cover about i% ofthe qualityimaging area inthe focalplane oflargetelescopes.
It isnow necessary and possibleto constructa mosaic of CCDs which cover a largerfocalplane area. Let
us consider a 5x5 mosaic containing25 CCD arrays,each 2048x2048 pixels.The peak raw data rate for
the camera would be 100 Gb/night. Itisnearly possible,by current 1990 technology,to process,reduce,
analyze,and archivethisimaging database in nearlyreal-time.
A CCD mosaic imaging survey ofa 100 degree patch of the sky would produce vast amounts of data
which would have to be managed and processed.The resultingdetected objectrastersinseveralwavelength
bands, and the FOCAS matched catalog,would comprise 600 Gb. The data rate from these detectors
willthereforeoverwhelm the traditionalmini- or micro-computer or workstation. Recording the raw data,
without any on- linepreprocessingand display,iscost-ineffective:about 100Gb of data would be acquired
ineach 24hr period.
It isimperative that the design of large CCD imagers make adequate provisionfor easy and rapid
data analysis.The magnitude of the data processingtasks required for thismosaic imager would require
a special-purposesystem. The characteristicsofthissystem are dictatedby the requirement for real-time
image correctionand automated analysis,but the same hardware would be capable of performing extensive
image post analysis.
The designofthe data system must emphasize computational power, fastdata transferpaths,ficxibility,
and expandability.Almost as criticalas processingthe raw data, thiswould provide the astronomer with
a powerful workstation for explorationof the reduced images and catalogs. Due to the need for instant
access,image displays,and interactiveimage analysis,remote supercomputers are not a solutionto the
computational requirementsin optical-IRimage processingand analysis.Instead,we look tofastprocessors
based on DigitalSignalProcessorswith GFLOP averagespeed and multiplewide busses,togetherwith large
RAM memory and fastmulti-portdisks,which are now becoming available.
Consider a multi-wavelength digitalsky surveyusing a 10s pixelimager. The finalCCD images foreach
band are passed to the FOCAS automated detectorand classifiercreatinga catalogofproperties(isophotal,
aperture,and totalmagnitudes, centroidpositions,and severalcentralmoments) for each detected object.
For this mosaic imaging survey,with a limitingmagnitude < 29.magnitude, the sky issparse and the
resultingcatalogwould be very small (a few Gb) compared with the fullprocessed image databank (8000
Gb). The FOCAS point spread functionisautomaticallydetermined from the starsinthe image. Detection
proceeds by convolving the image with a slightlybroadened point spread function,and demanding that a
realobjectmust have more than say 10 simply connected pixelsabove 3 times the rms convolved sky noise.
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Terabit digital archives
New technologies are emerging which will allow archiving of the resulting large image and catalog
databases. Tera-bit optical recorders are now available. If the total imaging survey reduced data (8000 Gb,
mostly blank sky) were stored on 2.4 Gb optical disks, it would require 3300 disks, close to $1M. Since
access time is not critical for archiving, another technology is very appealing: optical film. Spot density of
one per micron and areas up to 1 inch x 2000 feet may be obtained cheaply. Over several hundred Gb of
encoded digital data may be archived on such a medium. Hardware for recording and reproducing in this
format exists. These recorders can sustain 3 Mb/s data rates. Both the multi-band image rasters and the
FOCAS catalogs (less than 600 Gb total) could be archived inexpensively.
It would even be possible to store the entire 8000 Gb in a collection of optical tape reels no larger than
a feature length motion picture. It is clear that it is not practical to save the data and analyze it later, an
approach which is already causing some problems with the current generation of small CCD cameras: the
data simply piles up. To avoid this analysis bottleneck the images must be corrected as they are acquired.
The CCD mosaic imager would produce a continuous data stream of 4 Mb /sec. One night's observing
would typically produce 100 Gb of data. The final mosaic image is the result of extensive mathematical
corrections applied to this data stream. During this correction operation each 1 Gb of data may move
from disk to memory and back several times. Mis-alignment of the CCD rows in the mosaic would also be
corrected in this processing.
In summary, we will soon have mosaic imager/computer systems capable of pushing the largest existing
telescope to its performance limit. High efficiency CCD imagers covering most of the useable focal plane,
together with specialized on-line computers using automatic image classification software will radically alter
our ability to observe the universe.
Case Study D: A "Typical" Large VLA Data Processing Request
It might be difficult to grasp the enormity of the computing problem for VLA data without an example
given in some detail. Most of the computer-limited problems are three-dimensional in nature, usually
from spectral-line data. One special problem - imaging low-frequency data, is continuum in nature, but
nevertheless requires the spectral llne observing mode. Below wc describe this computing problem.
The NRAO has recently completed installation of 327 MHz receivers on the VLA. Unique science
addressable with this new capability includes steep spectrum objects and objects of large diameter and low
surface brightness. Due to the two-dimensional geometry of the VLA, the samples of the visibility function
are made throughout a three-dimensional volume, and the conditions under which a two-dimensional Fourier
transform can be used to recover the source brightness fail, requiring much more expensive solutions. The
simplest of these is a three-dimensional Fourier transform, producing a three-dimensional image 'volume'
whose axes are in direction cosines, and within which the desired image is found on a sphere of unit radius.
Processing of the image follows the same procedures normally done in two-dimensional processing - for
example, deconvolution proceeds in an entirely analogous fashion using the three dimensional image with a
three-dimensional beam.
In low-frequency imaging it is necessary to process all the sources within the primary beam. To reach
maximum sensitivity, all confusing background sources must bc located and removed through deconvolution.
A typical large project at 327 MHz will use all four VLA configurations with perhaps 12 hours
observing in each. Because of chromatic aberration, the spectral line correlator must be employed to ensure
the bandwidth of each data channel remains small. The result of this is a 16-fold increase in data rate
and volume over the continuum case. In this mode, radio frequency interference, can be identified and
purged without seriously corrupting adjacent channels. The integration time for each sample must bc kept
very short to prevent time-averaging smearing. The result is a very large database: Typically 3.5 GBytcs,
containing over 500 million complex numbers.
Calibration of these basic data is straightforward, and can be accomplished with modest computer
resources, providing only that the short-term disk space to contain the data is present. These data must
then be written to tape, or other storage medium, perhaps optical disks or high density tapes, with 1 - 2
GBytes.
The imaging needs are exceptionally large. The simple 3-D transform requires making a "dirty" map
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and beam, each 4096 x 4096 x 64 pixels, which with 4 bytes per pixel requires 8.5 GBytes memory if they are
made in the most efficient, straightforward way. Fortunately, another approach is more efficient in memory,
although at the cost of I/O and CPU. The image can be built up through a series of a large number of
subimages of limited depth. The memory requirement is relatively more modest, about 135 MBytes per
facet.
Deconvolution of the image is the next concern. In the simple, single cube approach, the procedure
is straightforward, although highly consumptive of memory. No recall of the data is required. In the
polyhedron imaging approach, deconvolution can be accomplished with much reduced memory, again at the
cost of much increased I/O. A rough estimate is that perhaps 10,000 Fourier transform subtractions of clean
components from the data are required, along with 10 re-imaglngs of the entire field. That is, more than
2500 FFTs, each 1024 x 1024 will be required. But this does not finish the processing, since the ionospheric
corruptions must be removed through self-calibration. Self- calibration and deconvolution are interlinked,
the former using the results of the latter to generate a better estimate of the sky brightness. Typically, three
loops of self-calibration and deconvolution are required before satisfactory convergence has been achieved.
Thus, all the operations described in the previous paragraph must be multiplied by three.
A rough estimate of the time required can be made: Using the Cray Research Inc.'s CRAY-2 supercom-
purer performance with a more modest case as a benchmark, and multiplying up by the ratio of database
sizes and number of fields to process, results in a rough estimate of 250 DAYS for full processing. The time
required is dominated by the gridding: Each visibility point must be distributed over about 100 adjacent
cells, and averaged with all other visibility values within this cells, resulting in a computation-limited prob-
lem. We are confident that useable short-cuts will be found, as detailed studies of solving this computing
problem have barely begun. For example, we can probably use a much less expensive gridding algorithm,
which could cut processing by a factor of five.
It seems clear that the optimal approach will eventually involve massive parallelism. We could imagine
16 parallel machines, each comparable to, or faster than the CRAY-2 supercomputer. The data are then
distributed to each of these machines, each of which is responsible for one sub-field. A central processor will
be required to handle the component model subtractions - the model comes from all 16 parallel processors.
Factoring in these expected savings, and imagining future, more powerful machines, predicts this particular
problem to be soluble with a few hours of computing time.
The essential points of the above example are summarized here: First, there is a need for very fast
machines with very high I/O rates and extremely large memory to generate the data cubes. In many cases,
parallel processing is clearly advantageous. Second, assuming the NRAO will not be able to obtain such
machines, the national supercomputer centers must provide access and support for astronomers requiring
this computing. Third, home machines, such as workstations, must be supported to allow proper interaction
between astronomer and completed image. And fourth, research and development of computing algorithms
must be actively supported, both at the national center(s) and at the NRAO. The latter site is particularly
important, for only at the observatory are the problems fully understood, and the vested interest present on
a daily and continuing basis - factors which are absolutely essential to ensure progress in imaging science.
The revised VLA computing plan will handle most of the large VLA requests. But perhaps in 10
years, the algorithms and computers will allow the local computing environment to handle even these large
requests.
V. NATIONAL HIGH PERFORMANCE NETWORKING: OBSERVATIONAL IMAGES
AND THEORETICAL SIMULATIONS
In this section, we describe a major national experiment in networking, just getting underway, with a
goal to determine how remote users will be able to interact at high speeds with remote supercomputers,
observatories, and digital archives. The Corporation for National Research Initiatives, is organizing a set
of five national gigabaud testbeds, which will become an integral part of the High Performance Computing
Program. One of the testbeds will be transcontinental in scale and will have as application drivers an
astronomical observatory and a distributed dynamical 3D simulation. This testbed, called NRI Blanca
Testbed, will provide a first look at how the high performance computing infrastructure of the 1990's will
enhance theoretical and observational astronomy.
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The NRI Blanca National Gigabaud Testbed
The NRI Blanca National Gigabaud Testbed willcreatea prototype distributedscientificlaboratory
involvingresearchersat a number ofuniversitieson a fiberopticnetwork. The plans forthe transcontinental
testbednetwork isto startwith 45 Mbit/sec ratescurrently,with a goal of approaching a Gigabit/Sec over
the next fiveyears.Supercomputing facilities,largescientificdatabases,and high-performance visualization
workstationswillbe connected via thisGbit/sec network, with data collectionand observatory sites,and
with collaboratingresearchersat each site.Research projects which involveinformation exchange in the
form of data setsor interactiveimages or both - with volumes that definitelyrequirea network running
these speeds,willbe supported.
Additional development effortsto be included in this project involvelaserdisc technology archive
systems, image generation algorithm development, and development of a fullydistributed,generalpurpose
scientificsimulationcontroland visualizationsystem. The distributedvisualizationand simulationcontrol
system willbe ofgeneraluse,with librariesand client/serverprocesseswhich can be used by computational
scientistsregardlessof the specificdisciplineinvolved.
Simulationsand image processingon supcrcornputersoftenrequireaccessto data bases at remote sites
which arc too largeto be moved and/or which are being collectedat high rates.Further,programs running
on the supercomputers must be controlledby researchersfrom remote locations,requiring visualization
output at that remote sitewhich isa) ofhigh resolutionsuch as isnecessaryto determine the accuracy and
qualityofthe run, and b) displayedinrealtime to allowcontrolof the supercomputer applicationprocess.
BIMA-A High Performance Computing Observatory on the Gigabaud Testbed
Future supcrtelcscopeswillhave as an essentialcomponent a very high speed data link between the
sensorand a computer. Real-time radio astronomy would revolutionizethe fieldby permitting an observer
using a synthesisarray to see an image of the radio sky as the observationswere being made. Interactive
observing could be a realityifthe image processingcan be done and the images transmitted fastenough.
The goal of the BIMA experiment on thisnationalgigabaud testbedisto demonstrate such capabilitiesand
to explorehow such capabilitiesmight improve, expand, and extend the power ofa telescopesystem.
The Berkeley-lllinols-MarylandArray (BIMA) islocated at the Hat Creek Observatory in northern
Californiaand isoperated by the Universityof Californiaat Berkeley,the Universityof Illinois,and the
UniversityofMaryland. The Array issimilarinconcept to the VLA, but operates at millimeterratherthan
centimeterwavelengths. By early 1991 BIMA willconsistof 6 antennas; there are plansfor expansion toas
many as 12 antennas. The BIMA system has been chosen for thistestbed because the proposed gigabaud
network will extend from Berkeley to Urbana, linkingthe sensor with the supercomputer, and because
BIMA willgeneratedata and have computational needs which are a significantfractionof thoseofthe VLA.
Although with 6 antennas BIMA has only about 5% of the number of simultaneous interferometcrsas the
VLA, the BIMA spectrometer produces 4 times as many spectralchannels and allowsobservationof up to
8 spectrallinessimultaneously;the densityof spectrallinesin frequency space at millimeterwavelengths
means that much of the time thismultiplexingcapabilitywillbe employed usefully.Further, BIMA will
be used in spectral-linemode essentiallyallthe time, while the VLA isoften used in continuum mode.
The BIMA data rate and computational requirements willbe about 1/3 those of the VLA. A gigabaud
connection between Socorro, New Mexico and one of the supercomputer centerswould allow,in principle,
similarremote operationof the VLA and the VLBA.
A typicalBIMA data set willbe in the 100 MB to I GB range;such data setscan be transferredfrom
Berkeley to the supercomputer at Illinoisat 45 Mbaud (realand sustained)in the period of a 5 minute
coffeebreak. The initialprocessingof the observed visibilitydata on the supercomputer willbe automatic,
under the controlof an "expert system" with tunable parameters which may be set in advance by the
astronomer. While the observationsare in progress,calibration,map making, and an initialdeconvolution,
self-callbration,and mosaicing (ifappropriate)of a partialdata set may be carriedout and the data cube
returned to the astronomer at Berkeley for analysison a workstation.The astronomer willbe able tojudge
the qualityof the data, to see ifthe signalisstrong enough to proceed with the observations,to judge
whether the area ofsky being rnosaicediscorrect,and to begin to experiment with processingparameters.
Instrumental or atmospheric problems can be detected quickly,and correctionsmade or re-observations
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carried out while the telescope is still in the same configuration. Exciting or unexpected results can be
pursued immediately. When the project observations are complete, the full data set can be processed
interactively on the supercomputer from 2000 miles away. The processing of radio maps is often highly
iterative and interactive. The astronomer in Berkeley will be able to examine each step in the deconvolution
(CLEAN or MEM) and self-calibration process as it runs on the Cray and fine-tune the algorithm parameters
to yield the best possible maps.
Today, such interactive observing is possible only for astronomers in Urbana and only to a limited
extent, because of the slow speed of the shared NSFNET. Using the recently developed MIRIAD (Multi-
channel Image Reconstruction with Interactive Analysis and Display) software, the sizes of the images which
can be processed can reach 4096 x 4096 pixels, images referred to as supermaps. Data are loaded into
a supercomputer, which processes it and sends images of the processed data to a frame buffer connected
via HPPI (High Performance Parallel Interface) at up to 800 Mbit/sec. This allows the local researcher to
observe the calculations in real time; changing parameters and regenerating images interactively. Today, the
local researcher can send 2-3 1024 x 1024 x 24 bit images per second (this being the resolution of current
display hardware), which allows direct interaction with the image processing of quadrants of supermaps.
During the next 5 years the network capacity will allow 4096 x 4096 x 24 bit images to be transferred in
under 0.5 seconds per image, which will enable the same level of interactivity remotely on full "Supermaps"
as is available today at Illinois on a single quadrant; MIRIAD can transfer the desired 2-3 images per second
and still maintain total interactivity with the image reconstruction.
Combined with applications for multiple simultaneous viewing by separate workstations (multiple
collaborators located at multiple remote sites) this will allow for a level of interactive collaboration which is
not feasible today. Combined with systems such as the digital archive for astronomical images, this network
rate will allow for paging through multiple images. The remote researcher will have the ability to process
much of the existing raw data which has not yet been viewed or evaluated over the network.
Remote Control of Fourth Dimension Supercomputers
Tools will be developed in the gigabaud network testbed project to build applications which support real
time collaboration among multiple, remote scientists on scientific and computational aspects of a simulation
running in real time on a supercomputer. The specific application chosen as a platform with which to
demonstrate these tools is the study of storms using a four dimensional numerical model (3 space dimensions
and time). The tools developed in this national testbed project should be immediately applicable to similar
simulations in theoretical astrophysics.
The distributed interactive execution and analysis of storm simulations is currently limited by disk
and network speeds, as the simulation process output is in the range of 32 Mb/s to 320 Mb/s . The
critical limitation today, however, is the conversion of data into graphic images, or visualization. Most
three dimensional visualization today is done in batch mode using a mini- supercomputer which runs
visualization software and can take between several seconds to several minutes to convert raw data into a
single animation frame. This delay between simulation and graphic output prevents the researcher from
interacting with the model and adjusting algorithms and parameters to yield optimal results. The delay also
makes it impractical to collaborate with colleagues during the model verification process, as the scientist
must send to the collaborator a finished product (a video) which will arrive several days or weeks after
the simulation was done. Further, non-interactive visualization prevents colleagues from collaborating in
the area of visualization techniques. Because each model is visualized differently, it is difficult at best to
compare the validity of different models. Short term improvements in surface visualization will be obtained
by using the supercomputer to do the tessellation component of the process (computing the geometric
polygon representation) and to display the images in near-real time using graphic rendering hardware at a
scientific workstation on the network. This will allow the researcher to interact with the simulation.
A sample collaborative session between two researchers at different locations could involve several
components. Both researchers would have the capability of starting up the simulation or data analysis
software from their workstation. Everything that appears on one of the researcher's workstation windows
would appear on the other's (this requires screen transfers that can easily exceed 100 Mbits per sec for
color). At any time either one of the researchers can take control of the process, or start up visualization
from a different dataset for comparison. Surface displays from today's storm models consist of 30,000 to
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i00,000 polygons and can be coupled with other forms of visualizationto qualitativelyand quantitatively
analyze model information.Anima-t-_n ofthese displaysbeing viewed at one site,alsoappear at the other.
A high resolutionanimation of 8 bit per pixclimages can be done with glgabitspeeds (1400 frames would
take about 15 s to transferat I gigabit/sec).Data setsmay have to bc moved quicklyfrom one researcher's
siteto another, depending on how the simulationand data explorationprocessisdistributedand on the
capabilitiesof the locaigraphics workstations. For collaborativeinteractivedata exploration,this also
requiresgigabittransferrates:
Long term improvements, only possibleusinga gigabit/secondwide area network, willallow the display
of simulationoutput , interactivecontrolof the simula;tlonand interactiveanalysisof the output to take
placeconcurrentlyat multiple,separateworkstationson the network. At thispoint,real-tlmecollaboration
will occur between scientistsin the areas of modeling theory as well as visualizationtechniques. Each
scientistwillview the simulationvariablesofmost interesto him and in a way which isconsistentwith the
methods he uses to visualizehis own model. Thus, the scientistscan directlycompare the output of two
simuiation models and begin to determine the strengths and weaknesses of the various modeling techniques.
Further development and increased workstation processing power will conceivably allow these scientists
to do the tessellation as well as the rendering on their local workstation using their own custom visualization
filters and to jointly analyze the simulation with colleagues across the network. Specific development will
include a network software interface similar to the BSD sockets or to the Shared-X-Window system but
with mechanisms for specifying experimental network services such as guaranteed minimum throughput,
real time services, packet trains, isochronous data stream delivery, maximum tolerable latency, multi-cast,
etc. to be implemented by network researchers on the testbed. Further investigation will be made into the
transmission over the network of multiple channels to provide voice and image teleconferencing in parallel
to simulation output and control.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In addition to setting scientific priorities for the discipline, the AASC was charged to assess current
policies and practices in the conduct and support of space and ground-based astronomy and to recommend
changes that are likely to enhance the productivity of the enterprise. In this Chapter, we consider
the relationship and balance between ground-based and space astronomy, strategies for achieving high
productivity in both these programs, the support of individual scientists and scientific facilities, international
cooperation, the scientific advisory process, and the role of astronomy in education.
In §II we describe the context for our recommendations. In subsequent sections we provide the rationale
for our recommendations, the major ones of which are listed below.
The first set of recommendations, discussed in §III, is directed toward the National Science Foundation
Astronomy Division. We recommend:
• The NSF should retain primary responsibility for the US ground-based astronomy program, which is a
vital component of the nation's overall astronomy effort.
• The budget of the NSF Astronomy Division, in constant dollars, should be doubled during the next
5 years in order to recover ground lost during the past decade, to ensure continued US leadership in
ground-based astronomy, and to realize the scientific benefits of the space program.
• NSF-Astronomy should undertake the construction of new facilities orfly in the context of a strategic
plan in which the university grants program is adequate to support excellent research programs and the
most productive and highest quality observational facilities can be supported adequately. Support for
other facilities should be terminated. First call on research funds should be on strengthening the base
rather than on building large new facilities.
• The National Optical Astronomy Observatories (NOAO) should provide leadership by building facilities
with unique capabilities that will be used by all optical/IR astronomers. In addition, the NOAO should
continue to provide access to first-class observing facilities comparable to those at private or university-
owned observatories. Whenever possible, the latter mission should be accomplished by cooperation with
private and/or state institutions, with emphasis on cost- and technology sharing and the avoidance of
duplication of specialized instruments.
The second set of recommendations, discussed in §IV, is directed toward the NASA Space Astrophysics
program. We recommend that:
• NASA should carry out the program outlined in the OSSA 5-year Strategic Plan, including full
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implementation of the Great Observatories program and the deployment of second-generation image-
correcting instruments for the Hubble Space Telescope.
• In addition to the 5-year plan, NASA should expand its support of moderate and small programs,
implemented by a doubling of the Explorer budget and expansion of the suborbital program.
• NASA should adopt management strategies for the Explorer program with the aim of developing
missions faster and at lower cost.
• NASA should support an augmented research and analysis program that is stable and protected against
cost overruns of its hardware programs.
• The development of astronomical facilities for the Space Exploration Initiative should follow a logically
phased approach. Whenever feasible, the technology development program should include testing
through actual astronomical research on the ground, on stratospheric platforms, and/or in earth orbit.
The greater expenses of astrophysical observatories on the Moon must be fully justified by the greater
scientific return that they are expected to provide.
In §V, we recommend a program for education in astronomy:
• To exploit the unique potential of astronomical and space research to attract young people into scientific
and technical careers, astronomers should participate in a broad educational initiative designed to
provide more access to the excitement of modern astronomy for students, teachers, and the general
public.
Finally, in §VI, we address several other policy issues and recommend that:
• A standing committee of the National Academy of Sciences be established to monitor the overall
health of the field and to provide strategic, coordinated advice to all agencies that support research in
ground-based and space astronomy.
• Astronomical research will advance most rapidly in a climate of open exchange of information and access
to all facilities, foreign and domestic, by the best qualified observers. The agencies should support open
access to US facilities and data and should expect other countries to reciprocate.
• We encourage international cooperation on the construction of facilities when each country or entity
brings complementary capabilities to the project or when the international nature of the project is
uniquely valuable to its performance.
• National and private observatories should formulate policies and make plans for the entry of astronomical
data in standard formats into a national archive to enable access by the broad astronomical community.
The agencies should encourage these efforts and support their implementation according to scientific
merit as determined by peer review.
• NASA and NSP should consider the development o* procedures and facilities to enable the simultaneous
multi-wavelength observations of variable celestial sources.
II. THE CONTEXT OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS
The NSF and NASA provide primary support for US research in astronomy and astrophysics. During
the 1980'% these agencies have responded to the advice of the previous NAS Astronomy Survey Committee
(ASC) report.
The National Science Foundation has implemented, funy or partially, many of the ASC recommendations
for new ground-based facilities. For example, construction for the Very Long Baseline Radio Telescope
Array (VLBA) is now well-advanced. NSF provided partial support to build new 2 - 4 meter-class
telescopes at universities, one of which is already operational, and the NOAO has formed partnerships
with private universities to build and operate such telescopes at KPNO and CTIO. NSF financed the
construction of a submillimeter telescope on Mauna Kea. The Agency supported several outstanding young
astrophysicists through the Presidential Young Investigator program. It provides advanced computing power
to astrophysicists through the national supercomputing centers and the national research network.
In addition, the NSF Astronomy Division initiated the solar Global Oscillation Network project and
responded to the collapse of the Green Bank radio telescope by funding the construction of a modern
fully-steerable 100-m radio telescope. The NSF Division of Polar Programs supported the development of
astrophysics programs to exploit the unique advantages of the South Pole.
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It is also encouraging that the NSF has improved its budgeting for major projects by setting up a
separate project line item within the Division of Mathematical and Physical Sciences.
After the Challenger accident, NASA recognized a crisis in space science and responded by a commitment
to do space science for its own sake, independently of the manned program. The Office of Space Science
and Applications (OSSA) developed a balanced Five Year Strategic Plan that includes an exciting program
for astrophysics research. In this plan, NASA recognizes that: (1) the OSSA Budget should be a stable
fraction (20%) of the total NASA budget; (2) much of space science can be done best with expendable
launch vehicles; and (3) NASA must provide stable support for a healthy infrastructure of theory, data
analysis, and instrument development at universities in order to realize the benefits of its science missions
and to ensure the future vitality of space science.
The rich scientific yield of the COBE satellite proves NASA's wisdom in re-structuring that mission for
launch with an expendable rocket rather than the Space Shuttle. NASA should avoid using the Shuttle to
launch free-flying satellites for astrophysics unless its unique capabilities are required for the mission.
NASA has steadfastly supported the Great Observatories Strategy recommended by the ASC Report.
The first of these, the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), has been launched, the Gamma Ray Observatory
(GRO) will launched in early 1991, the Advanced X-Ray Astronomy Observatory (AXAF) has been started,
and the Space Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF) has a high priority in NASA's five year strategic plan. The
budget for Explorer satellites was increased, and the first-ranked intermediate program, the Far Ultraviolet
Spectroscopic Explorer (FUSE), is under development.
Beyond that, the NASA Astrophysics Division launched two astronomical Explorer missions (IRAS
and COBE) and sustained a vigorous suborbital program on rockets, balloons, and aircraft. The scientific
value of the suborbital program was illustrated by NASA's quick and decisive response to the extraordinary
scientific opportunity presented by Supernova 1987A, which yielded irreplaceable data on the infrared and
gamma ray emission from this unique event. OSSA initiated a new program for Small Explorers (SMEX).
The NASA Astrophysics Division also developed a creative program of international cooperation involving
US participation in several European, Japanese, and Soviet astrophysics missions as well as participation by
several other countries in NASA missions.
NASA's Astrophysics Division has made plans to strengthen the infrastructure of university science
in support of its missions. These include support for individual scientists through the Astrophysics Data
Program and data analysis programs of individual missions, and a commitment to make space data available
to all qualified scientists. Recognizing that scientific insight often comes from integrating data obtained at
different wavelengths, NASA-Astrophysics provides science-oriented funding in addition to mission-oriented
funding for data analysis.
It makes sense for NSF and NASA to work together toward the common goal of understanding of
astronomical phenomena. NASA's Planetary Division supports the Infrared Telescope Facility on Mauna
Kea. NASA has also cooperated with the NSF to upgrade the Arecibo radio telescope of the National
Astronomy and Ionosphere Center (NAIC) and the VLA in order to enhance their capabilities for deep space
tracking, planetary radar, and astronomical research. NASA and NSF have worked together to distribute
advanced detectors, originally developed for space missions, to ground-based observatories, greatly enhancing
the power of their optical telescopes.
These activities have been carried out in the face of major obstacles. The NSF Astronomy Division has
received insufficient funding to respond fully to the ASC recommendations. NASA's space science programs
for the 1980's were set back severely by science funding shortfalls, delays in the Shuttle Program, and the
Challenger accident. The success of NSF and NASA in implementing part of the recommended program
despite these handicaps is a tribute to the hard work by dedicated people at NSF and NASA. We appreciate
their service. We commend both NASA and NSF for relying on the peer review process in making decisions
for funding.
We endorse the agencies' practice of using "rotators, _ research scientists on temporary leave from
universities, on agency staff. We encourage universities to recognize and reward such service and call on the
AAS Council to encourage members to participate.
The Departments of Defense and Energy have also contributed substantially to astrophysics research
and technology development, and we expect this synergism to continue. Between the end of World War II
and 1960, DoD support provided the foundation for the great expansion of astronomy that has occurred
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since then and for our present preeminence. DoD continues to support research in astrometry and optical
interferometry, and technology developments in cryogenics, infrared detectors, adaptive optics, fiber optics,
and parallel computer architectures. DoE scientists have been leaders in calculations of gravitational collapse,
supernova explosions, nucleosynthesis, and stellar opacity, and in observations of cosmic X-ray and gamma
ray sources.
The Space Exploration Initiative has the potential to provide new astronomical observing capabilities
that can qualitatively improve astronomical resolution and sensitivity. A Presidential Decision of February
16, 1990 enlists the help of the Departments of Defense and Energy in this initiative.
The Smithsonian Institution, through its Astrophysical Observatory, has supported research in astro-
physics for a century. The Observatory is now engaged in a broad range of research efforts, including studies
of large-scale structure of the universe, high energy phenomena, atomic and molecular interactions, radia-
tive transfer, stellar atmospheres, cosmic masers, molecular clouds, star formation, and the solar system.
Facilities include a major optical observatory, available in part to visitors.
The National Institute of Standards and Technology supported measurement and theoretical calculations
of atomic and molecular processes that are fundamental to the understanding of many astronomical
observations and phenomena.
Although the policies of the 1980% have yielded many successes, our panel has identified several
opportunities where the implementation of new policy recommendations would improve the productivity of
the enterprise:
• Astrophysics suffers because the ground-based astronomy program is too small to yield full scientific
value from the nation's investment in space. There has been a serious decline in the infrastructure of
ground-based astronomy, including both the support of existing facilities and of individual researchers.
We make recommendations to correct this problem in §III.
• NASA can improve productivity, stimulate inventiveness, and train a new generation of space scientists
and managers by devoting more resources to missions of reduced complexity that can be developed and
launched within about three years. These and other issues are discussed in §IV.
• The national astrophysics program can attract more talented people into scientific careers. It also can
contribute substantially to improving scientific and technical literacy. In §V we give our rationale and
present recommendations to accomplish these goals.
• We provide some guidelines for the scientific advisory process, international cooperation, archiving of
astronomical data, and multi-wavelength observations, in §VI.
After this Chapter was nearly completed, we learned that the Hubble Space Telescope was launched
with a defective mirror that seriously compromises the present ability of the telescope to do the frontier
science for which it was designed. Our Panel cannot assess the specific causes for this problem; that task
has been assigned to other Committees specifically charged to do so. There are, however, important lessons
to be learned from our experience with the HST that are independent of the specific causes of the mirror
problem; we discuss them in §IV(g).
III. REVMNG THE NATION'S GROUND-BASED ASTRONOMY PROGRAM
Once a star performer among U.S. science programs, ground-based observational and theoretical
astronomy is now imperiled by continuing budget cuts, with consequent decay of major facilities and loss of
key staff personnel at national observatories. The cause of this decline is twofold - the NSF basic research
budget did not keep pace with the scientific needs of the nation and the relative priority for astronomy
within the Foundation declined.
Ground-based observational astronomy and associated theory are the essential core of astronomy.
Without adequate support, the U.S. risks losing the fruits of its entire astronomy program, including the
space effort. A modest augmentation of the ground-based effort can strongly enhance the total yield of the
space program. Astronomy drives technology and science education; it is appreciated and admired by the
general public and provides, for many, their only glimpse into what science is all about. Thus, the current
crisis of support for ground-based astronomy is a national problem - for astronomy, for scientific efficiency,
for science education, and for scientific prestige.
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a) Why Ground-based Astronom_/?
The number of U.S. ground-oriented observational and theoretical astronomers has doubled since 1970,
reflecting the excitement of the subject. Of all recent astronomical papers that refer to observational data,
72% relied mainly on ground-based data, while an overwhelming 83% contained at least some ground-based
data. Space observations stimulate ground-based activities rather than replace them. Of the space-oriented
papers studied, 39% also utilized ground-based data, and most of these reported new ground-based data
acquired specifically to follow up and support the space discoveries. Although these statistics are probably
influenced by the lack of launch opportunities for astronomical spacecraft during the 1980's, it is clear that
ground-based observations are fundamental to astronomical research. The case for an excellent ground-
based observational program is even more compelling in view of the relatively modest cost of ground-based
facilities. Clearly, whatever can be done on the ground, should be done on the ground.
Without adequate ground-based follow-up to space observations, America risks losing much of the cream
of its space science program. Astronomers in other countries have invested heavily in ground equipment.
They can easily obtain data from our open space archives and follow up with superior ground-based facilities.
The solution is to augment our own ground-based capabilities with comparatively modest expenditures,
to a level appropriate to realize the full potential of the space effort. To fail to do so would be a serious
wAs-allocation of national resources.
b) Tt_e Unique Role of the National Science Foundation in American Astronomy: The Importance of a Strong
NSF Progrgm
NSF, the only Federal agency with a mandate to support basic research, has unique responsibilities
and abilities. NSF funds many grants and small projects with short lead times and great flexibility. This is
especially important for theory, which would become seriously distorted if it were tied too closely to specific
missions. NSF should therefore remain the principal custodian of funding for basic theoretical science in
the U.S. Averaged over the past decade, the Astronomy Division of the NSF devoted only nine percent of
its University budget to theory, a relatively low percentage compared to other Federal offices that support
theory.
The NSF peer review process is generally perceived to be fair. The Astronomy Program Directors have
a good track record of embracing the priorities in the Astronomy Decade Reviews. However, they lack the
resources to do the job properly.
Astronomical research has historically been centered in university departments, the main source of
advanced education and professional training. Combining the roles of basic research, training, and education
at public and private universities is the unique property of the US scientific research system. Maintenance
of this system, which is the envy of other scientifically advanced nations, is a primary responsibility of the
NSF. Finally, astronomy stimulates extraordinary popular interest, and is a major asset to the NSF in its
mission to cultivate public awareness of science.
c) The Decline in U.S. Ground-bo_ed Astronomy
The current crisis follows directly from the long-term funding history. New facilities have been
constructed and the number of ground-oriented observational astronomers has doubled since 1970, but the
budget (in Consumer Price Index-adjusted dollars) to operate facilities and conduct basic research has not
increased in the past twenty years, despite a substantial expansion in the scope of the science. NOAO opened
two new 4-m optical telescopes and absorbed the operation of Sacramento Peak Solar Observatory within
its declining budget. NRAO opened the VLA, staffed a new site in Socorro, NM, and began to operate the
VLBA. At the same time, improvements in astronomical instrumentation and data analysis algorithms have
increased the power of optical and radio telescopes greatly. The cost of operating the NAIC was transferred
from DARPA to the NSF. The number of visiting observers at all national observatories has tripled in the
past twenty years. At the same time, their staffs have declined. To expect efficient operation of a larger
program with less staff and smaller budgets is unrealistic, and it shows.
The decline of the budget is illustrated in Table 1. Correcied for the Consumer Price Indez (CPI), the
budget has been flat for twenty years. Corrected for the actual cost escalation in technical environments of
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8.5_ per ! ear during the decade 1980-1989, the NSF base budget declined in veal spending power to only 71_,
and the spending per astronomer to 36%, of what the 9 were in 1970.
Construction of new facilities and advanced technology development at national observatories was
achieved only through a diversion of resources from other critical areas, resulting in deferred maintenance,
and deferred purchase of new equipment. Long-term deleterious consequences of these policies, now apparent,
are detailed below.
The specific effects for the University Grants Program and the National Observatories illustrate the
impact (all budgetary figures are expressed in real dollars corrected using NSAC [see Table 1] inflation):
University Grants Program (36% of base budget). The NSF is the source of almost all grants to support
ground-based observational work. Most astronomers have no alternative funding sources for this work.
• The purchasing power of an average grant fell by more than a factor of two since 1980.
• Available grant funds per U.S. astronomer have been reduced by 1/2 since 1980.
• The number of funded postdoctoral fellows fell by 20% since 1980.
• The success rate of new proposal applicants, mostly young investigators, fell to 10%. Most new
applicants have no alternative sources for funding their research programs.
• Many leading researchers had grants delayed, slashed, or cancelled.
National Optical Astronomy Observatories (NOAO) (30% of base budget):
• Staff level was cut by 15% since 1984, 25% since 1979.
• Budget was cut by 21% since 1984.
• One heavily utilised telescope was permanently closed, more closures are under review.
• Two-thirds of observing requests are now rejected for lack of facilities.
• Travel support has been suspended for visiting observers. Many observers now pay travel out of their
own pockets for lack of NSF grants (even to CTIO in Chile).
• The Advanced Projects Group at NOAO was closed for lack of funds. Group leader was hired away by
European Southern Observatory to build world's largest telescope (ESO VLT project). NOAO lost its
leadership in optical telescope construction and advanced optics.
• Other countries now dominate large-telescope construction. Seven large telescopes were built abroad
since 1975. In the same period NSF funds built 1/2 of one telescope in the U.S. Relative decline in
forefront optical and electronic technology is comparable.
National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) (27% of the current base budget):
• Operations staff was cut by 15% in last 5 years.
• Operations budget was cut by 30% over last 5 years.
• Leadership in millimeter astronomy - developed by the US - was lost to Europeans and Japanese. No
major new telescopes were built, despite an elegant proposal.
• Deferred maintenance, such as the VLA track system, requires one-time funding of several million
dollars.
• Cannot operate VLA at full capability or exploit new image processing techniques for lack of modern
receivers and adequate computers - despite excellent peer reviews.
• Operations funds for the VLBA are ramping up at only half the rate required to put antennae into
service.
• The world-famous NRAO technical group is threatened due to low salaries and low morale. Director
says, "If the core technical team disbands, the Observatory has no future. _
National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center (NAIC) (7% of base budget):
• Staff was cut by 10% in last five years, 24% since 1979.
• Budget was cut by 35% since 1984.
• Decaying scientific equipment, some of it 25 years old.
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Table i. Long-Term History of the NSF Astronomy Base Budget I
Year 1970 1980 1989
Actual-yeardoUars $23.8M $52,2M $77.4M
CPI a_usted 2 1.003 1.03 1.06
NSAC inflation a_usted 4 1.003 1.03 0.71
Per U.S. astronomer (CPI) 5 1.003 0.76 0.55
Per U.S. astronomer (NSAC) 6 1.003 0.76 0.36
Rel. to total NSF budget ? 1.003 0.96 0.80
B.el. to MPS budget s -- 1.008 0.78
Rel. to U.S. GNP 9 1.003 0.81 0.63
1 The NSF base budget includes the university grants program and funds for the operation and
maintenance of the National Observatories. New construction is omitted.
2 Adjusted for increases in the Consumer Price Index.
3 Set to 1.00 in 1970.
4 Adjusted for "technology inflation", as estimated by the Nuclear Science Advisory Committee
subcommittee on inflation. We have applied a correction of 4.8% per year to this figure to the period
1980-1989. No adjustment has been applied to the period 1970-1980, for which no comparable data are
available.
5 Adjusted using the increase in total AAS membership and CPI inflation.
s Same as the previous row, but with NSAC inflation assumed.
7 Adjusted for increase in the total NSF budget.
s Adjusted for increase in the Mathematical and Physical Sciences budget (set to 1.00 in 1980, since
MPS did not exist in 1970).
9 Adjusted for increase in U.S. national GNP. Shows NSF astronomy as a fraction of national effort.
d) Augmenting the NSF Astronomy Budget
Funding for ground-based astronomy has fallen so far below par that a concerted effort of restoration is
required. The figures in Table 1 mandate, at minimum, a doubling of the NSF base budget for astronomy
during the next five years. Astronomy has not shared in the growth of the NSF budget for many years.
Given the situation described above and the spectacular continuing advances possible in this field, a period
of above average increases is warranted.
e) The Role of NOA 0 in Ground-based Night-time Astronomical Research
Astronomers hold conflicting views of the role of NOAO in ground-based, nighttime optical astronomy.
On the one hand, the observatories were established and continue to be used to provide night-time facilities
that are comparable in aperture to those run by universities or private institutions to which access is usually
restricted by affiliation. On the other hand, many astronomers believe that NOAO should focus its efforts
on providing unique facilities, such as the European VLT (Very Large Telescope).
About 20 percent of NOAO users come from groups planning to construct their own 8-m and 10-m
telescopes. The remaining 80 percent typicatly do not have access to such facilities, and most do not have
access even to 1-4 meter class telescopes. Given this situation, there is substantial resistance among the
latter group to expenditure of NOAO's budget for building more ambitious, state-of-the-art telescopes if
doing so precludes the continued operation and enhancement of the existing telescopes.
For long-lived facilities like telescopes, operation costs over their lifetimes exceed initial capital costs. As
larger and more modern facilities become more common, smaller and aging telescopes appear less attractive
and cost-effective. Changes in scientific emphasis also favor larger aperture.
As guidelines towards definition of an achievable mission that will serve a wider segment of the U.S.
astronomical community, we recommend:
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• That NOAO further reduce its support of those telescopes with relatively low oversubscription rates,
seeking arrangements, whenever possible, to transfer them to private institutions.
• The NOAO should endeavor to increase the time it can make available on 4-m class telescopes
by seeking more partnership arrangements like the several efficient cost-sharing arrangements with
university consortia that it has recently undertaken.
• NSF-astronomy and NOAO should establish provisions for trading or purchasing telescope time from
private and university groups operating 8-m and 10-m class telescopes and smaller special-purpose
telescopes in order to ensure that the full range of observing facilities is available to the whole
community. Astronomy in the U.S. would be well served by a cooperative interdependency of the
private and public sector.
• By adding 8-m telescopes, NOAO will continue to fulfill its mission of providing access to front-line
facilities to all astronomers independent of institutional atftliation. The construction and operation of
8-m telescopes and a 4-m telescope dedicated to fiber optics spectroscopy, and technology development
for optical and infrared interferometry, are also important steps for development of a technical base
upon which even more ambitious, unique facilities will be built.
The development of unique facilities, which are distinguished either by scale or function, is a crucial step
by which NOAO can broaden its support of the entire astronomical community. To maintain leadership in
optical astronomy, NOAO needs the active involvement of the nation's leading astronomers, including those
with access to private 4-m, 8-m and 10-m telescopes. They must be involved in the definition of NOAO
projects and their implementation, and most importantly, they must use these facilities. The presently
planned 8-m telescopes for NOAO are an important step along the way. A larger world-class, unique facility
for optical astronomy will be needed to ensure scientific leadership by NOAO and to exploit fully the U.S.
advantage of combining powerful resources in both the private and public sector.
• NOAO cannot be the site for all of the necessary technological innovation, but it can play a vital role
as a clearinghouse for such technology. To this end, NOAO should encourage outside partnerships in
detector and instrument development.
The health and success of U.S. optical astronomy has been based on a combination of a strong national
observatory together with non-federalfunding for private and university facilities that is unique in the world.
A partnership that enhances the strengths of these two elements will ensure continued U.S. leadership in
optical astronomy.
IV. A VIGOROUS PROGRAM OF SPACE ASTROPHYSICS
NASA's agenda of unfinished astrophysics missions remains substantial. For example, the HST needs
repair, SIRTF has not yet been started, and AXAF and most of the Explorer missions approved during the
1970's and 80's will not be launched until the late 1990%.
OSSA's five year strategic plan incorporates this unfinished agenda. We endorse this plan without
reserwtion. In doing so, we recognize that its completion establishes NASA's strategy for most astrophysics
missions to be launched until the late 1990%. Therefore, our recommendations cannot affect this plan in a
major way. They should, however, affect the process by which NASA win select and implement astrophysics
missions to be started during this decade and beyond.
_) A_ Enhanced Ezplorer Program
We recommend that NASA develop a more vigorous program of missions with reduced complexity
and shorter times from inception to completion. At present, the funding is weighted toward large missions
costing mote than $300 M, such as HST, GRO, and AXAF. Averaged over 1984 - 1989, the fraction of NASA
astrophysics project funding devoted to large missions was 73%, compared to 12% for moderate ($100 - 300
M) missions and 15% for small (< $100 M) missions, including rockets, balloons, and aircraft.
Large missions such as the Great Observatories have revolutionary capabilities that cannot be matched
by moderate and small missions. The latter, however, can add a dimension to NASA's space science
program that is vital and cannot be provided by the large missions: the ability to deploy new instrumental
technology into space on a timescale of a few years. The prospect of rapid access to space is a strong
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driver of innovation. This opportunity attracts and permits the training of talented young instrumentalists,
engineers, and project managers who are essential, not only for the health and future of NASA's space
science programs, but also for the nation's future technical competitiveness. Yet, only two Explorer missions
devoted to astronomy were launched during the period 1980-89.
There axe many good ideas for scientific payloads for small and moderate missions to make critical
scientific observations that cannot be done with any other planned mission. For example, a 1988 NASA
solicitation yielded 27 proposals for Delta-class Explorer missions for astrophysics, ? of which were ranked
with highest (%ategory 1") scientific priority, and a 1989 solicitation yielded 17 proposals for Scout Class
Small Explorers (SMEX) for astrophysics, 3 of which were ranked category 1. However, it was only possible
for NASA to select one mission for development from each of these competitions owing to the constraints of
the Explorer budget. Moreover, some of the most innovative instruments developed by U.S. space scientists
are now being flown first on foreign spacecraft for lack of NASA launch opportunities.
The present level of the Explorer budget is approximately $60 M/yr for Delta-class missions and $30
M/yr for SMEX. Assuming optimistically that Delta-class missions will cost $120 M each and SMEX $30
M each, the Explorer budget will then permit one Delta-class mission every two years and one SMEX per
year. That is approximately the necessary rate for a robust Explorer program for astrophysics alone, but
the current Explorer budget must also support missions for several other disciplines of space science. Thus,
a doubling of the Explorer budget is the minimum needed to maintain a vigorous program of astrophysics
Explorer missions assuming that half the budget will be devoted to astrophysics missions.
Presently, the scientific opportunities for small and moderate Explorer missions are constrained by
NASA's lack of an expendable rocket with payload intermediate between those of the Scouts and Deltas.
Important new opportunities for powerful but relatively inexpensive astrophysics missions will appear when
OSSA procures such a vehicle.
b) Costs and Management of Small and Moderate Missions
Even with a doubling of the Explorer budget, we will be able to achieve rapid and steady access to space
only by holding mission development to cost and schedule. The productivity of the Explorer program will
be maximized by having more frequent cost- and schedule-constrained missions rather than by maximizing
the scientific performance of each individual mission. We have seen examples, such as the Japanese ASTRO
program, where this strategy has enabled a robust program of X-ray astronomy missions launched at regular
intervals.
Cost and schedule control begins with the Explorer selection process. NASA has begun to introduce
incentives by supporting a greater number of missions for the definition phase (Phase A) and then conducting
a second competition to select missions for development (Phases B,C,D). To ensure that this strategy is
successful, NASA should also: (1) include mission costs and their impact on the Explorer program as criteria
of the peer review process in both the Phase A and Phase B competitions; (2) hold the management teams
to their budgets, even if it becomes necessary to scale down performance specifications.
It is vital for cost containment that missions have all critical technologies under control before they
are selected for development. To meet this requirement, NASA should invest adequately in technology
development in its Research and Analysis program and in Phase A. If so, we see no reason that mission
development should require more than three years from the beginning of Phase B to launch.
To achieve an optimum result within budget and schedule, the project management team must be able
to trade off scientific performance and cost, and take risks if necessary. In order to enable this process,
NASA should: (1) vest full authority, including control over budget, staff, and procurement in a project
management team consisting of the Project Manager and the Principal Scientific Investigator; and (2)
provide full funding as planned to support the master schedule.
There axe necessary risks to such a strategy. If the project management team fails to meet milestones
or exceeds costs, NASA must decide whether to stretch the schedule and augment the funding or to cancel
the mission. Such decisions should be based on a careful assessment of the options and their impact
on the overall Explorer program, with advice from the scientific community. The gains - in technical
development, management experience and program discipline - may outweigh the losses if an occasional
mission is cancelled.
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c) A Renewed Partnership with Universities and Industr_
If moderate and small missions can be launched at a healthy rate, we think that NASA can achieve
a more productive overall small/moderate mission program by involving project management and systems
engineering at universities working with private industry, and/or NASA centers. Universities have unique
advantages for attracting and training people for careers in engineering and management as well as in basic
science. By providing opportunities to work on all aspects of space missions at universities, NASA can help
provide a healthy supply of technically proficient and talented people, not only for its own needs but for the
nation in genera/.
The time is ripe for a more vigorous partnership between NASA, universities, and the aerospace industry
in space science projects. The aerospace industry has a rich reservoir of management and technical expertise
for the building of space hardware, and space science could benefit greatly if more of this capacity became
available as a result of decreased demand for defense systems.
We therefore recommend that NASA carry out its Explorer program in the context of a "mixed
economy," in which some missions are developed by NASA centers and others are developed by management
teams from universities working with private industry. Within such an economy, NASA should compare
cost and productivity and seek an optimum mix.
d) Astrophysics within the Space Ezploration Initiative
NASA's Space Exploration initiative presents exciting prospects for astronomical observations on the
lunar surface. There are, however, great uncertainties about the technical and logistical infrastructure to
support such facilities, the timescale for their development, and the cost. It is prudent for astrophysicists
to work with NASA to understand better the opportunities and problems of doing astronomy on the Moon.
NASA should develop the required technology in logical phases.
To ensure that the required technology is effective, NASA should, whenever feasible, test it on the
ground, on suborbital platforms, and/or in Earth orbit. The requirement to produce actual scientific results
in these tests introduces a technical rigor to the program that paper studies cannot provide. Further, the
investment required to test the scientific and technical systems on the ground or in Earth orbit is relatively
small. It is the best way to ensure maximum return from the much greater investment that will be required
to install and operate an observatory on the Moon. Since the development phase of this initiative will be
long, the opportunity to do scientific observations during this phase would help to attract and train the
highly talented scientists whose energies and skills would be essential to the success of this initiative.
e) A Vigorous Program of Suborbital and Airborne Research
Our recommendation that a greater fraction of NASA's resources be allocated to Explorers is motivated
by several important goals: (1) the training of young astronomers and instrumentalists; (2) fast turn-around
and frequent opportunities for testing and developing new instrumentation and techniques; and (3) improved
cost-risk-benefit ratios to foster innovation. All of these desiderata are met extremely effectively by NASA's
suborbital programs of rocket, balloon, and airborne astronomical research.
These suborbital platforms play a unique and critical role as test-beds for new instruments. Because of
the nature and operating procedures of these programs, astronomers have excellent access for adjustments
and modifications to their instruments. In the airborne program, as epitomized by the highly successful
Kuiper Airborne Observatory (KAO), most groups have continuous access to their instruments during
operation and can make minor adjustments even during a research flight. More significant adjustments and
modifications can be made between flights on the KAO, or between launch opportunities for rockets and
balloons.
This %ands-on" mode of operation also provides a special opportunity for the training of young
instrumentaiists. The pay-off provided by the opportunity to participate directly in instrument development
is apparent from the established track records of suborbital programs. Examples include: the explosive
growth in our understanding of the intersteUar medium due to the development of ultraviolet spectroscopy,
initiated through the rocket program; the development of powerful new gamma ray telescopes through the
balloon program; and the invaluable role of the KAO in the professional development of most currently
active and prominent researchers in infrared and submillimeter astronomy. A recent survey of participants
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in the KAO program, which provides flight opportunities for about two dozen research groups per year, has
shown that the KAO has supported the Ph.D. research of about 40 scientists who are currently active in
these fields.
The ready access to the instruments in the suborbital program leads to a balance of costs, risks, and
benefits that is very different from that for instruments on spacecraft. The high degree of reliability required
for instruments on spacecraft drives up their cost, precluding frequent launch opportunities. As a result,
high-risk but innovative instrumental development is inhibited. In contrast, suborbital platforms are ideal
for trying out truly innovative but risky ideas, since the price of a single failure is relatively minor. Thus the
suborbital programs are an essential component of a well-balanced strategy for instrumental and scientific
progress. Furthermore, the intrinsic flexibility in scheduling the suborbital platforms allows short-term
redirection of these facilities to take advantage of targets of opportunity, such as bright comets or SN 1987A.
For all of these reasons, we strongly endorse NASA's suborbital research program, and support vigorous
expansion of this program in areas where the scientific and instrumental opportunities are well-defined and
offer the potential of high rewards.
f) The NASA Research and Anal_/sis Programs
NASA's research and analysis program supports activities that are essential to its space science program,
including:
- research and development of new instruments for its flight programs
- data analysis for specific flight programs and panchromatic analysis of archival data sets.
- theoretical investigations needed to interpret data from space missions, to enable better planning of
future missions, and to gain a deeper understanding of the universe.
NASA has recognized that the support of these activities is inadequate and plans to increase its support
of these activities through the Astrophysics Data Program, the Astrophysical Theory Program, the Hubble
Fellowship Program, the Long-Term Space Analysis Program, and individual research grants. NASA must
sustain this commitment and protect the planned growth of these programs in order to ensure a stable and
strong infrastructure for its space science programs.
These programs are also NASA's primary mechanism for support of space science research at universities.
Funding through grants to individuals and small groups at universities has proved to be a highly productive
way to support scientific research and is NASA's oal_/way to train the next generation of space scientists.
Larger research centers also have essential roles to play in supporting instrument development, data analysis,
and theory.
NASA's research and analysis programs gain strength through a healthy competition among universities
and centers for limited resources. In order to ensure that the programs have maximum productivity and to
maintain a healthy balance between funding of individual scientists and larger centers, it is important that
all programs for support of research and analysis be reviewed periodically, with community input.
g) The Problems of the Hubble Space Telescope
Although this Panel cannot assess the causes of the defective mirror on the HST, we wish to make a
few comments here that are independent of the findings of those committees charged to investigate that
problem.
First, the HST should eventually be able to fulfill its role as the centerpiece of NASA's Space Astrophysics
research program for the 1990s. Except for the mirror, the telescope and all its instruments are working
well. It can be used now to do frontier science, and it can be restored to nearly full capability provided
that its focal plane instruments can be replaced by new ones containing correcting optics. NASA should
make these replacements as soon as it can do so according to priorities established by its scientific advisory
committees.
Second, the HST mirror problem does not lead us to modify the major recommendations of this Chapter;
indeed, the problems of the HST only reinforce some of the conclusions that we had already reached.
Third, the HST mirror problem reminds us that no space science program can be immune to failure.
When the fraction of resources concentrated in missions of large scale and long development times becomes
too large, the space science program becomes brittle and unforgiving of failure and cost-overruns. Failure
can be tolerated least in the most expensive missions; that fact drives their development costs higher. NASA
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should have a space science program that is more resilient to the occasional failures that will occur. That
is one of several reasons why our Panel has urged NASA to devote a greater fraction of its resources to
missions of small and moderate size.
Fourth, the most serious problems of the HST project (not only the mirror problem) can be traced
to errors that were made in its early stages. At that time there was inadequate involvement of scientists
in technical oversight and decision-making. NASA should require the scientists who have most at stake in
a space mission to assume a greater share of the responsibility and accountability for technical decisions.
Participation in oversight committees is not enough; the scientists must be involved at the working level. In
particular, scientists with personal commitments to the ultimate uses of a mission must participate in the
design and implementation of systems tests that verify the correct performance of all aspects of the mission
before launch, and NASA must support such tests. In order to ensure this involvement, NASA must provide
scientists with adequate resources for technical support, especially during the critical early development
stages.
Fifth, the development of the HST was troubled by diffusion of authority and responsibility among
different centers and the lack of a prime contractor. Moreover, the long delays in development contributed
to a lack of continuity in key management, scientific, and technical personnel. To minimize risk in its large
space projects, NASA should vest authority and accountability in a tight management team including the
principal scientists led by a single individual of renown and ability who has direct oversight and responsibility
for the scientific success of the mission.
Finally, we wish to emphasize that NASA has learned many of these lessons and is already applying
them to the management of future Great Observatories such as AXAF and SIRTF. If NASA continues in
this path, these missions should not be susceptible to the most serious problems that have troubled the HST
project.
V. AN EDUCATION INITIATIVE IN ASTRONOMY
In his 1990 State of the Union Address, President Bush declared, "By the year 2000, U.S. students
must be first in the world in math and science achievement." Astronomers have much to contribute to this
high national goal. Here we recommend a strategy for astronomers to increase their current contributions
to science education and national scientific literacy.
Education in astronomy has several distinct but overlapping goals. One is the training of astrophysicists.
Modern astrophysics research requires people of high talent trained in diverse specializations. The supply
of newly-trained astrophysicists that existed in the 1970% and early 80% is shrinking rapidly, while at the
same time the research opportunities and demands for trained personnel are growing. Therefore, we must
attract and train people in the field with renewed vigor. This is especially true for women and minorities,
who remain severely underrepresented in the profession.
A second goal is to contribute to the broader national pool of professional scientists and engineers.
Many physicists, chemists, engineers, and computer scientists are drawn into their careers through an initial
interest in astronomy, and many people trained as astrophysicists pursue careers in other areas of science
and technology.
A third goal is to help raise scientific literacy in the nation. For this goal, astronomy has a number
of advantages, such as: the intrinsic fascination of the cosmos; astronomy's central role in the history of
physical science; the accessibility, diversity and universality of astronomical concepts and techniques; the
glamour of the space program; and the vitality of amateur astronomy.
The nation's colleges and universities are doing a good job of training scientists. However, too few
students enter college with adequate scientific literacy or the intention of pursuing scientific careers. A
serious attempt to address the three goals stated above must emphasize the pre-college (K - 12) years, and
that is the focus of this section.
Astronomers are involved in many aspects of science education. In colleges and universities throughout
the nation, introductory astronomy courses have high enrollments and provide the main exposure to
physical science for many undergraduates. Teaching undergraduate and graduate courses in astronomy
and astrophysics is the primary educational commitment for many of the nation's research astronomers.
Astronomers also make contributions beyond the college classroom. Most college and university departments
welcome the general public to their telescopes and research facilities in public _open nights. _ Astronomers
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write articles for popular science journals, they contribute to educational television programs, and they
speak at local schools, museums and planetariums, amateur astronomy clubs, and other civic groups.
Astronomers also support more organised efforts for science education beyond the university. The
American Astronomical Society (AAS) conducts workshops for local schoolteachers and public lectures at
its semiannual meetings and supports expenses for astronomers to visit colleges and universities that do
not have astronomers on their faculties to give lectures in classrooms and public lectures for the local
communities. The Astronomical Society of the Pacific (ASP) conducts meetings for amateur astronomers
and publishes "Mercury," a non-technical journal of astronomy that is written for the public, educators,
and amateur astronomers as well as "The Universe in the Classroom," a newsletter of wide circulation.
The Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, with NSF support, is developing a year-long "hands-on"
high school course that uses examples from astronomy to teach fundamental principles of physics and
mathematics. Astronomers, sponsored by the NSF Education Division, have conducted summer workshops
for schoolteachers at national observatories and universities. The International Astronomical Union's
Teaching Commission provides liaison with astronomy educators around the world.
The enthusiastic response to these activities reveals a great unmet public demand for more exposure to
the fruits of modern astronomical research. How can the nation's astronomers meet this demand? There
are millions of schoolchildren who need more exposure to astronomy, but only a few thousand professional
astronomers, most of whom are already heavily committed to college teaching and research. In fashioning
a response to this challenge, we must identify programs that will give high leverage to the limited human
resources that we can provide.
A coordinated educational initiative in astronomy should be funded by the educational directorates of
the respective agencies, at a level commensurate with the national priority of education, in order to establish
a stable interface whereby researchers can provide their resources to the nation's professional educators. This
initiative should be guided by three principles: (1) engage the nation's teachers to multiply the astronomers'
efforts; (2) make the program highly visible in order to attract the most talented teachers and students; and
(3) stress amrmative action.
Several specific strategies consistent with these guidelines have been described in the document "An
Educational Initiative in Astronomy" [1t. Brown, ed., published by the Space Telescope Science Institute,
1990]. They include, among other ideas:
• Expand summer programs and workshops at universities and national research centers for in-service
training of science teachers. These workshops provide the best opportunities for science teachers to gain
direct experience with modern astronomical research and to make ongoing contacts with astronomers
who are committed to improving science education. The workshops will be particularly effective if they
can attract those master teachers who are involved in the development of curriculum materials and the
training of other teachers.
• Expand the educational programs of the AAS and ASP. The agencies responsible for funding public
education should be responsive to proposals for in-service training of teachers and the development of
curriculum materials.
• Increase astronomer participation in textbook and curriculum development at the K-12 levels (as-
tronomers are already heavily involved in the writing of college textbooks). Involvement in commercial
endeavors may also generate additional resources and ensure wide dissemination of the products.
Professional astronomers should also participate in school or state evaluation and adoption procedures.
• Adapt innovative technologies for use in schools. For example, CD-ROM data bases and image
processing programs for the analysis of astronomical data on personal computers can give students the
opportunity to become familiar with modern computer technology while they explore the sky in all its
wavelength bands.
s Develop special programs for gifted students. High-visibility prestige programs not only help to identify
and recruit the future leaders of astronomy, but also send a message to young people that a career in
science can be as feasible and rewarding as a career in, say, law or professional sports. We recommend
that each state identify one or two outstanding high school students as State Fellows in Astronomy.
The students will serve as paid interns at one of the major national or private observatories and will
participate as assistants in the active research of the professional staff.
• Recognise and reward astronomers for their contributions to education. The community can encourage
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astronomers to contribute to an educational initiative by increasing the reward structure. For example,
the AAS can establish awards for contributions to education, science writing, and public service, and
universities can reward their faculty for improving public education as well as for their teaching and
research.
We have two recommendations for these strategies to be realised in a coherent educational initiative.
First, in order to bring the excitement of NASA's space science programs into the nation's classrooms, NASA
should provide support to the education initiative that is complementary to the support provided by the
NSF education directorate. Second, offices for implementing a major part of the educational initiative should
be established at centers operating national research facilities. Such offces should act as clearinghouses for
the dissemination of information and curriculum materials, sponsor workshops, and coordinate the State
Fellowship program. We recommend that NSF and NASA each establish such an office at one of their
research centers and consider establishing additional offices, depending on experience and demand.
VI. OTHER POLICY ISSUES
a) Science Advice to the Government Regarding Astronomy and Astrophysics
NASA and NSF, the agencies providing primary support for research in astronomy and astrophysics,
already have in place advisory committees of leading scientists. The National Science Foundation has an
Advisory Committee for Astronomical Sciences (ACAST) that reports to NSF management, and NASA
has a number of Management and Operations Working Groups (MOWG's) and Astrophysics and Solar
System Exploration Subcommittees that report to the Astrophysics Division and Solar System Exploration
Division managers and their Directors, respectively. In addition, NASA benefits from advice from the
NAS Space Studies Board and its subcommittees for astrophysics (CSAA), planetary and lunar exploration
(COMPLEX), and solar-terrestrial physics (CSSP/CSTR). These committees are appropriate entities for
advising the agencies on scientific priorities.
However, we believe that astronomy would benefit from an independent standing broad-based Astro-
physics Strategic Advisory Committee of the NAS (here called ASAC), constituted of leading scientists from
every major sector of astronomical and astrophysical research, including those supported by NSF, NASA,
other agencies, private observatories, and industrial research labs. The ASAC should monitor the overall
health of the field and provide strategic advice regarding how to maintain a balanced program of astronomy
and astrophysics within the guidelines of this Report. The ASAC should not provide continuing tactical
advice to the agencies regarding scientific priorities within their purview; that role properly belongs to the
ACAST and the MOWG's. Nor should it review or revise the plan presented in the AASC report, which is
the result of an extensive effort by a large fraction of the astronomical community.
There are important roles for the ASAC that no other advisory committee can play. One is to provide
advice on the global issues in astrophysics research to all agencies to maximise the scientific and educational
benefits by working together and with the private sector. Another role is to advise the agencies, the
Congress, and the Executive Branch how to achieve the scientific objectives of the decade plan when
unforeseen circumstances arise. Examples of such circumstances might be new technical opportunities,
failure of a major facility, opportunities for international cooperation, or changes in the budgetary picture
beyond the assumptions of the AASC plan. Finally, to have one broad-based standing committee of
distinguished astrophysicists may prove especially useful when consideration is given to programs involving
more than one agency.
b) International Cooperation and Competition
Research in astronomy and astrophysics has always been an international enterprise. Important
astronomical research programs are now being carried out by many nations. Several nations and groups
of nations have built and are planning to build research facilities with capabilities that are unmatched in
the U.S. The vitality of research in the field, therefore, depends on healthy international cooperation and
competition.
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The most productive kind of international cooperation occurs when individual scientists exchange
knowledge and share facilities to solve specific scientific problems. The scientific programs of all nations
flourish when scientists can freely exchange data and technical knowledge and when qualified scientists of
any nationality have access to unique facilities throughout the world. Such exchange is essential for effective
international cooperation in the construction of instruments and facilities. The United States has and should
continue to set a standard for open scientific research that is exemplary to the world. We commend NASA
and NSF for opening the competition for observing time on the Hubble Space Telescope and on the National
Radio Observatories to qualified observers from all nations. In turn, the United States should expect that
other countries will foster an equally open scientific atmosphere.
International cooperation is also fostered by a vigorous program of scientific exchange through workshops
and visiting scientist programs, and by opening educational and employment opportunities to highly qualified
foreigners. This is another area in which the U.S. has been world leader, and in which it has benefitted
greatly by attracting outstanding scientists from all nations, many of whom choose to remain in the U.S.
and become citizens. We recommend that this be enhanced by removing the restrictions to US nationals
from fellowship and other employment opportunities. The Immigration and Naturalization Service can also
help by removing obstacles to permanent employment for highly talented foreign scientists.
International cooperation in building major facilities is appropriate when the nature of the project
is inherently international, when the project combines complementary capabilities that exist in different
nations, or when the project is too complex or costly for individual nations. Examples which meet
these criteria are the Global Oscillation Network for studying Solar seismology, intercontinental radio
interferometry, several space missions, and, possibly, a permanent manned observatory on the moon.
However, international cooperation can become complicated when more than one country is involved
in the construction and operation of major facilities. In those cases guidelines are needed to manage the
greater administrative complexity, costs, and delays that can arise from the need to coordinate technical
interfaces and independent national bureaucracies. Before undertaking such projects, the agencies, together
with their scientific advisory committees, should scrutinize them carefully to determine whether the benefits
of the cooperation outweigh the costs. For some projects, independent supra-national entities like CERN or
ESO may be appropriate. In many cases, science will advance more rapidly if nations elect to build unique
specialized facilities on their own rather than collaborating with other nations. Such a strategy becomes
most attractive if nations agree to make their unique facilities available to qualified scientists from any
nation.
c) Archiving and Distribution of Astronomical Data
Modern astronomical instruments produce multidimensional data of enormous size and complexity,
which often do not reveal all of their secrets and subtleties upon initial examination. Upon further
examination, data archives can yield answers to questions that the original observers may never have
considered. Archival research can be especially productive when data taken at different times or wavelength
bands are compared. Investigators can also use archival data to study large volume-limited or flux-limited
samples of objects and to assess the feasibility and merit of proposed observing programs. Rapid advances
in technology now allow us to store very large astronomical databases and to make them readily available to
qualified researchers. We expect archival research to become an increasingly important part of astrophysics,
as more investigators gain access to and become familiar with these data sets and the powerful workstations
and software for analyzing them.
Public access after an appropriate proprietary period can maximize the scientific return on data obtained
at great effort and cost. It also encourages the timely publication of the results of observing programs.
We commend the steps that have already been taken. All data obtained from NASA space programs
are available to the public after a proprietary period of typically one year. NASA has made a major
commitment to and financial investment in preparing calibrated archives of most data obtained with its
space-borne instruments. The Agency has also developed an on-line central directory to identify and locate
the data, and it has supported the dissemination and analysis of these data through the peer-reviewed
Astrophysics Data Program. The Space Telescope Science Institute has developed an archive system to
make data from the HST available to all qualified scientists. The NRAO has created a raw data archive of
all VLA data with public access after 18 months. The NOAO and NRAO have established the standard
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FITS formats for data transfer and have provided the IRAF and AIPS data analysis tools to the community.
The IAU has adopted and is working to extend the FITS standards, and NASA has established a FITS
Support Office.
The development and preparation of archives is often expensive, especially when efforts are undertaken
to produce data products for distribution, i.e., data that have been processed to remove instrumental
signatures, calibrated, and reduced to simplify access by users. Techniques and algorithms for processing
archival data sets continue to evolve as scientists gain a better understanding of the instrument and the
data set. Therefore, it may be better to defer processing the entire data set.
It may soon become practical and worthwhile to incorporate many kinds of astronomical data, including
ground-based data, into an international network that is accessible to all qualified researchers. To make this
happen the NSF and NASA should work together and with scientific agencies of other nations to provide
the resources and standards, with the active involvement of the community. Because the choices for storage
media and means of handling and accessing data are evolving rapidly, and costs are still unclear, it is prudent
to adopt a measured approach toward this goal.
As a first step, NOAO and other ground-based observatories with Federal support should formulate and
implement policies for archiving newly generated data, building on the experience of efforts that are already
underway. The policies should address questions such as: when does an instrument become sufficiently
standard for the data to be archived routinely; what formats should be used; what documentation is
required for its calibration and interpretation; what are the most cost-effective means for storing and
distributing the data; and for what period should the data remain proprietary.
We also urge private observatories to formulate and implement their own policies for archiving and
distributing their data. The NSF should respond to requests from private observatories for capital expenses
associated with the establishment of archives with the advice of peer review. Since the production of
archived data can add scientific value to observing projects, observatories and individual investigators
should be requested to describe their plans and performance in archiving data in proposals for research
support.
NASA and NSF should work together to create a unified on-line directory to provide access to all
archived ground-based and space data. NASA should provide information, assistance, and coordination
for software and connectivity to the ground-based National and private Observatories. The National
Observatories should provide catalogs of archived data for the NASA Astrophysics Directory Service.
Subsequent steps toward an international archive of astronomical data may include facilities to make
archived data themselves accessible through electronic networks, the incorporation of previously archived
data into modern storage media, the production of archives of processed data products, and the critical
evaluation of astronomical data bases.
The agencies should support the steps described above on a case-by-case basis when the scientific
benefits of the project justify the cost. Such decisions should always be based on a peer-reviewed assessment
of the scientific merit compared to other activities, such as instrument development and observing, that
compete for the same scarce resources.
The ultimate form of processed data is its publication in a refereed professional journal. It may become
feasible and desirable to include such data in an international archive base. The journals should adopt
policies to enable retrieval of archival data described in submitted papers, as is done in some other research
fields.
d) Multi-wavelength Observations of Variable Sources
Throughout the history of astronomy, observations of the time variation of celestial objects have yielded
exciting new discoveries and fundamental insights into the nature of cosmic systems. Today, the ability
to observe variable celestial sources in all wavelength bands of the electromagnetic spectrum has revealed
entirely new phenomena, such as active galactic nuclei, X-ray binaries, and gamma ray burst sources, the
interpretation of which continue to challenge astrophysicists. Analyses of the time variability of such systems
at various wavelength bands have provided the most basic clues to their nature.
The revolution in modern astronomy has been driven largely by the ability to compare observations of
celestial sources in different wavelength bands, and this certainly must be true for variable sources as well
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as for steady ones. Indeed, simultaneous observations at different wavelengths can yield fundamental infor-
mation about variable sources that can be obtained in no other way. However, the task of coordinating such
observations with telescopes on the ground and in space presents logistical problems that are always difficult
and often technically impossible with current organizational procedures and available instrumentation.
For these reasons, we recommend that NASA and NSF pay particular attention to finding ways to
seize the scientific opportunities of multi-wavelength observations of variable sources. NASA should consider
the development of spacecraft dedicated to multi-wavelength observations of variable sources, and NASA
and NSF should work together to establish a dedicated capability for providing simultaneous ground-based
optical, infrared, and radio observations of sources that are observed by NASA spacecraft.
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KEY POINTS
• Astronomy makes unexpectedly large contributions to formal and informal science education, given the
small number of research astronomers.
• Technology transfer and spin-offs from astronomy have important applications in medicine, industry,
defense, environmental monitoring, and consumer products.
• Mankind's view of its place in the world as a whole is strongly influenced by the results of astronomical
research.
• Astronomy provides unusually promising opportunitiesfor internationalcooperation.
• Other sciencesbenefitfrom synergisticinteractionswith astronomy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Astronomy and astrophysics could not exist in their present form in this country without firm public
support, expressed through the funding of research by federal and other agencies, public and private. The
providers of this support can quite reasonably ask what they are getting in return for their money. The
primary answer is, of course, scientific knowledge and all that it implies. (Identifying how that knowledge can
best be extended in the future was the principle task of the Astronomy and Astrophysics Survey Committee
(AASC)). But there are other, less obvious, returns, and the Panel on Astronomy and Astrophysics as
National Assets was charged with identifying and documenting these.
It is not the intention to claim that these educational, cultural, and technological spin-offs are the sole,
or even the major, justification for astronomical research, but only that they are a real part of the total
picture of how science interacts with the rest of society. In addition, because astronomical objects and
ideas are relatively appealing to non- scientists, it seems plausible that the subject may be able to play a
significant role in the essential task of revitalizing American leadership in science and technology, both by
encouraging young people to consider careers in these areas and by promoting scientific awareness among
the general public.
The chapter on National Assets in Volume I of the AASC report presents an overview of the synergistic,
educational, and cultural contributions of astronomy and astrophysics. This panel report includes a number
of additional examples and technical details of a few outstanding ones. Space did not permit including all
of the items collected by the panel or complete crediting of the information to the colleagues who provided
it, though contributors other than panel members are listed at the end of the chapter.
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II. SCIENCE EDUCATION AND LITERACY
The need for a scientifically sophisticated electorate and how far we are from achieving this have received
enough publicity in recent years to require no further explication here. But, of the little science that most
people are exposed to-and that they choose to expose themselves to-astronomy forms a surprisingly large
part. People trained in astronomy also form part of the general technologically-educated manpower pool.
A. Formal Education
1. College-level courses
Formal astronomy classes have their largest impact at the non-major undergraduate level. The college
and universities with astronomy (or physics and astronomy) departments had 1.2 million undergraduates in
1988; 103,300 of them were taking introductory astronomy (Ellis 1988). This means that (integrated over a
4.5- year average curriculum) 35-40 percent of the graduates of these institutions fulfill their science breadth
requirements with astronomy, generally as their only exposure to physical science. Astronomers typically
make up 5-10 percent of the physical science faculties at these institutions.
There is also considerable demand for astronomy at colleges with no separate department of the
subject. Each year the American Astronomical Society receives more than 100 requests for visits by research
astronomers to these institutions through its Shapley Program. About 90 requests can be filled. The primary
purpose is to talk with classes and student groups, but most visits include a public lecture and meetings with
administrators well (C.R. Tolbert, University of Virginia, personal communication 1990). Text book sales
indicate that a total of 200-250,000 students per year enroll in an astronomy course (M. Zeillk, University
of New Mexico, personal communication 1990).
While taking these classes, students both increase their knowledge of the specific subject and change
their attitudes toward science in general. A standardized test, administered as part of the planning for
Project STAR (Section II.A.2), shows that those who complete an introductory class know about as much
astronomy as the average secondary school teacher. Those just starting the class do considerably less well
and score at about the same level as elementary school teachers.
Attitudes toward science were probed with an anonymous questionnaire given to undergraduates at
Cornell University, University of Maryland, and University of Wisconsin at the end of one-semester courses.
Table t shows the results. More than 70 percent of the 1260 students polled reported that they thought
understanding science was more important than they had at the beginning of the semester. The majority
also said that they were more likely to read about science and to vote for pro-science candidates for political
office. All but a few percent of the rest reported their views as unchanged (some explicitly volunteering the
information that they had been fairly pro- science to begin with).
Most university departments also offer adult education and extension courses in astronomy and report
(e.g., from UCLA and Harvard) that these are among the most popular and successful of their offerings.
_. Pre-College Education and Teacher Training
After prolonged near-absence, astronomy is beginning to reappear in elementary and high school
curricula. The 1989 National Science Foundation's (NSF) grants for astronomy education included two high
school student summer programs; one each for teachers in high schools, two-year colleges, and elementary
and middle schools; and three projects to develop teaching materials for middle and high schools. Many
other programs are supported by schools, colleges, and research organizations. A representative sampling
follows.
The Astronomical Society of the Pacific "Universe in the Classroom" one-week summer workshop for
grade 3-12 educators has had 2500 alumni over the past 12 years. The Society also provides a catalog of
educational materials to about 250,000 people world-wide; and a newsletter "Universe in the Classroom"
goes to 22,000 teachers, with further reproduction by school districts and planetariums and translation into
five foreign languages.
The Space Telescope Science Institute (StScI) currently supplies speakers on request to school classes
in its area at a rate of about one per day. Astronomers at nearly every university, lab, and observatory talk
to grade and high school classes and clubs on a regular basis.
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TABLE 1. CHANGES IN STUDENT ATTITUDES TOWARD SCIENCE DURING
ONE-SEMESTER INTRODUCTORY ASTRONOMY COURSES
Understanding science is:
Much easier* 131 (10.4%)
Somewhat easier 495 (39.4%)
About the same 533 (42.4%)
Somewhat harder 80 (6.4%)
Much harder 22 (1.8%)
Probability of reading about
Understanding science is:
Much more important*
Somewhat more important
About the same
Somewhat less important
Much less important
385 (30.7%)
513 (40.8%)
541 (27.1%)
14 (1.1%)
3 (0.2%)
sciencein the future
Much higher*
Somewhat higher
About the same
Somewhat lower
Much lower
258 (20.5%)
593 (47.2%)
375 (29.8%)
17 (1.4%)
14 (1.1%)
Probability of voting for candidates favorin_
support for scientific research
303 (24.1%)
478 (38.0%)
445 (35.4%)
19 (1.5%)
12 (1.0%)
Much higher*
Somewhat higher
About the same
Somewhat lower
Much lower
* Number of students expressing this opinion after a one semester
introductory astronomy course.
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StScI also participates in (1) a summer workshop for science teachers that is expected to have about
300 participants from across the nation in 1990, (2) enrichment programs for scientifically-interested high
school students from under-represented minorities, and (3) production of a 32-part instructional television
series for middle schools, with broadcast in Maryland and elsewhere to begin in fall 1990.
SPICA at the Center for Astrophysics is an unusually highly- leveraged project whose participants,
secondary school teachers, in turn present workshops for elementary and junior high teachers in their home
districts.
The National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO) in cooperation with West Virginia University
operates a summer workshop for high school teachers, whose funding for 1990 is being taken over by the
Claude Worthington Benedum Foundation from NSF.
The Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) and six other Washington-area research institutions provide
opportunities for about 100 high school students a year to get involved in astronomical research. Most go
on to careers in science and engineering.
More than 500 Starlab portable planetariums (16-foot inflatable domes from Learning Technologies,
Cambridge, Massachusetts) have reached some five million school children (mostly in the earlier grades, and
including many inner city and disadvantaged kids)
At the Thacher School Summer Science Program, about 1000 students over the past 30 years have
worked on an astronomical research project (determining asteroid orbits from photographs and mastering
the necessary associated math and physics). All participants go on to college. About 37 percent of the
pre-1985 graduates are now working in science and medicine, and 34 percent in engineering, mathematics,
and computer science (including the founder of Lotus Development Corporation).
Haystack Observatory has a similarly-successful summer internship for middle school students and the
University of Illinois has one for high school students.
Six inner-city San Antonio schools are pioneering a junior- level year of high school science consisting of
astronomy and marine biology as part of Project 2061. The real surprise is that most of the students have
chosen to take another year of science as an elective in their senior years.
Project STAR (Science Through its Astronomical Roots), one of the most extensive NSF-funded
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programs, isbeing developed at the Center for Astrophysicsas a serious,quantitativealternativeto high
schoolchemistry and physics.
Many of theseprojectswere initiatedwithin the astronomicalcommunity, and allhave had some input
from researchers.But thisisan area where more can and should be done. Specificinitiativesare proposed
by other panels.Itisat the high school leveland earlierthat sciencemust bc made attractiveto students,
beforethey decide not to take the necessarymathematics.
B. Informal Education and Scientific Literacy
The activities discussed here have three connections with astronomical and other scientific research.
First, virtually all of them have either been initiated by or had significant input from research-oriented
astronomers. Second, many lines of anecdotal evidence indicate that informal exposure to astronomy
motivates people to take a serious interest in science and technology as potential careers. And, finally,
in order for books, television programs, planetarium shows, and other presentations about astronomy to
remain as popular as they are, there has to be a continuing stream of exciting new results to present.
1. Television
Cosmos is the most successful public television series in history, seen by about 400 million people in
60 countries. The book verslon is the best-selling English-language science book ever, and the home video
version had 100,000 orders placed for the full 13 episodes before release, an unprecedented number for any
kind of videotape. Other astronomical television items include:
Project Universe, a series of 30 half-hour programs which reached its 100th showing in 1989, most
broadcasts being on local stations in cooperation with nearby colleges offering credit for the series as a
course.
Extensive, widely-watched coverage of the Voyager Neptune encounter, whose audiences included
millions of young people in and out of school, and a large number of Pasadena residents and visitors
(even some European amateur astronomers who flew in for the occasion), who watched in real time at an
auditorium near the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL).
A Galactic Odyssey (funded and produced by Japanese National Television) and The Astronomers'
Universe (funded by the Keck Foundation and produced by KCET), which are 6-8 hour series focusing on
astronomy and the people who do it, scheduled for 1990-91 broadcasts. One of the stated purposes of the
Keck- sponsored seriesisto motivate pre-collegestudentsto considercareersin scienceand technology.
_. Astronorn_ in Print
Astronomy is one of the few sciences with its own (profit-making) book club. A volume featured by
book clubs will sell in the range of 40,000 copies (e.g., Herbert Friedman's Sun and Earth), while one of the
all-tlme winners, Stephen W. Hawking's A Brief Histow of Time, has reached the one-million mark and
spent two years on the New York Times best seller list. The 1988 New York Times list of ten best non-fiction
books included three on astronomy, and the subject is similarly over-represented among the winners of the
American Institute of Physics science writing award.
Sales of magazines in 1988 reveal 639.,500 regular readers of Scientific American, 95,000 of Sky and
Telescope, and 165,000 of Astronomy, indicating that 20-25 percent of the audience for science at this level
is specifically an audience for astronomy. Within the broader-based magazines (Discover, Science Digest,
Scientific American, and Science 80-86) about 7 percent of the articles over the past decade have dealt
with astronomy. In contrast, professional astronomical journals make up 0.5 percent of the 3300 covered by
Science Citation Index, and astronomy Ph.D.'s make up about 0.7 percent of the 18,000 awarded each year
in physical biological, social, health, engineering, and computer sciences (Kidd 1989).
While few papers cover astronomy as regularly as astrology, the subject is over-represented relative to
other sciences in newspapers as well as magazines. For instance, 10 years of articles in the New York Times,
Wall Street Journal, Washington Post, and LA Times include 325 items on astronomy and space sciences,
360 on physics, and 280 on biology (excluding medicine; J. Cornel1, Center for Astrophysics, personal
communication 1990).
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3. Observatories, Planetariums, and Museums
Of the 9.4 million visitors to the National Air and Space Museum in 1988, 36.2 percent (based on
random sampling of departing visitors) found the astronomy and space exhibits more interesting than the
aviation ones. About a third of a million visitors saw the planetarium show. On smaller scales:
All but two of the fifty states have observatories or planetariums regularly open to the public.
McDonald, Palomar, and Kitt Peak Observatories report that about 100,000 people per year travel the
relatively large distances necessary to visit each of them. McDonald Observatory has been featured in the
monthly Texas hotel magazine for tourists.
Grifllth Observatory, near Los Angeles, more accessible than the research observatories, hosted 1.7
million people in 1989, as many as the Los Angeles Museum of Art and the John Paul Getty Museum
together (879,000 and 338,800 respectively). The Adler Planetarium in Chicago records about 700,000
visitors per year. The total number of planetariums in the U.S. is about 1000.
4. Radio and Telephone Hot Lines
Stardate--daily five-minute programs produced by the University of Texas-is carried (and paid for) by
about 200 radio stations, including some large ones like KNX in Los Angeles and KCBS in San Francisco. It
has received a Corporation for Public Broadcasting award for excellence and attracted half a million letters
from listeners over the past decade. Its spin-offs include a Spanish-language version, one minute TV news
spots, and part of a CD-ROM computer commercial demonstration disk.
At least 20 astronomical telephone hot lines operate in the US. Most change about weekly and feature
a mix of local observing information (moon phases, planets, and so on) and research news. A typical one,
Starwatch at University of Minnesota, receives about 30 calls a day (more during Voyager encounters, Halley
perihelion, etc.) and portions of its content are carried by a dozen local newspapers. Incoming students
at the University sometimes mention that Starwatch was a factor in their choosing the institution and a
science major.
5. Amateur Astronomy
Every state in the union has at least one active astronomy club. More than 240 dealers and manufacturers
are engaged in the business of providing telescopes, accessories, and software for observers who are not
professional astronomers. Some highlight activities are the following:
Telescope and magazine sales suggest that roughly 200,000 people take some interest in amateur
astronomy. Of these, more than 14,000 belong to the main umbrella groups, the Astronomical League and
the Western Amateur Astronomers.
The Planetary Society, whose members contribute $25 per year toward the cause of exploration of the
planets and the search for extra-terrestrial intelligence, has about 130,000 members. Their publication,
The Planetary Report, recently reported results of a random survey by the Public Opinion Laboratory at
Northern Illinois University indicating that half or more of adult Americans support the Society's goals.
The American Association of Variable Star Observers provides a bridge between the amateur and
professional communities. Of its 1100 members, about half each year provide about 250,000 observations of
3500 stars to a central data depository. Amateur observers of variable stars thus outnumber the professionals
(about 100 of whom per year make use of AAVSO data). The total number of contributors over the history
of the society is nearly 5000, equal to the current membership of the AAS.
Another important AAVSO contribution is providing data to educators for astronomically-based labs
and science projects. Association membership data indicate that amateur astronomy participation among
young people serves to recruit both future astronomers and scientists, engineers, and programmers in other
disciplines.
Amateur astronomers frequently share their interests and expertise with Scout troops, school classes,
and other groups of young people.
B. Contributions to the Pool of Scientifically Trained Personnel
About 70 American colleges and Universities currently offer degrees in astronomy or closely related
fields, awarding about 100 Ph.D.'s per year, 160 B.A.'s and B.S.'s, and 40 terminal M.A.'s. Most of the
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recipients who do not pursue long-term careers in astronomy do remain part of the manpower pool in
science- and technology-intensive fields.
1. Ph.D. Recipients
As indicated in the report of the Panel on Status of the Profession, about half as many astronomers
leave the field each year as receive new Ph.D. degrees. Complete samples of 106 doctoral recipients (1952-88)
from the California Institute of Technology and 94 (166-88) from the University of Maryland confirm this.
About half are primarily engaged in astronomical research; 20 percent are employed in other sciences and in
industry; 7 percent hold teaching or science administration positions; and most of the rest work on hardware
or software in support of astronomical or related research.
_. B.A./B.S. reeipienlz
Of recent astronomy bachelors, a little more than half go directly on to graduate school (a third of them
in astronomy) and the others enter the work force directly (Ellis and Mulvey 1988). Complete samples from
a few institutions over a longer time period confirm this pattern. The samples include Swarthmore College
(28 B.A.'s, 1940-85), California Inst. of Technology (140 B.S.'s 1956-88). and Williams College (26 B.A.'s
1974- 89). 35 percent are in astronomy (research, supporting activities, or graduate school); 39 percent are
engaged in other sciences or are employed in technologically intensive industries; 11 percent are teaching;
and 15 percent are in non-science occupations (including law, photography, writing, and many others).
Undergraduates in astronomy are much more likely than those in most other sciences to engage in
significant, publishable research; and this may contribute to the high retention rate. If so, there might be
a useful example to be followed by other sciences where the ratio of Ph.D.'s to B.A./B.S. degrees is much
lower, averaging about 5 percent over all the natural sciences.
III. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER, SPIN-OFFS, AND THE PRIVATE SECTOR
Astronomy has benefited from technological advances made in many fields in science and engineering,
but astronomy also contributes to technological advances in two ways. First, the demands of researchers
for devices at the very edge of what is possible have sometimes been the drivers for industrial development
whose products were then useful elsewhere. Photographic emulsions are a classic example. Second, ideas,
algorithms, devices, processes, materials, and so forth invented within the astronomical community are from
time to time modified for use _n other areas: the radio astronomy technique of aperture synthesis is such a
case. The first four subsections categorize items by the fields in which they are applied rather than the part
of astronomy within which they originated. The concluding subsections briefly address some potential areas
for future technology transfer and the support of astronomy by the private sector.
A. Medicine
The single largest problem shared by medicine and astronomy is that of imaging things you cannot
get to and of reconstructing two or three dimensional structures from a number of one or two dimensional
scans. Astronomers, especially radio astronomers, led the way in solving this problem. Martin Ryle's Nobel
Prize cited his development of aperture synthesis, and the solution to image reconstruction pioneered by
Bracewell and Riddle (1967) is now used in CAT scanners, magnetic resonance imaging, positron emission
tomography, and other medical imaging methods.
Specific computer languages and ways of handling large data arrays have also proven transferable from
astronomy to medicine. IDL (Interactive Data Language) and IRAF (a very flexible image processing
system) are products of optical astronomy. Their medical applications include
• Study of activity and chemistry of neutron in the brain (University of Southern California).
• Cardiac angiography and PET scans (University of Michigan).
• Magnetic resonance imaging (National Inst. of Health).
• Medical imaging and product development (Mallinkrodt Institute of Radiology and Siemens Gamma-
sonics).
• X-ray computer tomography (PDA Engineering).
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The need forclean environments isanother problem common to medicine and astronomy. A versionof
the positivepressureclean room designed at the UniversityofWisconsin forwork on the OAO- I satellite
isnow inmany hospitals.NASA's needs forcontamination-freeenvironments led to data bases,handbooks,
and coursesfor cleanroom personnel,as wellas airhandlers and "bunny suits"whose commercial versions
appear in hospitalsand pharmaceutical labs.
A U.S. drug company has teamed up with the Cambridge (U.K.) Automatic Plate Measuring facility
to use itsexpertisein scanning and interpretingimages to analyze blood samples from leukemia patients.
This permits much more rapid detectionof responses to changes in medication and other pharmacological
effectsthan would otherwisebe possible.
Radio astronomers have adapted theirmethods of measuring microwave temperature for non-invasive
detectionof tumors and other regionsof vascularinsufficiency.Microwaves have poorer angular resolution
than infraredbut are more sensitiveto deep tissuetemperatures. The combination ofmicrowave and infrared
thermographic data providesa true-positivedetectionrateof 96 percent,betterthan eitheralone,forbreast
cancer (Barrett etal.1978)
Tiny paste-on thermal sensorsfirstdesigned tokeep ultravioletdetectorswithintheirnarrow operating
temperature range have been adapted forcontrollingheat lamps inneonatology units.
Finally,the X-raying ofpeople shareswith X-ray astronomy the problem of having fewer photons than
you would liketo work with. Thus the Lixiscope(low intensityx-ray imaging scope),a portable,low-energy
X-ray scanner towhich NASA holds the patents,iswidelyused inneonatology,out-patientsurgery,diagnosis
of sportsinjuries,and thirdworld clinics.The FDA even used itto search forpoisoned capsules during the
Tylenol scarea few yearsago. A second generationspin-off,the Fluoroscan imaging system, has a variable
power X-ray tube source among other improvements and a wider range of applications,includingcatheter
placement.
B. Industry
The two kinds of spin-off(drivingdevelopment and originatingideas)are illustratedby astronomical
interactionswith photography and the communications industry.
As earlyas 1912,C.E.K. Mees (the firstresearchdirectorat Eastman Kodak) initiatedresearchleading
to specialseriesof spectroscopicplatesto meet astronomical needs. The sensitizingdyes and emulsion-
making techniquesresultingfrom thiswork ledtoproducts ofwide utility.One example isgold sensitization,
which made possibleTri-X and a number of other 400-speed filmsfrom Kodak and other manufacturers.
These have dominated the professionaland amateur high speed filmmarket for a number ofyears.
Kodak TechnicalPan film,whose sharp resolutionand finegrainpermit enormous enlargements,isused
by medical and industrialspectroscopists,industrialphotographers, and seriousfine-artphotographers. It
was firstdeveloped for solarastronomers interestedin recordingchanges in finescalesurfacestructure.
Red and infrared-sensitiveemulsions,evolved forspectroscopicplates,now penetrate militarycamou-
flage,and detectdiseased crops and forests.Other applicationsinclude dentistry,medical diagnosis,and
probing below the surfaceof paintingsfor evidence of forgeryor pentimentos. Hypersensitizationtech-
niques,developed by astronomers during the 1970% show promise inmedical and industrialmicroscopy and
in autoradiography.
Radio astronomy has been a copioussourceoftransferabletechnology,algorithms,and people interested
in applying them, especiallyin communications. Millitech,whose founders came from the Universityof
Massachusetts radio astronomy group, now builds millimeterwavelength components based on devices
used in radio astronomy, for the communications industry. Their products include varactor multipliers,
voltage-tunableGunn oscillators,and cooled GaAs Schottky mixers (Weinreb and Kerr 1983).
Radio astronomers alsofounded Interferometrics(Vienna, Virginia)which testsand evaluatesantennas
using holographic methods firstreduced to practiceby Britishradio astronomers. A holographicmap of a
dish surfacetakes a few hours (versusseveraldays for a mechanical survey) to revealhigh and low spots
that must be correctedbefore (forinstance)sidebands are low enough to meet FCC standards for satellite
communication links.
High densityrecordingtechniques have come from both NRAO and Haystack Observatory. Digi Data
of Maryland ismarketing severalversionsof the NRAO version(which achieves 2.5 Gbyte capacity and
120 kbyte/sec data rateby storingdigitaldata inanalog form) forarchlvingofbusiness data,disk backup,
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and other applications. The Haystack technique uses a 36 channel, high accuracy narrow-track headstack
that can be moved precisely across tape to increase the density of the recorded information by a factor of
more than 12, so that a single reel accommodates nearly 6 terabits and can record at a rate in excess of 1
Gbit/sec. Honeywell of Denver is now producing these high- density headstacks as a standard component.
Radio astronomers have been both drivers and developers of low noise amplifiers, including cryogenically-
cooled gallium- arsenide field effect transistors (now marketed by Berkshire Technologies, also founded by
radio astronomers) and high electron mobility transistors, which may replace masers in some communications
amplifiers.
The computer control language FORTH was invented by a professional programmer with a strong
interest in astronomy and first applied by him to coordinate telescope operation, data acquisition, and
initial reduction for the NRAO 36-foot dish at Kitt Peak. It has grown into a profitable company (Forth,
Inc., Manhattan Beach, California) and been modified for a wide range of purposes in manufacturing and
service industries. About 20 vendors supply Forth systems for hardware from handheld computers to VAX
mainframes. Some computers (most recently the Harris RTX 2000 microprocessor) execute Forth directly.
The system is currently used in a rule based ("expert system") automobile engine analyzer at over 20,000
service stations world wide and in a high-accuracy densitometer used by Kodak for quality control in
film manufacture. The initial support from NRAO and wide diffusion of Forth through the astronomical
community were instrumental in its development into a broadly-applicable system.
Other examples of fruitful technology transfer from astronomy include:
• Use of AIPS (a set of image processing programs from radio astronomy) by Boeing to test computer
hardware (several vendors, including Convex and International Imaging Systems advertise that their
systems support AIPS).
• General Motors' application of IDL to analyzing data on car crashes.
• Acquisition of the patents for the first gravitational radiation detectors by Hughes Research Laboratory
for use in modified form to sense gravity anomalies associated with underground oil pools.
• Use of the IRAF image processing program at AT&T for solid state physics graphics and computer
systems analysis.
• Cold spot welding techniques that do not distort the underlying metal, developed at University of
Wisconsin during construction of OAO-1.
C. Defense
The common technological needs of astronomical observations and of certain defense programs have
often resulted in one research community developing techniques or making observations useful to the other.
For example, satellite and aerial surveillance have replaced many ground-based intelligence activities. The
resulting increased certainty (on both sides) that accurate information will be available has contributed to
recent progress in arms reduction. Surveillance requires telescopes with large accurate mirrors, precision
optics, and the ability to process numerous imperfect images and extract the maximum possible amount of
information. The necessary large mirror technology, adaptive optics, and processing algorithms have all had
significant input from techniques developed within astronomy and by people trained as astronomers, from
the time of the U2 cameras to the present. Some specific examples which extend across the electromagnetic
spectrum:
• A recent investigation at Grumman on recognizing rocket plumes for strategic warning purposes made
use both of observations of stars and of model stellar atmospheres to discriminate plumes from cosmic
objects.
• Aperture synthesis radar is the remote descendent of the radio astronomy technique for which Martin
Ryle won the Nobel Prize.
• Development of the channeltron was supported originally for ultraviolet astronomy, but it has since
found its way into various uv military cameras.
• Expertise developed in conjunction with the Kuiper Airborne Observatory has provided direct support
to several Navy and Air Force airborne infrared sensor development programs.
• Star counts and models of stellar spatial distribution are used to assess data rates for spaceborne signal
processors and sensors as well as for satellite pointing and calibration.
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• Astronomers who had been working on X- and gamma-ray detectors at Los Alamos helped build the
instruments for the Vela satellite monitors.
• Solar blind photon counters were invented for uv astronomy and later adapted to sensing the uv corona
round supersonic objects in daylight and for toxic gas detection.
J The Air Force Weapons Laboratory at Albuquerque has issued a number of contracts to astronomers to
investigate topics like optical imaging of satellites in geosynchronous orbits using 10-30 meter baseline
optical interferometry.
• The infrared maps of the sky obtained by IRAS met DoD needs for information that the Air Force
Geophysics Lab rocket program had been unable to provide.
• The techniques being developed by Itek, LBL, and others for stress polishing of off-axis mirror segments
for the Keck telescope have potential defense uses.
The early development of thermonuclear weapons made extensive use of astrophysical knowledge of
radiative transfer and temperature/density diagnostics. At the present time, 69 American Astronomical
Society (AAS) members are employed at Los Alamos and Sandia National Laboratories and another 32
at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, most of them at least partly on programmatic work. A
background in astrophysics appears to provide flexibility and skills in carrying out approximate calculations
based on integrating information from a variety of sources that are a good match to defense laboratory
needs.
The presence of Soviet reactors in space has apparently been known to DoD for some time, but
astronomical gamma-ray detectors on the Solar Maximum Mission and on a University of California,
Riverside balloon-borne experiment made independent discoveries of the phenomenon (Rieger et aL 1989;
O'Neill et al. 1989).
Looking ahead, the Navy is supporting neutrino astronomy for its long-term potential for communicating
through the earth and for long distances under water. Solving the engineering problems associated with
DUMAND (Deep Underwater Muon And Neutrino Detector) should lead to valuable new oceanographic
technology as well. Grazing-incidence X-ray optical devices, which have been reduced to practice for solar
astronomy, are likely to find future applications in laser weapons.
Another area where astronomical and defense interests overlap is in the need for precise coordinate
systems, times, and time intervals, for use in navigation, clock synchronization, guidance, and secure
communications as well as in astrophysics. The fundamental time standards are now atomic clocks, not the
earth's rotation, but the determination and dissemination of time data for the U.S. are still the responsibility
of the U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO). Accurate measurements of the earth's rotation rate are needed to
keep civil time in step with astronomical time. This must be done for navigational and other purposes and is
accomplished by a network of radio and optical observing stations, maintained by USNO and observatories
of many other nations. Very Long Baseline Interferometry between widely separated radio telescopes was
the original driver to turn hydrogen maser clocks into rugged, off-the-shelf items, whose main users are
now space communications and DoD. In addition, VLBI methods are currently used to synchronize widely
separated clocks at the nanosecond level.
The fundamental celestial coordinate system used for navigation is now a radio based one. The locations
of the artificial satellites which make up the Global Positioning System and which transmit their own radio
signals are in the process of being tied to the positions of quasars and other distant sources. Inertial
guidance systems (for missiles and other purposes) require this accurate astronomical coordinate system
for their calibration. Accurate optical star positions are used in surveying and in automated star-tracker
guidance systems. The tying together of accurate radio and optical coordinate systems is a topic of current
intense study. Finally, because satellite orbits are blind to the assorted wobbles of the earth beneath, correct
location of terrestrial targets (for environmental and surveillance imaging as well as bombing) requires
accurate forecasts of earth orientation. USNO is also responsib!e for providing and disseminating this
information, which comes largely from VLBI observations of quasars, in the U.S.
D. Energy and the Environment
The search for fossil fuels and alternative energy sources has benefited from astronomical spin-offs in
several contexts. For instance,
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• Texaco, Inc. and BP America both use the image processing program IDL for analysis of drilling core
samples and other aspects of petroleum research.
• SAIC (San Diego) has built solar radiation collectors up to 16 meters in diameter using graphite
composite materials first developed in design studies for a proposed orbiting telescope called the LDR
(Large Deployable Array).
• Grazing incidence X-ray optics was reduced to practice for solar astronomy and now finds application
in plasma diagnostics for magnetically confined plasma fusion. Detailed knowledge of atomic spectra at
high temperatures, gained from study of the solar corona, is also important in this context.
• Plasma and magneto-hydrodynamic phenomena, including magnetic reconnection and radiation-drlven
thermal instabilities, were first explored in solar and space physics environments. They also occur in
fusion plasmas (and are deleterious there).
Remote sensing from orbiting satellites is now the method of choice for keeping track of an enormous
range of ecologically important factors-the extent of the Arctic ice pack; the moisture content of soil in the
Sahel; upper atmosphere profiles of temperature, density, and trace constituents; sea surface temperatures;
and many others. Astronomically-derived image processing algorithms are widely used in these applications.
Several of these are mentioned elsewhere. Another with many remote sensing and oceanographic uses is a
digital correlation technique for spectral analysis of broadband signals which came out of radio astronomy
(Weinreb 1963; Cooper 1976)
Specific radio, microwave, and infrared spectroscopic methods from astronomy have also proven useful
in environmental applications from space and ground. Downward looking millimeter wave sounding traces
back to work on the atmospheres of Venus and Mars and was validated for the earth by radio astronomers
using balloon borne telescopes. The technique is operational on the current Defense Meteorological Satellite
Program (DMSP) and will be the primary temperature sensor on the next generation of NOAA satellites in
the 1990s.
Millimeter wave technology in space (e.g., Staelin 1981) is sensitive to composition as well as temperature
of the atmosphere, including greenhouse gases in low concentrations. Microwave sounders, scheduled for
the ATLAS series of spacelab experiments and for the Earth Observation Satellites, were developed by a
consortium of American and European radio astronomers and atmospheric scientists.
A particularly timely application of microwave astronomy techniques from the ground is study of
chlorine chemistry (relevant to ozone depletion) in the Antarctic. In September 1986, instruments developed
by radio astronomers at SUNY, Stony Brook found a hundred times the normal concentration of chlorine
oxide at an altitude of 15-20 km in the Antarctic ozone hole. The excess disappeared in October, verifying
the role of manmade chlorine compounds in ozone depletion. The detailed chemistry had earlier been tested
by the group's measurements of the diurnal variation of chlorine oxide in the middle stratosphere above
Mauna Kea. The Antarctic spring cycle of chlorine oxide rise and fall was followed through the 1987 season
with better instrumentation yielding the full concentration profile from 16 to 40 km. Monitoring at about
five sites around the world over the next 10-20 years is planned as part of the NASA-sponsored Network for
the Detection of Stratospheric Change.
E. Everyday Life
Many of us benefit regularly from the machinery used to X-ray luggage in airports, whose design
descends from that of the earth rocket and satellite borne X-ray telescopes. Airport surveillance for drugs
and explosives makes use of a particular gas chromatograph design supported by NASA for use on Mars.
Some other mundane spin-offs from ground and space-based astronomy include:
• A hand-held COD photometer developed by astronomers at University of Hawaii for use by policemen
checking the transparency of automobile windshields
• A non-invasive probe for contaminants likely to cause structural weakening in historic buildings; it has
a neutron source and gamma-ray spectrometer, was first used to analyze lunar soil, and has been tried
by astronomers at GSFC in a Colonial Williamsburg smoke house and at St. Mark's Basilica in Venice
to look inside the walls behind fragile mosaics.
• Software to process two-dimensional images on a personal computer, developed by Michael Norman at
the National Center for Supercomputing (Illinois) for his own astronomical purposes and modified for
public consumption; about i0,000 copies have been sold.
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• Use of Forth in the hand-held computers carried by the 40,000 delivery agents of one of the major
express mail firms.
• Application to industrial and amateur photography of enhancement techniques developed by David
Malin for handling astronomical images from large telescopes (Malin 1982, 1990).
F. Looking Ahead
Technology transfer is an ongoing process. For instance, observers are currently driving COD technology
(as they did photography earlier) in the direction of thinning the chips to broaden the range of wavelengths
over which they are sensitive. And astronomers are pushing for cryogenic infrared array detectors with very
low backgrounds and long integration times, so that they can be used at low light levels. These technologies
are likely to prove useful for non-astronomical purposes.
X-ray astronomers have been responsible for the development of bolometers and superconducting
devices as non-dispersive spectrometers. The entire energy of the of the absorbed X-ray is transformed
into an electrical signal via phonons, producing a much larger response for a given X-ray energy than in
photoelectric detectors. These have potential applications in non-destructive testing and in medicine, where
getting the largest possible signal out of the fewest possible X-rays is also important.
Many radio astronomy observatories with millimeter-wave antennas are currently developing SIS
(superconducting- insulating-superconducting) mixers for low noise receivers. NRAO is among these and
has begun technology exchange with several commercial and government organizations (Hypress, NRL,
the National Security Agency, etc.) who are interested in non-astronomical applications. Millimeter- wave
astronomers are also working on error- correcting secondary mirrors and lenses. Such error-correcting optics
is likely to be part of high-performance communication, surveillance, and other non-astronomical antennas
and telescopes of the future.
G. Astronomy and the Private Sector
No other branch of science, except medicine, has had as much support as astronomy from private
individuals, industrial firms, and foundations. Two of our great observatories, Lick and McDonald, bear the
names of the men whose bequests founded them. Both are now largely maintained by state and local, not
federal, funding. Contributions from Rockefeller and Carnegie and the foundations they established have
built and helped maintain the Yerkes, Mt. Palomar, Mr. Wilson, and Las Companas Observatories. More
recently, Oscar Meyer provided some much-needed new buildings for Palomar. And money from the Keck
Foundation is even now being transformed into a ten-meter telescope that will be the largest American
optical observing facility for the next generation.
The motive for this generosity (apart from tax laws) appears to have been the breadth of vision needed
to span a nation with railroads or to build up a steel industry appreciating the breadth of vision needed
to span the Universe and build an understanding of it. Other interactions have been of more obvious
mutual benefit. Kodak has donated the several thousand 14"x14" photographic plates needed for the second
Palomar Observatory Sky Survey because this use with long exposure times and low light levels provides
a critical test of their emulsions. A recent document from the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics (1989) encourages federal support of the Hubble Space Telescope and similar projects because
"such cutting edge technology programs stimulate commercial spin-offs of potentially great value to industry
and to the nation's economy."
The process of compiling this report revealed that people whose livelihoods in no way depend upon
astronomy can nevertheless feel that it is an essential activity. Whenever the AASC received a bit of
publicity, they wrote, phoned, and sent photocopies emphasizing that astronomy is needed to attract
students into science and technology, to inspire long-range advances (e.g., neutrino communication), and to
form part of the human intellectual adventure-much the same points the Panel has identified.
IV. MAN'S PLACE IN THE UNIVERSE
As far back as history records, peoples have attempted to understand how the world got to be the way
it is, what the big picture is, and how we fit into it. Anthropologists call the answers (even answers they
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believe) creation myths. Our modern Western myths have a long history, with input from Greek philosophy,
from Judeo-Chrlstian religious ideas, and, at several critical points, from astronomical research.
The Copernican revolution was the most obvious and far reaching of these. The earth ceased to be the
unique center of everything and declined to merely one of several planets orbiting the sun. With further
celestial study, our sun, in turn, metamorphosed into a typical, undistinguished star, not even at the center
of the Galaxy. A third of the way into the 20th century, our Milky Way Galaxy itself had shrunk to a status
neither special nor central to anything. In fact, cosmic models incorporating general relativity show that
all places in the Universe are equivalent, there being neither any center nor any edges. And in just the last
few years, a picture of the very early Universe motivated by theory on the frontier between cosmology and
particle physics has made it seem plausible that the Universe-the entire four-dimensional space-time with
which we might ever communicate-is only one of many universes, dictionary definitions notwithstanding.
Curiously, other recent astronomical research has pushed our thinking back a little bit in the other
direction. The life- bearing earth really is very different from the other nearby planets. Looking down at
it from space, we can see our home as a single, small, fragile entity, whose residents all have a common,
profound interest in its well being.
Other 10th and 20th century discoveries clarify other aspects of our relationship to the rest of the
Universe. The spectra of the sun and stars show absorption and emission lines in just the same patterns that
are radiated by common chemical elements when you heat them in the laboratory. Thus celestial objects do
not consist of some "quintessence" or substance unique to them. They are made of the same stuff that we
are, and even in more or less the same proportions. Apart from helium (which forms no stable compounds),
the commonest elements in the stars are the hydrogen, oxygen, and carbon that make up most of our bodies.
Close study of spectra of distant galaxies and quasars reveals not only this commonalty of composition but
also that the constants and laws of physics are the same at distant times and places as they are here and
now on earth.
The totality of modern astronomy makes up a major part of our Western creation myth, answering
many of the traditional questions about how big, how old, and what came before. The world, or Universe,
is large. It is the same in all directions (on large enough scales). It expands and is only three or four times
older than the earth itself (but the earth is some i00 million times older than the span of an average human
life). We are made of starstuff-chemical elements built up from hydrogen atoms by nuclear reactions in
massive stars. And chernlcaI reactions in interstellar gas and in the material that formed the meteorites and
comets have produced the same molecules that are the building blocks of living creatures on earth.
The task of clarifying our relationship to the rest of the Universe is an on-going one, with many
important questions still incompletely answered. It is, for instance, just becoming meaningful to ask
whether the Universe could have been very different from what it is (in size, age, laws of physics, kinds of
particles, and so forth) and whether such a different Universe could have life arise in it. On smaller scales,
detailed studies of Mars and Venus will play an important part in understanding the early evolution of
the earth's atmosphere, oceans, and biosphere, and in determining just how delicate the present state of
terrestrial habitability is likely to be.
The "where do we belong" aspect of astronomy seems to be responsible for most of the popular interest
in the subject. The potential for technology transfer and for attracting students into the sciences may be
good (though not central) reasons for funding astronomical research. But they are not the reasons that
people watch Cosmos, buy and build small telescopes, or read books and articles about astronomy. Rather,
these people are seeking new answers to the old human questions about the world and our place in it.
An important property of the modern creation myth is that its answers are neither static nor given by
fiat. Everything (or nearly everything) within the sciences is subject to change without notice. Our picture
of the Universe expands and evolves as our knowledge expands and evolves. A vigorous continuation of
this process can help to keep human minds flexible enough to deal with immediate practical problems that
now also change on timescales much less than a human lifespan. Practicing astronomers feel a great deal
of certainty that, although any given piece of information may turn out to be wrong, the basic process
of inquiry is sound and leads to continuously better understanding of the world around us. Confidence
that the Universe is neither incomprehensible nor intrinsically hostile is perhaps the most important return
astronomers can offer to their fellow citizens.
Astronomy as part of our world view has a less serious side as well. For instance, the phrase "black hole"
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seems to have entered the everyday vocabularies of Rep. Bill Frenzel (R-Minn.), New York Yankee Don
Mattingly, and Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O'Connor in various contexts (Montgomery Journal,
April 26, 1990, p.2). "Astronomical" distances and amounts of money and "zeniths" and "nadirs" of
achievement and despair are also common phrases.
Modern astrophysics has not inspired any artistic works comparable with Dante's treatment of medieval
cosmology's circles of heaven and hell, but Van Gogh's "Starry Night" reveals a mind not unmoved by the
Universe as it is now understood. And each new astronomical-discovery novae, supernovae, neutron stars,
black holes, multiple Universes, and many others-has inspired science fiction films, stories, and novels tying
these discoveries to possible individual lives.
V. INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION AND COOPERATION IN ASTRONOMY
Science and technology are normally perceived as factors in international competition, both military
and economic. That aspect is by no means absent in astronomy. Most of us are really rather proud of the
long list of American "firsts" and "bests" (the Apollo Program and Viking Landers; large optical telescopes;
Uhuru and COBE; the VLA and the VLBA; and so forth) and pleased by the leading role that the U.S.
has played in the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE), the Infrared Astronomy Satellite (IRAS), the
Hubble Space Telescope, and the establishment of intercontinental networks of VLBI stations.
We believe that it is important for the U.S. to continue to take, and be seen to take, a position of
leadership in astronomy, astrophysics, and space exploration. Benefits of remaining at the forefront in
research include a strong positive image in the eyes of the nations we interact with, the potential for future
spin-offs, and opportunities for fruitful international collaborations. The ability of the U.S. to continue to
attract outstanding students and young researchers from abroad is also vital for the continued health of
science and engineering here. About one-quarter of the astronomical research community in both senior and
entry-level positions is foreign born (Trimble 1988). Among graduate students in engineering and physics,
the proportion is roughly one half. Because the results of astronomical research receive a good deal of media
attention, leadership in this field can contribute disproportionately to a positive American image abroad.
The world is, however, entering an era in which international cooperation will replace competition,
a_ least so we all devoutly hope and possibly even rationally expect. Among the sciences, astronomy
has an unusually long and rich history of internationalism dating back to before the 19th century. One
important driver for collaborations is the absolute necessity of observatories spaced over the surface of the
earth necessary to see the whole sky. In addition, the perceived impracticality of astrophysical research has
probably helped it to be seen as a safe area for contact when there were not many others. Beginning in 1887,
two American observatories were among the 18 world wide that banded together to produce a map of the
entire sky (Carte du Ciel). The International Astronomical Union was the first of the modern international
scientific unions organized, in 1920, under the Treaty of Versailles, with the U.S. as one of the founders.
A large fraction of new observing facilities, spacecraft, and research programs are international collabo-
rations. The European Southern Observatory and the Canada-France-Hawaii telescope are self- explanatory.
The latter peacefully shares the top of Mauna Kea with a British infrared telescope and several American
projects. Construction of a Japanese observatory there is expected to begin in the next decade. Other
recent success stories include the following:
• The sharing of the International Ultraviolet Explorer observing time between the European Space
Agency and NASA (in ratio 1:2) over the past 13 years.
• An American (University of California-Berkeley) spectrometer launched by a Japanese rocket to study
the cosmic microwave background.
• European-built instruments on IRAS and HST, with proportionate sharing of the observing time.
• An American instrument on the Soviet Vega 1 and 2 spacecraft that flew past comet Halley. Soviet
scientists participated in the Voyager 2 encounter with Neptune.
• The 20 percent of the papers published in the Astrophysical Journal in 1990 that had authors head-
quartered in the US and at least one other country (Abt 1990).
Scientists and administrators in the United States and the Soviet Union have even begun exploring the
idea that the first manned mission to Mars should be a joint one.
On a more personal level, most American astrophysicists count at least a few foreign colleagues, often
including some from ideologically very diverse countries, among their closest friends, though they may not
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meet more often than the triennial General Assemblies of the International Astronomical Union. Perhaps
contemplating very large scale phenomena makes small scale differences a little easier to overlook. Because
astronomy and the defense industry already share some hardware, techniques, and personnel, gradual
conversion of additional resources from competition in the latter to cooperation in the former may not be
an unrealistic goal.
VI. SYNERGISM WITH OTHER SCIENCES
A. Historical Examples
Back when science was called natural philosophy, its practitioners were supposed to know a good deal
about all of it. Thus it is no surprise that observations of planetary motions played a central role, through
Newton's work, both in the elucidation of the properties of gravitation and mechanics and in the formulation
of the calculus. Astronomy and mathematics continued to be closely linked into the 19th century. Gauss,
for instance, invented the least squares method while struggling to describe discordant observations of the
first asteroid (Ceres, found in 1801) by a single best orbit. This led to his subsequent investigation of the
normal error distribution, crucial to a variety of statistical studies.
Later in the 19th century, astronomy came to be more closely linked to chemistry, through spectroscopy.
Helium, the second most abundant element, first revealed itself as the source of an emission line in the solar
spectrum recorded by Janssen at the eclipse of 1868. Later on, lines from high ionization and excitation
states of elements like europium were often seen in stars before they had been studied in the lab.
In the 20th century, the closest links have been with physics. Cosmic rays were the main source of very
high energy particles until about 1950, and the positron, muon, and pi meson were first discovered among
cosmic ray secondaries. Eddington, contemplating the problem of stellar longevity in the 1920s, was the first
to appreciate nuclear fusion as a potential source of enormous quantities of energy. The correct reaction
chains describing these stellar processes were identified in 1939, just before nuclear physics disappeared
into weapons laboratories all over the world. Hans Bethe and others who made fundamental contributions
toward nuclear and thermonuclear weapon theory had cut their scientific teeth on the stellar problem.
In our own time, science has expanded far beyond any one person's powers of comprehension, and
most scientists are, at best, intelligent laymen anywhere outside their own subdisciplines. Surprisingly,
fruitful interactions continue to occur among sciences, often to the pleased surprise of those involved when
they recognize, for instance, that statistical techniques invented to describe the survival of medical patients
can be useful in interpreting the celestial X-ray background. The following sections present cases where
astronomical data, concepts, and methods have been applied in other branches of science, including physics,
chemistry, and earth and environmental sciences.
Many of these symbioses occur because the Universe is a laboratory far grander than any we can build.
It accelerates particles to energies beyond those projected for the Superconducting Supercollider (though
unfortunately not very many in any one place at the present time). Cosmic objects demonstrate the effects
of stronger magnetic fields, emptier vacuums, and louder sonic booms (shock waves) that are beyond the
reach of terrestrial phenomena. Thus a critical test of our understanding of a local phenomenon is sometimes
whether the same model works when applied to the more extreme astronomical case.
B. Nuclear and Particle Physics
In recent years,astrophysicshas pushed experimental and theoreticalnuclearphysics to theirlimits.
Modeling nucleosynthesis,supernovae, neutron starsand the restrequires(1) masses, lifetimes,and cross-
sectionsfor highly unstable nuclei,(2) the equation of stateof very dense matter at both zero and finite
temperatures (up todensitieswhere pions,hypcrons,or strangematter may replaceneutrons asthe dominant
particles),(3) cross-sectionsfor common reactionsthat,for example, convert carbon into oxygen at such
low energiesthat the laboratoryreactionrate defiesmeasurement, and (4) the lifetimeof the neutron to
unprecedented accuracy.
Topics in particlephysicsto which astrophysicshas recentlymade contributionsincludethe number
of groups of fundamental particlesthat exist,propertiesof the neutrino,and the existenceand nature of
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dark matter. Laboratory experiments between 1950 and 1980 had gradually demonstrated the existence of
three groups of particles (associated with electrons, muons, and tau teptons) and seemed likely to continue
to reveal additional groups. But the calculated abundance of helium produced in the early Universe (in
comparison with the amount observed in relatively unprocessed astrophysical plasmas) was only marginally
consistent with even a fourth group and clearly ruled out a fifth (Steigman 1989). Measurements from
terrestrial particle accelerators (Abrams et at. 1989) now strongly suggest that there are only three groups.
A table of neutrino properties consists largely of upper limits. The tightest limits on charge and
magnetic moment now come from analysis of the neutrino burst from supernova 1987A. The supernova
limits on electron neutrino rest mass and on oscillations among neutrino types are comparable with the
laboratory limits but are likely to be easier to improve.
Non-luminous material-dark matter-makes up 90 percent or more of the gravitating mass of the
Universe as revealed by rotation of individual galaxies and motions of galaxies within clusters. The fraction
rises to 99 percent if the Universe has, as many physicists suspect, precisely the critical density that
separates ever- expanding from recontracting future dynamics. Particle physics beyond the standard model
has provided a wealth of potential candidates for dark matter in the form of weakly interacting massive
particles, topological defects, and many other strange entities.
None of the candidates has yet been unequivocally seen in the lab (though searches are underway)
and the best constraints on their properties come from a variety of astrophysical processes: (a) they must
not disturb energy transport in stars or the magnetic fields of pulsars and galaxies; (b) they must not
distort nuclear reactions in the early Universe so as to produce the wrong proportions of hydrogen, helium,
and lithium; (c) they must not have interfered with neutrinos and light from SN 1987A reaching us a few
hours apart and in the expected strength; (d) they must not produce more gravitational lensing or more
gravitational radiation than observations of quasars and pulsars tell us can exist; and (e) their behavior
during the epoch of galaxy formation must promote, or at least not prevent, the formation of the structures
we see,
This is currently a very rapidly evolving topic with many controversies, but if the dominant constituent
in the Universe is not ordinary baryonic material (protons, neutrons, and the atoms made from them), then
the astronomical observations probably have at least as good a chance as the laboratory tests of telling us
what the stuff is.
The solar neutrino problem, on the other hand, has been with us in nearly its present form for twenty
years. The three-fold deficiency of observed solar electron neutrinos compared to the best theoretical
predictions may turn out to have been the first hint we had of fundamental new physics linking the three
particle groups of the standard model. The right answer could also turn out to be some even more exotic
new physics not yet thought of, or some fairly uninteresting erroneous detail in stellar structure modeling.
C. Physics of Fluids and Plasmas
Astronomical objects present a much wider range of scales and properties than can be achieved in the
laboratory. Pulsar magnetic fields are a million times stronger, solar convection Reynolds numbers a million
times larger, and intergalactic vacuums more than a million times emptier than the most extreme terrestrial
conditions. But the underlying physics is the same. Hence astronomical phenomena can provide valuable
constraints on our understanding of terrestrial physics, for instance,
• Pulsar radiation mechanisms for microwave generating devices
• Solar flares for magnetic reconnectlon in Tokomak plasmas
• Astronomical cooling functions, Stark coefficients, and oscillator strengths for controlled and uncon-
trolled thermonuclear fusion studies.
• Instabilities in quasar jets for confinement of laboratory plasmas.
Some theoretical methods have also proven transferable. Smoothed particle hydrodynamics, now the
most widely used method of modeling complex three dimensional fluid flows, was developed by a Columbia
University astrophysicist studying binary stars.
D. Chemistry, Spectroscopy, and Atomic Physics
The first comprehensive table of spectral lines reveals its origins in its title, A Table of Multlplets
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of Astrophysical Interest (by Charlotte E. Moore) and its initial publication as Contribution No. 20 of
the Princeton University Observatory. The current edition retains the astrophysical title, but is used in
industrial analytic spectroscopy and a variety of other non- astronomical contexts. The standard table of
ultraviolet lines (Kelley 1987) similarly incorporates astrophysical data.
Microwave and infrared observations of astronomical objects have revealed molecules not previously
known on earth, including 11CnN (with n up to at least 11), Ca11_ (whose structure was inferred from the
astronomical data, permitting later laboratory study), and HCO + in interstellar gas; CaNH2, and tf20 +
in comets; and SiC and SiC2 in stellar shells. Some of these are actually not possible in lab settings,
where densities are always high enough for frequent collisions. HCO + was the first molecular ion identified
anywhere. Study of these is now a large, productive branch of chemistry.
Meteorites also contain some familiar substances, including tiny grains of diamond and silicon carbide.
These cannot have been made by the high pressure processes operating in Kimberlite deep underground.
They must have arisen from something analogous to vapor deposition. This is now being studied by
industrial materials scientists in hopes of greatly reducing production costs of these useful substances.
On the theoretical front, the attempt to explain intensities of spectral lines from interstellar molecules
first made clear the need to consider departures from thermal equilibrium and the populations of individual
energy levels when calculating reaction rates. And the process of dielectronic recombination, now known to
be important in setting the ionization structure in Tokomak plasmas, was first recognized as occurring in
the solar corona.
E. Geophysics
Very Long Baseline Interferometry, as well as establishing precise coordinates of the radio sources
observed, tells you the distances between the antenna pairs with a precision of about a centimeter for
baselines up to several thousand kilometers. These are of geophysical interest where baselines span tectonic
plate boundaries and known faults. Measurements across boundaries have confirmed that continental plates
are currently moving at the average rates implied for the past few million years by seafloor data (typically
1-5 cm/yr).
Of more immediate importance to society are the measurements around active fault zones. These
confirm slippage and deformation along the San Andreas and other active faults, again typically a few
cm/yr when and where plate motion is occurring smoothly, and little or no motion when it is not. The
resulting built-up stresses are released as earthquakes. For instance, measurements made before and after
the November i989 Loma Prieta quake showed that about 5 cm slippage had occurred during the quake in
the Santa Cruz area, but very little around San Francisco, where there had been smooth motion at about 5
cm/yr before the quake.
Post-quake measurements at Loma Priers and after two large events in the Gulf of Alaska show that
significant sudden displacements occur as far as 40-200 km from the epicenters. These measurements are
crucial to understanding the nature of the energy release in earthquakes, which in turn may provide clues
that will allow us to predict them.
F. Environmental Sciences
If one or more of the major episodes of extinction of terrestrial species resulted from asteroids or comets
hitting the earth, this is surely the most spectacular of the synergisms. Astronomical aspects of testing
this model for the extinction of the dinosaurs (etc.) include (1) inventorying the numbers and orbits of
potentially earth-lmpacting asteroids, (2) comparing the history of impact cratering on the earth with that
on other planets, and (3) looking for things that might cause sudden drastic changes in orbits of objects in
the outer solar system and thereby increase the numbers of earth-crossing comets and asteroids. A distant
companion star and periodic crossings of the galactic plane have both been suggested.
The hypothetical phenomenon called nuclear winter ('l-hrco et al. 1983) is closely related to this
interpretation of extinction episodes in the Earth's past. The idea is that all-out nuclear war would place so
much dust and smoke in the earth's atmosphere that the resultant cooling and inhibition of photosynthesis
might actually be the most serious effects of the nuclear explosions. The best way of deciding whether
extensive nuclear explosions will cool the earth, heat it, or do something entirely different is undoubtedly
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through modeling, tested by its ability to explain the historical record on earth and the other terrestrial
planets.
Another vital area of interaction is solar-terrestrial relations. Two rather different kinds of phenomena
are involved. First are well-established, short-term effects (mostly unpleasant) of sudden increases in the
ultraviolet, x-ray, and particle radiation coming from the sun. The primary goal here is to understand how
and why these increases occur well enough to predict them. Second are tantalizing hints of longer-term,
more subtle effects on terrestrial weather and climate associated with small changes in the visible light
output of the sun and other solar cycle effects.
On the short term, the 11 year cycle of solar activity (spots, flares, and other surface manifestations
of changing interior magnetic fields) is just now coming down from a peak as high as any reached in the
past 300 years. 1989 saw three flares of strengths that generally happen only about once a decade. The
high energy radiation from such flares hits the earth's upper atmosphere, heating and ionizing it, and also
modifying terrestrial electric and magnetic field structures right down to the ground.
Documented effects of the 1989 March and September flares include (1) a nine-hour power outage
affecting six million customers in Quebec, Canada, resulting from currents induced in power lines and
transmitters by the magnetic changes, (2) a billowing up of the heated atmosphere high enough that drag on
assorted satellites and space debris changed so many orbits that the Air Force tracking system responsible
for them suffered an overload, (3) changes in atmospheric ionization that disrupted radio communication
at most frequencies, and caused a U.S. military alert when over-the-horizon radar was lost, (4) deviations
of magnetic compasses of up to 10x from normal magnetic north, and (5) an increase in the amount of
energetic radiation reaching aircraft altitudes to the point where a Concorde pilot would have exceeded his
yearly permitted dose in 35 hours of flying; women in weeks 8-15 of pregnancy may also exceed radiation
guidelines when flying under peak flare conditions (New York Times, Wednesday, 14 February 1990). Even
short term warning of flare activity are useful against some of these effects.
Adverse effects of solar activity are likely to become more serious as power grids become more extended;
satellites become increasingly vital for communication, navigation, and weather forecasting; and humans
venture further outside the earth's protective atmosphere and magnetosphere. Clearly the main astronomical
problem to be solved is that of accurate predictions of solar events. Already, seeing the beginning of a flare
through optical monitoring permits a few hours' warning of the main particle impact, allowing astronauts
and power companies to hunker down. Over days to weeks, we can forecast at least the likelihood of
terrestrially significant activity, because active areas on the solar surface llve for several solar rotation
periods and will point at us once per period. Prediction through and between 11 year cycles requires a
level of understanding we do not yet begin to have. A promising avenue for acquiring it seems to be a
comparative study of the sun with the many other stars known to have 5-9.0 year cycles, correlating the
patterns of activity to rotation periods, magnetic field strengths, and atmospheric structures of the stars.
Astronomers are actively working on this.
On longer time scales, there are tantalizing hints of sun- driven climate changes. Measurements during
the most recent solar cycles (for instance from the Solar Maximum Mission satellite) show that the total
brightness of the sun changes about 0.1 percent between maximum and minimum activity. Most models say
that this should cause a global temperature change of about 0.1 o C. It may or may not be significant (1) that
the integrated solar activity, smoothed over several cycles, has increased roughly in phase with an apparent
100-year warming trend, and (2) that the Little Ice Age in the 1600s coincided with a time of exceptionally
low solar activity. In addition to temperature changes cause by solar brightness changes, the climate might,
in principle, be responding to changes in solar ultraviolet production of ozone, to stratospheric heating and
ionization by solar energetic particles and radiation, and to extra-solar cosmic rays, whose penetration to the
earth varies inversely with solar activity. We need to know more about both activity cycles and associated
changes in solar brightness to decide how important these effects are. Again, detailed comparison of the sun
with other cyclicly active stars is a promising line of attack.
G. Looking Ahead
Man-made changes in the earth's atmosphere may be coming perilously close to turning some aspects
of solar-terrestrial relations into an experimental subject. Fortunately, nature has provided informative
laboratories for studying the results of higher and lower solar illumination in the forms of Venus and Mars.
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Some of the models now used at Goddard Institute for Space Studies to study large scale weather patterns
on earth had their roots in work by James Hansen on the atmosphere of Venus. That planet, owing to its
high albedo, actually absorbs less solar energy per unit area now than does the earth. Its high temperature
is, therefore, due entirely to greenhouse warming.
The "runaway greenhouse" and "runaway ice age" characteristics of Venus and Mars set limits to the
tolerance levels for habitable planets. The implications of current studies is that these tolerances are rather
narrow-if not in comparison with the changes we are likely to induce on the earth soon, at any rate in
comparison with the effects of the brightening of the sun that will occur over the next few billion years.
Astronomy will soon be in a position to provide auxiliary evidence of global warming, whether naturally
or artificially induced, if it occurs. The ability to measure vertical motions and height changes of VLBI sites
is still improving. These vertical measurements can be used to studying small changes in sea level which
occur with warming (due both to melting of ice and to expansion of warming sea water). Sea level changes
as small as a few millimeters are of interest and will soon be measurable.
Despite the slightly pessimistic implications of Mars and Venus, astronomers have been in the vanguard
urging serious searches for life elsewhere in the Universe and attempts to communicate with it. Only too
clearly, no one knows for sure how to do this or even whether there is anything to look for. But the most
promising methods so far devised for SETI (Search for Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence) use the telescopes,
receivers, amplifiers, and correlators of radio astronomy. The discovery of life elsewhere in the Universe
could well be the most exciting scientific event of the millennium in which it occurs; and it has a good
chance of being an astronomical discovery.
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KEY POINTS ON THE STATUS OF THE PROFESSION
* The number of astronomers has grown by about 40% over the past decade. While the number of
women entering the field has increased substantially, minorities are under-represented.
• The number of astronomers with jobs in industry, or with long term, non-tenured, jobs has increased
dramatically compared with traditional faculty positions.
• The increase in the number of astronomers and the declining share of the NSF budget going to
astronomy has led to extreme difficulties in the NSF grants program and in the support of the
National Observatories.
• In 1989, direct NASA support of astronomers through the grants program exceeds that of NSF,
although the total of the NSF grants program over the decade far exceeds that of NASA.
• Access to major new telescopes will be an important issue for the 1990s. US astronomers, who once
had a monopoly on telescopes larger than 3 meters, will, by the year 2000, have access to just half
of the world's optical telescope area.
INTRODUCTION
Astronomy in the 1990s is on the threshold of a great revolution with the advent of NASA's Great
Observatories and with the promise of several ground-based optical telescopes that will exceed the light
gathering power of the Palomar 5 m telescope. Dramatic progress will be made at other wavelengths as well,
with the operation of the VLBA radio array scheduled for 1992 and the flights of the gamma ray, X-ray
and infrared Great Observatories planned for the coming decade. The excitement generated by astronomy
has resulted in a growth of the number of astronomers by 42 percent over the 1980s. However, the growth
of the number of astronomers, the failure to keep pace with funding levels attained by other branches of
science and the expense of new instruments has caused significant difficulties for several parts of astronomy.
Problem areas include:
• Funding from the National Science Foundation, traditionally the patron of ground-based astronomy,
has failed to keep up with the needs for grants to individual researchers, for maintenance of
existing observatories, and for development of innovative techniques such as optical and infrared
interferometry.
• The US is danger of losing its pre-eminence in astronomy as other countries undertake major new
initiatives to build major new ground based and orbiting observatories.
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• NASA's focus on large projects that take 10 to 20 years to complete has eliminated many more
modest efforts that span the career of graduate students or postdoctoral fellows.
This chapter raises a number of issues without recommending any solutions, for this is the purview
of the report of the Policy Panel. Topics discussed below include the demographics of the profession, the
impact of the previous survey report, trends in the funding of research by NASA and the NSF, the access to
major research facilities, a snapshot of the employment record of astronomers, the productivity of research
astronomers, and the status of women and minorities in the field.
THE DEMOGRAPHICS OF ASTRONOMY
How Many Astronomers Are There?
The number of astronomers is important when we consider whether there will be enough astronomers
available in the next decade to replace the number of expected retirements from astronomical faculties and to
analyze the data from new instruments. A significant number of scientists trained in other fields, particularly
physics, are attracted to the science of astronomy. Therefore our definition of who is an astronomer must
include people who have migrated into the field and are doing astronomy as well as those who have been
specifically trained as astronomers. To maintain consistency with the Field Committee Report, we use an
operational definition of an astronomer as a scientist with a PhD, or equivalent, who is either teaching or
performing research in astronomy. Although a broad definition, this set represents the pool of qualified
astronomers in the U.S. capable of using astronomical data.
One of the best ways of estimating the number of astronomers, and of establishing the characteristics of
the astronomical community, is to use the membership of the American Astronomical Society. The American
Institute of Physics periodically surveys a sample of the AAS Membership, so their characteristics as to age,
employer, primary work activity, etc., are known.
Before examining the results of those surveys, we must first confirm that the AAS membership fairly
represents the astronomical community. At the time of the Field Committee report, it was found that about
80 percent of working astronomers were AAS members. Recent estimates by AIP and a spot check in the
Washington, DC area indicate this number is the same today. We assume that the AAS membership is
representative of the community and that information about the AAS membership is valid for the community
as a whole.
Figure 1 shows that the membership of the AAS has grown steadily over the last decade. The size of the
pool of astronomers can be estimated from the AAS membership by applying various correction factors to
account, for example, for the number of foreign members, incompleteness of the AAS membership etc. An
estimate of these factors by the Field committee led to an estimate of the nation's pool of astronomers to be
0.82 times the membership of the AAS. Now, ten years later, a similar factor still seems to be appropriate,
and we estimate that the U.S. has a pool of nearly 4200 astronomers, up by 42 percent since 1980.
The pool of astronomers is not, however, the same as the number of active research astronomers. If the
latter is defined as someone who at least co-authors one paper year, then a survey by Abt (1990a) indicates
there are about 2800 active researchers. However, research activity is limited both by available funding and
time, particularly for faculty who work at institutions which are oriented primarily toward teaching. Given
modest support, astronomers at smaller institutions oriented toward teaching can, and do, make significant
contributions to astronomical research. These astronomers can readily involve students in their work and
thus make even greater contributions to the educational process. With additional resources the pool of
research astronomers could increase significantly.
The Solar and Planetary divisions of the AAS provide an initial indication of the numbers of solar
system astronomers. The Solar Physics division numbers about 350 U.S. members, or approximately 6
percent of the AAS membership. This value is considerably lower than similar ratios reported for other
countries, e.g. France with 15 percent, West Germany with 8 percent and Japan with 12 percent. The
Division of Planetary Sciences has 700 members, about 13 percent of the total AAS membership.
How Active Are the Astronomers?
The number of papers published in astronomy is a measure of research activity. Abt (1989a,b) has
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studied the publication practices of astronomers. Over the past two decades the number of research papers
produced by U.S. astronomers has grown significantly, just about as rapidly as the AAS membership. U.S.
astronomers published 4527 papers in 1985, a growth of 28 percent in ten years. Over the same time, the
AAS membership grew by 26 percent (Figure 1). However, the growth of U.S. papers has lagged behind the
rest of the world. The number of non-U.S, papers grew by 57 percent over those ten years, and now they
account for a dominant 68 percent of all astronomy papers.
Abt also finds that the average full member of the AAS publishes 3.3 items per year, of which about
half are refereed papers describing original research. Correcting for multiple authors, Abt concludes that the
average AAS member produces the equivalent of one-half of an original research paper per year. However,
about a quarter of the AAS members are more than twice as productive as the average, producing the
equivalent of one single-author research paper per year.
Astronomy is rapidly becoming more international. Nowhere is this more evident than in the growth
in the number of papers from foreign authors in astronomical journals around the world. Abt (1989b) has
examined the statistics of foreign authorship in astronomy by defining four categories of papers: 1) solely
American authorship; 2) lead US authorship but significant foreign participation; 3) lead foreign author but
significant American participation; and 4) solely foreign authorship. If foreign papers are defined as half
of those in categories 2) and 3), plus all of those in category 4), then Figure 2 shows a dramatic increase
in foreign papers since 1970 in the Astrophysical Journal; similar numbers apply to the the Astronomical
Journal as well.
The number of papers with international collaboration (categories 2 and 3) are becoming much more
common than they were before the 1960s when they represented less than 5 percent of the total. StarLing
in the early 1970s, the Astrophysical Journal, Astronomical Journal, the Monthly Notices of _he Royal
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dramaticallyin the last20 years (1990b). Courtesy of the H. Abt and the Astronomical Societyof the Pacific
Astronomical Society and Astronomy and Astrophysics, all showed a shift from purely national papers to the
current percentage of 25 percent multi-national papers. International cooperation is quickly becoming the
standard way of doing research, just as before 1970, papers by a sole author were the norm, but thereafter
papers by multiple authors became usual.
How Can We Characterize the Astronomical Community?
Astronomy is being carried out by a young and growing community. Traditionally concentrated in
academic institutions, astronomers are now employed by an increasingly diversified group of institutions.
One-half of U.S. astronomers now work outside of academe. The number of astronomers working with
industrial or commercial companies is showing the most rapid growth, a factor of three over the past decade.
In 1987, the median age of U.S. astronomers was 42, the youngest for all the societies sampled by the
American Institute of Physics (Figure 3). Half the U.S. astronomers were between the ages of 35 and 50. In
contrast, in 1973 astronomers were, on the average, eight years younger, with a median age of 34. In those
days, half the astronomers were concentrated in the ten year age group of 27 to 37. Given a continuation
of present trends, we would expect the median age to move up by another five years in the coming decade.
The profession will not suffer any serious effects due to retirement in the coming decade.
The percentage of women in astronomy has grown by almost fifty percent during the last decade; from
eight percent to twelve percent. Examination of the graduate student population shows signs of a slow,
continuing growth in the number of women in astronomy.
Recent surveys show that twelve percent of the doctoral degrees awarded by astronomy departments in
1987 went to women, and that twenty percent of the total astronomy graduate population is female. These
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fractions are similar to or higher than the female membership of the AAS and lead us to expect that the
percentage of women in astronomy will continue to rise slowly over the next decade.
Ethnic minorities are significantly under-represented in astronomy. Preliminary results from a survey
of the AAS membership show that 93 percent of the AAS members classify themselves as white, 4 percent
as Asian and 1 percent as Hispanic. Afro-Americans comprise less than 0.5 percent of the AAS membership.
Results of the Field Committee Report on Personnel Issues
The previous Astronomy Survey Committee, chaired by George Field, emphasized that successful
basic research is dependent upon an active and vigorous community which can only be maintained through
adequate funding of the research infrastructure. The Field committee made two important recommendations
with regard to providing long-term, federal funding in astronomy. First, they recommended an increase in the
money for theory and data analysis. Second, anticipating increased retirements in the 1990s, the Committee
also recommended that ten to twenty competitive five-year positions, funded by NSF, be established for
young astronomers.
Partly in response to these recommendations, NSF established the Presidential Young Investigator
awards designed to encourage young scientists, and NASA initiated a specific program for supporting
astrophysics theory groups. NASA also recognized the need for longer term funding for young astronomers
and has recently converted 10 percent of their growing data analysis funding into a program of five-year
awards.
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THE FUNDING OF ASTRONOMICAL RESEARCH
Although astronomy has a long tradition of private and state support, federal funding continues to
provide the bulk of the funding for astronomical research. The NSF provides the major share of funding
for ground-based astronomy, while NASA provides nearly all the funding for space astronomy. Historically,
ground-based optical astronomy has attracted additional private and state support; radio astronomy has
depended heavily upon federal funding; and space astronomy has been entirely federally supported.
Observational astronomy depends heavily upon modern, effective instrumentation. The faintness of the
objects being studied requires massive and expensive telescopes which, in turn, limits the number of research
instruments that can be built. Since their establishment nearly three decades ago, the national observatories,
funded by NSF, have provided unrestricted access to first class research telescopes and facilities on the basis
of merit. NASA, likewise, has adopted the general policy that observing time should be accessible to anyone
in the astronomical community and that use of the space facilities should be awarded on the basis of scientific
proposals which are reviewed by a panel of scientific peers.
But it takes more than instruments to make a strong and vital scientific program: it takes people
to do the research. Programs of competitive research grants for individual astronomers have been one of
the most important components of U.S. astronomy. In combination with telescopes and instrumentation
available to the entire community, these grant programs make possible the broad geographical distribution
which characterizes U.S. astronomical research. Both NSF and NASA have such programs. In addition, the
Departments of Energy (DOE) and Defense (DoD) have grant programs for basic research, and both award
some grants that are astronomical in nature.
The impact of private and state funding upon the total competitive research grant picture is small.
There is a substantial amount of private and state money in various institutions that supports astronomical
research by the staff and faculty of the institution. However, the NSF and NASA grant programs are of
paramount importance to the health of the field. Thronson has tabulated the credits for funding which
appear in articles by U.S. researchers in the Astrophysical Journal in 1989. He finds that NASA and NSF
are each cited about 40 percent of the time and other federal agencies (especially DoD and DoE) are credited
in about 10 percent of the papers.
We will, therefore, analyze the funding trends in the two largest grant programs in which the entire
program is restricted to astronomy projects, the NSF program of astronomy grants and the various grant
programs in NASA's Astrophysics Division (Figure 4). Measuring trends in the two major programs will
suffice to give an indication of the health of astronomy funding in the two agencies. All references to budgets
and amount of support have been converted to 1989 dollars using the OMB correction factors for basic
non-military research, which are very close to the standard cost-of-living index.
Support from the National Science Foundation
The Gran_s Program Funding from the NSF Division of Astronomical Sciences, which supports most
astronomy from the ground, goes into two major programs: the national observatories and the program of
individual research grants. This latter category includes both grants to individual astronomers and grants
to universities to support various facilities.
The NSF grants program funds projects that range widely in size, from small grants for various
supplements, publication of meeting proceedings, etc. up to grants of over a million dollars for the operation
of entire university observatories (Figure 6a). The bulk of the NSF grants falls between these extremes and
supports individual research projects. These grants are critically important to the individual researchers,
particularly in the area of theory. Figure 6b shows a steady erosion in the grants to individuals and which
account for about 2/3 of the overall grants program; excluded are major grants to university observatories.
Another measure of the erosion in support to individual astronomers is the decrease in the average size of
grants in the $25-250k range. With typical costs of summer salary, publications and a graduate student
salary plus overhead now exceeding $70,000 per year, the grants program has dropped below a critical
threshold. While an individual can, and often must, have more than one grant, such a system of support
suffers from inefficiencies and often produces more proposals than papers.
Overall, the picture is rather bleak within the NSF grants budget, except for a 24 percent increase in
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FIGURE 4 Overall funding of astronomy grants by NASA and the NSF in constant collars. In the case of NSF, funding of
university observatory facilities is included.
1984 that was eaten away in subsequent years. While all the indicators of activity within astronomy were
rising with the number of publications up by 27 percent in the first five years of the decade and the number
of astronomers increasing by 40 percent since 1980, the 1989 grants budget is only 11 percent above the
1980 level in constant dollars. The number of grants awarded has risen from about 250 in 1980 to 372 in
1989, but the average size of grants to individuals is down by almost one-half in 1989 dollars, from just over
$90k in 1981 to $55k.
The increase in 1984 appears to have resulted from the publication of the Field Committee Report, which
noted the sad state of the infrastructure that enables astronomical research to proceed, and recommended
an augmentation. Unfortunately, after 1984, the research base at NSF has been eroded year by year. In
fact, Figure 7 shows that the construction funds for building the VLBA have come from the research base,
a move that leaves the research infrastructure as poorly funded as it was a decade ago.
Support/or Facilities Support for national facilities has deteriorated during the last decade. Data
for NRAO are representative of the problem (Figure 7). The integrated shortfall in the operations budget
between 1984-1989 is almost $15 million, with drastic, adverse effects in staff compensation and morale,
telescope and receiver maintenance, development of new receivers, computing capabilities and cutbacks in
critical educational and postdoctoral programs.
Support from NASA
In marked contrast to NSF, the NASA grant programs in astrophysics over the decade have more closely
tracked the growth in the number of astronomers and the publication activity. The NASA programs were
reorganized several times during the decade, and it is not possible to derive comparable numbers for years
before 1982. However, from 1982 to 1989, the total of the various NASA grant programs has grown from
$17.5M to $31.3M, or 79 percent. The average grant size has remained stable at about $40,000 throughout
this time. The number of grants awarded per year rose from 336 in 1981 to 574 in 1989. The small grant size
is caused by the fact that NASA gives grants to pay for the expenses associated with observing with IUE.
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FIGURE 5 The NSF astronomy program has not received adequate funding to maintain a constant level effort of program
over the last five years. Construction of the VLBA has had a marked impact on the support available for research grants.
It should be pointed out, however, that the average grant is too small to support a post-doctoral fellow or,
in some cases, even a graduate student. Many IUE researchers have to write multiple proposals to support
themselves and their postdocs and graduate students. In the rest of the Astrophysics Data Program the
grant sizes are significantly larger, but still often low enough that multiple grants are required to support a
researcher.
Behind the rise in the number of grants by NASA is a specific new policy to provide sufficient resources
to analyze adequately the data from their space science missions. This policy includes setting up multi-
wavelength data archives, provision of data analysis funding long after missions have ceased operation, and
the establishment of senior fellowships. Nor has theory been neglected. There is now a strong program that
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supports work on theoretical astrophysics, a vital component needed for the interpretation of astronomical
data.
One important trend to emerge from this analysis of the grants program is the emergence of NASA as
the dominant agency in astronomy grant funding. In 1982, NSF provided almost 60 percent of the grant
money, but in 1989 NASA, for the first time, provided more money for astronomy grants than did the NSF.
Since several large, long-lived missions will be launched in the early 1990% NASA's future spending plans
call for a major increase in the amount of data analysis money which will go the community in the form of
grants. If present plans come to pass, NASA will be providing two-thirds of all the astronomy grant money
by 1995.
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ACCESS TO MAJOR TELESCOPES
Astronomy is,more than almost any other physicalscience,an observationalscience. Two aspects
arc of criticalimportance for maintaining American leadershipin the field.First,we must build the best
telescopesand equip them with the best instruments. Second, we must guarantee broad access by US
astronomers to those instruments, The US faces seriouschallengesto itslong-standing pre-eminence in
opticalastronomy. Since the 1950s,the US had almost allofthe collectingarea in telescopeslargerthan 3 m
(Figure8 and Table i). By the end ofthe century the US fractionwilldrop toabout 50 percent with Japan
and a united Europe making major nationalcommitments to large,7-8 m, opticaltelescopes.Without the
priratelyfunded instruments likeKeck, Columbus and Magellan, and without the proposed (shared)NOAO
8 m telescopes,the U.S. fractionwould drop to about 35 percent of the world'scollectingarea.
Differentbranches ofastronomy have similarproblems:
• In the fiReenyears between Einsteinand AXAF, American X-ray astronomers willhave reliedsolely
on foreigntelescopesto make advances ina fieldthey invented.
• In centimeter wavelength radio astronomy, the aging VLA isstillthe supreme instrument,but in
the rapidly growing fieldof millimeterradio astronomy, the IRAM 30 m telescopeand the new
millimeterarraysin Europe and Japan challengeour leadershipinanother fieldwe developed.
• The US led the development of infraredastronomy, based in large part on the strength of our
detector technology,and opened space infraredastronomy with the IRAS satellite.Leadership in
infraredastronomy willpass to the Europeans when they launch the ISO mission and we wait until
2000 or laterfor the flightof NASA's infraredGreat Observatory,SIRTF.
• The US pioneered neutrino astronomy, but the major facilitiesin particleastronomy are now in
Europe, 3apartand the SovietUnion with a major new Canadian observatoryexpected soon.
The competition for observing time on major new telescopeswillbe severe.For instance,the Hubble
Space Telescope (HST) made initialtime assignments in response to proposalsforthe firstyear ofoperation.
Nine times as much observing tlme was requested as was availableand in the firstyear only one proposal
infivewas assigned tlme. Thls isa remarkably high demand foran instrument whose launch date was two
years in the future at the time of proposal submission and whose launch had frequentlybeen postponed.
Even with reduced capabilitiesdue to the flaw in its primary mirror, HST will be oversubscribed by a
factorofabout fiveto one forultravioletimaging and spectroscopywhere itspowers are unequaled by other
facilities.Another lessextreme case isthe four meter telescopesat the National Observatories,which are
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FIGURE 8 The fraction of the world's telescope area accessible to US astronomers, for optical telescopes larger than 3m.
The figure assumes all the telescopes described in Table 1 are built.
more than ten years old, but where the demand typically runs four times more than time available. Requests
for observing time on other U.S. telescopes typically exceed the number of available hours by factors of two
or more.
ASTRONOMY AS A PROFESSION
The Growth of "Firm Money" Positions
The types of jobs that astronomers now occupy have changed over the last decade. Traditionally, an
astronomer achieved a permanent job on the tenured faculty at a university or college. Industrial and
academic research jobs, with their perceived impermanence and lack of academic freedom, were considered
less desirable. However, as predicted in the Field Committee Report, the rapid growth of astronomy in the
late 1960s and the concomitant youthful age of the astronomical faculty has meant that faculty retirements
have been few and far between. This has, in turn, severely limited the number of tenured faculty jobs that
opened up during the last ten years. Industrial and national research facilities have taken up much of the
slack by employing increasing number of astronomers who still carry out astronomical research.
Academic institutions still provide jobs for half of the AAS members (Figure 9a), but other types of
employment have become more important. Nearly 75 percent of the employed in academia hold permanent,
tenured jobs (Figure 9b). Exclusive of astronomers holding postdoctoral appointments, 17 percent of the
academic astronomers have positions as research associates.
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Table 1. U.S. of Lar Jes
Telescope US Mirror # World Telescope US
Name Share Diem (m I Mirror_ Date Area (m 2) Fractio:
Palomar I 5 1 1950 19.6 1.00
Lick 1 3 1 1959 26.7 1.00
NOAO-KPNO 1 4 1 1974 39.3 1.00
CTIO 1 4 1 1975 51.8 1.00
AAT 0 3.9 1 1975 63.8 0.61
Calar Alto 0 3.5 1 1976 73.4 0.71
ESO 0 3.6 1 1976 83.0 0.62
USSR 0 6 1 1976 111.9 0.46
IRTF 1 3 1 1979 118.9 0.50
UKIRT 0.15 3.8 1 1979 130.3 0.47
MMT 1 1-8 6 1980 145.5 0.52
CFHT 0.15 3.6 1 1980 155.7 0.50
Herschel 0 4.2 I L987 169.6 0.46
ESO NTT 0 3.6 1 I989 179.2 0.43
Keck-1 1 10 1 1991 257.7 0.61
ARC 1 3.5 1 1991 267.3 0.62
W1TN 1 3.5 1 199: 277.0 0.63
MMT-upgradc 1 6.5 1 1994 294.9 0.65
VLT-I 0 8 1 1995 345.2 0.56
Keck-2 1 I0 1 1996 423.7 0.64
Columbus 0.75 8 2 1996 524.2 0.66
Japan 0.1 7.5 1 1997 568.4 0.62
VLT-2 0 8 1 1997 618.7 0.57
Magellan 1 8 1 1997 668.9 0.60
VLT-3 0 8 1 1998i 719.2 0.56
]
NOAO 0.5 8 2 1997 819.7 0.55
VLT-4 0 8 1 1999 870.0 0.52
In contrast to postdoctoral appointments, which are normally awarded for a short, fixed term, usually
two or three years, the research associate position, while stilldependent upon outside funding, is available
for a longer term. In some cases it may be continued as long as money is available. A significant number of
universities are showing a willingness to guarantee some degree of permanence for their research associates,
typically by guaranteeing a year or two of support to weather the loss of a grant or contract until new support
can be found. The emerging importance of this type of job as a long-term career choice for astronomers
deserves highlighting. We refer to such jobs, that carry a degree of permanence which exceeds the normal
three year postdoc position, as "firm money" positions.
Industrial jobs, though often dependent upon a company's ability to obtain outside funding, also have
a degree of permanence. Although companies may shift employees from one contract to another, the larger
salaries and the challenges of the corporate world are attracting more astronomers than ever before. The
percentage of U.S. astronorncrs who work in a corporate setting has nearly doubled over the last decade.
In 1987, the number of astronomers who work for industry or are self-employed exceeded the number who
work in Federally Funded Research and Development Centers, such as the national observatories. Corporate
positions, which have no guarantees but which do have a reasonable degree of permanence, would also be
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FIGURE 9 a) The fractionof astronomers in various types of jobs. FFR&DC refersto federallyfunded researchand
development centers;b) The fractionof astronomersholding differentranks within universitiesand colleges.
classified as "firm money" positions. Interestingly, it is not exclusively the young astronomers who are
choosing careers outside of academia. The median ages of academic and non-academic astronomers are
identical.
Trends in employment become particularly apparent when a tabulation is made of the type of position
astronomers hold ten years after receiving their Ph.D. A survey was made of the 117 astronomers who
received their Ph.D. in 1980. In comparison with the class of 1970 surveyed ten years later two conclusion
can be drawn. First, there has been a significant decrease in the number of graduates who are working in
universities, particularly true for tenure-track faculty positions. Only 32 percent of the class of 1980 are now
in universities, 22 percent are in tenured or tenure track positions. The numbers for 1970 are 42 percent
and 30 percent respectively. Second, there has also been a substantial growth in the number of people who
are working in industry and some growth in the percentage working in Federally Funded R&D (FFR&D)
Centers. 12 percent of the class of 1980 work in industry, up from 1 percent for the class of 1970. 15 percent
now work in FFR&D Centers, up from 11 percent. Finally, the number of people who have left the field is
a roughly constant 30 percent for both the 1970 and 1980 classes.
Research is an important part of the life of the average U.S. astronomer. Not only is this fact manifested
through the large number of papers produced every year, more than one for each member of the astronomical
community, but it also emerges from direct surveys of the community. Over half of all AAS members surveyed
claim to work primarily on basic research and only 9 percent cite teaching as their primary activity, but
another 25 spend a substantial amount of their time in teaching. The other three major activities at which
astronomers work are administration, applied research and design, development or engineering.
The records of the Solar Physics Division of the AAS show that solar astronomers are not well represented
on university faculties. Approximately 45 out of the 350 members of the solar physics division are found in
academic environments, or roughly 10-20 percent. Most of the remainder of the solar astronomers are found
in industry of national facilities. This value contrasts with the roughly 50 percent of astronomers who hold
university jobs. In contrast to solar astronomers, the distribution of planetary astronomers mirrors that for
U.S. astronomers as a whole. Fifty-one percent of the members of the AAS Division of Planetary Sciences
are employed by universities. Thirty percent of the planetary astronomers say they work in government
labs, comparable to the percentage of all astronomers which work in government labs and federally funded
research centers.
What Can We Say About the "Typical" Astronomer's Career?
In order to understand the workforce in astronomy we have to know where people who work as
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FIGURE I0 The number of PhDs granted in astronomy has been relatively steady over the decade.
scientistsentering astronomy from other fields has increased since 1980.
astronomers are trained, what the progression of jobs is in an "average" career, and how and when they
leave the field.
The rate of production of astronomers has remained virtually constant over the past two decades.
The number of doctoral degrees awarded for dissertations in astronomical topics over the last decade has
averaged 125 degrees per year (Figure 10). Of these, 81 degrees come from the 69 institutions that grant
astronomy degrees. The other 44 are degrees in physics, or some other science, where the thesis topic is
clearly identified as astronomy or astrophysics.
What undergraduate institutions do astronomy graduate students come from? ALP surveys show
that 57 percent come from PhD granting institutions, whereas 15 percent are produced by the 4-year
colleges and foreign institutions account for 24 percent. What did astronomy graduate students major in as
undergraduates? Generally it was physics (52 percent), followed by astronomy (28 percent), mathematics
and other (16 percent), and engineering (4 percent).
The flow of new people into the AAS has been twice the rate of degree production, averaging 250 per
year. Thus, half the people entering astronomy in the past decade were trained in a science other than
astronomy and migrate into the field later in their career. In the recent survey of the AAS membership,
1/3 of the respondents held their degree in a field other than astronomy. Such a high fraction of scientists
coming in from outside the field is quite unusual and attests to the intellectual excitement of astronomy.
The other critical factor regulating the size of the pool of astronomers is the flow out of the field.
Many people who were trained in astronomy or who once worked as astronomers and have, for personal
or economic reasons, moved into another field typically tend to continue their membership in the AAS for
some time after they leave the field. Under our definition such people continue to be counted as astronomers
for a few additional years, only disappearing from our counts when they drop their AAS membership. Over
time, this effect will average out and should not introduce a significant error into our estimates.
Specific studies done for the Field Committee ten years ago found that the attrition rate was greatest
immediately after the postdoctoral period. Similar studies have not been carried out recently. However,
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the number of people dropping their AAS membership each year has remained unchanged during the past
decade, about 50 persons per year.
What is the Job Situation for Astronomers?
One critical question is how closely the number of astronomers matches the number of available jobs.
Since astronomy is a small and relatively well defined field, it is possible to get fairly comprehensive
information about the employment situation. The American Astronomical Society publishes a monthly
listing of jobs of interest to people trained in astronomy. The AAS Job Register was started in 1977, and
in the early eighties a successful effort was made to ensure that it provided a complete listing of astronomy
jobs. Since then, the AAS Job Register has provided an excellent indication of the astronomy job market,
listing most astronomy-related jobs likely to be filled by Ph.D. astronomers. Of course, it also includes
some jobs for people with Bachelors and Masters degrees, as well as jobs that involve primarily engineering,
computer work, administration, and other non-astronomy work that may be of interest to astronomers.
However the great majority of listed jobs are for Ph.D. level scientists.
The total number of jobs advertised each year in the AAS Job Register has risen steadily from fewer
than 200 per year in the early 1980s to about 280 per year in the late 1980s, a net increase of about 30
percent over the decade. While these are not all new jobs, they do indicate an increased opportunity to
find or switch jobs. The largest single increase came at the time the Space Telescope Science Institute was
established and clearly represents a growth in the number of jobs in astronomy.
Two-thirds of the listed jobs are non-permanent, either post-doctoral positions or work on contracts
expected to be of limited duration. These jobs serve an important role in providing transitional positions
between graduate school and permanent work, but they do not contribute to the permanent job market.
Instead permanent and semi-permanent jobs provide the long-term location and job security sought by most
astronomers as their careers advance. These include academic and observatory jobs that are described as
tenured or tenure-track, civil service positions at government labs, and jobs that have no definite duration
and have a high expectation of continuing for several years.
Excluding tenured or senior jobs that are not open to young astronomers, the number of new, permanent
and semi-permanent jobs has risen only slightly from about 60 per year in 1980-1982 to just over 70 per
year in 1986-1988. Because this number is only about one-half the number of new Ph.D. astronomers, the
competition for permanent jobs in astronomy has remained high.
As confirmed by the growth in the number of astronomers working in the commercial sector, it is
apparent that substantial numbers of Ph.D. astronomers have joined a pool of people not employed in
traditional permanent astronomy jobs. While some people have left astronomy altogether, most have
maintained employment in astronomy-related jobs of various types. They are often doing applied research,
hardware design or construction, and computer system or software development, often on contracts for
particular projects. Many of these jobs are funded by federal sources, either directly by NASA or NSF
grants, or less directly by contracts for NASA projects.
Projections of the job situation into the next decade are clouded by uncertainty in several areas. First,
the recent lifting of mandatory retirement ages may change the normal retirement patterns, particularly for
academic astronomers. Second, the trend toward longer term, more stable research funding by NASA coupled
with the growing acceptance of "firm money" jobs by astronomers makes the job situation particularly
sensitive to federal research funding. Third, when half the practicing astronomers come from physics, which
has ten times the number of people, the field is particularly susceptible to changes in the migration pattern.
These changes might be small in terms of the other field, but could severely disrupt the projections of
growth in astronomy.
EDUCATION AND HUMAN RESOURCES
What Can Astronomers Do About Improving General Science Education?
According to all the experts, including the Presidential Commission that wrote the report entitled A
Nalion al Risk, the U.S. is facing a technical manpower shortage. A major effort is under way to improve the
technical competence of the U.S. workforce before Halley's Comet returns in 2061. What part can astronomy
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play in this effort? With its broad public appeal, astronomy often attracts students at all levels into science
courses, and it is only these students who are able to go into careers in science and engineering. Astronomers
can work with local schools and with science museums and planetariums to provide up-to-date, interesting,
and scientifically accurate materials. They can cooperate with local reporters to see that exciting advances
in astronomy are brought to the attention of the public.
The astronomical community has a responsibility to help at all levels, from working with local schools
to encouraging the federal government to take action. The supply of new scientific talent, both for the
benefit of our country and for maintaining excellence in U.S. astronomy, will depend, in part, on our efforts
in this important task. The diverse issues of astronomy and education are discussed in the report of the
Policy Panel, in Chapter 7 of the Volume I of this report, and in An Educational Initiative in Astronomy,
edited by R. A. Brown.
What Can Astronomers Do About Improving Pre-College Science Education?
Though almost all students take science courses in the junior high-school years, few students choose to
take more advanced high-school science courses. Contributing to this drastic sieve is the content of high-
school physics courses and the reputation among high-school students of the courses and their teachers. If
more hlgh-school students took courses in the physical sciences, then the colleges and universities would have
more chance to train students technically in astronomy, physics, mathematics, and geology. Astronomers
could help high schools include contemporary astronomical topics in their courses, as is done in biology and
other science courses, rather than limiting astronomical discussion largely to the important historical origins
of astronomical thought in centuries past.
On the elementary-school and junior-hlgh levels, science courses are usually taught by teachers with
little science training. Astronomers can provide up-to-date information about current astronomy projects
to local teachers and schools, and offer to assist in presenting current and exciting science topics to young
students. Astronomers can encourage local schools to take their students to local facilities such as science
museums and planetariums, or to visit telescopes at the astronomers' institutions.
On all secondary levels, astronomers can offer to cooperate with local school boards or state adoption
committees, as appropriate, to see that textbooks and other materials have extensive and accurate informa-
tion about astronomy. Astronomers can work with publishers and other providers of educational material
to see that astronomy is well represented in the materials available.
What Can Astronomers Do About Improving College Education?
Astronomers can take active roles in their own institutions' teaching of both non-science-major and
science-major undergraduates. They can see that personnel and equipment are devoted to providing the
best possible environment for undergraduate courses in astronomy. They can make available courses for
all academic levels of undergraduates, with particular attention to providing courses beyond the beginning
survey not only for astronomy or physics majors but also for majors in other sciences and in non-science
fields.
Astronomers can improve the status of astronomy teaching by making certain that the best professors
take their turns in teaching lower-level courses. They can provide rewards for good teaching among graduate
students. At present, most first-year students (60 percent) are supported on teaching assistantships, while
research assistantships are provided later. Astronomers could try, instead, to provide structure in which the
most qualified and experienced graduate students work as teaching assistants for part of their time. This
would not only assist the undergraduate students in obtaining an interesting introduction to astronomy but
also provide better training in teaching for the future astronomy professors. Providing the best education to
liberal-arts college majors is a way of influencing the country's future lawyers, businessmen, and politicians,
who can eventually play important roles in governmental and private funding of science.
The national agencies, including NSF and NASA, can extend and improve their programs that involve
in research professors who have heavy time commitments involving teaching. Such programs as NSF's
Research in Undergraduate Institutions can be expanded to increase the exposure of undergraduate students
to contemporary astronomical research. During fiscal 1988, seven new awards were made under this
program for a total of $369,000 plus three supplemental grants for $170,000. From regular research awards,
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an additional 6 grants were awarded to undergraduate institutions for $287,000 plus 8 continuing awards for
$185,000 totaling $472,000.
Programs of liaison between research universities and surrounding colleges and universities can be ex-
tended. Regional informal meetings of astronomers are valuable ways of keeping members of the astronomical
community, and their students, in touch with modern astronomical research.
Programs at observatories and research institutes to involve undergraduates in summer or term-time
programs can be enlarged. Such programs tend to be prominent candidates for cutting at times of fiscal
stress.
Astronomers can be active in incorporating recent research, including not only optical astronomy but
also non-optical astronomy, into laboratory work for students at all levels.
What education issues face the astronomical community?
Training of in_rumen$alis_s. Based on anecdotal opinions there seems to be a falloff in the number
of astronomers being trained in the design and construction of astronomical instruments. A questionnaire
to all astronomy department chairs as part of this survey revealed that half of them them feel that their
departments do not have enough faculty and staff who specialize in the development of astronomical
instrumentation. More than half also foresee the need for an increase in the number of faculty who specialize
in instrumentation during the next five years.
Problem8 of couple_ in astronomy. As the number of women in astronomy grows, the hiring of qualified
applicants is more and more dependent upon finding employment for the applicant's spouse. Since women
astronomers are more likely to be married to other astronomers than are their male colleagues, this problem
is much more severe for the female members of the profession.
The survey of department chairs shows that 60 percent of the departments have tried to hire an
academic couple during the past decade. None of the departments had anti-nepotlsm policies which would
prevent them from hiring both persons, and there were a fair number of successful arrangements where both
parties were accommodated. However, there were a larger number of cases where substantial difficulties
were encountered. In the majority of cases all parties made a good faith effort to make things work out,
but, in a few cases, the department or the central administration was simply unwilling to bend.
The most common difficulty was that making a spousal arrangement took time. Some spouses had to
accept distinctly second-class positions such as adjunct faculty appointments. The number of cases reported
indicate that this is a substantial problem which requires sensitivity, good faith and time to work out. With
the rising number of women in astronomy it is important that all astronomy departments and university
administrations increase their efforts to find adequate solutions to the problem of hiring astronomy couples.
Women and minori_iea in astronomy. Issues of equality, under-representatlon, role models, etc. are
important. The growing percentage of women in astronomy will bring these issues into sharper focus in
the next decade. The AAS has surveyed its membership on the question of discrimination. On the basis of
answers to the survey, which had a response rate in excess of forty percent, the incidence of discrimination
is not large. 10 percent of the respondents report having seen or experienced discrimination against women
in the areas of hiring practices, pay and promotions. 16 percent report having seen discrimination in the
general social treatment of women.
It is important to follow up on these data with a more detailed investigation. In 1979 the AAS
Committee on the Status of Women made a detailed study of the perceptions of female members. This
study should be repeated so a comparison can be made with the attitudes and perceptions of the previous
decade. It is important to pinpoint areas in which progress has been achieved as well as areas in which
more needs to be done. We owe it to our profession to see that the study of astronomy is equally accessible
both males and females. We owe it to our colleagues to ensure that jobs at all levels are, likewise, equally
accessible to everyone.
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